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Introduction

T

Recapitulation

his volume follows a period in New Netherland which was full of
suspense and turmoil. New England had been threatening from the
north and a full-scale war between England and the United Provinces
threatened to spill over into their North American possessions. Other
European powers were asserting international ambitions with possible repercussions in the New World: Sweden’s attempt to establish a
colony on the Delaware River brought about territorial problems in
the south and caused Stuyvesant a major headache. Sweden’s capture
of Fort Casimir in 1654 led to Stuyvesant’s successful takeover of
New Sweden the following year. Almost all troops were brought into
action for the Dutch invasion, and their absence at Manhattan had the
unintended consequence of a simultaneous Indian attack on the heart
of New Netherland, called the Peach War. The devastation inflicted on
the population around the Manhattan rim during this war was somewhat mitigated by the prospect of a renewed Company interest in
New Netherland: Portugal’s recapture of its lost possessions in Dutch
Brazil in 1654 had caused the WIC to reshape its trading patterns in
the Atlantic and to concentrate more human and financial resources in
its Caribbean and North American holdings.

A

European Context

lthough two major disruptions involving the United Provinces
had been resolved, namely, the 80 Years’ War in 1648 and the first
Anglo-Dutch War in 1654, Europe was still not at peace. The Second
Northern War between Sweden and its neighbors for control of the
Baltic raged on from 1655 to 1660. In 1658 the United Provinces
intervened on the side of Denmark to prevent Sweden from gaining
control of the entrance to the Baltic. The Battle of the Sound, although
judged a draw, was a strategic victory for the Dutch as it prevented
the Swedes from controlling access to trade in the Baltic. Sweden was
also involved in a war with Russia from 1656 to 1658, fought mostly
in Livonia and Finland, while to the south the Franco-Spanish war was
drawing to a close with the Battle of the Dunes in 1658. This battle
was remarkable, as both sides featured English military units in their
armies. In addition to continued military activity on the continent,
xiii

xiv
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there was also a serious outbreak of the plague in the kingdom of
Naples from 1656–1658. The prospect of sudden death was still an
unfortunate fact of life from one corner of Europe to the other.
In England, Lord Protector Oliver Cromwell died in September of
1658 at the age of 59. He was succeeded by his son Richard, who was
forced to resign the following year because of the lack of a power base
in Parliament.

T

The Situation at the South River

he present volume opens with a series of documents related to
the takeover of New Sweden in 1655 involving a Swedish ship in
Dutch waters. The Mercurius represented the twelfth relief expedition
to New Sweden. As it had been a number of years since the fledgling
Swedish colony had received a relief ship from home, its arrival with
supplies and settlers would have been cause for celebration. However,
when the ship left port in November of 1655, the crew and over 100
settlers (mostly Finns) were unaware that two months earlier New
Sweden had been invaded and was now under Dutch control. When
the Mercurius arrived in the Delaware River, the Dutch military at
Fort Casimir refused to allow it to sail farther north. Ignoring permission, the Mercurius sailed on to Tinicum Island near Fort Christina
where the ship was offloaded.
New Sweden had been a competing interest on the Delaware since
1638. After the takeover in 1655 it became a liability. The WIC
directors recommended that the Swedish/Finnish settlers be removed
in order to discourage revolt or facilitate recovery of the colony by
Sweden. One suggestion was to move the entire population to the
mid-Hudson Valley to reinforce Dutch defenses against the local
Indians. As one can expect, the Swedes were strongly opposed to such
a move. Fortunately, they had a strong advocate in Stuyvesant himself.
He argued successfully that they should remain on their farms and be
given certain rights to govern themselves as the “Swedish Nation.”
New Netherland was now in total control of the Delaware River.
This was not always the case. For years the Dutch could only afford a
seasonal presence at Fort Nassau on the Delaware. Several times the
English made motions to put troops in the valley but they were always
thwarted. During the winter, Indians would shelter in the unoccupied
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fort. It wasn’t until the Swedes arrived that the Dutch made any
attempt to secure the area. Stuyvesant was particularly concerned that
if the English gained control of this river, the source of which was just
to the west of Fort Orange and Rensselaerswijck, it would endanger
Dutch control of the fur trade. However, his lack of resources made
it difficult to maintain a presence in this southern region. During the
First Anglo-Dutch War (1652–1654), he felt compelled to pull troops
and munitions out of Fort Casimir to protect Manhattan. It was basically a willingness to sacrifice a hand to save the heart. This dilemma
had not gone unnoticed in Amsterdam.
During the summer of 1655, the Waagh [scales] a 35-gun warship,
carrying a crew of 200 men, crossed the Atlantic. The WIC had chartered the ship from the city of Amsterdam in order to guarantee the
success of the expedition against New Sweden. One salvo from its
guns was capable of reducing any of the Swedish forts. Its presence
among the other six Dutch ships and the 350 soldiers commanded by
Stuyvesant must have been an intimidating sight. New Sweden fell
without a shot being fired. Although the “Swedish Expedition” was a
success, the use of the Waagh was a large debt that had to be repaid.
Repayment was worked out between the mayors of Amsterdam and
the WIC directors of the Amsterdam chamber to the benefit of both
parties. Now that the Company could claim the entire Delaware
Valley, an extent of land from the Christina Kil (Wilmington) to
Boompties Hoeck (Bombay Hook) at the entrance to Delaware Bay
was deeded to the city of Amsterdam and called Nieuwer Amstel.1
For all practical purposes, it was a grant similar to that of the patroonship of Rensselaerswijck in which the patroon was the city itself. New
Netherland had solved its problem of protecting its southern flank,
while the city of Amsterdam had gained a colony in the New World—
right next door to the tobacco colonies of Maryland and Virginia.
Although New Netherland maintained jurisdictional rights to the land
north of the Christina Kil and south from Boompties Hoeck to Cape
Henlopen, even this land was eventually ceded to the city in 1663.
However, just as the patroonship in the north was still considered
a subject of New Netherland, so was Nieuwer Amstel—a cause of
tension and litigation for both colonies.
1 See also Charles T. Gehring, trans. and ed., Correspondence, 1654–1658 (Syracuse,
2003), xiii–xv, xvii–xviii.
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The Situation at Rensselaerswijck

he patroonship of Kiliaen van Rensselaer on the upper Hudson
also sparred with the WIC over jurisdictional rights. There had
been several incidents between Company and Colonie2 officials during
Kieft’s administration which were resolved peacefully. It was not until
1648, when Brant van Slichtenhorst had arrived in Rensselaerswijck
as director of the patroonship and Petrus Stuyvesant as director general of New Netherland, that sparks began to fly. Kiliaen Van Rensselaer
had died in 1643 and was succeeded by his minor son by his first
marriage, Johan van Rensselaer. Obeying the patroon’s instructions,
Van Slichtenhorst had begun building houses around Fort Orange,
upon which Stuyvesant, after several warnings, had him taken prisoner and in April of 1652 established the court of Beverwijck—the area
within 3,000 feet of Fort Orange—declaring it the jurisdiction of the
West India Company and naming the community Beverwijck.3
After that date the two courts coexisted in reasonable peace:
Beverwijck’s court meeting in the trading house in Fort Orange, the
Rensselaerswijck court meeting in the patroon’s house, which was
located next to the fort. Van Slichtenhorst spent 16 months in jail,
during which time his contract expired. He was succeeded by Kiliaen
van Rensselaer’s oldest son by his second marriage, Jan Baptist, who
assumed the directorship of the patroonship in July 1652. He had
arrived the previous year and would remain director until 1658, when
he returned to Amsterdam and was replaced by his brother Jeremias.
Jan Baptist’s term as director of the patroonship was relatively
uneventful in comparison to Van Slichtenhorst’s rough four years.
The only cause of friction with the Company after the departure of
Van Slichtenhorst involved the excise on beer, wine, and strong spirits
and payment of the tienden [tithes], which escalated in 1655, when
the commies of Fort Orange, Johannes Dijckman, met with the officials and tappers of Rensselaerswijck. How the two courts coexisted
became clear when one of Rensselaerswijck’s tappers who refused to
pay the excise fled into the patroon’s house. Johan de Deckere, who
on account of Dijckman’s incapacity had taken over the position of
commies, was unable to take him prisoner, which caused him to write
2 Rensselaerswijck was often referred to as de Colonie.
3 See also Charles T. Gehring, trans. and ed., Fort Orange Court Minutes, 1652–
1660 (Syracuse, 1990), xxi–xxv; Janny Venema, Beverwijck: A Dutch Village on the
American Frontier, 1652–1664 (Hilversum/Albany, 2003), 47, 50–53.
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to Stuyvesant that he judged “it to be in the highest degree absurd that
there should be an asylum in the midst of our jurisdiction for fugitives,
and a free place for other abuses and usurpations.”4 His complaint
reflects the situation of the two courts, each with its own jurisdiction.

P

The Flushing Remonstrance

robably the most well-known document in the present volume is an
English settlers’ protest of Stuyvesant’s handling of two Quakers.
Although the Dutch Republic was noted for its religious toleration,
it was basically a simple expression of “freedom of conscience,” i.e.
no one would be persecuted for one’s religious beliefs. However, this
liberty sometimes ran counter to the equally important principle of
pax et concordia, “peace and harmony.” It was this struggle between
maintaining a basic human right and preserving harmony over chaos
that caused problems. The Dutch solved this dilemma by the simple
human response of looking the other way or winking.
No blind eye, however, was turned to the Quakers, who arrived at
Manhattan in 1657. Their ship didn’t fly a flag, didn’t fire a salute, and
its skipper refused to remove his hat as a sign of respect to Stuyvesant,
“as if a goat.” When the ship sailed on to Rhode Island, one of the
domines remarked that “there is where all the New England cranks
retire.” However, two women were left behind. As soon as the ship
was out of sight, they began to quake and fly into a frenzy, crying out
loudly that men should repent, for the day of judgment was at hand.
The inhabitants of Manhattan didn’t know what to make of it. Some
feared that a fire had broken out and began running about hysterically.5
It wasn’t the pax et concordia that Stuyvesant had in mind for his
community.
The women were placed in confinement but later released. One of
them may have ended up at the house of Tobias Feake, the schout of
Vlissingen. All that we know for certain is that Feake was accused of
sheltering a Quakeress, which was tantamount to allowing a conventicle or illegal meeting in contravention of his oath. According to later
4 Charles T. Gehring and Janny Venema, trans. and eds., Fort Orange Records,
1654–1679 (Syracuse, 2009), 74, 89–93, quote on 91.
5 See Hugh Hastings, ed. and E.T. Corwin, trans., Ecclesiastical Records, State of
New York, vol. I (Albany, 1901), 399–400 for the letter of Domines Megapolensis and
Drisius dated August 14, 1657.
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testimony, it was Feake who drafted the “seditious, mutinous and
detestable pamphlet,” as it was called in his sentencing.6
Although Feake had violated the ordinance forbidding assemblies and
conventicles by protecting Quakers and even protesting their treatment in writing, Stuyvesant’s personal animus toward the sect most
likely fueled his actions. By civil authorities Quakers were viewed as
seditious anarchists and by ecclesiastical authorities as “machinations
of Satan.”7 Stuyvesant, however, had Feake prosecuted for breaking
his schout’s oath to enforce the ordinances of New Netherland—not
for his protection of the Quakers.
Feake eventually was sentenced to either banishment or payment of a
heavy fine. We know his choice because in 1662 he appeared in court
on another matter—but no longer as schout of Vlissingen.
Stuyvesant’s attitude toward Quakers was brought to the attention of
the directors of the Company by John Bowne. The directors responded by instructing Stuyvesant to let Quakers live in peace although
they would rather they went elsewhere. The directors were concerned
about population growth and didn’t want to discourage immigration.
Although dislike of the Quakers attached a strong signal of religious
prejudice to the incident, the ideas expressed in the 1657 remonstrance
are, when compared with Article XIII of the 1579 Union of Utrecht,
essentially the same.
In New England, Quakers did not receive a warm welcome either.
William Bradford, governor of Plymouth Colony, died in May of 1657
at the age of 67. He was succeeded by Thomas Prence—known for
his intense dislike of Quakers, who were coming to the New World in
increased numbers. In the Massachusetts Bay Colony, Quakers were
still being hanged as late as 1661.

I

Other Council Matters

n addition to the major jurisdictional disputes at the extremities of
New Netherland, there were, as a result of a period of rapid growth
following the peace with England in 1654, numerous disputes over
6 See 8:689 in this volume for Feake’s sentencing.
7 Ecclesiastical Records I, 400.
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boundaries between villages and farms. Also, the loss of Brazil in the
same year allowed the directors to shift more financial and human
resources to New Netherland. In addition to the above, a wide variety of incidental and mundane matters were brought before the council, such as the dismissals of fiscal Cornelis van Tienhoven and the
commander on the South River, Jan Paul Jacquet; establishment of the
burgher right; appeals from the municipal court of New Amsterdam;
problems at Fort Orange involving Indians and bakers who only baked
during trading season; petitions of farmers at Pavonia and Gemoenepa
seeking consideration for losses as a result of the Peach War; soldiers
and officials requesting pay raises; trouble with the Indians at the
Esopus; nominations for magistrates; the appointment of orphan
masters and church and fire wardens; mapping New Amsterdam; the
valuation of sewant; the price of bread, beer, and wine; an ordinance
against thatch roofs; merchants’ requests to trade in the WIC area; and
adultery, incest, and slander cases. The volume ends on 26 December
1658, with the council granting permission to Augustine Herrman to
trade on the Dutch and French West Indies.

T

The Dutch Colonial Manuscripts

he council of New Netherland held its ordinary sessions once a
week (mostly on Tuesdays) in the fort on Manhattan. During the
period covered in this volume, from 1656 through 1658, the council
was made up of Petrus Stuyvesant, Nicasius de Sille, and Johannes la
Montagne. In January of 1657 Pieter Tonneman replaced La Montagne,
who was appointed vice director of Fort Orange and Beverwijck.
The provincial secretary was Cornelis van Ruyven. He was responsible for recording all the proceedings of the council and maintaining the
archives for future reference. The books of records in his keeping were
identified by letters A through Z, then doubled and tripled accordingly.
The records making up this volume are a combination of books marked
E and F and P. Books E and F are the actual council minutes from May
1, 1656 through December 26, 1658. Book P contains original council
minutes and letters from May 2, 1655 through September 19, 1657,
which were later engrossed and now form sections of volumes 6 and 8.
Entries in book P (volume 7 according to O’Callaghan’s arrangement)
were used to fill in damaged portions of the present volume as they
were for volume 6.

xx
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The present volume follows Edmund Bailey O’Callaghan’s arrangement of manuscripts according to genre, i.e. council minutes, correspondence, etc. The 49 books marked A through QQ, according to the
Yates inventory of 1820, were reduced to O’Callaghan’s 23 volumes
by consolidation and reorganization.8 In the process of rearranging
the records, O’Callaghan cut each book apart, interleaved the pages
chronologically, and had them rebound in leather covers, providing
each with an introduction and index. He then compiled a guide in the
form of a calendar as access to his creation.9 After the 1911 library
fire, the leather covers and front and back matter were all discarded,
leaving only what remained of the manuscripts themselves.

F

Translation and Editorial Notes

or this large volume it was decided that Gehring would translate the
first half and Venema the second. As the Flushing Remonstrance
was close to the “geographical” center of the volume as well as
the end of entries for 1657, Gehring’s half ends with the Flushing
Remonstrance, while Venema’s half begins with its litigation in the
beginning of January 1658. Venema also performed the arduous task
of transcribing the volume.
The translations maintain the format of the original as much as possible
except where noted. Transcription of English documents appears with
retention of original line breaks. Proper names have been transcribed
exactly as they appear in the text. The damaged areas are reflected
by the use of empty brackets, with the space between the brackets
approximating the amount of material lost. Those portions of the text
enclosed in brackets represent the recovery of material through other
translations. The names of maritime vessels are not translated and
always appear in italics. Also, references to indigenous people appear
as written in the text in italics.
Various documents of this volume were translated by Edmund Bailey
O’Callaghan and Berthold Fernow in Documents Relative to the
Colonial History of the State of New York. (15 vols. Albany: Weed,
Parsons and Company, 1856–1887). In many cases these translations
allowed us to fill in missing text damaged by the 1911 Library fire. With
8 See New York State Legislature, Senate Journal (1820) for this inventory.
9 E. B. O’Callaghan, ed., Calendar of Historical Manuscripts (Albany, 1865).
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the help of the Woordenboek der Nederlandsche Taal we frequently
came up with different translations. O’Callaghan’s Calendar was also
used to fill in gaps. Other dictionaries used for the translation were
William Sewel, A Compleat Dictionary for English and Dutch, to
which is added a Grammar, for Both Languages (Amsterdam, 1766)
and the Oxford English Dictionary.

Key to Abbreviations
LO Laws and Ordinances of New Netherland, 1638–1674,
compiled and translated by E. B. O’Callaghan (Albany, 1868).
LWA Laws and Writs of Appeal, 1647–1663, translated and edited
by Charles T. Gehring (Syracuse, 1991).

NND New Netherland Documents. See Appendix.
NYCD Documents Relative to the Colonial History of the
State of New York, vols. 1–11, translated and edited by E. B.
O’Callaghan; vols. 12–14, translated and edited by Berthold
Fernow (Albany, 1865–1883).
NYCM The “New York Colonial Manuscripts” held by the
New York State Archives.
NYHMD New York Historical Manuscripts: Dutch. See
Appendix.
RNA The Records of New Amsterdam, 1653–1674, translated
by E. B. O’Callaghan, revised and edited by Berthold Fernow,
7 vols. (New York, 1897; reprinted Baltimore, 1976).
WIC The Dutch West India Company.
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[OPINIONS OF THE DIRECTOR AND COUNCILORS
CONCERNING THE SWEDISH SHIP MERCURIUS]1

[8:1] [In the name of the Lord. Amen.] First of May 1656. Monday.
Present at the session: the lord director general and the lords councilors, Nicasius de Sille, La Montagne, and Cornelis van Tienhoven.
After reading and re-reading the letters and declarations, received this
day from the South River by Andries Hudde, in regard to the critical
state of affairs there, the following opinions were given on this subject:
Opinion of the honorable director general.
As upon the unexpected reports from the South River time does not
allow any postponing or delay, it is my proposition and advice that the
warship the Waagh be sent there, and with the said ship two gentlemen
of the council to inform themselves of the matter and redress it as far
as possible to the greatest advantage and honor of the Company and
the Dutch nation. Dated as above (signed) P. Stuyvesant.
[8:2] [Opinion of the honorable Mr. Sille.
Nicasius de Sille agrees with the opinion of the honorable] general,
[namely, that it] is necessary that the [said] ship be sent there with all
possible speed; he is further willing to go along himself if director
and council should order it, provided that in case any troubles should
arise here, proper care be taken of his family in his absence. Done at
Fort Amsterdam in N. Netherland. Dated as above (signed) Nicasius
de Sille.
La Montagne agrees with the opinions of the lord general and the
lord Sille in regard to the dispatching of the ship the Waagh, provided
that orders be given not to make a hostile attack on the Swedish ship,
seeing that she has now discharged her goods and people. Dated as
above (was signed) La Montagne.
Upon the information received today overland from the South River
by the letters of vice director Jacquet and the oral report of secretary Hudden, regarding the state of affairs of the South River and the
behavior of the Swedes and wilden there, also that the ship Marcurius
1 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:125–126.
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had sailed up above Fort Casimir to Matinnekonck and landed goods,
contrary to the commandant’s consent, from which certain great difficulties may be expected, as the warship the Waagh still lies here, which
had been sent especially for the South River expedition; therefore
Cornelis van Tienhoven advises upon the proposition of the honorable
general that the said ship with the troops be sent to the South River, to
bring the said ship Mercurius in the most proper manner possible to
this place and by the most convenient means put a stop to and settle
peacefully the other affair between the natieven and our nation. First
of May 1656 (was signed) Cornelis van Tienhoven.
[8:3] [The motives and reasons why the ship in question, the Mercurius,
did not agreeably to our expectations and the order of commissary
Hendrick Huygen come here, were taken in further consideration and
the reports about it were heard from several] passengers, as [master
Isaac Allerton,] Capt. Jan Jacobsz, Claes [de Ruyter and other]
persons, among whom was Otto Grim, [a] soldier, and N. N. Swart,
carpenter on the ship the Waagh, all of whom unanimously declared
that (as far as they knew) the reason the ship did not come here was
not because the skipper or the ship’s crew had planned it, but that
it was caused by the obstruction of some Swedes and Finns, joined
by some wilden, coming on board with Pappegay and remaining on
board in a large number, until the ship in question had passed Fort
Casimir. The aforesaid deponents declared further that it was sufficiently evident from the circumstances, that some of the principal
men of the Swedes were at the bottom of it and that also most of the
other Swedes who had taken the oath of loyalty had in their opinion
been stirred up or misled. Anyway we can neither in the reports of
others nor in the letter of commies Hendrick Huygen, who has always
remained here and waited for the arrival of his ship, find any fault
against him or against the skipper and the ship’s officers, which therefore having been further considered as stated above, it is, according to
our information deemed best and expedient, in order to prevent further
damages, complaints and dissensions, to let Hendrick Huygen himself
go there with the lords delegated councilors in the warship and upon
his promise to practice, as a subject of this nation, faithful obedience
and to [8:4] [promote as much as is in his power peace and harmony
between] the wilden and the Christian nation, once more to renew and
grant him a free pass and repass for himself and for his ship and goods,
if he can do it without trouble and besides this (to carry on) trade and
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traffic here on this river subject to such regulations and privileges as
others, be they subjects or strangers, enjoy or pay for and to direct,
at his request, the gentlemen deputed there and authorize them, as
we hereby once more are doing, that they shall not only let him be
benefited by the contents hereof, but also assist him with word and
deed against those, who contrary to his orders may have prevented and
hindered the coming up of his ship, and who in consequence may have
inflicted damages on him in his cargo or the prevention of his voyage.
Thus done, resolved, summed up and decreed in Fort Amsterdam, the
3rd of May 1656 (was signed)
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Cornelis van Tienhoven

[BOND OF HENDRICK HUYGEN]2

I, the undersigned Hendrick Huygen van Cleeff, sent out by the South
Company in Sweden in the ship Mercurius as their commies, not
knowing before my arrival at the South River of N. Netherland of
the changes which had taken place there since my departure, promise
by this my signature in place of oath, that with [the safe conduct]
granted to me [by the [8:5] director] general and councilors I will in
my [trade and during my] sojourn here, as well as on the South River,
conduct and behave myself faithfully and obediently, and submit to
such orders and laws as the subjects of New Netherland or foreign
traders frequenting this and other places of New Netherland submit
to, especially that I will by no means meddle in any quarrel between
Christians and wilden, much less instigate any, but rather try to settle
all differences already arisen or in future to arise between Swedes,
Dutch, and wilden and to remove them as far as is in my power, and
that I will not act or behave otherwise than if I were a sworn subject
of this state. As further security herefor, I engage my person and my
property, movables and immovable, present and future, and place
them at the disposal of all courts of justice. In witness whereof, I have
signed this at Amsterdam in New Netherland the 3rd of May anno
1656 (was signed) Hendrick Huygen.
2 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:126–127.
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[COMMISSION FOR NICASIUS DE SILLE AND CORNELIS VAN TIENHOVEN]3

Petrus Stuyvesant, on behalf of the honorable high might: the lords
States General and the honorable lords directors of the general
Chartered West India Company of the United Netherlands director
general of New Netherland, Curaçao, Bonayro, Aruba and the territories depending thereon, together with the honorable councilors,
To all, who hear, see or read this, greetings. Make known that upon the
report and information given to us of the arrival at the South [River
of New Netherland of the Swedish] ship called the Mercurius [8:6]
[and of the increase of differences and animosities because of the said
ship and its running up and past Fort Casimir contrary to our express
directions and orders,] which difficulties, differences, [and dissensions
between the savages, the Dutch and the Swedish nation, being there
under oath of allegiance to us and in our jurisdiction, would soon
make further inroads to the disadvantage of the said lords] directors
and the [good] inhabitants there, we have, for information, inquiry,
redress and removal thereof, authorized and deputed, as we hereby
authorize and depute our dear and special Nicasius de Sille, first councilor in New Netherland, and Cornelis van Tienhoven, councilor and
fiscal of the aforesaid province and schout of the city of Amsterdam
for the promotion and greater security thereof in such a manner that,
if their commission and warrant should be necessary or demanded,
they may be fortified with full power, authority and special orders for
the aforesaid purpose. Therefore, by virtue of our commission from
the aforesaid honorable lords directors we give hereby to our said
deputies full power, authority and special orders after their arrival on
the South River of New Netherland to inquire, inform and investigate
the motives and causes for not obeying our orders given in regard to the
Swedish ship Mercurius, as to leaving this river and not to go above
Fort Casamier; also the differences, jealousies and dissensions rising
therefrom, after investigation, to settle and remove [8:7] [the same,
whether they have arisen in the Dutch, Swedish or the Indian nation,
or yet may arise; to apprehend, relegate and send off the authors,
instigators and ringleaders thereof, either with or against their will;
to order once more the ship in question to leave under the free pass
given and in case of further opposition or contumacy to attack and
drive it off or carry it hither and further to do, order and accomplish
3 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:127–128.
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everything which they believe necessary for the greater safety of the
said river, the fort] and good inhabitants thereof; while we promise
hereby sincerely and in good faith to consider acceptable, settled and
always binding, as if we had done it ourselves, all that shall have been
done, accomplished and promised by our said deputies in this quality and matter. Given at our council, held at Fort Amsterdam in New
Netherland, under our seal and usual signature, on the 3rd of May
anno 1656.

[PETITION OF MARIA VARLET]4

[8:8] [several lines lost]
[
] the fiscal Tienhoven [
]
[
] recorded and executed [
]
[
] the name of the burgomasters and [
]
pronounced; also, the judgment of 12 April by your honors, resulted
as a consequence of this, and the one of 24 April by the court, annexed
thereto with the judgment that your honors (concerning the suit
between Joost van Beeck and me) have been pleased to pronounce,
of which the first one was not simply and absolutely a provisional
judgment but was limited with these reservations, to wit: if the parties
are not satisfied with this order, they can address themselves regarding
this and further items encompassed by their documents to the honorable lord director general and councilors.
Your honors know that the parties have never addressed themselves
concerning this and further items to the director general and councilors. For my part, I have never been summoned by the court messenger; also, I have never been informed that the aforesaid judgment
was being considered by your honors, much less able or allowed to
vindicate myself; above all else, I find myself extremely aggrieved,
injured, and wronged in the said judgment and how the same is to
be resolved; and I can see nothing but that the rudder was turned
in order to call my deceased husband a bankrupt, finally after so
much torment done to him by you, so miserably murdered by a bad
administration, and balancing the accounts of the [procured] [8:9]
4 See RNA 2:54 and NND 6:301–302, 306 (Council Minutes, 1655–1656) for
proceedings related to this case.
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by his own; likewise all honest persons either here or elsewhere
in our neighboring provinces where we have lived, shall attest to
the upright and honest conduct of my departed husband; likewise, the
circumstances of the procured documents shall demonstrate that the
remaining merchandise is in his care, and consequently could not be
produced by me. In order to prevent and avert the aforesaid and other
misfortunes which might stem therefrom, I petition your honors that
the above-mentioned judgments be abolished and nullified, and the
book, which the provider fraudulently obtained from my brother in
my absence, I would like placed in my hands again; and if it comes
to the account, upon denial of the petition, then I shall protest against
the fiscal Cornelis van Tienhoven, above named, for the murder of
my departed husband, Johannes van Beeck, and against the director
Petrus Stuyvesant and councilors, also for all the injuries and affronts
done to me in the aforesaid judgment and proceedings as well as those
done to me before and to come, whereby the blood and the damage on
your honors, as impartials, shall be expelled and pursued; more so, as
the director has been instructed by the ship the Waegh to let us live in
peace. Done in New Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 2nd of May
1656 (was signed) Maria Varlet, widow of Sr. Johannes van Beeck.

[ORDER ON THE FOREGOING PETITION OF MARIA VARLET]

[8:10] [several lines lost] response [
] the aforesaid Maria
[
] to make restitution for [
] ordinary and extraordinary
[
] was summoned and given notice [
] which
[
] remains in contempt; also, having received her frivolous
and false accusations against the director general and councilors and
their fiscal, submitted the 2nd of this month, the director general and
councilors order and command their fiscal to secure the aforesaid
Maria Varleth in the ordinary place of confinement and at the appropriate time to bring proceedings against her according to law. Done at
Fortress Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated as above. (was signed)
P. Stuyvesant.
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[PETITION OF NICOLAES BOOT REGARDING CLEARANCE FOR HIS SHIP]

16 May
Copy.

To the honorable lords director general
and high councilors of New Netherland.

Nicolaes Boot, with the owners of the ship the Coninck David,
purchased in Virginia, and presently lying at the roadstead before this
city, make known with all due reverence that he, petitioner, would
like to load the aforesaid ship here with return merchandise and sail
the same to Holland, to which end he would otherwise settle with the
merchants here concerning the freight, and whereas he is required in
advance to have your honors’ consent and commission for it, [8:11]
he humbly requests that your honors be pleased to grant him such in
[
] form. Thus doing etc. (below was written) Your honors’ obedient servant (signed) Nicolaes Booth.
The preceding petition having been read by the director general and
[
] except for the lord Sille and the lord fiscal,
[
] following recommendation is granted.
The petitioner is allowed his request on the same order, contract and
conditions as the skippers agree on and make with the lords directors in the fatherland, provided that proper security is posted for the
commission or permit papers.
Dated as above (was signed) P. Stuyvesant.

[ORDINANCE CONCERNING PAYMENT OF DUTIES]

The traders and merchants are hereby informed that the recognition of
the remitted four per hundred, as well as the 30 stivers per hundred of
tobacco, is to be paid at the general office of the secretary in current
monies as is current in the fatherland, or, by lack thereof, in commodities needed by the honorable Company, but not marked up more
than 50 percent, just as the Company normally grants to its officials;
regarding the other return merchandise, until further orders, 8 percent
will suffice in specie or commodities, and to be settled at the price
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as stated before and not higher. The provisional receiver and bookkeeper are hereby ordered to regulate themselves accordingly. Done at
Fortress Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 18th of May 1656.

[ORDINANCE AGAINST LODGING INDIANS ON MANHATTAN]5

[8:12] [The director general and councilors, with the advice of the
burgomasters and field officers of the burgher corps, hereby notify and
warn everyone] that from now [henceforward no person] shall harbor
any wilden [during the night between this place and] the Fresh Water,
under the penalty of 25 guilders fine for everyone who has lodged a
single wilt overnight without a certificate signed by the director general or the secretary. Thus done at the session held in Fort Amsterdam in
New Netherland on the 29th of May 1656.

[NOTICE OF THE CLOSING OF THE COMPANY’S BOOKS]

Everyone is hereby given notice that the Company’s books of
accounts shall be closed at the end of this month of June, whereby
all merchants, factors, skippers, traders, freepersons, and Company
servants are hereby warned that they have 14 days from this date to
bring in and submit, and to show by honest account or order, what is
owed them by the director general and councilors; likewise, they also
find out and learn from the bookkeeper what they owe to the Company
and for what.
Furthermore, everyone is warned to pay or send no one anything on
account of the Company except on order of the director general or
by receipt of the secretary Cornelis van Ruyven, which shall validate
their accounts. Done in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland the 2nd
of June 1656.

5 Recovered text from translation in LO, 228.
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[DECLARATIONS REGARDING THE WOUNDING OF BRIAN NUTON]

[8:13] [several lines lost] aforesaid [
] Stuyvesant
[
] councilor, La Montagne [
] sergeant under
the said [
] it follows that he [
] at the end of
May 1656 in the evening between 9 and 10 had [
] the sentry at
the [Lant]poort [landside gate] of fort N. Amsterdam in N. Netherland
and a certain Hendrick Sweers van Coeverden [who] had sentry duty
at the Waterpoort [waterside gate] of the said fort and that he heard a
gun fire and saw the fire of the discharge of a gun at the place where
the said Hendrick Sweers stood as sentry, and that he heard a short
time thereafter the groaning of Capt. Nuton who, after having made
the rounds, had just taken leave from the fort and was going home
through the Waterpoort. All of which he declares to be true. Done at
Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the second of June 1656 (was
signed) Marten Warnaersen (Merten Werensen).
Catrijne Ernstingh van Winden, about 30 years of age, housewife of
Hendrick Sluyter, tamboer, attests, declares and testifies, at the request
of the lord director general Petrus Stuyvesant, in the presence of the
lord councilor La Montagne and the sergeant Paulus Jansz, how the
following is true and truthful that she on the [8:14] [several lines lost]
he stood [
] whereupon she thrust open the door and said
to the sentry Hendrick Sweers van Coeverden, Who is shooting there?
Did you shoot?; the sentry did not utter a word but set his gun down
and ran from the sentry position behind the church. Shortly thereafter
she heard a crying voice just outside the fort say: amij, amij, not knowing who it was. But shortly thereafter [she] saw that it was the captain
lieutenant Nuton. Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the
2nd of June 1656 by Caterina Ernstingh. Thus declared in the presence
as above and hereby acknowledged by these signatures:
La Montagne
Paulus Jansz
In my presence,
Corn. Van Ruyven
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[ORDINANCE REGARDING ADVANCING MONEY TO SOLDIERS]

The director general as captain of his company hereby lets each
and everyone know and be warned, whatever his name, nationality,
or capacity might be, that no one shall undertake to loan or borrow
something on soldier’s clothing or weapons, or pawn or buy the same,
on penalty of fifty guilders fine above the penalty of whatever he
borrowed, loaned and paid for it; with a third of the fine going to
the informer, the [8:15] two-thirds to the benefit of the officers and
soldiers in general. Everyone be hereby warned against loss, and pass
this on to each and every one. Done at Amsterdam in New Netherland.
Dated 3 June 1656.

[ORDINANCE OF THE COURT OF MIDWOUT
AND AMESFOORT REGARDING PALISADES]

According to the resolution of the [schout] and schepenen of Midwout
and Amesvoort, confirmed and entered by the director general and
high councilors in New Netherland on 22 February last past, that the
consolidation of the houses and dwellings of this village of Midwout
was highly necessary; and also, with regard to that, the commonalty
was later called together by order of the schout and schepenen to
inform them orally that it was necessary for the general welfare, for
the security and strength of the aforesaid village of Midwout, and that
everyone’s house location and lots of land, especially those locations
in the village, be enclosed and fenced in behind palisades; and the
same was then freely accepted by the commonalty with the promise
to carry out the same in fourteen days, which aforesaid time has now
long passed and expired, and examining it we notice that some do not
proceed with the consolidation and enclosure of this village—much to
the great detriment of the general welfare—but on the contrary delay
and do nothing, whereby the good intention of the director general and
high councilors has been retarded and held back; therefore, the court
of Midwout and Amesvoort aforesaid, with the approval of the highly
esteemed director general and high councilors, hereby [
]
as they expressly order and instruct that everyone to-date remaining in
noncompliance, shall employ all possible diligence herein not to fail
from now on in order to prevent any trouble [8:16] from the wilden
and enemies as much as possible [ ] ordered without any delay or
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postponement from now on after this has been posted, summoning
everyone for having ready and erecting his quota and portion of the
palisades in eight days, whereupon the magistrates shall make a visit
at a designated time in order to inspect and check everything, and
whoever is found to be delinquent in carrying out his obligation shall
be fined 25 guilders for each lot, half of which goes to the scholters of
this place, the other half to the general fund of the village of Midwout
aforesaid. Thus done, confirmed by the court of Midwout and
Amesfoort, with the previous approval of the director general and high
councilors in New Netherland. Done in Midwout on Long Island, the
26th of May 1656 (below was written) By order of the court Midwout
and Amesfoort, with the previous approbation of the aforesaid director
general and high councilors in New Netherland (was signed) Pieter
Tonneman, secretary for this.

[RATIFICATION OF THE FOREGOING ORDINANCE]

Director general and councilors praise and approve of the foregoing
resolution of the schout and schepenen of the village of Midwout;
therefore, it is hereby ordered and commanded that the same not
only be put into immediate practice but also authorize the schout and
schepenen for the prompt execution thereof.
Dated 3 June anno 1656.

[PETITION FOR APPOINTMENT OF A SEPARATE SCHOUT FOR NEW AMSTERDAM]

[8:17] [several lines lost] of New Netherland.
The burgomasters and schepenen of the city of Amsterdam in New
Netherland show with all due respect and reverence how they have
been with certainty informed that the honorable lord Van Tienhoven
has been discharged from the duties that he has been performing in this
country by the honorable lords patroons of this province, and consequently also from the office of schout of this city that he has been filling until now; and whereas the honorable and highly esteemed lords
directors of the West India Company in the chamber at Amsterdam
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and lords and patroons of this province have been pleased to order
on 18 May 1654 by their highly esteemed directive (upon the petition
thereon submitted both by the commonalty and the predecessors of
the petitioners) that the duties of the schout’s office of this city should
be separated from the office of fiscal, as can be seen in the copy of
the same attached hereto; therefore, the petitioners with all due reverence hereby request of your esteemed honors (as the lord Cornelis van
Tienhoven has been discharged from all his offices) that your honors,
in keeping with the aforesaid directive be pleased to commission a
decent, intelligent and capable person from the citizenry or inhabitants
here as schout of this city, whereby justice can be maintained and the
flowering of this just-now-commencing city can be more and more
promoted. [8:18] Awaiting hereupon your highly esteemed honors’
favorable disposition and remaining your esteemed honors’ obedient
servants, the burgomasters and schepenen of the city of Amsterdam in
New Netherland. By order of the burgomasters and schepenen of the
aforesaid city, Jacob Kip, secretary.

[REPLY TO THE FOREGOING PETITION]

The foregoing petition is given the following response. The director
general and councilors reviewed the last previous orders, advice and
directives of the honorable lords directors dated 26 April of this past
year 1655, in which the aforesaid lords patroons advise that the office
of schout be taken care of provisionally by the fiscal; therefore, the
director general and councilors are unable to make a separation therein without a countermanding order or at least further instructions from
the aforesaid lords directors. Done in New Netherland, the 7th of June
1656.

[PETITION OF MERCHANTS FOR ABOLISHING
DUTY ON EXPORTED WINE AND BEER]

To the honorable and esteemed lords
burgomasters and schepenen of the city
of Amsterdam in New Netherland.
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We, the undersigned, remonstrate to your honors with all due respect
and obedient reverence how the farming of exported [8:19] [several
lines lost] wines and beers [
] this city [
] shall be
detrimental, not only [
] but also for every inhabitant and
[
] must be drawn, just as [
] already has
taught us since the farming out, [
] in some commodities of
wines and beers which are kept back by the same impost, whereas
they do not want to agree to pay so much excise, consequently fearing a falling off of business, as we up to now have done with the
English, and firmly trusting that your honors shall continue to look out
for the general welfare of this city and welfare of the burghers, just
as the lords burgomasters of the city of Amsterdam in Holland (name
giver of this city) always has taken care of the promotion of business
for their city. Therefore, we humbly request, in consideration of the
preceding that business in this tender, budding province be seen favorably, otherwise claiming from our viewpoint that the lords patroons
of these lands can also suffer retardation and loss, for if there is such
little business here, then the honorable Company can draw little recognition fees, both here and in the fatherland, so that for this reason your
honors may be pleased to employ such means that the aforesaid impost
may be ended and terminated. We shall remain, (below was written:)
your honors’ obedient servants (was signed:) Jacob Backer, Pieter
Schafbanck, Reynier Reycken, Pieter Rudolphus, Pieter de Jonge,
Pieter van Couwenhoven, Govert Loockermans, P. Cornelisse vander
Veen, Warnaer Wessels, Pieter Jacobsz Buys, Pieter Jacobsz Marius,
Claes Bordingh, Abram Nickel, Joost van Beeck, Joan Withart.

[RESPONSE TO THE FOREGOING PETITION]

[8:20] [
] and councilors [
]
on the wines [
] shall divert [
] of too
great a precision and after complaints [
] director general and
councilors have modified the imposts placed on the exported wines,
beers, and distilled spirits for a just third in the following ways: in
order not to annul the current farming out or to prejudice in no way
the farmer, the seller shall pay to the farmer one third share of the
impost, the buyer an equal third, the remaining third the farmer shall,
together with the director general and councilors, use against balancing accounts. Thus done at the session of the honorable lord director
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general and councilors held in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland,
the 7th of June 1656 (was signed:) P. Stuyvesant, Nicasius de Sille,
and La Montagne.

[ORDINANCE AMENDING COLLECTION OF DUTIES
ON EXPORTED BEER, WINE, AND SPIRITS]6

The director general and councilors of New Netherland hereby make
known that upon the remonstrance and petition both of the Dutch as
well as of the English merchants frequenting this place concerning the
duties imposed on exported wines, beer, distilled wines and spirits,
they have modified and mitigated the just one-third part in form as
follows: in order not to annul the lease and not to prejudice the farmer,
the seller has to pay the farmer one-third; the purchaser one-third and
the remaining third shall avail the farmer as an offset with the receiver
of the director general and councilors, so that the buyer and seller each
individually has to pay the farmer only, [8:21]
For one tun of beer 					ƒ1:0
For one anker of brandy, Spanish wine or spirits 		
ƒ1:1
For one anker French wine or Rhenish wine 		
ƒ0:11
Larger or smaller amounts in proportion.
Thus done at the session of the honorable lord director general and
councilors held at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 7th of June
1656.

[DISMISSAL OF CORNELIS AND ADRIAEN
VAN TIENHOVEN FROM THEIR OFFICES]

Present at the session:
The lord director general Petrus Stuyvesant
the lords councilors Nicasius de Sille and La Montagne,
and the fiscal Cornelis van Tienhoven.
Having read the letter of the lords directors receiver by the ships Bever
6 See LO, 231 and NND 16(1):60 (LWA) for other translations.
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and Bonte Coe, the fiscal has been informed of the order contained in the
same concerning his person and his brother Adriaen van Tienhoven, to
wit: that the lords directors had discharged and dismissed him and his
brother Adriaen van Tienhoven from their service, who responded that
they thanked the directors as well as the director general or councilors
that they had kept him on so long; [8:22] further that he knew well
that offices were not inheritances and that the lords directors should
be able to dismiss and discharge their servants without giving them
reasons for it; however, if it has been done because of some accusation
or secret allegation, that he is prepared, if his accusers are pointed out
to him, to defend himself, be it here or in the fatherland. Further, he
requested that if the director general and councilors had something to
say about him, that they be pleased to let him know so that he might
defend himself. They replied that they had nothing to say about him
concerning his office, but thanked him for services rendered; whereupon he requested that he be granted a certificate and left the session.
Dated 7 June 1656.

[CERTIFICATION OF FREIGHT ON TOBACCO]

The director general and councilors having considered the oral petition of Pieter Rudolphus done at the session on this date: that he has
sold various goods to the Company’s officials and has accommodated
us with the same, have given him permission and promised that for
each hogshead of tobacco loaded aboard the ship the Dolphijn he shall
pay [8:23] no more than ƒ19:0 per hogshead and 3 stivers per guilder
average (although indicated otherwise on the bill of lading). Done at
our session dated 10 June anno 1656.

[AGREEMENT WITH PIETER RUDOLPHUS REGARDING FREIGHT CHARGES]

Whereas we, director general and councilors of New Netherland, on
behalf of the ship the Waagh, had urgent need of the foodstuffs listed below, we bought the same from Pieter Rudolphus, to wit: one
small keg of oil of 64 mingelen, and promised to pay for it ninety-two
guilders; four hundred ninety-two pounds of butter at 7 stivers per
pound, being ƒ172–4– and have promised as we hereby do that they
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may deduct as much in the payment of the foregoing freight. Done at
Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 10th of June 1656.

[PETITION REGARDING PAYMENT OF PRIZE MONEY]

Copy.

To the honorable lords director general
and high councilors of New Netherland.

The undersigned interested parties of the captured prize goods from
La Garce, with all due humble reverence make known [8:24] that the
same goods had been already sold at public auction in the year 1650,
and the proceeds therefrom were paid out as compensation and shares
respectively to the petitioners for having ventured and risked, the one
and other, their lives and fortunes in the capture, for which reason
they therefore would have satisfaction therein; therefore, they humbly
request that your esteemed honors be pleased to order that they may
receive the payment thereof; being content, if need be, to pledge sufficient security, in case afterwards claims and demands for payment
should arise because the aforesaid goods are declared not to be valid
prizes. Awaiting your esteemed honors’ favorable response, we remain
your honors’ subjects (was signed:) Jacob Stevensz, Willem Pietersz
de Groot, the mark of Willem Woutersz, Janten Claes, the widow of
Tobias, the mark of Aert Willemsz, Hendrick Hendricksz, Mattheus
Capito on behalf of Anthoni Bermuda, the mark of Jacob Stoffelsz,
Jacob Kip, as well as having the proxy of Gerrit Hendricks, Jan Peecq,
Mary Gerardij, Augustinus Heerman[s].

[RESPONSE TO THE FOREGOING PETITION]

Having read the foregoing petition and after discussion thereon, the
following response was issued: The La Garce was claimed as a prize
anno 1650, long after the conclusion of peace; because it was taken
contrary to treaty, it can therefore not be declared as a prize. Done at
Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 19th of June 1656.
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[PROTEST OF JOHAN DE DECKERE AGAINST JAN BAPTISTA VAN RENSSELAER]

[8:25] [several lines lost]
[
] in order to apprehend the [
to dispatch [
] security [
Adriaensz alias Soogemackelijck and Aren Jansz van [
tappers.

]
] Pr.
] both

Therefore, I, Johan de Deckere, [
] at Fort Orange, had
the aforesaid Soogemackelijck come to my house on the following
24th, and consequently incarcerated him. Then, the prisoner escaped
the following day because of the poor surveillance and vigilance of
several soldiers who were standing guard, and fled his confinement.
In the meanwhile, looking everywhere and waiting for a chance to
apprehend the aforesaid Arien Jansz, the commies director Jan Baptist
van Rensselaer came to my house in the evening of the same date,
requesting in the form of a question whether I was content and intended to undertake nothing further against the well-known tappers; if yes,
which he assumed in any case, and promised with the first departing yacht to go personally to the Manhatans, declaring the aforesaid
persons to be innocent in their disobedience, as it was done through his
instigation and inducement, and that therefore he wanted to intervene
on their behalf and be answerable for it himself, to which I conceded
and acquiesced out of the following insights and considerations:
First, because the aforesaid fugitive Soogemackelijck would probably
remain in hiding for some time.
[8:26] Second, for fear of bloodshed, for reasons reported that the
aforesaid Renselaer [
] with some [several
lines lost] and finally, out of consideration of the aforesaid’s voluntary
offer, concluding that if the cause or unrest thereof is under control,
the other advisers could also be managed accordingly, and brought
under control without much commotion.
Nevertheless, on the 29th ditto I received a certain letter from the
aforementioned lord director general dated 23 May last past, restating
the order to me also to send down Mary Goossens, also a tapper, in
addition to the aforesaid two persons, and in case of any resistance,
to protest to the aforesaid Renselaer and deputies in communi forma.
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Therefore, I, Johan de Deckere, aforenamed, in conformity with the
same restated order and commission, accompanied by three soldiers
and the witnesses stated below, found myself before the house of
Mary Goossens, aforesaid; however, the door not being opened, we
went from there to the houses of the aforesaid Pr. Ariens and Arien
Jansz van Leyden, where we found the aforesaid Renselaer with his
deputies, together with the schout and secretary of the colony, and the
aforesaid tappers, whom, [8:27] in the presence of everyone and on
behalf of the lords director general and councilors of New Netherland,
I admonished and ordered to accompany me at once, and to give themselves over into my hands and custody. Whereupon they responded,
albeit separately, in the same manner, saying, “there sits my lord,”
indicating the aforesaid Renselaer, “he shall answer for me.” It was
also acceded to and accepted by the aforesaid Renselaer without
[
] wanting to tolerate that they, tappers, would go
along; whereupon I, commies, forenamed, protested both to the aforementioned Renselaer and deputies, as well as the aforesaid respective
tappers, on behalf of the aforesaid, about all the expenses, damages
and losses already done and suffered by the honorable Company by
their opposition, disobedience, and non-subjection to the excise, and
still to be endured, so that the same be repeated there, and thus such
shall be found advisable. Thus done and protested on the last of May
1656 in the presence of Rutger Jacobs, Andries Herpertsz and Jacob
Schermerhooren, requested here as witnesses; (was signed)
[8:28] J. de Deckere
1656
Rutger Jacobsz,
Jacob Schermerhoorn
Andries Herperts

[RESPONSE OF JAN BAPTISTA VAN RENSSELAER TO THE FOREGOING]

[several lines lost] the lord commies at Fort Orange, regarding what
[
] was given [
] in order to [ ] in custody the
disobedient tappers [ ] tappers and [
] to bring
them there.
Upon summons Jan Baptista van Renselaer personally appeared at the
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session; the foregoing was carefully read aloud word for word and
asked whether it had happened thus; whereupon he answered, yes,
there having occurred various pro and con arguments about it between
the lord director general and councilors and the aforesaid Renselaer;
finally, the aforesaid Renselaer requested that the well-known tappers
in question not be assailed; that he stood in their stead, promising
furthermore to satisfy the impost master of the tappers excise, as it
is understood by impartial parties that they pay the excise and post
sufficient security for whatever the director general and councilors had
to claim against the tappers in question, with regard to the excise on
wines and beers until such time he receives a directive on this matter
from the fatherland. Whereupon he departed the session, saying that
he would submit his response in writing to the director general and
councilors. Dated as above.

[MINUTE CONCERNING PAYMENT OF TENTHS]

[8:29] [several lines lost] Backer [
] Tomas
[
] Stille, Augustinus Heermans, Egbert Woutersen, [Dir]ck
Siecken, Jan Vinge, Joris Homs, Pieter vande Linde, Cornelis Arisz.
The aforestated persons, all having farms or plantations on this island
of Manhatans, appearing upon summons at this session, are informed
of the order of the lords directors that the long-overdue tenths must
be paid this summer, and they are given notice to leave the tenths
standing in the field.
After the proposition was made they responded, because of the recent
encounters with the Indiaenen, they had suffered great losses, sown
their seed this year at great expense and danger to their lives, and that
they had sown so little that it would scarcely cover the costs expended
therein. Therefore they request to be excused. Dated as above.

[APPOINTMENT OF A COMPANY SMITH]

The honorable director general appointed Dirck Houthuysen, soldier,
as a smith in the service of the Company and promised him in salary
20 guilders per month and 100 guilders in expenses yearly. Dated as
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above.

[PROCEEDINGS IN A SUIT BETWEEN ADRIAEN
POST AND JACOBUS SCHELLINGER] 7

[8:30a/7:31] 20 June anno 1656 on Tuesday.
Having received and read the petition submitted by Jacobus
[Schellinger], plaintiff, against Adriaen Post [
] defendant and plaintiff in counter suit, the plaintiff [
] payment of
an obligation dated 16 [
] 1653 of ƒ1150:0, including
interest, signed by Cornelis Melijn, L. van Dinclagen and Jacob van
Couwenhoven, according to the obligation claimed by the attorney of
the lord van Capelle, each obligation was promised to be satisfied by
the three aforesaid signatories from the first goods to be sent by the
lord vande Capelle in 1653, at the latest 1654, posting the four small
farms of the aforesaid lord vander Capelle located on Staten Island as
a special mortgage.
The defendant and plaintiff in countersuit, it is claimed that the aforesaid bond was not his charge but rather that of the aforesaid signatories
and among them in particular the charge of Cornelis Melijn, as he
drew a bill of exchange on his former servant to receive the leases of
the farmers of the lord van Capelle, as well as a case with linen for
redemption of the aforesaid bond.
The director general and councilors of New Netherland having examined, deliberated, and considered what should be done with the case,
decide that the plaintiff Jacobus Schellinger [has] [7:32] [several lines
lost] a wrongful [
][
] the bond in
question signed by Corn. Melijn, Lubbert van Dinclagen, and Jacob
van Couwenhoven; the director general and councilors decide further
that the aforesaid persons first and foremost ought to be summoned
about it in order to have them show their qualifications as attorney
and administrator, in the meanwhile the four small farms and animals
mentioned in the bond remaining mortgaged until better proof and
clearing of the account.
7 8:30a has been recovered from 7:31 and 32 for insertion at this point. See 8:54 for
related proceedings.
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Regarding the other questions about a calf, an ox, and the demand
of the plaintiff in countersuit over payment as protection of Staten
Island, the director general and councilors, having no interests in the
above, order that the parties each select an arbitrator, or if this is not to
their liking, to take their case to the subaltern bench of justice. In the
meanwhile, the director general and councilors condemn the parties
each to bear their own expenses incurred up to now. Thus done at the
session of the honorable lords director general and councilors of New
Netherland held in Fort Amsterdam. Dated as above.
[8:30b] 20 June 1656 on Tuesday.
Present at the session: the honorable lord director general, P. Stuyvesant
and the lords councilors Nicasius de Sille and J. de La Montagne.
Having received and read the petition of Jacob Schellinger, requesting
that Adriaen Post be ordered once again to produce the papers relating
to the suit between him, Schellinger, and Adriaen Post.
After deliberation the response was given that the court messenger be
hereby ordered to summon Adriaen Post to provide his papers for the
suit concerning Schellinger by the next court day, being the 27th of
this month, on pain of losing his rights.8 Dated as above.

[SUMMONS FOR THE APPEARANCE OF HENDRICK DE SWEET]

[8:30c] Whereas the schout of Vlissingen has issued several complaints
against the person of Hendrick de Sweet [the Swede], the following
instrument has been issued in order to make the same known to de
Sweet.
The person of Hendrick de Sweet is hereby cited and summoned to
appear in person before the director general and councilors of New
Netherland on the next court day, being the 27th of this month in order
to hear such actions and charges that the fiscal intends to bring against
him. In case of noncompliance, the schout and magistrates are ordered
to apprehend him or to have him apprehended and sent off in a secure
8 I.e., right of appeal.
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manner. Dated as above.

[RESOLUTION ON THE BOUNDARIES OF GRAVESAND]

[8:31] In council it has been resolved and decided that the honorable
director general and councilors of New Netherland shall travel tomorrow to the village of Gravesand on Long Island to decide, if it is possible, the long existing dispute regarding the boundaries of the aforesaid
village and Anthony Jansz, Robbert Pinoyer and others, in the presence of some eminent and impartial Englishmen. Dated as above.

[DECISION IN THE SUIT BETWEEN GRAVESAND
AND ANTHONY JANSZ AND OTHERS]9

The director general and councilors of New Netherland, after having
on Wednesday last, the 21st of this month, personally inspected
the enclosures or posts and rails put up lately by the inhabitants of
Gravesand and also compared them on the spot with the tenor of
title deeds, find that the posts and rails are not put up or placed in
accordance with their patent, which begins at the kil or creek next to
Conijnen Island and not at the middle of the bay as their fences stand
now, and stretches thence not along the shore of the bay, but to the
point, where the land of Anthony Jansz and Robbert Pinoyer join each
other, [8:32] [thence to the western side of a pond in an old Indian’s
land, which meets and bounds have evidently not been adhered to by
the people of Gravesand; therefore the director] general and councilors direct the magistrates of the said village upon receipt hereof to
take up the posts and rails lately set and to put the land lately fenced
in by them on their own responsibility [propria auctoritate] to the
prejudice of the partnership of Anthony Jansz and Willem Bredenbent
into its former condition [in statu quo prius]; after this has been done,
the director general and councilors or their impartial committee shall
assign to them, according to their patent, the limits of the village to
be enclosed in obedience to the patent. In case of refusal and further
defiance, the fiscal is directed to do it or have it done, nomine officii, and to proceed according to law in regard to the damages already
9 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:354.
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suffered or yet to be suffered by their insubordination. Thus done in
the session of director general and councilors of New Netherland held
at Fort Amsterdam the 24th of June anno 1656.
(:was signed:) P. Stuyvesant.
Nicasius de Sille, La Montagne

[APPOINTMENT OF NICASIUS DE SILLE AS SCHOUT]

Whereas by order and instructions from the lords directors upon the
dismissal of the fiscal Cornelis van Tienhoven, [8:33] the director
general and councilors have deemed it best, in order to cause the
least disturbance, to allow until further orders, the office of schout
be administered, as it has been up to this time filled and administered, by the fiscal Nicasius de Sille. Therefore, the burgomasters and
schepenen are hereby requested and ordered to receive the aforesaid
Nicasius de Sille at once on their bench, and to allow him to participate and give counsel as the aforenamed Cornelis van Tienhoven did
in this capacity; and all that until it be otherwise amplified or ordered
therein by the esteemed lords directors or by the director general and
councilors as their representatives. Thus done at the session of the
honorable lord director general and councilors held in Amsterdam in
New Netherland, the 26th of June 1656.
(was signed:) P. Stuyvesant, La Montagne.

[ORDINANCE CONCERNING PAYMENT OF THE TENTHS]10

At the session in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland. Present: the
honorable lords director general Petrus Stuyvesant and honorable lords
councilors Nicasius de Sille and La Montagne. [8:34] [The director
general] and councilors of New Netherland hereby make known that
at various times they have been ordered and instructed by the lords
10 Recovered text from translation in NND 16(1):61 (LWA); also in LO, 232. The
tenths were to be distributed among the minister, schoolmaster, and various civil
employees. See directors’ letter to Stuyvesant dated December 19, 1656 in NND
12:102–113 (Correspondence, 1654–1658).
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patroons to collect the tenths that both the colonies and private plantations owe, according to their obtained patents and ground briefs, and
some have owed for many years already.
Therefore, the director general and councilors hereby warn everyone, namely, those who are subject to tenths according to patent and
deed, that no one undertake to remove cultivated produce, whether it
be grain, corn or tobacco, before he has amicably come to an agreement with the director general and councilors about it for the first
and coming year, or has shown his produce to the director general
and councilors or their representatives, in order to select the tenths in
conformity to the orders and customs of our fatherland, under penalty
of fifty guilders above the just value of the tenths, according to the
valuation by impartial persons, to be paid by those who shall be found
to have acted contrary thereto. Thus done at Fort Amsterdam in New
Netherland, the 27th of June 1656.

[ORDINANCE CONCERNING THE CLEARANCE
OF VESSELS AND EXPORT OF GOODS]11

Whereas the director general and councilors of New Netherland have
been reliably informed both by remonstrance of the farmer and by
others that now and then some vessels depart from here without [8:35]
[asking or receiving a proper pass, as is the custom, and without properly entering their exported goods, such as wines, beers and peltries
that are subject to duty, by which first the farmer and then the general
welfare of the country has been noticeably defrauded, the] aforesaid
director general and councilors, wishing to provide herein in conformity with the orders and customs of our fatherland, do hereby interdict
and forbid from this time forward any ships, yachts, barks, ketches or
any other vessels, of whatever nation they may be, which cast anchor
before or near this city, again to lift the same or to sail elsewhere from
here, wherever that may be outside or within this jurisdiction, without
requesting and obtaining a proper pass from the fiscal; under a penalty
of 50 pounds Flemish.
In like manner the director general and councilors also most expressly
11 Recovered text from translation in NND 16(1):61–62 (LWA); also in LO, 233–234.
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forbid any person to load on board any peltries, wines or beers, which
are subject either to excise or recognition fees, before and until they
are properly declared, and the proper recognition and excise fees have
been paid, on pain of forfeiting the smuggled goods and three times
their value, to be applied as is proper; hereby not only authorizing
but also commanding our fiscal to inspect any barks or ships properly
before issuing them a pass.
Thus done, resolved, resumed, and published at the session of the
director general and councilors held in New Netherland, 27 June 1656.

[REMONSTRANCE OF THE DIRECTOR OF RENSSELAERSWIJCK]12

[8:36]

[Remonstrance made by Jan Baptista van Rensselaer,]
director of the colony of Rensselaerswijck located
on the North River of New Netherland, to his honor
General Petrus Stuyvesant and the honorable lords
high councilors of New Netherland.

First. Your honors, the lord director general and lords high councilors,
will see by a copy of an extract from the register of resolutions of the
lords directors of the West India Company, chamber of Amsterdam,
dated the 24th of November 1633 and marked B, that the grievances
complained of by the patroons were submitted to a committee and
that it was decided that the conditions granted to the coloniers were
lawfully obtained.
Second. Your honors may also see by a copy of an extract from the
register of resolutions, signed by the honorable lords representatives
of the assembly of the XIX of the West India Comp. then at Amsterdam
on the 19th of December 1633, marked A, that the said representatives
delegated five out of their number to confer with the patroons and
in [8:37] case they could not come to an understanding, the matter
should be left to representatives of their high mightinesses or from the
court of justice and it was further declared that the privileges granted
12 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:355–356. Pages 8:36–49 relate to a
dispute between Stuyvesant and the director of Rensselaerswijck.
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to the patroons by the XIX and recorded, should be considered to
remain legal in force.
Third. Your honors may further see by two letters from their high
mightinesses dated the 13th of May and 1st of June 1634, of which
the copies are marked Copy with the letters C and D, addressed to the
patroon Kiliaen van Rensselaer, that the Company and the patroons of
the colony were summoned by their high mightinesses to have their
differences settled by the representatives of their high mightinesses.
As it has pleased their honors, the general and the high councilors,
pursuant to their resolution to let publicly to the highest bidder the
excise on wine and beer at Fort Orange, including therein the consumption of wine and beer brought into our colony of Rensselaerswijck,
against which we have duly protested to the former commies Johannes
Dijckman and his assistants carrying out the order and being there on
the spot; as the honorable general and high councilors did not condescend to let the matter rest there, but ordered the present commies
Johan de Deckere to gauge, as he said in obedience to his order, of
which he would not show a copy, the wine and beer in the possession
of the tappers under our jurisdiction, against which we also [8:38]
duly entered protest, whereupon the said commies Jan de Deckere
summoned in the name and on behalf of their honors, the general and
lords high councilors, our innkeepers or tappers, and then arrested
them: we protested again in due form, and as the arrested tapper Pieter
Adriaensz escaped from his arrest, I requested the aforesaid commies
to desist from further measures, because I intended to proceed to the
Manhatans and confer on the above related matters with their honors,
the general and high councilors; for this purpose I present now to your
honors the accompanying copy, specified on the other side, from which
I conclude that the differences over the letting of the excise on wine
and beer for sale in our jurisdiction should be submitted to arbitrators as concerning a point of jurisdiction, just as the differences arisen
before have been referred and submitted to arbitrators; and if their
honors are not satisfied with this, but against our expectations should
execute their resolution and order to make the tappers belonging under
our jurisdiction come down by force, then I shall be compelled to
protest against the use of public force, as I hereby do requesting at the
same time a copy of your honors’ resolution; and as your honors have
told and directed me not to leave before the aforesaid tappers have
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appeared here in person, I shall undertake (in order to prevent further
difficulties and troubles) [to satisfy] the former farmer of the excise
at [Fort Orange under solemn protest [8:39] for the duties imposed
upon wine and beer sold during his time by our innkeepers according
to his or the innkeepers’ books under the special condition that your
honors, the general and high councilors, promise to refund the money
paid by us if another decision by impartial arbitrators is given in the
fatherland]. As to the orders received by your honors in regard to the
tenths from the farms in our colony, that is altogether contrary to the
privileges declared legal by the honorable Company and the assembly
of the XIX, and also to the 6th article of high and low jurisdiction.13
I am highly surprised that the hon. Company tries to impose such
taxes and charges upon our colony and its inhabitants, as they have
no right whatever to do so, for on the contrary we have been promised
by the Company in the 25th article14 that they will defend us against
all violence; notwithstanding which we have two or three times with
considerable expense, together with the inhabitants of Fort Orange and
the village of Beverwijck, in repairing the fort, namely once during the
war of the French wilden, then in the English [war]; and now during
the late troubles and whenever any difficulty arises, we have quickly
made considerable presents to the wilde and do so yet daily. Let us
add thereto the damages done us daily through the killing of horses,
cattle, pigs, etc., by the wilden, costing us yearly several thousand,
and further that the patroon and the co-directors maintain [8:40] at
their own charge their servants and officers; I will leave it to your
honors’ judgment, having some knowledge of these matters, whether
13 Article VI of the Charter of Freedoms and Exemptions reads “They shall forever
own and possess and hold from the Company as a perpetual fief of inheritance, all
the land lying within the aforesaid limits, together with the fruits, plants, minerals,
rivers and springs thereof, and the high, middle and low jurisdiction, rights of fishing,
fowling and grinding, to the exclusion of all others, said fief to be renewed in case of
demise by doing homage to the Company and paying 20 guilders per colony within a
year and six weeks, either to the Chambers here or to the commander there, each to the
Chamber whence the colony was originally sent out; however no fishing or fowling
shall be carried on by anyone but the patroons and such as they shall permit. And in
case anyone should in time prosper so much as to found one or more cities, he shall
have authority to appoint officers and magistrates there and to use such titles in his
colony as he sees fit according to the quality of the persons.”
14 Article XXV reads “The Company will take all the colonists, freemen as well
as those that are in service, under its protection and help to defend them against all
domestic and foreign attacks and violence, with the forces it has there, as much as lies
in its power.”
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such demands (especially in this situation) are proper. Jan Baptist van
Rensselaer. Dated the 20th of June, 1656, in New Netherland.

[EXTRACTS FROM THE REGISTERS OF
RESOLUTIONS OF THE WEST INDIA COMPANY]15

Copy A.

Extract from the register of resolutions
of the hon. lords representatives at the
assembly of the XIX of the West India
Company now at Amsterdam.

Monday, the 19th of December 1633.
Present at the session the lords Michael Pauw, Hendrick Hamel,
Nicolaes van Sitterich, Kiliaen van Renselaer and Samuel Blommert,
who gave an oral answer to the resolution of the 17th of this month
concerning the matter of coloniers; and after deliberation it was decided to appoint five from this assembly who are to confer with them and
protect the Company’s rights. [8:41] If they cannot agree, then the
matter is to be left to the representatives of their high mightinesses or
from the court of justice.
Before doing which justice, it is understood that the privileges heretofore granted to the patroons and recorded in the Book of Resolutions
of the XIX shall be considered as having been lawfully obtained,
whereupon the lords Conradus Velincx, Bruyn, Nicolaj Dolfyn and
Scherff were appointed as the representatives.
Agrees with the said register and was signed: Jacob Hamels (below
stood)
After collation, it is found to agree with the original.
Quod attestor Justus vande Ven, notary public 13 3/4
1634.
15 See NYCD 1:69–70 for translations from the books of resolutions from which the
following copies were extracted. Recovered text from translations in NYCD 14:356–
357.
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After collation this agrees
with the authentic copy, dated
and signed as above at Amsterdam
in New Netherland, the
21st of June 1656. Attested by me,
(was signed)
D. V. Schelluyne, notary public,
			1656.
Copy B.

Extract from the register of resolutions
of the hon. lords directors of the W. I.
Company, chamber of Amsterdam.

[The complaints of the patroons of the] colony on the [South River]
of New Netherland having been read, it is [8:42] agreed to place them
into the hands of the commissioners of New Netherland; before it
is done, the question is proposed, whether the conditions granted to
the coloniers should be considered as having been lawfully obtained,
which is answered in the affirmative; then it is proposed that their
honors, the lords commissioners of New Netherland, should examine
the affairs of the patroons and the colonies and how far their jurisdiction reaches.
Agrees with the aforesaid register and was signed Jacob Hamel.
(below was written) After collation with the original I testify that
I have found this to be in agreement. Dated 13th of April 1634 in
Amsterdam. J GFF van der Ven, notary public.
After collation with the extracted copy, dated
and signed and authenticated as above, this copy
was found to agree with it. At Amsterdam in
New Netherland, the 21st of June 1656. Attested
by me, (was signed)
D. V. Schelluyne, notary public.
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[SUMMONS OF KILIAEN VAN RENSSELAER TO APPEAR AT THE HAGUE]16

Copy C.



The States General of the United Netherlands.

Esteemed, pious, beloved special (friends).
As we have today deputed several lords of our session, to hear [you
with the other] coloniers [8:43] of the colony of Rensselaerswijck on
the one side, and the [delegated directors] of the West India Comp.
with the [principal] shareholders on the other side, in regard to the
differences arisen with the authorized representatives, having authority to give by a majority of their votes a final decision in these matters;
and as the aforesaid lords, our deputies, have selected and fixed as
the day on which to transact this business, this 22nd; therefore we
have resolved to advise you thereof, directing you to report here at
the Hague with all necessary documents on the evening of the 21st,
so that you may appear for the purpose aforesaid before the aforesaid
lords, our deputies, who then shall open the business. Do not fail herein. Giving notice to the other patroons coloniers, interested in these
disputes, we commend you to God’s protection.
The Hague, the 12th of May 1634.
Below was signed: Sr. van Beaumont.
By order of their high: might: the lords States General. (and was
signed) Corn. Musch, 1634 and was sealed with the seal representing their high: might: the lords States General in red wax bearing the
impression of a lion with arrows:
(The address was) Honorable, our pious, beloved, special Kiliaen van
Rensselaer, fellow patroon colonier in New Netherland and merchant
in Amsterdam. (below stood) Concordat copia cum sui originali, quod
attestor infrascriptus publicus Amstelodami residens adii xi Maij anno
1641. Was signed: J. G. FF van de Ven, notary.
After collation with the extracted copy, dated
and signed and authenticated as above, this copy
was found to agree with it. At Amsterdam in
New Netherland, the 21st of June 1656. Attested
16 See NYCD 1:70 for a duplicate letter addressed to Michael Pauw.
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by me (was signed)
Dr. Schelluyne, notary public.

[POSTPONEMENT OF SUMMONS]17

[8:44] [
[

] pious, beloved,
] also the other patroons.

[We notified you and the other patroons coloniers] on the 13th of
May to appear here [on the evening of the] 21st, then next ensuing,
on the subject of the differences existing with those of the West
India Company, regarding the colony and the rights thereof in New
Netherland. And whereas the day must be postponed at the request of
the West India Company, we have rescheduled the same for the 14th
of this month in the evening at the inn. Do not fail therein; and be
commended to the Almighty. In the Hague, the first of June 1634. Was
signed: J. G. Calenborch. Below was written: By order of the highly
esteemed lords States General and was signed: Cornelis Musch, 1634.
The address read: Esteemed, pious, our beloved special Kiliaen van
Renselaer, fellow patroon colonier in New Netherland, residing in
Amsterdam; and it was sealed with the seal of the high and mighty
lords States General, representing a lion with arrows in red wax. Still
lower stood: After collation it agrees with the original document.
Attested by me, admitted as notary public by the court of Holland,
residing in Amsterdam, dated 11 May 1641. Was signed: J. G. FF.
Vande Ven, notary public.
After collation with the copy dated and signed
and authenticated as above, this was found to
agree with it, In Amsterdam in New Netherland,
the 21st of June 1656. Attested by me, D. V.
Schelluyne, notary public.

17 See NYCD 1:71 for translation of original minute postponing meeting of patroons
before WIC committee.
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[RESPONSE TO THE REMONSTRANCE OF JAN BAPTISTA VAN RENSSELAER]18

[8:45] [The remonstrance made by Jan Baptist van Rensselaer, who
calls himself director of the colony of Renselaerswijck on the North
River of New Netherland, to their honors, general Petrus Stuyvesant
and the councilors of New Netherland, was received and read.
Upon this we answer in the first place, that] the director general and
councilors [have no knowledge of his] qualification as director of the
colony etc., of which nevertheless (according to them) they ought to
have been informed pursuant to the 9th and 28th articles of the exemptions.
The annexed documents marked A, B, C, D, (:the first two being
extracts or resumptions from the resolutions of the lords representatives to the assembly of the XIX and the two others copies of letters
from their high: might: citing or summoning the patroons to appear
at a certain time before them:) have little or no reference to the question and therefore require no answer, in so far at least as the director
general and councilors have never thought, much less tried to do or
intend anything prejudicial to the granted and accepted exemptions.
For this reason, in the second place, the protest is absurd, frivolous and
unfounded, which the said remonstrant or protester enters against the
director general and councilors, who by their commission from their
high: might: the States General of the United Netherlands and the lords
directors of the General Chartered West India Company represent the
supreme government of this province of New Netherland. By virtue of
this commission the director general and councilors [8:46] [maintain
that it is not becoming to their official position and duties to exchange
polemic writings with their vassals and subjects, much less to reply
to their frivolous and unfounded protests with counter protests: they
should] rather correct and punish such frivolities as an example for
others and fine therefore the protester ƒ25, without however depriving
him or anybody else of the privilege of petitioning or properly pleading his or their grievances.
Concerning the tax or the excise, for the present laid (not on the
general consumption of wine and beer as the remonstrance mistakenly
implies) but all on the tappers’ consumption, the director general and
18 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:358–359.
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councilors maintain and declare that it is very civil and was imposed
for good reasons; that it was let to the highest bidder, pursuant to the
usages of our fatherland, for the benefit of the community and that
the tappers and inhabitants of the colony of Rensselaerswijck are
and will remain subject not only to these, but also to all other fair
and bearable charges, like the other colonies and inhabitants of New
Netherland. This may be deduced and proved not only by the nature
and form of all well-regulated governments, but also by the exemptions
themselves, Art. 18, by which no infraction of jurisdiction can be
sustained much less proven. The director general and councilors therefore decide and direct that the amounts, refused and in arrears, due to
the farmer of the excise, which the innkeepers of the colony refused to
pay, be promptly paid with damages, losses and interest, and that they
shall henceforth submit, like the other tavern and innkeepers in this
province, [8:47] [to the farmer’s] gauging. Inasmuch the protesting
remonstrant confesses to have been the cause and promoter [causa
movens] and to have advised that the tappers should not submit to the
general tax and examination; and that they did not appear upon the
first, second, nor third citation by the fiscal, nor upon the further order
and summons of the director general and councilors themselves; but
in contempt of justice and the supreme government of this province,
while they still remained contumacious so far. Therefore the director
general and councilors of New Netherland repeat their order that the
remonstrant be detained here in this city in the most civil and honorable manner at whatever house he likes best, until the still disobedient
and contumacious tappers of the aforesaid colony of Rensselaerswijck
personally appear here before the director general and councilors and
give full and proper satisfaction according to the tenor of the law, or
that the remonstrant gives bonds for a penalty of 3000 guilders for
sending down the summoned and disobeying tappers at his expense
and charges.
As to the demand for tithes from the farms of the aforesaid colony as
well as from others, which the remonstrant not only thinks, but absolutely declares, to be contrary to the privileges granted to patroons by
the Company, the director general and councilors after rereading of
the exemptions printed in 1630 find no article by which the aforesaid
colony and all inhabitants, may they have come at the patroon’s or
their own expense (as the majority has done), are to be and remain
exempted in perpetuity from the general and special taxes and never
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to contribute anything [8:48] for the maintenance and advancement of
the commonwealth, as the representatives from the aforesaid colony
have from time to time, and especially at the provisional assembly19
held in September 1653, at which Anthony de Hooges and Johannes
de Hulter appeared, maintaining on the point of subsidies, according
to their written instructions, that they were neither obliged nor directed
to contribute any subsidies, which were then so much needed during
the very dangerous situation occasioned by the English troubles, were
delayed, since neglected, and still hindered; for, if the oldest and most
flourishing farms and inhabitants are not subject to pay the tithes or
other taxes for the support and advancement of the commonwealth,
the director general and councilors cannot perceive under what pretext
of equity the tithes can be demanded from newer and less prosperous
farms.
Inasmuch, however, the remonstrant at the end of his protest shows the
burdens to be borne by the patroons in supporting their servants and
officers, in which we suppose the officers of the church are included,
for whom apparently the tithes are ordered to be gathered and set aside
in the old testament; the director and councilors provisionally and until
further order consent in this point to the request of the remonstrant,
so far that this question of the tithes shall once more be referred to
the lords superiors in the fatherland; save that an agreement be made
with him in regard to the tithes demanded for this year, principally in
order to prevent possible exceptions made by others, and if the lords
superiors in the fatherland or arbitrators requested by them decide that
neither the [8:49] colony of Renselaerswijck nor any of its farms is
subject to tithing, then the director general and councilors engage to
refund the sums agreed upon as tithes.
Concerning the further point raised by the remonstrant about the
promise made by the Company to protect the patroons in pursuance of
the quoted 25th article, he omits either by mistake or intentionally to
quote the text in its true meaning, which very clearly states: “assumes
assistance in its defense with the forces it has there as much as possible;” as far as we know the Company has now during thirty years
never failed to do so, neither will they fail to do so in their present
situation.
19 Lantdagh.
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That the coloniers have two or three times repaired and made ready
Fort Orange with the assistance of the inhabitants is stated, but not
sufficiently demonstrated. If it was done, we acknowledge it gratefully; also, notwithstanding it was done more for their own than for the
general interest. We, the director general and councilors now in office,
do not know anything of a war with the French wilden; and during
the English troubles, the people of the colony have, it is true, made
some promises, according to their letters, to bring the fort into proper
shape, but after working four or five days, they dropped it again and
the necessary repairs devolved then upon the officers and men of the
citizenry in the village of Beverwijck. What they may have done last
year during the troubles, the director and councilors do not know.
Thus done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland in council of the
director general and councilors, the 27th of June 1656. (was signed)
P. Stuyvesant. Nicasius de Sille, and La Montagne.

[PETITION OF FREDERICK BARENTSZ VAN OLDENBORCH]20

[8:50] [Copy.

To the very worshipful, wise, valiant,
the honorable] lord Petrus Stuyvesant,
director general.

[Sir.] After amicable greetings, it is the request of your honor’s humble
and obedient servant to be informed of what my salary is to be here,
as well as an appropriate supplement for board, as is befitting a baker
situated in a fortress. I have spoken here to both the honorable lords
De Sille and fiscal Tienhoven about such increases, who offered me
no more than 12 guilders per month and a common ration, with which
I could not be satisfied; however, the honorable lord general shall
find me contented by offering me ƒ16 per month, a sergeant’s ration.
Whereupon awaiting your honor’s favorable response, and remaining
our esteemed honor’s servant. Was signed
, this is the mark of
Frederick Barentsz van Oldenborch, dated: Done at Casimier in the
South River of New Netherland, on the 28th of May 1656.
20 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:128.
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The above petition having been received and read, after due deliberation it was declared fiat ut petitur, on the 27th of June 1656.

[PETITION OF ISACK DE FOREEST]

[8:51] To the lord director general and
the lords councilors of New Netherland,
residing in Fort Amsterdam
In all reverence Isack de Foreest, in his capacity as weigh master,
makes it known how Ritchert Whyt last June 12th had twenty hogsheads of Virginia tobacco weighed in the weighhouse delivered to
Jan Geraerdy without paying the weigh master the weighing fee or
the inspector; and whereas he, the petitioner, held back a hogshead of
tobacco in the weighhouse as security for his payment; therefore, he
petitions your honors that the honorable lord fiscal, Nicasius de Sille,
may be authorized to sell the aforesaid hogshead of tobacco at public
auction so that he may receive his just due. Awaiting your honors’
favorable disposition hereon, and remaining your esteemed honors’
obedient servant. Was signed: Isack de Foreest. After due deliberation,
the above request was declared fiat quod petitur, on the 27th of July
1656, in session in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland.

[PETITION OF CORNELIS VAN TIENHOVEN]

[8:52] Director general and lords councilors of
New Netherland, residing in Fort Amsterdam.
Cornelis van Tienhoven makes known with all humility that he,
having been receiver of the honorable Company’s recognition fees,
lent out in this time to the office of the aforesaid Company out of his
own effects and those of his wife, coming from inherited goods, and
increased since the year 1652, over three thousand guilders on the
hope that the same would have been restored to him when your honors
might be assisted by the honorable lords superiors from Holland, or
when the revenue and income was able to bear the same. Now it is
such that their esteemed honors and the honorable lords directors have
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been pleased to discharge the petitioner from his office, whereby the
petitioner addresses himself to your esteemed honors with the reverent request that your honors be pleased to pay the petitioner, as he is
now out of office, the money which he has advanced, by assigning it
to merchants or, if the opportunity doesn’t present itself to be able to
do anything at the present time, that your honors at least be pleased
to accommodate me (as a deduction) with an order for one thousand
[8:53] guilders, which money we need to satisfy some creditors; more
so, the petitioner seeks to settle his accounts here in this country. I
hope that the obstacle regarding the scarcity of treasury will not hinder
my urgent request, because the petitioner shall be satisfied [
]
order and shall be able to procure the same and that it will be balanced
on credit from the Company in the future. Trusting in your honors
discreet and favorable response, I remain (was signed) Cornelis van
Tienhoven.

[ANSWER TO FOREGOING PETITION]

In session, present: the lord director general Petrus Stuyvesant and the
lords councilors Nicasius de Sille and J. La Montagne.
The preceding petition having been received and read, has been granted, after deliberation, the following response:
The director general and councilors respond that they are still unaware
of both the general receipts and expenditures of the petitioner as
receiver of the Company’s recognition fees, as well as the petitioner’s
private advances and particularly to whom to assign the petitioner;
when the director general and councilors are somewhat informed
about the matter, a closer attention will be paid to the petitioner’s
request according to the state of the treasury. Done at Fort Amsterdam
in New Netherland, 27 June 1656.

[LITIGATION INVOLVING ADRIAEN POST]

[8:54] In session, having received and read the second response of defendant Adriaen Post’s complaint and the plaintiff’s counter-complaint,
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the following was decided thereon:
Whereas these replies of complaint and counter-complaint are exhibited in the submitted documents and apparently the initiator of the
suit has no knowledge of them, the defendant as complainant and the
plaintiff as counter-complainant are ordered to place copies of these
in one another’s hands so that they can be answered on the next court
day. Dated 27 June 1656.

[RESOLUTION TO EXILE JAN DIRCKSZ AND WIFE
FOR SUPPLYING ALCOHOL TO THE INDIANS]21

Saturday, anno 1656, the 1st of July. Present at the session in Fort
Amsterdam in New Netherland the right honorable director general
Petrus Stuyvesant, the honorable councilors Nicasius de Sille and J.
La Montagne and the lords burgomasters of this city of Amsterdam,
Allard Anthony and Stevensz Cortlant.
Whereas the deplorable experience shows and has shown for a long
time past, that many wilden go drunk through the streets without it
being possible so far to discover with certainty [8:55] where they
get the drink contrary to the strict orders; and further that the wilden
are told and fooled with many stories by evil-minded people, among
others, that the director general and councilors had sent for five
hundred men, that they could not get any soldiers, that nobody would
come here, and many similar stories, things of which the informants
spreading them cannot be found out; and whereas many and almost
general complaints and suspicions point to a certain Jan Dircksz and
his wife, where the wilden have had unusual relations and have done so
for some time, the director general and councilors have decided, with
the advice of the burgomasters, that it would be better, as the majority
suffer damage done by one, and for their security and to stop the talk
of the people for the common good, that the aforesaid Jan Dircksz and
his wife should be privately informed and directed to leave by the first
ships. Thus done at the session in the year and on the day as above.
(signed) P. Stuyvesant, Nicasius de Sille, J. La Montagne.

21 See NYCD 13:69 for another translation.
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[ORDER TO SUSPEND THE FOREGOING RESOLUTION]22

Upon the intercession of the burgomasters of this city and the requests
of the preachers and for other reasons, it has been resolved, to suspend
the foregoing resolution and to reprimand and warn the person against
further damage. Thus done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland,
the 3rd of August anno 1656. Present the lord director general and the
lords councilors Nicasius de Sille and J. La Montagne.

[ORDINANCE REGARDING FORMATION OF VILLAGES AND INDIAN MATTERS]23

[8:56] [The director general and councilors of New Netherland do
hereby make known to all persons. That they have been informed
by some Indians that 2, 3 or four Indians of Tappaen were brooding
some mischief, and had given out that they intended to kill one] or the
other Christians [on the flatlands.] And whereas the director general
and councilors cannot ascertain where, or against whom the blow is
leveled, much less that it is a general plot of the Tappaen nation, and
that the warning has been given by other wilden, the director general and councilors with the assistance of the burgomasters of this city
cannot, for the present, apply any other order or remedy against it
than hereby to renew their previous ordinances and edicts, namely:
that the separate country people have to concentrate themselves in the
nearest villages and hamlets, and to form a community there, on the
fine formerly affixed thereupon; and in the meanwhile, to warn everyone to be on his guard, and not to go into the woods or on the roads
except armed, and at least 2, 3 or 4 men together in order to be able
to oppose such bosloopers.24 Further, in order to prevent such dangers
of isolated murders and assassinations, the director general and councilors with the advice of the burgomasters of this city, cannot for the
present devise any better or other expedient than already stated, and
besides that, to interdict and forbid the admission of any wilden with a
gun or other weapon, [8:57] [either in this city or in the flatlands, into
the villages and hamlets, or into any houses or any places, on pain of
forfeiting such arms, which may and also shall be taken from them]
22 Ibid.
23 Recovered text from translation in LO, 234–235.
24 Literally woods’ runners, i.e., people who venture into the woods to trade with the
Indians. Cf. French coureur de bois.
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on the complaint of the inhabitants, by the schouten, marshals or, in
their absence, by one of the magistrates, to wit: 14 days after the publication and posting hereof, or after notice and communication of this
interdict have been given to the wilden, which the director general and
councilors hereby order to be communicated to the wilden by some of
their subjects acquainted with the wiltse language, and that in the most
civil and proper manner, it being intended and meant by the director
general and councilors, with the advice of the burgomasters aforesaid,
only to prevent difficulties between the Christians and wilden. Thus
done in the session held in Fort Amsterdam the 3rd of July 1656.

[INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAGISTRATES PETER
TONNEMAN AND GYSBERT OPDIJCK]25

Instructions and commission for the deputies
Peter Tonneman and Gysbert Opdijck
Whereas the director general and councilors of New Netherland,
pursuant to an order of the lords directors, have notified the farmers
by their resolution and published orders, not to presume to remove
the crops from the fields before first [8:58] having given notice to the
director general and councilors or their deputies, in order to count off
the tenths, as it is done in the fatherland, but to leave it in the field
for the common interest; it being well understood that this applies
to all, who by their patents and title deeds have become subject to
tithing or that they first civilly agree for the first year about the tenths
with the director general and councilors or their delegates, for which
Peter Tonneman, schout of the villages of Breuckelen, Amesfoort and
Midwout and with him Gysbert Op Dijck are hereby appointed and
authorized, and in pursuance of our published order and resolution,
they are directed to inform and notify again the farmers and planters in
the countryside in the villages of Breuckelen, Amesfoort, Gravesande,
Heemsteede, Vlissinge and their dependencies and to give them the
choice, in the name of the director general and councilors, either to
make an agreement regarding the tithes for this year or to leave the
crops mowed, bound in sheaves, and cocked up in the fields, until the
said commissioners shall have recorded the tenths under the penalty
25 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:360.
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fixed for it in case of opposition, which the director general and councilors [8:59] hope shall [not] take place. The said commissioners are
directed to make a note of the names of all who may oppose, and make
a note, or cause a note to be made, of what they say or at least the
substance thereof, so that upon their return they may make a proper
report and inform us, meanwhile seriously warning all who refuse,
against further loss, that they may in no way have an excuse of ignorance. Of those who declare not yet to be subject to the tithing or who
have lost their crops by fire or theft, they shall take only the names
without making any further arrangements with them; it is also left to
their discretion to make fair settlements with, or still release for this
year, all those whom they or the magistrates of the villages deem to
be poor and unable, without conniving with others on any exception
for delay, whatever that might be. Thus done and given in our session
held in Fort Amsterdam, dated the 6th of July 1656. (was signed:) P.
Stuyvesant, Nicasius de Sille, La Montagne.

[ORDER TO ATTACH PROPERTY AT AMESFOORT]

[8:60] The director general and councilors of New Netherland having
[
] the report of the commissioners authorized and qualified for
the collection of the tenths and finding that some of the inhabitants of
the village of Amesfoort located on Long Island have displayed much
disobedience against them with threats, among others, Elbert Elbertsz,
Joris Jacobsz and, Hendrick Pietersz, the schout of the aforesaid
village. Pieter Tonneman, is hereby ordered to seize the lands and all
the crops standing in the fields and belonging to the above-mentioned
resisters, and to summon them immediately to appear before the director general and councilors on this coming Thursday, the 13th of this
month, in order to be able to hear and answer, if they are able, such
claims and conclusions which the fiscal, nomine officii, shall bring
against them. Dated as above (was signed) P. Stuyvesant, Nicasius de
Sille and La Montagne.
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[PETITION OF HENDRICK HUYGEN]26

Copy.

Honorable, very esteemed lords director
general and councilors of New Netherland.

Hendrick Huygen shows herewith with due reverence that [he has
come here before this city with the ship [8:61] Mercurius] with the
promise and permission of the honorable general and his deputies,
having been promised a civil treatment in regard to the duties of the
West India Company, as having [arrived] here by accident and against
intention: the petitioner therefore requests to be informed what amount
of duties your esteemed honors demanded, so that he may arrange his
affairs accordingly, awaiting your honors’ decision in the margin. (was
signed) Hendrick Huygen.
The foregoing petition having been received and read, upon deliberation, the following decision was made thereon: The petitioner is
to pay as duty for the goods brought here 10 percent, but whereas he
remonstrates and complains that some of the goods have been spoiled,
we consent and allow him to pay in full as duty for the goods that he
has shown by the manifest to have been brought over in the ship the
Mercurius, and which amount to the sum of ƒ9709 10st., the sum of
seven hundred and fifty guilders. Done at Fort Amsterdam in New
Netherland, dated as above.

[DECISION ON A PETITION OF CORNELIS VAN TIENHOVEN]

In session, present as before.
Having received and read the petition of Cornelis van Tienhoven (note:
it has been copied in its entirety in the copybook of petitions),27 requesting that on his aforesaid account three years’ house rent ought to be
written off, ƒ600 further for [8:62] [ ] [
] then to Rood Island28
[
] to reclaim until 25 March 1659 [
] from the
[
] Philip van Eynden [
] altogether ƒ962–10–.
26 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:129.
27 The copybook of petitions is lost.
28 Rhode Island or Rood Eylant. “Red Island” in Dutch.
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Upon deliberation, the following was decided: The petitioner is promised the annual sum of one hundred-fifty guilders for house rent; the
additional request is referred, for the sake of consistency, to the discretion of the honorable lords directors. Dated as above.

[ORDER ON A PETITION OF ANTHONY JANSZ VAN VAES]29

Having received the petition of Anthony Jansz van Vaes, complaining
of the proceeding of those of Gravesande, forbidding him not only to
pasture his cattle upon his own land, but also driving them away from
there, warning him that he no longer may allow his cattle to graze there,
with threats that otherwise an accident might happen. He requests the
director general and councilors to be pleased to look into it.
After deliberation, it was decided: When the director general and
councilors of New Netherland have set the boundaries of the village
of Gravesend, then his shall also be set.

[ORDER ON A PETITION OF JACOB STEENDAM]

[8:63] [
] Jacob Steendam petitions [
] request
to be allowed to mow a part of the [
] near the village of
Aernhem.
It was decided: When the restoration of the meadowland is done
[
] a closer look will be taken on the petitioner’s request; in
the meantime, he may, together with others mow the common meadowland. Dated as above.

[ORDER FOR THE FISCAL TO ARREST ELBERT ELBERTSZ ET AL.]

13 July.
In session, present: the honorable Petrus Stuyvesant, the lords
29 See NYCD 14:360 for another translation.
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councilors, Nicasius de Sille and J. La Montagne.
Having heard the complaint of the commissioners for the collection
of the tenths, Pieter Tonneman and Gysbert Opdijck, and the answer of
the defendants, Elbert Elbertsz, Hendrick Pietersz, and Joris Jacobsz,
the fiscal is ordered to place the same in detention and institute his
charge against them. Dated as above.

[COMPLAINT OF THE FISCAL AGAINST ELBERT ELBERTSZ ET AL.]

[8:64] Whereas the honorable lords directors of the Chartered West
India Company have found that some land-greedy people have not
neglected to buy land from the wilden and as a result claim actual and
real possession and ownership without registration thereof according
to ordinances, by which unregistered sales the director general and
councilors are frustrated in their feudal rights, as otherwise, for which
reason the director and councilors of New Netherland noticing the
contempt for their ordinances and the harmful consequences coming
from not requesting proper patents from the director and councilors.
It was for this reason that the director general and councilors renewed
the ordinance concerning this matter on July 1, 1652, and then again
for the last time on August 2, 1654,30 expressly forbidding that no
one buy any land directly or indirectly from the wilden, or assume,
possess, or sell without the consent and approval of the Company or
their deputies here, or those having purchased with consent shall make
known the same in order to request a patent thereon. However, in
order [8:65] to not dispossess actual owners, or to disrupt them in their
work, it was then published how those who still had no patents, report
[
] and conveyance [
] secretary of this
[
] and sealed [
] on forfeiture of his land and
the right of possession thereto.
And whereas now, after many directives from the honorable lords
directors, the director general and councilors are ordered to collect
the tenths which many have owed for several years, and it is due
time to collect the same. Also, as no one has voiced any opposition
30 See NND 16(1):29–31 (LWA) for the ordinance; also in LO, 130–134. See LO,
173 for its renewal.
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to the commissioners sent over there except for Elbert Elbertsz, Joris
Jacobsz, and Hendrick Pietersz, inhabitants of Amesfoort, behaving
as if they alone had the supreme authority, and in addition, showed
themselves in their speech to be seditious and rebellious people and
disturbers of the peace of this province, opposing the orders and
commands of their high authorities, and shouting out in a loud voice
before the good inhabitants that the director and councilors should
come themselves to fetch the tenths, but that in spite of us, for we are
not bound or obliged to pay tenths, and many other scandalous blasphemies [directed] untimely to the ears of the director and councilors
as commissioners.
Thereupon the fiscal, as preserver of justice, concludes for the maintenance of justice, placards, and ordinances that [the farms of] the
aforesaid Elbert Elbertsz, Joris Jacobsz, and Hendrick Pietersz [adhere
thereto] and the growth thereon according to the placards.

[RESPONSE OF ELBERT ELBERTSZ ET AL. TO THE PRECEDING COMPLAINT]

[8:66] Elbert Elbertsz
Joris Jacobsz
and Hendrick Pietersen
defendants and respondents
against the lord fiscal, De Sille, plaintiff.
To the honorable lords general and
high councilors of New Netherland.
May this serve as a response to the charge of the lord fiscal made
against the defendants, first that the defendants greatly injured the
lord plaintiff by violating to some extent your honors’ placard posted
July 1, 1652; with respect to Hendrick Pietersz, he has not a single
foot of his own land; Joris Jacobsz has no other land than what was
granted him by your honors’ own patent; and Elbert Elbertsz bought
and paid for his land, not from Indiaenen, but from Wolfert Gerritsz,
who also granted him a conveyance for it over two years ago [8:67]
before the former schout David Provoost, deceased, by which conveyance it demonstrates that the aforesaid Elbert does not own his land to
the prejudice of the honorable Company or anyone else. Second, that
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the defendants have shown themselves unwilling to pay the demanded
tenths is untrue, and moreover that they shouted in loud voices as the
lord plaintiff claims, but have said and still say and submit that they
shall herein do, as others, and be pleased that your honors have the
tenths and that your honors or the honorable Company be owed it and
that it be fetched not in the scornful manner as the lord plaintiff claims
at the expense of the defendants, but according to the practice in the
fatherland, where the lord has the tenth collected; whereby offering to
pay, they hope to have nothing forfeited, much less to be held in prison
to their shame and blame. For this reason the defendants conclude that
the fiscal’s charge and conclusion be rejected with costs and the defendants be released from their confinement, at least, if needs be, and
your honors (beyond expectations) find it to pertain, under sufficient
security for the judgment so that they can take care of their present
growing season, which ought not be neglected, and thus may sufficiently prevent their great shame, indeed, threatening ruin.
Your honors’ obedient servants (was signed) Elbert Elbertsz, Hendrick
Pietersz, the mark of Joris Jacobsz.

[CONCLUSION OF THE FISCAL IN THE PREVIOUS CASE]

[8:68] [several lines lost] having read the answers of the detainees and
the reply of Hendrick Pietersz and Joris Jacobsz and Elbert Elbertsz,
[it is] concluded in response that as a judgment of your honors the
detainees shall be condemned to the penalty according to the placards
with expenses, and maintain that a monetary advance does not apply;
but regarding the release requested by the detainees, it is referred to
the discretion of your honors provided that the same take place under
surety bond, and such further security as your honors shall deem
appropriate. Dated the 15th of July 1656 (was signed) Nicasius de
Sille.

[APPEARANCE BOND FOR ELBERT ELBERTSZ ET AL.]

Whereas we, the undersigned, have been mercifully released from our
confinement by the director general and councilors of New Netherland,
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we promise, each on his own behalf on his word of honor, to return to
confinement upon the [
] of the director general, aforesaid,
or to appear before them whenever the director general and councilors
shall be pleased; for the further assurance of what we have promised
above, we pledge, each for himself a special bond and under surety, all
[8:69] our moveable and immoveable goods, which shall be forfeited, if we should act contrary to the tenor of this. In acknowledgment
hereof we place our signatures thereto at the city hall of the city of
Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 15th of July 1656.
Elbert Elbertsz [
]
This is the mark of [
] Hendrijck Pietersz
Joris Jacobsz, as [
]
Elslant, Jacob van [
]
Before me, CV Ruyven [
]

[COMPLAINT AGAINST PIETER ADRIAENSZ AND ADRIAEN JANSZ APPEL]

17 July 1656 Monday,
In session, present: the honorable lord director general Petrus
Stuyvesant, the lords councilors Nicasius de Sille and Johan La
Montagne.
Having appeared Pieter Adriaensz alias Soogemackelijck and Adriaen
Jansz Appel van Leyden, inn keepers at Fort Orange; the fiscal
concludes that Pieter Adriaensz alias Soogemackelijck (of the first part
detained by the commies of Fort Orange, but escaped) provisionally
shall remain imprisoned for debt, and Adriaen Jansz Appel van Leyden
held at the house of Joff: [Miss] de Jonge until the coming court day,
in order to give ear to such and the conclusion, which the fiscal draws
therefrom. The director general and councilors [8:70] having heard
the conclusion of the fiscal, it was answered: Done as requested. Dated
as above.
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[JUDGMENT IN A CASE BETWEEN JACOBUS SCHELLINGER AND ADRIAEN POST]

Anno 1656, 20 July Thursday.
In session, present: the honorable lord director general Petrus
Stuyvesant and the honorable lords councilors Nicasius de Sille and
J. La Montagne.
Having received and read the papers and documents produced by
Jacobus Schillinger, as plaintiff, against Adriaen Post, empowered
defendant and plaintiff in counter-suit; the plaintiff requesting payment
of a bond dated 16 August 1653 for ƒ1150:0– with interest, signed
by Cornelis Melijn, L. van Dinclagen, and Jacob van Couwenhoven,
according to the bond claimed by the representative of the lord Van
Capelle; which bond, signed by the three aforesaid signatories was
promised to be paid to the plaintiff from the first cargoes that the lord
Vander Capelle was supposed to send in 1653, at the latest 1654, placing as special mortgage the four small farmsteads of the aforesaid lord
Vander Capelle situated on Staten Island.
[8:71] The defendant and plaintiff in countersuit, maintains that the
aforesaid bond was not intended for him but for the account of the
aforesaid signatories, and in particular for the account of Cornelis
Melijn, as he has a bill of exchange drawn on his former servant, the
farmer of the agricultural personnel of the lord Van Capelle, as well as
a chest of linen, as redemption of the aforesaid bond.
The director general and councilors of New Netherland having examined, considered, and contemplated what may be relevant from the
documents, we judge that the plaintiff, Jacobus Schellinger, has chosen
the wrong party because there is no document in which Adriaen Post,
defendant and plaintiff in countersuit, has received or made use of any
money from the plaintiff or has signed any bond.
Concerning the bond in question, signed by Cornelis Melijn, Lubbert
van Dincklage and Jacob van Couwenhoven, the director general and
councilors further judge that the aforesaid persons first and foremost
ought to be called upon about it to show their qualifications as attorneys and administrators, in the meantime, keeping mortgaged the four
small farmsteads and livestock, mentioned in the bond, as better proof
and liquidation of the account.
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Concerning the other question of a calf, the third of an ox, and
the plaintiff’s claim in countersuit over security of Staten Island,
the director general and councilors, [8:72] having no familiarity
with the above, order that the parties each shall select an arbitrator;
or finding displeasure therewith, to place their case before the subaltern court. In the meantime, the lords director general and councilors
condemn each party to bear their own expenses up to this point. Thus
done in session of the honorable lord director general and councilors
of New Netherland held in Fort Amsterdam. Dated as above.

[RESPONSE TO RENSSELAERSWIJCK’S REFUSAL TO PAY THE TENTHS]31

Pursuant to the order and instructions of the lords director general and
councilors of New Netherland, dated 28 June 1656, requesting that
the lord Renselaer and those of the colony’s court publish the placard
concerning the tenths, I, Johan de Deckere, opper commies at Fort
Orange, have given notice and requested, together with the subscribed
witnesses at the session and those on the board of the aforesaid court
and on behalf of those aforementioned, that they should be pleased to
publish the aforesaid placard, just as we have in theirs, to which the
lord Renselaer replied: “We are not obliged to do so and do not intend
to do so.” Thus done, made known, and response received on the 16th
of July of the aforesaid year, in the presence of Rutger Jacobsz and
Dirck Jansz Croon as witnesses requested hereto. Agrees with the
minutes acknowledged by me (was signed) J. de Deckere, as witnesses: Dirck Jansz Croon, Rutger Jacobsz.

[ORDER CONCERNING FARMER OF THE EXCISE AT FORT ORANGE]

[8:73] Pursuant to the previous order and instructions to give notice
and order to the farmer Marcelis Jansz either to come down himself
or to send down the documentation of damages suffered by the
summoned inn keepers, on pain of being deprived of his rights, I,
Johan de Deckere aforesaid, have ordered the aforesaid farmer on
behalf of the aforementioned that either he should go down himself or
31 See 8:36–49 for related papers in this case.
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otherwise send down his actual charge and claim together with those
of debts and damages at the expense [
] summoned inn keepers.
[
] replied, “It’s alright. I’ll do it.” Thus ordered and answered in
the presence of messrs. Abraham Michielsz and Augustinus Heermans
requested as witnesses hereto (was signed) J. de Deckere, 1656.

[REPORT AND ORDER ON THE BOUNDARIES OF GRAVESANDE]32

We, the undersigned, requested as impartial arbitrators by their honors
the lord director general and councilors of New Netherland, to proceed
in the presence and company of the honorable fiscal Nicasius de Sille
to Gravesande, and there to examine with the magistrates and Anthony
Jansz van Zalee the letters patent for the lands or groundbriefs of either
party and to see what their rights and competencies are, did yesterday,
the 18th of July, proceed there, and following the patent of Gravesande
we went to the mouth of the kil opposite Conijnen Island, being the
first and best known place. We find that [8:74] pursuant to the tenor of
the patent, their land should border westward from the mouth of the
kil on Anthony Jansz’s and Robbert Pinoijer’s land; Anthony Jansz
claiming also (though it is not stated in his patent) that his land begins
at the aforesaid mouth of the kil and runs along the south side of the
same kil eastward to Gysberden Island; and on the other side northerly
from the mouth of the same kil is the land of Robbert Pinoijer, which
is separated by a creek or small kil, running through the meadow to
or past Jan Huijbert’s mill standing in the meadow; from this meadow, the kil runs by Gysberden Island; so that in our opinion Anthony
Jansz claims much more than expressed in his patent, unless the lords,
director general and councilors, as interpreters of the letters patent in
this country, consider the aforesaid meadow and the whole southernmost point to the mouth of the kil opposite Conijnen Island to be the
protruding points, and belonging to Anthony Jansz besides the 100
morgens stated in his patent, which we think, under correction, not
to have been the intention of the signer of the patent. In order not to
proceed too hastily and upon unsound premises in our advice, which
is to serve in ending these disputes, we advise before going any further
that Anthony, as the oldest and first settler by virtue of his grant, shall
cause his land to be surveyed according to the tenor of his patent and
32 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:361.
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have posts or marks placed at each turn of the compass. [8:75] When
that is done, it will be possible to see clearly, [what hooks or points
of land belong to Anthony Jansen and then it will be evident what
belongs to the people of Gravesend and how much land between them
still remains to the government.]
July 1656 in New Amsterdam (was signed:) Cornelis van Tienhoven
and Tho: Willeth.
The director general and councilors of New Netherland, having
received the report and advice of their delegates Cornelis van
Tienhoven and Capt. Tomas Willeth, submitted to the session in writing this day, agree with their advice, namely: that Anthony Jansz van
Salee as oldest proprietor by virtue of his patent shall cause his land
to be surveyed according to the tenor of his obtained patent and the
reach of the compass thereof up to 100 morgens, placing at every turn
of the compass posts or marks. He is hereby ordered to do so within
eight days; or if he fails to do it, the director general and councilors
will have it done at his expense to prevent further complaints. Dated
as above.

[ORDER ON REPORT OF JOHAN DE DECKERE]

The honorable director general Petrus Stuyvesant having [
] the
lords councilors [
] the accompanying reply of the commies De
Deckere, requested that they take the matter into consideration and
[
] a decision at the next session. Dated as above.

[ORDER CONCERNING A CASE OF SLANDER]

[8:76] Director general Petrus Stuyvesant, plaintiff, against Janneken
Heermans, prisoner; the lord plaintiff demands proof of the words
directed against him by her today in the fort, namely, that the lord
general was not guiltless of the spilling of innocent blood.
The prisoner answered that she assumed that the lord general was
not guiltless thereof because the lord general could have given other
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orders and the protection of soldiers, and that they and theirs had experienced the bitter aftertaste thereof.
Because the lord general has been offended and the lord fiscal Sille is
an adversary of the prisoner by virtue of his office and the honorable
La Montagne sits as the lone judge, it has been resolved that the lord
general shall have the prisoner summoned before the civil court of this
city in order to offer proof of her offensive words. Dated as above.

[COMPLAINT BY THE FISCAL AGAINST PIETER DE GRAEFF]

To the highly esteemed lord, my lord
the director general and councilors
of New Netherland.
Whereas Pieter de Graeff, captain [8:78]33 [several lines lost] dated
17 June [                  ] of his ship are resident [                     ] island
and that he again [               ] having done it again there, has to return
there as the owners of [                 ] are residents there; however, the
captain adds that he suffered ship wreck with the aforesaid ship; he
also knows of no other proof to offer than the testimony of his accompanying mates, about which the fiscal, having examined everything,
can’t find that the aforesaid captain had properly taken this small ship,
which he brought in, and is concerned about any claims; he had the
rudder removed from the same, as the captain sought to remove the
same and depart for Zeeland; it is therefore decided that the captain
shall not depart or remove the small ship until he has posted sufficient
security and has paid the lord justly in order to prevent any claims or
demands for recovery. Thus done the 21st of July 1656 (was signed)
Nicasius de Sille.

[CONSENT OF PIETER DE GRAEFF TO GIVE THE REQUIRED SECURITY]

Honorable and highly esteemed lords.
Whereas the aforesaid de Graeff can provide no more detailed proof
33 Pencil markings on the manuscripts extant at the time of this translation have
mislabeled pages 77 and 78.
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here about his honest competency concerning the aforesaid bark than
the testimony of his mates, and that his departure from this province is
most necessary as he doesn’t know how to earn his keep here, therefore he [8:77] allows the above demand and claim of the fiscal, and
Jan du Prie, a burgher and citizen here, shall have to install himself for
a certain period to be preferred by your honors as principal security
against any warning notice which might occur from the aforesaid bark
for such a sum as the same is judged to be worth here; in addition he
is prepared to pay the lord his claim. This having been done, he asks
that your honors be pleased to approve of his departure. (was signed)
Pieter de Graeff, the mark placed by I P Jan du Prie

[JUDGMENT IN THE ABOVE CASE]

24 July
In session, present: the honorable lord director general Petrus
Stuyvesant, the lords councilors Nicasius de Sille and La Montagne.
Having received the charge of the fiscal, as preserver of justice, and
also acting on behalf of those absent, on and against one Pieter de
Graeff, concerning a certain Spanish bark brought here by him and
sold at public auction to the highest bidder on 8 July at the house
of Abraham dela Nooy, public innkeeper, it was nevertheless bought
back by him for the sum of ƒ905 and sold privately afterward to one
Jan Perin for the sum of six hundred guilders; and whereas the legality
[                  ] claimed commission, signed Chaerles d Houël, governor
of Guaerdeloupe,34 nor the authorization for the capture] of the aforesaid [bark] as a good prize are clear to the director general [8:79] the
claimed commission stipulating that the aforesaid Pieter de Graeff is
beholden to bring what of the Spaniards he transported, not up to New
Netherland, but to the island Guaerduloupa, to which is added that
he, Pieter de Graeff, and his crew, up to nineteen in number, mostly
Netherlanders and mostly former servants and subjects of the chartered West India Company in Brazil, came in and arrived here with
the bark to take on passengers for the fatherland, just as most soldiers
34 Charles Houëlle du Petit Pré was French governor of Guadeloupe from 16431664.
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had already left then or were ready to depart with the return ship the
Bontekoe, still lying [at anchor], and the Swedish ship the Mercurius;
also, the professed captain himself according to the contents of his
publication35 and reply to the conclusion of the fiscal, as said before,
not clear to the director general and councilors, nor the legality of the
commission, nor the legality and confiscation of the aforesaid claimed
prize; and pursuant to the concluded articles of peace between the
crown of Spain and their high mightinesses, the lords States General,
our sovereigns, it is not permitted to seize or sell our confiscated
Spanish goods. The aforesaid director general and councilors agree
that the turned over bark shall remain impounded under good inventory in the hands of Jan Perie and the captain shall be granted one year
and 6 weeks’ time to [                 ] the legality of the commission [8:80]
[several lines lost]

[ORDER FOR THE ARREST OF JAN PEECQ]

Heard the complaint of Glaude Samson against Jan Peeck, innkeeper, and read the deposition of the witnesses whom Jan Peecq himself
called, the same being more of a burden than a benefit,36 and is further
evident from the request of the lord fiscal.
Director general and councilors order that Jan Peecq be placed in
detention and that the fiscal bring forward the case, which he intends
against him, on the next court day. Dated as above.

[COMPLAINT OF DIRCK SMITH]

Received the remonstrance of Dirck Smith, ensign, complaining about
the bad treatment of the captain of arms; it has been disposed of, after
due deliberation, as follows: It is to be placed in the hands of the lord
fiscal in order to inform him further about the matter. Dated as above.

35 Affixitie.
36 ... meer tot sijnen laste, als onschult.
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[RESOLUTION TO GRANT JAN CATJOU LAND FOR A FARM]

[8:81] [several lines lost] [
] that a [
] Willem de
[
] deceased, after [
] within the year no one
has made a request in all this time, the aforesaid land [
]
was granted [
] of which [he] shall be granted [a
patent?]. Dated as above.

[JUDGMENT IN A CASE OF AUCTION MASTER CORNELIS VAN RUYVEN]

Cornelis van Ruyven in his capacity as auction master of the director
general and councilors, plaintiff, against Nicolaes Verleth, defendant;
the plaintiff demands according to the signature of the defendant
ƒ390:– for two mares bought by the defendant on 14 September 1655,
on the condition that the same be paid within one month in beavers or
good provisions serviceable to the Company. The defendant acknowledges the debt but says that he has not yet had the opportunity to pay.
Director general and councilors grant the supplicant another 6 months’
reprieve to pay without fail. Dated 29 June.

[PETITION OF DAVID FERERA]

[8:82] [To the great honorable lords director
general and high councilors of New Netherland]
David Ferera, Jew, residing here, makes known with humble reverence how the lords burgomasters and schepenen of this city, at the
request of the lord officer and having noted the petitioner’s written
answer, whereby he frankly confesses his ignorance of Dutch laws
and customs and lack of knowledge of the language, and therefore
not knowing to have sinned so greatly as the case has been considered, have been pleased to condemn him, petitioner, to a fine of eight
hundred guilders and the costs of the suit, notwithstanding that the lord
officer in a civil suit has only concluded and demanded the forfeiture
of a small consignment of beaver skins; and whereas he, petitioner, is
a person of humble circumstances and limited means, and to satisfy
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the aforesaid fine would be sufficient to cause his ruin; and as he, the
petitioner, is on account of this still in prison, and he by this sincerely
declares not to have had the least intention to violate justice, but that
the fault arose from his lack of knowledge, and that he therefore feels
himself unjustly injured [8:83] by the sentence, insofar as the same
has been pronounced in a civil suit. He therefore humbly requests of
your honors to please issue a writ of appeal, with a clause of inhibition, in the usual form, and in the meantime to let him out of prison,
offering for this Joseph d’Acosta as sufficient bail, as principal, for the
sentence.
Your honors’ obedient [servants,]
(was signed) Davidt Ferera,
Joseph d’Acosta.
The foregoing petition having been read at the session, after due deliberation, the following was added in notation: Let a writ of appeal be
issued with prohibition against execution. Done at Fort Amsterdam in
New Netherland. Dated as above.

[REPLY OF MARCELIS JANSZ’S COMPLAINT AS FARMER OF THE EXCISE]

[8:84] [
] general
and high councilors of New Netherland.
Makes known with humble reverence Marcelis Jansz, former impost
master, regarding the tappers’ excise of wines and beers for the term
of twelve months, beginning May 1, 1655, both within and outside the
jurisdiction of the village of Beverwijck, for which impost he, supplicant, promised to pay once the sum of two thousand thirty guilders; and
although the aforesaid impost was expressly farmed out to the supplicant by those of the court of Fort Orange according to the placard sent
to their honors by your honors, and that the supplicant has suffered
great injury through non-compliance of the same placard because
the tappers living outside the aforesaid jurisdiction have not paid the
excise, as they have still had a large consignment; as a result of which,
and because he, supplicant, has already paid a part of the agreed upon
impost money, it is not necessary to pay the rest, but claims that first it
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is reasonable (favorably taken) that he be compensated for the losses
that he has suffered as a result of non-compliance of his lease by the
outside tappers. [8:85] For valuation and arbitration of neutral parties
he as a result assured that your honors be pleased hereby to take care
that the same shall be handled equitably, requesting that he thereby be
reimbursed for the sum of fifteen hundred guilders.
Your honors obedient servant,
Mercelijs Jansen.
The foregoing petition having been received and read, was, after deliberation, annotated as follows: To place this in the hands of arbitrators
and copies thereof in the hands of the imprisoned innkeepers. Done at
Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 25th of July 1656.

[INDICTMENT OF MICHIEL TADES]

[8:86] To the highly esteemed lords, my
lord the director general and councilors
of New Netherland.
It has been such that several times now there have been announcements regarding the lamentable misfortunes and experiences that no
one shall give or sell any strong drink to the wilden [
] when
drunk [
] furious frenzy [
] commit insolent acts
not only in the countryside but also in this city, whereby such people
who give, sell, deliver or furnish it, whosoever they are, shall be fined
500 carolus guilders and in addition such persons are to be corporally
punished and penalized at the discretion of the judge, and whereas the
fiscal is to take note thereof by virtue of his office; therefore, when
he, the fiscal, found Michiel Tades, burgher and inhabitant here, on
Monday, being the 24th of July, in his house standing in Parel Street in
his little kitchen in the back [achter keuckentie] with a pipe of tobacco
in the company of a wilde who had a half mutsje of strong spirits in his
hand almost drunk empty, the fiscal took it out of his hand, tasted it,
and asked Michiel Tades: “Did you give him this,” he answered, “yes,
I fetched it for him.” Whereupon the fiscal led him off and placed him
under confinement, and still fetched 1½ ankers of the same out of the
house. Now, whereas this Michiel Tades has long been suspected of
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having committed the same repeatedly in the past and now has been
caught in a fresh act, therefore the fiscal has concluded that the aforesaid Michel Tades be condemned to suffer the punishment according
to the placard:37 forfeiture of 500 guilders and the spirits, as well as
being whipped with rods and banished [8:87] [several lines lost] 25
July 1656. [
] Nicasius de Sille.

[MICHIEL TADES’ REPLY TO THE FOREGOING INDICTMENT]

Michiel Tades, presently imprisoned, having received the foregoing
charge of the aforesaid fiscal, replies to be innocent thereof and that
he has been unjustly accused by those who say that he regularly sells
brandy or some such to the wilde. When asked further how the wilt
got the strong drink, which the fiscal found in his hand in his house,
he answered that the wilt had brought him a bunch of fish and that he
presented him that dram for it. Dated as above.

[BREACH OF PROMISE SUIT OF ROOSEN JEELE AGAINST FRANCOYS SOLEEL]

Roosen Jeele, plaintiff, against Francoys Soleel, defendant, the plaintiff says that she had agreed so far with the defendant that they had let
their matrimonial banns be registered here, which were also announced
in the church, and after announcements of the banns they had had
carnal intercourse with one another, and that he now refused publicly
to marry her. She requests that he be ordered to marry her or that he
[8:88] provide legal reasons why he refuses to do so. The defendant,
Francoys Soleel, answers that she is not fit to have a husband because
she has a [stinking breath;] secondly, that she had made a marriage
contract in the West Indies [
]; and thirdly, that they are not a
good match because she is a very angry person. Furthermore, she is
capable of killing any man who knows her, because she has a white
lung.38 He requests that she be examined by people who know about
such things.
37 See NND 16(1):47–48 (LWA) for the ordinance prohibiting the sale of liquor to
Indians; also in LO, 182–184.
38 Most likely tuberculosis.
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The plaintiff replies to the accusation that she was betrothed to another, that she was betrothed in the West Indies, but as the person was
found to be unsuitable for marriage they separated with agreement of
both parties and were released. However, this does not concern the
matter at hand because since then she has had a husband of whom she
is now a widow.
The plaintiff was asked whether she was still willing to marry the
defendant, to which she answered yes. The defendant was asked
whether he was willing to marry the plaintiff, to which he answered
no; and if he were ordered to do so that he would rather run off to
the wilden tomorrow, and that it didn’t matter to him where he was,
whether in Italy, England, France or in Turkey.
The plaintiff says that the defendant took some money from her. The
defendant replies that the plaintiff’s “some money” lay at a place
where she slept; that [8:89] he took it from there and put it at the
house of Adriaen N. [
] it lay there so that it [
] be stolen
[
] but that he had now given it back to her.
The director general and councilors of New Netherland having heard
the parties, order that copies of the aforesaid be placed in the hands of
the lord fiscal in order [
] to be more accurately informed thereof. Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, anno 1656, the 25th of July.

[PETITION OF DAVID FERERA AND REPLY]

26 July 1656.
In council present: the honorable lord director Petrus Stuyvesant and
the honorable lord La Montagne.
Received and read the petition submitted to the councilors in the name
of and concerning Davidt Ferera inserted below word for word:
[8:90] Copy.

To the esteemed lords high councilors
of New Netherland.
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Esteemed lords.
It is the case that Davidt Ferera, Jew, by virtue of a petition to your
honors has requested and been granted an appeal of the civil judgment
pronounced by the honorable magistrates here regarding his wellknown innocently committed mistake, for which it is noted that it is
not the petitioner’s intention at all to pursue his appeal and to precede
therein against the honorable officer to the very end, but rather, in
view of his innocence regarding the committed mistake and his sober
condition, he places himself at the merciful discretion and commiseration of your highly esteemed honors; therefore, humbly requesting
that your highly esteemed honors be pleased graciously to reduce the
extremely heavy fine imposed on him, at least to adjust it such that it
is bearable for him, and to make it possible for him to be able to pay;
and, in addition thereby to release him from his long imprisonment.
In so doing etc. Below stood: your highly esteemed honors humble
servant (was signed) Davidt Ferera.
Appeared at the session according to the tenor of the order given to
David Ferera: The lord officer, as well as the [8:91] lords burgomasters of this city, A. Anthony and Oloff Stevensz, who heard the above
request read.
[
] the officer requested that it would be noted thereon
as follows: The schout requests adjudication of the fine of the flawed
appeal, and that letters of execution shall be determined upon the
aforesaid sentence according to its form and contents, with expenses
[ ] provisionally conceived as security [
] of the amount of
money in the judgment. Dated as above.
At a session, present: the lord director general Petrus Stuyvesant and
the lords councilors, J. La Montagne.
Dirck van Schelluyne is asked whether he informed the Jew, Davidt
de Ferera, that he should bring the trunk with goods in question to the
marshal’s house? He answered, no, but that the aforesaid Jew asked
to sell the goods in question himself and to have a carter bring the
trunk to his house in his absence, being in his business at the house
of De Jonge, where the aforesaid Jew came to him, speaking through
[8:92] an interpreter, to let Schelluyne know that he had the trunk
with clothing brought to his house, demanding payment at once for
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that which was owed him. Whereupon he, Schelluyne, answered
that he would [help] him to his money in a day or two. The Jew said
through the interpreter that he must have the money at once, otherwise
he would have to have the goods fetched again, which the Jew had
done immediately, although Dirck van Schelluyne warned him not to
do so, and protested to him that the Jew had the trunk with clothing
brought to the house of Dirck van Schelluyne and taken back without
Dirck van Schelluyne having seen the trunk. Thus declared by Dirck
van Schelluyne at the session. Present as stated above. Held in Fort
Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 26th of July anno 1656.
After various discussions between the director general and councilors,
and the burgomasters of this city, as previously stated, the following
written reply was made to the petition of the aforesaid Jew, Davidt
Ferera:
Having received the second petition of Davidt Ferera, Jew, in which
he appears not to be inclined to pursue his obtained appeal, but only
requests moderation and mitigation of the judgment pronounced by
the burgomasters [8:93] and schepenen of this city. In consideration of
his long detention from which upon offered security, he might and also
should have been released, the director general and councilors order
that the detained Davidt Ferera, with regard to that, shall be released
from his detention and set free. Regarding the judgment: whereas it
seems to the director general and councilors some exceptions regarding
the unofficial order of the burgomasters and schepenen, which ought
to have been made by the marshal or at least by the court messenger,
the director general and councilors declare, before the judgment in
case of appeal is annulled or confirmed that the parties first and foremost review the proceedings and the attendant exceptions as arranged
by the director general and councilors; or, in order to expedite and
conclude the proceedings with less expense that the parties each select
an arbiter for compromise, for which a third will be appointed, the lord
La Montagne, in case the arbiters are unable to come to an agreement.
Thus done at the session of the honorable lord director general and
councilors held in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 26th of
July anno 1656.
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[COMPLAINT AGAINST ADRIAEN JANSZ APPEL]

[8:94] [
]
and councilors of New Netherland.
[
] as protector of the law by authority of the high magistracy, says to be true and truthful that Adriaen Jansz van Leyden, alias
Appel, innkeeper, presently in confinement here, for the last two to
three years has in contempt and disrespect of the magistracy of this
province opposed the well-intended order and placards of the director
general and councilors, intended for the maintenance and benefit of
the country’s revenues, not willing to subject himself to the ordered
wine and beer excise or to the gauging by the farmer, about which he
was cited by the fiscal, protector of the law, and summoned to appear
before the director general and councilors of New Netherland; he has
on the first, second, and third citations remained obstinate and recalcitrant, having been ordered by summons from the director general
and councilors, upon which followed the order of the aforesaid director general and councilors, which he also disobeyed, demonstrating
great contempt for their authority; he, the aforesaid Adriaen Jansz,
also, together with a certain Pieter Adriaensz Soogemackelyck, also
innkeeper, orally injured, offended, and rejected the upper authority
of the director general and councilors, saying with extremely ignominious and intolerable [8:95] words: “There sits our lord,” pointing to one Johan Baptist van Rensselaer, whose qualifications and
commission are unfamiliar to the plaintiff. “We know no other.” All
of which have very bad consequences, leading not only to the reduction of the country’s general and necessary revenues, just as the present non-payment of the excise and opposition to gauging has been
a loss of 3 or 4 thousand guilders, all to the scorn and contempt of
the director general’s and councilors’ authority, and just as by such
actions and words in their high authority and office, they have been
vilified, injured, and scorned; and what is worse and more dangerous,
lead to rebellion, sedition, and mutiny to be practiced and followed
by others, unless such adversaries against the well-intended order and
collection of the country’s revenues, and deriders of high authority,
and violators of justice be disciplined and punished as an example
to others. Therefore, the plaintiff as protector of the law concludes
that the aforesaid Adriaen Jansz van Leyden alias Appel, firstly, at the
discretion of the judge, shall satisfy the demand of the farmer and in
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addition to compensate and satisfy what the country may have been
shorted, a sum of four thousand guilders, applied appropriately, and
furthermore, to be banned from the country as an example to others.
Done the 28th of July 1656 in Amsterdam in New Netherland (was
signed) Nicasius de Sille.
After deliberation it was recommended as follows: To place this in
the hands of the detained to be answered within two times 24 hours.
Dated as above.39

[COMPLAINT AGAINST PIETER ADRIAENSZ]

[8:96] The lord director general
and councilors of New Netherland
The plaintiff, as protector of the law by the authority of the high
magistracy, declares it to be true and truthful that Pieter Adriaensz
alias Soogemackelyck, innkeeper, presently detained during two to
three years of contempt and disdain of the high authority of this province, opposed the well-intended order and placards of the director
general and councilors issued for the maintenance and benefit of the
country’s revenues, not wanting to subject himself to the ordered wine
and beer excise or the gauging of the farmer, for which he was cited
by the fiscal as protector of the law and summoned to appear before
the director general and councilors of New Netherland. On the first,
second, and third citation he remained obstinate and recalcitrant, upon
which a summons from the director general and councilors followed,
which he did not obey either, to the great contempt of their authority.
Whereupon arrested and detained by their commies, Jan de Decker,
in Fort Orange, he, in contempt of justice, violated his arrest and fled
his detention; moreover, [
] actual contempt of the
authority of the director general and councilors, he, Pieter Adriaensz
and one Adriaen Jansz van Leyden, also innkeeper, together orally
[
] the supreme authority [several lines lost] [8:97] Jan
[
] Our lord
[
] Van Renselaer who
[
] commisse, the request [
]
39 See 8:130 for the final judgment.
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We know otherwise no [
] all of which being a matter
of dire consequences, giving rise only to the abridgment of the country’s general and necessary means, as likewise at this time with the
non-payment of the excise and the opposition to the gauging, amounting to 3 to 4 thousand guilders in arrears, all done in contempt and
disdain of the director general and councilors, just as they, the director
general and councilors, have been disdained, injured, and despised in
their high authority and office by such deeds and words; but also worse
and more dangerous is that it become rebellion, sedition, and mutiny
practiced by others as a result, unless such opponents of the well-intentioned orders and farming of the country’s income, and disdainers
of high authority and violation of justice be corrected and punished as
an example to others. Therefore, the plaintiff, as protector of the law,
maintains that the aforesaid Pieter Adriansz Soogemackelijck shall
first, at the discretion of the judge, satisfy the demand of the farmer,
and foremost as reparation and satisfaction of that which the country
may have been thereby deprived, to append the sum of ƒ40,00040 at the
aforesaid discretion and concerning his disobedience, opposition, and
disdain for the orders [8:98] [several lines lost] to the place of justice
[
] whipped with rods and further [
]
banished from the country as an example to others.
(was signed:) Nicasius de Sille
The foregoing request having been received, after deliberation, it has
been recommended as follows: To place this in the hands of the prisoner for answer thereon within two times 24 hours. Dated as above.
[several lines lost]
against
Pieter Adriaensen alias Sooghemackkelijck
[remainder of page is blank]

[REPLY OF ADRIAEN JANSZ APPEL TO THE ABOVE COMPLAINT]

Adriaen Jansz
40 In 8:95 the amount was ƒ4,000.
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To the honorable highly esteemed
lords, director general and high
councilors of New Netherland

Regarding the complaint of the lord fiscal, the defendant responds that
the truth is such that he never, ever [
] against your honors’
placards, [8:99] but while living under the [
] Rensselaerswijck he
[
] from the court there, which he, defendant Pieter Adriansz
[
] obliged to [
] to give permission to measure
his wine and beer, which he was selling in the aforesaid jurisdiction
and to pay the claimed excise, nor to appear on the executed citation and summons of the lord fiscal and notification of the commies
Johan de Deckere; therefore the lord fiscal must realize that if an error
might have been committed, it was not done by the defendant but by
those of the court with whom the defendant was not complicit, but was
following the orders of his superiors there; therefore, concluding that
the lord plaintiff’s claim and decision against the defendant, done and
taken arbitrarily and pecuniarily, be rejected, and he, the defendant,
be released from confinement. Your honors’ obedient servant (was
signed) A. Appel.
After deliberation it was recommended as follows: This matter shall
be placed in the hands of the fiscal De Sille to retort thereon. Done at
Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, 31 July 1656.

[REPLY OF PIETER ADRIAENSZ TO THE ABOVE COMPLAINT]

[8:100] The lord director general and
high councilors of New Netherland
[three lines lost]
With regard to the indictment of the lord fiscal, the defendant replies in
all truthfulness that he has never opposed the placards of your honors.
However, living under the jurisdiction of the colony Renselaerswijck
he followed the orders of those of the court there, under which he
belongs and to which he is subject, and who did not understand that
he, defendant, was obliged to allow the measurement of his wines and
beers sold in the aforesaid jurisdiction, and the payment of the claimed
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excise thereof; also, to make appearance upon citations of the lord
fiscal and summons of the commies Johan de Deckere. Therefore, the
lord fiscal must hereby realize that if such errors have been committed, they were not done by the defendant, but rather by those of the
aforesaid court against which the defendant was not contravening,
but rather by having followed the orders of his authorities there.
Hereby concluding that the lord plaintiff’s claim and decision against
the defendant be done and taken as arbitrary and pecuniary and he,
the defendant, be released from confinement. (Written below:) Your
honors’ obedient servant; (Was signed:) Pieter Adriaensz.
[8:101] [several lines lost]
[
[
1656.

] to refer this [
] de Sille in order to
] Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland [
]

[DISMISSAL OF CHARGES AGAINST ERICK
MICHIELS AND CORNELIS MARTENSZ]

The director general and councilors of New Netherland having seen
the interrogatory of the lord fiscal De Sille concerning the dispensing of beer to the wilden, and the replies given thereto by Erick
Michiels, a Finn, and Cornelis Martensz, a Swede, presently detained
on complaints that they had dispensed beer to the wilden, conclude
herewith and from other circumstances in the case that the aforesaid
detainees have done so out of ignorance (having just arrived here);
also, not to have drunk more than three vaen, of which they only gave
the wilden a small amount. For which reason the fiscal ordered that
they be released from confinement. Dated as above.

[CHARGES DROPPED AGAINST FRANCOYS SOLEIL]

[8:102] At the request of Roosen Jeele, who had brought charges
against Francoys Soleil, also incarcerated, the aforesaid Soleil was
brought before the session and asked, in the presence of Roosen Jeele,
whether he intended to marry her and live with her as an honest man?
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He answered, yes, and asked that the past be forgotten and forgiven, and that he be allowed to practice his profession here, which was
promised him, provided he comported himself piously and obediently,
whereupon he was released from confinement. Dated as above.

[REPLY AND PLEA OF MICHIEL TADENS
CONCERNING GIVING ALCOHOL TO INDIANS]

To the highly esteemed lords director general
and high councilors of New Netherland.
Michiel Tadens defendant
against
the lord fiscal, by virtue of his office, plaintiff
The defendant admits having given the wild a little drink in compensation for the fish which he had gotten from him the day before, as
he had wanted no payment for it; for which he had not expected to
have committed such a serious offence against your honors’ placards.
[8:103] The lord plaintiff having considered this, [
] known
that the same placard is interpreted in this regard, but the fact that the
defendant ever would have sold brandy to the wilden, as well as other
strong spirits, and that he would be notorious for doing this, he strongly denies, as he never intended to do such, and is saddened that the lord
plaintiff would think this of him; and whereas he hopes that the interpretation of the aforesaid placard according to your honors is nothing
more than for punishment for those who willfully sell or dispense
brandy or spirits to the wilden for their debauchery and not for the
punishment of such a trifle as this; therefore, he humbly requests that
your honors be pleased arbitrarily to reject the lord fiscal’s charge and
to ease and lessen the monetary fine as your honors might be pleased
to find out of compassion for a poor citizen; also to release him from
confinement on bail and that the one and a half ankers of spirits be
restored to him. (below stood) Your honors’ humble servant.
After deliberation it was recommended as follows: to place this
into the hands of the fiscal, by virtue of the office, plaintiff. Done at
Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 31st of July 1656.
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[INTERROGATION OF DIRCK SMITH FOR SELLING A GUN TO AN INDIAN]

[8:104] [several lines lost] [
] J de La
Montagne. The lord general asked the ensign Dirck Smith where his
brother’s gun was? He answered that (when the recent foreign wilden
named Sinnekens were here) he asked the lance corporal41 whether
guns might be sold to the wilden, who responded, “Ten had been sold
at Pieter Cocq’s and at the Haaghe Juffr;42 if they can do such business, why shouldn’t we be able to sell one gun?” Therefore he sold his
brother’s gun to the aforesaid wilden for 6 beavers, saying further that
he hoped it wouldn’t be considered wrong because so many guns have
been sold to the wilden here; also, that it has been said that there was
consent to sell some munitions of war to these recent foreign wilden;
also, that they traded large amounts to the wilden down south, namely
Elmerhuysen and Jacquet and many others [two lines lost]
The lance corporal was summoned to the session and appeared.
He was asked why he advised others to sell guns, as the ensign has
declared above.

[ORDER FOR THE CONFINEMENT OF DIRCK SMITH]

[8:105] [several lines lost] the aforesaid [
] first said that
he had sold [his brother’s] gun to the wilden for 6 beavers, being now
[but two] days ago.
The director general and councilors order the fiscal to detain the
ensign in the city hall of this city and to continue investigating this
case. Dated the end of July 1656.

[FURTHER EVIDENCE IN THE CASE AGAINST MICHIEL TADENS]

The lord fiscal Sille by virtue of the office, plaintiff, against Michiels
41 Gevrijden corporael, cf. German gefreiter. A lance corporal is a military rank
between a private first class and a corporal.
42 Possibly the name of an inn or tavern. Haaghe is a reference to the Hague; thus the
name would be the Hague Lady.
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Tadens, presently incarcerated.
The plaintiff responds to the frivolous reply of the prisoner; he remains
as the principle for his requested plea, asserting that the prisoner’s
requested plea be denied, whereas it is most necessary that an example
be established, for otherwise this sale of brandy and spirits shall never
cease in this country.
The above reply of the prisoner Michiels Tadens having been read
aloud, the wilt, who the lord fiscal has [
] at the prisoner’s house,
was summoned to the session.
[8:106] [
] he [
] brought to Michel Tadens’s and when?
Answer: He has never brought any fish to Michiel Tadens.
To whom did he give the sewant for the brandy?
Answer: That he put it in a drink that Michiel Tadens pointed him to.
The prisoner, Michiel Tadens, was asked what else he had to say for
his innocence.
He answered that he had not hoped after being 14 to 15 years in the
country to be touched now by scandal. He requested mercy. Dated the
end of July 1656.

[COMPLAINT OF BOOKKEEPER CAREL VAN BRUGGE]

In session present: the lord director general Petrus Stuyvesant, the
lords councilors Nicasius de Sille and La Montagne.
Having considered the complaint of the bookkeeper Carel van Brugge
that he is unable to close the general books of accounts before and
until the books of receipts are placed in his hands, it has been resolved
[8:107] to send the honorable Cornelis van Tienhoven the following:

[LETTER TO CORNELIS VAN TIENHOVEN TO PROVIDE BOOKS TO VAN BRUGGE]

Monsieur Tienhoven. You must be well aware that repeatedly the lords
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directors have been most earnestly requesting the transmittal of the
general books of accounts, which ought to have been sent a year ago,
but which so far was delayed or postponed from one ship to another
up to the present; and whereas the bookkeeper Van Brugge has repeatedly postponed through no fault of his own because of an inability to
reconcile and to close the books before and until the books of receipts
are placed in his hands, the director general and councilors hereby
continue the request that as the aforesaid Van Brugge is now on the
verge of closing the books of receipts and expenditures with the necessary proofs thereto that they be placed in his hands as soon as possible
so that all further exceptions and complaints may be prevented afterwards. Please do not fail. Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland.
Dated as above.

[PETITION OF JOHANNES PIETERSZ VERBRUGGE
CONCERNING A DISBURSEMENT]

Received and read the petition of Johannes Pietersz Verbrugge in
which he remonstrates that on the 19th of July he saw his account
at the commissary’s and found an [8:108] entry posted for ƒ1113:12
that he advanced to the city during the time of the English war. He
is surprised to discover that it had been canceled out and not accepted. Therefore, he requests that he be credited again for the aforesaid
pledge and that it may be balanced with recognition.
After deliberation it was decided as follows: Let it serve as a reply
that the stated sum was entered in the Company’s books without the
knowledge and consequently without the order of the director general
and councilors; and also, according to the admission of the petitioner
himself, that it has no association with the Company’s accounts, as the
petitioner himself says that he advanced the sum to the city; therefore,
payment must be solicited from the rulers of the same; all the more
so, because last year the director general and councilors have allowed
and permitted them, in order to pay off these and other incurred debts,
a voluntary assessment for the sum of about 5 to 6 thousand guilders;
and, the director general and councilors, if requested, are prepared and
inclined to [8:109] [
] together with the burgomasters
and schepenen [
] Done at Fort Amsterdam,
dated [9] August 1656.
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[RESPONSE OF THE FISCAL TO ADRIAEN JANSZ APPEL]

To the honorable lords director
general and high councilors.
The answer of Ariaen Appel having been placed in the hands of the
plaintiff for reply, the plaintiff replies that the detained has opposed
the placards, which is sufficiently proven in the claim; also, that the
inferior bench of justice must defer to its high authority, whose authority may not be impeded, the order of permission for the measurement
and payment of the excise; but [he] claims that everyone is obliged to
appear at every summons of the fiscal as protector of the law of the
high authority, and therefore [he] not only has to look after those who
fabricate such orders and objections, but to expose those who remain
in default; and the plaintiff knows no higher authority than the director general and councilors of New Netherland; therefore, the fiscal
concludes in [8:110] his response that he stands by his claim and decision thereon that the fine is unlawful and orders that the detainees will
be denied their conclusions [
] shall be [
] with expenses.
Dated the first of August 1656.
[

] Nicasius de Sille

[PETITION OF MICHIEL TADENS FOR MITIGATION
OF THE PENALTY IMPOSED AGAINST HIM]

To the highly esteemed lord director general
and lords high councilors in New Netherland.
Michiel Tadens, prisoner, shows with all due humility that he, petitioner, having understood the complaint and decision of the lord fiscal
concerning the petitioner’s offence of selling brandy to the Indiaen
and that the lord fiscal considered the aforesaid offence to be most
serious; therefore, the petitioner turns to their most highly esteemed
honors’ customary loving kindness with a most humble request that
their esteemed honors show him, petitioner, mercy and no justice, and
to mitigate the claim of the lord fiscal, and to keep him from falling
into public shame, hoping and firmly trusting their highly esteemed
honors’ regard [8:111] for the petitioner’s two innocent children,
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praying humbly and from his entire heart that their esteemed honors
be pleased this time to show him mercy and to mitigate the punishment
so that he, petitioner, [several lines lost] be freed of [
],
promising never again in his life to make such a mistake, but behave
from now on as an obedient subject, hoping and trusting firmly that
their esteemed honors be pleased to consent this time out of mercy to
his petition; which doing I remain your esteemed lords’ most humble
subject and servant. (was signed) Michiel Tadens.

[PETITION OF MICHIEL TADENS REQUESTING
HIS BANISHMENT BE REDUCED TO A FINE]

To the highly esteemed lord director general
and lords councilors in New Netherland.
Michiel Tadens, prisoner, shows with all due humility that he [8:112]
understands that their esteemed honors would have resolved, because
of the petitioner’s crime of having sold brandy to the Indiaen, to
banish him publicly from this province, which will lead to his and
his family’s total ruin; therefore, it is such that he, the petitioner,
most humbly is turning to your most highly esteemed honors with
the humble request that their highly esteemed honors, in keeping with
their customary loving kindness, out of mercy, and not according to
the law, for this time, rescind the planned banishment of his person,
trusting with his whole heart that their esteemed honors never have
been inclined to the ruination of any of their subjects; requesting and
praying to their highly esteemed honors that the planned banishment
might be changed to a monetary punishment at the discretion of their
esteemed honors, because banishment would lead to the total ruin of
him, petitioner, his wife, and children, besides the infamy with which
he, being still young, would have to live; and whereas he, petitioner,
has lived here in this land for 14 to 15 years, and without boasting, has
always comported himself as a quiet and peaceful inhabitant, except
for this mistake, praying once more from his whole heart that their
highly esteemed honors, [8:113] for the above mentioned reasons
shall be pleased for this time, out of mercy for him, petitioner, not
institute the first example, promising, and [ready] to confirm such
under oath, [
] for the rest of his days to make such a mistake,
or if he does otherwise, to suffer the most severe punishment, praying
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therefore most humbly that their highly esteemed honors be pleased to
consent to his, petitioner’s, request, which doing I remain, Your highly
esteemed honors most humble subject (was signed:) Michiel Tadens.

[SENTENCE OF MICHIEL TADENS]

Whereas Michiel Tadens van Holstijn,43 inhabitant of this city, presently a prisoner, has not spared himself selling strong drink to the wilden
contrary to the strict prohibition and in contempt of the frequently
published placards emanating from the director general and councilors of New Netherland [8:114] [
] was infamous
[
] caught in the act [
]
matter of very serious consequence from which many harmful acts, as
the deplorable experience sufficiently demonstrates, have redounded
and still more are to be expected, if the sale of strong drink to the
wilden is tolerated and allowed and not severely punished as an example to others; therefore, the director general and councilors of New
Netherland, together with those supplemented from the magistracy
of this city, after invocation of God’s name, having seen the charge
made by the fiscal ex officio against the aforesaid prisoner, and heard
the confession and acknowledgment of guilt voluntarily made by the
prisoner without pain and shackles, and furthermore having looked at
everything to look at in this matter, administering justice in the name
and on behalf of the esteemed high and mighty lords States General of
the United Netherlands and the lords directors of the Chartered West
India Company, before having taken into consideration the prisoner’s
voluntary confession and in addition the humble plea for mercy and
no justice, and therefore his well-earned punishment mitigated, have
condemned the aforesaid Michiel Tadens van Holsteyn, as they hereby
do condemn, [to pay] a fine of five hundred guilders, to be applied
according to the tenor of the placard, and to remain in confinement
until the fine with costs [8:115] [
] director general
and councilors held in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 3rd of
August anno 1656.

43 Holstein, Germany. This locative also appears as Alstijn with reference to Michiel
Tadens.
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[PIETER ADRIAENSZ AND ADRIAEN JANSZ
APPEL ANSWER THE FISCAL’S REPLICATION]

To the highly esteemed lord, the lord general
of New Netherland and the esteemed high
councilors thereof.
Pieter Adriaensz Soogemaekelyck, prisoner, and Adriaens Jansen van
Leyden, prisoner and defendant, against the lord fiscal, plaintiff.
This serves as a rejoinder to the plaintiff’s replication that they, being
subjects and simple people, have no knowledge or understanding of
what the difference is between the high authorities and a subaltern
bench [of justice], thinking that they do very well by complying with
the laws which they try to obey, being content to know how to behave
as do other subjects; it saddens them to experience great loss because
of compliance and inconvenience, and to be confined [8:116] for not
obeying your honors’ placards through prohibition of the aforesaid
court or observing the same against the orders of the aforesaid court;
thus, the defendants must of necessity on the one side or the other be
struck with loss and inconvenience, which they then claim (subject
to correction) to be neither right nor just, and one cannot truthfully
say in consideration of the aforesaid and the reasons alleged in their
written replies that he [sic] in any particular manner have violated
your honors’ placards, by which the defendants do persist with their
aforesaid replies and conclusion. (was signed:) Pieter Adriaensz and
A. Appel. In the margin N. Amsterdam, this 3rd of August anno 1656.

[LETTER OF COUNCIL TO CAREL VAN BRUGGE
CONCERNING CLOSING OF THE BOOKS]

The 3rd of August in Fort Amsterdam.
Sr. van Brugge.
Whereas the transmittal of the account books, so often and earnestly
desired by the honorable lords directors, having been delayed now
almost one year to the next, from one ship to the other, being presently
the ship the Bontekoe lying ready, the sixth in order, one after the other
having departed for the fatherland over the year, [8:117] for each of
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which the transmittal of the books has been delayed each time, notifying nevertheless the lords directors that they would follow with the
next ship; and whereas the director general and councilors, without
blame or shame, can or dare not put off the lords patroons any longer,
and the skipper of the ship the Bontekoe, now lying ready, having
informed the director general and councilors of his departure, giving
notice that he can wait no longer than Saturday, about which your
honor is hereby informed and ordered immediately, upon appearance
of this, read aloud and handed to you by the court’s messenger, to give
your categorical reply regarding the cause of the delay and when the
books properly will be closed and made ready, so that the director
general and councilors may adjust their letter at the dispatching of the
ship presently lying ready, upon which they are relying. Thus done in
a session of the esteemed lord director general and councilors held in
Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated as above.

[ANTHONY JANSZ VAN SALEE CONCERNING THEFT
OF CATTLE BY PEOPLE OF GRAVESANDE]

In session, present: the lord director general Petrus Stuyvesant, the
lords councilors Nicasius de Sille and J. La Montagne.
Anthony Lourens, servant of Anthony Jansz van Salee, appeared at
[8:118] the session and declared to have been sent by his master in
order to inform the director general and councilors and give notice
that yesterday about 29 persons, inhabitants of Gravesande (which he
personally saw [
] together with two soldiers) being armed with
sticks, pikes, and axes, herded all the livestock, both large and small,
numbering about 24 that were going to pasture at the point east of the
house of Anthony Jansz, to Gravesande, where they are still being
held; requests on behalf of his master that order be restored that they
return the aforesaid livestock [several lines lost]

[ORDER TO RESTORE ABOVE CATTLE]

The foregoing complaints being confirmed, the magistrates of the
village of Gravesande, subject to the right of complaint and justification
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(if they have such), are therefore ordered and commanded to return the
removed livestock of Anthony Jans and bring them to the place from
where they were taken, and to compensate him in court for whatever
loss may have occurred; ordering the court’s messenger, Claes van
Elslant, to inform the [
] [8:119] magistrates of this and to report
to us what occurs. Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated
as above.

[ORDER FOR DAVID PROVOOST’S WIDOW TO
DELIVER ALL RECORDS TO PIETER TONNEMAN]

Received the petition of Pieter Tonneman, scholtus of the villages of
Midwout and Amesfoort, requesting that the remaining registers of
resolutions as well as minutes and other documents, which the previous scholtus, David Provoost, had kept and were approved before him
as scholtus and secretary.
After deliberation, it was recommended that the director general and
councilors of New Netherland see fit that the petitioner shall be given
possession of all such registers of resolutions, minutes and other documents, books and papers, which Davidt Provoost kept during his life
as scholtus of the villages of Breuckelen, Midwout and Amesfoort etc.
and which were approved before him as scholtus and secretary of the
same places; for which the widow of the aforesaid scholtus, and all
others whose custody the abovementioned registers of resolutions,
minutes, and other acts and documents are in, is requested and ordered
upon presentation hereof to place in the hands of the present scholtus
of the aforesaid places under proper inventory. Dated 5 August 1656.

[INTERROGATORIES OF PIETER ADRIAENSZ AND ADRIAEN JANSZ APPEL]44

[8:120] [several lines lost] and interrogation [
] each separately:
Pieter Adriaensz alias Sooghemakelyck and Adrian Jansz alias Appel.
1. How old he is, where does he come from, where does he now live?
44 In the original the interrogatory is set up in two columns with questions on the
right and answers on the left.
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Pieter Adriaensz; 36 years of age; from Amsterdam, in Renselaerswijck.
2. Where is the colony located, is it in or outside the limits of New
Netherland?
Regarding no. 2, in New Netherland.
3. How far is his residence from Fort Orange, or does he live beyond
the thousand rods?
Regarding no. 3, at the 5th kil; no thousand rods from the fort.
4. Whether they were unaware that the director general and councilors in the year 1654 let the excise of wines and beers, consumed
at the tappers [8:121] in the village of Beverwijck and colony
Rensselaerswijck, be farmed out to the highest bidder at public auction
through their representatives, for which Jacob Loosdrecht was farmer
the year before and Marcelis Jansen in the year 1655?
Regarding no. 4, yes, that he was aware of this.
5. Whether he paid the required and requested excise to the farmer and
submitted to him?
Regarding no. 5, no.
6. Whether he refused the payment together with the measurement?
Regarding no. 6, he answers that the measurement didn’t take place at
his place nor did the payments of the excise because Jan Baptista van
Renselaer had forbidden him to do so.
7. Whether he hadn’t been cited for refusal of payment of the ordinary tappers’ excise as well as measurement and summoned to appear
before the director general and councilors of New Netherland in order
to give reasons for his refusal?
Regarding no. 7, he replies, yes, three different times.
8. [

] he appeared upon the summons?

[8:122] [several lines lost]
9. Not having appeared, whether he wasn’t summoned further by the
commies, De Deckere, in the form of an order and whether he obeyed
that?
[
] further citations were issued, but he did not appear,
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as is shown.
10. Whether on the 23rd of July he did not respond to De Deckere in
a contemptuous manner in his refusal to allow the measurement, and
also to appear before the director general and councilors, adding, “I
can’t serve two masters.”
Regarding no. 10, yes, it is the truth.
11. Who, according to him, are these two masters whom he can’t
serve?
Regarding no. 11, the lord general and councilors on the one hand and
Renselaer on the other.
12. Whether he doesn’t consider the director general and councilors as
his legal regents and chief commanders in this province?
Regarding no. 12, he answers that he considers the director general
and councilors as the chief lords of the country, but as long as he
serves Renselaer that he must be faithful to him.
[8:123] 13. Whether he took the loyalty oath as others and promised
to be loyal and obedient to them?
Yes, that he took the oath in the presence of the lord general.
14. Why didn’t he do and observe the same?
Because Jan Baptista had forbidden him to do so.
15. Whether he was not arrested and incarcerated in Fort Orange by
the commies De Deckere?
Yes.
16. Whether he didn’t violate his detention in violation of the law and
fled from there?
Yes.
17. Whether he didn’t hear Adriaen Jansen Appel say at his house,
there’s our master, pointing to Johan Baptista van Renselaer?
Yes.
18. Whether he hadn’t confirmed silently?
Yes.
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[8:124] He was asked further whether he had anything else to submit
in his defense?
He answered that he had nothing to say other than that the lord
Renselaer had promised to free him of anything concerning this matter.
He was also asked whether he had sold his wine and beer for less
because he was paying no excise tax as others did?
He answered, no.
Adriaen Jansz van Leyden having been questioned at the aforesaid
interrogation, responded as follows:45
To the 1st [question] he answered: Adriaen Jansz van Leyden, about
30 years old;
to the 2nd: In Rensselaerswijck in New Netherland;
to the 3rd: Beyond the markers placed between Fort Orange and the
colony, but within the thousand rods from the fort;
[8:125] to the 4th: [several lines lost]
to the 5th: Yes;
to the 6th: As long as he lived within the jurisdiction of the director
general and councilors, he paid the excise. However, now that he has
lived outside of the markers for about a year, he has paid no excise;
to the 7th: Yes;
to the 8th: No;
to the 9th: Yes, that he was issued further summons;
to the 10th: Didn’t know whether he was there or not;
the 11th: the point wasn’t asked;
to the 12th: Yes;
45 Adriaen Jansz was asked the same questions but only the answers appear in the
original.
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to the 13th he answers: Yes, as long as he was under the jurisdiction of
the general and councilors;
to the 14th: It was done by order of the lord Johan van Renselaer;
to the 15th he answers: No.
to the 16th: No;
to the 17th: Does admit to have said, there sits our master, but didn’t
say, we know otherwise none; he was also asked by the honorable lord
director general and councilors whether he sold his wine and beer for
less than did other innkeepers who paid the usual excise?
[8:126] [several lines lost] asked whether he had anything to present
in his defense or for his innocence.
He answers to have nothing to say than that he was innocent in the
matter and that what had happened was the result of orders of the lord
Renselaer.
Thus done at a session of the director general and councilors held in
Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 5th of August 1656.

[JUDGMENT AGAINST PIETER ADRIAENSZ]

Present: the lord director general Petrus Stuyvesant, the lord La
Montagne and the fiscal de Sille.
Whereas Pieter Adriaenssz alias Soogemackelyck van Amsterdam,
innkeeper, as he declares, in the colony of Renselaerswijck in New
Netherland, presently prisoner, has spared no contempt of the director general and councilors [8:127] [several lines lost] [in opposing
their well]-intentioned [orders and placards,] promoting the general
revenues of this country, by unwillingness to subject [himself to the
mandated] impost placed on the consumption of wine and beer at the
[tappers] nor the farmer’s measurement; upon which Pieter Adriaensz,
[on the] complaints of the farmer first made to the commissioners of
the farm, [then] by them referred to the director general and councilors, was arrested by the fiscal, as protector of the law, [and] was cited
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and summoned to appear before the director general and councilors;
he remained in default upon the first, second and third summons,
whereupon a more direct summons followed, and being informed of
it by their commies Johan de Deckere as a result of further contemptuous actions against the authority of the aforesaid director general
and councilors, having contemptuously disobeyed the summons,
for which disobedience to the further orders and instructions of the
director general and councilors the aforesaid Pieter Adriaensz was
summoned, apprehended, and locked up by the commies De Deckere;
he has in contempt of the law, violated detention, and fled the same;
above all, condoning and approving of the reprehensible utterance of
a certain Adriaen Jansz van Leyden, who, at his house, pointed to one
Jan Baptista van Renselaer, saying: “there sits our lord, we know no
other.” All of which are matters of grave consequences, tending first
and foremost to the [8:128] reduction of the country’s most requisite
and necessary revenues, such as those during the time from his opposition for the period of two years and about four months, that he has
been in opposition and has refused, and still continues, to submit to the
usual tappers’ excise and measurement, as a result having damaged
and noticeably reduced the country’s revenues, in addition, such
opposition and refusal has led to [the] infringement of and damage
to the well-intended orders and placards of the director general and
councilors, and which is even worse, gives inducements and bad
examples tending to sedition and mutiny to others. Whereupon, the
indictment of the fiscal taken against the aforesaid Pieter Adriaensz
Soo Gemackelyck and his defense having been heard, and having
examined everything that might be of material interest, especially
the admission of the prisoner admitting, without pain and iron bands,
everything about which the fiscal has charged him with as protector
of the law, pleading only that he wasn’t the cause of it, but rather a
certain Jan Baptista van Renselaer, who had mislead him and forbade
the payment of the wine and beer excise, the measurement of the farmer, and obeying the orders and summons of the director general and
councilors, which fabricated misleading and forbidding by another
subject of this province, the detainee neither can nor ought to justify.
The director general and councilors of New Netherland [8:129] find the
committed acts of very bad consequences, which in lands of [justice]
as an example to others especially in these far remote places, cannot
nor ought to go unpunished. Therefore, administering justice in the
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name of their high and mighty lords, the States General of the United
Netherlands, in addition to the lords directors of the Chartered West
India Company, lords and patroons of this New Netherland province,
have condemned and sentenced the aforesaid Pieter Adriaensz, as they
hereby do condemn him, first and foremost to pay the farmer fully
as a judgment of arbitrators, and furthermore for such disobedience
and contempt expressed against the director general and councilors
of New Netherland, to be banished from this province for a period of
three years, or otherwise fined two hundred Flemish pounds as reparations for the damages to the commonalty for the period of two years
and four months, during which [period] the farm was refused, for the
benefit of the commonalty as compensation for the damages suffered
as settlement with the plaintiff for court costs and his service, remaining in his previous detention until payment of his fine is completed.
Done at the session, the 7th of August 1656.
[8:130] Pieter Adriaensen Soogemackelijck, having [heard] the above
sentence read aloud and asked which he intended to choose, the
banishment or payment of the fine, gave as a reply that in order to
prevent the shame of banishment for his wife and children, he accepted and promised to pay the fine to the farmer and the court costs.
Thus promised by him in the presence of the lord general and the lord
councilor, La Montagne, in the council chamber in Fort Amsterdam,
the 7th of August anno 1656 (was signed) Pieter Adryaensen.

[JUDGMENT AGAINST ADRIAEN JANSZ APPEL]

Whereas Adriaen Jansen van Leyden, innkeeper, as he declares, in
the colony of Renselaerswijck in New Netherland, presently prisoner,
has spared no contempt of the director general and councilors of New
Netherland, in opposing their well-intentioned orders and placards,
promoting the general revenues of this country, by unwillingness to
subject himself to the mandated impost placed on the consumption of
wine and beer to be consumed at the tappers as well as the measurement
of the farmer; [8:131] about which, Adriaen Jansen van Leyden, prisoner, on the complaints of the farmer first made to the commissioners
of the farm, then by them referred to the director general and councilors, was arrested by the fiscal, as protector of the law; upon being cited
and summoned to appear before the director general and councilors
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remained in contempt upon the first, second and third summons,
whereupon a more direct summons followed and he was informed
of it by their commies Johan de Deckere, he disobeyed the summons
contemptuously with strong disrespect of the authority of the director
general and councilors, and above all, at his house, in the presence of
various persons said very reprehensively, “there is our lord,” pointing
to a certain Jan Baptista van Renselaer, “he shall answer for us,” all of
which are matters of grave consequences, tending first and foremost to
the reduction of the country’s most requisite and necessary revenues,
such as those during the time of his opposition these were noticeably
damaged and reduced; and, in addition, such opposition and refusal
has led to infringement of and damage to the well-intended orders
and placards of the director general and councilors, and which is even
worse, tending to give inducements and bad examples for sedition
and mutiny to others. Whereupon, the indictment of the fiscal taken
against the aforesaid [8:132] Adriaen Jansz and his defense having
been heard, and having examined everything that might be of material
interest, especially the admissions of the prisoner, admitting without
pain and iron bands, everything which the fiscal has charged him with
as protector of the law, pleading only that he wasn’t the cause of it but
rather a certain Jan Baptista van Renselaer, who had mislead him and
forbade the payment of the wine and beer excise, the measurement
of the farmer, and obeying the orders and summons of the director
general and councilors, which fabricated misleading and forbidding
by another subject of this province, the prisoner neither can nor ought
to justify. The director general and councilors of New Netherland find
the committed acts of very bad consequences which in lands of justice
as an example to others in these far remote places, cannot nor ought
to go unpunished. Therefore, seeking justice in the name of their high
and mighty lords, the States General of the United Netherlands, in
addition to the lords directors of the Chartered West India Company,
lords and patroons of this New Netherland province, have condemned
and sentenced the aforesaid Adriaen Jansz van Leyden, as they hereby
do condemn him, first and foremost to pay the farmer fully as a judgment of [8:133] [impartiality and furthermore for such disobedience
and contempt] expressed against the director general and councilors
of New Netherland to be banished from this province for a period of
two years or otherwise fined eight hundred guilders, and to settle with
the plaintiff for court costs and his service, remaining in his previous
detention until payment of the fine is completed.
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Thus sentenced and condemned at the session of the director general
and councilors held in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 7th of
August 1656.
Adriaen Jansz van Leyden, having heard the above sentence read aloud
and asked which he intended to choose, the banishment or to pay the
fine, gave as a reply that in order to prevent the shame of banishment
for his wife and children, he accepted and promised to pay the farmer
ƒ800 and court costs. Thus promised by him in the presence of the
lord general and the councilor, La Montagne, in the council chamber
in Fort Amsterdam, the 7th of August 1656

[PETITION OF LUDOVICUS COBES TO BE APPOINTED
COURT MESSENGER AT FORT ORANGE]

[8:134] [
[

] high councilors
] New Netherland.

Highly esteemed lords,
I come and earnestly offer my services to your honors to benefit from
and assume the function or office of court messenger at Fort Orange;
whereas Petrus Ruyverdingh has decided to return to the fatherland,
and whereas I know no trade and in my youth have always studied,
I am now constrained as a result of this fortuitous opportunity to
earnestly petition my esteemed honors to be allowed to benefit from
this same office through your honors’ highly esteemed kindness to
thus provide by appropriate and good means what a human needs.
Therefore, I earnestly and humbly request and petition your highly
esteemed honors that I may be granted such certification and authorization, expecting, through God’s assistance, to behave honestly in all
matters, doubting not whether your highly esteemed honors shall act
therein according to their good council. Your highly esteemed honors,
the director general and lords councilors of New Netherland. (Below
was written) Your humble and loving servant (was signed) Ludovicus
Cobes. In the margin was written: Done 7 August Manhatas.
[8:135] [several lines lost] The petitioner [
]
as the court messenger [
] subaltern bench of justice in
Fort Orange. Dated as above.
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[ORDINANCE AGAINST IMPORTING AND SELLING ARTICLES OF WAR]46

Whereas the director general and councilors of New Netherland are to
their regret informed and told of the censure and blame under which
they are lying among inhabitants and neighbors on account of the
non-execution of their previously enacted and frequently renewed
edicts against the importation of articles of contraband and the sale
thereof as well to Christians as wilden, some not only presuming
that the director general and councilors connive with the violators,
but even publicly declaring that the director general and councilors
aforesaid have made free the importation and trade in contraband,
which for that reason is carried on with uncommon licentiousness
and freedom. This has moved and again moves the director general and councilors to revive and renew the previously enacted edicts
against the importation and sale either to Christians or naturellen of
any kind of munitions of war; [8:136] which aforesaid edicts, in order
to prevent all ignorance and exception in the premises, they do hereby
revive and renew, thereunto adding the following amplification, and
have resolved, enacted, and ratified, with the previous knowledge and
approbation of the directors of the Chartered West India Company,
that henceforth no person, of what nation or quality so ever he may be,
shall be at liberty to bring into the country for his own or ship’s use
any sort of snaphance or gun barrels, finished or unfinished, not even
on the Company’s permit, save only, according to order, one carbine,
being a firelock of three to three and a half feet barrel and no longer;
on the penalty as before.
Furthermore, whereas daily experience proves that notwithstanding
the general prohibition, considerable munitions of war are imported not only from patria by the arriving return ships, but also from
other places and especially from Virginia, which cannot well be properly remedied unless these vessels as well as the Netherlands ships
and barks are closely inspected and visited; and, whereas the frauds
and smuggling which they carry on cannot, according to the general complaint, be more rigorously remedied and prevented so long as
such ships and barks do not load and unload in accordance with the
[8:137] regulation and order heretofore enacted on that subject, the
director general and councilors do hereby resume, renew and enlarge
said regulation as follows:
46 Recovered text from translation in NND 16(1):62–64; also in LO, 236–239.
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1.
All private ships, yachts, barks, ketches, sloops and vessels, whether
of [Dutch], English, French, Swedes [or any] other nation, desiring
to anchor about the island of Manhattan and this city, shall not seek
or select any other roadstead than in front of this city of Amsterdam,
on the East River between the pier and the city gate, and on the North
River in front of and near the beavers’ path and at no other place, on
pain of paying 25 guilders for the first time; 50 guilders for the second
time, to be forfeited after they have been warned.
2.
All ships, yachts, barks, ketches, sloops and other craft, as aforesaid,
being thus anchored before this city, and at no other place, shall,
before discharging and loading any goods or merchandise, be obliged
to give in an account or invoice of their cargo to the director general or
his deputy, the fiscal, and submit to his visit both on their arrival and
departure, [8:138] and if he finds any more goods that appear on the
rendered inventory, bill or invoice, such goods, charged by the fiscal,
as prosecutor and protector of the law, shall be subject to confiscation,
and five times the value of the imported smuggled contraband shall
be exacted in addition on pain of arbitrary correction according to the
printed placard.
3.
The receipt or delivery of all goods and merchandises which are delivered on shore or received from shore shall be made and take place,
without any exception of persons, or fraud, within the limits of this
city and in no ways beyond the same, and that during daylight, on the
penalty, for the first time, of the fourth part of the overtaken goods,
and in addition, for the second offense, the forfeiture of the scow, boat
or vessel wherewith they are discharged.
4.
No skippers, traders or any persons sailing with ships, yachts, barks,
ketches, sloops, or vessels, shall take with them or transport any of the
Company’s servants, any freemen or inhabitants of New Netherland,
of what nation or quality so ever they may be, without the consent
or handwriting of the director general or [8:139] his deputy, on the
penalty of 600 guilders for each person.
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And, in order that no person may pretend ignorance hereof, the director
general and councilors order and command that this ordinance [shall
immediately be announced, proclaimed, published and posted there
where such announcements, proclamations, publications, and postings
are commonly done]. They further charge and command the fiscal and
all other officers to prevent and arrest the importation and sale of the
aforesaid goods and to levy execution on the same, in conformity to
this our ordinance, proceeding against the contraveners and violators
thereof without favor, connivance, dissimulation or fraud, for such we
have found to be for the service of the country and the inhabitants
thereof.
Thus done in the session held in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland,
the 11th of August anno 1656.

[SUMMONS FOR ANTHONY JANSZ VAN SALEE]

Present: the lord director general Petrus Stuyvesant, the lords councilors Nicasius de Sille, La Montagne.
[8:140] [several lines lost] the court messenger, Claes van Elslant,
to cite and summon the magistrates of the village of Gravesande as
plaintiffs and claimants, and Anthony Jansz van Salee and his servant
Antony Loreth as defendants, to appear on this coming Tuesday, being
the 22nd of this month of August, at ten o’clock, before the director
general and councilors in order to instruct and defend such charges
and conclusions as the parties shall want to take; and, that done at the
expense and costs of the losing parties doing a report of your proceedings. Done in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 18th of August
1656 (was signed) P. Stuyvesant.

[PROCEEDINGS IN A CASE AGAINST ANTHONY JANSZ VAN SALEE]

Whereas, after the dispatching of this, the housewife of Anthony
Jansen, aforesaid, complained that those of the village of Gravesande
(in spite of the repeated [8:141] citations of the director general and
councilors prohibiting further encroachment and usurpation of the
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land and meadows in dispute) today altogether came to mow in the
aforesaid hay meadows, the court messenger Claes van Elslant was
ordered and commanded to impound the mowed hay in said meadow
and to summon the parties, cited above, before the director general and councilors this coming Monday, when an extraordinary court
session shall be held just for that purpose at the expense of the losing
parties. Done in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated as above.
Monday. Extraordinary session in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland.
Present: the honorable lord director general Petrus Stuyvesant and the
lords councilors Nicasius de Sille and La Montagne.
The magistrates of Gravesande, plaintiff, against Anthony Jans van
Salee, defendant. The aforesaid magistrates complain that Anthony
Jansen had broken or opened their posts and [8:142] rails and forcibly
drove his livestock onto land fenced in by them, and that he did all of
this without showing orders, although they were demanded of him.
Anthony Jansen answers that he did not open the posts and rails placed
by the people of Gravesande, much less drive his livestock through
them, but that his livestock had walked around the posts and rails on
the strand by low water; and when it was high water, and his livestock
couldn’t come in around the posts, that his children may have removed
a rail or two in order to drive the animals into the fenced-in land; and
complained in counter claim that those of the village of Gravesande
have illegally placed their posts and rails on his, defendant’s, land.
Second that those of the aforesaid village forcibly fenced in against his
will and desire the meadows which he bought from the wilde with the
foreknowledge of the director general and councilors and peacefully
possessed for about 17 years, about which he often complained to the
director general and councilors.
Third, that those of the village Gravesande, first and foremost (against
the orders, at least without the knowledge and consent of the director
general and councilors) drove their calves and other animals onto the
land in use by him [8:143] [several lines lost]
Fourth, that [
] his livestock from [his] own [
] form
of force with [
] fetched from certain [
] between
both kils and brought into their [
].
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Fifth, that last Saturday those of the aforesaid village altogether came
to the aforesaid meadows, used by him for 17 years, to mow; consequently, if they take the hay away, then he shall be left destitute and
have to winter his livestock outside. He thus requests compensation
for damages suffered and the use of the mowed hay.

[JUDGMENT IN THE ABOVE CASE]47

Having heard the debates pro and con and examined the evidence, the
director general and councilors find that the complaints of the magistrates of Gravesande are unfounded, because the visual inspection
made by the director and councilors on the 21st of June has proved that
those of the [8:144] village of Gravesande, unlawfully and wrongfully, have fenced in a part of Anthony Jansz’ land and the [meadow of
Willem] Bredenbent and placed their posts and rails not in conformity
with the consent of the director general and councilors upon the land
granted them by their patent, but, as has been stated, partly upon the
land of Anthony Jansz and through the meadow of Willem Bredenbent.
The aforesaid director general and councilors therefore, by their resolution, order that those of the aforesaid village remove the posts and
rails put up by them from the land in question and leave the land not
belonging to them in statu quo prius, as can be seen by the resolution
of the 24th of June, itself taken and extended in more detail. Although
at the request of the aforesaid magistrates this order has been in so far
modified by the director general and councilors that for the prevention
of damage to the grass and other grain crops the posts and rails should
remain until further order and the gathering of the harvest, yet, as those
of the aforesaid village without the knowledge and order and against
the good intention of the director general and councilors have let their
calves and other cattle graze on the meadow in question, which is
proved by credible witnesses and not denied by the magistrates, thereby causing and inducing Anthony Jansz, as he [declares, [8:145] to let
his cattle also] run along the strand upon the same [meadow], so that
the subsequent [disorders] were not occasioned by him, but by those
of the aforesaid village, who by their own authority and in contempt
of the supreme government have acted as parties and judges in the
matter, as well in carrying off Anthony Jansz’s cattle, as in mowing
47 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:364.
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hay from and on land not belonging to them. The director general and
councilors, to maintain their own authority and the administration of
law and justice, find themselves compelled to detain the said magistrates, until the director general and councilors are given due satisfaction to for the contempt shown to their authority, the land unlawfully
fenced in has been returned statu quo prius, and the costs and mises of
law have been paid. Meanwhile Anthony Jansz and Jaques Corteljou
are requested and charged to gather the mown hay at the expense of
the director general and councilors in order to come to an agreement
about it. Thus done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, dated as
above. (was signed)
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
La Montagne

[COMPLIANCE OF THE GRAVESANDE
MAGISTRATES WITH THE ABOVE JUDGMENT]48

Whereas we, the magistrates and delegates of the village of Gravesande,
by order of the director general and councilors, have, as representatives
of the aforesaid village been detained [8:146] [to satisfy your honors’
orders and judgment or in default thereof to give bail, are unable to do
either at present, because we can find no bondsmen here and whereas
on account of the] harvesting time we can be considerably hindered
in our private affairs; therefore, for ourselves individually and for the
rest of the inhabitants of the aforesaid village, our neighbors, we hereby bind and engage ourselves to obey and carry out the sentence and
order of the director general and councilors and to comport ourselves
in the meantime as we have done before, as good and faithful subjects.
In witness whereof we have signed this at Fort Amsterdam in New
Netherland, the 22nd of August 1656.
As they stood up to sign this, they requested that they might first have a
copy thereof, which was granted, and a day or two later they appeared
again before the session.

48 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:364–365.
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[LETTER FOR STUYVESANT TO VISIT BEVERWIJCK
CONCERNING SALE OF ALCOHOL TO INDIANS]

[8:147] [several lines lost] After necessary [
] the obligatory
sworn duty to inform the lord director [
]
and especially as the hawking of beer and wine to the wilden against
[
] in the colony is practiced more and more, by which
nothing more than the ruination of this land can be expected, unless
the situation is improved, and there is so little respect for us here presently and we have also no opportunity to apprehend or place anyone
in confinement, although we (according to our ability) do our best to
keep informed thereof, as your honor can see in these accompanying
depositions; and also here Willem Albertsen alias de malle boer was
fatally injured (as a result of such hawking undertaken on his own).
Therefore, we pray, ask, and hope that your honor will be pleased to
come here and to put everything in order and provide us with an intelligent commies or commander. [8:148] Because of the paucity of time,
we conclude by commending your honor and family to the protection
of the Almighty, whom we pray will be pleased to grant your honor
long lasting health and prosperity in your administration unto salvation,
amen; and remain your honor’s dutiful and loyal servants (was signed:)
Rutgher Jacobsz, Andries Herberts, Jacob Jansen Schermerhoorn (in
the margin was written:) In Beverwijck this 14th of August 1656. This
enclosed French letter was sent here from the Sinnekeckes’ country by
the French who are living there with 60 [people].

[JOHANNES LA MONTAGNE OFFERS HIS
SERVICES AS COMMIES AT FORT ORANGE]

Present in council the honorable lord director general Petrus Stuyvesant
and the lords councilors Nicasius de Sille and La Montagne.
Having read the above letter of the magistrates of Fort Orange and
having taken in consideration who to best send there at the present
time, lord Montagne offers his services to depart for that place [8:149]
as commies, if he will be judged qualified thereto; which, being deliberated upon by the director general and first councilor, they have been
unable to find a better or more capable person for the present time;
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therefore they have allowed him the aforesaid position as commies of
Fort Orange and it is resolved that the lord general journey up there
with the lord La Montagne when the ship the Otter arrives, which is
expected any day, in order to install him in the aforesaid office. Done
at Fort Amsterdam in N. Netherland. Dated as above.

[PETITION OF PIETER TARRAGON FOR A PARCEL OF LAND]

Received the petition of Pieter Tarragon, farmer, remonstrating how
Claes van Elslant the elder had sold him a parcel of land for which
he could not deliver a conveyance because it didn’t belong to him;
requesting that the director general and councilors, because it was
Company land, be pleased to grant him a patent for it and to order
Claes van Elslant at once to return the 50 guilders already paid to him.
After deliberation it was recommended to place this in the hands of the
fiscal in order to apprise him of this matter. Dated as above.

[ORDER TO SURVEY THE LANDS OF ANTHONY JANSZ VAN SALEE,
ROBBERT PINOYER, AND WILLEM BREDENBENT]49

[8:150] [23rd of August 1656 at Fort Amsterdam.]
Present in council: director general Petrus Stuyvesant and the councilors Nicasius de Sille [and La Montagne].
Upon the urgent request of the magistrates of Gravesande, assisted
by baron Herry Moedy, it was resolved to send the following order to
Jacques Corteljou at Najeeck:
Jacques Corteljouw is hereby requested and authorized to survey once
again, according to the patents, the land of Anthony Jansz and Robbert
Pinoyer as accurately as possible, to the extent of as many morgens as
covered by the patents and to place marking stakes at the easements,
as well as the hay or meadowland of Bredenbent. After he has done
this, he is to draw a line from the mouth of the kil to the easternmost
point of Anthony Jansz’s land where it touches the westernmost point
49 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:365–366.
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of Robbert Pinoyer; this line is, according to the patent, the boundary
line of Gravesande; he is to do all to the best of his knowledge without favor, dissimulation or regard of persons, also to gather the hay
[8:151] and leave it in hocks at the place until our arrival there. You
will be paid for your work to your satisfaction. Dated as above.

[CLARIFICATION OF THE ORDINANCE CONCERNING
ANCHORAGE BEFORE NEW AMSTERDAM]50

The director general and councilors of New Netherland being informed
of some [obscurity or difficulty in their last] published order and edict,
in the point respecting the anchoring near this city of New Amsterdam,
do declare, in order to prevent all misunderstanding, that the meaning
thereof is not that no ships, barks, sloops, ketches or yachts should
anchor in the North River or East River by this city, except at the
ordained places, tide, weather and time permitting or not permitting,
but that all barks, yachts, etc., before they discharge any goods or
merchandises on shore, or take any on board in such ship, ketch, bark,
sloop or yacht, they shall come therewith to the ordinary and customary roadstead in front of the city between its gates and walls, on the
penalty of 25 guilders for the first time and 50 guilders for the second
offense. Thus done in our council held in Fort Amsterdam in New
Netherland the 24th of August 1656.

[ORDER TO SUMMON PARTIES CONCERNING A COMPLAINT AT GRAVESANDE]

[8:152] Upon a certain document exhibited at the session it was
resolved to record the subscribed persons here in order to summon
the same in due time concerning the bad treatment of the servants
of Antonij Jansen, the wife of Jacob Swart, Jan Tomas and his wife,
Nicolaes Stillewel, Jan Wilkens Tamboer, Andries Bont, Tomas
Greedi, Jacob Swart’s servant. Dated as above.

50 Recovered text from translation in LO, 248–249.
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[SETTLEMENT IN A CASE BETWEEN
STUYVESANT AND RICHARD LARD OF HARTFORD]

We the subscribed selected arbiters regarding the dispute in question between the lord director general of New Netherland, Petrus
Stuyvesant, and Mr. Richert Lard, merchant at Herford in New
England, concerning the ship Swoll. Mr. Lard claims and demands
two hundred pounds sterling for damages which he has suffered (so
he says) because the ship Swoll did not arrive during the year at the
mouth of the Fresh River [Varse Revier], pursuant to an agreement
between him and the lord general. Whereas he had made a part of the
cargo ready for it, it caused him great damage when he had to let it sit
there for about a year until other opportunities arose to ship the same.
[8:153] The lord general responds that no charter party had been made
between him and Mr. Lard, only an oral agreement; that it would
have been up to Richard Lard, the ship having arrived, to load the
same or to send it back empty, upon the pretense of unfitness or otherwise; the lord general further declares that he sent the ship there at
the designated time, but that the same accidentally ran onto the rocks
by which it became unfit to transport merchandise by sea; his honor
further declares that he sent the ensign, George Baxter, solely for that
purpose to Herford in order to warn Mr. Lard that the aforesaid ship
had become unfit to transport merchandise by sea (which unfitness is
evident by the foundering of the same ship, which never has appeared
again); however, the aforesaid Baxter was unable to go any farther
than Nieuhoven for want of a horse, which can be seen in the letter
written by Baxter to Mr. Lard and shown to us.
Mr. Lard replies that the ship was fit to come to Herford as it was sent
to Curaçao.
The lord general counters that it was unfit to ship merchandise until it
had been keelhauled, which was impossible to do at this time of year
because of drifting ice. [8:154] Furthermore, as the skipper and his
crew offered and requested to sail the ship to Curaçao with only ballast
and without cargo at their own risk, which request was approved, as
the salaries and expenses would have risen very high if the ship had
remained here during the winter.
Therefore, we the selected arbiters having heard the claims and
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rebuttals of the parties, and having pondered and deliberated everything that might serve as material evidence, and having considered
everything that this case warranted, we judge that the lord general is
not obliged to pay or compensate for any damage or harm suffered by
Mr. Lard regarding the aforesaid ship, but that each shall have to bear
his own damages as such was caused by accident. Done at Amsterdam
in New Netherland, the 25th of August anno 1656 (was signed:) J. L.
vande Grist, Tho: Willet (lower stood:) Thus signed by the aforementioned persons as arbiters. Acknowledged by me (was signed) C.V.
Ruyven, secretary.

[PETITION OF ARMGARDT PRINTS FOR GRANT OF LAND ON THE SOUTH RIVER]

[8:155/7:161] Copy51
Noble, honorable, lord general, director of New Netherland. The lord
general is, without a doubt, well aware of how our former [several
lines lost] Swede [
] and also presently
confirmed by this [
] her royal majesty. However, now after
almost three years [
] and overrun with young undergrowth, in
addition the house standing thereon has mostly been destroyed by the
Indiaenen; therefore, I was moved to have the same repaired by three
Finns and the land seeded. Whereas the lord commandant, contrary
to my hopes, has forbidden me to continue with such, I am therefore compelled to inform the lord general of such with the humble
prayer that he be pleased, out of favor and good will as well as the
well sustained friendship with my lord father, to allow me to enjoy the
same, as I thus firmly trust [therein]; I pray therefore again that my
people at Prinsdorp be left to continue to cultivate the land unmolested
and that for greater assurance to be granted from the lord general a
free patent to the place as well as at Tinnakunck. I hope that such will
be acknowledged out of great friendship for my lord father and be
rewarded as gratitude as far as possible. Whereby may the lord general be commended to the protection of the Almighty’s grace. (dated:)
Tinnakunck, the 3rd of August 1656 (below stood) the lord general’s
51 Armgardt Prints’ petition was translated into Dutch from the original German.
Volume 7 retains a copy of the German while volume 8 only retains the Dutch translation. The English translation is taken from the Dutch version, as it suffered considerably less damage than the German.
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servant (was signed:) Armgardt Prints.
[8:156] [several lines lost] is pursuant to the [
] grant
the lands [
] her father at Prints [
] to benefit
from and to use. Done at Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 28th of
August 1656 (was signed) P. Stuyvesant.52

[SETTLEMENT OF A DISPUTE AT GRAVESANDE]53

Tuesday, the 29th of August 1656 in Fort Amsterdam. Present in council: the honorable general Petrus Stuyvesant, the honorable councilors
Nicasius de Sille and La Montagne.
On Saturday last the magistrates and inhabitants of the village of
Gravesande were shown their boundaries pursuant to their patent and
other title deeds, beginning at the mouth of the kil, the west side of
which is nearest to Conijnen island, where their boundaries begin,
stretching thence pursuant to their patent along Robbert Pinoijer’s and
[8:157] Antony Jansen’s lands, thence farther to a hollow in an old
Indiaens field. These are their bounds on the west side, and the magistrates acquiesced in this indicated boundary, but requested that for the
present year they might have the mown hay, because they needed it
very much and, also so that if the inhabitants of the said village should
be deprived of the hay mown by them, they fear to lose their cattle
for want of forage or be compelled to sow no winter grain this year in
order to keep their cattle by these means with the remains of the mown
hay. After further consideration hereof the director general and councilors have allowed and granted the inhabitants of the said village, as
they herewith allow and grant, to carry away and use the hay already
made on condition of their paying therefore a fair equivalent to the
director general and councilors to lighten the expenses incurred in this
matter, except only the hay mowed between the two protruding hooks,
which the director general and councilors give for this year to Anthony
Jansz van Salee and nothing more. In regard to the remainder of the
grass not yet cut, the director general and councilors consent and order
52 O’Callaghan’s calendar states that Prints was granted a patent for the lands
requested in the preceding petition.
53 See NYCD 14:365 for another translation.
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that the same remain for this year for the use of Jacobus Corteljauw to
winter his cattle.
[8:158] Furthermore, in case the hay granted as above should not be
sufficient for the village of Gravesande to bring their cattle through the
winter, they are allowed to cut and harvest this year the balance of the
grass not yet cut in the nearest meadows east of the Stroom Kil.
Thus done in council in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated
as above.

[EVIDENCE IN THE CASE AGAINST DIRCK SMITH]

30 August anno 1656. Present at the session the lord director general Petrus Stuyvesant, the lords councilors La Montagne and Brian
Nuton, captain lieutenant. Having heard and read the indictment and
decision of the fiscal about and against Dirck Smith, ensign, presently
prisoner, and having read the defense of the aforesaid ensign, he, the
aforesaid Dirck Smith, was summoned and appeared at the session
and asked who had allowed him to bring 4 to 5 guns into the country.
He answered that the lords Bontemantel and Witsz allowed him to
take 2 to 3 guns along.54
Further he was asked who [
[several lines lost]

] the soldiers’ small chest

[8:159] The above answer of the prisoner having been submitted and
read, he was personally summoned and ordered to the session and
the charge of the fiscal was read aloud to him. He said at first that the
lords directors allowed him to take along four snaphances and one on
his wife’s passport, being five altogether, that the lords had allowed
him to do so, because of the difficulty that he had had in gathering
the soldiers at Deventer, Utrecht, Harderwijck and elsewhere together, and in addition they had given him two ankers of brandy, free of
recognition fee. Which five guns he sold and traded as follows: one
to Gerrit van de Nut; one to Jan Caljou that he had earned for work
54 Hans Bontemantel and Cornelis Jan Witsen, both directors in the Amsterdam
chamber of the West India Company.
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on his, the prisoner’s, land; one sold to Medes de Vries who came
with the lord general from Curaçao for 18 guilders; one to the foreign
wilden named Sinnekens when they were last here; the fifth he says is
still at the gunstock maker’s on the South River. He acknowledges to
have bought two above the aforesaid five; namely, one from Abrahan
van Linthout for linen, one from the cook’s mate of the Peereboom
for a pair of stockings and 6 guilders in sewant, [8:160] which two
guns he declares to have delivered to the French, who went along
[
] on the Southern expedition [
]
received one or the other again in their place, which have now been
taken out of his quarters and stacked with the honorable Company’s
arms.
Regarding the two snaphances sold to the wilden, he says, as previously, that only the one was his and sold to the Sinnekens wilden for
six beavers, and the other one was Hans Jong’s, the hide preparer
[velleberijder], being a soldier, which was sold in his, the prisoner’s,
presence, to southern wilden; however, not by him but by the drummer
Hendrick Sluyter for two beavers and three fathoms of white sewant.
Concerning the sword traded to the wilden, he, prisoner, declares that
it was an old outmoded small sword belonging to a soldier, not worth
picking up, which he, prisoner, hadn’t traded but which a Sinnekes
wild took up at his, prisoner’s, house, throwing down a half or a small
piece of beaver for it, about which he, prisoner, informed the lord
fiscal two days later, and brought the piece of beaver to the secretary’s
office. [8:160a] [several lines lost]
The ensign [
] denied such, persisting
[
] to say and showed the deponent [
] Jan Mast to this
end [
] attested [
] notary and witnesses, saying
further to be ready to confirm such by oath.
Velthuysen answered that he would not be able to swear the ensign
to an oath because he was an oath breaker, having been betrothed to
a woman in Holland, from whom he had also taken eight anckers of
wine, and married another woman here; also, that the ensign had sold
a Company’s gun to a soldier named De Vries for eighteen guilders,
which he said he could prove with Hendrick Jansen Sluyter, tamboer,
and Jan Warnaers, adelborst.
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The ensign responds that it would never be proven that he was an oath
breaker or that he had taken wine from a woman; further, that he had
not sold a Company gun but one of his own guns, as he responded at
the interrogation of the lord fiscal. He requested that the witnesses be
heard as to whether it was a Company gun.
[8:161] [several lines lost] well known [
had [
] a snaphance for eighteen guilders [
know whether it was a Company snaphance.

] the ensign
] to

The ensign rejects this witness because he (so the ensign says) had
committed burglary in England.
Jan Warnaers, soldier, summoned to the session to attest to the truth
of the above witnesses, answers that he is aware that the ensign sold a
gun to De Vries for eighteen guilders, but that it was done in the open
and that it was a long gun, declaring not to know to whom it belonged.
The director general and councilors order the fiscal to find out more
about the above. Dated as above.

[PETITION OF JAN JEURIAENS TO RECEIVE
SALARY AS A CLERK AT FORT CASIMIR]

[8:162] [several lines lost] of New
Netherland etc. and the high councilors.
Humbly makes known, the person of Jan Jeuriaens, clerk and precentor at Fort Casemier in the South River, in the service of the honorable
Company that this position has still not been entered in the monthly
book [of wages] of the honorable Company, although he, petitioner,
has been ordered and placed there by your esteemed honor yourself in
the month of September anno 1655; therefore, the petitioner humbly
turns to your honor, requesting that your highly esteemed honor be
pleased to have him entered in this position in the book, and after your
honor’s consideration to order the monthly salary. So doing etc. (was
signed) Jan Jeuriaensz, dated: Done at Fort Casemier in the South
River of New Netherland, 24 August anno 1656.
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[8:163] [several lines lost] answers [
] granted by the
[
] 1655 eighteen guilders [
] improvement of
boarding money in proportion the commissary has been ordered to
book him as such. Dated as above, at a session in Fort Amsterdam
in New Netherland 29 August anno 1656. By order of the esteemed
lord director general and councilors of New Netherland. C. V. Ruyven,
secretary. Recorded 29 August 1656.

[ORDINANCE REGULATING FEES PAYABLE
AT THE CUSTOM HOUSE AND PUBLIC STORE]55

6 September anno 1656.
Whereas the director general and councilors of New Netherland are
reliably informed, and told of general complaints about certain fees,
which have been exacted up to now without their knowledge, concerning various dispatches and salaries relating to commerce, which they
intend to provide, according to the orders and instructions of the
honorable lords directors; therefore, the aforesaid director general and
councilors do hereby order that henceforth [8:164] there shall be paid
for a bill of lading:
Of one to six hogsheads of tobacco 			
Of 7 to 12 hogsheads 					
Of 13 to 24 hogsheads 					
Of 25 to as many as shall be shipped 			
Of one to one hundred beavers 				
Of 100 to 200 beavers 					
Of 200 to as many as can be packed in one chest
Of one or more chests as many as a
merchant shall ship					
For a passport fee to the fatherland, whether for
a household or an individual 				
And for the church 					

12 stivers
18 ditto
24 ditto
50 ditto
12 ditto
18 ditto
30 ditto
50 ditto
20 stivers
40 stivers

Concerning the laborers’ wages for bringing the goods and merchandise from the ship to [8:165] the Company’s warehouse, the aforesaid
55 Recovered text from translation in NND 16(1):65–66 (LWA); also in LO, 249–250.
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director general and councilors order that the skippers shall henceforth
be obliged to deliver the goods and merchandise at the landing place
or on the mainland at the high water mark, in front of or near the
warehouse, [from where the sworn laborers shall bring them into the
Company’s warehouse and] receive as wages:
For one struyck or pijp of wine 				
6 stivers
For one hogshead 					
5 stivers
For one aem of wine or tun of beer 			
4 stivers
For one half aem 					3 stivers
For one ancker 					2 stivers
For one duffel’s chest or another of the same size
8 stivers
For one Oosterse kist56					8 stivers
For a case of axes, nails or kettle ware 			
5 stivers57
Other and smaller containers in proportion at the discretion of the fiscal
or whoever, in his position as commies, is in charge of the warehouse.
After the goods and merchandise have been delivered at the above
rates to the warehouse, the merchants may negotiate with the laborers
for the best rate possible, according to the remoteness and distance of
the places to which they must be brought; and in the event of unreasonableness, then the fiscal shall decide the matter, or whosoever, in
his place, shall have charge of the warehouse as commies. However, no
one is to be hindered from having his own goods transported from the
warehouse by his own workers or servants, with the consent and order
as previously stated. Thus done at the session of the honorable director
general and councilors held at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland,
the 6th of September 1656.

[PETITION OF JUAN GALLARDO FERRARA REQUESTING
THE RESTORATION OF HIS NEGRO SLAVES]58

[8:166]
56 A type of trunk associated with traveling to Central Europe, the Levant, or even
the East Indies; or, simply a large trunk or chest.
57 Probably indicating a type of case, chest, or barrel for certain kinds of goods.
58 See NYCD 2:26 for another translation.
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To the honorable lord Petrus Stuyvesant, director
general and the councilors of New Netherland.
Juan Gallardo Ferrara, inhabitant of the city of St. Lucas de Barramera,
presently in this city of Amsterdam in New Netherland, shows, with
all due reverence, that he, the petitioner, did deliver to your honors on
the 6th of this month the letter of their honorable high mightinesses,
the lords States General, as well as of the honorable lords burgomasters of the city of Amsterdam, to the end that you may be pleased to
the petitioner here to administer prompt and expedited law and justice;
in addition to which the petitioner has also placed in your honors’
hands some documents, among others a sworn declaration, by which it
appears that [8:167] one Geurt Tijsen did, in the month of April 1652,
at the latitude of the hook of Morante, unlawfully deprive him, the
petitioner, of forty-four Negroes and Negresses, and bring the same
here.
And whereas the petitioner has discovered here some of his Negroes
whose names appear on the subjoined list, all of whom, male and
female still well recognize him, he therefore respectfully requests
your honors to give orders that the Negroes, whom he has already
discovered and may happen hereafter to find, shall be restored to him
and placed in his hands. Furthermore, as the petitioner is at present a
very poor man, he respectfully requests your honors to be graciously
pleased to provide him with lodgings and some board money, until a
ship sails for the fatherland. Which doing etc. Your honors’ servant.
Ju: Gallardo
The preceding petition being admitted and read, was, after deliberation, so resolved: The petitioner shall receive a copy from the resolution concerning the matter stated herein. Done at Fort Amsterdam in
New Netherland. Dated as above.
By order of the lord director general and councilors of New Netherland.
C. V. Ruyven, secretary.
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[MINUTE REGARDING THE ARRIVAL OF THE OTTER AND DUYFF]

[8:168] [several lines lost] Stuyvesant, Nicolaes de Sille, and [La
Montagne
]. After reading the letter of the lords
directors dated 14 June 1656, which arrived here with the ships Otter
and Duyff on the 5th of this month, the skippers of the aforesaid ships,
named Jan Jansz Bestevaer and Pieter Amelius, were summoned to
and appeared at the session and were asked what anchorage money
there is for them here or is to be paid? They answered together, one
hundred pounds of powder; asked whether they should pay a bit more
for anchorage money, they answered that no more was demanded of
them. Dated as above.

[RESOLUTION OF A DISPUTE WITH JUAN GALLARDO FERRARA]59

The letters of the honorable high and mighty lords States General,
being delivered at the session by Joan Gaillardo, an inhabitant of the
city of St. Lucar de Barrameda, with a copy annexed thereunto of an
extract from the memorial of the lord ambassador of Spain, respecting the case of the above named Johan Gallardo, [8:169] [a Spanish
pilot, with and against Captain Sebastiaen Raeff and his lieutenant Jan
van Campen, who was charged with having seized the ship and some
Negroes belonging to the above named Gaillardo and repaired] to
New Netherland, [from which the] aforesaid Raaff [was discharged]
at Amsterdam [on his own security; also, an] extract of their high
mightinesses’ resolutions, dated 10th of January 1656, with order
to the director general and councilors here that should they find the
case, upon inquiry, to be as narrated in the memorial aforesaid, they
shall send lieutenant Jan van Campen there, pede ligato, and also to
those interested in the matter of the slaves claimed, grant good, brief,
prompt and undelayed justice; likewise, having received the letters of
the honorable lords burgomasters of the city of Amsterdam, recommending the above named Gaillarde, in order that he may receive, in
the matter aforesaid, undelayed, speedy and prompt justice.60
59 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 2:27–28.
60 At this point 12 lines in volume 7 were crossed out, namely: “After having read
the aforesaid letters and annexed documents, it was resolved and approved, because
the aforesaid lieutenant was not here in [
] years; and that [
] several
of the Negroes were traded two, three, and four times for provisions, ship’s supplies,
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After reading both the letters and the memorial of the lord ambassador of Spain, it is found that the memorial presented by the lord
Spanish ambassador to their high mightinesses is very erroneously
drawn up and submitted, inasmuch as neither the said Captain Raaff
nor his lieutenant Jan van Campen has ever been in New Netherland,
[8:170] [at least] not in the time of the present director general and
councilors, but it is found that in or about the last of July and beginning of August in the year 1652, there arrived here at the North River
in New Netherland one Captain Geurt Tijssen and his lieutenant
Pieter Jacobsen with a commission in due form from the lord, French
governor of Christoffel Poinci, beginning: Novis Poinci, Chevallier
de Malte, Lieutenant General du Roy de France des Illes Ameriques
et Gouverneur Hereditaire de St. Christophere. Signed, Le Chevallier
Poinci, and sealed on the side with his seal; which commission being
exhibited to the director general and councilors of New Netherland,
and received as good, said Captain Geurt Tijsen and his lieutenant
Pr. Jacobs, in virtue of said commission as ministers of the crown of
France, and consequently as allies and good friends of their honorable
high mightinesses, the lords States General of the United Netherlands,
asked that they, with his ship named the Swarten Raven and accompanying prize, may, unmolested, come up before this city of New
Amsterdam in order that they may repair, mend, and re-victual their
ship for their money and merchandise; which, exhibiting to him his
commission as above mentioned, together with special recommendations to that effect from the above-mentioned Chevallier du Poinci to
the lord director general, he could not [8:171] [and dare not refuse
such permission; which Captain Geurt Tijsen lay here for about the
period of three months, and, meanwhile, having given, traded or sold
some Negroes to one or other of the inhabitants, subjects of this state,
for wages, provisions and other effects, sailed again] towards winter
from this place, and has not been here since; some of these Negroes
are already dead; some have run away; some are still on hand here
with diverse inhabitants as bondage servants, purchased and paid for,
but most of these have been two, three or more times re-sold, and
have changed masters. In consideration whereof, the director general
and councilors cannot, at the request of the aforesaid Joan Gallardo,
deprive the owners, settlers, and subjects of this city, of any Negroes
and otherwise [
] to inform the esteemed lords States General and the honorable
lords mayors of the city of Amsterdam of these matters with the next by letter [
]
Dated 6 September 1656.”
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that have been bought and bought over again and long since paid for,
but it is resolved and concluded to inform the honorable high and
mighty lords States General and the honorable lords directors of the
Chartered West India company honestly of the circumstances of the
case, and to await their high mightinesses and the aforesaid lords
directors’ further advice on the subject; meanwhile, to allow aforesaid
Gallardo copy hereof. Done in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland.
Dated as above.

[COMPLAINT AGAINST DIRCK SMITH]

[8:172] [several lines lost]
My lords,
It is known that Dirck Smith, ensign, came to this country with five
snaphances and some other weapons, which he was permitted to bring
into the country, so he says, for his own use and the Company’s service
but not to trade, much less to sell to the wilden nation, our enemies;
and as he has acknowledged to have sold two snaphances and a sword
to the wilden, one for six beavers and one not belonging to him from
a soldier for two beavers and 3 fathoms of sewant, and a Company
sword for a piece of beaver; also, he received the gun of Jan Gerbou,
soldier, and doesn’t know where he left it; also, he has bartered guns
among the soldiers for other guns and soldiers’ necessities; also, he,
together with Nicolaes Velthuysen, corporal of the cadets, broke open
a soldier’s chest left in his care and kept from it 3 shirts, 1 pair of shoes
and two cheeses, which is not only contrary to the placards, but also
contrary to the soldiers’ book of regulations that no one shall damage
or degrade the weapons or arms [8:173] issued to him on pain of being
stripped of rank and banished from the Company; no one shall deprive
soldiers of arms or weapons on pain as above [
] according to
circumstances to be [corporally] punished; whereas this [
] by
common soldiers in our garrison and not by officers, who commit such
on our enemies, which merits severe punishment and also according to
legal statutes should be punished by the neck until dead; having been
informed of such, I, fiscal, am, as protector of the law, obliged to pay
attention to this, concluding in this regard that the detained shall be
condemned as an example to others, first to be stripped of his weapons
and to have his sword broken before the Company and immediately be
banished from the country and have all of his possessions confiscated.
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Done at Amsterdam in New Netherland, 12 September anno 1656,
and signed Nicasius de Sille.

[REPLY OF DIRCK SMITH TO ABOVE COMPLAINT]

To the highly esteemed lord director
general and the lords high councilors
of New Netherland.
[8:174] Makes known with all humility Dirck Smidt, ensign, detained,
having seen the lord fiscal’s charge and judgment against his person to
which he, petitioner, has responded and now [
] with humility to
make known to your highly esteemed honors by petition that according to the judgment of the lord fiscal he, petitioner, has given offense
without the petitioner having had the intention to give offense through
mischief or disobedience; that he, petitioner, was informed by others
that with regard to the wilden everyone was free to trade what was his;
and taking advantage of the opportunity to acquire some beavers as
repayment of my debt, I had no idea that it would be taken so seriously
by the lord fiscal; that concerning the snaphance sold by Hendrick
den tambour, in the South River, his, petitioner’s, wife, took it along
for the soldier out of convenience, as can be seen in the deposition
about it; what concerns the sword, their esteemed honors be pleased
to consider that he, petitioner, is completely innocent therein, as the
sword was not worth picking up; on the other hand he, petitioner, did
not sell the sword but the wilt took up the same, laying down the piece
[of beaver] for it and left the house. Thirdly, that he, petitioner, immediately told it to the lord fiscal, who ordered him, petitioner, to bring
the same to the secretary’s office, which he, [8:175] petitioner, has
done. Whereas he, petitioner, has unknowingly committed an offense,
the petitioner turns most humbly to your highly esteemed honors with
the reverent request that your esteemed honors be pleased to forgive
him, petitioner, this time out of compassion and to reject the judgment
of the lord fiscal and to release him, petitioner, out of his detention out
of mercy, and promising [
] for justice’s sake, to have sold by
him or others to the wilden such goods be it directly or indirectly; and,
whereas he, petitioner, has honorably served the honorable Company
for XVII years and (without boasting) has done good service, and
[wishes] to continue in his service until the last drop of his blood,
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assuring your highly esteemed honors that he, petitioner, shall hereby
perform his duty during his service in such a manner that your highly
esteemed honors shall have cause not only to keep him, petitioner, on
but, opportunity presenting itself, to promote him. I pray most humbly
that your highly esteemed honors be pleased in their customary loving
kindness to consent to this, his humble petition. Which doing I remain,
Your highly esteemed honors’ most humble subject and servant (was
signed) Dirck Smit.

[EXAMINATION OF DIRCK SMITH]61

[7:177] [several lines lost] The above standing answer of the prisoner,
having been received and read, he was personally summoned to the
session. Upon appearing he was read aloud the charge of the fiscal.
To the first he says that the lords directors allowed him to take four
snaphances with him and one on his wife’s passport; he was allowed to
take five for his trouble in bringing the soldiers together at Deventer,
Utrecht, Harderwijck and elsewhere, in addition to two ankers of
brandy which the lords had given him duty free [7:178] [several lines
lost] he admits to having two [
] from [Abram van
]
for linen; one from the cook’s mate of the Peereboom for a pair of
stockings and six guilders in [
] two guns were declared among
the [
] to have delivered to the French, who [
] went along
on the southern expedition, from whom he again received in the place
[
] the one or the other, which now has been taken out of his
quarters and put with the honorable Company’s weapons.
Regarding the two snaphances sold to the wilden he says, as before,
that the one was his and sold to the Sinnekens wilden for beavers and
the other to Hans Jonge, the hide preparer, being a [
]
which was sold, in his, prisoner’s, presence, to the southern wilden;
however, not by him but by the drummer, Hendrick Sluyter, for two
[
] and three fathoms of white sewant.
Regarding the sword traded to the wilden, he, the prisoner, [

] that it

61 Pages 8:176–178 are missing. They have been replaced with text from pages
7:177–180.
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was an old small worn out sword from a soldier, not worth picking up
[
] he, prisoner, didn’t trade it but [
] wilt [
]
it in his, prisoner’s, house or a piece of beaver.
[7:179] [several lines lost] heard and saw [
] fiscal about and
concerning Dirck [
], presently detained, the defense of the aforesaid ensign, was summoned and appeared at the session the aforesaid
Dirck Smith, and asked who had permitted him to bring 4 to 5 guns
into the country here? Answered that the lords Bontemantel and With
permitted him to take along 2 to 3 guns.
Further, he was asked who had opened the small chest of the soldier
who was stationed in Holland (which was put in with his)? Answered,
Nicolaes Lange Velthuysen.
Nicolaes Lange Velthuysen being called to the session and asked,
whether he had opened the soldiers chest in question? Answered, no,
but that the ensign had done so.
The ensign being present, denied such, standing by his first statement
and showing testimony of Jan Mast to that effect, confirmed before a
notary and witnesses, saying further that he was prepared to confirm
to it under oath.
Velthuysen answered that he, ensign, wasn’t able to swear an oath,
because he was an oath breaker, having betrothed himself to a woman
in Holland, from whom he had also taken eight anckers of wine, and
married another here.
[7:180] [several lines lost] and Jan Warnaers [
] The
ensign answered, never would be [
] that he was an oath
breaker or that he had taken wine from a woman. Furthermore, that he
had not sold a Company’s gun but rather one of his own guns, just as
he had answered in the lord fiscal’s interrogatory. He requests that the
witnesses be asked whether it was a Company gun.
Hendrick Janssen Sluyter, drummer, called to the session to give
testimony to the truth whether he knew that the ensign had sold a
Company’s gun, answered that it was well known to him that the
ensign had sold a snaphance to De Vries for eighteen guilders. It
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was similar to the Company’s snaphances; however, he didn’t know
whether it was a Company’s snaphance.
The ensign rejected this testimony that he (as the ensign said) had
[
] burglary in [New] England.
Jan Warnaers, soldier, [
] to the session to give testimony to the
truthfulness of the preceding, answered that he knew that the ensign
had sold a [
] for eighteen guilders to De Vries. However, it all
happened in public and that it was a long [
]. He declared
not to know to whom it belonged. The director general and councilors
order the fiscal to inform him [
] further [
] the
above. Dated as above.

[FURTHER TESTIMONY IN THE DIRCK SMITH CASE]

[8:179] [several lines lost] With regard to [
] the same
gun [
] from the house of Jan [
] he, Jan Gervoe,
was absent from the Company, which gun stood in his, prisoner’s,
quarters for a while, did not quite know where it ended up, but thinks
that it had been given to the Frenchmen who were going on the southern expedition.
With regard to the chest brought to his house by Nicolaes Velthuysen,
he stands by his previous testimony given before the director general
and councilors on 30 August; namely, that it wasn’t he but Nicolaes
Velthuysen who had brought the small chest to his house, and also
knew and said that soldiers’ letters were in it and had opened the same
in his, prisoner’s, house in the presence of both of their wives.
With regard to the missing shirts, shoes, and cheese, although he
doesn’t know how they got out of the small chest, he says that he will
be happy to pay for the same. [several lines lost]

[SENTENCE OF DIRCK SMITH]

[8:180] [several lines lost] At a session, present: the honorable lord
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director general Petrus Stuyvesant, the lord councilor La Montagne
and Capt. Brian Nuton.
The director general and war councilors having heard and seen the
claim of the fiscal Nicasius de Sille against Dirck Smits, ensign, presently detained for trading some arms, which he, prisoner, says but
does not prove, with consent of the lords directors although against
their general orders, brought over and traded two to the wilden and
the rest sold to the soldiers; also, that he, prisoner, with one Nicolaes
Velthuysen, corporal, opened at his house, at least had opened in his
house and in his presence, a certain small chest of a soldier who was
stationed in the fatherland; upon which opening at his house was
missing from the same: three new shirts, [8:181] a pair of new shoes
and two cheeses, as can be seen in more detail by the testimony and
judgment of the fiscal. Whereupon, the aforesaid Dirck Smith, ensign,
having been heard, requested mercy, the matter was reviewed by
the war council [crijgs raade] and everything examined what might
serve as evidence, find the matter of great consequence that certainly would merit public correction and punishment as an example to
others; however, with regard to the aforesaid Smith’s long and good
service to the Company, according to the reports of the lords directors,
the formidable war council, upon the humble request of the prisoner,
wanting to show mercy in place of justice, have decided not to devalue the aforesaid prisoner’s merit before the Company, but rather to
discharge him from his service and to order him to depart with the first
ships and hereby condemn him to restore the missing things from the
small chest and to a fine of 6 months’ wages, dismissing the fiscal’s
further demands. Thus sentenced and condemned in Fort Amsterdam,
dated as above.

[ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING A WEEKLY MARKET IN NEW AMSTERDAM]62

[8:182] [The director general] and councilors [of New Netherland,
to] all those who shall see this or hear it read, greetings, make known.
Whereas diverse articles, such as meat, bacon, butter, cheese, turnips,
carrots, cabbage and other country produce are brought to this city
now and then by farmers to be sold here; upon arrival here at the strand
62 Recovered text from translation in NND 16(1):66–67 (LWA); also in LO, 251.
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with such, they often have to remain a long time with their produce,
frequently to their serious loss, because the commonalty, or at least a
majority thereof, who live at a distance from the strand, are not aware
that such articles are brought there for sale, which tends not only to
the inconvenience of the burgher, but also to the notable damage of
the industrious farmer, who oftentimes loses more by absence from
home than he has gained on his produce. Wishing to remedy this, the
director general and councilors aforesaid, do hereby ordain that in this
city, on every Saturday shall be market day, and it shall be held at the
[8:183] strand by or near the house of Mr. Hans Kiersteede, according
to which everyone who has anything to buy or to sell shall have to
regulate himself.
Thus done in the session of the director general and councilors held
in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 13th of September anno
1656.

[COMPLAINT AGAINST NICOLAES VELTHUYSEN]

Whereas Nicolaes Velthuysen, in the council room, in the presence of
the honorable lords director general and councilors, did not hesitate
to accuse the ensign, Dirck Smith, of being an oath breaker and thief
for having broken open a chest, which the ensign had in his keeping
and from which he kept some goods, which he, Nicolaes, himself was
accused by the ensign to have opened in his presence; [8:184] yet
both acknowledge that the same was opened in their presence, the one
accusing the other, but neither has a witness. Also, it is known that this
Velthuysen is said to have sold strong drink to the wilden and commonly engages in debauchery with soldiers at his house, which is a reason
that the soldiers remain impoverished [naakt en bloot] and are unable
to advance themselves. Therefore, the fiscal by virtue of his office
concludes from the above that the aforesaid Nicolaes Velthuysen will
be deprived of the Company’s weapons and must leave this country
for patria with the first ship. Done 13 September 1656 (was signed)
Nicasius de Sille.
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[ORDER REGARDING THE COMPLAINT AGAINST NICOLAES VELTHUYSEN]

Nicolaes Lange Velthuysen, having heard the fiscal’s above indictment
read aloud at the court session and having heard his defense, is ordered
and commanded to prepare himself to depart for the fatherland with
the first ships; also that [
] no beer or strong [8:185] [several
lines lost] Done at Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated as above.

[ORDER TO SEIZE THE HAY CUT BY ANTHONY JANSZ]

[several lines lost] Whereas the general and councilors of New
Netherland have been informed that Anthony Jansz van Salee, disregarding the resolution and order of the director general and councilors, upon his own authority, is mowing hay in the meadows granted
to Jacques Corteljouw for this year according to resolution dated 29
August last past, which Anthony Jansz is hereby not only prohibited
and forbidden, but also Jacques Corteljouw is hereby permitted and
authorized to accept, collect, and bring home the hay cut since 29
August against orders and interdiction by Anthony Jansz or his people.
Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, 14 September 1656.

[PARDON OF TWO SOLDIERS]

[8:186] [several lines lost]
[
] consented [
]rach, alias van
[
]wasser, Willem Jansen van Leyden alias Bacon and Eggs,
soldiers of our Company, from which they have absented themselves
for a period of time, to return again to the honorable Company at their
old salary and service on the condition that they henceforth for two
consecutive years, as other honorable soldiers, observe their guard
duty and doing the rounds, and obey our and our officers’ orders;
upon which conditions they are hereby pardoned and forgiven their
previous offences and absence. Given under our hand and seal in Fort
Amsterdam in N. N. dated as above.
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[PARDON OF NICHOLAES VELTHUYSEN]

19 September 1656.
Present the honorable lord director general Petrus Stuyvesant and the
lord La Montagne.
[8:187] [several lines lost] promising [
] to comport
[
] as long as [
] continues [
] no beer or
strong drink to [
] which petition, after deliberation, was
consented upon the foregoing conditions. Dated as above (was signed)
P. Stuyvesant, Nicasius de Sille, and La Montagne.
20 September, Wednesday.

[PETITION OF THE BURGOMASTERS TO IMPOSE CERTAIN TAXES]63

Present at the session the lord director general Petrus Stuyvesant, the
lords councilors Nicasius de Sille, and La Montagne.
Received the following request:
Copy.

To the right honorable lords director general
and councilors of New Netherland.

Right honorable esteemed lords.
Whereas the honorable general appeared last [8:188] [Monday in our
meeting and communicated to the burgomasters and schepenen the
instructions of the honorable lords patrons to provide ways and means,
and reproved the neglecting thereof, whereby the city works are in
decay and the incurred] debts are also unpaid. Therefore, we, burgomasters and schepenen of this city of Amsterdam in New Netherland,
considering the low and sober conditions and circumstances of the
inhabitants of this city, both in consequence of the last trouble with
the Indiaenen by the great damage and loss suffered there, and the
previous difficulties with our neighbors, the English, in the erection
of walls, defenses, and diverse expeditions then undertaken; besides,
63 Recovered text from translation in RNA 2:163–165.
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that only last fall a voluntary assessment of about six thousand guilders took place from this commonalty, in addition to various other
collections, so that the inhabitants are so weakened that many scarcely
see where they are to get means to stay alive, and others are leaving.
They have, therefore, waited to the present time deliberating on finding ways and means proposed to be levied by you.
But they now are resolved [to create and farm, with your approbation,] some imposts which [in our opinion] are least burdensome
[8:189] [to the commonalty, to be collected into the city treasury and
expended to the advantage of this city to the necessary repairs thereof
according to circumstances, provided you] grant to [the burgomasters
and schepenen formal act that the same shall henceforth and forever
belong to the city and be disbursed by the burgomasters.
And whereas it is the] custom in our fatherland that a frontier [place]
such as this whereon the whole country depends be fortified and
strengthened, not at the expense of this city (because many like this
are unable to defray such) but from the general revenue. Therefore, the
burgomasters and schepenen request that your highly esteemed honors
would be pleased to excuse the commonalty (in consideration of their
extraordinary service and onerous labors expended at their own cost)
from said incurred debts, so that equality may be obtained and these
inhabitants may be tested for the greater prosperity of the commonalty. Or, otherwise, that the honorable lords superiors might be written
to, and their honors’ reply awaited. Expecting hereupon your favorable disposition and remaining (below stood) your honors’ obedient
servants, the burgomasters and schepenen of the city of Amsterdam in
New Netherland.
(was signed) Oloff Stevensen
[8:190] [Allard Anthony
Johannes van Brugh
Jacob Strycker
Done this 11th September 1656. Concluded and signed in session at
the city hall, Amsterd]am in New Netherland.
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[REPLY OF STUYVESANT AND COUNCILORS TO ABOVE PETITION]64

Having read the above request, after deliberation it was resolved, to
the first point is answered that the assessment, which the burgomasters
and schepenen say the burghers of this city came up with, was allowed
by the director general and councilors for the discharge of the incurred
debts, according to their resolution dated 11 October 1655.
To the 2nd point is answered that the burgomasters and schepenen
should have shown which and what kind of imposts they are inclined
to establish to be considered by the director general and councilors,
whether they are least burdensome for the commonalty and can accomplish the settlement of the debt. Regarding the following conditions
and request for an act that the imposts shall remain now and always to
the city and be distributed by the burgomasters, [the director general
and councilors consider] these conditions [8:191] [first, too premature; secondly, somewhat unbecoming; thirdly, unnecessary. Too
premature; since it is not stated what taxes. Somewhat unbecoming; to
demand a perpetual and everlasting tax, not resorted to in any place]
to the knowledge of the director general and councilors. Unnecessary;
because it is [unexampled] that anything was taken from the burgomasters and schepenen that they imposed on the citizenry by consent
of the director general and councilors. Yet, to satisfy the petitioners,
the director general and councilors not only consent, but deem necessary that the burgomasters and schepenen should deliberate on some
ways and means to be introduced with the previous knowledge and
consent of the director general and councilors, the proceeds whereof
shall be received, taken care of or employed for the benefit of this
city and its inhabitants, on condition that the same, like others, shall
be duly accounted for to the director general and councilors, or their
authorized delegates. Done in session at Fort Amsterdam dated the
20th Sept. anno 1656. (was signed) P. Stuyvesant, Nicasius de Sille,
and La Montagne.

[PETITION OF JAN SNEDICKER FOR COMPENSATION]

[8:192] [several lines lost] Midwout, 6 lots [
64 Recovered text from translation in RNA 2:174–175.

] for his plantations
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have been laid out, whereby besides difficulties and labor endured in
order to clear the land, six lots on his land were shortened in addition to other damage done hereby in his grain through trampling and
otherwise; therefore, he petitioned that those who have settled on the
aforesaid lots be ordered for wages, aggravation, and trouble to pay to
the petitioner, for each lot 25:0:–
After due deliberation it was recommended: The director general and
councilors find the request reasonable; therefore, it is hereby ordered
and commanded that those, who pursuant to the order have occupied
and built on the lots of the petitioner, shall pay the sum of ƒ25 for each
lot. Dated as above.

[GRANT OF A BUILDING LOT ON MANHATTAN TO JUFFROUW BEYART]

[8:193] [several lines lost] at the session [
] that she has the
intention [
] to build [
] if she could be granted
[
] the name of the aforesaid Juffr. Bey[ ] that she might be
favored with a lot of about 24 feet [
] next to the house and
lot of Pieter Cornelisz vander Veen, on the condition that it be done
without compromising anyone, for the embellishment of the city, and
her benefit.
Which the lords councilors having taken into consideration, after
deliberation, have allowed and permitted the lord general his petition.
In Fort Amsterdam, dated as above.

[RESOLUTION TO PAY MR. PERGENS FOR A CLOCK]

At the session the honorable lord director general brought up how the
lord Pergens has still not been paid for the clock that his honor ordered
on the Company’s account upon the order [8:194] [several lines lost]
the Otter [
] had [
] after deliberation it was
resolved to send some beavers [
] from here [
] fatherland
in order to have Sr. Pergens paid therefrom to his satisfaction. Dated
as above.
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[ORDINANCE FOR THE REGULATION OF SOLDIERS]65

Ordinance for the Company’s officers and
common soldiers of the lord director general
Petrus Stuyvesant.
The director general, Petrus Stuyvesant, as captain of his company,
observing that the last issued order dated 7 October 1655 regarding the
appearance before the colors at the beat of the drum and the posting of
and remaining on guard, is not attended to and obeyed by the superior
and inferior officers [8:195] [as it ought to be, and as is customary in
all garrisons, therefore notifies and commands all officers and soldiers
of his company:
1.
That every person shall, on roll of the drum,] make his appearance
fully armed [before the] colors, [and if any one shall be found absent
at] the third beat of the drum, he shall forfeit for the first time, if a
sergeant six guilders; a corporal, or lance corporal, four guilders; a
cadet or private soldier three guilders, and for being absent a second
time he shall suffer arbitrary corporal punishment.
2.
Having appeared and been placed in ranks at drum beat, as is fitting,
no one, when standing or marching, shall step out of ranks or files,
or while standing or marching, discharge his gun without the specific
order of the captain, lieutenant or commander of the troop, on pain of
forfeiting one month’s pay.
3.
Those who have guard duty shall, as is fitting, appear in their own
person at the beat of the drum, fully armed, make formation, and
continue and remain at guard duty without being at liberty to send or
place another in their stead, unless with the knowledge and consent
of the director general, the [8:196] [captain lieutenant, or whomsoever may assume these positions in his absence, on penalty of a half
month’s pay for the first time, twice as much for the second time, and
for the third time an] arbitrary corporal punishment. In order that this
65 Recovered text from translation in NND 16(1):67–69 (LWA); also in LO,
252–254.
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may be the better understood and obeyed, the sergeant of the guard
shall not be at liberty to go out of the fort, or from the guard except
with the previous knowledge and consent of the director general, the
captain, lieutenant, or ensign, the corporal, lance corporal, or cadet,
except with the consent of the sergeant and no private soldiers except
with the consent of the sergeant, or in his absence, of the corporal,
and then only in a small number 2 to 3 at the most at one time, on the
penalty above mentioned.
4.
No one shall come drunk to guard duty, or when on guard shall indulge
in drinking, on penalty of one daelder or as much more as another,
who is commanded and brought to replace him on guard duty by the
captain, lieutenant or sergeant, shall earn.
5.
When on parade they shall appear with their hand and side arms, and
musket rests, with muskets properly loaded, as is proper.
[8:197] [6.
With experience showing that whenever some soldiers are suddenly
and unexpectedly commanded to duty, they then complain, and it is
also found, that they have no powder or lead; therefore, everyone is
hereby notified and expressly ordered henceforth not to discharge his
musket either within or outside the fort, except by consent] of the lieutenant, ensign, or in their absence, of a sergeant, who is hereby ordered
and commanded to pay strict attention thereto, on pain of forfeiting
six stivers for each shot fired without the previous knowledge and
awareness [of the aforesaid officers]; once a week and no more (unless
in case of necessity occasioned by wetness, or by the filthiness of the
hand weapon) the muskets are to be properly loaded with powder and
shot and discharged outside the fort along the river’s edge, in order to
prevent any mishap.
7.
In order the better to prevent the waste of powder and lead, the superior and inferior officers, particularly the sergeants, are ordered every
evening, when going on parade, to examine the bandoliers of those
placed on guard, and if anyone be found not to have in his bandolier
6 to 8 full measures of powder and ball, he shall forfeit 12 stivers and
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explain what happened to the powder, and make payment for it.
8.
[8:198] [The sergeant in charge of the parade and the guard shall every
morning, whenever the weather is dry and suitable, properly drill the
soldiers and the guard detail at least for one hour or half an hour.
The fines] shall be applied, one-third to the officer or person making
the complaint, two-thirds to the benefit of the officers and private
soldiers of the Company.
Thus done in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 20th of
September anno 1656.

[PETITION OF MACHTELT MEGAPOLENSIS FOR A WRIT OF APPEAL]

The petition of Machtelt Megapolensis has been received in which
she remonstrates how, to her regret, she feels injured over the judgment dated 29 August, last past, by the magistrates of Fort Orange
and village Beverwijck, regarding a certain dispute about the payment
of an account which Jacob de Hinse had conveyed to Johannes
Megapolensis junior for a chest with medicines. Therefore, she
requested that an appeal be granted thereon and because the wife of
the aforesaid d’Hinse, as representative of her husband, was presently
here that she could have the aforesaid wife summoned by the next
court session [8:199] [remainder of entry is lost]

[PETITION OF CORNELIS MARTENSZ FOR RESTITUTION OF SEIZED WINE]

21 Sept. Thursday [several lines lost]
Received the petition of Cornelis Martensz, factor, requesting restitution for four half aems of wine, which were seized by Cornelis van
Tienhoven in 1655. Whereas, according to what he says, he had satisfied the recognition in Holland, it is resolved to place a copy thereof
in the hands of the parties in order to respond thereto tomorrow. Dated
as above.
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[CASE IN APPEAL BETWEEN JOHANNES MEGAPOLENSIS AND JACOB D’HINSE]

[8:200] [
] present the honorable director general
Petrus Stuyvesant and the lords councilors Nicasius de Sille and La
Montagne.
D o. Johannes Megapolensis, appellant over the judgment of the
magistrates of Fort Orange and village Beverwijck, dated 29 August,
last past, pronounced against him, concerning a certain dispute over
payment of an account which Jacob d’Hinse had conveyed to Johannes
Megapolensis junior for a chest with medicines. Plaintiff.
Contra
Anna Hendrickx, wife of the aforesaid Jacob d’Hinse, barbier, having
power of attorney for her husband, defendant.
The plaintiff says that his son Johannes Megapolensis junior, before
his departure for the fatherland, sold and conveyed to the aforesaid
Jacob d’Hinse his barber’s chest and accompanying medicines for an
account of ƒ570:10, a claim thereof the aforesaid d’Hinse said he has
on the honorable West India Company and that by the lords directors
[
] when his son comes to Holland [8:201] [several
lines lost] account was carried over that there were recorded two
entries to his credit, one of Jan [
] for ƒ30,– and the other
of Laurens Hansen for 10 guilders, which the lords directors had not
accepted because the aforesaid persons, who had been debited for it,
were not due that much; therefore, he requests and demands payment
or settlement of the aforesaid account.
Mattheus de Vosch, appearing for the defendant, answered that the
defendant had sold her husband’s account in question out of hand and
therefore was not obligated to compensate for that which came up
short; and shows a declaration of Johan Baptist van Renselaer, being
in substance, how it was that he knew that Johannes Megapolensis
junior had sold a chest with medicines to Jacob d’Hinse for an account
that Meester Jacob claimed against the Company; that Meester Jacob
said that the account was good, but that he could not get the money
from the Company.
[8:202] [several lines lost] The director general and councilors having
heard the oral arguments of the parties, seen the submitted evidence,
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and attended to everything that might be of material interest, declare
the judgment to be wrongfully pronounced and well appealed; therefore, pronounce that Jacob d’Hinse is to make good on his sold
account, and whatever is found to be lacking to consign and pay to
the appellant, and keep his recourse to his debtors; furthermore, the
aforesaid condemn the aforesaid de Hinse to the costs and expenses of
the court accrued herein. Dated as above.

[COMMISSIONS OF JOHAN LA MONTAGNE AND TOMAS WILLETT]

The director general and councilors of New Netherland, with greetings
to all who are shown this, make known that we have requested, authorized, and commissioned the lords Johan La Montagne, councilor of
New Netherland, and Captain Tomes Willet to investigate, and after
the investigation to remove and settle the differences raised between
some inhabitants of the village of Middelburgh and one of whom by
the name of Tomas Stevensz [8:203] [several lines lost] after their
[
] to abide by [
] magistrates and common
[ ] especially the aforesaid Stevensz without further legal procedures
to adhere to and comply with the judgment of the aforesaid commissioners. Thus done and issued under the usual hand and signature in
Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland the [blank] Sept. 1656.

[REPORT OF COMMISSIONERS JOHAN LA MONTAGNE AND TOMAS WILLETT]66

We, the subscribed commissioners, authorized by the honorable director general and councilors of New Netherland to settle to the best of
our ability the dispute between the magistrates of New Middelburgh
and Tomas Stevensen, have gone to the farm or plantation of the
aforesaid Stevens, located on Long Island in the jurisdiction of New
Netherland, on the 18th of September 1656. There the magistrates of
the aforesaid village appeared before us, who made complaint in presence of the aforesaid Thomas Stevensen. [8:204] [several lines lost]
[First. That the said Stevensen had closed the wagon road from New
Middelburgh to the East River near his house and turned it farther
66 Recovered text from NYCD 14:366–368.
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down to] a deep river [or kil], over which he has [built a dam of]
wood and other materials, and as he has constructed the same at a right
angle, it is very difficult to handle the carts and wagons coming from
above, and therefore they could miss the same dam (with great danger
to their animals), they request that the old road be restored. Stevensen
maintained that the old road separating his house from his barn
prevents him from fencing them in together or defending his place,
and that he had therefore made the change. He maintains that the new
road was suitable enough to use. After having listened to the parties
and inspected the place, we are of opinion that the common interests
will be preferred to individual interests, and that the old road (being
straighter and more convenient than the other), will be reopened for
the use of the village of New Middelburgh; however, on the condition
that the same be laid out from the house of aforesaid Stevensen to the
wagon path, that runs from the new road to the meadow, as the new
road is convenient from there to the river.
[8:205] [Second. The neighbors of Stevensen complained that he has
dammed up a certain run of water, generally used, for his own private
convenience, so that the kil is always] dry below the dam and remains
without water to their damage and loss, [because there is] no fresh
water elsewhere for their livestock. Thomas Stevensen maintains that
the dam [built] by him does not injure his neighbors, because the kil
has no source or spring, but receives its water only from the rainfall, which soon runs off on account of the steep grade of the kil and
because he has made a sluice in the dam, which he opens when it rains.
Having looked at the place we think for the reason alleged by said
Stevensen that the aforesaid dam is neither injurious nor prejudicial to
the neighbors, because they can build a similar dam below the first and
gather thereby sufficient quantities of water for their use.
Third. The same neighbors complained that the aforesaid Stevenson
has run his fence into the river and thereby obstructed the passage of
their animals coming from the woods, [8:206] which causes the same
[frequently to return into the woods to their great disadvantage. The
said Stevensen said that he had placed his fences into the water to save
further labor and expenses and that there was room enough behind
the land for the cattle to come home. After having heard the parties
and examined the title deeds of the said Stevensen], we found that
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Stevensen’s boundaries run along the river and not into it; therefore,
we are of the opinion that the aforesaid Stevenson has deprived his
neighbors and others (contrary to people’s rights) of the use of the
shore and should now leave it for public use.
Fourth and final. The magistrates of New Middelburgh complained
that the said Stevensen had against the general rule of the aforesaid
village fenced in all his meadows with one enclosure, and they maintained that the meadows should be divided into three equal parts, one
of which was to remain in his possession, while the two others were
to be for use of the common good and he should receive for them
two similar shares in the large meadow. Thomas Stevenson answered
that he owned and used the said meadowland by virtue of his patents,
which being produced, it was found that the honorable director general of New Netherland had granted to the aforesaid Stevensen the
meadow in question, [8:207] [containing twenty morgens. The magistrates replied, Stevensen had obtained the said patent from the director
general by trickery, as he had not stated that the meadow belonged to
Middelburgh territory, which seems credible, for the director general
had promised them that no patents should prejudice their rules] and
as we could find [no decision (moderatie) in this controversy,] we
concluded to submit the case to the honorable lord director general,
being the best exponent of his promises and of the patent itself. (and
was signed:) La Montagne.

[CONFIRMATION OF THE COMMISSIONERS’ REPORT]67

The director general and councilors of N. N., having received the
report made by their commissioners, the lord councilor La Montagne
and Captain Tomas Willett, concerning the differences between Tomas
Stevensen and those of Middelborgh, approve the completed report,
confirming with the same; namely, that the general interest should be
preferred to private concerns and order therefore on the first point that
the aforesaid Tomas Stevensz shall move the old public wagon path,
changed by him on his own authority, namely, from the house of the
aforesaid Stevensz to the wagon path leading from the new road to the
meadowlands.
67 See NYCD 14:368 for another translation.
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On the second point regarding the complaints of the village about the
damming of a certain run of water, the director general and [8:208]
councilors order that the dam, as it now is, may remain, but that those
of the village may, if they wish, construct another dam below that of
said Stevensen to collect water for their animals.
On the third, the director general and councilors order that Thomas
Stevensz shall hereby take up his fences, placed in the river by him,
whereby the passage from the strand is closed for those of the village,
or that the magistrates of said village may have it done.
On the fourth and last it is understood that the meadowlands mentioned
in the patent have been acquired by misinformation and false report;
that the proposition, intention and promise of the director general, as
president of the council, in every respect was and ought to continue to
the effect that a private plantation or bouwery should not prejudice the
village community. It is further clearly evident that a mistake has been
[8:209] made by either the clerk or by the surveyor in measuring and
reporting the size and boundaries of the meadowlands and that later
disputes could result therefrom. The aforesaid director general and
councilors order therefore that the patent of Thomas Steevens shall be
corrected, but so that, in place of a third part of the meadow allowed
by the magistrates to him as to others, he shall keep one half of it near
his farm, because he has been up to now the oldest and first owner of
it; in regard to the other half he shall be considered in the allotment
with the other inhabitants of the village of Middelburgh. Done at Fort
Amsterdam in New Netherland, 22 September 1656.

[WRIT OF APPEAL GRANTED TO JACOB JANSZ HUYS]

26 September 1656. Tuesday.
Present in session: the honorable lord director general Petrus Stuyvesant
and the lords councilors Nicasius de Sille and La Montagne.
Received the petition of Allard Anthony, representative of skipper Jacob
Jansz Huys, remonstrating that as he finds himself injured [8:210] by
the sentence of the court [ ] dated the 25th of this month to a charge of
[
] injury of the aforesaid Jacob Jansz from [Hoorn], he
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therefore requests that he be accepted in a case of appeal in order to
present his complaint against the aforesaid sentence.
After deliberation, it has been resolved that the petitioner be granted
a writ of appeal for which he shall be given an instrument. Dated as
above.

[PETITION FOR ALLARD ANTHONY TO SUBMIT AN ACCOUNT]

Copy.

To the highly esteemed lords director general
and high councilors of New Netherland.

Walewijn vander Veen makes known with all due reverence how it is
that he in his capacity has proceeded thus far against Allard Anthony
that the same Allard Anthony has been ordered by the court of this
city, pursuant to a judgment of arbitrators, within four times 24 hours,
following a summons of the same order to the petitioner to submit a
proper account to the petitioner, or by failure thereof to be physically
compelled thereto by imprisonment, as can be seen in the accompanying extract. [8:211] [several lines lost] his arrival here from time to
time with frivolous and impudent evasions and exceptions has been
held up by Allard Anthony aforesaid himself now already for months,
following the date of the judgment pronounced by the aforesaid court
that he, Allard Anthony, manage with that a while longer, to the great
damage and inconvenience of the petitioner; for which reason he finds
it necessary to approach your honors, reverently asking for justice
to be upheld in the event Allard Anthony does not proceed with the
execution of a proper account within the prefigured and ordered time,
so that the officer may be authorized and commanded to properly
execute the aforesaid order. (was signed: Wal: vander Veen.)
The foregoing petition, having been submitted and read, has been
resolved after deliberation: The condemned, remaining deficient within the prefigured time, according to the intermediary judgment of the
burgomasters and schepenen, to place the account in debit form in the
petitioner’s hand, can [
] the execution of the sentence
can be requested from the burgomaster and schepenen. [8:212]
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[ORDER CONCERNING A COURT CASE INVOLVING CORNELIS VAN TIENHOVEN]

[several lines lost] Received the reply of Cornelis van Tienhoven on
and countering the petition of Cornelis Martensz, factor, concerning
two half amen of brandy and two ditto of Spanish wine impounded
by Cornelis van Tienhoven in the year 1655; in addition, reread the
petitions of the plaintiff Cornelis Martensen aforesaid, exhibited and
shown to both the honorable lords directors and the director general and councilors here, in which the plaintiff or petitioner, among
others, remonstrates and says that he, petitioner, in the year 1654
from October to 27 November following thereon did load in the ship
the Groote Christoffel the wines specified on the manifest signed by
the Company’s bookkeeper, Jan Baptista Liefrinck, in order to ship the
same (having paid the recognition fee and further duties, as was done)
to aforesaid New Netherland, where upon arrival the fiscal Tienhoven
was pleased, as has happened various times, to seize from the same
wines two half amen Spanish and two ditto brandy on his own authority; whereupon the interlocutory judgment by the honorable lords
councilors of New Netherland dated 27 April 1655.68
[8:213] [several lines lost] addressed to the lords [
] in which
petition as [
] he remonstrates and declares [
] and
that the recognition fee and further duties were paid [
] wines
are [ ] among many other goods according to the subscribed bookkeeper Lieffrinck, whereupon the lords directors (who assuming the
remonstrance and statements of the petitioner are sincere and truthful)
please to order the restoration of the wines in question [
] in the
event the seized wines were not confiscated as a result of the aforesaid
judgment [
] as can be seen in broader detail in the extract
from their resolutions dated 2 March 1656,69 which apostille of the
aforesaid lords directors squares in substance with the interlocutory
judgment of the councilors dated 27 April, aforesaid; and whereas
until today the declaring of the [ ] wines in question on the manifest
did not appear sufficient to the director general and councilors, much
less the satisfaction of the recognition and further duties according to
the firm stand of the petitioner, director general and councilors can not
yet withdraw the [
]
68 See NND 6:37 (Council Minutes, 1655–1656).
69 There is no entry for March 2, 1656 in ibid. Reference may be to the “Book of
Resolutions,” which has been lost.
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[8:214] [several lines lost] manifest by Lieffrinck [
] were
declared and the recognition thereof was paid, which in order better
to experience, the lord Nicasius de Sille and the secretary Cornelis
van Ruyven are moreover ordered and commissioned to examine and
review the aforesaid manifest of the Groote Cristoffel in the presence
of the petitioner and to report to the director general and councilors
whether any wines appearing on the aforesaid manifest were withheld
as the petitioner presumes and determines in his request to the lords
directors; in case it is so found, the petitioner shall be granted satisfaction for the wines in question, pursuant to the aforesaid interlocutory judgment of the councilors and the further resolution of the lords
directors, or otherwise they be and remain confiscated according to the
same judgment and the further resolution. Done as above (was signed)
P. Stuyvesant, Nicasius de Sille and La Montagne.

[MINUTE OF THE SCHEPENEN OF BREUCKELEN,
MIDWOUT, AND AMESFOORT ON INDIAN MATTERS]70

[8:215] [26 September 1656.
Before the council appeared the schepenen of the villages of
Breuckelen, Midwout and Amesfoort, requesting in the name of the
inhabitants of said villages that before starting on his journey] to
Fort Orange [the director general would please to make peace] with
the wilden [hereabout and proclaim the same, because some people
have very] gloomy [forebodings] that in the absence of the honorable general [the savages might make some attack] again; or else, that
if possible, the lord general would please remain here, or if circumstances did not allow him to remain, that his honor then would please
to give them orders by which they could govern themselves should
anything happen.
After some discussion on both sides because time had expired, they
were told that their request and remonstrance would be considered
tomorrow. Done as above.

70 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:368.
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[ORDER FOR CORNELIS VAN TIENHOVEN TO RENDER AN ACCOUNT]

At the session the lord fiscal de Sille requested that Cornelis van
Tienhoven, former fiscal and receiver of New Netherland, be ordered
[8:216] [several lines lost] by the Bontekoe [
] regarding the
loading of the aforesaid ship Nieu Amsterdam.
After due deliberation the request was found justifiable and it was
resolved to order Cornelis van Tienhoven, as he is hereby ordered and
commanded, to do and to deliver a proper proof of goods shipped in
the aforesaid ship and what recognition was paid for it and to whom.
Done as above.

[PETITION OF JAN JANSZ BESTEVAER]

To the honorable esteemed lords director
general and councilors of New Netherland.
Jan Jansz Bestevaer remonstrates with all due reverence how it is
[8:217] that he in [several lines lost] 1655 [
] as appears
[
] namely, that the [
] in the ship the Beer
[
] departure from the same to [
] shipping seven
thousand [
] at his own expense, promising to
post sufficient [security] for the satisfaction of the [
] contract, as
appears in more detail in the same. In the meanwhile, not being able to
acquire anyone as security, he left for special security or in [
]
at the house of Nicolaes Booth one thousand staves of lead and 231
yards [gaerden] of French serge on behalf of the aforesaid Abraham
Ja[
]. If he should come up short delivering the tobacco according to the contract, as appears in more detail attached hereto in his own
hand, and remains deficient paying for the tobacco according to the
contract, the petitioner requests that your honors be pleased to authorize him to ship the aforesaid lead to Virginia and to take possession
of the serge to lower the debt. (lower stood) Your esteemed honors’
servant (was signed) Jan Jansz Bestevaer.
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[ORDER ALLOWING JAN JANSZ BESTEVAER
TO DISPOSE OF GOODS LEFT AS SECURITY]

[8:218] [several lines lost] Petrus Stuyvesant [
cilors Nicasius de Sille and La Montagne.

] and coun-

Received the request of Jan Jansz Bestevaer together with the papers
serving as verification, especially Edmund Scarburgh’s own writing,
in which it is stated that the lead and serge, in case of appeal for non
payment of the six thousand pounds of tobacco, have been bound
thereto as a special mortgage, and has been approved and ordered by
the owner to be sold and to convert the product to the benefit of the
petitioner as a decrease of the aforesaid tobacco, as can be seen in
more detail in the principle and other papers relating thereto in the
hands of the secretary. After due deliberation it was decided that the
petitioner be allowed to have the serge sold publicly to the highest
bidder. With regard to the lead, it being contraband and forbidden
merchandise (as far as it is evident to the director general and councilors) and without being declared or the [8:219] Company’s [
]
accepted and [
] for the value of the [
] an
advance of 50 percent [
] of the one and the other
[
] written charge and order of the [
]
who left it as security, remaining [
] for the benefit of the
petitioner, provided that he, petitioner, posts security as restitution in
as much as it might be proved that these thousand pounds of tobacco
were shipped or paid for according to contract. Dated and done as
above. (was signed) P. Stuyvesant, Nicasius de Sille and La Montagne.

[ORDINANCE INDICATING WHAT SORT OF GOODS ARE
ACCEPTABLE FOR PAYMENT OF EXPORT DUTIES]71

Whereas, for a long time now, the payment of the export duty, both on
peltries and tobacco, has been very bad, and such that when the honorable Company’s receiver wishes to make purchases for the Company
with the same beavers that some merchants are in the habit of paying
to the Company, the pay is refused by others, indeed, by the very same
persons from whom those beavers have been received, [8:220] [to the
serious loss and damage both of the Company and of its officials in
71 Recovered text from translation in NND 16(1):69–70 (LWA); also in LO, 255–56.
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this country, because some merchants in packing, lay aside the poorest
and worst beavers for the Company, or else, in case the] Company
or its officials have need of any commodities, these are charged to
them in ordinary settlement one half per cent and more than they can
be obtained from others with good merchantable beavers, whereby
the Company’s treasury in general is greatly retarded, and its officials
considerably harmed.
The director general and councilors wishing to provide herein as much
as possible, have hereby resolved to order and command their fiscal
and the provisional receiver, not to receive for the export duty any
other payment than good, whole merchantable beavers; in no case,
any summer skins or drielingen,72 which the merchants themselves
generally refuse and reject; and that at eight guilders per beaver for
merchandise to be exported. Concerning the remitted four percent,
which must be paid in silver coin in the fatherland, the receiver is
ordered to accept it in silver coin according to its value in our fatherland, or in good beavers, the beaver calculated no higher than six
guilders, or in goods, in case the Company has need of them, at 50
percent [8:221] [advance on the duty, as the Company is in the habit
of dispensing these to its servants; and in case there be an uneven
amount, and that the total is more or less than one beaver, the payer
shall be allowed to pay what is less than half a beaver in] silver coin,
or [whole, well-strung] sewant, according to its value here; for what
exceeds half a beaver, one whole beaver shall be paid to the receiver,
provided he return to the provider the surplus in like coin or sewant.
In order to prevent further disputes about half beavers or pieces,
the director general and councilors order that those which are now
commonly passed as half beavers, creating many arguments, and all
other pieces that cannot pass for good whole beavers, shall not be
declared and also received by the piece, but by weight, the pound
calculated at [left blank] guilders. Done at the session, dated as before.

72 Three-quarters of a beaver, indicating a substandard fur.
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[RESOLUTION INDICATING THAT STUYVESANT
NEEDS TO GO TO FORT ORANGE]73

The director general and councilors of New Netherland have taken
very seriously, on the one hand, the letter of the magistrates of the
court of Fort Orange and the village74 [8:222] [several lines lost] order
[
] on the other hand [
burgomasters] and schepenen of this city [
] the honorable lord director
general remain here. The reasons being considered and discussed from
both sides, the director general and councilors unanimously decide that
the departure of the lord general to Fort Orange is necessary; and that
as far as the director general and councilors can ascertain and foresee,
it can happen without any particular danger to the community here.
With regard to any newly feared troubles with the wilden, the more
so, because neither by reports from the wilden themselves, nor by any
known gathering of the same can be heard, much less known that they
would intend any new disturbances, but rather the contrary, deduced
from their requests and proposals. On the other side, according to the
remonstration and petitions of the commissioners of the aforesaid
Fort Orange and the village of Beverwijck for the lord general’s presence for three or four days is urgently needed; both with regard to the
Company’s service and peace and security of its subjects there; therefore the director general and councilors unanimously consider it good
and necessary [
] the speedy departure [8:223] [several
lines lost] Thus done [
] New Netherland the [
] (was signed)
P. Stuyvesant, d’Sille, and La Montagne.

[APPOINTMENT OF WILLEM BOGARDUS AS COMPTROLLER OF THE WINDMILL]

Whereas Johannes Provoost, who has been until now the comptroller
regarding the income of the windmill, shall depart as clerk for Fort
Orange with the lord vice director Johannes La Montagne, it is therefore necessary that another capable person be employed as comptroller regarding the income of the windmill; therefore, we, the director
general and councilors of New Netherland, having taken note of
the report and reputation provided to us of the good demeanor and
73 See RNA 2:175–176 for the city’s petition to Stuyvesant’s council that he not
travel to Fort Orange.
74 See 8:147 for the letter.
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diligence of Willem Bogardus, presently clerk in our office, have
appointed and employed, as we hereby appoint and employ him, as
comptroller regarding the income of the windmill to record properly
and to [8:224] [several lines lost] and proof [
] so that such the better
[
] be done, the [
] Abraham Martensz Clock
or whoever is taking care of the mill in his absence, be ordered and
instructed to receive no wheat or grain at the mill without the bearers thereof showing a certificate from the aforesaid Willem Bogardus
signed on that day when the grain is brought in to him, upon which
the quantity and the person, who is having it ground, appears. For this
certificate the comptroller shall receive a fee according to the ordinance established thereon. Done at Amsterdam in New Netherland.
Dated as above.

[ORDER CONCERNING PAYMENT OF DEBTS OF ADRIAEN VAN TIENHOVEN]

At the session, present: the lord director general Petrus Stuyvesant,
the lords councilors Nicasius de Sille, La Montagne. Being presented: what should be done with the incoming money of Adriaen van
Tienhoven’s sold goods, and who is to be paid first from it [8:225]
[several lines lost] Provoost [
] van Tienhoven is
[
] suffices. Dated as above.

[JUDGMENT IN THE CASE OF FARMER OF
THE EXCISE AGAINST DANIEL LITSCHO]

Warnaer Wessels, farmer, and the lord fiscal, added plaintiffs against
Daniel Litscho, innkeeper, defendant. The plaintiffs say that the defendant took in 3 anckers of spirits without declaring them properly.
The defendant responds that an Englishman by the name of Anthony
Ricss, who was staying with him, had to have three anckers of spirits
from Johannes Verbrugge at his house, which the Englishman requested of him because he didn’t know his way around here to receive the
three anckers for him, so that he consequently has declared the aforesaid anckers for the Englishman and in the Englishman’s name, and
obtained a spirits certificate for them because the Englishman shall
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export them.
In response the plaintiffs request confiscation and observance of the
placards. [8:226] [several lines lost] of [French
] no anise spirits
[
] and the anckers in question [
] brandy
but [as] spirits were found and verifies to some degree the maintenance [thereof], but as no tappers according to the general ordinance
are permitted to receive in their houses or cellars any wines, beers
or distilled spirits, as with the ordinary tappers’ excise, the director
general and councilors consent for this time that the parties come to
an agreement with one another in a civil manner. Done at the session
in Fort Amsterdam, the 27th of September 1656.

[ORDER ON A COMPLAINT OF THE FISCAL AGAINST WILLEM BROUWER]

At the session the lord fiscal d’Sille had a small package brought
and opened from the ship the Vergulden Otter consigned to Willem
Brouwer, schoenmaecker, while on the same manifest as only some
shoemakers’ goods were declared; therefore, in Holland no recognition fee was charged, and whereas three pieces of Russian leather75
and three pieces of Spanish leather, 20 lbs. of shoemaker’s twine,
was found therein, which [8:227] [several lines lost] in Holland
[
] to amount to ƒ40:7:– [
] paid
for recognition fee ƒ3.

[COMMISSION OF JOHAN LA MONTAGNE
TO BE VICE DIRECTOR AT FORT ORANGE]

28 September.
Petrus Stuyvesant, on behalf of the their high mightinesses the lords
States General of the United Netherlands and the lords directors of the
Chartered West India Company, and the same director general of New
Netherland, Curaçao, Bonayro, Aruba, and the dependencies thereof,
together with the lords councilors, to all who shall see this or hear this
read, greetings; whereas we, for the direction and recommendation of
75 Juchten: Russian red leather.
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the honorable Company and our affairs at Fort Orange and the village
of Beverwijck and the dependencies thereof, had need of a capable and
qualified person to command and [
] in our absence [8:228]
[several lines lost] De La [
] Netherland
[
] from the middle of [
] provisionally commissioned and appointed as we hereby do commission and appoint him for
our vice director and superior officer over the aforesaid Fort Orange,
village of Beverwijck and the dependencies thereof in order to maintain the security and good order of the same; to manage and command
all matters concerning the trade, administration, justice, and military,
also the soldiers, sailors, free persons, high and low officers, no matter
what their position or status might be, whether the same are already
there, or those we might find advisable to send there later to assist
administering and commanding in the office of vice director over those
places, and maintain everything in good order for the service and well
being of the general Chartered West India Company, to administer law
and justice, whether civil or military and furthermore, to do everything regarding his office and position according to the instructions
given to him and to be given hereafter, of what a good and loyal vice
director is obligated to do upon the oath already administered to him,
[we] therefore hereby order and command all and everyone, whether
servants of the honorable Company or free people in the aforesaid
fortress, village of Beverwijck [8:229] [several lines lost] and respect
[
] for the accomplishment of this [
] and to
provide assistance [
] concerns him [
] because we
find this appropriate for the aforesaid Company and [
] of this
province. Thus done and issued in our session held in Fort Amsterdam
in New Netherland, this 28 September 1656 and confirmed with our
seal in red wax etc.

[MINUTE RECORDING APPEARANCE OF INDIANS
OF MARSEPINCK BEFORE THE COUNCIL] 76

Anno 1656, the 30th of September, about twelve wilden from
Marsepinck came here to the Manhatans and into the fort, bringing by order of their sachem a [coat of] gray [cloth] or innocent
and two old shirts, (which, they said) had been stolen by members
76 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:369.
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of the Sicketawach nation; one shirt from a Negro on Long Island
at Joresey’s plantation, the other at Breuckelen from Jan Eversen’s
house [8:230] [and the coat or innocent from this side of Mespadt
kil, where three houses stand together. They declared that the savages
of Matinecogh of the tribe called Sicketawagh had done it and that
the sachem Tachpausan] was angry [because] they, the wilden, had
done it; [it is proved (his anger)], because he ordered the return of
the stolen articles. They declared further that those on this side said
the Wappings had also taken a blanket from the place where the coat
mentioned above had been stolen, and that those of the Matinecongh
men had now gone there to fetch it, (as they had been obliged to return
theirs), and when it had come [back], it would also be brought here.
Through the interpreter Laurens Hansen, they were thanked for the
trouble taken by them and told that their chief had done very well
in causing the stolen goods to be returned; otherwise, it might create
disharmony and trouble. We accepted this on the contrary as a sign of
sincere friendship, which our chief would reciprocate, whenever any
theft was reported to him and we would inform him of it as soon as he
returned from Fort Orange.
After these speeches we gave them a pound of powder to deliver to
their chief as a sign of our good heart, with which they left.
Amsterdam in N. N. Dated as above.

[ANSWER OF CORNELIS VAN TIENHOVEN TO THE ORDER OF 26 SEPTEMBER]

[8:231] [several lines lost] for response [
] the lord
director general and councilors by the court messenger on [
]
following [
] in his hands the original manifests of the
[
] as well as the copy of the manifest sent over by the lords
directors via the Otter and Blauwe Duyff, could verify what merchandise was [
] him Tienhoven; he also would have paid the honorable lords a long time ago [
] as far as he is aware
and it may have concerned him, if according to the promise of the
honorable lords directors and councilors made to him at the session
just after the arrival of the aforesaid ships, the copies of the goods on
the aforesaid manifests were not [
] handed over, which I still have
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not received, although I have asked secretary van Ruyven repeatedly
for it; therefore, he requests that the aforesaid copy be handed over,
at which time Van Tienhoven is ready and willing to give information
to the honorable lords on the aforesaid order as far as he is familiar
with it. Amsterdam in New Netherland, 5 October 1656 (was signed)
Cornelis van Tienhoven.

[REPLY TO THE ANSWER OF CORNELIS VAN TIENHOVEN]

[8:232] [several lines lost] of Nicasius de Sille and the protector of the
law of New Netherland was not obliged to have placed in Tienhoven’s
hand a copy of the undeclared goods recorded on the abovementioned
manifest. Therefore, as first councilor he still orders upon the request
as fiscal, that it be placed in Cornelis van Tienhoven’s hand; therefore
still ordering as first councilor upon the request as fiscal, that Cornelis
van Tienhoven shall have to give account directly according to the
order of the director general and councilors, dated 26 September last
past, sent to him at home by court messenger. Done at Fort Amsterdam
in New Netherland, the 5th of October 1656.

[INTERROGATION OF ANDRIES LAURENSEN, SOLDIER]77

5 October 1656, Thursday, the military tribunal.
Present at the session: the lord fiscal d’Sille, Capt. Lieutenant Brian
Nuton, the two sergeants, Andries Laurensen.
[8:233] [several lines lost] He was asked: How old and where he was
born?
[response lost]
Why he was sent here?
Answers, because he sold his [
] one of Capt. Conincx’s
snaphances was also broken underneath [ondergescheurt].
77 In the original the interrogatory is set up in two columns with questions on the
right and answers on the left.
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Where did he leave the payment that he received for them?
Answers, he received for them three and a half beavers and that he
bought again another snaphance with them from Tomas Bruyn for
three beavers.
How many guns had he brought into the country?
Answers, one small gun, being one of his own snaphances, which he
sold to a Dickman,78 whose name was unfamiliar to him, at the house
of Jacob Wolffertsz.
What kind of musket barrel was it that he took from before the constapel’s door?
Answers, not to have taken a barrel from the constapel[’s] door but
from the garret [and] of another weapon.
[8:234] [question lost]
[several lines lost] is sorry that he neglected to do so.
How did he get into an argument with Adam Onckelbach?
Answers, that Adam had gotten into an argument with another and that
when he interceded he got into the argument.
The awe-inspiring military tribunal having heard the question of the
fiscal and the answer of the sergeant Hans Hopman, agrees that Hans
Hopman shall be free to go about unconfined until the return of the
lord general, up and down, but shall do no duties until further orders.

[PETITION OF JACQUES CORTELJOU]

[8:235] [several lines lost] Esteemed lords.
Because Anthony Jansz van Salee, through a thoughtless exception of
not allowing passage through his land, seeks to obstruct the bringing
in of the mowed grass granted to me, petitioner, according to your
honors’ resolution dated 29 August 1656, amplified and confirmed last
14 September; because he, himself, regardless of the strict resolution
of your honors, has mowed a good portion there and seeks to bring it
home and to spoil mine through the exception; therefore, I, petitioner,
78 Dickman could also mean a “fat man” or is a variant of Dijckman.
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request again, as for some time now there is no other way but the one
through Anthony Jansz’s land, and as no other way can be found, to be
allowed to transport all the hay home, and because I, petitioner, fear
change, therefore, I respectfully request that there may be arranged for
two to three men [several lines lost]

[PETITION OF PIETER SYMONSEN OF GRAVESANDE
ABOUT ACTIONS OF ANTHONY JANSZ VAN SALEE]

[8:236] [several lines lost] Corteljouw.
The foregoing petition, having been placed in the hands of lord
Nicasius de Sille, first councilor and fiscal of New Netherland, as the
lord general was obliged to go to Fort Orange, it was ordered that the
following apostil be drafted:
The petitioner is permitted to have the hay, mowed since last 29
August by both him as well as Anthony Jansz, taken in by the nearby road, according to the tenor of the petition; and Anthony Jansz is
ordered not to hinder it or show another way or possibility. Whereas it
has been previously endorsed by the director general and councilors,
the court messenger is allowed the assistance of the three soldiers.
Done in Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 13th of October (was
signed) N. de Sille (below was written) By order of the honorable lord
Nicasius de Sille, first councilor of New Netherland (was signed) C V
Ruyven, secretary.

[ORDER ABOUT A DISPUTE BETWEEN PIETER
SYMONSEN AND ANTHONY JANSZ VAN SALEE]

[8:237] [several lines lost] in the fort.
Pieter Simonsen, inhabitant of the village of Gravesande, respectfully
makes known that he, petitioner, recently having mowed some reed
that until now has been denied no one in the meadows, continuing in
dispute between the village of Gravesande and Anthony Jansen van
Salee and intending to haul it home, found that Anthony Jansen had
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brought it home, although Anthony Jansz made no more claim this year
than to be permitted to fetch the hay that had been mowed between
both protruding points before 29 August according to your honors’
resolution thereon; therefore, the petitioner respectfully requests that
Anthony Jansz be ordered to restore the reed to the place where it was
mowed. Thus doing, (was signed)
This Pieter Symonssen signed
with his own hand.
[8:238] [several lines lost] granted.
The director general and councilors [had] certainly related that
Anthony Jansz van Salee, upon his own authority, gathered the reed
mowed by Pieter Symonsen, inhabitant of Gravesande, or his people
in the until-now common meadows, for which Anthony Jansz is
hereby prohibited and forbidden to do such or let the same happen
anymore; but the aforesaid Pieter Symonsen is allowed and authorized
to accept and take to his house the reed which was mowed by him or
his people and brought in by Anthony Jansen; and the court messenger
is ordered in the name of the director general and councilors to give
notice to Anthony Jansz that he shall not leave Manhattan before and
until the aforesaid reed has been restored to Pieter Symonsen. Done in
Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated as above.

[PETITION OF SALOMON LA CHAIR FOR A WRIT OF APPEAL]



[8:239] [several lines lost] general and councilors.

Received the petition of [
] Chair, protesting that
[
] aggrieved by a certain [
] dated 2 of this
month, pronounced by the magistrate of this city, between him and
Jan Laurensz; therefore, he requests that it be taken up and received in
appeal. After due deliberation it was decided to take up and hear the
petitioner’s writ of appeal on the condition of paying at the secretary’s
office twelve guilders according to custom. Dated as above.
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[PETITION OF LUTHERANS TO PRACTICE THEIR RELIGION]79

Anno 1656, 24 October, Tuesday.
Present at the session: the lord director general Petrus Stuyvesant
and the lord fiscal Nicasius de Sille [8:240] [several lines lost] make
known with proper humility how we, honorable members of the unaltered Augsburg Confession here in New Netherland, have obediently
adhered to your honors’ prohibition and postings of placards forbidding gathering at any place in order to further practice our divine
service with reading and singing; however, having requested this from
our friends in the fatherland, who as solicitors for us in this matter
with the honorable lords directors of the West India Company, our
superiors, according to whose report and letters to us, have obtained
what they requested through their honors, and that the same was
resolved and established by the same in full assembly; and that in
the West Indies and New Netherland, under their honors’ jurisdiction,
the doctrine of the unaltered Augsburg Confession would and might
be tolerated as it is in the fatherland under the laudable government
there. Which is why we hereby turn to your honors now, desiring as
humble obedient servants to inform your honors thereof with prayer
that they be pleased no longer to continue to hinder us in our worship
(exercises/studies), which we, with the blessing of God, want to practice with readings and singing until the time, for which we both hope
and expect, in the following spring, next to God, a qualified person for
our [remainder lost]

[ORDER TO TRANSMIT ABOVE PETITION TO THE DIRECTORS AT AMSTERDAM]

[8:241] Amsterdam in New Netherland, this 24 October 1656.
The foregoing petition, received and read, after deliberation was
decided as follows: To send this with the first ship to the honorable
lords directors of the Chartered West India Company to request the
truth and their further interpretation thereon; meanwhile, the director
general and councilors persist with the previously observed orders
79 For documents related to this petition see A. J. F. van Laer, trans., The Lutheran
Church in New York, 1649–1772: Records in the Lutheran Church Archives at
Amsterdam, Holland (New York, 1946).
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and placards issued and many times renewed against convent[icles]
and public gatherings outside the customary reformed worship here in
this country; meanwhile, the petitioners or no one will be troubled in
the matter of conscience, or forced to privately perform in his family
household readings, prayers, expressions of thanks, and singing in his
confession. Dated as above.

[PETITION ABOUT PAYING EXCISE TAXES AT FORT ORANGE AND BEVERWIJCK]

[8:242] [several lines lost] after all due respect [
] that
it is my request to your honor [
] but be pleased to send a report
about the following, to wit: whether his honor here has exempted the
lord Renselaer from the farm, which concerns me. If this be the case, I
would not be content with it, because my contract states [that] within
the boundary posts no one is excused, without exception, no matter
of what business or standing the same person might be; upon which
I await a resolution from your honor as soon as possible. Whereupon I
commend his honor to the protection of the Almighty, together with all
those with whom his honor may be pleased, and shall always remain
(and signed)
His esteemed, valiant,
wise, implacable lord,
Your obedient servant
Harmen Jacobsz

[ORDER REFERRING THE ABOVE TO THE COURT AT FORT ORANGE]

The foregoing request was received, read and after consideration
was decided as follows: [8:243] [several lines lost] to look into the
[
] and [
] general that the colony [
]
conditions of farming [
] excise, for and on behalf of the fort and
village consented and be exempt; therefore, the person [
] lord
Renselaer as chief officer of aforesaid colony, providing nevertheless
that his [
] and other coloniers fetch an exemption permit80 in order
to prevent fraud; to which the director general and councilors conform
80 Uijtslach cedul: a permit indicating the quality and quantity of the exempted item.
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for the present time and until further information. Thus done at the
session as before. Dated as above.

[PETITION CONCERNING BAKING OF BREAD FOR SALE AT BEVERWIJCK]

Copy.

Esteemed, manly, honorable lord director general
of New Netherland, Curaçao, Bonayro, Aruba.

We the undersigned bakers in Beverwijck make known with respect
and humility that we have understood from the posting of placards,
read aloud to us recently, about the [8:244] [several lines lost] here
now as then from [
] journeymen [gesellen] in the
best [
] the baking is used [
] to sell to the wilden and
not for the convenience of the burghers; and when the season is past
they pursue other business; therefore, we promise to accommodate the
burghers and inhabitants throughout the year; therefore, we petition,
hope, and pray whether your honor be pleased to warn off the others,
for otherwise we would be forced into debt. We await your honor’s
favorable decision and remain, as we are, your honor’s faithful and
obedient subjects.
(was signed)
Beverwijck this 10 October anno 1656
This is the mark
of Jan van Hoesem, made by himself
Jochum Backer
Thomas Paulusz
Wolter Albertsz
Hendrick Hendricksz
Willem Hoffmeyer
This is the mark
of Symon Volkersen, made by himself.

[ORDER THAT NONE BUT THE ABOVE PETITIONERS
BE ALLOWED TO BAKE BREAD AT BEVERWIJCK]

Having received and read the foregoing petition it was decided as
follows: [8:245] [several lines lost] upon the [petition
]
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to draft orders [
] and for a considerable population
bakers be allowed [
] any bread by no one [
]
be baked or sold to Christians or wilden except by the petitioners on
the condition that each of the petitioners make good and stand by his
promise. Thus done at the session as before. Dated as above.

[MEDICAL BILL OF MR. CORNELIS CLOCK FOR TREATING SOLDIERS]

Earned for [treating] the soldiers on the ship Vergulden Otter on
account of their ailments.
Christiaen Niessen, let [blood]
Noel Reys, let [blood]
Matthijs Boon, a purgative
Matthijs Boon, a solution for scurvy
Mathijs Boon’s wife, a purgative
Harmen van Sant, a [cannon] ball having fallen on his private parts,
several times treated with salve.
Also earned for shaving them.
Christiaen Niesen, Jacob Barentsen, Harm van Sante, Adriaen
Andriesen, Noel Reys amicably request that the honorable lords
[8:246] [several lines lost] Mr [heelmeester] Cornelis Clock.

[ORDER REFERRING THE ABOVE TO THE DIRECTORS AT AMSTERDAM]

The foregoing petition being read, it was resolved: This is referred
to the lords directors, as the director general and councilors inquire
whether the barbers for the agreed upon cargo and expenditures’
money, ought to serve the soldiers and other officers, except for intentional wounds and sickness from unsanitary conditions; more so, as
long as the soldiers are aboard the ship, they are along with others
obliged to help defend and free the ship and cargo against [and from]
all enemies, and if they receive any injuries or wounds and paralysis as
a result, the reimbursement should come and remain at the expense of
the barber [barbier] or at the expense of the skipper. Dated as above.
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[PETITION OF HENDRICK BARENTSZ SMITH FOR HIS DISCHARGE; GRANTED]

Received the petition of Hendrick Barentsz Smith, cadet, who remonstrates how he had been promised in the fatherland to serve here no
longer than a year and that it has now been over two years that he
has served; also, that he had been promised to be discharged after the
southern expedition. Therefore he requests that his passport [8:247]
[several lines lost] the petition [
] as he therefore can
[
] claim his [
] settlement of accounts. Dated as above.

[PETITION OF GERT ABEL AND JAN ANDRIESEN FOR WAGE INCREASES]

Received the petition of Gert Abel, soldier, remonstrating that his
two-year enlistment as a soldier here had expired; requested therefore
his freedom or increase in wages.
After due deliberation it was decided to allow the petitioner from now
on ten guilders instead of eight for monthly wages, provided that he
comport himself properly and diligently as a good soldier ought to do.
Dated as above.
Proposed that Jan Andriesen, soldier, who until now is only receiving
seven guilders monthly, which is very little considering that all necessities are so expensive and difficult to get and whereas he has been
performing his duty as well as that of one of the other soldiers, he
has from now on been allowed eight guilders per month in boarding
money like the others. Dated as above.

[ORDINANCE RENEWING REGULATIONS,
REGARDING OBSERVANCE OF THE SABBATH, ETC.]81

[8:248] [The director general and councilors of New Netherland, to all
those who hear or see this read, greetings.
Let it be known that by daily and] sad [experience it is found] that
81 Recovered text from translation in NND 16(1):71–74 (LWA); also in LO, 258–263.
For previous ordinances see NND 16(1):17–19 and 22–23.
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the [previously issued and frequently renewed] ordinances and edicts
[against the] profaning of the Lord’s Sabbath; the unseasonable
tapping on that day, and at night after the posting of the guard or the
ringing of the bell; against the very dangerous, indeed, damnable sale
or dispensing of wine, beer, and distilled spirits;82 the baking and selling of coarse as well as small or white bread, are, according to the
good intention of the director general and councilors, to the dishonor
of God, to the serious damage, loss and disturbance of the peace and
quiet of the inhabitants, and to the great contempt of the authority
and quality of the superior and inferior magistrates of this province,
neither regarded, observed, maintained nor even justified, and as
necessity clearly requires; therefore, the aforesaid director general and
councilors, wishing, by virtue of their office, and prompted by duty
and necessity, to provide herein, do renew and enlarge their previously
enacted ordinances and edicts, and hereby prohibit and forbid:
First, all persons from performing or doing on the Lord’s day of rest,
by us called Sunday, any ordinary labor, such as plowing, sowing,
mowing, building, sawing wood, blacksmithing, bleaching, hunting,
fishing, or any other work that may be lawful on other days, on pain
of forfeiting one pound Flemish for each person; much less any lower
or unlawful exercise and [8:249] [amusement, drinking alcoholic
beverages, frequenting taverns or tap houses, dancing, playing cards,
ticktacken, caetsen, balslaen, clossen, kegelen,83 going by boat, cart
or wagon before, between or during the Lord’s service, on pain of
a double fine; in particular, no] innkeepers [shall be allowed to set a
buffet before, between or] during the sermons, nor [be allowed to tap,
bestow, give or sell to anyone any brandy], beer, or distilled spirits,
[directly] or indirectly, on pain of the innkeeper or tapper [forfeiting
six guilders] for each person, and each person found drinking at the
aforesaid time, three guilders; likewise, no innkeepers or tappers shall
be allowed to set buffets nor continue on Sunday or on any other day
that continue on into the night after the mounting of the guard or the
ringing of the bell, nor shall anyone be tapped, sold or dispensed any
wine, beer or brandy or distilled spirits, on the same penalty; meetings
82 At this point, the phrase “to the wilden” was inadvertently left out.
83 These games (in italics) were popular seventeenth-century pastimes, especially
in and around taverns. They can be loosely described as: ticktack or tricktrack, a
cross between backgammon and checkers; caetsen, a sort of tennis; balslaen, a game
similar to caetsen; clossen, bowling; and kegelen, nine pins.
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of domestic guests on public business, alone excepted, determined by
the consent and order of the magistrates.
Secondly, with regard to the very dangerous, injurious and damnable
sale, dispensing, and giving of any wine, beer or distilled spirits to
the wilden or naturellen of this country, from which almost as many
mischiefs proceed, or at least are threatened and apprehended, as there
are drunken wilden, the aforesaid director general and councilors,
renewing and enlarging their previously published edicts, do hereby
order and command that no person, of whatever capacity or profession
he may be, shall sell, barter, bestow, give, furnish or carry or allow
to be carried, to or for any wilden, in or out of the house, by land
or water, from yachts, barks, boats, or canoes, carts or wagons, by
whatever name such [8:250] [vehicles may be called, either directly or
indirectly, any beer, wine, brandy or distilled spirits, under penalty of
five hundred guilders, and in addition to be arbitrarily punished on the
body, and banished from the country. And in order that the same may
be discovered, for the better promotion and maintenance of the] public
[peace and quiet, between the good] inhabitants [of this province and
the] barbaren, all superior and inferior officers, free or hired servants
of the Company, and inhabitants of this province are, by their office
and fealty, exhorted, required and commanded to aid in excluding,
discovering, and informing about such most dangerous and damnable
sale or bestowal of wine, beer, or distilled spirits, or, failing therein, to pay half the fine in case it afterward appear, or become known
that they were privy to, or had not informed of, such sale, giving or
dispensing of wine, beer, or distilled spirits to any wilden.
Further, the aforesaid director general and councilors, being credibly
informed and told that wine, beer and distilled spirits, are peddled and
retailed up and along the rivers, from up-going and returning yachts,
barks, boats, ships and canoes, do hereby not only interdict and forbid
such peddling and retailing, but ordain, enact and command that no
skippers, sloop owners [barcquiers], canoe men or boatmen, or any
other free or bound inhabitants, of whatever name, nation, capacity
or occupation they may be, shall from this time forth, either for themselves or for others, embark, load, take with them, in any bark, yacht,
boat, canoe, or another vessel, any wine, beer, brandy or distilled spirits in large or small casks, or even in cans, jugs or bottles, [8:251]
[without having first entered the correct quantity with the officer of
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the place where the wine, beer or distilled spirits, in large or small
quantities, are embarked, shipped or loaded, and received from the
officer a certificate or permit, on which shall appear the quantity and
quality of casks and other measure of the wine, beer or distilled spirits
to be taken along, for whom shipped, and to whom consigned, and
shall bring back a] proper certificate or proof [of the delivery to such
person, signed by the officer and the receiver thereof at the place of
delivery;] and all that on pain of forfeiting the concealed wine, beer or
distilled spirits, and a fine of five hundred guilders for the first time,
and forfeiting in addition, for the second offense, the bark, yacht, boat,
or canoe.
Thirdly, in regard to the baking and selling of coarse and white bread,
neither of lawful weight nor at the fixed price, the aforesaid director general and councilors renewing and enlarging the previously
published order on that subject, do hereby ordain and command that
all bakers and all other inhabitants who make a business of baking or
selling bread, whether for Christians or barbaren, shall be obliged, as
well for the accommodation of Christians as to derive profit thereby
from wilden, to bake at least once or twice a week both coarse and
white bread, as well for Christians as wilden, of the stated weight and
at the price as follows:
The coarse loaf shall weigh:
The double, 8 lbs., and cost 14 stivers.
The single, 4 lbs., and cost 7 stivers.
The half, 2 lbs., and cost 3½ stivers.
The white loaf shall weigh:
[8:252] [The double, 2 lbs., and cost 8 stivers.
The single, 1 lb., and cost 4 stivers.
The half, ½ lbs., and cost 2 stivers.
All bread found to be of less weight or sold at a higher price, without
the previous knowledge, order and consent of the inferior court, shall
be forfeit, and there shall be paid in addition a fine of twenty-five]
pounds Flemish for the first time; for the second time, double as much,
and for the third time, six hundred guilders, and their trade be absolutely prohibited to them.
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Further, no bakers or persons who make a business of selling coarse
or white bread to Christians or wilden shall be allowed to mix any
sifted bran either wholly, or in part with the coarse bread, but bake the
coarse bread as the flour comes from the mill; or to make any other
sort of coarse or white bread either for wilden or Christians than is
herein previously specified, on the aforesaid penalty. The inspection
thereof remains subject to the respective courts, each within its jurisdiction, and those whom, as better judges of bread, they shall assume
to themselves.
Fourthly, the director general and councilors, being further informed
and considering that frauds can creep in, both in the matter of tapping
and baking, for the concealment whereof excuses may be set up and
invented, because no guild or certain number is known up to this time;
to prevent such, as much as possible, the director general and councilors ordain and command that, from this time forward, no person shall
make any profession of baking or tapping unless he first apply to the
court in the respective jurisdiction and receive from it, or its agent,
[8:253] a license for that business, which all tavern keepers and bakers
shall renew every quarter of a year commencing the first of November,
next and pay for it each time one pound Flemish for the benefit of the
respective court, on pain of suspension of his business for notorious
and obstinate neglect.
The fines and amercements specified above are to be applied one-third
[for the officer] who shall enter the complaint; one-third for the church
or the poor; one-third for the public benefit.
In order that all this may be the better known, practiced and observed,
and that no one pretend ignorance hereafter on this subject, the director general and councilors do hereby ordain and command that this
shall be published and posted everywhere that it is customary to have
publication made, and that after publication they be observed and
executed without any grace, favors, simulation or respect of persons,
as we find such to be appropriate for the public service and for the
better and greater peace of the good inhabitants.
Thus done, renewed and amplified in the session of director general
and councilors of New Netherland on the 26th of September 1656.
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Published and registered in Fort Amsterdam on the 26th of October.

[PETITION OF GEORGE WOLSY TO KEEP A TAVERN]

[8:253 bis] [
] the lord director general Petrus Stuyvesant and
the lord Nicasius de Sille, councilor and fiscal in New Netherland, and
Captain Brian Nuton.
To the highly esteemed lords, the lord director
general and the lords of New Netherland.
George Wolsy, an old inhabitant here, shows with all humility how he,
the petitioner, being a resident in the house of Mr. Isaack Allerton, has
requested of the esteemed lords burgomasters and schepenen of this
city, whereas he has many requests by foreigners to lodge, that their
honors be pleased to grant him permission to be able to hawk wine and
beer by the small measure both to foreigners and inhabitants; whereupon their honors were pleased to decide that for [certain] reasons
the petitioner’s request be denied for now, and whereas he, petitioner,
knows of no reason why he is refused more than another to sustain
himself as the occasion permits, he is turning to your honors, requesting that your honors be pleased to grant his petition to him, petitioner,
at least for one year. Awaiting your favorable decision hereupon and
remaining (written below) your honors’ obedient servant. Done this
24 October 1656, signed Joris Wolsy, Amsterdam in New Netherland.

[ORDER GRANTING THE ABOVE PETITION]

The foregoing petition, having been taken up, read, and considered in
session, has been decided after due deliberation as follows: [8:254]
[several lines lost] and that not longer [
] business in the
aforesaid house [
] that neither by him nor by
[
] this special permission for [
]
one year [
] no conclusions be drawn, because the director
general and councilors can for certain reasons not admit tappers’ trade
there. Thus done in session, dated as above.
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[ORDER RELEASING ADAM ONCKELBACH FROM CONFINEMENT]

Having heard Adam Onckelbach for the second time and confessing
that he took no more than two heads of cabbage and considering that
he has sat in prison for a long time now, he is forgiven this crime this
time on the condition that he help the mason for 14 days as a hod
carrier. Dated as above.

[ORDER PERMITTING PIETER LAURENSZ TO TRAVEL TO THE SOUTH RIVER]84

It was represented in council that the skippers wanted a large sum
of money for the transport of soldiers’ goods destined for the South
River; and that Pieter Laurensz had offered to convey the soldiers’
goods there in the Company’s yacht, if he could load and transport
his own goods in the same vessel, while we with our men would in
the meantime [8:255] [use his yacht for carrying stones etc. It was
resolved to agree to it. Date as above.]

[ORDER BANISHING EVERTJE DIRCX TO THE SOUTH RIVER OR LONG ISLAND]85

As complaints have been made about Evertje Dircx, a Swedish
woman, that she debauches the Company’s Negroes and other men,
and that she has been in bad repute for a long time already; therefore,
in order not to cause her any public scandal, she was told to transport
herself within eight days from the Manhatans either to Long Island
or to the South River, wherever it might suit her best, without delay.
Dated as above.

[PROCEEDINGS IN A SUIT BETWEEN JAN HICX AND HENDRICK JANSEN]

The 31st of October 1656 on Tuesday.
In session, present: the esteemed lord director general and the esteemed
84 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:130.
85 See NYCD 12:131 for another translation.
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lord Nicasius de Sille.
Jan Hicx, plaintiff, contra Hendrick Jansen, defendant. The plaintiff
says that Hendrick Jansen bought from Mr. Carreman (Jan Hickx’s
predecessor) a parcel of land for six hundred and fifty guilders, and
that the first payment [8:256] [several lines lost] the wife of the
[
] requests time until the next
[

] in order to answer in writing [

].

The request was permitted by the director general and councilors on
the condition that the outstanding purchase money be first deposited at
the secretary’s office. Dated as above.

[ORDER FOR A WRIT OF APPEAL FOR WALEWIJN VANDEN VEEN
AGAINST PIETER WOLPHERTS VAN COUWENHOVEN]

Received the petition of Wallewijn vanden Veen, remonstrating that
he finds himself to be greatly injured by the judgment dated 26 of this
month by the magistrates of this city that was between him and Pieter
Wolpherts van Couwenhoven; therefore, he requests to be taken up
and received in appeal.
After deliberation it was decided to take up and receive the petitioner
on appeal.

[ORDER FOR SHIP’S CARPENTERS TO EXAMINE THE CONDITION OF A YACHT]

[8:257] [several lines lost] by the director general two ship’s carpenters
be authorized and appointed for the inspection of the yacht or barque
named Willem en George, with which he came from Virginia, and
during his voyage here, so he claims, suffered considerable damage
to his tobacco through leakage, whether the aforesaid barque, according to the judgment of carpenters, to be commissioned thereto by the
director general and councilors, had been fit to carry his merchandise
and now bring it there again; for which Lambert Huyberts Mol and Jan
Hudsen are hereby authorized and ordered, after an inspection upon
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presentation of this at the request of Mr. Weely, aforesaid, to make a
written assessment and report of their findings to the director general
and councilors. Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 31st
of October anno 1656.

[RESOLUTION ON THE CLAIM OF JUAN GALLARDO FERRARA]86

[8:258] [
] answers. The director
general [and councilors] still adhere to their [postil,] oral and written answer, dated the 6th of September, granted to the petitioner on
exhibiting their high mightinesses’ order, namely: that the Negroes
in question were brought here by one Geurt Tijsen, under a lawful
and proper commission from lord Chevallier du Poincy, lieutenant
general of the king of France, of the American islands, and hereditary
governor of St. Christopher, and in virtue of that commission sold
here to diverse inhabitants of this province, who also paid for it at
once, and the director general and councilors cannot see fit to take
away again from the purchasers the Negroes that have been bought
and paid for dear enough, and to restore them to the petitioner, without
that the petitioner or the seller makes restitution of the payment to
the purchasers and present proprietors. Whether Geurt Tijsen and Jan
van Campen [be one and the same person] is unknown to the director general and councilors [8:259] [and is immaterial. The exhibited commission signed by Monsr. du Poincy, was, in express words,
granted to Geurt Thysen. What number of Negroes were brought and
sold here by] said Geurt Tijsen, [who has been here only once;] also
what cash, wrought or unwrought silver and other merchandise were
both previously and afterwards taken under said commission by ditto
Geurt Tijsen, remains also unknown to the director general and councilors. If the petitioner meanwhile thinks he has any further pretension
and right to the sold and paid-for Negroes in the exhibited list, or
for any other specified goods and monies, whereunto he requests our
provisional attachment, he can proceed therein according to the tenor
of the law, as his good judgment may determine. Further, if the petitioner, according to the tenor of this, his written remonstrance, can
exhibit any evidence or proof that Jan van Campen, Geurt Tijsen or
Pieter, their lieutenant, are within this government, or can be reached
86 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 2:32.
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by the director general and councilors, so as to be sent over, pede
ligato, pursuant to the order of their high mightinesses aforesaid, he
can give notice thereof at the secretary’s office or the session, as he
[can] [8:260] [bring to the secretary’s office the matross or seaman
mentioned in this, his remonstrance, to be examined and heard there
before commissioners, to the end that pertinent report may be made to
their high mightinesses in the premises.]
Thus done, at the session of the honorable director general and councilors of New Netherland, held in Fort Amsterdam, in New Netherland,
the 31st of October, anno 1656.

[PETITION OF PELGROM CLOCK TO BE ADMITTED AS NOTARY]

To the esteemed lord director general and high
councilors of Amsterdam in New Netherland.
Pelgrom Clock, freeman here, your honors’ obedient servant, makes
known with appropriate reverence how it is that since childhood he,
petitioner, has been training in the practice and in the fatherland for
several years took care of his father’s office in the countryside as
secretary and helped to keep the place going; and whereas [8:261]
[several lines lost] the petitioner is a person from a good house, plain
spoken from honest stock, who seeks to do his best (with God and
honor) to live honorably and to provide for his household, for which
reasons he, petitioner, is seeking a good position; Therefore, he, petitioner, deemed it appropriate to turn to the esteemed lord director and
high councilors to be accepted as notary and be allowed to serve these
places and elsewhere. Hoping to regulate and acquit himself therein as
is appropriate. Thus doing etc.
Was signed,
Pelgrom Lock [sic]
The above petition, having been submitted and deliberated, was
resolved as follows: The director general and councilors, having been
informed of the petitioner’s abilities, permit and allow the petitioner
to practice the office of notary in this province, with the condition that
our fiscal administer the appropriate oath. Done at Fort Amsterdam in
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New Netherland. Dated 31 October 1656.

[PETITION OF DIRCK SMITH FOR A PARDON]

[8:262] [several lines lost] Shows in all humility with proper reverence your honors’ obedient servant, Dirck Smith, how he, petitioner,
has served the honorable West India Company and their esteemed
honors (without boasting) for the period of 17 years with loyalty and
also intends to continue to serve and earn a living here from now on
honestly and piously with all due obedience and diligence as a good
soldier and loyal servant ought to do. For which reason the petitioner
has already laid out and spent his personal savings and effects brought
over for the cultivation and establishment of a plantation granted to
him by your honors: therefore, it would lead to the petitioner’s total
ruin and destruction if it were necessary for him to leave this country.
As a result he turns to your honors (beforehand placing himself at your
honors’ pity and compassion) praying in all humility that your honors,
in consideration of his long and loyal [8:263] [several lines lost] to
fill the position of ensign as before, promising to comport himself
henceforth to the satisfaction of your honors, hoping and praying for a
favorable decision, he shall remain as before,
Your honors’ obedient servant
(was signed) Dirck Smith

[ORDER RESTORING DIRCK SMITH TO HIS FORMER RANK]

The foregoing petition having been received and read, after deliberation, it was resolved that Dirck Smith, as he is an old Company
servant, be restored to his former position as ensign, more so because
the matter for which he has been accused was reported to be more
severe than it actually was found to be. Dated as above.
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[JUDGMENT IN THE CASE OF SALOMON LA CHAIR AGAINST JAN LAURENS]87

[8:264] [several lines lost] Jan Laurens [several lines lost] and oral
arguments [
] further, paid attention to everything required,
the director general and councilors of New Netherland declare the
judgment by the burgomasters and schepenen, dated 2 October last
past, pronounced between the petitioner, Salemon La Chair, and the
cited Jan Laurens, to be properly pronounced and improperly appealed;
and therefore, the petitioner is hereby ordered to give the defendant
satisfaction according to the tenor of the aforesaid judgment, on pain
of as it is therein expressed and is further condemned to pay expenses incurred by the parties therein. Done in Fort Amsterdam in New
Netherland. Dated as above.

[PETITION OF MICHIEL TADENS FOR A PARDON
AND PERMISSION TO LIVE ON LONG ISLAND]

[8:265] To the lord director general
and councilors of New Netherland.
Michiel Tadens, presently residing on Long Island makes known, with
all humility, how it is that the lord fiscal has given him, the petitioner,
notice to leave this province according to the judgment,88 and whereas
he, petitioner, has therefore gone to live on Long Island in order to be
able to live there in peace at the pleasure of your esteemed honors,
requesting with all due humility that your highly esteemed honors
out of mercy be pleased to consent in consideration of his innocent
children to be able to remain in peace on Long Island, and earn his
livelihood, trusting that your highly esteemed honors’ usual loving
kindness be pleased to concede that his, petitioner’s, departure from
here would be his utter ruin, believing that your honors [
]
him in the future something against the placards and ordinances by
your honors or on his behalf [8:266] [several lines lost] shall have
cause mercifully to forgive him the mistake, the petitioner, praying
once again that your highly esteemed honors shall still be pleased to
consent to his request. Which doing I remain,
87 See RNA 2:151–153 and 178–179 for this case.
88 See 8:113 for this judgment.
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Your honors’ most obedient subject and servant.
The foregoing petition having been received and read, it was resolved
after deliberation: In consideration of his promise from now on to
comport himself as an honest citizen and to carry on no more forbidden trade, the petitioner’s request has been granted on the condition
that the petitioner pay the church wardens of this city twenty-five
beavers for the benefit of the church. Done at Fort Amsterdam in New
Netherland, 7 November anno 1656.

[ORDER TO SEIZE AND SEAL ALL THE BOOKS
AND PAPERS OF CORNELIS VAN TIENHOVEN]

[8:267] [several lines lost] has been left wanting [
]
to do accounts, and now it is said that he has secretly departed; that
the aforesaid Tienhoven has been absent since Thursday evening, last
past, the 2nd of this month; the housewife of the same has also unnecessarily reported the same to several people and even to the director
general that she has not seen her husband since that time and does
not know his whereabouts either. It has been deemed necessary that
the books and papers found in his office, concerning the Company in
any way, be gathered by the secretary Cornelis van Ruyven and the
commissary Carel van Brugge, closed in a chest, and have the same
brought under seal to the council room. Thus done at Fort Amsterdam
in New Netherland, the 7th of November 1656.
						P. Stuyvesant

[ORDER TO DEBIT JACOB BACKER FOR CERTAIN DUTIES]

[8:268] [several lines lost] Jacob Backer [
] that he
[
] has two hogsheads [
] elk skins
[
] Stuyvesants, consigned to Sr. Nicolaes van Lith,
89
marked with the aforesaid mark
which 2 barrels of tobacco, and
6 skins he states to have declared to Adriaen van Tienhooven, to whom
the declaration was then made, and to have received from the same a
89 This mark appears in the margin.
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permit to ship; but the recognition was paid neither in kind nor with
money but requested that the recognition thereof be valued the same
as his other shipped merchandise, to be reduced from what he was to
have from the Company, which he was allowed; the truth of the declaration can be seen more so as the bills of lading were filled in by the
aforesaid Adriaen van Tienhoven with his own hand and the aforesaid
Jacobus Backer is debited in the Company’s books for the recognition.
Done at the session of the director general and councilors held at Fort
Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 7th of November anno 1656.
Was signed,
Jacob Backer

[ORDER TO DEBIT JACOB BACKER FOR ADDITIONAL DUTIES]

[8:269] [several lines lost] has shipped [
] and tobacco,
three chests, [ ] pelts and nineteen ox hides, the same consigned to
Jacob de Lange, marked with the mark,90 which goods he states to
have declared to Adriaen van Thienhooven, to whom the declaration
was then made, and that he had received from the same a permit to
ship; but the recognition was not paid in specie nor in money, but
he requested that the recognition thereof be valued the same as his
other shipped merchandise, to be reduced from what he was to have
from the Company, which he was allowed; the truth of the declaration
can be seen more so as the bills of lading were filled in by the aforesaid Adriaen van Tienhooven with his own hand and the aforesaid
Jacobus Backer is debited in the Company’s books for the recognition.
Done at the session of the director general and councilors held at Fort
Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 7th of November anno 1656.
Was signed,
Jacob Backer

90 Reference to a mark which is no longer visible in the margin.
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[JUDGMENT IN THE CASE OF WALEWIJN VAN DER VEEN
AGAINST PIETER WOLPHERTS VAN COUWENHOVEN]

[8:270] [several lines lost] van Couwenhooven [

]

The plaintiff as [
] Benjamin vande Waeter
[
] of his widow left behind [
] by power of attorney,
payment [
] for the remainder of a certain promissory note on
behalf of Benjamin vande Waeter, signed by the defendant Pieter van
Couwenhoven, the sum of ƒ158:12:–, plus ƒ47:8:– book debt. The
defendant says that he paid Benjamin vande Waeter; produces no other
proof than a waste-book without day or date, and without a name or
to whom paid and in what specie, only in these notations: Paid on the
mirrors ƒ82:– guilders, the rest in beavers; without indicating more.
He says further, that he thought to have had a receipt from Benjamin
vande Waeter, but is unable to find it now; offers to confirm by oath
that he paid Benjamin vande Waeter in full. The plaintiff refuses to
contest it under oath; requests on a liquid promissory note (therein in
two distinct entries, one part [8:271] [several lines lost] and the plaintiff [
] in the estate, and for [
] attorney of the widow and
orphans left behind) could indemnify against negligence, the defendant presently not being able to produce any other proof as previously,
and the director general and councilors having heard all further pro
and contra arguments and having deliberated thereon, judge and
decide that an oath has no place on a liquid promissory note unless by
voluntary consent of the parties, and that the payments thereof ought
to show whether by cancellation of the promissory note or by receipt,
or by impartial and unbiased testimony; therefore, we grant the plaintiff’s demand, for as much as it concerns the remainder of the promissory note, on the condition that the plaintiff for the period of one year
and six weeks shall post security de restituendo, in case the defendant
shall produce evidence of payment in legitimate currency within this
time. Concerning the remainder of the book debt, the director general
and councilors judge that it will suffice if the defendant is prepared to
take the oath.

[ORDER TO RESTORE CORNELIS MARTENSE’S SEIZED WINE]

[8:272] [several lines lost] Whereas according to a report [

]
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commissioned to inspect and examine [
] Cornelis
Martense, factor, [
] of the Groote Christoffel [
]
it is found that the former fiscal of New Netherland, Cornelis van
Tienhoven, erroneously seized two half amen of brandy and two half
amen Spanish wine, shipped by Cornelis Martensen, factor, in the
aforesaid ship, in addition to a larger consignment, and of which the
recognition fee was paid in the fatherland; the director general and
councilors allow and permit the aforesaid factor to accept and take
the two half amen Spanish wine, as it is reported that they are still on
hand, to be taken to him; and the commissary is ordered and instructed
to credit Cornelis Martensen for the two half amen of brandy, which
Cornelis van Tienhoven on behalf of the Company sold, according to
the journal of the bookkeeper Carel Verbrugge, one half aem reckoned against ten beavers. Thus done at the session of the lord director
general and councilors held in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland,
the 8th of November anno 1656.
Was signed,
P. Stuyvesant

[SENTENCE OF WILLIAM HALLETT FOR ALLOWING CONVENTICLES]91

[8:273] [Whereas William Hallett, born in Dorsetshire, in England,
about 40 years old, a resident of the village of Vlissingen, and now a
prisoner, has had the audacity to call and allow to be] called conventicles and gatherings at his house and to tolerate there, in contempt of
published and several times renewed placards of the director general
and councilors of New Netherland, the exegesis and interpretation of
God’s Holy Word, as he confesses, the ministering of the sacraments by
one William Wickendam, while the latter (which could not have been
unknown to him) had neither by ecclesiastical nor secular authority
been called or appointed thereto; and whereas he with several others
has been present at and listened to this exegesis and interpretation, and
after hearing it has with others from the hands of the said Wickendam
received the bread in the form and manner in which the sacrament of
the Lord’s Supper is usually celebrated and distributed; all of which
is in direct contradiction with the general political and ecclesiastical
91 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:369–370.
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rules of our fatherland and especially contrary to the said placard of
the director general and councilors, which he as schout in the [8:274]
[aforesaid village was bound to uphold and strictly enforce, which,
however, he has not only failed to do, but himself has transgressed
and disobeyed.
Therefore the director general and councilors of New Netherland
in pursuance of the tenor of the said placards, first dismiss the said
William] Hallett from his office of schout in the aforesaid village of
Vlissingen and furthermore condemn him to a double fine, to wit, 50
pounds Flemish; because being schout and officer he should have
obstructed and prevented these proceedings and enforced the placards
of the director general and councilors; he is also banished from this
province of New Netherland and shall be detained in prison until he
has paid and satisfied the aforesaid fine with the costs and mises of law
incurred in this case.
Thus decreed and sentenced in council of director general and councilors at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland the 8th of November
anno1656.

[SENTENCE OF WILLIAM WICKENDAM FOR
SERVING AS MINISTER WITHOUT AUTHORITY]92

Whereas William Wickendam, born at Oxfordshire in England, old 42
years, now a prisoner, has had the audacity to call to and hold conventicles and gatherings and in contempt of [8:275] [published and repeatedly renewed placards of the director general and councilors of New
Netherland has, as he himself confesses, usurped the office of minister
of the Gospel in expounding and interpreting God’s Holy Word and
administering and officiating] also the sacraments of baptism and the
Lord’s supper without being called or appointed thereto by any ecclesiastical or secular authority, which is directly contrary to the general
political and ecclesiastical rules of our fatherland and especially to
the aforesaid placard of the director general and councilors, expressly forbidding all such public or private conventicles and gatherings,
except the usual meetings, which are not only lawfully permitted,
92 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:370.
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but also, based upon God’s Word, founded and ordered meetings of
the reformed religion as they conform to the Synod of Dordrecht are
observed here in this country, in the fatherland, and other reformed
churches in Europe, for the service of God.
Therefore the said William Wickendam, in pursuance of the tenor of
the aforesaid placard, is condemned to a fine of 100 pounds Flemish
and is further banished from this province of New Netherland, remaining in prison, until the aforesaid [8:276] [fine with the costs and mises
of law, incurred in his case, shall have been paid.
Thus decreed] and sentenced by the director general and councilors in
Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 8th of November anno 1656.

[ORDER REMITTING THE FINE ON THE ABOVE MINISTER]93

Whereas the director general and councilors have been credibly
informed and told that the aforesaid William Wickendam is a very poor
man with a wife and several children and a cobbler by trade, to which
he does not properly attend, so that nothing can be obtained from him.
Therefore, the director general and councilors have remitted the aforesaid fine of ƒ600 to which he is condemned (as appears above) and
allowed him to depart from here, on condition that if he is caught here
again, he must pay it. The 11th of November anno 1656.

[PETITION OF PIETER LUYCASSEN FOR PAYMENT OF HIS ACCOUNT]

[8:277] [several lines lost] and
councilors of New Netherland
Skipper Pieter Luycassen makes known with all due reverence how it
is that in the year 1654 your esteemed honors used him, petitioner, and
his ship Abrahams Offerhande to seize the Swedish ship now named
the Haij; and as he, petitioner, as a result had to pay expenses both
for the soldiers as well as other things according to the recognition
93 See NYCD 14:370 for another translation.
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annexed hereto, and whereas the petitioner has received no compensation for it, he, the petitioner, is turning to your esteemed honors
with the reverent request that your honors be pleased to order that he,
petitioner, be paid for the aforesaid expenses at the discretion of your
esteemed honors, which doing, I remain,
Your esteemed honors humble and obedient
subject and servant.
(Was signed)
Pieter Luycassen

[MEMORANDUM CONCERNING PARTICULARS OF
ABOVE ACCOUNT AND ORDER FOR PAYMENT]

[8:278] Copy.
Memorandum of the expenses incurred by me as well as the damage
done to me aboard the ship Abrams Offerhande at the time that your
esteemed honors seized the Swedish ship in September anno 1654.
First of all, about 50 persons, both soldiers and other people came on
board my ship named Abrams Offerhande, whom I had to feed for
about 6 to 7 days
ƒ60,–
During which time about 10 to 12 kans of
my brandy were consumed
ƒ18,–
Without my knowledge the soldiers drank
up a half pijp of beer in the hold of the ship
ƒ20,–
Stole 3 of my cushion covers and 2 bottles
ƒ12,–		
Total ƒ110,–
(was signed)
Pieter Luycassen
At the session, the accompanying petition and account being received,
it was resolved after due deliberation: The petitioner is granted for
completed expenses and otherwise the sum of eighty guilders, which
will be paid to him from the treasury at the first opportunity, or which
will be validated in payment of recognition fees. Done at Amsterdam
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in New Netherland, the 10th of November anno 1656.

[MEMORANDUM OF OFFICIALS OF NEW
AMSTERDAM QUESTIONING THE EXCISE TAX]94

[8:279] [We the] underwritten schout and burgomasters [and
schepenen represent] how it has come into our hands a certain petition
and complaint of the [farmer] of the burgher excise concerning the
obstruction of the inspection of the brewers’ cellars, as can be seen in
more detail in the attached petition.
And whereas we have found in the ordinances of the year 1649, issued
by the esteemed lords States concerning domestically brewed beers,
article 34, which reads as follows: Also, the brewers and brewsters
shall pay for their consumable beers the impost on each batch, whether large or small, twelve stivers, which they shall be obliged, at the
request of the farmer or collector, to report under oath, without these
brewers’ exemptions benefiting others than those who do the work
themselves and live in the brewery; and the brewers of beers, who lay
in barrels, large and small, in other houses or places outside of their
premises, are obligated to pay the full impost as they also are [8:280]
obliged to do with all other foreign beers, whether they are laid in
at their usual residence, or elsewhere, and the beer distributors [shall
pay] for each head of their family being twelve years old, eight stivers
per month, or as much as they are able to agree to with the farmer.
Therefore, it is understood by us that in accordance with the aforesaid
article, the farmer must be maintained and an explanation being necessary thereto, we request your honors’ interpretation, as the brewers say
they are not beer distributors.
Concerning the requisite fine in the attached petition, we say that none
be assessed, as the farmer wanted to do the inspection without schout
or court messenger.
Awaiting your esteemed honors’ disposition and remain,
Your honors’ servants, the schout, burgomasters
94 Recovered text from translation in RNA 2:235.
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and schepenen (was signed) Nicasius de Sille,
Allard Anthony
Johannes Prs. van Brug
Jacob Strijcker
In the margin stood: Done this 23rd of
November anno 1656 at Amsterdam in New Netherland

[ORDINANCE REGULATING THE EXCISE TAX]95

[8:281] The lord general responds to the above request as follows:
It is, on the proposal of the schout, burgomasters and schepenen,
advised, and until there be a larger number of the ordinary councilors,
also provisionally ordained, that when the schout, burgomasters and
schepenen farm out the burgher excise on wine and beer, with the
approbation of the director general and councilors, agreeably to the
custom and order of the fatherland, the ordinances and regulations
on that subject enacted by the supreme government of our fatherland
ought consequently be likewise put in practice and observed here as
far as possible: Therefore we resolve and ordain by form of explanation,
1.
That all persons in, or within the jurisdiction of, this city, who make a
business of brewing, shall, pursuant to the ordinance, pay to the farmer twenty stivers for each brewing, whether of strong or small beer.
2.
[8:282] In order to prevent fraud and smuggling, we resolve and ordain
that no brewers or brewsters shall remove or lay any casks of beer from
the brewery in their own or in other people’s houses or cellars, without
first having given notice thereof to the farmer, and having received
from the farmer, or his collector, an invoice [uijtslach cedul] or receipt
of payment [inslach cedul] for it, whereupon must appear the quantity
of the beer that the brewer or brewster intends to remove on his or her
own account, for which receipt of payment six stivers shall be paid for
the benefit of the farmer, the brewer or brewster, remaining bound to
95 See LO, 263–265 and RNA 2:236–237 for other translations.
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submit to the gauging, and to the fine regarding fraud.
3.
It is true that the general ordinance distinguishes between brewers
and wholesale beer distributors, which distinction does not as yet
exist here, because the brewers themselves, delivering the beer by the
whole, half or quarter cask, are to be considered both as brewers and
wholesale beer merchants; therefore it is resolved [8:283] and provisionally ordained that the brewers and retailers of beer shall agree with
the farmer respecting their own consumption, or else pay to the farmer
or his collector, pursuant to the ordinance, eight stivers per month for
the drink of each person over 12 years of age.
4.
In regard to the demand against the brewers or brewsters, who thus far
have refused to submit to the gauging, the claim of the farmer is for the
present, denied; provided, nevertheless, that the contumacious brewer
shall present to the church a decent fine, and that the farmer, after the
publication or promulgation hereof, shall receive as an indemnity for
his claim and to prevent further complaints, the legal burgher excise,
according to the lease, twelve stivers each consecutive month.
5.
Whereas, by the terms of the lease, the excise on wine and beer is
imposed on all without [8:284] exception, on officials of the Company
as well as on freemen, in order to prevent further claims, it is resolved
and ordained that the same shall happen provisionally, provided that
the farmer shall amicably agree with the officials of the Company;
the Company, and what is laid in or sent away on its account, only
excepted.
Thus advised and provisionally ordained by the honorable director
general, this 25th of November anno 1656, in Amsterdam in New
Netherland (was signed)
P. Stuyvesant
(below was written)
By order of the honorable lord director general of
New Netherland, Curaçao, etc.
(and was signed)
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Cornelis van Ruyven, secretary.

[ORDINANCE OF NEW AMSTERDAM REGULATING THE EXCISE]96

[8:285] The burgomasters and schepenen of this city of Amsterdam in
New Netherland make known, with all due humility, how we, at the
request and petition of Paulus vander Beecq as farmer of the burgher
excise presented [to them], tending to the effect that the brewers as
well as other citizens who consume beer in their family that they
brewed themselves are liable for the burgher excise; and, in order to
prevent any fraud, that the brewers be obliged, as soon as they have
brewed beer to register their barreled beers; also, that the merchants
and others, who obtain wines or beers from patria or elsewhere, also
should pay the burgher excise on what they consume and subject
themselves to inspection.
Therefore, their honors, after serious deliberation and research of the
laws and customs of our fatherland pertinent to this matter, hereby, for
the maintenance of the farmer’s rectitude, order and consent.
First, that the farmer shall be able to properly inspect the brew houses
of the brewer or brewers as he sees fit;
[8:286] Second, that brewers shall be bound to pay the farmer six stivers for every brewing which they make for their [own] consumption,
whether it be strong or small;
Third, be it the case that the brewer or [brewers] want to move or bring
in any barreled beers, whether much or less, good or small beer, from
their breweries in their or other people’s cellars, houses, warehouses,
or other, they shall be obliged to secure a receipt of payment from the
farmer, upon which the quantity and quality appear; for which receipt
of payment shall be paid, each time, four stivers; but they shall be
obliged to secure thereof an excise certificate for as much as they lay
in their houses or cellars for their use and to pay for it the appropriate
excise as do other citizens;

96 Recovered text from translation in RNA 2:239–240, which is dated December 6.
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Fourth, it is also, pursuant to the customs and orders of our fatherland,
ordered and allowed that all of those who might obtain any wine or beer
from patria or other places, shall be obliged to make an arrangement
with the farmer for the ordinary [8:287] tax of what they consume in
their house and in case they cannot agree together thereupon, such
shall remain at the discretion of the honorable court to order absolutely therein according to each one’s condition and circumstances.
And, so that no one may declare ignorance, we have, with the approbation of the esteemed lord director general of New Netherland, after
re-reading, published, and posted this at the city hall. Done this 6
November anno 1656 at Amsterdam in New Netherland. (stood below)
By order of the burgomaster and schepenen (was
signed)
Jacob Kip, secretary.

[PETITION FOR RATIFICATION OF THE ABOVE ORDINANCE]97

To the highly esteemed lord, the honorable
lord director general of New Netherland.
We, the burgomasters and schepenen of the city of Amsterdam in New
Netherland, make known with all due humility, how it is that on the
request of Paulus van der Beecq, farmer of the burgher excise, we
[8:288] have drawn up an additional regulation, which is not expressed
in the farm, in accordance with the laudable custom of our fatherland; and whereas we deem it necessary that the same be approved by
your honors for publication and posting, in order to obviate all future
disputes concerning that matter; therefore, we hereby are communicating the same to your honors, requesting that your honors be pleased
to grant us the approval of the same in the margin hereof, then to be
published and posted. Awaiting your honors’ disposition hereon and
remaining your honors’ obedient burgomasters and schepenen of the
city of Amsterdam in New Netherland.

97 See RNA 2:240–241 for another translation.
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(was signed) Jacop Kip, secretary.
The foregoing petition having been placed in the hand of the lord
general, it was decided by his honor as follows:
Mitigation of the burgomasters and schepenen on our previous advice
is hereby approved, and therefore the burgomasters and schepenen
are allowed and authorized to notify and publish the [amendment] to
the farming of the burgher wine and beer excise in the form hereunto annexed, as seen fit by them and drafted in that form. Done in
Amsterdam in New Netherland, dated the 5th of December anno 1656.

[COMPLAINT OF THE FISCAL AGAINST JACOB KUYPER AND HIS WIFE]

[8:289] [several lines lost] lords.
Your honors have known now that for a long time Jacob Kuyper and
his wife Merry Joosten, prisoners, have been rumored to be selling
brandy and strong spirits to the wilden; and now a short time ago a wildt
named Rem, who was brought into the prison because of his extreme
drunkenness and depravity, gave away that the prisoners of having
provided the brandy, which is against the ordinances. And, in order to
prevent any future mishaps, therefore, a fine of 500 carolus guilders
is placed by your esteemed honors in addition to corporal punishment
as an example to others, not only to those who were caught, but also
those who are disclosed by the wilden; thus having found all of this
to be true, the fiscal in the capacity of his office concludes that Jacob
Stevense and Merry Joosten aforesaid shall be brought to the place
where justice is usually done and placed in the pillory as an example to others; in addition, to pay the fine of 500 carolus guilders and
immediately banished from the island of Manhattan. Done the 1st of
December 1656.
(was signed) Nicasius de Sille.

[SENTENCE BANISHING ABOVE PARTIES TO LONG ISLAND]

[8:290] [several lines lost] ordered [

] It is so as the
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[
] Stevense Cuijper, and the [
] present
prisoners [
] not only were rumored to [
] strong
drink to the wilden; but the matter also conforms with the complaints
and declarations of the wilden. The matter is provable, but the above
named prisoners being very poor and needy, and it being presumed
probably not able to pay the fine, the lord prosecutor is authorized
and allowed to concur with this civilly as well as with the expenses of justice etc; with regard to the corporal punishment, it is denied
the lord prosecutor for the present time, only both prisoners, Jacob
Stevense and his wife are denied and forbidden their abode and residence on Manhattan Island, on the penalty and prompt execution of
that, which the lord prosecutor concluded in his claim, the same being
hereby authorized and ordered, regarding this, to transport both prisoners to Long Island and to notify them hereof in proper form. Done
in Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 5th of December 1656.

[PETITION CONCERNING THE ESTATE OF
PIETER WOLPHERTS VAN COUWENHOVEN’S MOTHER]98

[8:291] [several lines lost] of New Netherland [
]
makes known [
] humble reverence, Pieter Wolpherts van
Couwenhoven, son of Wolphert Gerritsz van Couwenhoven, both for
himself as well as uncle and blood guardian of the underage children
of Gerrit Wolpherts van Couwenhoven, his deceased brother, how it is
that the petitioner’s aforesaid father up until this date has not provided
the least amount of proof of his aforesaid mother’s and the aforesaid
children’s grandmother’s estate although the same died many years
ago; being his aforesaid father, considering his advanced age of now
about 80 years, has remained in full possession [of that estate] in
order to be able to live therefrom now out of necessity, and whereas
the petitioner realizes that his aforesaid father is very much involved
with being security for a considerable amount of money for his, petitioner’s, brother Jacob van Couwenhoven, placing for satisfaction of
the same as a special pledge his breweries, livestock, and whatever
else he otherwise should not use, as the usufruct and [8:292] livelihood, maintaining (subject to correction) that he not be allowed to
alienate nor disturb the goods and effects which he owns in common
98 See RNA 2:182–183 for related proceedings.
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with the estate; much less because of his advanced age and that the
petitioner is afraid that, by virtue of the judgment pronounced by the
honorable court of this city for the charge of the aforesaid Jacob van
Couwenhoven, his said father, the breweries and effects belonging to
his father shall be appropriated and sold to the great prejudice and
detriment of him, petitioner, and consequently the aforesaid orphans;
and, so that herein may be provided as is appropriate, the petitioner
requests that your highly esteemed honors’ writ of summons whereby
Claes Bordingh and Pieter Jacobs Marius, who obtained the aforesaid
judgment,99 together with the bailiff or court messenger who carries
out the order and all others, if need be, to forfeit upon certain great
punishment against the high authorities, commanding and ordering the execution of the aforesaid judgment regarding his aforesaid
father to supersede and cease, with interdiction thereon, moreover to
proceed, at the time and moment his aforesaid father shall have done
for the petitioner, in his capacity of presenting proper proof of his
aforesaid mother’s and grandmother’s estate; and, in case of opposition, the aforesaid punishable orders and interdiction [8:293] cease
(parties being heard); otherwise, your honors shall order the opponents to appear before your honors to answer to the reasons of such
a claim and judgment thereon, just as the petitioner shall do and take
from the aforesaid case and to proceed further according to the law.
Thus doing etc. (was signed)
Pieter van Couwenhoven

[ORDER REFERRING ABOVE PETITION TO COURT OF NEW AMSTERDAM]

Let this first and foremost be presented to the burgomasters and
schepenen and to request their revisions concerning the judgment
given against the security in place of the principal, beforehand to overcome the debt, and to execute together with this, taking into consideration whether the period of qualification for pledging security had not
expired, and, what further the petitioner has alleged and presented to
that effect. Meanwhile, the officer is ordered to postpone the execution
against the security for revision by the burgomasters and schepenen
or in more detail by the director general and councilors. Done at Fort
99 See RNA 2:242 for this judgment.
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Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 6th of December anno 1656 (was
signed) P. Stuyvesant (below stood) By order of the lord general of
New Netherland (was signed) C. van Ruyven, secretary.

[APPOINTMENT OF MATTHEUS DE VOS TO BE CONCIERGE]

[8:294] Mattheus de Vos, [
] here in this city, makes known
with all due reverence, how it is that he has from a good source that
the notary, Dirck van Schelluyne, has left his office of concierge, and
as the aforesaid office is now vacant, he, petitioner, with all due reverence, requests that your honors be pleased to confer on and grant to
him the aforesaid office of concierge; in addition, your honorable lords
burgomasters have already conferred on him the office of warden [het
casteleynschap] of city hall, promising and pledging to your honors
and shall do all [
] city; praying that your honors approve
the petitioner’s request. Doing which I remain (written lower) your
honors’ most obedient subject and servant (was signed) Mattheus de
Vos.
First, it being shown by record that Dirck van Schelluyne has resigned
the office of concierge and that it is necessary to fill the aforesaid position again with a capable person; therefore, the petitioner’s request
for the office of concierge has been approved by the burgomasters
and schepenen of this city upon approbation and confirmation of the
same by the right honorable director general and councilors. Done this
6 November 1656 at Amsterdam in New Netherland (written lower)
By order of the burgomasters and schepenen (was signed) Jacop Kip,
secretary.
[8:295] To the highly esteemed lord
director general and lords councilors.
Mattheus de Vos shows, with all due reverence, that whereas the
petitioner has been granted by the honorable lords burgomasters and
schepenen of this city the office of concierge upon approbation of your
honors, according to the above written notation; therefore, he, petitioner, [requests] that your honors be pleased to assent to the petitioner
the aforesaid office of concierge and to approve and confirm the same.
Promising and trusting to do good service in the aforesaid office. So
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doing I remain (written below) your highly esteemed honors’ most
obedient subject and servant (was signed) Mattheus de Vos.
The above petition, presented by Mattheus de Vos, having been
received and read, was, after deliberation, resolved as follows: director general and councilors of New Netherland confirm and approve
the resolution of the schout, burgomaster, and schepenen of this city,
dated 6 November last past, on the request of the petitioner (here
annexed) granted, provided that he comport himself vigilantly and
diligently according to instructions as a good and loyal concierge is
expected to do. Done at Fort Amsterdam in N. Netherland, the 7th of
December anno 1656.

[LETTER OF DOMINEE POLHEYMUS CONCERNING HIS HOUSE]100

[8:296] Copy. My lord, the lord general in New Netherland.
I am compelled to respectfully complain to your honor that I must see
the planks given by your honor out of compassion and presented to
the community to finish my house against this cold winter, being scattered; for instance, in transport two were lost by having been left on
the strand in nobody’s care; they were brought into the village without
my knowledge; 24 were delivered to Jan Eversen Meyer; six were
put down at the church for benches; of the balance, being 69, 17 were
taken away with the consent of Jan Snedicker and Jan Strycker to
Thomas Swartwout and his brother Aldert Swartwout to dry malt; so
that my house remains open as it was, and I with my wife and children
must still live and sleep on the ground and in the cold. They say there
is no carpenter for me to hire to do the work. In order that this be
remedied and not to make my situation worse by keeping silent, I have
written this to your honor.
Dated Midwout, the 14th of December anno 1656.
In haste, (lower stood) your honor’s servant,
Joh. Th. Polheymus.
[addressed:] To my lord, the lord general Stuyvesant, my lord, New
Amsterdam.
100 See NYCD 14:370–371 for another translation.
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[LETTER ORDERING THAT THE DOMINEE’S HOUSE BE ENCLOSED]101

[8:297] [Honorable, dear, faithful.
When last with you in Breuckelen at the house of Albert Cornelissen,
it was agreed in parting, by mutual] consent and approbation of yourselves [and the] other delegates from the villages of Breuckelen and
Amesfoort that you should together make an estimate of the funds, out
of which the preacher, do. Polheym, was to be paid and placed beyond
complaint, and report it to us, the council, within eight days. As this
time has passed and we are not yet informed of the result, we have
deemed it necessary to remind you of it through the scholtes and this
open letter that you fulfill and observe your promise; otherwise, we
shall be compelled by our official position and duties to take steps and
give such orders and provide for such means that the minister be duly
paid and placed beyond complaint. The said do. Polheym, (who was
then present), complains further of the inconsolable and unfit state of
his dwelling house, which has as yet neither ceiling nor wainscoting,
so that he and his family are compelled to sleep on the floor. With
winter coming, [8:298] [this is unbearable and improper, and in order
to remedy it we sent you for the ceiling and wainscoting of the house
one hundred] dry pine planks, which [parties deputed by you] received
and carried to my brother-in-law Backer’s house. I am however, credibly informed now that the said boards have not been used for the
purpose intended by us, but that the commissaries disposed of them
privately according to their pleasure; for instance (so I am told), 24
have been delivered to the hired man of Jan Evertse, six ordered for
benches, seventeen given by Jan Snedicker to the Swartwouts; so that
the boards are blown away here and there, while nothing whatsoever is
done to repair the minister’s house, which is so urgent to do, the winter
being so near at hand. We command therefore herewith that the boards
concerned be brought together again and put to their proper use and to
no other, as is appropriate and only to that purpose as we had ordered.
If you fail herein, we shall take proper measures. Relying thereon we
commend you all with the usual greetings to God’s protection and
shield, and remain (was signed) P. Stuyvesant. Done at Amsterdam in
New Netherland, the 21st of December 1656.

101 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:376.
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[PETITION OF OFFICIALS OF NEW AMSTERDAM
CONCERNING LEGAL JURISDICTIONS]102

[8:299] To the director general and
councilors of New Netherland.
The schout, burgomasters and schepenen of this city of Amsterdam
in New Netherland, finding themselves very limited by the instructions given to them regarding the sentencing and execution of criminal matters that happen to be brought before our court, and that other
courts of justice within this your honors’ province have herein larger
privileges than this; therefore, we request that your honors would be
pleased to allow this city that the schout, burgomasters and schepenen
may judge and execute sentence in all criminal matters, capital cases
excepted. Awaiting your honors favorable disposition hereupon, we
remain,
Your honors’ obedient servants, the schout, burgomasters
and schepenen of this city Amsterdam.103
[below was written:]
By order of the same.
[was signed:]
Jacob Kip, secretary.
Done this 28 December anno 1656 at Amsterdam in New Netherland.

[ORDINANCE EMPOWERING NEW AMSTERDAM
COURT TO CARRY OUT PUNISHMENTS]104

[8:300] The director general and councilors of New Netherland, in
amplification of the instructions given and granted to the schout, burgomasters and schepenen of the city of Amsterdam in New Netherland,
do permit and authorize the aforesaid court to pass sentence and carry
out, to the extent of branding and whipping inclusive, in all cases of
102 See RNA 2:251 for another translation.
103 RNA 2:251 includes the following at this point: “Allard Anthony, Olof Stevensen,
Jacob Strycker, J. Vinje, Will Beeckman, Hendrick Kip. Done this 20th December
1656 at Amsterdam in N. Netherland.”
104 See LO, 268–269 for another translation.
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misdemeanor and criminal offenses of a minor character, and execute
the same, unless the condemned person appeals, which he shall be
bound to do within the space of twenty-four hours after the sentence
is pronounced, and, in case, after the revision of the proceedings, the
sentence pronounced by the court aforesaid is confirmed by the director general and councilors, or something will be changed, the same
shall be carried out on the prisoner by the schout, burgomasters and
schepenen. Thus done and engrossed in the session of the director
general and councilors, held in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland,
the 21st of December anno 1656.

[REQUEST OF THE FISCAL TO SEIZE BOOKS AND PAPERS
FROM THE HOUSE OF CORNELIS VAN TIENHOVEN]

[8:301] To the lord director general and councilors of New Netherland.
Nicasius de Sille, fiscal, reverently makes known how it is that he,
as protector of the law105 has learned and seen that Cornelis van
Tienhooven, former receiver has been missing for some days and also
used deception by throwing his hat and cane in the water to mislead
your honorable lords with the intention to deceive your honors and
the superiors, or to have it look as if it might be an attempt on his
person or possessions; but, whereas upon the plaintiff’s request from
the previously related suspicion, your honors granted the plaintiff’s
request to secure his papers and books;106 and, also done your honors
piece by piece by Van Ruyven and Carel van Bruggen, but left in his
house, about which the plaintiff feels troubled as not enough having
been done. He also understands that the friends, such as his wife and
others have free access to them, and being there it cannot be prevented
that the aforesaid Cornelis can come by during the night and at other
times [8:302] [several lines lost] change; therefore, the petitioner
addresses himself to your honors to request the authority to bring the
same already sealed and appropriated by the aforesaid commissaries,
both books and papers, to the council chamber, and to seek any others,
to be inventoried. In addition, to apprehend the person of Cornelis
van Tienhoven; also, to summon him by ringing of the bell to appear
within the time of eight days to hear such demands and conclusions
105 Recht bewaerder.
106 See 8:267 for order on previous request.
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of the plaintiff in order to respond thereon, or to make satisfaction of
his receipts and expenses. Whereas one presumes something bad to
come out of this, which your honors could never justify otherwise as
the negligence of the plaintiff if your honors did not offer the plaintiff
a strong hand to press him, Cornelis van Tienhoven, on it. Thus doing
etc. Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the [ ] of November
1656. (was signed) Nicasius de Sille.

[REQUEST OF THE FISCAL TO SEIZE ALL REAL AND
PERSONAL PROPERTY OF CORNELIS VAN TIENHOVEN]

[8:303] [several lines lost] To the lord director general and councilors
of New Netherland. [
] Nicasius de Sille, fiscal and protector
of the law [reverently makes known] how it is that he submitted a
petition to your honors on last 18 November and has received nothing
other than an oral order to have only the sealed chest of Cornelis van
Tienhooven brought to the council chamber; which was done, and until
now he has awaited resolution on how he, plaintiff, should proceed
further, as he had heard nothing more about it and necessity requires
more security of our lords directors’ domains, whereas Tienhooven,
aforesaid, has not yet given satisfaction or a complete accounting,
receipt and remainder; nor can one understand his flight and possible
return, but the plaintiff hears daily that his housewife has large baskets
with goods taken out of her house at odd hours, which signals enough
to want to proceed more forcefully for the lords’ interests. Thus it is
that the plaintiff is turning to your esteemed honors, seeking [8:304]
an answer to the preceding request; in addition, that the petitioner be
allowed to [
] all the moveable and immoveable
goods [several lines lost]. So doing [
]
Nicasius de Sille.

[ORDER FOR THE FISCAL TO TAKE INVENTORY OF
THE EFFECTS OF CORNELIS VAN TIENHOVEN]

The highly esteemed director general decided the above request as
follows: The plaintiff, as protector of the law, is provisionally allowed
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and authorized, in the presence of both burgomasters and whomever
the wife of the absent Cornelis van Tienhooven wants to add to that,
to make a proper inventory of the effects left behind and to seize the
same in the most convenient manner, whether with security in the
hands of his housewife, or otherwise have them secured with the least
commotion until the accounts of his receipts have been examined and
balanced; in the meanwhile, also to forbid and prevent the secretaries
from passing any conveyance of real property belonging to the aforesaid absent Tienhoven. Done at Amsterdam in New Netherland, the
21st of December 1656.

[PETITION OF GOVERT LOOCKERMANS FOR A LOT]

[8:305] To the director general and
councilors of New Netherland.
Govert Loocqermans, merchant, burgher and inhabitant here, makes
known with obedient reverence, that he, petitioner, pursuant to your
honors’ orders, is presently busy with the construction of the sheathing
in front of his house and lot within this city, which will amount to a
considerable cost to him, and whereas before his door across the public
highway [’s Heeren wege] there remains some open space, which at
some time could be built upon by others to the petitioner’s great detriment; therefore, in order to prevent the same as much as possible, he
humbly requests as compensation for the heavy expense he suffers in
the construction of the sheathing that your honors be pleased to allow
and grant him the aforesaid open space as far as the sheathing reaches
and to bestow on him thereof letters of ownership in the usual form.
Thus doing etc.
Your humble servant, was signed
Govert Loockermans

[ORDER GRANTING THE ABOVE PETITION]

[8:306] The above request having been received at the session was
acted upon, after due deliberation, [
] The
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ground, which the petitioner has sheathed with the foreknowledge
and consent of the director general and councilors, across the public
highway, is hereby conveyed to him in ownership upon the condition
that the director general and councilors reserve for the common good
(whenever necessity demands such) at the appropriate time to be able
to lay or have laid on the side of the sheathing a wall or bulwark for
increased security of this city. Thus done, conveyed, and granted at
the session of the honorable lords director general and councilors of
New Netherland held in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland the 21st
of December anno 1656.

[PETITION OF ISAACQ DE FOREEST FOR PERMISSION TO CONTRACT FOR BEER]

To the highly esteemed lord director general
and councilors of New Netherland.
Isaacq de Foreest, burgher and inhabitant of this city, reverently makes known that he is in negotiation [8:307] with Jacob van
Couwenhoven, brouwer, regarding purchase of all the strong beers
that he, Couwenhoven, aforesaid, shall be able to brew in the [
]
of a whole year in order by such means to [
] the tappers, who
are now inconvenienced with the beers and the levying of the impost
as, he, petitioner, remained security for it, and promote as much as
possible the [facilitating] of the tappers, [
]. He requests
therefore that your honors be pleased to allow that he, petitioner,
without committing fraud, be allowed to deliver and trade the same
beers free and unhindered to the tappers and elsewhere, where it is
convenient for him, so that such a well situated brewery as is that of
Couwenhoven does not remain empty but by these means the man and
his family can honestly earn their livelihood, which otherwise could
easily go to ruin. Such a reasonable request I trust shall not be refused
but rather favored and confirmed. Thus doing I remain your honors’
faithful subject.
(was signed)
Isaacq de Foreest.
Done in Amsterdam
in New Netherland,
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the 21st of December 1656.
The above petition, being received at the session, was decided in favor
of the petitioner. Dated 21 December 1656.

[APPOINTMENT OF MAGISTRATES FOR HEEMSTEAD]107

[8:308] Lovinge Friends.
Out of the number presented unto us for
the election of magistraats before the
towne off Heemstead for the
followinge jeare I made choise off
John Seamons and Richard Gildersleeve
the which wee by these presend
establisch and confirme in that
officie soo after me love unto
Jow I rest,
Your Lovinge Friend
and gouvernor
Was subscribed
P: Stuyvesant

[PETITION OF DOMINEE POLHEYM FOR ASSISTANCE
IN PAYING FOR A PARCEL OF LAND]108

To the honorable lord Petrus Stuyvesant, director
general, and councilors of New Netherland.
Shows with due reverence Johannes Teod. Polheym, preacher, [8:309]
how he, [the petitioner,] has [some time] ago bought from Cornelis
Arissen a parcel of land lying in the village of Midwout, to better
provide thereby for himself and his family, hoping, when the time for
payment came, to be in a condition to pay for it; but as the petitioner
has been disappointed in this hope because his payment is not paid as
he expected, and as a payment of ƒ100 has become due, the petitioner
107 English document; see NYCD 14:376 for another transcription.
108 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:377.
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finds himself compelled, indeed, forced to turn to your honors, requesting respectfully that your honors will please to pay for his account so
much to the aforesaid Cornelis Arissen and debit the petitioner for
it. Awaiting a favorable decision he commends your honors to God’s
protection and remains,
		
(lower stood) Your honors’ servant
				(was signed)
				
Joh. Th. Polhemij.
It was decided that the provisional receiver is ordered to pay on
account of the petitioner one hundred guilders, mentioned herein, to
Cornelis Aerissen. Thus done in council at Fort Amsterdam in New
Netherland the 21st of December anno 1656.

[PETITION OF ABRAHAM MARTENSEN CLOCK FOR A LOT]

[8:310] To the highly esteemed lord Petrus
Stuyvesant, director general, and the lords
councilors of New Netherland.
Abraham Martensen Clock shows with due reverence how he, petitioner, is busy, according to your honors’ orders, with constructing
sheathing before his house and lot within this city which shall come
to cost him a considerable sum; and whereas there remains some open
space in front of his lot across the public highway, which in time could
be built on by others, to the petitioner’s great detriment; in order to
prevent this as much as possible, therefore, he humbly requests (in
compensation for the heavy expenses already incurred and still to be
incurred by him for the aforesaid sheathing) and out of consideration
that the petitioner is a man who has to earn his living with his hands,
and consequently cannot endure great expenses from which he or his
family would have no advantage, but would suffer loss in the future,
that your honors be pleased favorably to allow and grant him, petitioner, the little hook of land that remains in front of his lot between the
public highway [Heeren weg] and the sheathing made by him; [8:311]
and that such may be indicated on his patent. Whereupon awaiting
your esteemed honors’ favorable decision, I shall remain as always,
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(below stood)
Your esteemed honors faithful servant and
(was signed)
Abram Clock
Done Amsterdam in New Netherland, 22 November anno 1656.
The foregoing petition, having been received at the session, has, after
due deliberation, been decided as follows: the ground that the petitioner has sheathed with the foreknowledge and consent of the director
general and councilors on the other side of the public road, is hereby
conveyed to him in full ownership on the condition that the director general and councilors reserve for the commonalty (whenever the
need demands such) at an appropriate time to be able to construct or
have constructed a wall or breastwork on the side of the sheathing for
the increased security of this city. Thus done, conveyed, and granted
at the session held in Fort Amsterdam in N. Netherland, the 21st of
December anno 1656.

[PETITION OF WILLIAM HALLETT FOR
REMISSION OF SENTENCE OF BANISHMENT]109

[8:312] [Copie. The humble petition off William Hallett
inhabitant off Vlissinge vnto the
Honnorable Governor Generall and
Councel off the New Netherlands.]
Right Honnourable, you[r poore petitioner
haveing received the [sentence off banish
ment and beinge thereby much disenabled from
makeinge the best advantadge off th[at
little estate I have left, and beinge b[ound
in Consience to looke vnto the maintain[ance
off my family, which might suffer
much, iff my suddine departure should be[e
exacted, for these Reasons Right Honnourable [
I am boulde to sollicite ijour Lordshipps
109 English document; see NYCD 14:377 for another transcription.
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that ijou would bee Pleased to remit pa[ ]
bij and take off my banishment, which requ[est
iff ijour Honnors Please to graunt, ijour humble [
petitioner shal ever Remaine thankful and [
serviceable unto his Power, (was underwritten)
From Flishinge this 26th
William Hallett.
Gb: 1656.
After deliberation, it was decided as follows: The petitioner, William
Hallett, is allowed and granted to earn his living as a private inhabitant quietly and properly within this province, provided that upon
sight hereof he pays the fine and the costs of justice to which he
was condemned. Thus done in session at Fort Amsterdam in New
Netherland the 21st of December 1656.

[PETITION OF JACOB STOFFELS TO RENT THE
COMPANY FARM AT HASIMIS (AHASIMUS)]110

[8:313] To the director general and councilors of
N. Netherland.
Jacob Stoffels, an old inhabitant of this province, makes known with
all due reverence that he, petitioner, was driven from the honorable
Company’s lands at Hasimis [Ahasimus] at two different times by
Indiaenen attacks and was robbed and deprived of most all of his,
petitioner’s, possessions; and whereas he, petitioner, now presently,
because of his old age, and years not allowing him, petitioner, to make
a living by other means than farming and the raising of livestock; and
while he, petitioner, stayed on the aforesaid land this previous summer
so that it wouldn’t grow wild and is inclined, at your honors’ pleasure, to continue to do so and to build a residence and barn on the
aforesaid land in accordance with his, petitioner’s, meager resources,
at his, petitioner’s, expense in order in due time to bring the same
land back to a good state. Therefore, he, petitioner, has decided to
turn to your honors with respectful [8:314] [several lines lost] at
Hasinnis of [
] let use in [
] for so many years
[
] rate that your honors shall concur with [him] and
110 Ahasimus is present-day Jersey City, New Jersey.
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come to an agreement. Thus [doing I] remain, (lower was written)
Your esteemed honors’ humble subject and
servant, was signed,
this is the mark of Jacob
Stoffelsse made himself.
After deliberation it was decided: Director general and councilors
persist with their published placard dated 18 January anno 1656 and
the necessary [
] demands that the separated residences be
prevented; in the meanwhile the petitioner is granted to use the land
at his own risk for his benefit and this for the coming year. Dated 21
December anno 1656.

[PETITION OF JOHN HICX CONCERNING AN ORDER FOR HENDRICK JANSEN]

[8:315] John Hicx shows with all due reverence how Hendrick Jansen
has remained in arrears for the money owed the petitioner which,
according to your honors’ order dated 7 November, he was to place
under security. Because the petitioner has been significantly abridged
thereby, he reverently requests that your honors be pleased to order
Hendrick Jansen, aforesaid, to place the money that the petitioner
owes him in your honors’ hands, or of those designated by your honors
under security within eight days upon pain of immediate execution;
and that the aforesaid Hendrick Jansen be condemned for the costs
incurred and to be incurred by the petitioner in this matter. Anticipating
your honors’ favorable disposition and remaining (written below) your
esteemed lords’ subject and servant (was signed) John Hicksz (dated)
Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 14th of December anno 1656.
The above petition, having been submitted and read, has been decided
as follows: [8:316] [several lines lost] summon hereof [
]
in the hands of the director general and councilors of New Netherland
to [
] as previously in arrears [
] the concierge,
Mattheus de Vos [
] and authorized to proceed with the
execution of the aforesaid Hendrick Jansen’s goods, as deemed fit, for
the sum of four hundred and fifty guilders and the costs incurred by
the petitioner. Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 21st
of December anno 1656.
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[PETITION OF RAECHEL DE VINJE CONCERNING ORDER TO
INVENTORY CORNELIS VAN TIENHOVEN’S PERSONAL PROPERTY]

The 27th of December anno 1656.
To the highly esteemed lord director general
and lords councilors of New Netherland.
Raechel de Vinje, housewife of Cornelis van Tienhoven, shows with
all due humility [8:317] how on this date an extract was placed in her,
petitioner’s, hand from the Register of Reclusie of the honorable lord
general and councilors dated 21; pursuant to the request of the lord
fiscal Nicasius de Sille, your honors have allowed and authorized the
aforesaid D’Sille, in the presence of both burgomasters and others,
whom the petitioner shall desire to add thereto, to inventory all the
effects that the petitioner’s husband left behind after his departure and
to impound the same until the accounts of his receivership have been
examined and balanced; therefore, she, petitioner, in such an innocuous matter, is turning to your highly esteemed honors with a humble
request that their highly esteemed honors first be pleased to consider
the good service that her, petitioner’s, husband has done for the honorable Company and country in various negotiations and other affairs
concerning this province; also, that she, petitioner, is still presently
in a saddened and miserable state because of the unexpected departure of her husband, together with the changes which might befall
her, petitioner, over the inventory of her moveable goods, being now
halfway into a pregnancy; furthermore, she, petitioner, requests, with
all [8:318] respect that your honors order the honorable lord fiscal
to suspend the inventory of her husband’s effects until the time that,
after liquidation of accounts of her husband’s receivership a deficiency will be found. She, the petitioner, hopes in the meantime that until
her husband returns that your highly esteemed honors shall be content
with the prohibition made to the secretaries that she, petitioner, not
be allowed to convey any real estate, which far exceed the moveable
effects, and this to prevent any commotion and keep ordinary people
from talking and to grieve her, petitioner, more, assuring her that your
highly esteemed honors’ loving kindness be pleased to grant this her,
petitioner’s, request, which doing and remain (lower stood) your highly esteemed honors’ very dutiful subject and saddened servant (was
signed)
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Raegel van Tienhoven

[ORDER SUSPENDING INVENTORY]

The above request, having been received and read, was after deliberation, decided: For reasons herein mentioned, it has been decided that
the lord fiscal De Sille shall desist with the inventory of the moveable goods until further orders; for the present time only impound the
immoveable goods and prevent that any of them be conveyed. Done in
session in Fort Amsterdam, the 27th of December 1656.

[ACCOUNT OF MATTHIJS CAPITO]

[8:319] Copy. 		
1656

The honorable West India Company debit.

Dated 11 November, regarding wages, for writing and copying of the
honorable Company’s books for 228 days since 21 Feb. 1655 until
today at 3 guilders per day amounts to ƒ684:–
Regarding boarding money and lodgings for the
Spaniard Jan Gallardo by order of the director
general are 7½ weeks at 5 guilders per week		
ƒ 37:10
					Total		ƒ721:10
			(was signed)
			Matthijs Capito
The above account having been received and read in session by the
honorable lord director general and councilors of New Netherland,
it was resolved, after due deliberation, that Matthijs Capito shall
earn daily in wages for bookkeeping 50 stivers for reasons expressed
in more detail in the resolution drafted on this date concerning this
matter.111 Therefore, the commissary is ordered to credit him for so
much on his account, in addition to the ƒ37:10 which he claims for
board and lodging of Joan Gaillardo to be credited on his account.
111 See 8:322 for the order increasing Capito’s pay.
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Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated 27 December
anno 1656.

[ORDER TO SELL PROPERTY OF GEORGE BAXTER]

[8:320] Proposals made at the session before the flight of the fugitive
George Baxter, both by the inhabitants of Gravesande as well as by
others that he is ƒ200 in arrears with the poor fund of the aforesaid
village, all of which as of today has remained unpaid. Therefore, the
director general and councilors of New Netherland, upon the request
of the aforesaid magistrates of Gravesande concerning this matter,
hereby authorize the aforesaid magistrates of Gravesande to inventory
properly or have inventoried the plantation of the aforesaid George
Baxter at Gravesande, and that which depends thereon, and all of his
other effects that he has there; and after the inventory is complete, to
sell all of the same publicly to the highest bidder, and then to deliver to
the director general and councilors, aforesaid, a net list of the monies
yielded thereof, together with the debts and claims which are known
to them, in order to await their further orders thereon. Thus done at
Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 27th of December 1656.

[ORDER TO PAULUS VANDER BEECQ
CONCERNING THE SALE OF WINE AND SPIRITS]

[8:321] Whereas Warnaer Wessels, farmer of the tapper excise of Long
Island, demonstrates the fraud that could occur if the water certificates
were granted as previously by the farmers of export fees, the aforesaid
farmers messrs. Paulus vander Beecq and company were summoned
to the session and given notice that they would issue no more water
certificates for wine, beer, and distilled spirits that are exported to
Long Island, and this only to prevent smuggling, which they promised to observe. Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, 27th of
December anno 1656.
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[ORDER TO INCREASE REMUNERATION OF MATTHIJS CAPITO]

Whereas, because of the departure of Vincent Pickes and Jan Montagne
de Jonge, former clerks in the service of the Company for the assistance of the commissary Van Brugge, it was impossible to carry out the
daily [8:322] business of properly managing the books alone without
assistance as is appropriate, he was then allowed to take on Matthijs
Capito as a good bookkeeper for putting the accounts thereof in order
[
] cannot very well [
] to Capito; therefore,
it is resolved to allow Matthijs Capito for work done, instead of the 3
guilders that he requests, ƒ2:10 daily up to today and not longer. Done
at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 27th of December anno
1656.

[CALENDAR OF TRANSACTIONS BETWEEN THE COUNCIL AND CITY]

[8:323] [several lines lost] of New Netherland [
schepenen of this city.

] and

Folio 17. Petitions of the burgomasters and schepenen apart from the
office of the fiscal [
].
32. The lord Sille commissioned as provisional schout of this city.
187. Reply of the burgomasters and schepenen to several propositions of the lord general concerning the strengthening of this city and
payment of incurred expenses.
179. Reply of the burgomasters and schepenen in which they inform
that the brewers will not submit to the burgher impost.
Answer thereto and further [
] the orders designated by the burgomasters and schepenen regarding this matter.
299. The burgomasters and schepenen request some amplification of
their instructions; answer thereon, whereby they are authorized to pass
sentences for scourging and branding.
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[CALENDAR OF PRINCIPAL RESOLUTIONS]

[8:324] [several lines lost] It was resolved to send the ship the Waagh
to the South River to haul out the ship Mercurius from there.
4. Bond and promissory note of Hendrick Huijgen.
8. A certain writing submitted by Maria Varleth protesting against the
director general and councilors of New Netherland about the murder
of Johannes van Beecke etc.
10. The fiscal ordered Maria Varleth to be imprisoned for debt.
18. Petition of some prominent merchants, requesting a decrease in
the tax placed on the export of beers and wines etc.
21. Notice given to Cornelis van Tienhoven of his dismissal.
23. Petition of some interested parties in the prize De la Garce and the
reply thereon.
31. Those of Gravesande ordered to take up the fence (improperly set)
and to set it as it should be.

[CALENDAR OF ORDINANCES AND PLACARDS]

[8:325] [several lines lost] 45. Reply to these [

]

54. Jan Dircksz Meyer given notice to [

]

73. Report of Capt. Willet and Cornelis van Tienhoven concerning the
fence of Gravesande.
107. Notice of Tienhoven concerning the books of accounts.
149. The lord Lamontagne installed as commies of Fort Orange.
152. Sentence concerning a certain dispute between the lord general
and Mr. Lard.
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156. A certain reply whereby the people of Gravesande are shown
their boundaries.
168. Reply to the proposal of Joan Gallardo.
257. Sentence involving Mr. Richard Webly and his ships’ carpenters.
261. Pelgrom Clock admitted as notary.
[8:326] [several lines lost]
[

] Mattheus de Vos admitted as marshal.

[

] Govert Loockermans granted the ground sheathed by him.

311. Also to Abraham Clock.
314. Jacob Stoffelsz allowed at his own risk to go live on the other
side.
320. The people of Gravesande authorized to sell the immovables of
George Baxter.

[CALENDAR OF JUDGMENTS]

[8:327] [several lines lost]
Folio 11. Ordered [

]

12. Forbidden to lodge any wilden between the [
14. Forbidden to [
him as security.

] and the fort.

] on any soldiers’ clothing or to accept

20. Order of what and how much shall be paid for excise of beers,
wines etc. to be exported.
34. Forbidden to remove any fruits of the soil before the tenth is paid
out.
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34. No vessel may depart without a pass from the fiscal.
56. Order to use the roads with care and it is forbidden that the wilden
shall be allowed to come into Duytse112 villages with weapons.
135. Placard concerning the import of contraband etc.
151. Order concerning anchoring.
[8:328] [several lines lost]
[

] for the military officers and soldiers.

227. Orders and commission for the lord La Montagne.
248. A noteworthy placard against diverse offences such as on the
Sabbath, the selling of strong drink to the wilden, concerning baking
etc.
[8:329] [several lines lost]
Folio 70. Sentence between [
78. Judgment concerning a Spanish [
and Pieter de Gr[
].

].
] between the lord fiscal

113. Judgment against Machiel Tadens.
126 Against Pieter Adriaensz soo Gemackelyck.
130. Against Adriaen Jansz van Leyden.
143. Between the magistrates of Gravesande and Anthony Jans.
180. Against Dirck Smith, ensign.
203. Sentence concerning some disputes between Tomas Stevensz and
the inhabitants of Middelburgh.
112 Occasionally Duytse occurs to represent the Dutch instead of the more common
Christen.
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274. Against William Wickendam.
290. Against Jacob Stevensz Kuyper and his wife.
[Nota bene: Documents 8:330–8:380 are duplicates of 8:207–8:210
and 8:265–8:322. Wherever possible these duplicates were used to fill
in lost text in the preceding documents noted above but not repeated
here.]

[APPOINTMENT OF PIETER TONNEMAN TO THE COUNCIL]

[8:381] [several lines lost] by us, director general and councilors of
New Netherland [
] recently our council very
[
] the dismissal of [
] Tienhoven and the
necessary [
] of the lord La Montagne as vice director
at Fort Orange, so that our council now only consists of the director
general and the first councilor, fiscal Nicasius de Sille, to which is
added that in matters in which the first councilor is placed as an interested party, which not only [
] causes a low esteem
of the council of director general and councilors of New Netherland,
but also is explained in the worst way by disaffected people when
the first councilor is a prosecutor and councilor at the same time
[ ] similar reasons. In order to prevent this and in general be more
responsible, we have resolved and deemed it good and necessary to
provisionally take on a capable person as an assessor 113 until further
orders from the lords directors; therefore, having taken notice of the
recommendation and preferences of the lords directors for the person
of Pieter Tonneman, together with his good comportment since [8:382]
[several lines lost] have taken on as we hereby take on in order to
express justly his opinion, to the best of his knowledge, as assessor in
our council in all matters brought before us relating to trade, the polity,
and military [
] to have a free, informative, and definitive voice.
[In the margin: For which he shall receive such salary as the lord La
Montagne has had.]

113 An adjunct councilor.
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Thus done and resolved, the 3rd of January anno 1657 at Fort
Amsterdam in New Netherland.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille

[OATH OF OFFICE OF PETER TONNEMAN]

I, Pieter Tonneman, appointed as adjunct councilor of New Netherland
by the director general and first councilor, upon approval of the honorable lords directors of the Chartered West India Company, chamber
at Amsterdam, hereby promise and swear to be loyal and true in this
capacity to the honorable high mighty States General of the United
Netherlands together with the lords directors of the Chartered West
India Company [8:383] [several lines lost] comport myself in this
capacity and behave as a loyal person of the council is obliged to do,
so truly help me God Almighty.
On the 3rd of January 1657 the foregoing oath was administered to
Pieter Tonneman in the presence of the lord fiscal De Sille.

[ORDINANCE REGULATING THE CURRENCY]114

The director general and councilors of New Netherland, to all those
who see or hear this read, greetings.
Let it be known that whereas they, to their regret, are daily informed,
importuned, and troubled, both by their own experience, as well as
by the numerous complaints of the inhabitants and strangers respecting the great, excessive and intolerable dearness of all sorts of necessary commodities and household necessities, the prices of which are
increasing from time to time, principally, among other causes, in consequence of the high price of beavers and other peltries here in this country far beyond the value, which, by reason of the great abundance of
sewant, is pushed up to ten, eleven and twelve guilders for one beaver;
114 Recovered text from translation in NND 16(1):75–76; also in LO, 289–292. See
8:395 for the suspension of this ordinance.
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and sewant being, for want of silver and gold coin, [8:384] [as yet the
most general and common currency between man and man, buyer and
seller, domestic articles and daily necessaries are rated according to
that price, and become dearer, from time to time; the rather, as] not
only with the merchants, but also, consequently, with the shopkeepers,
tradesmen, brewers, bakers, tappers and grocers make a difference
of 30, 40 and 50 percent whether they sell their wares for sewant or
for beaver. This tends, then, so far to the remarkable damage, distress
and loss of the common artisans, laborers, brewers, farmers, and other
good inhabitants of this province that the superior and inferior regents
of this province are blamed, slandered, and, indeed cursed by strangers and inhabitants, and the country in general receives a bad name,
while some greedy people do not hesitate to sell the most necessary
eatables and drinkables, according to their insatiable avarice, viz a can
of vinegar at 18 to 20 stivers; a canne of oil at 4 to 5 guilders; a canne
of French wine at 40 to 45 stivers; a gill of brandy at 15 stivers; and
the vaene of home brewed beer, far above the price, at 14 to 15 stivers
etc., which, for the most part, they endeavor to excuse on the pretext
that they lose a great deal in the counting of the sewant; [8:385] [that
it is partly short and partly long; that they must give 11 to 12 and more
guilders before they can convert the sewant into beaver.
The director general and councilors, wishing, therefore, to provide
herein as much as lies in their power, have, for the good and advantage
of their inhabitants, after diverse serious considerations, propositions
and debates held at various times, not been able to discover any better
expedient, than to declare sewant] a commodity and merchandise in
the matter of commerce and wholesale trade; namely, only among
those who import it from abroad, or trade it in this province with
wilden for furs; but inasmuch as, (for want of silver and gold coin
or other pay), sewant must, in smaller quantities, serve as currency
between man and man, buyer and seller, the aforesaid director general
and councilors have determined, resolved and ordained, as they do
hereby resolve and ordain to rate sewant, and as far as is possible to
cause it to be rated at the value of beaver, the beaver being still reckoned, until further order and advice from patria, at eight guilders and
no higher.
And in order to prevent in future the complaints of miscounting of the
sewant, with regard to which no few mistakes have been experienced
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to the loss of the honorable Company’s treasury; [8:386] [also, the
taking out of short or long sewant, if it be but good, even and well
strung, the director general and councilors further ordain and command
that, from this time forward, after the publication and posting hereof,]
sewant shall no longer be paid out or received, between inhabitants
and inhabitants of this province, (not even for merchandise or for
contracts made before this in sewant), by the tally or stiver, and also
by no other stamped measure than authorized by the director general
and councilors, to be made and stamped for that purpose, the smallest
of which measures shall be five stivers; the whole ten, and the double
20 stivers.
And if it should come to pass that the price of the purchased or sold
article should not amount to, or equal to half the smallest measure or
2 stivers,115 the director general and councilors (in order to prevent
objections and disputes) do order and command that the receiver or
the payer, shall satisfy or make up the smallest fraction under or over
2 stivers, by the count; each white sewant piece being reckoned at two
pennies, and each black one at four pennies.
And in order that no one may plead ignorance hereof, the director
general and councilors order and command that this shall be published,
[and, after publication, observed, executed and obeyed] everywhere
within this province of New Netherland [8:387] [under a fine of 50
pounds Flemish for the first time, and double for the second time, to
be forfeited by such as shall be found, after the publication and posting
hereof, to have paid out] or received any sewant by the tally or any
other [measure] than that ordained and stamped by the director general and councilors, such fine to be applied as it ought. Thus done in the
session of the director general and councilors held in Fort Amsterdam
in New Netherland, the 3rd of January 1657.

[PETITION OF HENDRICK WAGERMAN FOR COMPENSATION ON SALE OF GUNS]

Received the petition of Hendrick Wagerman, remonstrating that the
commissary Van Brugge, in the year 1655 in September had [eight]
guns fetched in his absence; which guns he, Wagerman, had to accept
115 Stooter: a coin equal to 2 stivers.
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from Tomas Page [Jonge], Englishman, in payment for work, at 20 gl.
for each, and whereas he has only been paid ƒ100 until now for the
eight guns, he requests that the remainder, being ƒ60, might be made
good to him.
After due deliberation it was resolved [8:388] [several lines lost]116
Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 3rd of January anno
1657.

[PARDON OF HENDRICK SWEERS FOR THE WOUNDING OF CAPTAIN NUTON]

Received the petition of Hendrick Sweers, soldier, requesting a pardon
for the accident committed by him in the wounding of Capt. Lieutenant
Brian Nuton, as it was done innocently by him.
After due deliberation it was resolved by the director general and
councilors of New Netherland, having taken into consideration that
the petitioner has comported himself always as a soldier should and
that it appears from the circumstances that it could have occurred innocently; also, that there has never been a sign of animosity between the
capt. lieutenant and the petitioner, which the capt. lieutenant himself
declares; therefore, he has for a long time acquitted and forgiven him
[several lines lost].

[PROPERTY DISPUTE INVOLVING BURGER JORISSEN AND MICHIEL JANSZ]117

[8:389] [several lines lost] it has [
] your honors to
grant the petitioner with a house in this city next to the residence of
Burger Jorissen, for which grant the petitioner is very [
]
obliged to your honors, hoping to possess the same peacefully. Since
116 O’Callaghan’s calendar states that Wagerman’s petition was rejected.
117 This entire document is crossed out in the original. It is possible that the dispute
was resolved even before the petition of Michiel Jansz was recorded, as it ends abruptly. See NND 6:225–226 (Council Minutes, 1655–1656) for reference to this dispute
with Burger Jorissen. Although 8:390 is a continuation of document 8:389, it is incorrectly recorded by O’Callaghan as “Resolution. To furnish Oostdorp with arms and
ammunition.”
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which time the aforesaid Burger Jorissen, bitterly as it seems, has
acted very maliciously against the petitioner, not sparing to stir up
the petitioner’s workers, who were to level the aforesaid small plot of
land and promising them to give them their day’s pay if they would go
away and stop [digging]; then, when the carpenter was putting up the
fence, the aforesaid Burger also offered him a day’s pay if he would
cease working. When he [Burger] saw that he couldn’t gain anything
from this, he finally became so bold to take hold of the work and tear
off the attached planks. The petitioner then issued a complaint about
this to the honorable lord director general who replied, “Tell Burger
that I ordered you to continue with your work.” When the petitioner’s
carpenter then proceeded with his construction, Burger was so bold
for the second time to tear off the planks against the prohibition of
the honorable lord director general, so that the petitioner was forced
again to address his honor. Whereupon his honor was pleased to go
there, accompanied with six soldiers. Burger then appearing [8:390]
[several lines lost] Burger did not cease [
] to curse, to damage
the petitioner [and] to threaten and would repeat here the exact words
of Burger, which certainly deserve punishment, but as it happened
just between them, he would rather omit it; also, the aforesaid Burger
Jorissen sent Michiel Jansz to the petitioner in order to agree with him
concerning the claim (which he says to have on the leveled lot), to
whom the petitioner answered, as he had done previously to Burgher
himself, that Burger, if he had any claim, should present it to the judge
and that he will finish what he [the judge] grants him; further, that he
would not be able to pay Burger for that which the director general had given him; also, the aforesaid Burger prevented the petitioner’s servant from filling in the sheathing set by him, even though it
could cause him not the least damage as it is far enough away from
the corner on the side of Burger Jorissen, so that he had to leave that
necessary work as it was, because he did not want to fall into further
disputes with the aforesaid Burger; all of which the petitioner remonstrates with appropriate reverence to your honor because he maintains
that he owes the aforesaid Burger Jorissen nothing for a lot that your
honor has favorably granted to him, he requests that your honor [left
incomplete]
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[RESOLUTION TO FURNISH OOSTDORP WITH ARMS AND AMMUNITION] 118

[8:391 and 8:392] [missing]

[ORDER ON ABRAHAM CLOCK’S PETITION]

[8:393] [several lines lost] Tuesday, the 9th of January [

]

At the session in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, present: the
honorable lord director general, Petrus Stuyvesant, the lords Nicasius
de Sille and Pieter Tonneman.
Received the petition of Abraham Martensen Clock basically remonstrating how it is that Burger Joris has made claims to the lot which the
honorable lord director general and councilors of New Netherland had
granted and consented to the aforesaid Clock, and that the aforesaid
Burger Joris had exchanged words and provoked discord about it at
various times, requesting that such an order may be issued thereon as
your honors deem appropriate, so that he may possess his granted lot
in peace.
The aforesaid Burger Joris was summoned to the session of the director general and councilors. He appeared and was informed of the
complaints and was asked what claims he had on the lot. He answered,
none other than having leveled a piece of the same by him as well as
his people, for which he requests that he might receive some compensation.
By the director general and councilors [8:394] [several lines lost]
Burger Joris hereby is ordered never again to provoke a dispute
concerning the aforesaid lot, be it from leveling or otherwise, nor to
trouble the aforesaid Abram Clock or his people, be it with words or
deeds, nor to hinder or impede his work, but to let him and his people
enjoy an undisturbed and peaceful possession of the aforesaid lot on
pain of being found hereafter to have acted contrary to this and our
good intentions, that he shall be proceeded against as deemed appropriate. Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, dated as above.
118 It may be that O’Callaghan incorrectly numbered the missing document concerning Oostdorp as 8:390 instead of the missing 8:391.
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[RESOLUTION CONCERNING THE TAPPERS’ EXCISE ON LONG ISLAND]119

Whereas at the last day of November the tappers’ excise of wines,
beers, and distilled spirits to be consumed by the inn keepers and
tappers on Long Island was farmed out publicly to Warnaer Wessels
for a year, as far as it belongs to the province, among which the newly
begun village of Oost Durp is included as well, and that the director
general and councilors are informed that the aforesaid Wessels the
excise, which the tappers [8:395] [several lines lost] in the aforesaid
village shall be consumed by the [
] tappers [
] Done
at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 9th of January anno 1657.
Written above: The lords director general and councilors have resolved
to annul the foregoing resolution.

[RESOLUTION SUSPENDING ORDINANCE ON SEWANT] 120

Notwithstanding the regulation of the sewant is necessary as more fully
set forth in the preceding placard to that effect drawn up, yet in order
to act with moderation the director general and first councilor have
called before them at the city hall of this city the burgomasters and
schepenen and some of the principal inhabitants to hear their opinions
regarding the regulation of the sewant, who, having appeared and the
regulation of the sewant being submitted to them, they unanimously
requested that the placard, drafted for that purpose, may be suspended
for the present time until the sewant, which is here at present in great
abundance, would be reduced by exportation.
The request being taken into further consideration by the director general and councilors [8:396] [of New Netherland it is resolved to suspend
the aforesaid ordinance for the present until the sewant be somewhat
reduced in quantity.] Done at Amsterdam in New Netherland the 9th
of January anno 1657.

119 This resolution is crossed out.
120 See 8:383 for this resolution. Suspension also in LO, 292–293.
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[PETITION FOR APPOINTMENT OF GUARDIANS FOR
CHILDREN OF JACOB VAN COUWENHOVEN]121

In session at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, present: the lord
director general, Petrus Stuyvesant, the lord Nicasius de Sille, fiscal
and first councilor of New Netherland, and the lord Pieter Tonneman.
Tuesday, the 16th of January anno 1657.
Copy.

To the honorable lords the director general and
high councilors of New Netherland

Pieter van Couwenhoven, brother of Jacob van Couwenhoven, makes
known with humble reverence how it is that he, by the testament dated
20 April 1653,122 confirmed by the same Jacob van Couwenhoven and
Hester Jansen dr., his deceased housewife, before the notary Dirck
van Schelluyne and certain witnesses, he, petitioner, together [8:397]
[several lines lost] Loockermans who [ ] married [
] sister
of the aforesaid Hester Jansen [
] who was also empowered for
[
] Setten,123 mother of the aforesaid Hester Jansz
[dr.], the aforesaid Jacob van Couwenhoven, intending to enter into a
second marriage; it is also the case that he, petitioner, and the aforesaid Loockermans have tried and sought to plead with Jacob van
Couwenhoven for a repartition, separation, and division of the estate
before the celebration of his second marriage, by which they were
unable to get any further than an agreement of proof of the aforesaid children’s mother’s goods dated 2 October 1655: each child the
sum of ƒ2000:– in addition to linen, wool, and silk clothing, jewelry and otherwise from their aforesaid deceased mother; therefore,
having undertaken all of this with good intentions, partly because
the aforesaid Jacob van Couwenhoven (entirely unwilling to furnish
an overview and inventory of the estate as is fitting) declaring to be
able to show the aforesaid children as before, and on the other hand
that he promised, as a good father, to provide the best for his aforesaid children; and whereas he, the petitioner, learns that the aforesaid
Jacob van Couwenhoven is burdened with heavy debts, which he daily
121 Related documents can be found in Berthold Fernow, trans., Minutes of the
Orphanmasters of New Amsterdam, vol. 1 (New York, 1902), 12–13, 20–21, 26–27.
122 This document does not survive.
123 Possibly a name associated with the mother.
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increases, so that the petitioner is fearful that the aforesaid children
[
] the previously disclosed mother’s estate or [8:398]
[several lines lost] hatred toward the petitioner, because he speaks
about it, for which reason and because he, petitioner, afterwards would
not like to be the subject of any accusations which the unwillingness
and worries of the aforesaid Jacob van Couwenhoven should cause.
Therefore, it is necessary for him to turn to your honors, requesting
that the same be pleased to appoint one or more other guardians or
administrators, who will promote and care for the legal interests of
the aforesaid children as is appropriate, and that the same be obliged
annually to make an honest and sincere account of their administration
and meetings; the same person or persons also be authorized to enter
upon the aforesaid estate, to have the goods properly inventoried, to
properly arrange it, and to benefit the same in such a way as the petitioner and the closest blood relatives of the aforesaid Hester Jansz,
deceased, shall find best and appropriate for the aforesaid children;
and then to proceed to a repartition, separation, and division of the
estate, doing as good and faithful curators are obliged to do, so that
this way, the best is done for the aforesaid children and their legal
interests [8:399] [several lines lost].
The foregoing request having been [
] was resolved as follows
after due deliberation: Upon the request of the blood guardians of the
[
] left behind by Hester Jans, former housewife of Jacob van
Couwenhoven, which Couwenhoven anno 1655 remarried Magdalena
Jacobs, the persons Hendrick Jansz vander Vin and Isaacq Greveraet
are commissioned and appointed as curators and guardians over the
aforesaid estate and for the still minor children, with the complete
charge and authorization to promote and care for the legal interests of
the aforesaid children as is appropriate, and for this purpose to request
and promote, as truthful as it ought to be, an overview and inventory,
a repartition, separation, and division, and proof and remainder from
the aforesaid Jacob Wolphertsen, voluntarily or involuntarily, and of
the meetings give an account, proof, and remainder as ought to be
done for the blood guardians Pieter van Couwenhoven and Govert
Loockermans in the presence of those who will be commissioned
thereto by the director general and councilors thereto commissioned.
Done at Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated as above.
P. Stuyvesant
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Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman.

[PETITION OF THE MAGISTRATES OF AMERSFOORT
CONCERNING THE MINISTER’S SALARY]124

[8:400] [To their noble honors, Petrus Stuyvesant, director general
and the councilors of New Netherland] The commissioned schepenen
of the village of Amersfoort, both for the legal rights of their village in
particular as well as for themselves, acknowledge how they—pursuant to the resolution adopted in the presence of the honorable director
general Petrus Stuyvesant on the 29th of December 1656, last past,
with communication and with the consent of the courts of Breuckelen,
Midwout and Amesfoort—considered it determined that we, of the
court of the said village of Amesfoort, should in proportion to our
neighboring villages and courts of aforesaid Breuckelen and Midwout
find and raise as our quota of the annual salary and pay promised to
the reverend preacher do. J. Theodoris Polhemius the sum of three
hundred guilders. After several considerations and deliberations,
conferring also with our subordinate congregations and inhabitants,
under correction, we have, in order to raise the aforesaid ƒ300 in the
easiest way, appraised and assessed the property of each person in
particular conscientiously and who we think to be well-to-do and well
off, and made the assessment and tax levy, here below given in greater
detail, [8:401] [which with what some parties from Gravesend have
voluntarily promised to contribute, will make up the sum of ƒ300.
When we shall have received your honors’ approbation we promise
to carry it out, hoping for your honors’] assistance against [a few, say
two or] three, unwilling persons, who might oppose and resist our
good intention and project.
The persons assessed and provisionally taxed for the contribution of
the said ƒ300 are the following:
Pieter Claesen promises to contribute 		ƒ20:–
Marten Jansen likewise 		ƒ20:–
Elbert Elbertsz taxed at 		ƒ32:–
124 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:378–79.
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Joris Jacobsz
Cornelis Dircksen
Jan Leyck
Albert Bestevaers Boer
Hendrick Pietersen
Pieter Roeloffsen
Hendrick Cornelisse
Hans Jansen
Jan Claesen
Cornelissen Antonissen
Roeloff Cornelisse
Jacob Pietersen
Pieter Cornelisse
Harpert Claesen

ƒ20:–
ƒ20:–
ƒ16:–
ƒ20:–
ƒ10:–
ƒ10:–
ƒ10:–
ƒ16:–
ƒ16:–
ƒ10:–
ƒ10:–
ƒ 6:–
ƒ16:–
ƒ15:–
Total ƒ207:–

[8:402] [Commending ourselves to your honors’ good favor, we, the
magistrates of Amesfoort, await most humbly your honors’ favorable
decree, which doing etc. On the 13th of January 1657, at Amesfoort on
Long Island, in New Netherland. Your honors’] humble and obedient
servants, those of the court of Amesfoort, by order of the same, (was
signed) Pieter Tonneman, secretary for this. (in the margin) Dated 13
January 1657 in Amesfoort on Long Island in New Netherland.
The director general and councilors of New Netherland, having
received and read the foregoing petition of the court of Amesfoort,
dated the 13th of this month of January, the director general and councilors find the request therein mentioned to be just and therefore the
said magistrates of the village of Amesfoort are authorized to employ
the same and to proceed against unwilling parties as is appropriate.
Done at Fort Amsterdam in N. Netherland the 16th of January 1657.

[PETITION OF THE MAGISTRATES OF MIDWOUT
CONCERNING THE MINISTER’S SALARY]125

[8:403] [To their noble honors, director
general Petrus Stuyvesant and the councilors
125 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:379–380.
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of New Netherland.
Show with great humility and due respect the delegated schepenen of
the jurisdiction of Midwout that pursuant to the resolution adopted by
the] honorable director general [Petrus Stuyvesant] after communication with and with the assent of the courts of Breuckelen, Midwout
and Amesfoort on the 29th of December 1656, last past, those of
Midwout were to contribute to the yearly salary promised to the reverend preacher do. J. Theodorus Polhemius, ƒ400, those of Breuckelen
ƒ300, and those of the court of Amesfoort a like sum of ƒ300. After
several meetings, they could find no other way than to impose upon
each lot and parcel of land, of which there are about 40 in Midwout,
a sum of ƒ10 yearly in proportion. This aforesaid assessment of ƒ10
yearly calculated for each and every lot would make up the sum of
ƒ400, which we, the court of Midwout, have promised in the presence
of the honorable director general to contribute to the yearly pay of
the said dominee Polhemius. But as not every one of the inhabitants
and subject has the same amount of property, one having less, the
other more, we must and cannot tax all alike, [8:404] [but each in
proportion to his property and real estate. If we receive your honors’
approbation to such a cotization and tax up to ƒ400 for the yearly pay
of the] said do. Polhemius, we promise to proceed with this directly and continue in it, each according to his ability, and to make the
proper assessment conscientiously, provided we are supported by
your honors herein against unwilling parties, which we hope will not
cause any opposition. We promise also, to take care and pay attention that at the expiration of each half year, the salary in proportion
shall be paid to the aforesaid Polhemius, and we think that the said do.
Polhemius might be satisfied and content with this offer. Furthermore,
we very respectfully request, as we have already done in our letter to
the honorable director general personally, dated the 21st of December
anno passado 1656, that we may proceed at the determined time, as
your honors deem appropriate, with the letting of the burghers’ excise
on liquids and the slaughtering of animals and use the revenues therefrom for the common good of this village of Midwout, in payment of
the yearly salary promised to our court messenger and other necessary
daily expenses. [8:405] [We promise to give an account and prove the
balance in hand at any time when called upon to do so, upon which
your honors may rely. Awaiting your honors’ favorable decision we
are and remain,] (below stood)
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[Your Honors’ humble and obedient] servants the
[schepenen of] the court of Midwout.
[By order] of the same (was signed)
[Pieter] Tonneman, secretary for this.
The 13th of January anno 1657
at Middewout on Long Island
in New Netherland.
The director general and councilors of New Netherland, having received
and read the foregoing petition of the magistrates of Midwout, dated
the 13th of this month of January, the director general and councilors
find the requests therein mentioned reasonable; the said magistrates
are therefore authorized to employ the same and to proceed against all
who refuse. Dated as above.

[PETITION OF THE MAGISTRATES OF BREUCKELEN
CONCERNING THE MINISTER’S SALARY]126

[8:406] [Noble, very worshipful, very learned, wise and
prudent, honorable director general in New Netherland.]
Very worshipful sir.
Pursuant to the resolution adopted by your honor on the 29th of
November [sic]127 last past at Breuckelen in our session, the delegates
from Midwout and Amesfoort being present, that those of Midwout
were to contribute to the yearly salary of the reverend do. Polhemius
ƒ400, those of Breuckelen ƒ300, and those of Amesfoort also ƒ300.
Because we were weighing and considering this very carefully so that
thereafter we would inform and let your honors know our resolution,
we, your honors’ humble servants, those of the court of Breuckelen,
report and submit to your honors the impossibility to contribute the
aforesaid yearly 300 guilders, because this sum cannot well be found
from such a weak and impoverished community, many members of
which have suffered great losses and damages in the times of war,
surprises by the wilden and otherwise, which have disabled them. With
126 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:380–382.
127 The date should be the 29th of December.
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the best of will some cannot raise [8:407] [what they would like to
contribute; nor has the said do. Polhemius ever been called or engaged
by us as pastor, but he has intruded here against our wishes, desiring
to preach in the public street in the open air; on account of which
the house of] the commissioner Joris [Dircksen] here in Breuckelen,
was provisionally [given him to avoid giving offense to anyone.] The
common burghers and inhabitants of Breuckelen as well as subjects
say that for such meager and unsatisfactory service as they have had
hitherto, even if they could, they would not resolve to contribute
anything, for he comes here only every other week on Sundays in
the afternoon, offering only a prayer instead of a sermon, so that at
times we hardly can grasp and understand little, and when we think
that the sermon or prayer, whatever it be called, is just beginning, it
is already over, so that he gives little edification to the congregation.
It has happened to us only on the Sunday before Christmas, the 24th
of December last, that in place of a sermon, which we had expected
to have, we only listened to a prayer, so short that it was over before
we realized it; it was also nearly evening, before he, Polhemius, came,
so that he had really not much time and was compelled to break off
and stop abruptly to [8:408] [return home, and this was all the edification—little enough—which we have had during the Christmas holidays. We maintain therefore that we shall enjoy the same, if not more
edification by appointing] someone of our midst to read a sermon
from a book of homilies [huys postille] every Sunday, than we have
hitherto received by the sermon or prayers of said do. Polhemius.
We do not intend, however, by this our suggestion and explanation
anything to the dishonor of the said Polhemius or to the injury of his
good reputation, but say only that his great age is the cause of this
and that his faculties are evidently not what they were formerly; we
see also clearly that Polhemius is not deficient in good will, but as
he has not been called by us, we cannot well conclude to contribute to this aside from our inability further explained and submitted
to your honors. Although we, of the court of Breuckelen, resolved to
give something towards the salary of the said Polhemius, the congregation here cannot come to such a resolution. There are many who
cannot give or make any contribution and who sooner would need
some help for their support; there are besides many farms unoccupied
and vacant, for instance that of Mr. Poulis, located at the [8:409] [the
one of Frerick Lubbertsen on the strand, while a very simple and poor
man lives on his other bouwery who is also unable to give anything,
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and Lodwyck lives upon the poor bouwery while his lot is vacant, the
same as] Pieter [Cornelissen’s, Elbert Elbertsen’s, the land of Black
Hans, Grabiels land], Pieter Mallemocque,128 Pieter [Manist, Jean
Martyn], and others, more of whom there is quite a number. From
the foregoing your honors may well consider and conclude what can
be given and raised here, and even if everyone would be assessed by
us and put on the tax list, nobody will be able to resolve to contribute anything for such slender services as we have so far enjoyed. We
finally submit with due respect that whereas those of Midwout alone
have engaged Polhemius without our knowledge or communication,
we are very willing and well satisfied that those of Midwout shall
enjoy the services of the aforesaid do. Polhemius alone; if the aforesaid
Polhemius wishes again to perform the service and prayer instead of
a service here as formerly, we do not want to commit ourselves to
that, only, that out of benevolence, voluntarily and of our free will, we
would be willing to give him something, just as there are some among
us here who are well inclined to him, although we do not enjoy his,
Polhemius’s, services. Closing herewith, we commend your honors to
the merciful protection of the Almighty and with wishes for a happy
New Year besides a blessed and prosperous [8:410] [administration
until the end, and commending ourselves to your honors’ good favor
we are and remain,
Your honorable worship’s humble servants
The magistrates of Breuckelen, Albert
Cornelissen], Jores Dircks, Willem [Bredenbent].
Lower stood:
By their order
Pieter Tonneman, secretary.
Done in Breuckelen the day129 of January anno 1657.

128 Peter Caesar Alberti, “the Italian,” from Malamocco, a village on Lido in the
Venetian archipelago.
129 Instead of the day of the month, the clerk unintentionally wrote dach, “day.”
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[ORDER ADVISING MAGISTRATES OF BREUCKELEN
TO FULFILL THEIR OBLIGATIONS TO POLHEMIUS]130

After having read the foregoing letter the following answer was made:
Mr. Tonneman is hereby commissioned by the director general and
councilors to remind those of Breuckelen once more to the agreement
and promise concerning the salary of their preacher do. Polhemius,
otherwise the director general and councilors will give such orders
and make such dispositions as are appropriate. Dated as above

[ORDINANCE CONCERNING FENCING OF LAND AND CUTTING OF FIREWOOD]131

[8:411] [The director general and councilors of New Netherland, to all
those who shall see or hear this read, greetings.
Let is be known that whereas many complaints have lately been
presented to us of the chopping of] firewood [and cutting of] timber
[on lands claimed by diverse of] our inhabitants [in virtue of] patents,
[the principal reason and cause of which are] that many land-grasping inhabitants of this province have received over many years many
and large tracts of land on letters patent from the director general and
councilors, on the express condition to cultivate and improve them,
which lands many inhabitants have, for many years, allowed to lie,
and which still lie unfenced, unimproved, indeed, wild and waste,
without making any improvement or expending any labor upon them,
merely claiming and retaining them by virtue of the obtained letters
patent. Not only is the honorable Company deprived of and curtailed
in its revenues, and the advancement of the country delayed and postponed hereby, but some of our inhabitants who seek to earn an honest
livelihood by chopping firewood and squaring timber are frequently prevented and hindered in their design by those who, by virtue of
letters patent, lay claim to such lands without improving and cultivating them, whence many quarrels and disputes have, at diverse times
and places, arisen between inhabitants and inhabitants.
130 See NYCD 14:382 for another translation.
131 Recovered text from translation in NND 16(1):77–78 (LWA); also in LO,
294–295.
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In order to prevent this as much as possible, [8:412] [the aforesaid director general and councilors do therefore again ordain and
command, that all those who by virtue of patents or deeds] claim [any
lands], shall properly set off and [fence them in], so that the director
general and councilors as well as the inhabitants may know and see
what lands have been granted and what remain still to be granted.
And, as long as the granted lands remain unfenced, the director general and councilors aforesaid do hereby declare and ordain that none of
our good inhabitants shall be hindered or prevented to chop firewood
or square timber on unfenced lands, wherever it shall best suit the
convenience of the inhabitants, on pain of legal proceedings being
instituted against those who will have hindered or prevented the same,
as is appropriate. Dated as above.
On the 16th of January this placard was published and posted.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonnemans
[8:413]132 [several lines lost] to continue [
] tappers and to
hawk by the small measure without having applied or received any
license from us, or those qualified by us, which, then, is contrary to
the good order and polity of our fatherland; besides that such inns,
tappers, and hawkers of wines and beers or distilled spirits [left blank]
It is resolved to draft a placard concerning this matter in English.

[ORDER TO JAN ADAMS CONCERNING A
COMPLAINT OF WILLEM BEECKMAN’S WIFE]

[8:414] [several lines lost] Amsterdam [
] director
general Petrus Stuyvesant, Nicasius de Sille, first councilor and fiscal
in New Netherland, and the lord councilor Pieter Tonnemans. It has
been resolved, for reasons moving the director general and councilors
thereto, to send the following directive to the schout, burgomasters
and schepenen of this city.

132 This page is crossed out in the original.
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The director general and councilors of New Netherland consent and
authorize the schout, burgomasters and schepenen of this city of
Amsterdam in New Netherland to summon the person of Jan Adams to
appear before them concerning the dispute between him and the wife
of Sr. Willem Beeckman, to examine and after scrutiny to sentence,
saving only the right of appeal to the director general and councilors
of New Netherland. Thus done, consented and authorized for reasons
moving the aforesaid director general and councilors thereto, the 23rd
of January anno 1657 at Amsterdam in New Netherland.

[PETITION OF JORIS BALDINGH TO DIVORCE HIS WIFE]

[8:415] [several lines lost] Makes [
] with all [
] Baldingh,
how it is that [
] has occurred [
] sorrow
[
] of his wife with [
] as is shown by the
attached proof [
] of the magistrate at Gravesande, in order
to [
] the unbearable disgrace [
] the petitioner of [
]
legally to separate from her; moreover, he has never given her any
cause of malcontent; therefore, the petitioner needs to humbly turn to
your honors, seeking reverently that your honors be pleased to grant
him, petitioner, a decree of separation, as your honors shall [
]
according to the content of the evidence and [
] according
to legal custom as is appropriate. Thus doing etc.
23 January 1657
The mark
Joris Baldingh
made with his own hand.
[8:416] [blank]

[TESTIMONY OF JOSEPH FFOWLER AND
HANAH BRADDISH TO THE ABOVE PETITION]133

[8:417] [several lines lost] to George Balden [
and ye said George [was
133 English document.
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opened ye dore unto [us and
com in and I asked ye said ha[nnah where
Enom Benom was and shee tould me ye hee [was there
and I went to ye beds sid. and than I saw him [in
ye bed wth Abegall Balden and yt they lay toge[ther
Januarij
Taken and sworne		
wittnes [
the second
before mee			
Joseph ffowl[er
1656
Richard Battes
The testimony of Hanah Braddish—this de[cha]
Testifies yt I heard Enom Benam perswad[
George Baldons wief for to forsake her husband
and to goe to Verginia and the said Enom wou[ld
sell all yt hee had and follow her and shee
should be his wief thar. and ye afore said
Enom called her wief and sweetthart all [ways
when Balden was from hom. ffarthermore ye
said Enom said yt hee would faine have [wan
child by her. and then what was his should be
hers. and all should be at her comand. Lickwise [he
charged George Baldens boy yt hee should say [
nothing to his father of what hee saw or hard
lickwise I doe afirme yt I saw them both in
bed together in on bed and so it hath ben
comonly wettness my hand Hanah Braddigh
January
the second		
Taken and sworne
1656		
before mee
			Richard Battes
]issing by me
Richard Bronese
[8:418] [blank]

COUNCIL MINUTES
[CONFESSIONS OF ABEGALL BALDEN AND
ENOM BENOM TO THE ABOVE ADULTERY]134

[8:419] [several lines lost]
Abegall [
ye[
in Adultry wth [Enom
oath that ye said Enom was [
child, and yt thar was A[
tewen them, yt then would waitt [
untill shee could be freed from her husband [husband?
by law or yt hee was taken from her by [de
and then Enom and shee weare to live together
as man and wief, and in wettnes of this [shee
bracke a pece [?] of silver betwene them
Enom being Examened declareth yt the pece of silver
was cutt upon ye request of Abegall
to see whether it waere silver ore baase
and standeth in ye deniall of all ye rest
yt is charged against him.

[JUDGMENT IN THE ABOVE CASE OF ADULTERY]135

[one line lost]
January
16 – 1657
The Court satt againe aboutt ye for-[
matter and haveing receaved farthere
Testimony doe give forth this sentence again[st?
Enom yt hee shall pay Two hundred gilders
towards ye keeing of ye child. And fifty gilders
to ye Court and to be paied befor his estat yt
was under Arest should be sett at liberty
All so yt the Court haveing taken ye premises con[searning Abegall Balden into consideration
do give forth this sintenc against her
134 English document.
135 English document.
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to be baneshed out of ye jurisdicthion of
Gravesand wthin ten dayes or els to pay
four hundred gilders in curant pay wthin
ye said time and this is giving in charge to ye
schout to se yd [the?] Execution of it......
This is a true copie of ye procedeur
of ye Cort Testified by me
Edward Brow[sen?
en of ye Court
[8:420] [blank]

[DECREE OF DIVORCE GRANTED TO JORIS BALDINGH]

[8:421] [several lines lost] everyone who [
]
whereas Joris Baldingh [
] how it is, to his great sorrow,
the immoral behavior of [
] Abegall Balden in committing
adultery [
] person of Enim Benim, for which, upon her confession and various declarations, she has been banished from the jurisdiction of Gravesande by the magistrate of Gravesande, as appears in the
sentence dated 16 of this month pronounced by the aforesaid magistrates, requesting, because of the aforesaid unbearable disgrace, to be
separated legally from the aforesaid Abegall Balden, the more since he
has never given her any cause for discontent. The director general and
councilors of New Netherland having examined the petition and the
aforesaid sentence as well as the testimony and evidence upon which
the aforesaid sentence is based [
] what further may be relevant;
therefore, the director general and councilors, aforesaid, find that Joris
Baldingh’s request, according to spiritual and secular justice, cannot
be denied, and have hereby granted him this decree of divorce and
release him from the aforesaid Abegall Balden, as we hereby declare
him released. Done at Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated as above.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonnemans
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[PETITION OF JACQUES CORTELJOUW TO BE SURVEYOR GENERAL]

[8:422] [several lines lost] Whereas daily more and more land here
will be given out, inhabited, and cultivated and for such a sworn person
is required in order to lay out and measure the same in a fit manner;
therefore, the petitioner requests to be appointed for the measuring of
Company as well as private land, provided that he will earn something
annually from the Company and private parties per morgen or per day
at the discretion of the director general and councilors etc. (and was
signed) Ja. Corteljouw.

[APPOINTMENT OF JACQUES CORTELJOUW AS SURVEYOR GENERAL]

Whereas at various times complaints have come to us, director general and councilors of New Netherland, concerning the granting and
laying out of lands where one contains more and the other less than
is recorded in the patent, mostly because the previous surveyor did
not have good knowledge of it, from which already, now and then,
many squabbles and disputes have arisen, and still more are expected
to happen in the future if it is not taken care of timely; and whereas
the person of Jacques Corteljouw presently offers to serve as surveyor for the honorable Company and inhabitants; therefore, we [8:423]
[several lines lost] our farms, [garden
] to be allowed to
measure [
] everything to the best of his knowledge [
]
to take the oath to us and to keep a good register and record of the
[
] measured out and re-measured property, is appropriate, and
everything for the salary specified below.
[In the margin:] A separate document has been granted for the following, namely:

[SALARY, FEES, AND OATH OF JACQUES CORTELJOUW]

For whatever might occur to be measured on account of the Company
he shall receive annually two hundred fifty guilders; for each morgen
of land that the lord director and councilors grant for the first time he
shall receive 3 stivers for the measurement; for lands that he measures
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out for private parties, 6 stivers per morgen; but if the land should
lie in the countryside, he shall earn 6 guilders per day; for a lot for
house and garden, both large and small, 50 stivers. Done at Fortress
Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated as above.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonnemans.
I, Jacques Corteljouw, appointed by the director general and councilors of New Netherland as surveyor, promise in this capacity to obey
and [
] the honorable high and mighty lords States General of
the United Netherlands and the directors of the Chartered West India
Company, chamber at Amsterdam, [8:424] [several lines lost] as a
good and loyal surveyor ought to do; and to measure all lands upon
request to the best of my knowledge without favor or respect of person
on the one side or the other, SO TRULY HELP ME GOD ALMIGHTY.

[PETITION TO ERECT A VILLAGE ON LONG ISLAND]136

To their honorable lords, the director general
and councilors of New Netherland.
Whereas no lands may be laid out and undertaken here without your
honors’ approbation and consent, the petitioner addresses himself to
your honors for consent to start and establish a village on Long Island
on the bay of the North River.
(was signed) Ja. Corteljouw as attorney of the heirs of the
deceased Cor. van Werckhooven.
[8:425] [The foregoing request having been received and read, it is
decreed as follows:] fiat ut petitur, [provided that] a plan [of it be
submitted] to the director general and councilors [at the first opportunity]. Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland the 16th of January
anno 1657.

136 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:382.
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[ORDINANCE AGAINST UNLICENSED TAVERNS]137

The director general and councilors of New Netherland, to all those
who see or hear these presents read, greetings, make known, that they
are informed and told that diverse persons, as well within the city as
in the countryside, in the villages and hamlets of this province, undertake and assume to begin taverns, public houses and to sell beer and
wine by the small measure and to continue to do so without having
applied for or received any license from us or from those authorized
by us, which is contrary to the good order and polity of our fatherland.
Besides, such tavern keepers, tappers and retailers of wine, beer and
distilled spirits [8:426] [are opposed to, and refused to pay and satisfy
the usual excise imposed on the consumption of wine and beer.
In order to prevent this, the director general and] councilors of New
Netherland [do hereby ordain that] no person within this province
shall undertake to keep any inn, public house or retail any beer, wine,
distilled spirits by the small measure, before and until he has applied
to and notified the director general and councilors, or their deputies,
to wit, the subaltern court of the village to which he is subject, and, in
addition, has declared with the farmer or his collector the beer, wine,
brandy or spirits to be laid in by him and consumed, and thereon paid,
for the common good, the usual excise imposed thereon by the director
general and councilors and publicly let to the highest bidder, whereof
Warnaer Wessels is the farmer for the coming year, and Jan Teunissen
is, with the consent and approbation of the said director general and
councilors, his collector for the village of Vlissingen on pain of forfeiting the wine, beer, brandy or distilled spirits and five times the value
thereof in case any tavern keepers, tappers or retailers are found to
have smuggled or laid in any beer, wine, brandy or distilled [8:427]
[spirits without entry or excise permit, and 25 guilders additional for
the first offense to be forfeited by those who attempt tapping] or retailing [of wine, beer] or distilled spirits by the [small measure] without
having demanded and received a permit or a license for it from the
director general and councilors or their [qualified] subaltern magistrates; the fine to be applied one-third for the officer who shall make
the complaint, one-third for the farmer [of the excise] and one-third
for the common interest.
137 Recovered text from translation in NND 16(1):78–79 (LWA); also in LO,
296–297.
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Thus done in the session of the director general and councilors held in
Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated as above.

[PETITION FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE BURGHER RIGHT]138

To the highly esteemed lords the right honorable director general and
his lords councilors of the New Netherland.
The undersigned petitioners in their capacity as burgomasters and
schepenen of this city remonstrate with due reverence how it is that
they daily find more and more the multiplication of schotsen 139 who
yearly sail to here back and forth with the ships from the fatherland,
arriving here, are unwilling for the most part to sell their goods, but
proceed immediately to Fort Orange or elsewhere. Upon finishing
their trade they leave again at the first opportunity, so that not only this
place can derive no benefit from such persons, but on the contrary this
good community suffers great damage thereby, so that last summer one
even had to get consumable provisions that came from patria from Fort
Orange because [8:428] [the trade there was much better than at this
place. Which commerce is in direct violation of the 12th article of the
freedoms,140 which the honorable lords patrons granted to this place,
by which article the said lords decide that the staple of the whole of
New Netherland shall be on the island of Manhattans, inasmuch as the
said burgomasters have reserved this island] for their own [colony];
also taking into consideration the burdens that their community has to
bear in this city and the services that they have rendered as well in the
time of the English troubles as in those which happened on other occasions, in which they always showed their willingness; so that for this
reason and in order to animate them the more, it would be very proper
(in our opinion) to favor them with some privileges. And whereas the
burgher right is one of the foremost privileges in a well-governed city,
the petitioners therefore humbly request your honors to be pleased to
grant the privilege that no one shall be allowed to keep a store here
unless they are known as burghers here in the city; also, that persons
who are not settled residents here in this country shall not be allowed
138 Recovered text from translation in RNA 2:272–273.
139 Small transient peddlers.
140 The Charter of Freedoms and Exemptions.
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to trade at any district hereabout outside this place, together with what
your honors may be pleased kindly to grant to our community and
your honors’ subjects; also, in addition, to be pleased to order how
much those who come from patria or any other places shall give to this
city to reside and carry on a trade here to purchase their citizenship.
Awaiting hereupon your honors favorable disposition we remain,
Your honors’ humble subjects,
The burgomasters and schepenen of the city
Amsterdam in New Netherland,
(lower stood) By order of the same,
(and signed) Jacob Kip, sec.
(dated in the margin) Done this 22nd Jan. 1657 at the session in the
city hall at Amsterdam in N. Netherland.

[OPINION OF THE DIRECTOR GENERAL ON THE FOREGOING PETITION]

[8:429] The petition [
] persuasive reasons for the
[
] contains these following [
] to be taken
into consideration.
1. The injury and damage to domestic commerce, which the permanent and long-established inhabitants come to suffer by the comings
and goings of the schotsen, infers by supposition a request of redress
and remedy regarding it, [which is] included by the remonstrants and
petitioners in the conclusion with the establishment of a burgher right
in this city;
Secondly, that no one except for such well-known citizens would be
allowed to run a public shop;
Thirdly, a more specific description of the restriction that no one except
for such citizens, or at least firmly settled and permanent inhabitants, may
be allowed to trade or traffic at some remote places within this government; The reasons prompting thereto, the petitioners construe from the
trouble, labor, and burdens already sustained and borne by the citizenry
or inhabitants of this city [8:430] [several lines lost] benefit of the staple
[
] granted [
] by the lords directors [
].
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Regarding the cited reasons, they cannot be denied much less contradicted; and, on that account it is proper that these citizens and inhabitants of this city are deserving of privileges above others and should
be encouraged to continue both for what they did in the past English
and wiltse troubles as well as for what might still come to happen, as
this place is regarded the most principal and frontier place, subject to
the first and most assaults, resulting in difficulty, labor, and resistance.
But whether the request can be given to the petitioners in this form and
whether it squares with the advice and consent of the lords directors
as well as with the population of the country, which needs to be especially observed, has its necessary considerations, however, one more
than the other:
Regarding the first, namely, the burgher right and that no one other
than who is known here as a burgher would be allowed to keep any
public shop or elsewhere [8:431] [several lines lost] to force to serving [
] and therefore in my opinion best [
] as soon as
possible, [
] and recommendations of the aforesaid lords
directors, namely, to draft and establish that from now on no arriving traders, whether skippers, sailors or schotsen, however they may
be named, shall be allowed to sell, transport or send off their goods
within the country, unless they beforehand keep a public store within
this city, whether in their own or in a leased house or room, just as it
is most suitable and convenient to the trader, without binding him to
real estate or a stay longer than pleases him. Regarding the last, the
only exception is an extreme emergency and situation concerning the
preservation of the entire country, and then just only for the time as
that is practicable in our fatherland.
And, whereas for the keeping of a public shop some kind of burgher
right is required in conformity with the customs of our fatherland,
where no one is permitted a public shop in a well-administered city
unless he has a burgher or poorter right [8:432] [several lines lost]
subject to burgher obligations [
] from now on all
[arriving] traders, before they are allowed to the keeping of a public
shop, request the burgher right from burgomasters and schepenen, on
the condition that they pay a civil and reasonable [sum] for it, take the
oath of loyalty to the superior administration of the director general and councilors of New Netherland, as do burghers and poorteren;
once this is done, they will be allowed in their own or rented house as
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a public shop keeper, and if they keep fire and light they will not be
refused or obstructed to negotiate, traffic, and trade within and outside
this province as do other burghers and poorteren and inhabitants of
this province, whether it be with their own or hired barks, yachts, and
vessels, without any goods or merchandise, by virtue of the staple
right as observed in our fatherland, being allowed to be transported or
imported from abroad with the ships, yachts or barks, which brought
them into the country, whether it be from the fatherland or from neighboring places unless by payment of the staple right, freight and money.
And because no burgher or poorter right obligates anyone [
] as
an oath-sworn loyal somebody to [ ] longer than his situation [8:433]
[several lines lost] by virtue of this [
] of the lords directors
[
] still pertain to residency (as constrained [by the] and slave like
[
] my advice serves that such as [
] they have
received for the time of their residency the burgher or poorter right,
they would lose it again with their departure from here to the fatherland, and upon returning they will have to apply and receive it once
again, on the condition of paying beforehand the specified fee for it,
or during his absence to keep fire and light at the place of his burgher
right in conformity with the general order of our fatherland.
P. Stuyvesant

[OPINION OF COUNCILOR DE SILLE ON THE FOREGOING PETITION]

[8:434] [several lines lost] and councilors, I say as follows [
]
that the aforesaid gentlemen make mention of the staple right of all of
New Netherland [
] it should be only on the island Manhattan,
being a colony of the lords directors and that the Schotse merchants
ought not to be permitted to pass through this place without having
paid the staple right. In the 9th article of the Dortse [staple right]141 is
written:
That all staple goods, being merchandise coming from above Dort
141 Reference is to the South Holland city of Dordrecht, which was granted the staple
right in 1299. Its terms and conditions served as an example to other municipalities
in the Low Countries.
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etc., shall be sold there whether it be wholly or by parcels,142 both by
those from outside as well as within the aforesaid city of Dort.
If then the petitioners understand it in this way, it is worth considering,
as our lords directors consider it as their colony whether the staple
right shall belong to the Company or the city.
And also, subject to correction, I say that such Schotsen or small traders ought not to be allowed, before our firmly-established inhabitants,
to go off to the south or to Fort Orange before they, Schotsen, had
offered for one month with open doors or shop their merchandise for
sale, so that our inhabitants are not passed by such sneaks and cheats,
who up to now have provided little benefit to the inhabitants of this
country but passed and sailed by our merchants, paying nothing, while
on the contrary our inhabitants are subject to all burdens and watches
and on top of that are undermined by these people in their livelihood.
Therefore, I say that no foreigner ought to keep shop before they have
paid the burgher right and in addition transport no merchandise unless
the Schotse have waited out their month and paid the staple right on
all such goods they have brought from Holland. [8:435] [several lines
lost] general and councilors.
Nicasius de Sille and the lord councilor [

].

[RESOLUTION TO ISSUE AN ORDINANCE ON THE BURGHER RIGHT]

The foregoing advice of the [
] general and councilors having
been read [
] debated, and deliberated, the honorable lords councilors Nicasius de Sille and Pieter Tonnemans, unanimously concur
with the advice of the lord director general Stuyvesant, inserted above,
and it is resolved and determined to draft an ordinance thereof in the
form of a placard and to publish and post it tomorrow, as is appropriate. Dated as above.
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonnemans

142 I.e., wholesale or retail.
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[ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING A SMALL AND GREAT
BURGHER RIGHT IN NEW AMSTERDAM]143

[8:436] [several lines lost] The director general and councilors of
New Netherland having taken into consideration the submission of the
burgomasters and schepenen of this city of New Amsterdam in New
Netherland, wherein they remonstrate on the one hand the trouble,
labor, burdens, guard duty, and doing the rounds, which the burghers
of that city have supported, borne and sustained in the last national quarrels with the neighbors, as well as in the sad and unexpected
encounters with the naturellen, and what they, as the principal frontier
and capital are subjected to more than others; on the other hand, the
repeatedly made complaints of the burghers and of other inhabitants of
this province against the trading and trafficking of the Schotsen, who
sail back and forth within the country’s interior, also even at the best
trading places, taking, as it were the bread out of the mouths of the
good burghers and resident inhabitants, without being subject, like the
burghers and settled inhabitants, in time of peace or war, to any trouble, expense, labor, guard duty or watches, other than, in time of peace
they carry off the profits, and in time of war desert the country and
its inhabitants, against which the burgomasters and schepenen request
for their citizenry some more [8:437] [extensive favor, privilege and
freedom. The director general and councilors of New Netherland,
having taken the premises into serious consideration, being sufficiently informed by their own experience of the truth and justice of
the case, have, on the petition of the burgomasters and schepenen,
with the approbation and ratification of the lords patroons, and by
their advice] and instructions dated 12 [March, 1654, provisionally]
condescended, resolved, privileged and granted that from now on the
Schotsen and traders who come over, shall, by virtue of the staple right
and pursuant to the orders and instructions of the lords patroons, be
bound to set up and keep in a rented or owned house or room rented
or owned by them, an open store within the gates and walls of this
city before selling or transporting their goods and merchandises, and
to ask previously of the burgomasters and schepenen aforesaid for the
common or small burgher or poorter right to enable them so to do,
for which they shall pay once twenty guilders for the benefit of this
city and the support thereof. In like manner, also, in virtue hereof, the
burgomasters and schepenen are granted that, from this time forward,
143 Recovered text from translation in LO, 298–300.
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no passengers, Schotsen, shop keepers or craftsmen shall be privileged
to pursue, within this city, any public store or craft, except those who
[have applied to and received] from [8:438] [the burgomasters and
schepenen the small or common burgher right, and bound themselves
by subscription or promise of oath to the supreme government of the
director general and councilors, to bear, during] their stay here in the
city, their taxes, guard duty, and watches, like other burghers and
poorteren.
Further, conforming to the laudable custom of the city of Amsterdam
in Europe, the director general and councilors of New Netherland
consent and grant, with the approval and ratification as aforesaid, to
the burgomasters and schepenen of this city the establishment of a
great burgher right, for which those who request to be therein shall
pay fifty guilders.
And all such, and such only, are in the future qualified to fill all civil
offices and dignities within this city, and accordingly they can be
brought up for nomination; secondly, are exempt for one year and six
weeks from guard duty and watches;
Thirdly, they are not subject to arrest by any subaltern judges or courts
of this province.
The director general and councilors reserve to themselves the further
amplification and the interpretation of the obscurities or misunderstandings hereof.
Thus done in council in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 30th
of January, 1657.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman.
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[JUDGMENT IN APPEAL OF ALLARD ANTHONY AGAINST JACOB BARSIMSON]144

[8:439] [several lines lost] Received [
] statements produced by [
] Jacob Barsimson, Joode, and is
[
] in the capacity of attorney for [
]
Huys, skipper on the ship the Peereboom [
] appellant in the
judgment of the burgomasters and schepenen of this city, dated 25
September 1656, on the produced papers.
The director general and councilors of New Netherland having read,
reread, and examined the produced documents and statements, and
having deliberated on and considered other pertinent material, find in
the produced papers insufficient evidence to whom the goods belonged
that Jacob de Aboaff (as alleged) took out of the chest, namely, whether to him, de Aboaff, or to the plaintiff, Jacob Barsimson, his associate; there was produced to this end only one simple declaration of the
plaintiff himself, done for his own case, which in law can or ought
to have no place concerning an absent defendant; more so, because
at best it can be believed and presumed of the absent defendant, and
also, subject to customary legal practice, assumed and believed (at
least until the contrary is sufficiently proven by the plaintiff) that the
demanded goods (though proven to have been taken out of the chest
in such quality and quantity) [8:440] [several lines lost] have together
[
] as they were in company together, as appears by the
general [
] letter of the lords directors and from the shared space
of the chest and by the consequent commonality of the goods in the
chest, at least the common access for the same. Therefore, the aforesaid director general and councilors, pronouncing and declaring the
judgment wrongfully proclaimed and successfully appealed, condemn
and sentence the plaintiff, Jacob Barsimson, first and foremost, to
sufficiently prove, whether by declaring the goods in the manifest
on his name or by reliable witnesses, lawfully acceptable that the
goods claimed lost or taken by Jacob de Aboaff, were in the chest;
having been therein, that they were his, plaintiff’s, own goods or only
consigned to him and that they did not belong to Jacob de Aboaff or
to them together, and that the same were taken out of the chest and
carried away on the day of his complaint and protest made against
Jacob Jansz Huijs, in his capacity as skipper, and that they were not
taken out of the chest and carried away by Jacob de Aboaff before,
144 See RNA 2:173–174 for appealed decision.
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which having been done, then to proceed further [8:441] [several lines
lost] shall deem [
] shall be found to be appropriate [
]
in the law [
] discharging the seizure done by the [
]
on the goods in the hands of Allard Anthony, in his capacity of attorney for Jacob Jansz Huijs, and condemn the [plaintiff], by provision,
for the costs and expenses of the court. Thus done at the session held
in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated as above.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonnemans

[APPOINTMENT OF MAGISTRATES FOR NEW AMSTERDAM]

2 February 1657, Friday.
Whereas, according to the privileges of this city, annually some magistrates who have served out their term depart, and the director general
and councilors of New Netherland select and confirm replacements;
therefore, the director general and councilors of New Netherland have
selected and confirmed for this coming year as magistrates of this city
the lords Allart Anthony, as former burgomaster, Poulus Leendersen
vande Grift, burgomaster, Willem Beeckman, president scheepen,
Johannes de Peyster, Govert Loocquermans, Adriaen Blommert,
Hendr: Jansz vander Vin, schepen[en], which the commonalty is
advised to hold in appropriate regard and respect as is appropriate.
Done at the session in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated as
above.

[ORDINANCE CONCERNING ELIGIBILITY FOR
THE SMALL AND GREAT BURGHER RIGHT]145

[8:442] [The director general and councilors of New Netherland, to all
those who see this or hear it read, greetings. Let it be known that they,
out of consideration of the good and voluntary services, expeditions,
145 Recovered text from translation in NND 16(1):79–81 (LWA); also in LO,
301–303. See 8:436 for the ordinance establishing a small and great burgher right.
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watches and other burdens], which the burghers of N[ ] Amsterdam
have hitherto done and borne, and in the hope and good confidence
that the director general and councilors still conceive their continuance and perseverance therein, have, on the humble petition of the
burgomasters and schepenen, privileged and favored the citizenry and
good inhabitants of this city, with a great and small burgher right, as
can be more fully seen by the grant of privilege made to the burgomasters and schepenen in amplification of that already bestowed; and
whereas, in all beginnings, something or somebody must be the first,
so that thereafter a distinction and difference can be made, therefore,
also, in the establishment of the great and small burgher right, whereof the burgomasters and schepenen have requested by petition to the
director general and councilors further explanation, specification and
distinction as to who and what sort of [person], for the present, to be
included in the great as well as in the small burgher right, the necessity of the distinction then being founded on reason. Therefore, the
director general [8:443] [and councilors of New Netherland, invest,
qualify, and favor the great burgher right.
First, those who have been and at present are in the high or upper
administration of the country, and their descendants in the male line].
Secondly, all former and actual burgomasters and schepenen [of this
city], and their descendants in the male [line.]
Thirdly, the servants of the Holy Word, former and present [in office],
and their descendants in the male line.
Fourthly, the chief burgher officers up to ensigns inclusive, them and
their descendants in the male line. All with this understanding, that
the above mentioned gentlemen and persons, for themselves or their
descendants in the male line, do not lose nor have lost the burgher
right by absence from the city and by not keeping fire and light, in
conformity with the laudable custom of the city of Amsterdam in
Europe. Further, all others who desire and are inclined, or hereafter
may be desirous and inclined, to enjoy the great burgher right, and the
privileges and benefits thereof, shall, according to the foregoing act,
petition for the same to the burgomasters and schepenen and receive
it, [8:444] [on paying for it the sum of fifty guilders, Dutch money, or
the equivalent thereof.
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With the small burgher right are invested and favored],
First, all those who have resided and kept fire and light within the city
for one year and six weeks.
Secondly, all born within this city.
Thirdly, all who have married, or may hereafter marry, native born
daughters of burghers, provided that the burgher right be not lost or
forfeited by absence from this city, or by not keeping fire and light in
conformity as aforesaid.
Further, all others who either now or hereafter will keep any shop,
however it may be called, and carry on business within this city or the
jurisdiction thereof, shall be bound beforehand to apply to the burgomasters for the small burgher right, and pay twenty guilders Dutch
money for it, or the equivalent thereof. [8:445]
[All servants of the honorable Company under wages, also passengers
and new-comers who will settle] elsewhere, provided they do so [within six weeks, remain alone exempt from applying for burgher right, for
the exercise of all sorts of handicraft and the practice thereof].
The monies arising from the receipt of the burgher right shall be
received by the burgomasters, and by them managed principally in the
strengthening and circumvallation of this city.
In order that all this may be the better and in proper order practiced,
observed and obeyed, the burgomasters are ordered and authorized
to make out, or cause to be made out on the first and all following
occasions, a proper list of those who, according to the tenor hereof, are
interested, qualified and favored either with the great or small burgher
right, and of those who obtain and receive the same hereafter and have
a well-kept register thereof, and upon request, to deliver a copy thereof to the office of the secretary of the director general and councilors.
[8:446] [Thus done, resolved, resumed and enacted in the assembly of
the director general and councilors of New Netherland,] held in Fort
Amsterdam, in New Netherland, 12 February anno 1657.
P. Stuyvesant
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Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman

[PETITION RELATING TO THE FOREGOING ORDINANCE]146

Following is the petition upon which the above act was granted.
Copy.

To the honorable lords the honorable director general
and the lords councilors of New Netherland.

Honorable lords.
Whereas your honors have been pleased to favor this city of Amsterdam
in New Netherland with the privilege of small and great burgher right;
therefore, we, burgomasters and schepenen of the same city, thankfully acknowledging such for the common good and welfare, request
your honors’ explanation [to] whom [8:447] belong [for the present
the small, and whom the great burgher right; and request that your
honors would be pleased to confer on the schout, burgomasters and
schepenen, who have formerly been in the government of this city, and
are now in office, and who] shall be elected [to this office from those
nominated for the present year, and their] descendants, the privilege
of the great burgher right. Awaiting your honors’ favorable disposition
hereon, we remain (written below) your honors’ obedient burgomasters
and schepenen of the city of Amsterdam in New Netherland. (below
was written) By order of the same (and signed) Jacob Kip, secretary
(dated in the margin) Done this 31 January 1657 at the session in the
city hall at Amsterdam in New Netherland.

[PETITION OF NEW AMSTERDAM TO APPOINT CITY OFFICIALS]147

[8:448] [In like manner was resolved at the aforesaid court to request
by petition to the honorable director general and councilors, as follows:
146 Recovered text from translation in RNA 2:287–288.
147 Recovered text from translation in RNA 2:288. O’Callaghan’s calendar states
that this petition was refused.
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To the honorable director general and councilors of N. Netherland.
Burgomasters and schepenen of the city of Amsterdam in New
Netherland and with due respect represent:]
How they find by daily experience that it is necessary, as well at present as hereafter, to appoint and select some persons within the city, in
order, as is done in our fatherland, to take care of all offices concerning the city. The petitioners therefore request of your honors that such
may be conferred on the burgomasters and schepenen at the time in
office to grant the said offices and positions to those who, in their
estimation, shall be best and most fit thereto, but everything with the
approbation of your honors the director general and councilors of New
Netherland. Awaiting hereupon your honors’ favorable disposition, we
remain your honors’ subjects, the burgomasters and schepenen of the
city Amsterdam in New Netherland; (below was written) By order of
the same (and signed) Jacob Kip, secretary (dated in the margin) Done
this 31 January 1657 at the session in the city hall at Amsterdam in
New Netherland.
The above petition has been decided as follows: The director general and councilors of New Netherland persist with the instructions
[
] to the burgomasters and [8:449] [several lines lost].

[APPOINTMENT OF ANTONY LODEWICKSEN BAECK AS CITY JAILER]148

Tuesday, 6 February.

To the highly esteemed honors the lord
director general and councilors of New
Netherland.

Your highly esteemed lords.
As the [
] aforesaid schepenen of the city Amsterdam
in New Netherland have considered and concluded the service,
which Antony Lodewicksen Baeck, provost of the [citizenry] of this
city, has performed during his stay here; thus we have conferred on
him the office of jailor of the citizenry at an annual salary of ƒ150;
requesting therefore that your highly esteemed honors be pleased to
148 See also RNA 2:289.
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approve of the same and confirm him in the same office, for which
we have no doubts. (lower was written) Your highly esteemed honors’
obedient burgomasters and schepenen of the city Amsterdam in New
Netherland (lower was written) By order of (the same, was signed)
Jacob Kip, secretary (dated in the margin) Done this 6 February 1657
at Amsterdam in New Netherland.
After due deliberation it was decided to allow and approve the petition. Dated as above. [8:450] [several lines lost]
Pieter Tonnemans.

[NOMINATION OF GRAIN AND LIME MEASURERS]

Copy.

To the honorable lords, the honorable
lord director general and councilors
of New Netherland.

Honorable lords.
Whereas we [
] from the burgomasters of the
city Amsterdam in New Netherland [one line lost] lime measurers
to prevent any arguments regarding this in the future; therefore, we,
pursuant to our instructions given to us on the petitions for the positions of the same offices, have nominated the following as a double list
for your esteemed honors, namely:
Jacob Leendersz vander Grift
Joost Goderis
Machiel Jansen
Lucas Eldersen
[
] request that your honors judge who might be the best
and most capable from this single list, who [
] in
order then to be confirmed there. Awaiting your honors [
] and
[8:451] [several lines lost] (in the margin: dated 1657 Amsterdam,
New Netherland.
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[APPOINTMENT OF GRAIN AND LIME MEASURERS]

Having read the above petition it was decided after due deliberation as
follows: The director general and councilors of New Netherland select
from those nominated for grain and lime measurers: Jacob Leenders
van de Grift and Machiel Jansen; on condition that they shall have
the oath administered themselves without putting anyone else in their
place. Thus done at the session in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland.
Dated as above.

[FORM OF CERTIFICATE OF THE GREAT BURGHER RIGHT]

[8:452] [several lines lost] of this city [
] New Netherland
request [
] any person would be granted burgher certificates
([
] had been) in whatever form the burgher certificate
[
] whether great or small burgher right, would be granted.
After due deliberation it has been resolved and determined that the
burgomasters shall grant to the persons who request burgher certificates and have paid what is required for it, the same mutatis mutandis
[the necessary changes having been made] in the following form:
Of the great burgher right
We, the burgomasters of the city Amsterdam in New Netherland, hereby certify and declare that N.N.149 has requested and obtained from us
the great burgher right and the benefits thereof; and has taken the oath
and paid to the treasurers the money required thereto. Done…
And the burgher certificates of the great burgher right shall be sealed
with the city’s seal and 3 guilders paid for it.

[FORM OF CERTIFICATE OF THE SMALL BURGHER RIGHT]

[8:453] [several lines lost] N.N. has requested and obtained the [small
burgher right], taken the oath, and paid the required money for it to
the treasurers. Done.
149 Notetur nomen: name to be filled in.
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And eighteen guilders shall be paid for it. Thus done at the session
of the honorable lord director general and councilors held in Fort
Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 6th of February anno 1657.

[ORDER TO EXAMINE THE PAPERS OF CORNELIS VAN TIENHOVEN]

Rachel Vinge, wife of Cornelis van Tienhoven former fiscal and
receiver of New Netherland, having appeared, requested that the
papers sealed in a chest by order of the honorable lord director general
and councilors of New Netherland might be looked at and examined,
whether there were any papers, which her husband or her [8:454]
[several lines lost] Verbrugge and Mattheus de Vos, whom she had
requested for it.
After due deliberation it was answered that the lord fiscal had orders
for it, which he would do at once, and that the papers which didn’t
concern the Company or the country would be placed in her hands.
Further, the aforesaid Rachel Vinge requested that she be allowed to
sell her lots lying in the Smits Valeij,150 as she presently had a good
opportunity to do so, which she dared not do by virtue of the impoundment done on her real estate by the lord fiscal; also, that she might be
allowed to sell her sheep.
After due deliberation, she has been permitted to sell her lots in Smits
Valley for the maximum profit, on the condition that money is provided as security.

[BREUCKELEN MAGISTRATES TO THE COUNCIL
CONCERNING PAYMENT OF POLHEMIUS]151

[8:455] [Noble, worshipful, honorable, very
learned, wise and prudent, your honors the
director general and councilors of New
150 Smits Vly: a meadow along the East River between Wall Street and Maiden
Lane.
151 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:382–383.
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Netherland.]
My lords:
We respectfully submit as our answer to the decision made by the
general and high councilors on the 16th of January of this year 1657,
by which we were to find means to supply the amount of ƒ300 yearly
for the salary, promised without our knowledge by those of the courts
of Midwout and Amesvoort to the reverend dominee Polhemius, that
we of the court of Breuckelen still do not know that we have ever
promised or agreed to pay anything, but requested in the meantime to
gather information and make a calculation whether it was feasible and
means might be found; that we fear and apprehend, it cannot be done
in so weak and impoverished a congregation as ours and one with
so many servants [onderhoorigen] intermixed therein. It was not our
intention or thoughts to be constrained thereto by the director general and councilors. Therefore, not desiring to oppose the director and
councilors herein, we have resolved at last to collect and contribute
the imposed ƒ300, how or wherever we might be able to collect it, on
condition that from the expiration of the first year of do. Polhemius’
engagement, which is on the 7th of April 1657, we shall be excused
for this and the following years, unless in the meantime we should
hear of improvements and favorable changes for the general good and
that of these lands, which God may grant; if we would learn [such]
here or from our patria, as hope, then we would make a further agreement with do. Polhemius and promise to deliver on the said condition,
to which we have bound ourselves above, but without, as above stated, engaging ourselves permanently for subsequent and further years.
[8:456] [Closing herewith we commend your honors to the gracious
protection of God, wishing a prosperous and happy administration
until the end and commend ourselves to your honors’ good favors,
with] which we, meanwhile, are and remain,
your honors’ humble servants,
the schepenen of the court of Breuckelen, was signed,
Albert Cornelissen
Jooris Dircksen
The mark of Jooris Rapallhe
Willem Breedenbent
By their order,
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Peter Tonneman, for this, secretary.

[DEPOSITION OF ANTHONIJ LOURDT CONCERNING A LIVESTOCK DISPUTE]

[8:457] [several lines lost] defendant [
] various
other [
]various times [
] have missed,
requests [
] would declare what [
]
have of it, whereas [
] they know something about it,
especially, Antonij Lourdt and his wife.
The defendant, Antonij Lourent and his wife, declare that while at
Gravesande they heard from Stijntje Lourens, Gerrit de Moff and
Luycas vander Liphorst that Antony Jansen van Saale supposedly
killed calves.
Lijsbeth Pieterse and the other defendants, being asked what they
knew of the matter, answered that Anthonij Lourdt’s wife told them
that Anthonij Jansen van Saale (while she was lying there in child bed)
killed as many as 7 calves.
The plaintiff says that the aforesaid wife of Anthony Lourdt also said
such at Gravesande and shows for this purpose depositions signed by
various persons.
The parties having been heard, the lord fiscal is given notice to make
inquiry of this matter. Dated as above.

[PROCLAMATION ESTABLISHING A DAY OF THANKSGIVING AND PRAYER]

[8:458] [several lines lost] the manifold favors, [
], and benefactions, with which the only good and merciful God favors this budding
state and its inhabitants from time to time, of which among so many,
if not, countless others, the least of which are not the continuation of
healthy, fruitful, and peaceful times, the remarkable growth and flourishing of population and commerce, the fruitful and blessed harvest of
the past year, being contrary to assumption, indeed, to the amazement
of everyone, who observed such and noted that on many of the farms
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and plantations abandoned because of the unexpected massacre by
the barbaren, and consequently neither plowed nor sown, but only
from shoots, there grew so much grain as if the same had been plowed
and sown; to which is then added the continuous healthfulness, while,
nevertheless, other places and nations, better and more worthy than
we, indeed, even our friends and religious compatriots in our fatherland, have been visited by severe and pestilential fevers, and which
still above everything else, indeed, the highest [8:459] [several lines
lost] blessings and benefactions [
] ought to oblige for
[
] but also for true [
] repentance,
which then, in order to receive in the [
] place together with the
only good God [
] in the second place from him as from the
[
] of all temporal and spiritual things, the director general and
councilors of New Netherland have deemed it most urgent to order
and proclaim a general day of thanksgiving and prayer, which shall be
held on the first Wednesday in the month of March, being the seventh
of the same month; therefore, our subjects are commanded to find
themselves on the aforesaid day in the church, or there where usually
God’s word is preached, before and after noon, in order to praise the
only good God after listening to the same and to give thanks for the
favors, blessings, and benefactions, with which His Divine Majesty
has been pleased to favor us last year, indeed, the entire time of our
lives, and further [
] His Holy Name with humble
[8:460] [several lines lost] for His Holy Name [
] for the further
propagation and spreading of His Holy Word for the well-being and
salvation of all of us; for which, on the aforesaid day of thanksgiving
and prayer, so that everything may be better observed and performed
with more harmony, the director general and councilors forbid, during
God’s service, all playing and practicing of caatsen, balslaen, hunting,
fishing, sailing, plowing, sowing, mowing, together with all unlawful
games, such as dice playing, binge drinking, and the like, upon pain of
arbitrary penalty and punishment previously codified for it, just as we
then also do encourage and beseech all of our servants of God’s Holy
Word within our government to shape their sermons and prayers to this
aforesaid purpose. Thus done at our session held in Fort Amsterdam in
New Netherland, the 6th of February anno 1657.
[8:461] [several lines lost]
Pieter Tonnemans
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[NOMINATIONS FOR VACANT OFFICES]

To the highly esteemed director general
and the honorable lords councilors.
Esteemed lords.
Whereas Poulus Leendersen van Grift, orphan master [and] surveyor
of this city, has been selected burgomaster and Govert Loockermans,
fire warden, has been selected scheepen; therefore, we deem it necessary to choose and place other qualified persons in their aforesaid
positions. To this end we have nominated by plurality of votes:
For orphan masters
Oloff Stevensz van Cortlant
Johannis Pietersz Verbrugge
For surveyors
Hendrick Hendricksz Kip
Jan Vigne
For fire wardens
Daniel Litschoe
Andries Jochemsz
Requesting that your honors [
] from the
[8:462] [several lines lost] remain your highly esteemed honors’
obedient burgomasters and schepenen of the city of Amsterdam in
New Netherland (lower) By order of the same (signed) Jacop Kip,
secretary, (dated) Done the 12th of February 1657 at the session in the
city hall at Amsterdam in New Netherland.

[APPOINTMENT TO AFORESAID OFFICES]

13 February 1657 on Tuesday.
Having received the nominations transmitted and submitted by the
burgomasters of the city of Amsterdam in New Netherland; therefore,
the director general and councilors of New Netherland have selected
from the same and confirmed:
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For orphan master,
Oloff Stevensz van Cortlant
For surveyor,
Hendrick Hendricksen Kip
For fire warden,
Daniel Litschoe
Thus done at the session of the honorable lord director general and
councilors held in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, dated as above.

[ORDINANCE IMPOSING AN ASSESSMENT TO SUPPORT DOMINEE POLHEMIUS]152

[8:463] [Whereas the village of Breuckelen is taxed by the director
general and councilors, but finally with our general consent and agreement, with the sum and charge of ƒ300, provisionally for this year,
as a supplement of the promised salary and yearly] allowance of the
venerable [do. J.] Theodoris Polhemius; therefore we of the court of
Breuckelen have to raise the said sum of ƒ300 in the easiest manner,
assessed and taxed each person, inhabitants of both Breuckelen and
its dependencies, as is hereunder more fully set forth and can be seen,
all according to our conscience and opinion well off and settled;
wherefore Sijmen Joosten, our court messenger, is hereby ordered and
commanded, on sight and receipt hereof, to repair to the aforesaid
persons mentioned below, and to notify each of them of their assessment and tax, and that each, for himself in particular, shall be bound
within eight days from now to bring in and to deliver into the hands of
Mr. A. Cornelissen in Breuckelen, the half of his assessment, either in
sewant or farm produce, such as grain, wheat, peas, corn, etc., that then
everything that was assessed too high will be balanced on everyone’s
account at the current price; [8:464] [the remaining half must be paid
next May of the present year, anno 1657, in order to be able at that
time to] satisfy [and give contentment to the said] Polhemius. Thus
done and enacted at the session held at Breuckelen, with the previous
approval of the director and supreme council in New Netherland, on
Wednesday the 7th of February, anno 1657.
152 Recovered text from translation in LO, 304.
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Persons and inhabitants of Breuckelen up to the ferry:
Albert Cornelisz has promised for this year
Joris Dircksz, the same,
Jan Evertsen’s boer named Bartel Claesz assessed for
Theunis Jansen on Fredrick Lubbert’s land assessed for
Baerent Jansz
Jan Daemen
Johannis Nevius at the ferry is assessed for
Cornelis Dircksz, former ferryman
Adryaen Huybertsz
Claes de Meutelaer
Gerrit de raemaecker
Outie Huys, timmerman
Jan Martijn
Egbert van Borstelen
Lodewijck, lives for now at the poor farm
then intends to return
Michiel Tater
Pieter Cornelisz
Elbert Elbertsz, in the bay
The Smith
The land of Zwarte Hans
Total

ƒ12:–
ƒ12:–
ƒ10:–
ƒ10:–
ƒ 6:–
ƒ 6:–
ƒ15:–
ƒ10:–
ƒ 6:–
ƒ 6:–
ƒ 8:–
ƒ 6:–
ƒ 6:–
ƒ10:–
ƒ10:–
ƒ10:–
ƒ 6:–
ƒ10:–
ƒ 6:–
ƒ 6:–
ƒ171:–

[8:465] [The persons taxed at the Walebocht are the following:]
Joris [Raphallie has of his own free will
promised] to give
Hendrick de Capstee[‘s land is taxed
Pieter Moelett, that is to say Abraham de T[urk		
Jan de Clerck
Pieter Jansen, lives on Lagebergh’s land
Pieter Montfoor
Jan Martijn
Erabiel’s land, lord Poulus Leendersz
must be responsible for this.
Pieter Meinst
153 Recovered text from translation in LO, 305–307.

ƒ10
ƒ 4
ƒ 6]
[ƒ 6]
ƒ 8:–
ƒ10:–
ƒ 8:–
ƒ10:–
ƒ 8:–
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Aert Theunissen
Jan de Schoorsteenveeger
Nicolaes de Fransman

ƒ 8:–
ƒ 4:–
ƒ 6:–
ƒ88:–

The assessed inhabitants in the Goumanes are the following persons
named below:
Willem Bredenbent has voluntarily
promised to contribute
Jan Pietersz is assessed at
Barent Bal for a like sum
Theunis Niesz for
Adam Brouwer
Johannes Marcus
Meester Poulus

ƒ12:–
ƒ 8:–
ƒ 8:–
ƒ12:–
ƒ 6:–
ƒ 4:–
ƒ10:–
Total ƒ60:–

(below) By order of the schepenen of the court of Breuckelen with the
previous approbation of the director general and high councilors in
New Netherland (signed) Pieter Tonneman, secretary for this.
[8:466]
[13 February anno 1657. The preceding ordinance, enacted by those
of the court of Breucklen, on the date 7 February 1657, being read and
considered in council, the] director general and councilors of New
Netherland find the same to be [just] and reasonable; therefore, the
magistrates of the aforesaid villages are hereby authorized to implement the same and to proceed against the unwilling as is appropriate.
Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated as above.

[ORDER CONCERNING COMPLIANCE OF HENDRICK JANSEN VAN IVEREN]154

[8:467] [several lines lost] Hicx claims [
ponement [
] first.

154 See 8:255 and 315 for additional proceedings in this case.

] requesting post-
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After due deliberation it was decided: fiat petitur; therefore, the
concierge is ordered to desist from execution [of the judgment] for the
time being. Dated as above.
[PETITION OF THE GUARDIANS OF JACOB VAN COUWENHOVEN’S CHILDREN]

Copy.

To the highly esteemed lords director general
and high councilors of New Netherland.

With reverence make known Hend. Jansen van der Vin and Isaacq
Grevenraat appointed as the curators and guardians by your highly esteemed honors over the minor children left behind by the
deceased Hester Jansen, procreated by her former husband Jacob van
Couwenhoven, also to promote justice for the same children according to your honors’ decree of authorization, how it is that they, petitioners, have employed every possibility to [
]
with the aforesaid Jacob van Couwenhoven honestly [8:468] [several
lines lost] to have a list from his ledgers in order somewhat to be
able to make an arrangement of his debts and counter-debts, so that
one might see whether the children could be assured of that which he
has assigned them; having on top of that also summoned him in writing for the same purpose, as appears by the same summons annexed
hereto, but everything is in vain; and whereas they, petitioners, see no
prospect in the aforesaid matter that they still can reach voluntarily
an honest arrangement and inventory of the estate, they are therefore
obliged to turn to your honors, requesting that the same be pleased
to authorize and order the lord fiscus to assist the petitioners, if need
be, in the execution of their charge and to maintain promotion of the
aforesaid children’s legal rights. Thus doing, etc. (below stood) Your
highly esteemed honors’ subjects (and signed) Hend. J. vander Vin,
Isaacq Grevenraet.
After due deliberation it was decided: [8:469] [several lines lost] done
in Fort Amsterdam [
] dated as above.155

155 O’Callaghan’s calendar states that the schout De Sille was ordered to assist the
guardians.
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[ORDER FOR THE RETIRING BURGOMASTER TO
ACT AS TREASURER OF NEW AMSTERDAM]

The director general and councilors of New Netherland have received
the nominations done and submitted by the honorable burgomasters
of the city of Amsterdam in New Netherland with the request that the
director general and councilors be pleased to select one person from
those nominated who shall serve in the office of treasurer this year.
Which, being called for consideration, was, after due deliberation,
decided, resolved, and determined by the director general and councilors of New Netherland, because the burgomasters in the administration not only have to take care of and mind the city’s business but also
their own, that from now on the position of treasurer shall be held by
the oldest retired burgomaster; therefore, the retired burgomaster the
honorable Oloff Stevensz van Cortlant is hereby commissioned and
authorized as treasurer of this city. [several lines lost] [8:470]
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman

[APPOINTMENT OF PIETER TONNEMAN AS CHURCH MASTER]

The director general and councilors of New Netherland having received
the nomination made and submitted by the burgomasters of this city
with the request that the director general and councilors select from
those nominated be pleased to select a church master (to replace the
one church master who is leaving); therefore, the director general and
councilors have selected from those nominated for the coming year as
church master the honorable Pieter Tonneman to replace the honorable
lord Nicasius de Sille and for the present Sr. Govert Loockermans is
continued. Dated as above.
[8:471] [several lines lost] the lords councilors
Pieter Tonneman
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[PROCEEDINGS IN THE CASE OF CORNELIS SCHUT AGAINST MARIA VERLETH]156

Having received the answer of the attorney of Cornelis Schut against
the request of Jan Jacobsz, attorney of Maria Verleth, widow of Jan
van Beecq, as she qualifies herself, it was decided, after due deliberation [that] the petitioners are ordered to provide a copy of the bill of
sale mentioned therein to the director general and councilors and to
furnish the parties with a copy of this for reply thereon by the next
court day. Dated as above.

[ORDER CONCERNING WORKERS AT THE PUBLIC WAREHOUSE]

Whereas it has come to the attention of the director and councilors of
New Netherland and is sufficiently evident (because of the blessed
growth in population and commerce) that both the burgher as well
as the merchant and foreigner cannot be easily accommodated by the
few workers who have been until now at the honorable Company’s
warehouse, weighhouse, and wine and beer carriers; especially by the
beer carriers, who so far are only two in number, whereby it often
has happened that the burgher [8:472] [several lines lost] to increase
the sworn workers at the aforesaid warehouse, weighhouse, and beer
carriers up to nine; but also, so that the burgher, merchant, as well as
foreigner be better accommodated and served, it has been decided that
the sworn workers shall take care of the warehouse, weighhouse, and
the carrying of wine and beer themselves, and for the time being to do
so at the salary already set or to be set hereafter, provided that the old
[workers] as well as those who might now begin shall be obliged to
take and renew the appropriate oath, and in addition they are obligated
to keep themselves, above all else, prepared with fire, water, or other
highly important necessities and let themselves be found at the place
where such a necessity and situation shall require, which nine sworn
workers and beer carriers shall work altogether in one company, so
that at least three of the same shall be found and on duty every day
near the weighhouse or the aforesaid warehouse, so that the burgher
and foreigner may be always accommodated; however, on arrival
[8:473] [several lines lost] purpose burgomasters [
] double
number [
] and to the director general and councilors of New
156 See 8:477, 485, and 566 for additional proceedings in this case.
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Netherland. Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, anno 1657,
the 13th of March.
Warnaer Wessels, indicating at the session that he has been informed
that the director general and councilors intended to place a cargo
master157 or examiner over the goods and merchandise being imported
and exported from here, requests to be favored therewith.
After due deliberation it was decided: The director general and councilors find the request necessary and consider the petitioner also qualified for the position and capable thereto; but before it is completely
disposed of, the lord fiscal is requested and ordered immediately to
look into the orders and instructions demanded and to place something
thereof in the hands of the director general and councilors at the first
opportunity. Dated as above.

[APPOINTMENT OF COMMISSIONERS TO EXAMINE
THE ACCOUNTS OF CORNELIS VAN TIENHOVEN]

[8:474] [several lines lost] has absented himself [
] place
[
] he still continues so far, without submitting such account
proofs and balances, as is proper of his administrative duties; not withstanding he has been admonished thereto at various times by the director general and councilors of New Netherland both orally and in writing, as can be seen in the register of resolutions dated 27 June, primo
August, and 26 September, last past; therefore the aforesaid director
general and councilors deem it highly necessary (because already
many great errors and mistakes have been found and still are found
daily in the books he left behind) to commission and employ some
people to examine and audit in the most convenient, suitable, and best
manner possible the aforesaid books of accounts left by the aforesaid
Van Tienhoven (beginning with the administration of the honorable
lord director general Petrus Stuyvesant until the absence of the said
Tienhoven from this place) and from the same to gather together a
[8:475] [several lines lost] registers to [
] errors and mistakes
found in the aforesaid books, [
] shall be found in the same
through their diligence, and to remedy, to correct, and to put in such an
157 Charcher.
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order and form as is proper all the discovered or yet to be found faults,
errors, and mistakes, and to make note of what cannot be remedied or
corrected, all of which to be handed over in a proper, written report
to the director general and councilors; in order to do which, and to
promote such necessary work as much as possible, we hereby specially authorize, commission, and engage thereto the honorable Pieter
Tonneman, provisional supplemental councilor of New Netherland,
the commissary Carel Verbrugge, and Matthijs Capito, who hereby
are ordered and commanded to occupy themselves with the aforesaid
every work day for at least 3 to 4 hours a day with all due diligence,
so that the account books of the honorable Company are cleansed of
faults, errors and mistakes once and for all. Director [8:476] [several lines lost]. Thus done in our session in Fort Amsterdam in New
Netherland, dated as above.
P. Stuyvesant.
Furthermore, the aforesaid commissaries are also authorized and
ordered to especially check and examine the principal books of those
sent over the last time with the ship the Duyff, and to make careful
note of all incorrect entries, whether any obscurity might be found
or ascertained therein, to correct the same, setting the same clear and
distinct, just as is lawfully warranted, if they can, or otherwise make a
written report thereof for the director general and councilors [8:477]
[several lines lost] general and councilors, Nicasius de Sille.

[PROCEEDINGS IN THE CASE OF CORNELIS SCHUT AGAINST MARIA VERLETH]

Received and read the response of [
] as attorney of Maria
Verleth, widow of the deceased Johannes van Beecq against Jacob
Calff; after deliberation it was decided to place a copy thereof in the
hands of the parties to respond thereon at the next session. Dated as
above.
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[ORDER TO EXAMINE ADRIAENGEN WALICHS’ DAUGHTER
FOR POSSIBLE RELATIONS WITH HER STEPFATHER]

Copy.

To the honorable lord director general
and councilors of New Netherland.

Your honors’ humble petitioner, Adriaengen Walichs, housewife of
Dirck Teunis de Noorman, living in the village of Midwout on Long
Island, makes known with all due reverence how it is that her, the petitioner’s, husband and daughter have become infamous just as if they
have engaged in adultery and incest, which some persons have spread
around passionately; and whereas my daughter, named Trijntgen
Cornelis, continues to insist that for her entire life she has had no
carnal intercourse with any man and is ready and willing [
]
regarding this with the [8:478] [several lines lost] at once [
]
petitioner may be permitted [
] your honors
be pleased to order and immediately authorize the midwives of this
city, together with some honest matrons whom your honors shall be
pleased to appoint thereto, who shall examine my aforesaid daughter
in this matter and shall make a trustworthy report from it according to
the truth of their findings, such as is appropriate according to the law;
also, that her, petitioner’s, daughter, as well as her husband, be cleared
of such bad rumors by such examination and findings and the truth of
the matter may show your honors that her daughter and husband are
innocent of the deed, praying humbly that your honors be pleased to
permit this her request etc.
(signed) Ariaentgen Walichs
After due deliberation it was decided that the request be permitted on
the condition that beforehand the runaway Dirck Teunis Noorman and
her, petitioner’s, daughter present themselves personally before the
director general and councilors. Dated 20 March anno 1657.

[ORDER FOR THE ARREST OF JACOB VAN COUWENHOVEN]

[8:479] [several lines lost] Whereas [
] still at
the court [
] at the house of [Jacob van Couwen]hooven
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and the subscribed curators of the minor [
] of the same
and effects during the same time, he was exhorted often in a friendly
manner to have disclosure of the arrangement of his estate as it has
been until the date of his second marriage, wherein he shows himself
not only unwilling, but complains and protests also about the expenses
and other things. For which reason and because the aforesaid curators
see no likelihood to be able to voluntarily attain correct knowledge of
the aforesaid arrangement of his estate; therefore, they request with
all due reverence your honors’ sentence of imprisonment for debt on
the person of the aforementioned Couwenhooven, remaining in effect
until which time the arrangement of the estate shall be taken up in the
presence of the lord officer. Thus doing etc. (lower stood) your honors’
obedient servants (was signed) Hendr. J. vandr. Vin, Isack Greveraart.
After due deliberation it was decided fiat ut petitur. Dated 20 March
1657.

[PETITION OF SALOMON LACHAIR FOR A WRIT OF APPEAL]

[8:480] [several lines lost] farmer of the slaughtered [
] in
the city of Amsterdam in New Netherland [
] how it is that
he, petitioner, on the 25th of November of the year before last, in the
presence of the court messenger, caught a certain Englishman named
John Lawrens, residing in the Smits Valley, smuggling a slaughtered
ox in four quarters, a barrel of bacon, and an open tun of meat.
Now it is such that for this reason the petitioner on the 14th of January
has brought the aforesaid John Lawrens to court before the lords
schout, burgomasters, and schepenen of the aforementioned city and
there demonstrated and proved the smuggling in writing with the
fourth article of the ordinance of farming devised by the high and
mighty lords States regarding the slaughtering of animals; therefore, his request and conclusion is based and founded on the placard
published by the director general and lords councilors on 18 January
1656 and a copy of the request has been placed in the hands of the
defendant, answered, replied and copied; finally, having furnished
papers relevant to the proceedings, the judgment pronounced by the
same gentlemen determined that the complaint concerning the aforesaid meat was unfounded because by the declaration of the magistrate
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of Vlissinge, being the defendant’s brother and his clerk, it appears
that all of the aforesaid meat was slaughtered at Vlissingen and that
the excise would have been paid there, and therefore the petitioner
is condemned for his incurred expenses. But the aforesaid bacon,
because it doesn’t appear that he had paid excise or the customary fee
at Middelborgh or elsewhere, where it was slaughtered, we declare
to be subject to confiscation to the [8:481] [several lines lost] in the
former judgment [
] ought to become the same to
[
] and [
] the petitioner’s demand and conclusion,
[
] thus have the aforesaid lords [ ] still persisted and maintained
with their previous judgment; and whereas the petitioner, as farmer,
finds himself injured by this judgment, he swears [
] to declare
himself appellant before the high councilors of New Netherland, as
he hereby does, seeking an order for a writ of appeal in proper form
with the compulsory clause. Thus doing, I remain a faithful subject
and servant under your esteemed honors’ good administration. (was
signed) Salemon La Chair (dated) at Amsterdam in New Netherland,
this 17 March anno 1657.
After due deliberation it was decided to order the writ of appeal with
the compulsory clause. Dated as above.

[NOMINATION OF PERSONS TO BECOME PUBLIC LABORERS]

[8:482] [several lines lost] that your honors deem necessary
[
of] the merchant, skipper, and [
] nine
sworn workers shall be employed to attend as much to the Company’s
warehouse, the weighhouse as to the wine and beer transporting by
turns with three of them, and if necessary to work altogether; and for
that purpose we would nominate a double number.
Therefore, the schout and burgomasters of the city of Amsterdam in
New Netherland, considering the necessity of the same, deem it appropriate (whereas presently there are not enough candidates to nominate
a complete double number and consequently it can’t be done properly)
to let the present workers, namely:
Adriaen Fincent
Tomas Fredricksz Noto, boss [overman]
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Joseph Waldron
Joost Goderisz
Andries Andriessen
and Barent Jacobsz Cool, with approval of your esteemed honor and
councilors continue, and as supplement of the aforesaid number to
bring up for nomination the following, namely:
Cornelis Hendricksz
Crijn Jacobsz
Jan Cornelissen
Luycas Eldersz
Willem Konck
And Philiph Jansz Ruigo, from whom the esteemed honorable general
and councilors shall be pleased to select a single number and whereas
it seems necessary to us that [several lines lost].

[PERMIT TO PIETER MEYER TO USE JOHAN
PRINTS’ PLEASURE BOAT AS A DISPATCH BOAT]

[8:483] [several lines lost] that he by demand [
]
there [
] give to the authorized [
]
lord Prints, and relieve us [
] in that regard [
] capitulation. Done at Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 26th of March
anno 1657 (was signed)
P. Stuyvesant

[APPOINTMENT OF MAGISTRATES FOR BREUCKELEN]

Tuesday, 27 March 1657 in Fort Amsterdam.
Present at the session: the honorable lords director general Petro
Stuyvesant, the lord and councilors Nicasius de Sille and Pieter
Tonneman.
Received the nomination done by the schepenen of the village of
Breuckelen on Long Island with the request that the director general
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and councilors be pleased to select from the same the schepenen for
the aforesaid village for this year to replace the schepenen who now
have served out their time.
The request and the nominated persons having been taken in consideration, it was decided after due deliberation: the director general and
councilors have for certain reasons moving them thereto [
]
the present schepenen of the village of Breuckelen [8:484] [several
lines lost] Teunis Niessen, [
] Bal, Jan Pietersen, Teunis [
]en,
and Bartelt Claasen, most of them being unable to read or write.

[APPOINTMENT OF MAGISTRATES FOR MIDWOUT AND AMESFOORT]

Received the nomination done by the schepenen of the village of
Midwout and Amesfoort on Long Island with the request that the
director general and councilors of New Netherland be pleased to select
from the same for this coming year the schepenen for the aforesaid
villages to replace the schepenen who have now served out their time.
Having taken the request in consideration, the director general and
councilors have selected from those nominated for this year and
confirmed as schepenen for the village of Midwout: Adriaen Hegeman,
Willem Jacobsz, and continued from the old [board]: Jan Strijcker; for
the village of Amesfoort: Elbert Elbertsz and continued from the old
[board]: Marten Jansen. Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland.
Dated as above.

[PROCEEDINGS IN THE CASE OF CORNELIS SCHUT AGAINST MARIA VERLETH]

[8:485] [several lines lost] Copy hereof [
] parties
and the parties are ordered to produce their [
] by the next
court day, under proper inventory. Dated 27 March 1657.
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[MINUTE REFUSING THE APPOINTMENT OF
SALOMON LACHAIR AS PUBLIC NOTARY]

Received the petition of Salomon Lachair requesting admission to
practice the office of notary here. After deliberation it was decided to
deny the request at this time for certain reasons. Dated 27 March anno
1657.

[SUSPENSION OF THE JUDGMENT OF THE CITY COURT AGAINST JAN ADAMS]

The director general and councilors of New Netherland having taken
closer consideration of the often submitted petition of all the military
officers and common soldiers for and in favor of Jan Adams, former
steward [bottelier], as well as the satisfaction that the commissary Van
Brugge and all the officials of the Company have had in the service
as steward of the aforesaid Jan Adams, more than this has been the
case in any before his time [8:486] [several lines lost] hereby allow
[
] for the period of six consecutive months in order to justify
or provide satisfaction for the injurious dispute and besmirching of the
housewife of Willem Beeckman, as is said will be pronounced, hereby
order the lord Nicasius de Sille, in his capacity as schout, to delay the
pronounced sentence against the aforesaid Jan Adams concerning that
subject pronounced by the burgomasters and schepenen of this city not
to trouble the aforesaid Jan Adams about it during the granted time,
but to let him peacefully enjoy the tenure thereof just as is appropriate.
Thus done at the session of the honorable lord director general and
councilors of New Netherland held in Amsterdam in New Netherland,
the 27th of March anno 1657.

[APPOINTMENT OF MAGISTRATES FOR GRAVESANDE]

[8:487] [several lines lost] magistrates [
]
nominated Thomas [
] Stilwell, and William
Bo[
] schout Charlles Morgen, requesting confirmation and
approval of the same of the director general and councilors; therefore, the director general and councilors hereby confirm the aforesaid
persons as magistrates of Gravesande and approve the nominations;
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and whereas Charlles Morgen has taken the oath as schout in our presence, he is hereby authorized and ordered, because the selected and
confirmed magistrates are not here but at Gravesande, to administer
the usual oath to them on our behalf. Dated 27 March anno 1657.
On the date written above Charles Morgen has taken the usual oath as
schout of the village of Gravesand on the form mutatis mutandis, just
as has been written in the patent of the village of Vlissingen. Dated as
above.

[PETITION OF ROBERT BRUDENELL OF HEEMSTEDE
FOR PERMISSION TO SELL HIS LAND]

[8:488] [several lines lost] how that he, petitioner, has certain
[
] morgens of land lying at Mespatskil, which he previously
had sold to Robbert Clercq and through lack of payment was allowed
the same again by request done by your honors that the petitioner
might take possession of the aforesaid land again according to a decision dated 28 October 1654, past, annexed hereto; and, whereas he still
owes something on it and doesn’t know how to pay immediately but
promising, as soon as possible to take care that the remaining money
be satisfied or paid, or at least will place sufficient assets for security. Therefore, he, petitioner, turns to your highly esteemed honorable
lords, cordially requesting and humbly praying that the aforesaid land
may be granted to him to dispose of as he wishes. Awaiting hereon as
your honorable lords will please to judge appropriate.
After due deliberation it was decided: The director general and councilors refer the petitioner to their previous decision, dated 28 October
1654, and order him once again to pay within six months from today
the sum of ƒ220:–, which he has received thereon, into the hands of the
receiver of the director general and councilors, on pain of, if remaining in arrears, being deprived of the aforesaid land, which has lain
unused since that time, and remains so. Dated 27 March anno 1657.
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[ORDER IN THE CASE OF JACOB WOLPHERSZ
VAN COUWENHOVEN’S MINOR CHILDREN]

[8:489] [several lines lost] containing that [
] still able
to deduce the [
] aforesaid Jacob Wolphersz satisfied
[
] shall be able to attain [
] the maternal
estate for the children [
] above the five thousand guilders as
the testament involves; therefore, the director general, councilors, and
added parties, with the approbation and approval of the blood guardians, curators, and orphan masters, have, upon the petitioner’s request,
provisionally released him from his surplus—as he himself declares,
was made by mistake and all too high estimates of his effects above
the left behind testament assigned to the children—provided that the
petitioner immediately and with regard to this, to the satisfaction of
the blood guardians and added curators, will have to make an effective
assignment of satisfaction or give sufficient security for the children’s
material estate for the sum of five thousand guilders according to the
testament, save that the petitioner, according to the promise, within the
period of three months, makes up a statement and a reliable account
and shows the guardians the chattel, effects, debts to be paid and those
to be claimed [8:490] [several lines lost] something more may happen
to the [maternal] estate; and in the event that the petitioner should
remain lacking at the expiration of the aforesaid three months to
disclose to the aforesaid guardians his statement and reliable account,
they shall have leave to proceed with the execution of the petitioner’s
goods and effects. Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the
27th of March anno 1657.
P. Stuyvesant
N. de Sille

[AGREEMENT OF THE GUARDIANS TO THE ABOVE ARRANGEMENT]

The above written, communicated to us underwritten as uncles and
blood guardians, concerning the minor children left behind by Hester
Jansz, deceased, in the presence of the assigned co-curators and orphan
masters, we, underwritten, declare that the provisional exemption of
half of that of the father, assigned to the children, also has been our
advice and consent; all the more because for the time being we [ ] not
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[8:491] [several lines lost] Amsterdam in New Netherland anno 1657.
Pieter van [
Govert Loockermans

]

[ORDER FOR CORNELIS VAN RUYVEN TO ASSIST IN
EXAMINATION OF CORNELIS VAN TIENHOVEN’S ACCOUNTS]

As it was proposed in session that today the commissioners would
begin to examine and correct the account books left behind by Cornelis
van Tienhoven, secretary Van Ruyven and the aforesaid commissioners are ordered to separate the papers of the aforesaid Van Tienhoven
from each other, leaving those marked in the inventory as concerning
the account books in the shop, and to bring the other documents to
office of the secretary of the director general and councilors. Dated
as above.

[APPOINTMENT OF MATTHIJS CAPITO AS ASSISTANT TO CAREL VAN BRUGGE]

[8:492] [several lines lost] which the commissary shall keep the daily
occurrences in order, as is appropriate) is not very well possible to
do, the aforesaid director general and councilors have resolved and
deemed necessary, in order to promote such necessary work as much
as possible, to employ a person for the assistance of the commissary
Van Brugge, for which the person of Matthijs Capito has presented
himself; therefore, the director general and councilors have commissioned and employed the same as assistant or under commies of the
commissary Van Brugge, for whose service is extended thirty guilders per month and one hundred and fifty guilders annually for board.
Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 27th of March 1657.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
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[PETITION OF JOHANNA DE LAET FOR A PATENT
TO LAND PURCHASED FROM THE INDIANS]158

[8:493] [To the noble, worshipful, their honors the
director general and councilors of New Netherland.
Shows with due reverence Johanna de Hulter, widow of the late Johan
de Hulter, that her, the petitioner’s, deceased husband, petitioned your
honors on the 5th of November] 1654 for a patent [in proper shape]
for the land, which he had [bought] with the consent [of your honors]
from the naturellen, who declared themselves to be the lawful [owners
of the same], and paid for with merchandise, whereupon your honors
were pleased to resolve and to order that the bill of sale and conveyance should be exhibited to your honors and properly have recorded
when a patent in the usual form would be issued and granted, as may
be seen in greater detail by the register of your honors’ resolutions of
the aforesaid date. As since then the Lord has taken out of the world the
husband of your honors’ petitioner, leaving her as an afflicted widow
with four fatherless children in this vale of tears, she is now compelled
to turn to your honors with the humble petition that your honors will
please to favor her with patents for the lands bought by her deceased
husband with the knowledge and consent of your honors, so that your
honors’ petitioner and her minor children may still have some hope to
reap evenings and mornings some advantage of the great and excessive
expenses and trouble that her late husband has had with it in rather an
excessive manner. The bill of sale and conveyance, requested by your
honors, are hereto annexed and I respectfully request that, after they
have been recorded, they may be returned to your honors’ petitioner,
which doing etc. signed, Johanna de Laet.
After deliberation, the following decision was given on the foregoing
petition: fiat quod petitur according to the decision given to petitioner’s husband on the 5th of November 1654. Dated the 27th of March
1657.

158 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 13:71. This petition for a patent dated
November 5, 1654 is not recorded for that date in the council minutes; however,
the patent for the land at Esopus can be found in NYHMD GG, HH, & II:87 (Land
Papers), dated March 27, 1657.
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[ORDINANCE TO PREVENT FRAUD IN TOBACCO INSPECTION]159

[8:494] [Whereas the frauds committed in the sale and exportation of
poor, bad, rotten or withered tobacco have, for a long time past, been
publicly known, not only in this country, but] diverse complaints have
also been presented and made from the fatherland, namely, that now
and again many of such poor, bad, rotten or dried out tobacco is being
sent over by diverse traders, factors and agents of good, respectable
merchants, and for which the masters are charged 6 to 7 stivers, when
it apparently cost here scarcely two to three stivers, and on arriving
cannot realize the ship’s freight; to prevent this, then, as much as
possible, the director general, the councilors, and their assistants, have,
on the advice and instructions of the honorable directors, considered
it right and necessary to subject the Virginia tobacco to inspection
as well as that of New Netherland. But as experience has manifested and proved that inspected good tobacco—the hogsheads of which
were, according to order, on the purchase and receipt marked with the
customary branding iron—has been subsequently, fraudulently, either
changed or mixed with inferior tobacco, and this could again be done
hereafter, and the absent merchant be, notwithstanding, defrauded and
the inspection and inspector be suspected, the director general, councilors, and their assistants have for better information and security of
the absent merchant, as well as for less blame [8:495] [and to save
from censure the inspection and inspector, deemed it best to leave the
purchase and receipt of the Virginia tobacco free and unrestrained,
according to the custom of our fatherland, to the buyer and seller, as
they shall agree together in regard to the quality of the tobacco and
the value of the wares to be exchanged for it, the same rule to apply]
to the New Netherland tobacco, [in case] parties [can agree together] of the delivery thereof. But if they wish to export it to Holland,
then the one as well the other will have to be examined and inspected by a capable, trustworthy and sworn person, in or in front of the
Company’s store, before it is embarked or shipped. And although
the inspector cannot judge, much less know at what price the tobacco is bought or received, or at what price it is brought into account
with the principals, yet he can judge of the comparative quality and
grades of goodness. It is, therefore, as already stated, thought best
and most proper, provisionally, until further advice and information by
159 Recovered text from translation in NND:16(1):81–83 (LWA); also in LO,
307–309.
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the honorable directors, for the better information and security of the
absent merchant that three sorts or distinctions of tobacco be made by
the inspector and inspected and marked in this manner, namely:
The best sorts or hogsheads:
V. G. which shall signify Virginia Good;
or N. G. New Netherland Good.
[8:496]
[The next sorts:
V. M. or N. M. and shall signify Virginia or New Netherland
Merchantable tobacco.
The third sort:
V. S. or N. S. and shall signify] Virginia or New Netherland Poor
tobacco.
The last sort, which may not reach poor, shall be marked with a zero
or 0, and shall not be allowed to be embarked or exported except on
the shipper’s own account, on condition that, before shipping here, he
give sufficient security for the ship’s freight and other charges, if it
should happen, as is reported, that such condemned tobacco might not
realize the freight and other charges in the fatherland.
In order to prevent further loss to the skippers or merchants and to
relieve the honorable Company’s warehouse, also to give still more
light both to the lords directors and the merchant, it is further considered advisable and ordained that, as the shipped tobacco is inspected and marked according to the finding of the inspector, it shall also
be specified and signed on the manifest and bill of lading with the
inspector’s brand marks in addition to the merchant’s marks; and all
this until further and better regulation, as circumstances [8:497] [and
experience shall require.
Meanwhile, are all persons forewarned and cautioned not to ship
any Virginia or New Netherland tobacco before and until the same
be examined, inspected, and marked or branded, in accordance with
the tenor hereof, by the inspector] to be appointed [and sworn] for
that purpose, on pain of forfeiting one pound [Flemish] for every
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hogshead, to be paid as well by the merchant who ships it as by the
skipper who takes it over.
Thus done, in the session of the honorable director general and councilors held in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 30th of March
1657.160

[OPINIONS OF PRINCIPAL MERCHANTS ON THE PRECEDING ORDINANCE]

30 March.
At the session of the honorable lords director general and councilors of New Netherland, being summoned and having appeared some
of the most prominent merchants of this city, namely: Sieurs Govert
Loockermans, scheepen; Johannes Verbrugge, former scheepen; and
Sieur Cornelis Steenwijck; they were informed and read aloud that
which the highly esteemed lords directors advise in their letter dated
19 December regarding the inspection of the Virginia tobacco.
[8:498] [several lines lost] for reply:
That they were unable to believe that their masters had complained
about their shipments of the Virginia tobacco to the lords directors
because such could not help the masters; but much rather they believed
and determined that if their masters had no pleasure in their return
shipments and suspected that therein deception was being committed
that they would not have complained to the directors about that, but
rather summoned their factor; or they would not have sent him any
more cargo, of which they said that also all other masters are able to do
that to their factors if they have no satisfaction in their service.
2. They unanimously expressed fear that the Virginia tobacco trade
would be totally diverted from this place if a still closer inspection
were made thereon than there presently is, whereas already all the
factors [
] upon the order of their masters [8:499] [several lines lost] to Terres Neuve [
] to be shipped off and
[declared
] have been from them yesterday to a
160 The first ordinance regulating tobacco was issued on August 19, 1638; see LO,
16–17.
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[
] which arrived here full of tobacco from Virginia, could
not have received from the total [
] than 4 hogsheads because of
the poor quality of the same, whereby the aforesaid barcq with tobacco
also departed; they declared therefore, as above, that there should be
no closer inspection if one didn’t want to divert the trade completely.
3. That the best experts of tobacco often are deceived in the inspection
of tobacco as experience here shows daily, and they declared for themselves that there was no one in New Netherland whom they trusted
with such a thing; and even though a commodities officer should be
instituted, that they would not receive the tobacco upon his inspection
unless he had authorization from their principals that he would inspect
their tobacco and that their masters would then accept the tobacco (as
it was inspected by such a commodities officer) without dispute.
[8:500] [several lines lost] furnish a profit or advantage but rather
injury and expense for their masters.
No profit: because the tobacco is not improved by the inspection; for
example, someone having eight hogsheads to ship out, which before
embarking are inspected and marked four with V.S. or N.S., which
would designate Virginia or New Netherland Poor, and four with
V.M. or N.M., which would designate Virginia or New Netherland
tobacco Merchantable, which tobacco, as it could be exchanged for
good tobacco or accepted for debts, would still be sent to the masters,
whereby the master does not make a profit at all.
Detrimental: because the tobacco is spoiled by frequent breaking
open and examining and thereafter doesn’t appear as good as when it
remains tightly packed. [8:501] [several lines lost]
The director general and councilors have given notice to the merchants
that they should submit their complaints in writing to the director
general and councilors, whereupon they requested that a written copy
from the letter of the lords directors be placed in their hands as well as
the drafted order, which was excused by the director general and councilors because the same was clearly read aloud to them. The aforesaid
merchants also excused themselves from putting their complaints
in writing, thinking (so they said) to have sufficiently demonstrated
that a closer inspection would divert the tobacco trade. And they left
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the session. Present: the lord director general Petro Stuyvesant, the
lord Nicasius de Sille, and the lords burgomasters of this city, Allard
Anthony, and Poulus Leendersen vande Grift. In Fort Amsterdam in
the council chamber, the 30th of March 1657.

[PETITION OF DOMINEE MEGAPOLENSIS FOR AN
ALLOWANCE FOR HOUSE RENT AND FIREWOOD]

[8:502] [several lines lost] submission [
]
Megapolensis, minister of this city that he, petitioner, has now already
lived for 8 months, beginning with last August, in his own house without knowing yet what he shall receive annually for house rent; also,
the petitioner was promised by resolution of the honorable director
general and councilors free firewood delivered to his place by the
house but has had to buy and pay for most of the same; and although
he, petitioner, has reported the advanced money for the firewood to the
commies and was credited for it, the petitioner would still rather have a
certain amount for the purchase of firewood in order to remain beyond
blame and malicious suspicion; more so, because the petitioner has
found that the commies has summarized several things and diverse
entries and altogether metamorphosed or transubstantiated them altogether into firewood, and is credited the sum of ƒ248 for one year
of firewood, which in the petitioner’s opinion is rather spineless and
ridiculous; therefore, the petitioner requests most dutifully that your
honors give him annually for his house rent and firewood together or
for each separately a certain and appropriate sum or quota. Awaiting a
favorable decision hereon, dated 1657, 4 April (was signed) Johannis
Megapolensis.

[ORDER GRANTING DOMINEE MEGAPOLENSIS 300 GUILDERS ANNUALLY]161

[8:503] [several lines lost] Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated
as above

161 Missing content recovered from O’Callaghan’s calendar.
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[PETITION OF CORNELIS VAN RUYVEN CONCERNING
THE PERCENTAGE DUE HIM AS RECEIVER]

Copy.

To the highly esteemed lord Petrus Stuyvesant,
director general, and honorable lords councilors
of New Netherland.

Highly esteemed honorable lords.
Your esteemed honors know that I, undersigned, former receiver, have
taken care of the same office up to now upon the order and commission of your honors and nevertheless served in the office of secretary
and that which depends thereon to the satisfaction of your honors (as
far as I know), having not only appropriately registered and recorded
all resolutions, minutes, and other acts, which, since my arrival here
until today, have occurred with my knowledge and presence at the
sessions of your honors and outside of it, but also encouraged that all
of the same be copied two times, one for your honors to be used here
and one to be sent to the esteemed lords directors according to orders
and instructions, and besides, many things which were passed before
my time and at the secretary’s office [8:504] [several lines lost] have
closed and conveyed [
] account books, the pains and care
of which, especially of the receiving and disbursing of this country’s
money (unnecessary to tell your honors in detail, as being aware of
it by your own experience) your honors’ discretion does not allow
(which, I am certain, that without earning proper provisions or salary
for it, would be done), however, because your honors’ express order
is necessary for what the petitioner will draw for provision, therefore,
he turns to your honors (being those who employed him), reverently
requesting in the margin hereof what the petitioner shall be allowed
to draw for commission, either over the income, whether it be paid
in current money or in goods, or balanced, for which receipts and
expenses your honors’ have formerly been pleased to grant 5 percent
to the city’s receiver. Your honors be pleased to consider the extraordinary trouble and the loss which occurs with the receiving and disbursing of this country’s money, the calculating of the capital which the
petitioner [
] on the closing of his book [
] receive in
current money [several lines lost] decision[
] (was signed)
[
]
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[ORDER ON VAN RUYVEN’S PETITION]

[8:505] The above standing request [
], having been received
and read, has been decided after due deliberation as follows:
The petitioner is granted for commission of receipts and expenses
four percent. Done at the session of the esteemed lord director general
and councilors held in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated as
above.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman

[PETITION TO APPOINT NICOLAES VARLETH
COMMIES OF IMPORTS AND EXPORTS]

To the highly esteemed lords director general
and high councilors of New Netherland.
Nicolaes Varleth, resident of this city, makes known with appropriate
respect and obedient reverence how on this date has remained vacant
the office of commissary of the outgoing and incoming goods in the
honorable Company’s warehouse here, having previously been filled
by one Adriaen van Tienhoven; and as he, petitioner, would be most
inclined to serve your highly esteemed honors in the aforesaid capacity, he reverently requests [8:506] [several lines lost] awaiting your
honors’ favorable decision, remaining (written lower) your honors’
humble servant (was signed) Nicolaes Varlet (dated in the margin)
Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 29th of March anno 1657.

[APPOINTMENT OF NICOLAES VARLETH TO THE ABOVE OFFICE]

Whereas the position of commies of outgoing and incoming goods in
the Company’s warehouse here has become and remained vacant until
now by the dismissal of Adriaen van Tienhoven, necessity requires
(in order to prevent as much as possible smuggling and abuse) that
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a capable person be employed to oversee and supervise as much as
possible that the goods from arriving ships are all brought into the
honorable Company’s warehouse and that, in accordance with the
manifests and bills of lading, they are placed in the hands of the rightful owners, as well as to receive and keep the goods, which are to be
sent to the fatherland, in the honorable Company’s warehouse until the
time of embarkation [8:507] [several lines lost] herewith as commies
[
] outgoing and incoming goods [
] warehouse and
that which depends thereon [
] observe loyally upon the oath
and the instructions already given or to be given, for which service he
is allowed for salary thirty guilders per month and 150 guilders annually for board. Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated as
above.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman

[OATH OF OFFICE TAKEN BY NICOLAES VARLETH]

Today 7 April Sr. Verleth has taken the following oath in the presence
of the fiscal in the session:
I promise and swear that I shall faithfully and honestly provide
good supervision over goods and merchandise that are here in the
Company’s warehouse, be it incoming or outgoing; and honestly keep
good records of the same with their marks and keep good record thereof, and take all possible care that the same [8:508] [several lines lost]
be appropriately marked [
] bills of lading thereof honestly written and signed and in case of finding mistakes of more or less
therein, to report the same in all honesty to the director general and
councilors or their fiscal; and furthermore to comport myself therein
as a good, sincere, and honest commies is supposed to do according to
the instructions given to me or given hereafter, SO TRULY HELP ME
GOD ALMIGHTY.
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[OATH OF OFFICE OF WARNAER WESSELS AS CUSTOMS INSPECTOR]

Today 7 April in the session Warnaer Wessels was admitted as customs
inspector,162 the reasons of which admittance shall be expressed more
fully in a more detailed resolution; and he is allowed for salary thirty
guilders per month and 150 guilders annually for board; and has taken
the following oath in the presence of the lord fiscal:
I promise in the presence of the Almighty that I [
] the
honorable high and mighty lords States [8:509] [several lines lost] the
office of customs inspector [
] and to perform
my duties without [
] with anyone [
] favor, gift, or
prestige of persons or otherwise, to conceal however the same might
be; that I, in faithfulness, shall inspect closely all sorts of goods and
reconcile the loading and unloading permits, as well as the passports,
and if any errors or deceptions are found therein, not keep it quiet
or settle it on my own authority, or let myself be paid off, but I shall
reveal the same as quickly as possible to the board of director general
and councilors or their fiscal; also, that I shall receive from no one, no
matter who it may be, any gift or present or promise, small or large,
under any pretense whether directly or indirectly; that I shall cause
the merchants or skippers no trouble but every convenience possible;
everything according to my instructions given or still to be given. SO
TRULY HELP ME GOD ALMIGHTY.

[MOTION OF THE FISCAL AGAINST ALEXANDER D’HINOYOSSA]163

[8:510] [Copy. 12 April 1657, Thursday.
To the noble, very worshipful honorable director
general and councilors of New Netherland.
Whereas Alexander d’Hinoyossa, lieutenant, has had brought out of
the ship Prins Mauritius] and had brought on board the Bever here,
two small kegs of gunpowder with a barrel of rice and some Spanish
wine, now seized by the fiscal, as one is contraband and the other
162 Cherger: a person with legal responsibility for the loading and unloading of
ships.
163 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:165.
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(as appears on the skipper’s bill of lading a small barrel, so called,
for provisions) has been found to weigh over 300 lbs., in addition to
all the spices concealed in it; and because no proof has so far been
offered whether they were declared or admitted by manifest or by the
honorable lords directors, the fiscal demands that in pursuance of the
placards of the years 1645 and 1648, the seized articles must remain
confiscated, and in addition that the fine fixed thereto must be paid.
Done at Fort Amsterdam, the 12th of April 1657. Was signed: Nicasius
de Sille.
The honorable lord director general resolved the above demand as
follows: As the plaintiff’s party164 claims that the seized goods have
been shipped free of duty with the consent of the honorable lords
directors at Amsterdam, the plaintiff is directed to restore them provisionally until further orders from the said honorable lords directors,
making a proper specification of the quantity and quality and security
for a further judgment. Done at Fort Amsterdam, in New Netherland,
dated as above.

[NOMINATION OF MAGISTRATES FOR FORT ORANGE]

[8:511] [several lines lost] selected:
Abram Staes
Jan Tomassen
For extraordinary magistrate:
Adriaen Gerrits. Dated as above.
[8:512] [canceled text]

[CONVEYANCE OF LAND ON THE SOUTH RIVER TO THE CITY OF AMSTERDAM]165

[8:513] Petrus Stuyvesant, on behalf of their esteemed high mightinesses, the lords States General of the United Netherlands and the
lords directors of the Chartered West India Company director general
164 Here “defendant’s party” was obviously intended for “plaintiff’s party.”
165 Recovered text is taken from 8:512, which was not completed and crossed out.
See NYCD 12:166 for another translation.
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of New Netherland, Curaçao, Bonayro, Aruba and the dependencies
thereof, together with the honorable lords councilors testify and
declare hereby that we have today, date underwritten, pursuant to
the order and directions of the said honorable lords directors, dated
the 19th of December 1656, transferred, ceded and conveyed, as we
hereby cede, transfer and convey to the honorable Mr. Jacob Alrichs,
on behalf of the honorable lords burgomasters and governors of the
city of Amsterdam director and commissary general of their colony
on the South River of New Netherland, Fort Casimir, now called New
Amstel, together with all the territory belonging thereto, agreeable to
the first bill of sale and title-deed of the naturellen, dated the 19th of
July 1651, beginning on the westside of [Minquaes] or Christina Kil,
called in the wiltse language Suppeckongh, to the mouth of the bay
or river called Boomptjes Hoeck, in the wiltse language Canaresse,
and as far inland as the boundaries of the Minquaes’ country, with all
streams, kils, [creeks, harbors, bays and surfaces belonging thereto, of
which territory with all its belongings and dependencies we hereby,
in the name and on behalf of the said honorable lords directors, lord
patroons of this province, make cession and conveyance] [8:514] to
the said honorable Mr. Jacob Alrichs on behalf of the highly, esteemed
lords burgomasters and governors of the city of Amsterdam, relinquishing all actual and real possession, ownership, claim and privilege and all this with and under such conditions, as have been fixed
upon by the said lords directors and the honorable lords burgomasters
and governors of the city of Amsterdam, substituting and constituting
therefore the said Mr. Jacob Alrichs in the aforesaid quality on behalf
as stated above as owner in our place, without keeping in our aforesaid quality any claim or pretense and therefore promising to keep,
observe, and execute this conveyance as firm, binding, and inviolable.
In witness whereof this has been signed by us and confirmed with our
usual signature. Done at Fort Amsterdam in N. Netherland, the 12th
of April anno 1657.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman
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[GERRIT VAN SWIERINGEN’S REQUEST FOR DISCHARGE FROM WIC SERVICE]166

[8:515] [The petition of Gerrit van Swieringen, formerly supercargo
of the ship Prins Mourits, which was wrecked here, was received, in
which he requests to be discharged from the honorable Company’s
service, as he intends to make his living here.] Having taken it in
consideration, [also] that he can do no more duty on the stranded ship
Prins Mourits, it was decided, after deliberation: fiat ut petitur. Dated
the 16th of April 1657.

[PETITION OF DOMINEE POLHEMIUS FOR PAYMENT OF HIS SALARY]

Tuesday, 17 April 1657 in Fort Amsterdam. Present at the session: The
honorable lord director general Petrus Stuyvesant, the lords councilors
Nicasius de Sille and Pieter Tonneman.
Copy.

To the honorable lord director general
Petrus Stuyvesant and the honorable
lords councilors of New Netherland.

Johannis Tho. Polheym, minister, shows with proper reverence, how
he, petitioner, has hoped from time to time that his agreed upon and
promised salary would be paid to him better than has happened until
now but finds his hope almost frustrated, whereas your honor’s petitioner on the [8:516] [several lines lost] has family [
]
to maintain, he has been forced to take on debt by one and the other
against his wishes, of which he sees no chance to solve it, unless your
honors offer him a helping hand; therefore, he turns reverently to your
honors, requesting that your honors, out of consideration of the aforesaid, be pleased to give and pay so much to Sr. Oloff Stevensz on
the account of the petitioner the sum of one hundred guilders, which
doing etc. (written below) your esteemed honors’ servant (and signed)
Johannis Th. Polheym.
On the above request it was decided: Because the petitioner already
has received a sum of money, the request for one hundred guilders is
166 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:166.
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denied; however, in order not to embarrass the petitioner, the receiver
is ordered to compensate Oloff Stevensz sixty guilders on the account
of the petitioner. Dated as above.

[PETITION OF ISAACQ TIJM PIERIERE FOR A
HOUSE AND LOT ON THE SOUTH RIVER]167

Copy.

To the highly esteemed, honorable director general
and the lords councilors of New Netherland.

Shows with due reverence Isaacq Tijm called Pieriere how [8:517]
[that in the month of September of the year 1655, he, the petitioner,
had been promised by the noble, worshipful, honorable director general a certain house and lot located near Fort Casimir on the South River
which had belonged to a man by the name of Gillis,] and whereas
he, the petitioner, desires [to fulfill] the condition mentioned in the
document thereof and here annexed, and while he, petitioner, is planning to take up his domicile there at the first opportunity; therefore he,
petitioner, addresses himself to your honors with the humble request
to give him, the petitioner, a patent for the said lot in proper form,
praying and requesting that your honors will please to consent to this,
the petitioner’s, request, with which doing, I remain, (below was written) your honors’ very humble and obedient subject and servant.
The above petition, having been received and read, was decided after
due deliberation: Whereas the petitioner has neglected to take possession of and enter upon the house and lot mentioned herein at the proper time, the director general and councilors do not know whether the
same have already been conveyed to somebody else or not; therefore
no decision can be given on the petitioner’s request for the present.
Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated as above.

167 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:167.
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[PETITION OF CATHARINA ROELOFFS, WIDOW OF
LUCAS ROODENBORCH, CONCERNING SALARY DUE HIM]

[8:518] [several lines lost] by the one or the other [
] to be
allowed to withdraw [
] guilders for reduction of her deceased
husband’s earned wages.
After due deliberation it was decided: The petitioner is allowed as a
reduction of her deceased husband’s earned wages, to withdraw the
sum of six hundred guilders by one or the other merchant on account
of the Company, the remaining four hundred guilders upon the arrival
of the next ships. Dated as above.

[PETITION CONCERNING THE EXAMINATION OF
TRIJNTJE CORNELIS ON A CHARGE OF ADULTERY]

Copy.

To the highly esteemed, honorable lord
director general and the lords councilors
of New Netherland.

Trijntje Cornelis now makes known in all humility how she, the petitioner, was accused and by malicious slander reported that she, petitioner, had committed incest and adultery, upon which accusation she,
petitioner, requested to be allowed to appear before your esteemed
honors in order to be examined concerning this by sworn [8:519]
[several lines lost] Therefore, she [
] her person [
]
reverently that besides [
] by your esteemed honors’ command
may [
] summoned her, the petitioner’s, accuser in order
to be justly examined and interrogated, so that for once the truth may
be discovered and her, petitioner’s, innocence may be demonstrated
in this matter; which doing I remain (written below) your humble
servant. Was signed
Trijntje Cornelis’s mark made by herself.
Upon the above [the person] is ordered to appear personally on
Thursday at the next session of the director general and councilors.
Dated as above.
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[PROCEEDINGS IN THE CASE OF SALOMON
LACHAIR AGAINST JAN LAURENS]168

Received the request of Salomon La Chaire, plaintiff in a writ of
appeal, plaintiff, against Jan Lourens, defendant. After due deliberation it was decided to hand a copy hereof to the parties in order to
answer thereon in writing at the next session. Dated as above.

[DISCHARGE OF HARMEN HENDRICKSEN, SOLDIER]

[8:520] [several lines lost] he had served the Company [
]
years, requests to be allowed a discharge from the aforesaid service
and for that purpose therefore a proper passport and settlement of his
accounts.
After due deliberation it was decided: fiat ut petitur and the commissary is ordered to balance the account of the petitioner. Dated as above.

[PERMISSION GRANTED TO JAN OOSTHOFF TO RETURN TO PATRIA]

Received the request of Jan Oosthoff, soldier, having served here
about three years, remonstrates that he was severely ruptured, which
grows worse and worse daily because he can’t receive any remedy for
it here; therefore he requests permission to depart with one of the ships
to the fatherland, in order to be cured there if it be possible.
After due deliberation, it was decided to grant and allow the request.
Dated as above.

[PETITION OF WILLEM BOGARDUS FOR A SALARY INCREASE]

[8:521] [several lines lost] Willem Bogardus [
] almost
one and half years [
] has served as clerk and taken
care of his duties (without boasting) in all faithfulness and diligence
168 See 8:543 and 548 for related proceedings.
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and [
] the promise made by your esteemed honors, if he
came to comport himself well that his salary (being presently only 12
guilders ) would be improved after a year’s service; therefore, he turns
now reverently to your esteemed honors, requesting that your honors
be pleased to order the commissary that he may be booked for salary
and board equal to Jan Lubbersen, promising to comport himself from
now on with diligence and vigilance, expecting a favorable resolution, remains (below stood) your honors’ humble servant (and signed)
Willem Bogardus.
The director general and councilors, having taken in consideration the
above request and the good testimony of the secretary Van Ruijven
regarding the comportment and diligence of the petitioner, have
approved his request provided that he comports himself with diligence
and vigilance in his service as he has done until now. Dated as above.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman

[PETITION OF THE WIDOW MORRIS CONCERNING A THEFT AT THE FERRY]

[8:522] [several lines lost] showing how [
] being of the
mind some days ago to go over to Long Island from here, went to the
house of the ferryman, Egbert van Borsum, having with her a small
package with some goods. When she came to the ferryman’s Negro
(who ordinarily takes the passengers over) she said, “will you keep
an eye on these goods, I have to run another errand?” After running
her errand she came back to the Negro and demanded her goods. The
Negro denied having received any goods from her, whereupon she
immediately registered a complaint about this insolent act to the lord
director general. When this reached the Negro’s ear, he threatened to
kill her over it.
Nota bene: the continuation that should have been placed here was
misplaced next to the following.169
169 Clerk’s note indicating a copying error. See 8:523b for the completion of 8:522.
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[NOTICE CONCERNING DUTIES PAID TO WARNAER WESSELS]

Copy. Herewith is everyone informed and made known that the recognition and the excise of the peltries, wines, and beers that are exported
out of the province of New Netherland, except for those going to the
fatherland with the return ships, which until now has been paid to
Mr. Poulus vander Beecq, shall from now on be paid to the customs
inspector Warnaer Wessels until further order of the esteemed lord
director general and councilors. Done at Fort Amsterdam in New
Netherland. Dated as above.
[8:523a] [several lines lost] goods [
] chalk, said in the [
One half pound green [
]
One ell black silk					
[
]
In sewant
ƒ6:–
½ pint of brandy in a bottle
ƒ1: 8
For ribbon
ƒ1:10
For starch
ƒ–:12
The rest some incidentals
ƒ5:–

]

Together ƒ20:0

[WARRANT FOR THE THIEF’S ARREST]

[8:523b] The director general and councilors order the fiscal to apprehend the aforesaid Negro and to interrogate him about this matter and
to have him return the goods. Dated as above.

[ORDER APPOINTING EVERY THURSDAY AS MARKET DAY IN BREUCKELEN]170

The magistrates of the village of Breuckelen and adjacent localities
requested by petition for authorization to hold a market day in their
village. It has been decided to allow the request. The market day shall
be held weekly on Thursdays. Dated the 17th of April anno 1657.

170 See NYCD 14:390 for another translation.
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[PROCEEDINGS IN THE CASE OF THOMAS STEVENSEN V. ELIAS BEELY]

[8:524] [several lines lost] plaintiff against Elias [
] the
defendant Elias Beely requested an [eight] day postponement in order
to answer, which is granted. Dated as above.

[COMPLAINT OF JAN SCHAGGEN AGAINST JAN PAUL JACQUET]171

Complaint of Jan Schaggen
against commander Jacquet.
Highly esteemed and very wise lords
director general and councilors.
My lords.
I humbly make known that commandant Jacquet, after his arrival
called upon me in regard to the land that I owned, claiming that the
honorable general had given the same land to him and I should move
off; and as I was sure that the lord general while here had allowed me
to live on and cultivate the place, as likewise lord Sille while here
also confirmed. As I did not want to give credence to the commandant’s pronouncements, but adhering to the promise [of the honorable
general] [8:525] [was not willing to abandon the land upon which I
had expended my labor and sown 4 schepels of rye, but I desired to
remain unmolested and had to make a contract with him] about planting tobacco, [so that I] should begin it for him, for which [he would]
get me help and [I should have] my share under such conditions as he
would be pleased to grant. While carrying this out, I was not properly assisted with laborers, whereby half the crop was lost to my great
disadvantage in my poor circumstances, for I have thus lost over 1000
lbs. of tobacco, mostly because of the lack of room to store it, during
which time the most help was needed. After the tobacco had been
handled in this manner and thus brought under cover, as it was and I
was busy sowing some rye together with 3 schepels for Jan Wijler, the
owner of the land, whom I am awaiting, the commandant again told
me to leave and that the land was his; I referred him again to the lord
general and lord Silla and told him that he had no order to run me off.
171 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:167–168.
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He answered [that] he cared the devil for Stuyvesant and Silla and that
he was now here; with sword in hand he then drove me three times
from my work into my house, so that I was compelled to suspend the
work that I had begun and sorrowfully had to leave the land. I therefore
called on Hudde to survey for me a piece of land thereabouts, [8:526]
[situated about there in the bush, when not more than 20 rods’ breadth
along the river were allotted to me, and as I have nobody living near
me to whom it would have been disadvantageous if I had asked] for
100, even 1000 rods, [
] was able to work it, I asked the
commandant to grant me 20 rods’ breadth more, as I needed more land
to plant tobacco and sow grain. He refused and would not allow it. It is
therefore my humble request and prayer that your honorable lords will
please to take pity on my needy circumstances and through thick and
thin will let me enjoy satisfaction for the injuries suffered and add to
the breadth of 20 rods another 20 rods [of land] and provide me with
a title thereof. I shall ever remain, as I now am (lower stood) Very
honorable lords, your esteemed honors’ humble servant (signed) John
Schaggen. Dated South River, 20th of March, anno 1657.
After reading the foregoing petition, the following declaration was
sent to the petitioner for his use: This is to certify and to declare that
we, the undersigned, being on the South River of New Netherland
in the month of September 1655, have, out of consideration for the
services and assistance given by him in the execution of the plans then
designed, allotted, granted and given to Jan Sgaggen, at his request,
the plantation, upon which he, at that time, lived, worked and planted
with the promise to issue to him a proper title and letters patent in due
form at the proper time.
Done Fort Amsterdam 21st of April 1657.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille

[PROTEST OF ISAAC ALLERTON AGAINST JAN PAUL JACQUET]172

[8:527] [Copy.
172 Recovered text from NYCD 12:168–169.
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Protest of Mr. Allerton, the elder,
against Com. Jacquet.
To his noble honor, Mr. Jan Paul Jacques,
vice director on the South River of New
Netherland.
Whereas Isaac Allerton, on account of a lawful and clear debt of]
Niels Larsz, [which has now been already standing six years,] had
attached by the court messenger [on the] fourth of December 1656
certain [tobacco] belonging to said Niels Larsz in partnership with Jan
Staelcop and Pieter Schael and under the supervision of said Staelcop,
that he might thus conveniently by due process of law obtain payment.
Thereupon he had also asked your honors where he had to lodge the
complaint for the order of attachment and summon the debtor, and
received as answer from your honor: “I have first attached it, I have
the devil of it, I want to have precedence” and whereas arrest was laid
upon the same tobacco by Sr. Elmerhuysen as well, I judged that the
matter ought to be brought before the court, but found that your honor
had had a part of the tobacco carried away by your soldiers; notwithstanding the arrests although your honor’s claim is partly unbalanced,
partly extorted, whereby a road is opened to great irregularity and
contempt of law and justice, which your honor should preserve and
protect; for when some Swedes or Finns saw that such proceedings
were being introduced here by your honor, they, encouraged by your
honor, tried to secure the same for themselves as well and carried
away what still remained of the tobacco, whereby he, Allerton, is and
remains deprived [8:528] [of his claim and (whereas) also, notwithstanding Jan Schaggen was granted by the noble, honorable general
the land of Frans Smith and Jan Willer, to occupy and] use it [until
further order, which was furthermore confirmed to said Shaggen] by
the honorable lord de Sille, your honor has not hesitated violently
and unjustly to drive the said Schaggen from the said land with great
animosity and sword in hand, and to make other people’s property
your honor’s own, to despise in an improper manner the orders of his
esteemed honor and to dispossess him, Allerton, of his lawful claims,
which he had on the property of Frans Smith and Jan Whiller, on the
same land as well as otherwise. By this damage and uncivil proceedings he, Allerton, is compelled, indeed forced to protest hereby against
your honor for all damages, hindrance, and loss, which he, Allerton,
has suffered or may yet suffer on account of the foregoing and for
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which he will recover the damage from your honor. For this purpose
he, Allerton, has deemed it necessary, to serve this upon your honor
and deliver it into your hands. Dated Casamier, this 6th of April 1657.
(lower stood) Isaac Allerton, senior. Ex originali descripseram. (was
signed) Johannis Risingh, junior.

[REMOVAL OF JAN PAUL JACQUET FROM OFFICE]173

[8:529] [Copy.
Further order to
Commander Jacquet,
by which he is
removed from office.
Honorable, dear, faithful sir.
In our last letter through Mr. Alrichs your honor’s remaining there
was left to your honor’s option. Since that so many complaints are]
referred to us and written [remonstrations made of your] delaying, if
not refusing [justice] and lawful arrests, of bringing in [ ] executing,
on your own authority without previous legal proceedings, your own
pretended debts, of obstructing (and this by acts of violence) possession, cultivation and ownership of lands, granted by us to others and
of much other improper treatment of various people, freemen as well
as officials of the Company, that hearing of it, not to mention telling it, grieves and afflicts us unto shame, and although we had until
now been in hopes that the general complaints of all too hasty and
improper treatment, upon our serious admonition and warnings, might
have been avoided, removed or remedied, we are now again placed
beyond hope in this regard that the last written complaints of Jan
Schaggen, Allerton and others are beyond correction, if not irresponsible. Therefore, we are, to our regret, compelled [to inform] your honor
[8:530] [that you must purge and defend yourself against the same
and meanwhile to suspend you provisionally from your office and (to
command) that you transfer and deliver the property of the Company]
well inventoried to Andries Hudde, Jan Jurriaensz and the sergeant
Poulus Jansen under good receipts, to be signed by them in duplicate,
173 Recovered text from NYCD 12:169–170.
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and to send to us, first the one and then the other, upon which we shall
rely. We commend your honor with our usual salutations to the protection and shield of God and remain,
Honorable, dear, faithful
your honor’s affectionate
(was signed) P. Stuyvesant
Done at Fort Amsterdam
in N. Netherland,
the 20th of April 1657

[PETITION OF SALVADOR DANDRADA AND OTHER
JEWS CONCERNING THE BURGHER RIGHT]174

[8:531] [Copy.

To the noble worships, the director general
and councilors of New Netherland.]

We, the under[signed, of the Jewish nation here, make known with
due reverence,] how [it is] that one [of our nation repaired] to the
city [hall of this city and requested of the noble] burgomasters that
[he might obtain his burgher] certificate, like other burghers, which to
our great surprise was disallowed and refused by the honorable lords
burgomasters, and whereas the honorable lords consented under date
of February 15, 1655, at the request of our nation that we should enjoy
here the same freedom as other inhabitants of New Netherland do, as
appears from the petition here annexed; further, that our nation enjoys
in the city of Amsterdam in Holland the burgher right, and those who
ask for it receive a burgher certificate for it, as appears by the burgher
certificate also hereto annexed; also that our nation, as long as they
have been here, have, with others, borne and paid, and still bear, all
burgher burdens. We, therefore, reverently request your honors to
please not exclude nor shut us out from the burgher right, but to have
the honorable lords burgomasters notified that they should permit us,
like other burghers, to enjoy the burgher right, and for this purpose
to give us the customary burgher certificates, in conformity with the
174 Recovered text from translation in Samuel Oppenheim, The Early History of the
Jews in New York (New York, 1909), 36.
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order of the honorable lords directors mentioned above. Upon which,
awaiting your honors’ approving and favorable decision, we shall
remain, as we have been, (below was written)
Your honors’ humble servants
(was signed)
Salvador Dandrada
Jacob Cohen Henricque
Abraham de Lucena
Joseph d’Acosta
On the above petition it has been decided: The burgomasters of this
city are hereby authorized and at the same time charged to admit the
petitioners hereof and their nation to the burghership, in due form.
Dated as above.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius deSille
Pieter Tonneman

[EXAMINATION OF TRIJNTJE CORNELIS AND
HER MOTHER ARIAENTJE WALINGS]175

[8:532] [several lines lost] has appeared Trijntje Cornelis according
to the decision dated 2 April upon her request granted and was asked
the following:
First, how old and wherefrom?
Answer: Van Durgerdam in Waterland, about 19 years old.
2. Whether she has not had carnal conversation with her step father
Dirck Teunisz?
To the 2nd, answers no.
3. Whether she has never been asked to do so by her step father?
To the 3rd, answers no.
4. Whether she has ever complained about it with anyone?
175 See 8:477 and 518 for related documents.
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To the 4th, answers no.
Trijntje Cornelis having been asked the above stated questions several
times, persists with her previous answer.
Ariaentje Walings, mother of the aforesaid Trijntje Cornelis,
summoned to the session, was asked, among other things, whether her
daughter didn’t show her the ribbons [banden] of her husband’s shirt?
Answers, no; denying further everything else asked her relating to the
matter.
The director general and councilors order the fiscal [8:533] [several
lines lost]176

[DISCHARGE OF JAN ADAMS, STEWARD]

Received the petition of Jan [Adams, bottelier], requesting a passport
and [
] and allowed to depart for the fatherland with the
first ships.
Whereupon the following decision was granted: the petitioner is
permitted to depart for the fatherland with the first ships. Dated as
above

[DISCHARGE OF SERGEANT HANS HOPMAN]

Received the petition of Hans Hopman, sergeant, who arrived here
with the ship the Waagh, requesting (whereas the time, which he
promised to remain here, has expired) permission to depart for the
fatherland with the first ships.
Whereupon the following decision was granted: the petitioner shall be
granted a passport and clearing of accounts. Dated as above.

176 O’Callaghan’s calendar states that the case is to be referred to the fiscal and
magistrates of Midwout.
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[PETITION OF JAN JACOBSZ FOR A COMMISSION
TO TRADE WITH HIS SHIP THE ST. JAN]

[8:534] [several lines lost] Jacobsz [
] he, petitioner, with his
ship named St. Jan presently here at the roads, would be of the mind
to go trading and trafficking along the coast of this province as well as
overseas with all allies of this state, where one has freedom of trade
and commerce, paying as others for all rights and privileges established by the authorities; and, whereas your esteemed honors’ permission and consent is required thereto, he, therefore, humbly requests
that your esteemed honors be pleased to grant him ultimately said
commission in communij forma, being his aforesaid ship manned by
Dutch sailors177 under the prince’s flag or otherwise as your esteemed
honors shall deem suitable. Thus doing etc., (below was written) Your
highly esteemed honors’ humble servant, (was signed) Jan Jacobsz.
After due deliberation on the above request it was decided as follows:
When the petitioner shall have shown us his burgher right, a commission in communi forma shall be granted him on the condition of placing proper surety, like others, for the commission. Dated as above.

[PETITION OF COMMIES NICOLAES VARLET
TO STORE GOODS IN THE PUBLIC STORE]

[8:535] [several lines lost] Gives [
] Varlet, commies,
[
] here how it is that the merchants often trouble him
[
] the honorable Company [
] are no goods
in the warehouse, to be allowed to store their tobacco and other goods
for a few days, because there is no other possibility in the weighhouse or in that area, and this for their tobacco barrels; otherwise,
they sit too long in the open air, to their noticeable damage, before
they can be brought home. Therefore, he reverently requests that your
honors be pleased to allow him to let the aforesaid merchants’ tobacco
barrels and other goods be brought into the Company’s warehouse
(without risk and damage for the Company) for their convenience for
a period of time on the condition of paying for each barrel or chest to
the benefit of the honorable Company and petitioner as much as your
esteemed honors, with discretion, shall deem appropriate. Remaining
177 Duijtsche bootsvolcken.
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etc.; he also requests that your highly esteemed honors be pleased to
grant him the writing of passes of persons who annually are of the
mind to depart from here for the fatherland for such a salary as your
honors shall deem appropriate. Remaining (lower stood) Your honors’
obedient servant (was signed) Nicolaes Varlet (dated) the 21st of April
1657, Amsterdam in New Netherland.
[8:536] [several lines lost] merchants [
] as
possible [
] that the warehouse is unencumbered upon the arrival
[
ships,] for which, if the merchants be pleased to give
something to the petitioner, it will be left to their and his discretion.
Done in Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated as above.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman

[PETITION OF NICOLAES VARLET CONCERNING THE COMPANY’S SCHOUW]

Copy.

To the lords director general and lords
high councilors of New Netherland.

Last January, upon my request, the esteemed lord director general was
kind enough to grant me the use of the Company’s schouw, when it
happened through a sudden severe storm as I with four other persons
was in it on the river, loaded with firewood; that not only the same
schouw foundered, but I together with the other persons withstood and
escaped great peril and danger of loss of life; as everyone well knows
several others paid for the same (terrible storm) with the loss of their
lives. [8:537] [several lines lost] whereas [
] shall
[
] me the payment [
] the same schouw
[
] could such a misfortune happen at other times such
as this day while being used in the service of the honorable Company;
therefore, I humbly request in consideration of the same that your
esteemed honors be pleased to spare me the payment of the schouw,
as much as is feasible, and your honors’ discretion may find appropriate. Remaining (written below) Your honors’ obedient servant (was
signed) Nicolaes Varlet (dated in the margin) the 19th of April anno
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1657, Amsterdam in New Netherland.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman

[ORDER RELEASING NICOLAES VARLET FROM HALF THE COST]

The director general and councilors being sufficiently aware of the
reasons presented in his petition, relieve the petitioner of half of the
damages of the foundered schouw; however, the petitioner shall employ
all possible effort [8:538] [several lines lost] of which [
]
councilors accept to pay and satisfy half to the petitioner or the seller.
Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 24th of April 1657.
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman

[PARDON OF MARTEN CLAASEN FOR DESERTION]

Whereas Marten Claasen, soldier, deserted from the South River, also
advised many other soldiers thereto according to their declarations,
and now apprehended by the fiscal on Long Island, promises great
improvement and to behave properly from now on, is for this time
pardoned of the committed offense on the condition that he shall do
carpentry in the service of the honorable Company for six months. If
he does so diligently, he is promised that he shall be discharged from
the Company’s service and, in addition, given a gift. Done at Fort
Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 24th of April anno 1657.

[PROCEEDINGS IN THE CASE OF THE WIDOW OF JAN
MOURTIS AGAINST EGBERT VAN BORSUM’S NEGRO]

[8:539] [several lines lost] woman [ ] Negro [
]
of theft, whereas she nor anyone [
] had ever noticed him;
claiming that she lost the goods or brought them elsewhere, which she
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could have forgotten, whereas she was drunk, which she proves with
the testimonies, copies of which are written below:
Copy: Having seen the widow of Jan Mourits the 13th of April that she
was drunk. (was signed) Marten Jansz van Breuckelen.
Copy: The below written persons testify that the English woman
(who accused the Negro of Egbert van Borsum of having stolen some
goods from her) was drunk the 13th of April anno 1657 (was signed)
Anneken Ruis, Rutger Joosten.
Whereas the lord director general and the ensign Dirck Smith declare
to have seen the woman on 13 April and that she was not drunk, this
case is postponed for a closer investigation of what time the woman
was drunk. Dated 29 April anno 1657.

[RESOLUTION THAT ENSIGN DIRCK SMITH ACCOMPANY
CAPTAIN MARTEN CRIEGER TO THE SOUTH RIVER]178

[8:540] 24th of April.
[Whereas Captain Marten Crieger requests that our ensign Dirck
Smith might go with him and his troops as guide overland, because he,
Smith, having traveled now] two or three times overland, is acquainted with the road; it is therefore resolved, after consideration, to admit
of and grant his request, the more so as we deem it good and necessary
that the transfer and delivery that Jacquet will do with the honorable
Company’s property will be done in the presence of said Smith, as
he, Smith, has turned over the same to him and knows what property
Jacquet received upon his arrival. Done at Fort Amsterdam, dated as
above.

[INSTRUCTIONS FOR ENSIGN DIRCK SMITH]179

[8:541] [According to the resolution of yesterday he shall go overland
178 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:175.
179 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:175–176.
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with Capt. Marten Crieger and other troops] of the city of Amsterdam
as guide to the South River of New Netherland and having arrived
there, sail down to Fort Casimier, now called New Amstel.
2.
Pursuant to the orders and directions given, he shall diligently and
truly inform himself from the commandant Jacquet regarding the
effects of the honorable Company once he is in the said fort, especially the ammunition, materials, and animals, how many are to be found
there yet, how and where the rest may be.
3.
After a proper inventory of the abovementioned effects has been taken
in his and Mr. Hendrick Huygen’s presence, he shall see that as much
ammunition, provisions, and materials of war be as speedily as possible transferred and brought to Fort Christina, now called Altena, as,
to the best of their knowledge, they deem at the present time necessary and expedient for the service of the honorable Company, among
others, double the number of hand and side arms for 20 men and suitable materials in proportion.
4.
[8:542] [The aforesaid property in provisions, ammunition, and
war materials, which shall have been brought over into Fort Altena,
shall provisionally be left,] against proper receipt, in the hands of Sr.
Andries Hudde, sergeant Poulus Jansz and Jan Juriaensz. The balance
of the effects shall be loaded in the ship the Bever or otherwise be left
in charge of Mr. Jacob Alrichs or his commissary until further orders.
5.
The animals of the Company shall be brought over the Christina Kil
and left in charge as before, until further orders.
6.
After having accomplished the foregoing, he shall return here as
speedily as possible with the remainder of the soldiers either in the
ship the Bever or overland, only 16 soldiers shall be left in Fort Altena
with our aforesaid replacements.
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7.
He shall treat commandant Jacquet with all courtesy and give him no
cause whatsoever for complaints, but inquire kindly of him as well as
of others about the goods, which are missing from the supplied inventory, also about the animals; and upon his return make for us a good,
faithful, and true report thereof. Dated the 25th of April 1657.

[PROCEEDINGS IN THE CASE OF SALOMON
LACHAIR AGAINST JAN LAURENS]

[8:543] [several lines lost] judgment. [We have
]
of this city dated the first [
] between him and
[
]; so it is that the honorable burgomasters and schepenen,
aforesaid, are hereby officially made known and announced of this,
(if it so pleases them) to appear or send an attorney before us here in
Fort Amsterdam by next Tuesday to see their said sentence confirmed
or annulled. Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 28th of
April anno 1657.

[PERMIT FOR SERGEANT GIJSBERT BRIJ TO RETURN TO PATRIA]

[8:544] [several lines lost] the petition of Gijsbert Brij, sergeant,
having arrived here with the ship the Peereboom, requesting permission to depart for the fatherland in order to take care of some personal
affairs.
After due deliberation it was decided: fiat ut petitur. The petitioner can
request his passport and closure of accounts as is appropriate. Dated
as above.

[PETITION OF THOMAS WILLETT CONCERNING PAYMENT OF DUTY ON IMPORTS]

To the highly esteemed lords, the esteemed
lord director general and the esteemed lords
high councilors of New Netherland.
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Your honors’ petitioner, Thomas Willet, shows with all due respect
how, according to custom, he has come here with some foodstuffs,
such as flour, bacon, meat and wheat, and some English merchandise,
in order, as before, to trade the same here for other goods and merchandise he needs and whereas it is not his intention [8:545] [several lines
lost] during his [
] sell or [
] whereas the
petitioner fears that [
] might get into some trouble, whether it be
with the lord fiscal, customs inspector or farmer [
] to prevent
now, he deems it advisable to address himself to your honors with a
friendly request to be able to reconcile himself with the fiscal, customs
inspector or farmer according to previous practices concerning his
export and import recognition fees; more so, whereas your honors’
petitioner would not easily be able to show your honors by manifest
what the goods cost him in order to pay according to the value thereof the right recognition fee, your honors’ petitioner in no way being
inclined to burden his conscience or to give any displeasure to your
honors’ government here, but rather to agree about the one and the
other, just as your honors’ petitioner is informed that this is done by
those in Holland and England and often is sometimes done there with
the farmers, which favor, if acquired by your honors’ petitioner, shall
oblige him not only to continue his service to the utmost, which doing,
I remain your honors’ willing friend and servant (was signed)
Tho: Willett.
The resolution (for granting of the decision) made on the above
requests follows.

[RESOLUTION CONCERNING THE PETITION OF THOMAS WILLETT]

[8:546] [several lines lost] could land and whereas [
] if he
wanted those back the community would be left destitute as a result
and the trade retarded; therefore it is unanimously decided to be best
for the present time: better to take half an egg than an empty shell, and
to authorize the fiscal to agree with the petitioner about his export and
import recognition fees. Dated as above.
Decision granted on the foregoing request: The director general and
councilors of New Netherland (pursuant to the resolution made today)
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authorize their fiscal for this time to agree to the best of the Chartered
West India Company about the recognition fees of the petitioner’s
imported and exported goods. Dated as above.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman.
[COMPLAINT OF ALLARD ANTHONY CONCERNING AN
ATTACHMENT ON THE GOODS OF JOHN PATRIDGE]

The lord burgomaster Allard Anthony complains about the attachment
which he has [
] by the court messenger on this past 29th.
[8:547] [several lines lost]
Whereas the aforesaid Allard Anthony [
] him so much
of Patridge to [
] the aforesaid attachment by the director
general and councilors of New Netherland [
] declared as valid
[several lines lost].

[ORDER FOR FISCAL TO PROSECUTE THE
WIDOW MORRIS FOR FALSE ACCUSATION]180

Received the petition of Egbert van Borsum, ferryman, remonstrating
that the goods of the English woman who had accused his181 Negro
of theft of her goods were found at the house of Jan Peecq where she
had left the same; requested that the lord fiscal should press charges
against the aforesaid woman and the expenses caused him by the
aforesaid woman be reimbursed.
After due deliberation it was decided: The lord fiscal Nicasius de Sille
is authorized to institute proceedings according to the tenor of the law
and provisionally hold the attached goods until further order. Dated 1
May 1657.

180 See 8:522 and 539 for related proceedings.
181 The original has the possessive adjective haar “her” instead of sijn “his.”
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[ORDER FOR THE PASSAGE TO HOLLAND OF JAN OOSTHOFF]

[8:548] [several lines lost] After due deliberation it was decided:
the skipper of the ship the Beer is hereby requested and ordered to
take along the petitioner as a servant of the Company and to provide
passage and board; and it is left to the discretion of the honorable lords
directors to pay the same or not. By lacking thereof, the skipper shall
demand and receive his payment from the petitioner. Dated as above.

[PROCEEDINGS IN THE SUIT BETWEEN SALOMON LA CHAIR AND JAN LAURENS]

Received the documents of the suit between Salomon La Chair, farmer
of the slaughter excise, appellant and plaintiff, against Jan Laurens,
defendant; and in addition, having examined the decision of the
burgomasters and schepenen of this city, together with further documents relevant thereto, and further on the notifications done at the
court of this city, heard the oral arguments of the burgomasters for
maintenance of their said sentence dated primo March and the revision thereof dated 12 ditto, the director general and councilors find
some errors committed in the aforesaid sentence [8:549] [several lines
lost] demand, answer, reply, concluding [
] the director
general and councilors [
] to institute and to prosecute
according to the tenor of the law. Dated as above.

[TOMAS WILLET BECOMES SECURITY FOR
MR. CORBEN IN HIS SUIT WITH MR. NOUWEL]

Mr. Tomas Willet, having appeared at the session pledges himself as
principal security for Mr. Corben for that which might be determined
by the magistrates of this city as his charge between the aforesaid Mr.
Corben and Mr. Nouwel, regarding only the cited 10 hogsheads of
tobacco and nothing further. Dated as above.
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[ORDER FOR JAN ADAMS TO DEFEND HIMSELF IN A SLANDER SUIT]182

The director general and councilors of New Netherland, resuming the
act of landwinning183 granted to Jan Adams last 27 March for a period of six contiguous months, the aforesaid Jan Adams is summoned
to the session and ordered, pursuant to the tenor of the aforesaid act
of landwinning, to answer for the injurious words and aspersions,
which are claimed that he proclaimed against the housewife of Willem
Beeckman; either justify himself or make atonement within the period
of the aforesaid six months. Dated as above.

[PETITION CONCERNING FREIGHT OF THE PRINS MAURIS]184

[8:550] [To the highly esteemed, honorable Petrus
Stuyvesant, director general and the honorable
gentlemen of the council of New Netherland.
Show] with due reverence Dirck Cornelisz Haen, stierman, Jan
Barentsz, first mate, and Peter Cornelisz Mol, carpenter, lately of the
stranded ship Prins Mauris that they, the petitioners, had taken with
them, according to old customs, for their private use a little boatswain’s
goods,185 to improve their poor compensations, namely a hogshead
with cans, belonging to the navigator, a hogshead with pots, belonging
to the first mate and 4 half hogsheads with French wine, belonging to
the navigator and carpenter in company. The aforesaid goods along
with others have been attached on account of some difference that
occurred between the honorable lord Jacob Alrichs and their skipper
Dirck Cornelisz Honingh; and whereas the said difference does not at
all concern them, they, the petitioners, respectfully request that your
honors will please to free the aforesaid goods from the attachment and
that the same may be delivered to them in consideration of what is
stated above, doing which, they remain,
182 See RNA 2:200–201, 231, 265, 275, and 281–282 for proceedings related to this
case.
183 A legal act allowing an indicted person to remain free without threat of molestation until judgment.
184 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:184.
185 Voeringh: goods a sailor was allowed to carry duty free for trading purposes.
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(Below stood:) Your honors’ faithful servants, Dirck Cornelisz Haen,
Jan Barentse, Pieter Cornelisz Mol.
[8:551] [The noble, honorable director
general, Petrus Stuyvesant decided as
follows on the foregoing petition:
This is to be placed into the hands of the honorable fiscal de Sille, who
is hereby authorized and directed to deliver, upon sight of this, to the
petitioners the aforesaid two hogsheads with pots and] cans from the
warehouse, and to inform himself as protector of the law in regard
to the wine whether the matter is correctly stated; the more, as it is
reported that the skipper has declared in the court of this city that the
seized wine did not belong to him, but to the city of Amsterdam, given
to him as ship’s provisions. If it is, as the skipper says, then the same
must be sent to Mr. Alrichs, if it is found otherwise, as the petitioners
claim, that it is boatswain’s goods, it is to be delivered to them. Dated
as above.
[8:552] [blank]

[PROCEEDINGS AND JUDGMENT IN THE CASE OF WILLEM BROUWER
ATTORNEY FOR JAN LAFEBRU AGAINST ADRIAEN VINCENT]

[8:553 and 8:554] [missing]

[RECEIPT OF WILLEM BROUWER FOR ABOVE JUDGMENT]

[8:555] [several lines lost] in the presence of [
] and that so
temporarily that [
] can [
] departure-ready ships
can [be sent off,] having loaded the return cargo, shall be consigned
to the aforesaid Lafebru by the secretary [of the] honorable court;
concerning that which was paid by the defendant, it is understood that
in the account he shall be allowed to deduct the ƒ31 of the freight,
the ƒ41:11 of 4 percent, the ƒ2:4 of workers, ƒ22 for Mr. Goedjer,186
the ƒ17 for expenses and ƒ37:10 for daily wages for the finding of
186 Possibly deputy governor Stephen Goodyear of New Haven.
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Lamotte, so that the aforesaid defendant Adriaen Vincent still owes
the remainder of the sum of four hundred twenty six guilders fourteen
stivers. With regard to the defendant’s claim of the promissory note
paid to Nicolaes Bernart, it is understood [that] because the promissory note is to be paid in France and it does not appear that it was refused
there, and was also not demanded by N. Bernart in the demand of the
aforesaid expenses for finding, that at this time it cannot validate as
payment, but that the defendant shall retain his recourse on N. Barnart
regarding this; further, the defendant Adriaen Vincent is condemned
to pay the costs of these proceedings. Dated as above, at Amsterdam
in New Netherland. (written below:) Agrees with the minutes of the
burgomasters and schepenen of the aforesaid city (was signed:) Jacob
Kip, secretary, (written below). We, the underwritten, acknowledge,
pursuant to the above judgment, to have received through Hendrick
Henricksz, tambour, four hogsheads of tobacco, which are for full
payment of the ƒ426:14, which Adriaen Vincent is condemned to pay,
freeing, therefore, whoever might be concerned of all further demands
thereon. Done this 30th of April 1657, Amsterdam in New Netherland
(was signed) Willem Brouwer, Jacob Kip, secretary.
[8:556] [several lines lost] C:V: Ruijven, secretary.
[8:557 and 8:558] [missing]

[AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE FISCAL AND THOMAS
WILLETT CONCERNING PAYMENT OF DUTIES]187

[8:559] [several lines lost] de Sille who at the [
] is ordered
[
] hogsheads, pots, and cans [
]
to have [
] petitioners out of the warehouse and as protector of the law to inform himself about the wines, whether the matter
is true, as we are informed that the skipper had declared before the
court of this city that the impounded wines were not his, but the city
of Amsterdam’s wines, given to him as ship’s provisions; this being
so as the skipper says, then the wines should be sent to lord Alrichs,
or it being found otherwise, as the petitioners claim here that it is the
voeringh of a boatswain, then to have it delivered to them. Dated 3
May 1657.
187 This entire page is canceled.
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[AMNESTY GRANTED TO DESERTERS]

[8:560] [several lines lost] Fort Orange, the lord Johannis La
Montagne.
The director general and councilors of New Netherland, having taken
into consideration the petition of some fugitive soldiers, who were
absent from their garrison for some time and were living in or around
New England, requesting a pardon to be allowed to return to their
garrison and service, have, for pregnant reasons, deemed it advisable
to allow them the same; therefore, with these, their open letters and
the postings, declaring and promising that all of them, whosoever they
might be named and whenever deserted, within the time of two consecutive months from this date, return to their garrison and service, shall
receive and enjoy an absolute pardon and mercy for what happened;
hereby ordering their fiscal to let all of them enjoy our unconditional and absolute pardon without any trouble; and against those others
who refuse our mercy and favor and obstinately absent themselves
from their garrisons and service, to proceed and institute proceedings
according to military law, whether it be by apprehension, posting of
their names to the [8:561] [several lines lost]
Pieter Tonneman

[ORDER CONCERNING PUBLIC PORTER WAGES]

Whereas, notwithstanding the order made [
] on the
workers’ wages, we have received complaints from various merchants
that the workers at the warehouse disobeyed and almost take from the
merchants what they want, or at least interpret and explain the established order poorly, whereby the wages, mainly on the wet goods, have
increased much. Therefore, we unanimously see fit to order some of
the most prominent merchants to submit at the office of the secretary
their account of wages, and at the same time to qualify and authorize Mattheus de Vos and Pieter Rudolphus (both having been wine
merchants in the fatherland) that they shall sometime submit at the
office of secretary what one pays for a barrel of wine at Amsterdam
to be brought up, put in the cellar, transported or moved in order to
determine somewhat the wages for it here. Dated as above.
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[ORDER ON A PETITION OF JACOB VAN
COUWENHOVEN CONCERNING THE CITY SURVEY]

[8:562] [several lines lost] which had been promised to him by the
lord director general on 18 August 1649 that at an appropriate time he
would be granted a patent; therefore, he requested that he be granted
the promised patent.
After due deliberation it was decided: The petitioner shall have to
regulate himself according to the order regarding the layout of the
roads by the burgomasters and surveyors of this city in the presence
of the esteemed lord director general and councilors. Done at Fort
Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 8th of May 1657.

[ORDER DENYING THE REQUEST OF JAN
MONTAGNE FARMER OF THE TAPPERS’ EXCISE]

Received the petition of Jan Montagne, farmer of the tappers’ excise
of wines and beers in this city’s jurisdiction, showing that he went
out to measure on the day after the farming was let [8:563] [several
lines lost] and whereas he, claiming [
] rightfully had coming,
[
] excise of what had been consumed after the date
[
] farming at the innkeepers; therefore, requested that he be
allowed to reduce the aforesaid 700 guilders for payment of the farm.
After due deliberation it was decided: The conditions of the farm speak
for themselves, to which the petitioner is referred. Dated as before.

[ORDER CONCERNING PAYMENT OF DOMINEE POLHEMIUS]

The report of the court messenger of the village of Breuckelen having
been submitted by the lord Pieter Tonneman stating that some persons
residing in and near the village of Breuckelen were unwilling and not
inclined to pay the imposed money for the maintenance of do. Johannis
Theodorius Polhemius, minister, notwithstanding the director general
and councilors had approved the same.
Thereupon the following order has been issued: By director general
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and councilors of New Netherland,
[8:564] [several lines lost]188

[COMPLAINT OF THE FISCAL AGAINST ADRIAEN VAN TIENHOVEN]

Copy.

To the honorable lord director general
and councilors of New Netherland.

It is well known to your esteemed honors how it is that Adriaen van
Thienhoven has become a fugitive for his committed larcenies and no
summons is any longer necessary, because he has already gone overseas to Barbados as a cook in the English service, which is sufficient
evidence of wanting never to return. Therefore the fiscal concludes
that the aforesaid Adriaen van Tienhoven be banned from this province of New Netherland as an example to others, and in addition that
all wages that he has coming to him from the Company remain confiscated. Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 13th of March
1657 (was signed) Nicasius de Sille.

[ORDER TO CONFISCATE THE WAGES OF ADRIAEN VAN TIENHOVEN]

[8:565] [several lines lost] van Thienhoven [
] that
pursuant to the [
] himself sufficiently banned
and there is no indication of his return. If it should come to pass, the
lord plaintiff, as protector of the law for the honorable Company and
for justice, shall keep his case open in order to proceed further against
him according to the tenor of the law; meanwhile, all the wages owed
him are hereby confiscated and to be applied as is appropriate, with the
provision that the liquid debts both of the honorable Company (which
is preferred herein) as well of others be paid as far as the monthly
wages are able to reach. Dated as before.
188 The order has been lost at the top of the page. However, O’Callaghan’s calendar reads “May 8. Order. The marshal to put to execution the report of councillor
Tonneman against those in Breuckelen who refuse to pay rev. Mr. Polhemus.”
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[MINUTE OF GOODS RECEIVED AND DISTRIBUTED AT FORT ORANGE]

The honorable lord La Montagne submits the account of goods that
his honor has received at Fort Orange and where the same have been
distributed since his honors’ arrival there until the end of last April.
The director general and councilors order that the same be delivered
into the hands of the commissary Van Brugge in order to inspect and
record the same as is appropriate. Dated as above.

[JUDGMENT IN THE CASE OF CORNELIS SCHUT AGAINST MARIA VERLETH]

[8:566] [several lines lost] Verleth, in the capacity [
]
Johannes van Beeck against [Jacob] Calff, Abraham Nickelen and
Pieter Jacobsz Buys, in the capacity of attorney for Cornelis Schut,
defendant; the plaintiff says, by power of attorney, as before, to have
claimed two years’ rent from Jan Thomassen of a certain farm or plantation located in the village of Gravesande on Long Island, rented to
Jan Tomassen by Jan van Beeck aforesaid in his lifetime, which two
year’s rent of Jan Tomasz has been refused the plaintiff for the reason
that the aforesaid farm or plantation was finally sold and conveyed by
the defendants in his capacity as before, to Jan Tomasz; the defendants
acknowledge the sale as having been qualified and authorized thereto
by Cornelis Schut aforesaid; the power of attorney of the defendants
being examined, does imply the sale of goods left behind, whether
moveable or immoveable, coming properly and indisputably to him,
Cornelis Schut, or his principals, with whom [he] has the plantation in
question in common, has never been clear to the director general and
councilors, but rather (from an extract of certain [8:567] [several lines
lost] Jan van Beeck [
] in substance
from [
] Cornelis Schut, much less these [
] substantiated,
have been ordered to cause the aforesaid Maria Verleth in her capacity
as widow of Jan van Beeck any difficulty, all of which and whatever
further may be relevant in the matter, having been considered, a sale
of the aforesaid farm or plantation is declared illegal, null and of no
value, and hereby it is approved to collect and receive the aforesaid
rent money on the condition that a bond for restitution is appointed
if, upon further and more particular proof, this might be rescinded or
altered. The defendants are hereby condemned to pay the cost of the
proceedings. Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated as
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above.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman

[JUDGMENT IN THE CASE OF TOMAS STIVENS AGAINST ELIAS BEELY]

[8:568] [several lines lost] the marshal anno 1655 [
] he
estimates the value at 150 guilders and above that reparation of 200
guilders damage suffered by the plaintiff; besides, because it was a
working ox, he has been unable to plow his land or sow, and he has
had to neglect and leave undone much other work.
The defendant acknowledges to have killed the ox, but says that he
was unaware that he had committed a misdeed by doing so, because
he as marshal of the village of Middelborch was ordered by the magistrates there to carry out a certain sentence, pronounced by the court
of Middelborch against Mr. Stivens on the property of the aforesaid
Stivens for the sum of about six pounds sterling.
The plaintiff, replying says and confirms with 3 attestations that not only
had he requested the marshal, but also even Mr. Coo, being one of the
magistrates of Middelborch, that he should not carry out the sentence
against his working ox, offering him money, which the marshal refused
to accept, saying there [wasn’t] enough [8:569] [several lines lost]
[
] and evidence having been examined by the director general and councilors [
] the committed contrary to
[
] and secular rights because the marshal ought to have
impounded the working ox, more so as the plaintiff was ready to offer
him other payment, which Mr. Coo (being one of the magistrates)
offered to balance if it came up short; in addition, that he ought to
have sold the goods of the condemned Mr. Stivens at public auction
and not so silently take and kill a working ox. Therefore, we condemn
and pass judgment that the defendant, Elias Beely, shall deliver to the
plaintiff, Mr. Stivens, an ox of the same value as the dead ox had upon
the say of two impartial people, and in addition one hundred guilders
as reparation of the damage suffered by Mr. Stivens from the killing
of his working ox, on the condition that Mr. Stivens shall first have
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to satisfy his debtors or (if Mr. Balij paid them) Mr. Baalij for that to
which he was condemned by the magistrates of Middelborch. Dated
as above.
[8:570] [several lines lost]
[
] ƒ1:15
[
] broken by him ƒ–:15

[ORDER TO EXPEDITE PROCEEDINGS]

The director general and councilors order the lord fiscal De Sille and
the secretary Van Ruyven to hear the parties after noon, and if it is
possible to bring the parties to an accommodation, as the [female]
plaintiff189 is ready to depart. Dated as above.

[ACTION ON WARNAER WESSELS V. SIMON JOOSTEN FOR RECOVERY OF EXCISE]

Warnaer Wessels, plaintiff, against Simon Joosten, defendant. The
plaintiff demands payment for excise of last year at the sum of 46
guilders.
The defendant acknowledges the debt. He says that he offered money
to the plaintiff, but says that he refused to receive the same, saying that
it was of too poor quality.
The parties having been heard, the director general and councilors
condemn the defendant, on pain of implementation, to pay within six
weeks. Dated as above.

[ORDER FOR PASSAGE TO PATRIA OF DISCHARGED SOLDIER HANS HOPMAN]

[8:571] [several lines lost] provide for [
]
appointed thereto [
] the directors of the Chartered West
India Company for the security of his [
] Done in
189 Eijserse.
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Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland. The [blank] of May anno 1657.

[INTERROGATION OF A NEGRO AND JOCHEM WESSELS
OF FORT ORANGE CONCERNING THEFT]

By order the lord La Montagne, brought down from Fort Orange the
honorable Company’s Negro and Jochem Wessels Backer who were
summoned to and appeared at the session. The Negro was questioned
in the presence of Jochem de backer.
Whether he has stolen any gunpowder from the lord Montagne’s attic?
To the 1st he answered, yes;
Where did he bring it?
To the 2nd he answered, once to have given it to Jochem de backer,
and once to his wife, each time in a small bag about a foot in size;
Why did he do it?
To the 3rd he answered, Jochem suggested he do it and he gave him
the small bag;
All of which Jochem, being present, denies, whereupon he is asked:
What business he had with the Negro when he was standing by the
post190 and spoke with him in a foreign language?
He answered, he went over to him together with others and simply
asked, “what are you doing here?”
[8:572] [several lines lost] The director general and councilors order
that de backer be placed in confinement and the Negro be put in the
corps du garde. Dated 8 May 1657.

190 Paal: post; most likely one of several along the 3,000 foot radius around Fort
Orange, which marked off the jurisdiction of Beverwijck within the patroonship of
Rensselaerswijck.
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[PETITION OF JOCHEM WESSELS TO BE DISCHARGED ON BAIL]

Copy.

To the highly esteemed lords director general
and high councilors of New Netherland.

Highly esteemed lords.
Whereas Jochem Wessels, baker at Fort Orange, has been placed in
confinement in Fort New Amsterdam for a matter of some actions or
claims that the lord fiscal thinks he has on him, of which he claims
are unfounded and that he is innocent; and as he is not only suffering
great poverty and hardship in his confinement, but also that he and
his wife and children would be completely ruined as a result of a long
delay, he expects that no person would be served by this and whereas
he is inclined to [
] the lord fiscal and anyone who
[
] any [8:573] [several lines lost] confinement to
[
] oath and promise [
] to appear
at the session of your highly esteemed honors upon the indictment
[
] fiscal or anyone else if required. Awaiting a favorable disposition, I remain (written below) Your highly esteemed honors’ obedient
(was signed) Jochem Wessels.

[ORDER FOR THE RELEASE OF JOCHEM WESSELS ON BAIL]

After having deliberated on the above request, it was decided: Whereas
the petitioner offers to place Joost de Backer and Hendrick de Backer
as security that upon the summons of the fiscal he shall appear at the
session of the director general and councilors, and not leave this place
except by consent of the lord director general, his petition is consented
provided that the sureties be obligated to forfeit the sum of ƒ1200:0 if
the petitioner should act to the contrary. 11 May 1657.

[FURTHER EXAMINATION OF THE COMPANY’S NEGRO PIETER PIETERSZ]

[8:574] [several lines lost] summoned to the session and asked;
1. To whom did he give or sell the bars of lead that were in the
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Company’s cellar?
[
] lie now [

] garret behind my bunk, 2 pieces of 6 lbs.

2. Whether he didn’t steal a bunch of sewant in the garret of Jacob
Schermerhoorn as he lay in the cas.191
2. Answered, no.
3. Whether he didn’t steal any beavers in the garret of Rut Jacobsz; to
whom did he sell or give them?
3. Answered, no.
4. To whom did he bring more gunpowder besides Jochem de backer?
4. Answered, to Tom-Paul; points at a bag about a foot big, to Lubbert
de guyt;192 also as much to Cornelis the neef 193 of Broer Cornelis; the
same to Pieter at Poesten’s.
5. In what house is his chest?
5. At Hend: Jochems.
He is placed back in confinement. Dated 11 May 1657.
[8:575] [several lines lost]
Tonneman

[PETITION OF JOCHEM WESSELS BACKER FOR
PERMISSION TO RETURN TO FORT ORANGE]

Copy.

To the highly esteemed lords director general
and high councilors of New Netherland.

Highly esteemed lords.
Whereas the primary trade at Fort Orange has arrived, which is considered of highest importance for the confined Jochem Wesselsz Backer,
191 Kast: a large freestanding cupboard.
192 De guyt: the rogue or scoundrel.
193 It should be noted that neef has many meanings. It not only means nephew but
can also mean grandson, or cousin; in general it could mean any blood relative. It is
also used as an expression of friendship or endearment.
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as the majority of his outstanding debts are out there among the people
and by lack of collection of them at this time, he would be sufficiently
deprived thereof to the total ruin and devastation of him, his wife, and
children, because and whereas the case taken up against him by the
lord fiscal, could keep him from doing that. In order to prevent his ruin
as much as is possible, he humbly requests that your honors be pleased
to allow him to depart at the first opportunity for Fort Orange in order
to be able to save himself under promise and security to appear here
again at your esteemed honors’ written order. Awaiting your honors’
favorable decision, I shall remain your honors’ subject (was signed)
Jochem Backer.
After due deliberation it was decided: [8:576] [several lines lost]
whereof he was firmly [un]decided before [
] and councilors,
his departure and residence at Fort Orange are by no means allowed
before better investigation about one thing and the other and proper
justice is done. Meanwhile the fiscal is ordered to place a copy of his
demand in the hands of the petitioner. Dated as above.

[PROCEEDINGS AGAINST JOCHEM DE BACKER]

Nicasius de Sille, fiscal, ex officio, plaintiff, against Jochem de Backer,
defendant, concerning the matter regarding the accusation by Pieter,
the Company’s Negro, done against the aforesaid Jochem, that the
aforesaid Jochem instigated the Negro to steal gunpowder from the
Company’s magazine and to deliver it to Jochem.
The plaintiff, having made his demand in writing, was ordered to place
copies of the demand in the parties’ hands in order to answer thereon.
Dated as above.

[ORDER ALLOWING JAN EVERTSZ BOUT TO RENT HIS FARM AT MIDWOUT]

[8:577] [several lines lost] on suspicion of committing incest, requesting to be allowed to rent his farm to another, whereas he has understood that Dirck Teunisz will not be released for some time.
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After due deliberation it was decided to allow the petitioner to rent
his farm to another, if it so be that the wife of Dirck Teunisz might be
judged unable or unwilling to keep and manage the same, as is fitting.
Dated as above.

[ORDER ON THE PETITION OF JAN FLAMAN
FOR PAYMENT OF MARINE SUPPLIES]

Received the petition of Jan Flaman, requesting that he be compensated for an anchor and rope which he says he lost in the service of the
Company anno 1655 while returning from the South River.
After due deliberation it was decided that the petitioner be ordered
to produce proof that the aforesaid anchor and rope was lost in the
service of the Company and that it wasn’t previously accounted for.
Dated as above

[ORDER ON A PETITION OF JAN MONTAGNE
CONCERNING FARMER OF THE EXCISE]

[8:578] [several lines lost] the day after [ ] the farming out which
was done by him [
] found [
] consumed at the
tappers’ and innkeepers’ houses.
After due deliberation it was resolved that the conditions of the farming out, of which the director general and councilors have retained the
interpretation, sufficiently explain themselves, which were read aloud
to the farmer two to three times before the farming out, of which the 5th
article clearly enough states that the petitioner does not have a demand
in any way concerning the wines and beers that were laid in before he
was farmer and also consequently did not have to take measurements;
the aforesaid article stating in clear words that in order to prevent any
deception, misunderstandings, frauds, and arrangements the director
general and councilors stipulate and insist that after expiration of this
farming out, when the new farming out takes place or is done again,
the new farmer shall be free on the day of the new farming out, or the
following day, at least within the period of three days after the [8:579]
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[several lines lost] beers, distilled spirits declared [
] new
farming out [
] found declared and leftover wines [
]
distilled spirits, two thirds parts brought over from [
] receiver
or excise still owed and shall be restored and paid out by the old or
previous farmer to his successor or the following farmer.
Concerning the further petition, the lord fiscal is authorized to forbid
and give notice to the tappers and innkeepers across the Varse Water194
that they shall not be allowed to sell wine or beer by the small measure
unless they beforehand have come to an agreement with the lord fiscal
over the excise of wine and beer to be consumed by them, from this
date to the end of this coming November, for the maximum profit of
the Company. Dated as above.

[ORDER TO RECEIVE CERTAIN DUTIES ON TOBACCO IN SEWANT]

[8:580] [several lines lost] private account [
] and whereas
they had no beavers to pay the recognition fee, as one ought to, they
offered to satisfy the same with sewant.
Having deliberated thereon, the provisional receiver is ordered to
accept from the aforesaid sailors and other people of poor means,
who have no beavers for the recognition fee on tobacco, well strung
sewant, provided that 10 guilders in sewant is received for one beaver.
Dated as above.

[ORDER DECLARING WEST INDIA SUGAR DUTY-FREE]

Having brought before the session whether the sugars imported here
from Barbados and other islands should also pay recognition fees for
coming in here, it was unanimously declared, no, but to allow such
with connivance195 so as not to hinder the trade in the beginning;
however, if the same is exported from this place, a recognition fee of
194 The fresh water pond located north of the wall; approximately the area now
called Collect.
195 The concept ooghluyckinge, “to wink at” or “to connive,” was employed when
an unpopular regulation or law was intentionally ignored without consequence.
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8 percent shall be paid. Dated as above.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman

[ORDER TO PAULUS VAN DER BEECQ TO
DELIVER SEWANT TO THE BURGOMASTERS]

[8:581] [several lines lost] received, whereas the [
] had
qualified [
] sentence [
] to have his party do the same
[
] and that the same sewant is now refused by the honorable
burgomasters.
The honorable lords burgomasters being summoned and having
appeared, answer that they had not entirely refused the sewant, but
only that they would have the loose pieces therein strung.
The director general and councilors having heard the parties, Mr.
Poulus is ordered to deliver well strung sewant to the burgomasters
according to the conditions of the farming out and that he should not
bring such disputes before the director general and councilors again,
unless in a case of appeal. Dated as above.

[ORDERS CONCERNING PERSONS AT FORT ORANGE]

[8:582] [several lines lost] The fiscal also concludes that Pieter Pietersz,
[
]196 Company’s Negro, according to his own confession,
to have given away the Company’s gun powder to Jochgem de Backer
and still four others, that he is condemned to be brought to the place
where justice is customarily done, to be beaten there with rods as an
example to others and moreover banished from Fort Orange.
Also, that Marritje Cornelis, step daughter of Dirck Theunissen, presently apprehended on suspicion of incest, might be sent from Fort
196 Some text in the margin intended for insertion here is illegible, except for the
phrase “… until further orders.”
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Orange by the lord La Montagne in order to question her about what
she knows of this matter. [marginal note:] fiat.

[PETITION OF JOCHEM BACKER FOR PERMISSION
TO RETURN TO FORT ORANGE ON BAIL]

[8:583] [several lines lost] the honorable [lord

]

Jochem Backer, prisoner, once again most humbly [
] the
matter between him and the lord [fiscal] in dispute has been continued
in writing on demand [by] answer and response that your honors, God
willing, be pleased either to terminate and expedite the case soon, or
otherwise to let him go home with the promise, under bail set higher
still than before, appearing here in person again upon your honors’
written order, taking in consideration that his present stay here during
this principal trading season would cause his total ruin, for he has
no servants nor anyone except his wife at home. Expecting that no
person would be served by his destruction and he requests hereby your
highly esteemed honors’ favorable and kind disposition. Thus doing
etc. (below was written) Your honors’ humble subject (was signed)
Jochem Backer.
Upon the above petition the honorable lord director general decided as
follows: Upon the persistence of the petitioner [8:584] [several lines
lost] to appear [ ] the director general and councilors [
] he is
summoned.197
Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 19th of May anno
1657 (was signed) P. Stuyvesant (below was written) By order of the
honorable lord director general and councilors of New Netherland
(and signed) C.V. Ruyven, secretary.

197 O’Callaghan’s calendar states that the petition was “granted on giving satisfactory bail.”
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[COMPLAINT OF THE FISCAL AGAINST JAN PAUL JACQUET]198

Copy.

To the honorable lord Petrus Stuyvesant,
director general of New Netherland

Nicasius de Sille, fiscal, respectfully gives information that before
this and also yesterday several oral and written complaints have been
brought to him by the commissaries, inhabitants, officers, soldiers and
also by the Swedish nation, all being under your honor’s government,
against Paul Jacquet, your honor’s late commander on the South River,
as having conducted himself very improperly there in harassing the
community, tormenting the aforesaid people, withholding pay from
the soldiers,199 diminishing [8:585] [and destroying] the Company’s
property, [all of which is contrary to your honor’s orders; therefore the
fiscal nomine officii requests that your honor will be pleased to allow
that he may arrest the said Jacquet, attach his pay and property in order
that the damaged parties may thus recover their losses.] Hereupon I
await your honor’s favorable decision. Done the 23rd of May 1657 at
Amsterdam in New Netherland.
(signed) Nicasius de Sille.
Upon the foregoing request the following resolution was made by the
honorable director general: The petitioner is ordered to inform himself
well regarding the complaints and in the meantime to place the person
of Jacquet under arrest in the commissary’s office in order to make up
his accounts. Meanwhile he is to make a summary of the complaints
against him and hand it in, to make further dispositions thereupon.
Amsterdam, the 23rd of May 1657.
(Signed) P. Stuyvesant
By order of the honorable director general.
(Signed) C. V. Ruyven, secretary.

198 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:171.
199 ... de soldaten ʼt haere pont holden.
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[PETITION OF JAN PAUL JACQUET FOR A
COPY OF THE COMPLAINT AGAINST HIM]200

[8:586] [Copy.
To the noble, very worshipful, honorable director
general and councilors of New Netherland.
Noble, very worshipful gentlemen.]
Whereas the honorable fiscal has been pleased by your honors’ order to
imprison me, the undersigned Jean Paul Jacquet, your honors’ humble
servant, and I do not know the reasons why or what about, and as I
find myself very much inconvenienced thereby; therefore I humbly
pray that your honors will please to let me be provided with a copy of
the honorable fiscal’s request, upon which the arrest was granted, also
of his honor’s accusation and charges that his honor thinks to have
against me, that I may defend myself. Which doing, (written below)
Your esteemed honors’ humble servant (and signed) Jean Paul Jacquet,
(in the margin) Amsterdam in N. Netherland, the 24th of May 1657.
The honorable director general gave the following decision to the
foregoing request. [It has already been ordered] upon the petition of
the honorable fiscal [8:587] [as plaintiff and attorney, that a proper
statement of the complaints be made, upon which the action having
been brought, it will be delivered to the petitioner. In the meantime the
secretary van] Ruyven [is ordered to deliver to the petitioner] a copy
of the demanded [request.] Done at Amsterdam in New Netherland,
the 24th of May 1657.

[PETITION OF CAPT. AUGUSTIN BAILJOW
TO ENTER PORT OF NEW AMSTERDAM] 201

Received the petition of Capt. Augustijn Bailjow, reverently requesting that one or more sworn persons be authorized to board his frigate
to copy his commission, which being shown here, to be allowed to
come up with his frigate and accompanying prize.
200 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:171–172.
201 This entry is crossed out.
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The lord general decided: The petitioner’s request is approved and
hereby his free entrance and departure assured; recommended that our
secretary collate the commission. The 5th of June 1657.
[8:588]202

[ORDER FOR SECRETARY VAN RUYVEN TO BOARD
THE PRIVATEER TO EXAMINE ITS COMMISSION]

[8:589] [several lines lost] [
] privateer was named Bouljou
requesting to be allowed to come up with his prize, and to that end free
entrance and departure, which taken in consideration, the request was
approved, as consenting to an ally of our nation, and after showing
his commission to dispose over his further request, according to the
state of affairs, and to that end grant him the following entrance and
departure permit. The 3rd of June anno 1657.

[PERMIT TO ALLOW THE PRIVATEER TO ENTER THE PORT OF AMSTERDAM]

The director general and first councilor of New Netherland hereby
permit Augustijn Bouljou, French captain on the frigate St. Piere,
to come up before this city of Amsterdam in New Netherland with
the ship under his command and his accompanying prize; and after
showing his commission to allow him to take on such necessities as
he shall need for the advancement of his voyage. In the meanwhile,
let this serve as an assurance of free entrance and departure. Done at
Amsterdam in New Netherland. The 3rd of June 1657.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman

202 There is no page 8:588 in O’Callaghan’s numbering system. Thus 8:589 appears
on the verso of 8:587.
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[THE ABOVE PERMIT IN FRENCH]203

Le directeur genral et le premier
conseiller de nouveau Pay Bas consenten[ ]
par [ceste?] presente a Augustyn [Beaulieu]
capitaine francais sur la fregatte [
]
St. Pierre de pouvrir venir a [
] la ditte[ ]
fregatte et la prinse qu’il a facette d[ ]
ville d’ Amsterdam au nouveau Pays Bas
et apres avoir montée [ ] sa commission [
]
[
]oir des necessite qu’il aura besoin pour aide
[ ] de son voyage [
]
assurante de son libre passage tant et verai[
]
a son [
] le 27e May 1657.
Amsterdam au Nouveau Pays Bas.
Par ordre du [ ]
Seigneur directeur general
Et conseil de Nouveau [ ] pays bas.

[ORDER ON THE REQUEST TO ENTER THE PORT OF NEW AMSTERDAM]

[several lines lost] his frigate [
[
] come up [
prize.

] which [show] here
] frigate and the accompanying

The lord director general has decided that the petitioner’s request be
allowed and hereby assured of his free entrance and departure. It is
recommended that our secretary collate the commission. Amsterdam
in New Netherland, the 5th of June 1657.

[PETITION TO RELEASE DIRCK TEUNISSEN AND HIS STEP DAUGHTER ON BAIL]

Copy.
203 This entry is very faint.

To the lords director general and high
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councilors of New Netherland.
Dirck Teunissen Noorman and his step daughter,204 the lords’ prisoners, make known with all due humility how it is that their imprisonment has now lasted for more than two months without the lord fiscal
[bringing] any written or oral charge and indictment; since that time
[
] before your honors against their [
] [8:590]
your honors’ humble [
] that your honors be pleased to
order the lord fiscal that if he intends to bring a case against them, to
proceed with it; and in the meanwhile to release them from the prison,
at least under judicial security, promise, and handshake to return to
their confinement upon the pleasure of your honors; awaiting your
honors’ kind decision and disposition, we shall remain (written below)
Your highly esteemed honors’ humble subjects.
After due deliberation on the preceding petition it was decided as
follows: The lord fiscal is ordered to place in the hands of the petitioners a copy of the charge and to proceed with the case according to
the tenor of the law; in the meanwhile allow the petitioners relief from
confinement. Dated as above.

[ORDERS TO THE FISCAL REGARDING THE
SEIZURE AND UNLOADING OF A SHIP]205

[8:591] [several lines lost] put in at the [
] with
the ship or goods [
] damage or harm should come to their
[
] merchants’ or ship’s goods, to report it promptly; afterward, he [would] complain how showing it after going to his masters
[
] shall think [
] whereby he still poses that also his
crew [
] might [ ] be on board the ship in order to help
unload the same [
] that he [still
] did [not] want
to take supervision of the ship or cargo, but let the ship lie [at anchor]
and wanted to leave it [ ] together and let the ship be unloaded by
whomever wanted to do it. Meanwhile, protesting over the damage
and loss to follow as a result for his masters [blank] all of which we,
the undersigned, having duly considered and contemplated, have, in
204 Schoondochter or “daughter-in-law” is used here instead of stiefdochter, “step
daughter.”
205 This entry is in Stuyvesant’s hand, which at times is very unclear.
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order to prevent further damage, resolved and decided to let the ship
unload, partly by the ship’s crew and partly by Negroes or workers
hired thereto at the expense of the Company, and together with the
head [officer] and the fiscal to maintain and have maintained proper
supervision of it, both in the hold by the supercargo and together with
him the clerk of the [province] or commissary [remainder illegible].
[8:592] [several lines lost] Thus done and decided on 11 June anno
1657 in Fort Amsterdam in N. Netherland.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
C.V. Ruyven

[STUYVESANT’S RESPONSE TO THE PRECEDING]206

[8:593] [several lines lost] bearer [
] and before
as slander [
] small seal of the Company [
] in
addition or maybe [
] Company [
] may be counterfeited
[
] to order freemen and sailors to go ashore as well, except
for the skipper or stuerman, and one to two common seamen at the
most together with the skipper or stuerman; and your honor is required
for this coming night to remain on the ship, and together with the officials of the Company, who hereby are sent to your honor, to maintain
and have maintained such supervision as the situation and order of
the lords directors signify and to encourage the supercargo to do his
duty; and above all to be mindful that the officers of the Company
are not tempted by strong drink. Fare [well] in Amsterdam in New
Netherland, dated 10 June 1657.
Your dear friend,
P. Stuyvesant
Lord fiscal, as it grows dark and it may be too late for the passengers
to arrange lodgings, can your honor excuse them; only not to let those
who are ashore come back on board and not to hinder those who want
to go ashore, but to keep track and have kept track of the arrival that
206 Stuyvesant’s hand. The final line of 8:593 is very unclear.
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[the rest ] directly no boats, scows or canoes [
[in?] vessels or [at a?] distance [from] the fort.

] come ashore

P. Stuyvesant
[8:594] [blank]

[ORDER TO ISSUE A WRIT OF APPEAL TO ISAACQ MESA]207

[8:595] [several lines lost] and added councilors [
] some
dispute between [
] of the Swedish nation, requested
[
] accepted and received in appeal, [
].
After due deliberation it was decided to accept the petitioner in a writ
of appeal, provided, according to custom, twelve guilders is put down
as security, which having been done, he is ordered, because the schout
of the Swedes is ready to depart, to deliver his charge and conclusion within twenty-four hours, in order to be able to dispose thereon
as promised. Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated as
above.

[ORDER INCREASING THE SALARY OF RESOLVEERT WALDRON]

Received the petition of Resolveert Waldron, guard, remonstrating the
heavy work that he must do next to and together with the Company’s
Negroes, more than any guard has ever done, not only during the
day, but also at night in the breaking of stone and in addition with the
laying up of this fort in stone; therefore, requested an improvement in
his salary. The aforesaid in consideration [8:596] [several lines lost]
Pieter Tonnemans

207 O’Callaghan’s calendar reads “June 12. Order. For the issue of a writ of appeal
to Isaac Mesa, a Jew, from a judgment pronounced against him by the vice-director
at the South river.”
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[RESIGNATION OF JACOB KIP FROM THE
OFFICE OF CLERK OF NEW AMSTERDAM]

Copy.

To the lords, the honorable lord director
general and honorable lords councilors
of New Netherland.

Jacob Kip makes known with all reverence how he, petitioner, was
solicited and commissioned as secretary of this city by your esteemed
honors in February of 1656 and because he, petitioner, has taken care
of the same office now for about the fifth half year (without boasting)
with all loyalty and [has] not found therein such benefits as he had
hoped, which he was granted and given as a prospect for accepting the
same; so that in the meantime he has been forced, in order to maintain and support his family honestly, to take up some other means,
such as a small shop and otherwise, in the hope that the same office
might in time grow better; and, as until now he finds no improvement, but decline in all parts, such as the benefit of office of auctioneer for the citizenry [8:597] [several lines lost] of the burgomasters
[
] and eleemosynary, father[s
] that, for which
was [
] by your honors; also, that he, petitioner, now for about two
and a half years’ time has not received a stiver of his yearly granted
salary, for which reason and why he, petitioner, finds himself forced
to take up another trade as a supporter of his family, the ruin of which
he will do his best to prevent; therefore, he has resolved to return the
same office to your honors, as he hereby does, with the request that
your honors be pleased to authorize one or more to whom he shall
have to deliver his books and papers that are in the secretary’s office,
and after completion of the same to let him dispose of his remaining
salary, about which he has no doubts. (written below) remain your
honors’ humble subject (and signed) Jacob Kip (dated in the margin)
Done this 12 June 1657, Amsterdam in New Netherland.
After due deliberation the above request was decided: The director
general and councilors are unaware that the petitioner [8:598] [several lines lost] order in the presence of the lord Nicasius de Sille, in
his capacity as schout, and the oldest burgomaster, to deliver to the
secretary of the director general and councilors, Cornelis van Ruyven,
his city books, protocols, and whatever pertains thereto, the originals
thereof, and according to his instructions, authentic copies, which
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having been done, his promised salary shall be placed at his disposal.
Dated as above.

[APPOINTMENT OF MAGISTRATES FOR MIDDELBORCH]

Received the nominations done and handed over by the magistrates
and common inhabitants of the village of Middelborch; therefore,
the director general and councilors have selected and confirmed from
those nominated for this coming year as magistrates in the aforesaid
village:
Mr. Henry Faecke
Mr. Richard Bets
Lieutenant Pamer
Thus done at the session at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the
12th of June 1657.

[PERMISSION FOR SWEDES ON THE SOUTH RIVER TO FORM COMMUNITIES]208

[8:599] [12th of June 1657.
The credentials and instructions dated the 20th of May last past and
given by the Swedish] nation on the [South River of New Netherland
to Gregorius van Dyck], schout of the same nation on [the said river,
were received and] after having been read, the said schout was admitted; his communication and proposition heard and taken into consideration, the request for permission to establish communities209 was not
only allowed, but it was also judged necessary that the same should
be done forthwith. Therefore, the said schout and the magistrates
appointed there are not only authorized and qualified, but also ordered
and directed, to concentrate their houses and dwellings and henceforth
to erect them in the shape of a village or villages either at Oplant,
Passajonck, Finlant, Kinghsessing, on Verdrietige Hoeck210 or at such
208 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:190–191.
209 Bijeenwooningen.
210 “Troublesome Hook,” now Trinity Hook, Pennsylvania.
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places as they may consider suitable, under condition that previous
notice be given to the director general and councilors, in case they
should choose some other places than those specified above.
Upon the request to have for their court a man who should attend to the
duties of court messenger and marshal, for which the schout proposes
[8:600] [one Jurgen, the Fin on the crooked kil, director general and
councilors agree and consent that the above named person may provisionally be employed for it, provided that he,] opportunity [offering,]
come here to present himself to the director general and councilors,
when a salary shall be granted him.
With regard to the complaints of the injured farmers on and against
Jan Paul Jacquet, the fiscal has been directed to gather information
and make a written report of the result to the director general and
councilors, when according to the exigency of the matter they will be
disposed of. As to the request regarding the animals, it is decided that,
as there are only few at present, the same can as yet not be let out on
half of the increase.
Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 12th of June, 1657.

[ORDINANCE RENEWING REGULATIONS CONCERNING
OBSERVANCE OF THE SABBATH, ETC.]211

[8:601] [The director general and councilors of New Netherland, to all
those who see, or hear this read, greetings.
Whereas it is seen and found by experience that our previously enacted and] frequently [renewed ordinances and] edicts [against the desecration] of the Lord’s Sabbath; against [tapping and] setting buffets
after the ringing of the evening bell at nine o’clock; against the sale of
strong drink, either wine, beer or distilled spirits to wilden in houses,
or out of yachts, barks, sloops, canoes, or on shore along the rivers;
against exporting or importing diverse merchandises, either outside
of or within this province without these having been duly declared,
at which arise many frauds and smuggling; against non-anchoring,
211 Recovered text from translation in NND 16(1):83–86 (LWA); also in LO,
310–314.
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discharging or loading of any ships, yachts or barks, beyond the gates
and walls of this city, and the hoist erected for that purpose, and disembarking and boarding the ship after sunset and before sunrise; against
driving and galloping with wagons, carts or sleighs, all [of which]
and more other well-meant and enacted and repeatedly renewed placards, by lapse of time, have all fallen into disuse and neglect; they are
not observed and obeyed according to the tenor thereof in any way.
Therefore, the director general and councilors still comprehending the
necessity of them, hereby ordain, command and renew:
First, that no person, of whatever rank or nation he may be, shall,
[within this province] on the Sabbath or Lord’s day of rest, [8:602]
[commonly called Sunday by us, or during divine service, entertain
any company, or] be allowed to buy and sell, give or receive, [directly
or indirectly,] on the said day under whatever pretext, [any wine, beer,
or strong drink in any tavern, or] perform or carry on any trade or
business, much less go or ride for pleasure in boats, carts or wagons,
on the penalty and fine heretofore affixed thereto, and last renewed
and proclaimed here in front [of the city hall] on the 26th of October
1656.212
Secondly, no person shall, directly or indirectly, within this province
under any pretext whatsoever, sell, give, or offer to any wilden any
wine, beer, or strong drink, either on land or water, from houses, yachts,
barks, boats or canoes; which, that it may be the better prevented, no
person shall be permitted, in accordance with the previously enacted
and renewed ordinance, dated as aforesaid, namely 26 October 1656,
to embark, or take with him any wine, beer, or strong drink, in any
bark, boat or canoe, not even for his own provision, unless he has
previously declared the same with the officer of the place where he
embarks it, and that in its true quantity and quality, on pain of forfeiting what is concealed and five times the value thereof, he remaining
bound to exhibit on his return a receipt of delivery of the declared
and embarked liquors, in conformance with the ordinance thereupon
enacted and renewed as aforesaid, dated 26 October 1656.
[8:603] [Thirdly, the director general and councilors hereby renew,
ordain and command that no person shall ship or embark,] much less
[carry out of or within this] province, [any goods or merchandises, of
212 See NND 16(1):71–74 (LWA) for this ordinance.
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whatsoever nature they may be,] without declaring the true quality and
quantity thereof, and having them inspected according to the [entry]
by the fiscal [cercher] or any other official by the director general and
councilors, authorized, or hereafter to be authorized, for that purpose.
In like manner, also, no goods or merchandise coming in from outside
shall be discharged neither here nor elsewhere within this province,
unless their true quantity and quality has been declared as before,
on pain of forfeiting the concealed goods; in case the undeclared or
concealed goods are found to be contraband, five times the value in
addition. In order to prevent all pleas of ignorance, the director general and councilors sufficiently warn everyone that, in conformity to
superior orders to discover fraud and smuggling, they will exercise,
and cause to be exercised, stricter care and attention in the searching
and examining of ships, barks and yachts, both at this place and also
during sailing up and down the rivers, when and where they shall think
proper, and the opportunity shall present itself.
Fourthly, the director general and councilors renew and ordain that the
common roadstead and [8:604] [anchoring place for all ships, yachts,
ketches, sloops, barks etc. shall be on the East River between the hoist
and the Capske; on the North River in front of and near the beavers’
trail;213 at which roadstead and anchorage all ships,] yachts, ketches, sloops, and barks, weather, wind and tide permitting, shall come
to anchor and remain lying there during their unloading and loading,
without directly or indirectly unloading or loading any goods beyond
the gates of this city; and that by daylight, between sunrise and sunset,
before and after which no goods or merchandises shall be discharged
or taken on board, or any boats or scows may go to or leave the vessel,
except by special permission, upon the fine formerly enacted therefor.
Fifthly, the director general and councilors renew and ordain that no
person shall, on the arrival of any ships, whether from the fatherland or
elsewhere, dare to go on board immediately upon their arrival, either
while yet under sail or lying at anchor, before or until the fiscal or a
deputy of the director general and councilors has been on board, and
the letters are received and delivered to the lord general, on the penalty
of twenty-five guilders. And, whereas by such untimely boarding and
delivering of letters, many mistakes occur and many complaints are
213 Beverspadt: probably the trail leading inland from Ahasimus in the former
patroonship of Pavonia, now Jersey City, New Jersey.
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made that letters and manifests are lost, the director general and councilors [8:605] [ordain that neither the skippers nor the supercargoes
shall deliver any letters except such as belong to the director general
and councilors, to any person, before and until a] proper [list is made
of the letters brought with them whether at sea or in port, in order to
be sent according to said list to the right man or owner. For the trouble
of] making out the list and numbering, [the ship’s] supercargo may
demand and receive three stivers for each letter.214
Sixthly, and for this time lastly, the director general and councilors
ordain that no person shall gallop or drive within the gates and walls
of this city with any wagon, cart or sleigh, and no driver shall sit on
such wagons, carts or sleighs whether drawn by oxen or horses, but
walk alongside the same, and if he shall be caught and found sitting
or standing thereon, he shall pay a fine of one pound Flemish, and be
prohibited from using such wagon, cart, or sleigh and the draft animals
thereof for six weeks.215
In order that everything may be the better known, practiced and
observed, and that no person may plead ignorance henceforth in this
regard, the director general and councilors hereby order and command
that this shall be published and posted everywhere that publication is
usually made, and thereafter observed and executed without any favor
or respect of persons, as we [8:606] [find such to be for the good of
the country, and for the welfare and greater tranquility of the good
inhabitants.
Thus done and renewed in the session held at Fort Amsterdam in New
Netherland, the 12th of June 1657.] Published and posted on 13 June.

[NOTICE NOT TO REMOVE CROPS FROM FIELD
UNTIL LAST YEAR’S TENTHS HAVE BEEN PAID]

[8:607] [several lines lost] tenths have fallen due that [
]
nation or quality he [
] be, shall undertake [
] to
remove produce, whether it be grain, corn or tobacco before the tenths
214 See NND 16(1):62–64 (LWA) for previous ordinance regarding smuggling.
215 See NND 16(1):28 for previous ordinance regarding wagons, carts, etc.
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of the past year fall due and has been promised [
] and paid;
and, concerning the tenth of this year have concurred and come to an
agreement with the director general and councilors or their deputy on
the fine promulgated on 27 June 1656. Dated as above.

[ORDER FOR HENDRICK YSBRANTS VAN HASSEL
TO PAY DUTY ON ITEMS IN HIS POSSESSION]

Nicasius de Sille, fiscal, ex officio, plaintiff, against Hendrick Ysbrants
van Hassel, tailor’s journeyman, defendant; the plaintiff demands and
seeks confiscation of the goods listed below, which he found in the
defendant’s chest, without the same having been declared; namely, 12
small copper kettles, 6 small copper saucers, 2 small pieces of Paris
gold and silver galon,216 one piece of gray cloth of about 20 ells. The
defendant answered that he was but a poor journeyman and didn’t
know that it would come down to that; otherwise, he would have
declared it. [8:608] [several lines lost] Dated as above.

[ORDER TO CONFISCATE LEAD SHOT FOUND
IN THE POSSESSION OF GIJSBERT JANSEN]

Nicasius de Sille, fiscal, in the name of his office plaintiff, against
Gijsbert Jansen, defendant; the plaintiff demands and seeks confiscation of 200 snaphance flints and 23 lbs. buckshot, which he found
above the permitted lead in the defendant’s chest. The defendant
defaults.
The director general and councilors order the fiscal to return the
permitted lead to the defendant and to keep the rest. Dated as above.

[PROCEEDINGS IN THE APPEAL OF ISAACQ MESA]

13 June.
216 Galon: a narrow trimming, especially of lace or embroidery, or braid with metallic threads.
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At the session, present, the lord director general Petrus Stuyvesant and
the lords councilors Nicasius de Sille and Pieter Tonneman.
Received the complaint of Isaacq Mesa, Jew, plaintiff in a writ of
appeal against the sentence dated 10 April last past [
] by the
commies at [8:609] [several lines lost] copy of [
] Gregorijus van
Dijck [
] to answer thereon [
] Dated as above.

[APPOINTMENT OF THEMOTIUS GABRY AS CLERK OF NEW AMSTERDAM]

Whereas Jacob Kip, former secretary of the inferior bench of justice of
this city, has requested and obtained his dismissal, it is necessary that
his position be filled with another capable person, for which, among
others, for the present time the person of Themotius Gabry has offered
himself. Therefore, the director general and councilors, trusting in his
ability and capacity in that position, have admitted and commissioned
the same thereto, as they hereby do, for which he is allowed such a
salary as his predecessor has had, namely: two hundred-fifty guilders
annually. Done at Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 13th of June
1657.

[ORDER FOR JACOB KIP TO CONTINUE IN OFFICE
UNTIL HIS RECORDS HAVE BEEN COPIED]

[8:610] [several lines lost] bench of this city [in] the copying of the
city books, protocols and whatever pertains thereto, is not yet worth
handing over, pursuant to his instructions as is appropriate, he shall
still have to continue in the aforesaid position until the first forthcoming vacancy; meanwhile, he shall make his books and protocols ready
in order to be able to deliver the same at that time, pursuant to the
decision granted on his request on the 12th of this month. Done at Fort
Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated as above.
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[ORDER FOR THE FISCAL TO DELIVER HIS COMPLAINT TO JAN PAUL JACQUET]217

Received the request of Jan Paul Jacquet, who asks that the lord fiscal
may hand him a copy of the complaints that may have been made
against him, and that the commissary Van Brugge be ordered to examine the accounts of his administration, and that 6 or 8 [schepels of
wheat and one hundred guilders in money be delivered to him.] [8:611]
[several lines lost] [The question having been put, it was decreed:]
The lord fiscal [is directed to deliver] to Jean Paul Jacquet tomorrow
[a statement of the complaints against the same;] furthermore, the
petitioner shall receive from the commissary a mudde of wheat and
from the receiver 50 to 60 guilders in money.
Dated as above.

[MINUTE OF THE DISCOVERY OF UNMARKED
CASES OF GUN BARRELS AND LINEN]

15 June anno 1657, at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland.
Present at the session: the honorable lord director general Stuyvesant
and the lords councilors Nicasius de Sille and Pieter Tonneman.
Anno 1657 the 15th of June, in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland in
the council chamber, was opened, in the presence of the lords director
general Petrus Stuyvesant and the honorable lords councilors Nicasius
de Sille and Pieter Tonneman, an oblong chest taken out of the ship
the Draatvat without mark or number; in it was found [8:612] [several
lines lost].218
On this date, at this place, and in the presence as before, a small package was opened as well in which were found four small pieces of
Osenbrugs linen.219 Because they were not identified on the manifest,
it was resolved to keep them until the arrival of the last ships in order
to learn who might be receiving the same. It is marked in the margin
217 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:172.
218 O’Callaghan’s calendar states that the items in the oblong chest were gun barrels.
219 Common cloth in the Indian trade from Osnabrück, Germany.
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as above.220

[PROCEEDINGS AGAINST GOSE GERRITSEN FOR SMUGGLING]

Nicasius de Sille, ex officio, plaintiff, against Gose Gerritsen, defendant, concerning uncovered contraband merchandise; namely, 6
cutlasses, 50 metal blades [klingen], powder horns, and flints; the
plaintiff made his demand in writing, was ordered to provide a copy
of it to the defendant in order to respond to it as quickly as is possible.
Dated as above.

[PROCEEDINGS IN THE CASE AGAINST JAN PAUL JACQUET]

At the session has appeared Jean [8:613] [several lines lost] requests
[
] might be handed [ ] upon which to reply in writing.
The director general and councilors consent to [
] and
order the fiscal to provide Jacquet today with a copy of the complaint.
Dated as above.

[PETITION OF ABBE CLAESEN FOR MONEY OWED ON
AN ACCOUNT OF THE SWEDISH COMPANY]221

Copy.

To the honorable Petrus Stuyvesant,
director general of New Netherland.

Highly esteemed lord.
Abbe Claesen humbly requests that his enclosed account, amounting
to the sum of ƒ377, may be paid him out of the property, which the
lord Risingh has left here, considering that he, petitioner, is in great
need of it, as he has nothing else to live on in his old age and is not
very well able to do any work as formerly to gain his living, because
220 A marginal notation indicates the mark A:B.
221 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:191–192.
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of the paralysis222 of one of his hands; doing this, remains,
Your esteemed honor’s humble servant. (was signed)
This mark was made by the aforesaid Abbe Claesz.
Follows the account attached to this:

[CERTIFICATE OF HENDRICK HUYGEN CONCERNING THE ABOVE]223

[8:614]
[Abbe Claesen, former skipper
Debit
After the departure of governor
Jan Prints, by commander Jan
Papegaay, on account, to settle 		
ƒ 66
Received after his departure from
governor Johan Rysingh in two
sums 					
ƒ133
Rest as per balance			
ƒ377
					ƒ576
Credit
His salary from the South Swedish
Company, for which after closing
accounts with governor Jan Prints
and] Hendrick Huygen, he contracted
on the first of September 1653 as
skipper at 24 guilders the month, in
which service he continued until
the first of September 1655,
24/m at 24 guilders			

ƒ576

It is therefore my humble request to the honorable lord director general and high councilors of New Netherland that their esteemed honors
will be pleased to let him be compensated out of the property left here
222 Verlammingh.
223 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:192.
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by governor Rysingh on behalf of the South Company, the balance of
his account which is ƒ377, as I do not know anything to the contrary,
but that the aforesaid Abbe Claasen has conducted himself as an
honest and faithful man in his position until the end of his service, and
that after the departure of governor Rysingh he has tried to earn his
living by manual labor and thereby has injured one of his hands, on
which account he can hardly earn his daily bread. Amsterdam in New
Netherland. 14th of June 1657. (signed) Hendrick Huygen

[ORDER TO PAY THE ABOVE CLAIM]224

The petition of Abbe Claasen and the attached account signed by Sr.
Hendrick Huygen, former commies of the Swedish nation on the South
River, were taken up, from which it appears that there was due him
from the Swedish Company a balance of ƒ377, which the petitioner
as well as the aforesaid [8:615] [Sr. Hendrick Huygen ask to have
satisfied and paid out of the property of the Swedish Company left
here. The poverty of the man having been taken] in consideration, [it
was] resolved, [after putting the question, to direct] the receiver that
he satisfy his demand according to the state of the treasury, and give
[notice] of it to the commissary that in due time it may be charged
against the aforesaid Swedish goods. Dated as above.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman

[PROCEEDINGS IN THE CASE OF JAN PAUL JACQUET]225

18th of June, Monday
In session at Fort Amsterdam, present the honorable lord, Petrus
Stuyvesant, the lords councilors Nicasius de Sille and Pieter Tonneman.
Jan Paul Jacquet, former commandant on the South River of New
224 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:192.
225 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:172.
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Netherland, appears and is informed that it is said that he had first
violated the arrest placed upon the tobacco of Niels Laarsen, which
he denies, but says that Jacob Swenske had first violated the arrest,
as said Swenske had fetched his tobacco from there on 21 December,
and he, Jacquet, [8:616] [not before the 2nd of January. Thereupon
follows Gregory van Dyck, schout of the Swedes on the South River
of New Netherland, who was present, and asks for a copy of what]
Jacquet brings [forward against Jacob] Swenske, which he is granted.
Dated as above.
Received the attached writing of Jan Paul Jacquet, former commandant on the South River, which having been read, the fiscal decided
the rejection of Jean Paul Jacquet’s answer and that he be ordered to
answer immediately to the summary given him and in default thereof,
to go back to his old place of arrest until he shall have answered.
The argument having been heard by the director general and the assessor Tonneman, the demand of the fiscal is agreed to and granted. Date
as above.

[PETITION OF GOSE GERRITSEN FOR RELEASE OF HIS SEIZED GOODS]

[8:617] [several lines lost] much less reported [
] bring
over [
] Holland, whether [
] of this country [ ] of
contraband goods [
] ordinances, orders, and placards, the lord
[
] has seen fit to seize from his chests and cupboards six curved
sabers, fifty metal blades, some large [
], powder horns with
a quantity of flint, and much merchandise, all of which he, petitioner,
had declared as peddlers’ goods and paid the honorable Company the
recognition fee for them as can be seen on the general manifest; and
whereas he, petitioner, did not expect that your honors would perceive
the same goods as contraband, and that they could therefore be confiscated, considering that he has the same not to trade with the Indianen
but for the convenience of the [common] inhabitants; placing security
thereon, if necessary, that also your honors’ placards and orders do not
tend toward the prejudice of business between men, subjects of this
state, but toward prevention of damaging trade with the Indianen, of
which he shall certainly take heed and always has forborne; therefore
and since the lord fiscal has made a demand against him, petitioner,
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before your honors for confiscation of the aforesaid goods and fivefold thereof, in which he believes is unfounded in consideration of the
above related reasons, [
] he is forced to turn to your honors
to humbly request that your honors be pleased to refuse the fiscal’s
demand and give him the disposal of his aforesaid seized goods and
[that they] be restored, as expressly declaring to have never known
and not knowing still that the aforesaid seized goods were contraband
or be counted as such [several lines lost].
[8:618] [blank]

[ORDER ON THE PETITION OF GOSE GERRITSEN]

[8:619] [several lines lost] deliberation, the following resolution
[
] granted.
According to the placard, the [cutlasses,] flints, and powder horns are
declared contraband, the loose metal blades appear to be permitted
on other manifests as merchandise, but concealed here. The director
general and assessor Tonneman judge that the contraband shall be
forfeited to the benefit of the Company and the appropriate recognition fee shall be paid for the concealed metal blades and then be
restored to the defendant provided he pay a fine of 4 beavers to the
officer. Dated as above.
A note states that the metal blades are worth ƒ50; the recognition fee
comes to ƒ6.

[CONTINUATION OF PROCEEDINGS AGAINST JEAN PAUL JACQUET]226

[8:620] [19th of June.
The defendant Jean Paul Jacquet denies] the accusation brought against
him and asserts that it was mostly partisan discord, upon which it was
presumed in favor of the petitioner that there may have been some; he
is discharged from arrest and given permission to depart for the South
226 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:172–173.
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River of New Netherland after having given an account of his administration and delivered the protocols and other documents concerning
the Company or his service, provided that he engage himself upon
further proof to answer the lord fiscal, who in the meantime is directed
to inform himself more closely regarding the charges, may they be
for or against the defendant and to report the result either orally or in
writing at the session of the director general and councilors. Dated as
above.

[ORDER TO COPY COURT DOCUMENTS]227

[8:621] [several lines lost] ship [was] found [
] that
the contraband [
] the value thereof
[
] the smuggled goods might be declared as
forfeited.
The director general and additional councilors of New Netherland,
having heard the demand of the fiscal, order the fiscal to place a copy
thereof in the hands of the parties in order to reply as soon as shall be
possible. Dated as above.

[ORDER TO MAKE UP THE ACCOUNTS OF JEAN PAUL JACQUET]228

Whereas Jean Paul Jacquet, former commandant on the South River
of New Netherland, requests that the accounts of his administration
be examined, the commissary Carel van Brugge is hereby ordered to
make a beginning on Friday or tomorrow to examine the accounts of
the aforesaid Sr. Jean Paul Jacquet and to continue with it until he shall
have balanced and liquidated the accounts with him, and to make, in
case of dispute, a report thereof to us, the director general and councilors. Dated as above.

227 There is no entry in O’Callaghan’s calendar for this minute.
228 See NYCD 12:173 for another translation.
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[PROMOTION OF ANDRIES REES TO CADET]

[8:622] [several lines lost] 4 years has served as soldier [
is
inclined] to continue therein, so that his salary might be raised a little
in order for him to provide better for himself, his wife, and children,
requesting therefore that he might be allowed the position of cadet and
10 guilders per month.
After deliberation it was decided to order the commissary to register
the petitioner as a cadet and 10 guilders per month board money in
proportion. Dated as above.

[PROCEEDINGS IN THE CASE OF AUGUSTIN BEAULJEU]

9 June, afternoon. Extraordinary session.
Present: the honorable lord director general Petrus Stuyvesant, the
lords Nicasius de Sille, fiscal, Pieter Tonneman, assessor, Brian
Nuton, capt. lieutenant, Poulus Leendertsz vander Grift and Allard
Antony, burgomasters, Augustijn Bouljou, capt. of the frigate the St.
Piere, presently lying before this city.
The fiscal de Sille put the accompanying charge in writing, of which
he delivered copies.
[8:623] [several lines lost] to prove [
] because
these are his own words, [
] because he [
] a commission
from France [
] with the same answer is it made true
[
] declared impounded etc. It is completely resigned to
the judgment of a genuine difference of opinion on the commission,229
whether any proof implies that the director general and councilors
have confiscated the prize or declared it impounded because they
have let an allied friend come in, sailing or privateering on a French
commission. If this consequence is acceptable, the deponent shall also
be able to say and claim that the Dutch and English ships and goods
229 Het wort aende comm[
] jugement absolutelijck gediffereert, off dat
eenigh bewijs [ ] impliceert dat Dr. Generl. en Raaden ... As in other places in this
volume, the meaning of differeeren is unclear. It is possible that the secretary intended
defereeren.
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be confiscated or be declared as a property prize because the director
general and councilors let it come in and sell their goods.
The deponent continues (if it is true that your honors had not consented, they would not have been allowed to come in, much less be
allowed to sell here as he has done.) The director general and councilors cannot refuse consent to be allowed to come here at the roadstead
to any allied friends and neighbors, as, among others, the officials of
the French Crown always have been, and as are now the officials of
the king of Spain as well, but that director general and councilors have
given consent for the confiscation of some Spanish goods or ships or
declare them an impounded prize was and is denied once again; also,
that the director general and councilors have given consent for the sale,
because no consent was asked of them; therefore, it was neither given
nor refused, but was allowed, as allied friends, to buy or barter goods
whatever seemed necessary to them for money or wares. Regarding
this subject, it can come into consideration that when England had
peace, the United Netherlands war with Spain: both Dutch as well
as Spanish warships and privateers were allowed in the harbors with
their captured prizes, and [they] bought and sold for their money and
goods whatever they needed, and both have never been accused by
the king or parliament of England that they confiscated Spanish or
Dutch prizes, or declared them an impounded prize because they
[
] in the harbors [8:624] [several lines lost] have not
[ ] in [
] have been allowed to sell; for [
] repeat
once again that the director general and councilors cannot forbid any
allied friends from coming to their roadsteads, nor could they obstruct
honest trade, the soul of our fatherland, the growth and advancement
of this budding place, which, if the director general and councilors put
this into practice, would give thereby the neighboring French governor of Cristoffel, Guardeloupe and others, inducement and justifiable
cause to apply the same standards to us and our nation, which would
result in significant damage for the director general and councilors to
the shame of the Dutch nation in general and its subjects in particular.
With regard to the petitioner’s application about Capt. Beauljeu, born
as the petitioner says in his country whose mother and sisters are his
neighbors next to each other, this is not very relevant, as the aforesaid
Beauljeu is with Joan Ballardo Ferrerra, a born citizen and inhabitant of St Lucar de Berramede, and has robbed him or the Spanish
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nation. He can seek and demand better justice against him before his
competent judge in his country; meanwhile it is again denied that the
director general and councilors have confiscated and impounded this
prize he brought along. For reasons related more broadly, the director
general and councilors could not forbid him nor the other French capt.
N. Rooselijn from coming up to this roadstead, much less prevent him
from dividing and disposing of their goods, done or taken place not in
this harbor (as the petitioner mistakenly says) but on Nooten Eylant
beyond the reach of the fort’s cannon.230
But it seems that the petitioner maintains that allowing or not obstructing means giving absolute consent; if this is the case, the petitioner
may say now or afterwards that the director general and councilors
gave permission for his smuggling of some pieces of linen, for his
impudent lies and for his bold and intolerable gestures and actions
performed in their session etc. because they allowed this and did not
prevent it.
[8:625] [several lines lost] and barks [
] transport of people
[without] proper passport etc. This is to be remembered. Dated as
above.
[8:626] [blank]

[REMONSTRANCE OF INHABITANTS OF FLUSHING
REGARDING TREATMENT OF QUAKERS]231

[8:627] Right Honnorable.
You have beene pleased to send up unto us a
certaine Prohibition or Command that wee shoulde
not receive or entertaine any of those people
called Quakers because they are supposed to
bee by some seducers of the people for our parte
wee cannot condem them in this case neither can wee
stretch out our handes against them to punnish
230 Governors Island, a short distance south of Manhattan Island.
231 The English text was transcribed from photographs of the documents in the New
York State Archives taken before the 1911 fire. See NYCD 14:402–403 for another
transcription.
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bannish or persecute them for out of Christ God
is a Consumeing fire and it is a feareful thing
to fall into the handes of the liveing God wee
desire therefore in this case not to iudge least wee
be iudged neither to Condem least wee bee Condemed
but rather let every man stand and fall to his own
Maister wee are bounde by the Law to doe good unto
all men especially to those of the Househould of
Faith and though for the present wee seeme to bee
unsensible of the law and the Lawgiver: yet when
death and the Law assaults us: if we haue our
advocate to seeke who shall pleade for us in this
case of Conscience betwixt god and our owne
soules the powers of this world can neither attack
us neither excuse us for if god iustifye who
can Condem and if god Condem there is none
can justifye and for those Jealowsies and
suspitions which some have of them that they are
destructiue unto Magistracy and Ministery that
cannot bee: for the Magistrate hath the Sword in
his hand and the Minister hath the Sword in his
hand as witnesse those tow great examples which
all Maiestrates and Ministers are to follow M[oses]
and Christ whom god raised up Maintained
and defended against all the Enemies both of
flesh and spirit and therefore that which is of
god will stand and that which is of man will [come]
to noething: and as the Lord hath taught Moses,
or the Civill power to give an outward libertie
in the State by the law written in his heart designed [for]
the good of all and can truely iudge who is good
and who is evill who is true and who is false
and can pass definitiue sentence of life or [death]
against that man which rises up against the
[fundamen]tall law of the States Generall soe [he]
[hath made] his Ministers a savor of life unto [life]
[and a sav]or of death unto death.
[8:628] The law of loue peace and libertie in the states
extending to Jewes Turkes and Egiptians as
they are Considered the sonnes of Adam which
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is the glory of the outward State of Holland,
soe loue peace and libertie extending to all
in Christ Jesus Condems hatred warre and
bondage and becawse our Saviour saith it is
Impossible but that offences will come but woe
bee unto him by whom they Commeth our desire
is not to offend one of his little ones in what [soever]
forme name or title hee appeares in whether
presbiterian independant Baptist or Quaker
but shall bee glad to see any thing of god in a[ny]
of them: desireing to doe unto all men as wee d[esire]
all men shoulde doe unto us which is the true
law both of Church and State for our Saviour
saith this is the Law and the Prophets
Therefore if any of these said persons come
in love unto us wee cannot in Conscience lay
violent hands upon them but give them free
Egresse and Regresse into our Towne and howses
as god shall perswade our Consciences and in t[his]
wee are true subiects both of Church and State
for wee are bounde by the law of god and man
to doe good unto all men and evill to noe man
and this is according to the Pattent and Charter of
our Towne given unto us in the name of the States
Generall which wee are not willing to infringe
and violate but shall houlde to our pattent and
shall remaine your Humble Subiects the
inhabitants of Vlishing written this 27th of
December in the yeare 1657 by mee Edward Heart clericus.
[8:629]
Tobias Feake
The marke of
William Noble
William Thorne, senior			
Nicolas Blackford
The mark of
Wm. Thorne Junior
Edward Tartte		
The mark of
Mica[h] Tue
John Storer
Nathaniel Hefferd
The mark of
Phillip Ud[
]
Beniamin Hubbard
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The marke
of William Pidgion
The marke
of George Clere
Elias Doughtie
Antonie Feild
Richard Stocton
Edward Griffine.
Nathaniell Tue
Robert ffeild, senior
Nicholas Parsell
Robert Feild, junior
Nittkcolas Parnell
Michaell Milner
Beniamin Hubbard
Henry Townesend
George Wright
John Foard
Henry Samtell
Edward Heart
John Mastine 		
Seijt dat Jan Masteyn hem versocht h[ ]
Henry Townesend
dat hij seijn naem weder daer [ ]
John Townesend
stellen.
Edward ffarington
gingh naer eduars huijs en d[aer
			onderteeckent232

[ARREST OF SCHOUT AND TWO MAGISTRATES OF VLISSINGEN]233

[First of January 1658. The foregoing remonstrance delivered to his
honor, the director general, by the schout, Tobias Feake of Vlissingen,
on the 29th December, having read, his honor immediately ordered the]
fiscal [to arrest the said] schout, [which was done.]
On the first of January anno 1658, summoned by the honorable lord
director general and councilors, [appeared] Eduart Farringhten and
232 This canceled note in Dutch is a problem because of damage to the document.
However, it appears to be saying that John Mastine (?) asked Henry Townsend to
sign his name again, after which Townsend went to Edward’s house and signed. This
second signature is then crossed out. The circumstances of this action remain inexplicable.
233 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:403–404.
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William Nobel, two of the magistrates of Vlissingh, who, because they
also signed the said remonstrance, were arrested immediately. It is
resolved to summon the clerk of the said village, Eduart Hart, as well.
Dated as above.

[INTERROGATORY OF EDUART HART]234

[8:630] [Thursday, the 3rd of January 1658. Present in council, his
honor, the director general Petrus Stuyvesant and the honorable councilors Nicasius de Sille, and Peter Tonneman.]
Eduart [Hart, clerk of the] magistrates of Vlissingen, [appearing upon
summons, was] examined.
1
Who wrote the letter dated the 27th of December past at Vlissingen
and delivered by the schout Tobias Feecq into the hands of the lord
director general on the 29th of the same month?
To the 1st, that he wrote it by order of the subscriber.
2
Whether he copied it from another draft, or whether it is his own draft?
[To the 2nd,] that he did not copy it from another draft, [but] that he
wrote it [according to] the opinion of the people.
3
Whether all subscribers individually ordered him to write what is written in the remonstrance?
[To the] third, answers that no particular person gave him any [directions], but that he collected [those] out of the opinions of the people
when convened in the village’s meeting.
4
Whether they were all gathered at the time that he wrote it?
[To the 4th], that not all were gathered, [but?] that some were absent.

234 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:404–405. In the original, the interrogatory is set up in two columns with questions on the right and answers on the left.
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5
Where the village meeting was held?
[To the 5th:] Answers, in the house of Michel Milner.
6
Whether they all signed this remonstrance there?
[To the] 6th: some signed in the said house and some in their own
houses.
[8:631]
7
[Who were they who signed at the meeting and who in their houses?
To the 7th, at the meeting Tobias Feakx, William Thorne signed;
Nicholas Blackwod at the deponent’s house, William Pidgeon, Elias
Doughty,] Antonij [Field, Edward Griffin,] Nathaniel T[ue,] both [the
Fields], Nicolaes Percell at the deponent’s house; Michiel Milner;
Henrij Townsen, asked whether he would sign his name; knows that
George Wright, John Foart, Henrij Saintel signed either in the meeting
or in his house.
8
By whose order the said village meeting, at which the remonstrance
was signed, was called?
To the 8th, answers not to know that.
9
Who at the said meeting made the first proposition to write [or] sign
the said remonstrance?
To the 9th, not to know who made the propositions.
10
Nobody he [knows] having made any proposition, he was asked by
whose [order] the said remonstrance was written and signed,
To the 10th, he answers that he considered it to be his duty to inform
the governor of what he thought to be the opinion of the people.
11
The deponent declaring that he was obliged to inform the governor of
the opinion of the people, was asked [how] he could know the opinion
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of the people if there was nobody who made a proposition or gave him
an order.
To the 11th, that he understood it this way from the general votes of
the inhabitants.
[8:632]
[12
Whether the remonstrance was written on the day of the meeting at
Michael Milner’s house or before?
To the 12th: it was written before the town meeting, but he, the deponent, read it at the meeting.]
13
Asked how many days before the meeting it was written?
[To the 13th], says not to know whether it was written one, two, or
three days or [more] before the meeting,
14
Whether the schout and magistrates did not first come to his house
before they went to the meeting at Milner’s house?
To the 14th, he answers not to know this.
15
Asked whether before he read the text to the people at the meeting, he
had not read it to the schout Tobias Feeck and the magistrates Eduart
Farrington and William Nobel?
To the 15th, he answers that he read it to them, but that he does not
know whether they approved of it.

[ORDER FOR THE IMPRISONMENT OF EDUARD HART]235

[8:632a] [Having heard the answers of the clerk Edward Hart, it is
resolved to send him to prison until further order. 3rd of January 1658 ]
[remainder blank]
235 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:405.
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[PETITION OF BALTHASAR BEIJARD FOR AN INCREASE OF HIS SALARY]

[8:632 bis] To the right honorable
lord director general and the lords
high councilors of N: Netherland
Balthasar Beijard shows with due respect how he, petitioner, has now
faithfully served the honorable Company in its office as clerk for more
than three years; the petitioner’s behavior is sufficiently known to its
honorable secretary Cornelis van Ruijven, to whom your honors will
please inquire as to how Beijard has behaved in his service so far,
promising your honors that he will continue that way henceforth, to
daily make an effort to properly and diligently maintain his prescribed
office. Therefore, he, petitioner, amicably requests that your honors
increase his present wages a little, as much as your honors will judge
appropriate with regard to the merit of his work,
Remaining (lower stood),
Your honor’s obedient faithful servant (was signed), Balthasar Beijard
(was dated) Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 7th of January 1658.
The above request having been received and read it is resolved as
follows: The petitioner shall be given ten guilders per month from
now on, provided that he comport himself diligently and vigilantly,
as is appropriate. Done in Amsterdam in N: Netherland, the 8th of
January 1658.

[PETITION OF NICOLAES BAIJARD FOR AN INCREASE OF HIS SALARY]

To the honorable lords director general and
the lords high councilors of N: Netherland
Nicolaes Baijard shows with due respect how he, petitioner, has been
writing and copying in English now for a considerable time at the
office of the honorable Company with its honorable secretary Cornelis
van Ruijven without receiving any wages or salary for it.
[8:633 bis] [several lines lost] Bayardt [

]
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The 7th of January 1658 [

]

The above petition having been [received, it] is resolved as follows:
The petitioner shall be given six guilders per month, beginning after
the first of January, provided that he comport himself vigilantly and
diligently, as is appropriate. Done in Amsterdam in N: Netherland,
anno 1658 (was signed) Petrus Stuyvesant

[PETITON OF JAN COLTHOFF FOR AN INCREASE OF HIS PAY]

Received the petition of Jan Colthoff showing that he has been serving
the Company as a soldier for about four years, and that he is inclined
to continue, if his salary would be increased a little.
The request, after having been taken into deliberation, and having
considered that all necessities are so expensive here, it is resolved that
from now on the petitioner shall be given 10 [guilders] per month.
Dated as above.

[RESOLUTION TO SUMMON HENRY TOWNSEN]236

Whereas the director general and councilors are credibly informed by
a letter written in Rustdorp, dated the 29th of December and signed
by twelve of the most prominent inhabitants of the aforesaid village,
that the Quakers and their following are being lodged and provided
with [food] and drink, and have unusual relations in the aforesaid
village at the house of Henry Townsen, which Townsen previously
has also [8:634] [called together and been present at the conventicles
of Quakers, being condemned therefor on the 15th of September 1657
to a fine of 8 pounds Flemish, not yet paid by him,
It is resolved, to summon him before the council. Date as above.]

236 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:405–406.
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[ORDER TO SEND A COPY OF JAN TILTON’S
ANSWER TO THE SCHOUT OF GRAVESANDE]

Received the written answer of Jan Tilton, former clerk at Gravesande
(imprisoned on the charge of the schout of Gravesande that the said
Tilton had lodged a female Quaker). Upon the demand of the fiscal, it
is ordered to hand the schout of Gravesande a copy of his answer in
order to reply to it. Dated as above.

[REQUEST OF TOMAS STIVENS TO RESURVEY SOME MEADOWS]

Received a request from Tomas Stivens, asking that some of the meadows around Middelb: on Mespachtes should be measured again, as he
claimed that he was wronged by the expansion.237
It is resolved, that the petitioner is permitted and allowed, at his cost,
to have the sworn surveyor Jacques Corteljow resurvey the mentioned
meadows and provide us with a report thereof. Dated as above.

[ORDER TO SUMMON WILLEM BEEKMAN AND OTHERS]

The lord fiscal is ordered when it is convenient, to summon to the
meeting Willem Beekman Blauweboer, Stille Leendert Arissen, and
Tomas Hal, and to demand their patents in order to see which rights
they have to the meadows they are mowing. Dated as above.

[CONSENT TO THE REQUEST OF NOBEL AND FARRINGHTON]

The request made at the meeting by the two imprisoned magistrates
of Vlissingen, Nobel and Farringhton, to have liberty to travel on
Manhattan with the promise that they shall appear in court at all times,
was taken into consideration and granted. Dated as above.

237 Int uytleggen: lit by expanding, enlarging.
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[SENTENCE OF JAN TILTON]238

[8:635] [10th of January 1658. Present in council their honors, the
director general Petrus Stuyvesant, and the councilors Nicasius de
Sille and Pieter Tonneman.] Received [and read the charge of the
fiscal against] Jan Tilton for lodging and accommodating a banished
female Quaker and the [written answer of] Jan Tilton, which [having
been read] the following sentence was [pronounced:]
Whereas Jan Tilton, residing at Gravesand on Long Island, presently a prisoner, presumed to lodge and accommodate a female Quaker
banished from the province of New Netherland, as well as some persons
of her following devoted to the abominable sect of the Quakers, which
is directly against the order and edicts of the director general and
councilors of New Netherland, and [deserves] to be punished severely
as an [example] to others. Yet, taking into consideration the request
of the imprisoned Tilton, [wherein] he shows and declares that the
female Quaker and other neighbors came into his house during his
absence, and [further] considering his previous behavior, the director
general and councilors of N: Netherland, administering justice in the
name of the honorable high and mighty lords States General of the
United Netherlands, and the honorable lords directors of the Chartered
West India Company, condemn the aforesaid Jan Tilton, as they hereby do, to a fine of twelve pounds Flemish together with the legal costs;
one third of the fine to be for the fiscal, one third for the schout of
Gravesande, and the remaining third as is appropriate. Dated as above.

[EXAMINATION OF JOHN TOUNSEN]239

[8:636] [Before the council appeared upon summons John Townsend,
who being questioned whether he had not gone while at Vlissingen
with the clerk Edward Hart to the house of Edward Farrington, and had
not persuaded Eduard Farrington to sign the foregoing remonstrance,]
answered that he had been at [Vlissingen] and visited Farringhton,
being an old acquaintance, but that he had not persuaded him to sign
anything.
238 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:406.
239 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:407.
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Asked him further, whether he was not at Gravesande in the company
of the banished female Quaker; he answers that he was at Gravesande,
but not in her company.
As there were more suspicions that said Tounsen was friendly with
the female Quakers, he was given the choice either to go to prison
until the fiscal will have informed himself further of these matters,
or to give bail of 12 pounds sterling that he will appear in court upon
the fiscal’s summons. He promised to give bail, which he did as the
records of this date show. Dated as above.

[DISCHARGE OF WILLIAM NOBEL AND EDUART FARRINGHTON]

The fiscal, in the meeting having submitted and read the interrogatories in which the magistrates of Vlissingen, William Nobel and Eduart
Farringhton, were heard and examined in the commissaries’ presence,
it is realized that the aforesaid magistrates allowed themselves to
be misled by schout Tobias Feecx, for which they do deserve some
punishment, that they also signed such a remonstrance as was inserted under the first of January. But considering their oral and written
admission of guilt on the opposite page, and their promise to be more
careful in the future, they are graciously pardoned and forgiven their
mistake, provided that they will pay the legal costs. Dated as above.

[LETTERS OF NOBEL AND FARRINGHTON]240

[8:637] [Vnto ye Noble and Reuarent Lords
ye Director Generaull & his Counsell
An answer unto my Lord Fiscaull Nick. De Cella]
in ye wch we doe not [acknoledg orselves giltie at]
lest ignorant.
My Lords for subscribing ye writin prsented unto ye
by or skout Tobias ffeake we did conceive it toe
be for ye best as in a way of petition to yor Honr
wch if wanting in matter of forme, yet in or hon
240 English document; recovered text from transcription in NYCD 14:406–407.
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nest intents we soe understoud ye substance to
be; xxxxxxxxx toe know if yt liberty
might be granted wch was desired, Concerning wch
we exspectted yor Honners answer ye or nay wth
wch we should have bin fully satisfied, & where
as ye ffiscall saith we were bound to ye Contrarie
by patten or plicadoe published by yor Honner &
yor Councell we doe affirme we never saw any
such plicadoes nor never knew them, but for yor
Honners perticuler writing an order Concerning ye
Quakers we have procicuted unto or powers:
as for ye Artikels wch ye ffiscaull is pleased toe
caull or Charter if any thing be in them, we
never red them but ar ignorant of them;
but for or patten wch we call or Charter we have
hard red, & we doe Conceive it grants us libbertie
of Consience: wthout molistacion either of Maiest
rat or Minnester & if we are in ye darke therein we
desier yor Honner toe derect us and wee shall ever
subscrib our selves yor humble servants
New Amsterdam N Netherlands		
marke
Januaris ye 9th 1658		
William
Noble
Edward ffarrington
[8:638] [blank]

[PETITION OF WILLIAM NOBLE AND EDWARD FARRINGHTON]241

[8:639] [To the Honoured gouernour & his
Councell the humble petition of William
Noble & Edward ffarington
Sheweth]
That whereas your petitio[ners haveing Subscribed]
a wrighting offensive to your [honnors presented]
by Tobias Feake we Acknowledge our offence [for]
Acting soe inconsiderately & humbly Crave your
241 English document; recovered text from transcription in NYCD 14:407.
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pardon promiseing for the Time to Come that
we shall offend noe more in that kind & your
petitionners Shall ever pray for your health &
happiness
M
William Noble
Edward ffarrington
[New] Amsterdam
January 10th 1658.
[8:640] [blank]
[PROCEEDINGS IN THE CASE OF WARNAER WESSELS AGAINST JACOB COHEN]242

[8:641] [several lines lost] Received the written [
] Wessels,
farmer of the excise of the [beers, wines,] brandy, and distilled spirits
[to be consumed at] the innkeepers’ and tappers’ within the jurisdiction of this town, against Jacob Cohen, defendant, demanding 66½
mingele of anise water found at his house above the set mark, and the
fines to which he is condemned, together –825–. The defendant being
present, requested a copy of the demand in order to reply by the next
court day, which he was allowed. Dated as above.

[REQUEST OF JORIS ESAIASSEN FOR MORE PAY]

Received the petition of Joris Esaiassen van Ackeren, soldier, showing
that he has been serving the Company in [that] capacity for about four
years, and because he earns only 7 guilders per month, he requests
some increase of his wages. Which, taken into deliberation, it is
resolved that the petitioner is granted nine, instead of 7 guilders per
month. Dated as above.

242 See 8:655, 725, 732, and 749 for related proceedings.
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[REQUEST OF TWO SOLDIERS FOR AN INCREASE IN PAY]

[8:642] [several lines lost] [
had a [month’s] salary.

] improvement, since [

] only

It is resolved, that the request is postponed until [the arrival] of the
next ships from the fatherland, and if no relief comes with those, the
petitioners’ salary will be increased by 2 guilders per month. Dated as
above.

[SENTENCE OF HENRY TOWNSEN FOR HARBORING QUAKERS]243

Henry Townsen, who was summoned on the 8th of this month of
January for reasons stated in the resolution of the aforesaid date,
appeared in the meeting today. The fiscal Nicasius de Sille as keeper of justice, orally demanded that the aforesaid Henry Townsen, on
account of reasons stated before, should be condemned to a fine of one
hundred pounds Flemish, because the said Townsen before, and now
again, violated and transgressed the edicts of the director general and
councilors of New Netherland by lodging and accommodating [the
sect] called the Quaackers, which he admitted completely. The said
Henry Towsen, for the stated reasons should be condemned to a fine of
100 pounds Flemish. [8:643]244 [This] [as an example for other transgressors and contumacious offenders of good order and the placards of
the director general and councilors in New Netherland.
Having heard the demand of the fiscal and the confession of the
said Henry Townsend, the director general and councilors of New
Netherland, administering the law in the name of their high: might: the
lords States General of the United Netherlands and the lords directors
of the Priv. W. I. Company condemn said Henry Townsend to a fine
of f 300, to be applied as directed by law; he to remain in prison, until
the fine has been paid, with the costs and mises of law as an example
to others.
Done in council, the 15th of January 1658.
243 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:407–408.
244 The original manuscript 8:643 is missing.
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P. Stuyvesant]

[TAXED BILL OF COSTS REGARDING MARIA
VERLETH AGAINST JACOB CALFF AND OTHERS]

[8:644] [missing]

[ORDINANCE FOR APPRAISING AND ASSESSING
VACANT LOTS IN NEW AMSTERDAM]245

[8:645] [The director general and councilors of New Netherland,
seeing and observing by daily experience that the previous ordinance
and edicts are not obeyed according to the true meaning thereof, but,
notwithstanding the repeated renewal of them, that many spacious
and large lots,] also in the best and most convenient [part of this city]
remain lying [empty] and are kept by the owners [either] for greater
profit or for pleasure, and others are thereby prevented to build for
the promotion of population and increase [of trade and] consumption, as well as for the embellishment of this city, whereunto many
newcomers would be encouraged in [case] they could procure a lot
at a reasonable price on a suitable location agreeably to the foregoing
edicts. The neglect, if not contempt thereof, in reserving and retaining
such large and spacious lots, whether for profit or pleasure, is owing
principally to the fact that no punishment, penalty, or fine is imposed
by the issued edicts, and that the proprietary owners for a great many
years have had the lots in possession, free of tax, and keep them for
greater profit, or use them for pleasure as orchards and gardens, as a
result of which building and population, and consequently also the
advancement of trade, consumption, and prosperity of this city are
retarded, contrary to the good intent and meaning of the lords directors
of the Chartered West India Company, lords patroons of this province,
as first grantors and distributors of the lots, with the view to have the
same built on for the embellishment, peopling, increase of the inhabitants, trade, consumption, and prosperity, as expressed in the granted
patents, with the additional stipulation and submission of such taxes
245 Recovered text from translation in NND 16(1):92–94 (LWA); also in LO,
325–327.
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as may be imposed thereon by the aforesaid lords or their agents. In
observance and implementation of which the aforesaid director general and councilors have recently caused the vacant and unimproved lots
to be measured by their sworn surveyor in the presence of the burgomasters of this city, according to the survey of the streets, and found
some hundreds of lots inside the walls of this city vacant and not built
on. In order that these may be built on the sooner, in accordance with
the good intention and meaning of the aforesaid lords directors and
agreeable to the previously enacted ordinances, that the disorder [arising from] the possession, free of any tax, of such spacious and large
lots for profit, or pleasure [8:646] [may be prevented, and those who
are inclined to build may be accommodated with lots at a reasonable
price, the director general and councilors hereby ordain, in amplification of the abovementioned edicts, that all vacant and unbuilt on
lots which were] lately [measured and laid out by the surveyor of the]
director general and councilors, be immediately after the publication
and posting hereof, assessed and appraised, first and foremost by the
owners in possession, to the end that they may not hereafter complain
of undervaluation, and that so long as the owner retains the lot or lots,
or allows them to remain without proper and habitable houses built
thereon, he shall pay for the same the 15th penny in two installments
yearly, the one half on May day, and the other half before this city’s
kermisdach,246 the proceeds to be applied to the fortification of this
city and the repairs thereof.
And the burgomasters are authorized and ordered after the publication hereof, to summon before them the owners of the lots, whoever
they may be, at the city hall of this city, to cause the assessment to be
made and to have it recorded by the secretary in due form, and to have
the proceeds received by their treasurer; and in case of opposition or
refusal, to fine the obstinate person civilly; and to appraise his lots
according to the value and the situation of the locality, on condition
that it be left to the choice of the owner in possession to retain the
lots appraised by the burgomasters on payment, as stated, of the 15th
penny thereof, or otherwise to give them up for that price to the burgomasters for the benefit of the city.
246 This usually refers to Amsterdam’s traditional fair, which was held in the last
week of September. See also A. J. F. van Laer, ed. and trans., Minutes of the Court of
Rensselaerswyck 1648–1652 (Albany, 1922), 110.
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On the other hand, it remains at the discretion of the aforesaid burgomasters, to take the lots appraised by the owner himself for the account
of this city, and to convey them to others who are disposed and ready
to build at that price, if the owner himself will not or cannot build
in conformity to the aforesaid edicts, or to leave them to the owner
until they are built on by themselves or others, when the impost or tax
imposed for valid reasons on the unimproved lots shall cease.
And in order to promote the population, settlement, flourishing,
strength, and prosperity of this city the more, the director general and
councilors ordain [8:647] [and command that, from this time forward,
no dwelling houses shall be built near or under the walls or gates of
this city, before or until the lots herein mentioned are properly built
on.
Thus done in the assembly] of the director general and councilors in
N: Netherland.
Pieter Tonneman
P. St[uyvesant]
Nicasius de Sille, secr.

[NOTICE TO RETURN ALL WHEELBARROWS BELONGING TO THE COMPANY]

Warning.
Whereas it is observed that most of the wheelbarrows sent here, or
which were caused to be made here at the honorable Company’s cost,
are being used by some inhabitants under the pretense that the same
were loaned to them, which has the effect that when one needs wheelbarrows, they are not available, but have to be looked for and gathered
from various people with great trouble. Therefore, the director general
and councilors of N: Netherland hereby ordain and warn that everyone who has any wheelbarrows or other materials of the Company,
bring these into Fort Amsterdam in front of the office of the commissary within three days after publication hereof, on pain of 12 guilders
to be forfeited by any person who after the expiration of the aforesaid time shall be found to have retained some of the Company’s
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wheelbarrows, for which the reporter shall enjoy 6 guilders. Dated as
above.

[ORDINANCE REQUIRING PARTIES TO MARRY
AFTER PUBLICATION OF THE BANNS]247

Whereas the director general and councilors of N: Netherland not only
are informed, but see and notice for themselves that some persons,
after the third proclamation and publication of their banns or intentions of marriage, do not proceed further with the solemnization of
their marriage [8:648] [as they ought, but postpone it from time to
time, not only weeks, but some months, which is directly contrary to
and in contravention of the good order and custom of our fatherland,
wherein being willing to provide, in order to prevent the mischiefs
and] irregularities that will result from that.
Therefore, the aforesaid director general and councilors ordain that all
published persons, after three proclamations have been made and no
lawful impediments occurred, shall cause their marriages to be solemnized within one month at most after the last proclamation, or within
that time to appear and show proper cause for refusing; and this on
pain of forfeiting ten guilders for the first week after the expiration
of the aforesaid month, and for the succeeding weeks 20 guilders for
each week, until they have made known their reasons for the refusal.
Furthermore, no men or women shall be at liberty to begin keeping
house as married persons before and until they are lawfully married,
on pain of forfeiting one hundred guilders, more or less, as shall be
appropriate to their situation; and all such persons may be fined anew
for it every month by the officer, according to the order and custom of
our fatherland. Thus done at the meeting, dated as above.

[PETITION OF THE FARMERS OF PAVONIA, GEMOENEPAEN,
AND OTHER PLACES FOR EXEMPTION OF THE TENTH]

[8:649] Copy.
247 Recovered text from translation in NND 16(1):94–95 (LWA); also in LO,
328–329.
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To the honorable lords director
general and high councilors
The undersigned injured farmers, who were driven away by the wilden
from their farms on Pavonia, Gemoenepaen, and other neighboring
places, make known with all respect and subservient reverence how
they, petitioners, would be prepared to begin building up and farming
their land again. And because they were injured and damaged very
much by the attack of the aforesaid wilden, in such a way that it will
be very difficult for them to begin farming their aforesaid lands and
farms, for which reason and why, in consideration of their aforesaid
suffered damage and the present [poor] situation, they would like to be
favored with some benefits and exemptions. Therefore, they humbly
request that your honors kindly please to give them as many years’
exemption of the tenth and other taxes as your honors, in consideration as before, will kindly please and judge appropriate. Expecting
your honors’ favorable resolution, we will remain (below stood), your
honors’ humble subjects (was signed), Machiel Jansen, Claes Jansen
Backer, the mark of Claes Pieterse Cos, the mark of Jan Capteijn, the
mark of Dirck Siecken, Yde Cornelis, the mark of Dirck Claesen, the
mark of Lijsbeth Tijsen.

[GRANT TO FARMERS FOR EXEMPTION OF THE TENTH FOR SIX YEARS]

[8:650] [several lines lost] [
] that the taxes [concerning]
this, provided that they, in accordance with the ordinance and edicts of
the director general and councilors, settle themselves [with their families] in the form of a village and bijeenwooninge in order to be better
defended and protected against such calamities in the future, without
which the director general and councilors deem occupying the abandoned farms too dangerous. If, however, this may happen contrary
to their order and edicts, the director general and councilors not only
excuse themselves, but declare the above concession of an exemption
of six years null and void. Dated as above.
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[PETITION OF JACOB HENDRICKSEN VARREVANGER]

Received the petition of Mr. Jacob Hendricksen Varrevanger, in his
lifetime commander of the militie on the island of Curaçao in the
service of the Chartered West India Company, appointed guardian
of the two minor children of Jacob Looper, fathered in wedlock with
Cornelia Melijns, mainly showing that the burgomasters of this city
in the aforesaid capacity took by seizure a house and lot standing and
located at the corner of the new canal, allegedly because the city needed it for the completion of the new canal, which house and lot the
aforesaid Cornelia Melijns [intended to give] to the said children as
their patrimonial estate [8:651] [several lines lost] the petitioner some
[
] which, besides [
] he considers too little on account
of reasons stated [at length] in the aforesaid petition. He requests hereby that some persons may be authorized and ordered to estimate the
demolished house and the condition of the lot.
After deliberation, it is resolved to place this into the hands of the
burgomasters with the order to give better satisfaction or information
to the petitioner as appointed trustee of the orphans. In case of non-satisfaction, that the burgomasters on the one side and the petitioner as
trustee of the orphans on the other side each choose two arbitrators, to
which the director general and councilors will add a fifth as principal
arbitrator, in order to provide the petitioner with due satisfaction and
contentment for the benefit of the mentioned orphans after completion
of the revision. Parties shall have to adhere248 to the sentence and in
order to speed this up the director general and councilors appoint the
reverend do. Johannes Megapolensis, minister here, as principal arbitrator. Dated as above.

[PETITION OF BURGOMASTERS AND SCHEPENEN
REGARDING PAYMENT OF THEIR SALARIES]

[8:652] [several lines lost] [
] lords [ ] respectfully to your
honors, burgomasters, and schepenen of the city of Amsterdam in N:
Netherland, how your honors were pleased to appoint them to the
government of the jurisdiction of this city of Amsterdam, and although
your honors were pleased to allocate an annual salary, we have neither
248 Acquiesseren.
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seen nor enjoyed any fruits (at least the greater part thereof) from that
so far. And whereas, because of the numerous affairs that they, especially the burgomasters, have in city and civil services, they often have
to invent something for their own business while also implementing
the civil government, and the allocated salary that was promised them
long ago gets forgotten. We therefore request of your honors that your
honors may please indicate from which monies they will receive their
payment, so that henceforth, seeing the fruits thereof, they will serve
with more interest and affection. Expecting hereupon your honors’
favorable disposition, remaining (lower stood) your honors’ servants,
the burgomasters and schepenen, (below stood) by order of the lords
burgomasters and schepenen (and signed), Johannes Nevius secr.,
(dated) Amsterdam in N: Nederlant, 22 January 1658.

[ORDER IN THE CASE OF WILLEM BREDENBENT AND PIETER COCK]

[8:653] Received the request of Willem [Bredenbent] mainly showing
how some time ago, while he was at church at Midwout, his house was
broken open by a wilt, and along with some trifles, a large riding-coat
was taken out of it, which coat Pieter Cock has now, and does not want
to return unless the petitioner gives him two beavers for it, as he says
that he gave as much to the wilt from whom he got it. He requests that
Pieter Cock be ordered to give the same coat back to the petitioner.
After deliberation it is resolved to hand over a copy of this request to
Pieter Cock, who is ordered to provide a written answer by the next
court day. Dated as above.

[PETITION OF EGBERT VAN BORSUM]

[8:654] [Egb]ert van Borsum [shows] with all due reverence how he,
petitioner, on the 27th of November delivered at your honors’ meeting
a bill of ƒ128–1–8 at the expense of the former fiscal and receiver,
Cornelis van Tienhoven, for drink and ferry money that he owes the
petitioner, with the request that it be entered to the petitioner’s credit, upon which your honors were pleased to order that the petitioner
would have to confirm this by oath beforehand. Honorable lords, since
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the petitioner is a ferryman who is almost constantly busy with sailing back and forth, is also unable to write, and accordingly much of
the drink was enjoyed by Tienhoven during his absence, sometimes
[obtained] from his, [Van Borsum’s], wife, sometimes from his sons,
who are able to read and write, and in whose notes he has never found a
mistake; therefore, he does not doubt, but firmly trusts that everything
is written down sincerely and in good faith. Therefore, he requests
hereby for reasons mentioned above, that your honors please excuse
him from the oath, not because he has the least doubt that Tienhoven
has enjoyed all of this, but because he himself [8:655] [several lines
lost] this is the mark
made [by] himself.
On the above petition it is resolved, that the petitioner is ordered to
hand the petition together with the attached account to Cornelis van
Tienhoven’s wife, in order to validate the same, or to defend herself if
she has anything against it. Dated as before.

[PROCEEDINGS OF THE CASE OF WARNAER WESSELS AGAINST JACOB COHEN]

Received the answer of Jacob Cohen, Joode, defendant, against
Warnaer Wessels, farmer of the tappers’ excise of this city, plaintiff,
upon which, after it was read, it is resolved to hand a copy of it to the
parties in order to reply by the next court day. Dated as before.

[REMONSTRANCE OF CORNELIS VAN RUIJVEN
REGARDING THE KEEPING OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS]

Received and read a remonstrance of the receiver Van Ruijven, in which
he shows, among others, the mistakes and errors that are found daily
in the account books of the commissary, and the necessary revisions
thereof, requesting that the order on the books of finances specified
by the lords directors be put into practice; if that does not happen he
declares himself innocent of the blame and damage the Company will
get for it; and furthermore, that his account be examined every three
months. Which, having been taken into consideration, it is resolved to
call the commies to do his duty by the following order. Dated as above.
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[ORDINANCE FOR THE BETTER KEEPING OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS]

[8:656] [several lines lost] [
] councilors
[
] to have the commissary of [
] by various [
]
called to his duty and devotion to duty to clear the account books of
mistakes, errors, and miscalculations, and to organize them as they
should be organized. To their regret, however, the director general
and councilors experience daily that their orders in this regard are not
being complied with, but that the aforesaid books still are and remain
disorganized; many accounts of people who are indebted and who
indicate that the Company was paid a long time ago, remain unsettled;
on the other hand, that others, who acknowledge to have been paid by
the Company, are written down as creditors. Also that some merchants
for several years have not been able to get a receipt, which causes
various people who are indebted to the Company to refuse to pay,
rightfully demanding an accurate receipt beforehand. In order to be
exonerated of that blame for once, this needs to be seen to. Therefore,
the aforesaid director general and councilors order and direct commissary van Brugge that he and his deputy-commies, with all possible
vigilance and diligence will do their best to clear the aforesaid account
books of errors and mistakes in the following way.
[8:657] [several lines lost] in the evening at 6 [o’clock
]
who within the aforesaid time will be [
] shall forfeit for
[
] he is absent one guilder for the poor, unless he had left
[the place] with the lord general’s knowledge, or if he had to do some
necessary things outside of the fort, for which he shall have to ask
and get permission from the said lord general beforehand, which shall
continue until the books are cleared up properly.
2nd: During this time, they shall with all possible industry and diligence first and beforehand enter and transfer all items, both of receipts
and disbursements, without exception, of whatever nature these may
be. When they are done, and nothing needs to be entered or transferred
anymore, they shall notify the lord general thereof.
3rd: Having notified the lord general that all items are transferred
and entered, the commissary shall order one of his clerks to send for
the merchants and other persons who [have collectable accounts]
[8:658] [several lines lost] [whether he has] any objections [against
it], and whether by mistake there was put [too] much or too little on
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his account. If someone points out any mistakes, he shall, after prior
examination and sufficient evidence, correct and adjust these, and in
a separate register keep accurate note of all changes that will be made
in the account. In order that this will be carried out and realized with
more discretion, regard, and, respect, it is resolved that either the lord
general himself in person, or one of the lords councilors will occupy
himself with this for a few hours per day, and that they then can be
found at the commissary’s office.
4th: Per saldo, or balance of the accounts, which shall be settled and
squared in ways as before; he shall transport [the entries] into the new
book of finances created by the receiver, Van Ruijven, with proper
indication of the numbers and folios. When this is done an order shall
be prepared to make an inventory of each of the honorable Company’s
effects here.

[ORDER ON A BILL OF COSTS]

[8:659] Nicolaes de Meijer showed in the meeting that he was charged
by the notary Mattheus de Vos for the writing of
a petition for an appeal					
ƒ14
for a written claim					
ƒ12
for a reply						ƒ12
for a deduction						ƒ12
for an inventory of documents				
ƒ12
After deliberation it is resolved, that the petitioner hereof shall content
himself with such a salary as the director general and councilors decided on, the ordinance of which shall be published at the first opportunity in the regular manner. Dated as above.

[RESOLUTION THAT DIRECTOR GENERAL AND COUNCILORS
WILL VISIT ENGLISH TOWNS ON LONG ISLAND]249

[8:660] [22nd January
249 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:408.
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The foregoing letter from the oldest magistrate of the village of
Vlissingen, William Lawrence, having been opened and read in council, it is resolved, to answer by the bearer] thereof, Willam [Noble,]
that they should suspend their meetings in the capacity of magistrates
until the director general and councilors themselves have been in their
village, or until they have sent their delegates to set things right there;
if meanwhile something extraordinary occurred, they should refer it to
the director general and councilors. Dated as above.
For the above-stated reasons, and on account of what those of
Heemstede express and request in their accompanying letter of
December 28th, it is resolved that the director general and councilors
at certain suitable moments will set out personally for the neighboring
English villages to set things right there.

[LETTER FROM WILLIAM LAWRENSE IN REGARD
TO HOLDING THE COURT AT FLUSHING]250

[8:661] [Honored Sir]
Wearas divers of our in[habittants having]
Cases depending in our Courtt att [Vlissing]
and desiering Isheuw in ther cases [Edward]
Farrintton and William Nobell in regard
of ther latte trubelle are nott willing to
proseed aney ferrder withoutte your honeres
forder order this is to request you would
be pleased to maneffest your mind in this case
to this bearrer William Nobelle so thatt wee maye
ether proseed ore forbeare so I shall remaine
Vlishinge Jenewarey		
Your humbell Sarvantte
the 20th 1658.		
William Lawrense]
[8:662] [blank]

250 English document; recovered text from transcription in NYCD 14:408.
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[LETTER FROM THE TOWN CLERK OF HEMSTEED ON
BEHALF OF THE PEOPLE, PRAYING FOR REDRESS]251

[8:663] [Honor’d Sr.
After our humble duties, It is not vnknowne
vnto yor hors owr Sufferings by the Indians,
who hold vs in Suspence by theire delayes and
wee cannot gett them to shew us the bounds of]
our Lands, whereby [there is much difference amongst oure]
Selves, Concerning our proportions, [for we cannot have]
Justice, untill they have done us righte [And Layde out]
the Generall bounds, And now of Late they have [donn vs
much mischief by killing our Swine and chasing oure Cattle,
there is one of the Inhabitants, as namely John Smith, that
of Late hath Suffered the Loss for 30 or 40£ in Swine wch
he found killed and hurt in theire quarters, And being mett
together this day, wee have founde it requisite, to make
our grievances knowne, And humbly to Crave redress
and yor hors directions, for ye future, how to save our
Selves harmles, for yf there be not A remedy found
to redres these Injuries, they will make vs A poore
People; Further wee humbly desire to know, when yor
hor wilbee pleased to Accept yor payment Concerning
Mr. Dentons quarterage, and to desire you to Accept
of Oates & some wheate wch is ye best payment
that wee are able to make: herwth desiring God to
Bless and preserve yor hor wth increase of much happiness
						
we remain
[Hemste]ed, this			
Ever honored Sr
[Xbre] 1657.			
Youre obedient
				Servants
				for ye publick
				
John James
				towne Clerck.
[8:664] [several lines lost] [addressed to:]
hon
Peter Steph van
Sant Govern and Capt
251 English document; recovered text from transcription in NYCD 14:402.
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Generall of Newnether
Lands resident at
Mannahatens

[ORDER REGARDING THE ACCOUNTS OF THE CITY OF NEW AMSTERDAM]

[8:665] [several lines lost] neither days nor [
] received and
[
] that more [was] received of the taxes, or at least should
have been received.
Except for that, three-quarters of a year of expired rents are missing,
up to the time that the accounts were handed over, which is about
mid-December, amounting to about four thousand guilders; so far
the director general and councilors remain ignorant of the receipts
and disbursements thereof, the old lease already having expired for a
long time, and the new lease having begun, of which the appropriate
accounts regarding this are requested.
Concerning the expenses, many entries hereon appear to be inadequate and in no way acceptable.
First, the tax amounting to 5 or 6 thousand guilders was requested by
the then governing burgomasters and schepenen, and consented and
permitted by the director general and councilors towards the payment
of the city’s debts made in the last encounter with the wilden, which
occurred unhoped-for and unexpectedly during the honorable lord
general’s absence, and the remainder was to be employed towards the
city’s needed fortification and the repairs and maintenance thereof,
and not towards unnecessary expenses or gifts without order, yes, even
knowledge of the director general and councilors of New Netherland,
such as, for example, a [8:666] [several lines lost]
sum ƒ1194½
Which by no means are justified, even less acceptable without further
disclosure.
Many other entries, which we now postpone until later disclosure and
the handing over of the continued accounts on the first of February,
require further [disclosure] and clearer evidence; we adhere to the
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ordinances, as such is customary and appropriate in accounts of
domains.
Finally, we see in the conclusion an entry of ƒ336:[ ] for commission
according to the order of the director general and councilors, and above
that entry another 165 guilders for loss on sewant; this last [entry] is
unacceptable, because commission is allowed at 5%. Therefore, the
receiver is obliged to check the sewant when he receives it, or to have
it checked; if he finds a deficit, he should refuse the same, and not
charge any losses over and above the commission, which would result
in bad consequences and give the presumption of an invented account.
And just a bit before the conclusion of the 7th of February 1657 is an
entry of 80 boards for Jochem Pietersen’s sheathing, and those worth
a schelling went for a daelder apiece, which far exceeds the ordinary
price. This agrees with the city’s treasury and its expenditures as well,
because everyone is obliged to make/repair252 his own sheathing, or,
if the city [takes care of it,] [8:667] [several lines lost] is being postponed [
] appears that the city’s [
]
deliberation and thrift [
] and most necessary [] employed
[
]. The director general and councilors shall officially and
dutifully be compelled to provide therein, in having the city’s income
managed according to their ordinances, by provisionally qualifying
either the honorable Company’s receiver or another capable person
thereto, and to give them the reasons for it by means of a public
declaration before they announce it to the community, and when it is
convenient, to the honorable lords patroons, in order to be revised and
changed by them as agrees with their good advice. For which, regarding this matter, before the director general and councilors take action,
the burgomasters and schepenen are required and ordered to draw up
the continuation of the account, and to show it to the director general and councilors in order to be revised by them, and further settled
as is appropriate. Thus done at the meeting of the director general
and councilors held in Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland, the 22nd of
January anno 1658.
[8:668] [blank]

252 Maken can mean “to make” or “to repair.”
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[ORDER FIXING THE SALARY OF MARTEN CREGIER JR.]

[8:669] Received the petition of [Marten Cregier Jr.], deputy clerk
with the co[mmissary
], showing that he has been writing now
[for the afore]said commissary since last June 20th without a salary,
requesting that he would be given some salary and boarding money;
which, taken into consideration, it is resolved that the petitioner shall
be given a salary and boarding money as he received before, namely, 6
guilders per month and 75 guilders annually for boarding money, with
which he shall continue until next June 20th; if he comports himself
diligently during that time, more attention shall be paid to the increase
of his salary. Dated as above.

[ORDER FIXING THE SALARY OF MATTHIJS CAPITO]

Received the request of Matthijs Capito, deputy commies with
commissary van Brugge, requesting an increase and improvement of
his salary and boarding money.
It is resolved, that as soon as the account books are cleared of mistakes
and errors, and the accounts are settled and brought into good order
according to the order of the director general and councilors of the
22nd of this month, a decision shall be made regarding the petitioner’s
request. Dated as above.

[ORDER RE WARNAER WESSELS, CLERK FOR THE
COMPANY, THAT HE CANNOT BE FARMER OF THE EXCISE]

[8:670] [several lines lost] and considered that Warnaer Wessels, who
was hired here as a clerk in the service of the Company, and who
consequently is an officer of the aforesaid Company, on the 30th of
November last remained farmer of the tappers’ excise of this city, it is
resolved to show the order mentioned above to the aforesaid Warnaer
Wessels, and to dismiss him from the aforesaid service, as he hereby
is dismissed from it, which will be announced to him in the next meeting. Dated as above.
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[PARDON OF EDUARD HART, TOWN CLERK OF VLISSINGEN]253

Received and read at the meeting, the accompanying petition of the
prisoner Eduart Hart, clerk at Vlissingen, and having considered his
oral promises of better behavior, and, in addition, the mediation of
some inhabitants of the aforesaid village, the fact that he has always
been obliging, and, as an old inhabitant, is acquainted with various
issues, moreover, that the schout Tobias Feecx advised him to draft
the remonstrance inserted under the date of January first, as well as the
fact that he is burdened with a large family, the director general and
councilors pardon and forgive him this mistake this time, provided
that he will pay the legal costs. Dated as above.

[LETTER FROM EDWARD HART FOR RELEASE FROM PRISON AND PARDON]254

[8:671] [several lines lost]
Right Honnorable Go[vernor and Counsell.]
Ffor as much as I have written [a writeing]
whereat you take offence my hum[ble desire]
is that your Honnors woulde bee fa[vorable]
and gracious unto mee, for it was not written
in disobedience unto any of your lawes, therefore
my humble request is for your mercy, not
your Judgement, and that you woulde bee
pleased to consider my poore estate and
Condition and release mee from my bonds
and Imprisonment, and I shall endeavor
hereafter to walke inoffensively unto your
Lordeshipps and shall ever remaine your
humble servant to Command.
Edward Hart
Jannuary 23rd 1658.
[8:672] [blank]

253 See NYCD 14:409 for another translation.
254 English document; recovered text from transcription in NYCD 14:408–409.
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[ORDER PERMITTING JACOB COHEN TO RECTIFY
CERTAIN LIQUORS IN HIS POSSESSION]

[8:673] [several lines lost] Wessels, farmer [
persuade [
]

] would

The request taken into consideration [ ] he is permitted and allowed
to rectify and make drinkable the aforesaid spirits, but not to transport
them out of his house without further order. Dated as above.
[8:674] [blank]

[PETITION OF BURGOMASTERS AND SCHEPENEN OF NEW
AMSTERDAM TO BE ALLOWED THE REVENUE OF THE WEIGHHOUSE]

[8:675] Honorable lords,
The [burgomasters] of this city of Amsterdam in N: Netherland
respectfully show your honors the plainness of their income, wellknown to your honors, as well as the many necessary repairs to the city
works; and since this uses up much money, and the city’s income is not
enough to execute the repairs mentioned above, they, petitioners, turn
to your honors with the humble request that your honors please favor
them with the revenue of the weighhouse according to the laudable
custom of our fatherland, either complete or partial. If your honors be
pleased to grant it to the city, we shall, in accordance with the custom
of the city of Amsterdam, either have a new weighhouse built or repair
the old one, and bring it wherever your honors will please to order and
judge it most advisable. Expecting hereupon your honors’ favorable
resolution, we are and remain (lower stood)
In Amsterdam in 			
Your honors’ servants
N: Netherland the 22nd of January
the burgomasters of the city
1658				
mentioned before
					(:lower stood:)
					By order of the honorable
					
burgomasters,
					(was signed)
					Johannis Nevius		
					secr.
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[ANSWER TO THE FOREGOING PETITION]

[8:676] [several lines lost] [
having] received the request and
[taken it into consideration], it is resolved as follows: [8:677] [several
lines lost] In the meantime [
] comment on this as well
as on other [
] and resolve that in our fatherland [it is]
customary that if any public or general works are undertaken in cities
and villages to whose necessity or adornment these serve, the means
for those are requested and tended to by the burghers and inhabitants
whose benefit these works serve, without cutting down on the income
of the generality for that purpose; as the burgomasters and schepenen
have, against the advice and admonitions of both the lords directors
and the director general and councilors, from time to time tried and
still have in mind, by requesting one or another of the Company’s
privileges, or some other charges, tending more to the burden of others
than themselves, or this city’s burghers and inhabitants, consenting
hereto would tarnish the reputation of the director general and councilors. Concerning the point itself, that many repairs of the city works
are needed, etc.
Although the director general and councilors understand very well that
some public works need to be built and others [need] to be repaired,
and that this requires funds, the director general and councilors, with
sadness and concern, have to say that the city’s revenue already granted [ not] [8:678] [several lines lost] burgomasters and schepenen are
[allowed],
First, a tax assessment of all burghers and inhabitants, Scottish traders,
and agents255 after the registration amounting
to about						
ƒ6000–
And this for paying off the debts made in the last encounters with
the wilden; whether it will be used for this purpose is entrusted to the
discretion of the burgomasters and schepenen themselves.256
23 February 1654. Second, they were granted a civil burgher excise on
the consumption of wines and beers, last year farmed out for the sum
of						ƒ4200–
255 Schotsen coopluijden en factoors. Perhaps Scottish peddlers was meant.
256 Gediffereert. Perhaps the secretary meant gedefereert.
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3700–

18 January. Third, a civil excise on the butchered [animals], last year
farmed out
for 						
ƒ 720–
This year for 					
ƒ1457–
Fourth, they were granted a tappers’ certificate in the manner of a
spinhuijs certificate257 for one pound Flemish per quarter year from
each tapper;
with 30 to 36 tappers at 24 guilders each per year
this amounts to 					
ƒ 720–
[In the margin was written:] [This] may also be claimed from the
bakers as appears in the edict [of 6?] October 1656
18 January 1656. Fifth, the inspection of all measures, cannen, tonnen,
and weights.
To wit, on the 25 February 1656. Sixth, the director general and councilors granted and assigned to the burgomasters the vacant lots within
these city walls.
[8:679] [several lines lost] Eighth, the director general and councilors
granted, in the form of a loan and [
] and schepenen, for the
completion of the wall258ƒ1000.
No proper account of either the one or the other was seen.
15 December. Recently the burgomasters were granted a beaver for
each house within this city, once, and one guilder for each chimney,
annually.
15 January 1658. After this date a necessary excise on the vacant lots,
namely, the 15th penny; this last item is a revenue that, according
to the land patents and letters of conveyance, in fact should be due
to the lords patroons or, on their behalf, to the director general and
257 Spinhuijsceel. A spinhuijs is a house of correction for women.
258 Burchwal: a wall around a castle or citadel; when cities expanded, also a wall of
a canal within the city.
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councilors. However, considering the shortage of the city’s treasury,
and hoping for a good administration, this was granted to the burgomasters. Although some are small, they will yield a reasonable sum
when added together.
[In the margin:] Note: added to this should be hooft or lastgelt, granted on date [blank].259
But in order that the city may be relieved of the old and new debts
once and for all, the director general and councilors consent, but only
upon approval and ratification of the lords directors, and no further.
[In the margin:] Accepted on date [] January 1660 about [] 4000
[8:680] [several lines lost] [
] that burgomasters
[
] both for the city’s needs [
] might be judged necessary to consider and to request grants [not] concerning the commonalty, but the community of this city. Thus done at the meeting in Fort
Amsterdam in N: Netherland the 25th of January 1658.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonnemans

[ORDER REGULATING DUTIES AND FEES OF NOTARIES AND OTHER OFFICERS]260

[8:681] [Whereas the director general and councilors of New
Netherland are sufficiently convinced, as well by their own experience,
even by several bills of costs exhibited before them, as by the remonstrances and complaints of others presented to them, of the exactions
of] secretaries [notaries, clerks and other] commissioned [persons, in
suing and prosecuting] contending parties, [of the excessively great]
fees and charges for writing [of almost all] sorts of instruments, to the
serious, indeed nearly intolerable onerousness of the judgments and
costs of court; some being so far seized by avarice and selfishness
259 Hoofdgeld: money (an assessment, toll, or taxes) due by or on account of each
person or “head.” Lastgeld: tax levied per last of one kind of goods or another, or
taxes levied on ships with their contents in lasten.
260 Recovered text from NND 16(1):95–98 (LWA); also in LO, 329–333.
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that they are ashamed to render a bill or specification of the fee they
demand, but ask, if not extort, the amount from the parties in gross;
the aforesaid director general and councilors wanting to provide therein for the better and more tolerable promotion of justice, do hereby
ordain, enact, and command that from now on nobody shall undertake
to draw up or to write any public instrument unless he be commissioned or licensed thereto by the director general and councilors as
secretary, notary, or clerk, which commissioned or licensed person is
bound to content himself with such fee as is established for it by the
director general and councilors, and to renew every year on the 5th of
February, the oath which he has taken, precisely to submit to and obey
the ordinance enacted, or hereafter, according to the circumstances, to
be enacted, on the subject of secretaries, notaries, clerks and such like
officers, in conformity to the following:
[8:682] [First, all secretaries, notaries, clerks, or such officers, shall
keep a correct register or journal, in which people may see immediately, if necessary and when required, whatever has been executed
before them, and for which they demand such fee, and place it on their
account].
Secondly, no secretary, notary, clerk, or any such officer, shall be
allowed to demand from anybody any money in advance, or ask or
take any present, or be at liberty to compound or agree with anyone
about a fee and pay for writing yet to be earned, inasmuch as such
composition and agreement, before final judgment, must redound to
the injury of the succumbing party in case he be condemned in the
expenses and costs of court; but the aforesaid officers may receive
their pay according to this ordinance, either at any time before the
execution of the instrument, or at the end of the suit, on rendering
proper account and specifications of what they have written, what
errands they have done, what they have performed or copied, without
entering any extraordinary costs in gross, in such accounts or specification, and all according to the fee allowed for it, not being permitted
either to demand or to exact anything else or more from their clients,
on pain of forfeiture of their office and fifty guilders fine, by such as
may be found to have acted contrary hereunto.
Thirdly, the secretary, notary, clerk, or officer shall sign with his own
hand all instruments executed in his presence, and seal them, when
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requested, with his signet, providing that he receive for his seal six
stivers in addition to the legal fee.
[8:683] [Fourthly, secretaries, notaries, clerks and such like officers
shall be bound, when required, to give a discharge or receipt for the
earned and paid fee, to be made use of when necessary.]
Finally and [lastly, all secretaries,] notaries, and clerks [shall be bound
to serve the poor and indigent who ask] such as an [alms,] gratis and
pro Deo; and may demand and receive from the people of substance
the following fees:
For a simple petition written on one side of the paper, 18 stivers. If
the petitioner desires to have it recorded or registered, for copying 12
stivers.
For a simple claim, as above, 18 stivers.
For an answer, reply, or rejoinder, 2 guilders.
For engrossing, for copying, 24 stivers.
But if the answer, reply, rejoinder, claim, or petition requires more
than one half a sheet of paper, for each page of 25 to 30 lines, 30 to 36
letters in a line, 30 stivers.
For a deduction, for each half sheet of 26 to 30 lines, and 30 to 36
letters in a line, two guilders.
For a petition for appeal to be presented to the director general and
councilors, two guilders 10 stivers.
For a petition of revision, review, appeal, rehearing, purging, complaint,
pardon, or lantwinninge,261 to be presented to the director general and
councilors, two guilders 10 stivers; if it happens to exceed the second
or third half sheet (lines and letters as before), per page, 24 stivers.
[8:684] [For a petition of the same nature as above, to any inferior
261 Liberty gained by a person sentenced for manslaughter to stay unharmed in the
country, either temporarily or permanently.
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court, 36 to 40 stivers.
Or per page (lines and letters as before), 20 stivers.
For a judgment, 30 stivers.
For extracts from their books (lines and] letters as before) [per page,
20 stivers.
For a] contract, bond, promissory note, attestation, lease, or bill of
sale, 30 stivers.
For the copy, 20 stivers.
For an oral consultation for a case for the director general and councilors, 20 stivers, provided that the notary remains obliged to enter in his
journal the time and subject.
For an inventory of documents to be furnished by parties, 15 stivers.
For drawing up an interrogatory and entering the questions, 10 stivers
per half page, provided that 7 or 8 questions stand on one page. For the
answer to be written on the opposite page in like manner, 10 stivers.
For one day’s journey with or without their client, when requested,
four guilders, exclusive of transport and food and drink; but within the
city, village or place (:when requested:), accompanying their client,
20 stivers.
For attending a term of court, with or without their client, 15 stivers;
for neglecting the same, to pay default and damages thereof.
No disbursements for drink, or any other extraordinary presents, gifts
or gratuities shall be brought into any account, or demanded or collected by the secretaries, notaries, clerks, or such like officers.
And this and the foregoing articles shall not only [be published, posted and observed] in all places within this New Netherland province
where publication is usually made, [8:685] [but also be read by the
fiscal, schout, and other inferior magistrates privately in their respective courts, before the secretaries, notaries, clerks and such like, now
and on the 5th of February, not being Sunday, in every succeeding
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year, and thereupon the oath exacted from them] to regulate [themselves precisely in conformity thereto, and in case of refusal to be
removed] from their office and place, with express prohibition neither
directly nor indirectly to write any instruments for any person under a
penalty of 50 guilders for the first, twice as much for the second time,
and an arbitrary correction at the discretion of the judge for the third
time. Thus done at the meeting of the honorable lord director general
and councilors of New Netherland held in Fort Amsterdam, the 25th
of January 1658.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
P. Tonneman

[OATH TO BE TAKEN BY PERSONS AFFECTED BY THE PRECEDING ORDINANCE]

I swear and promise in the presence of the Almighty God, that in all
written documents I shall pursue and observe precisely the instructions and articles of the court of Holland with regard to the office
of notary, as well as the addition devised by the director general and
councilors of New Netherland regarding the salary in accordance with
the situation of this province. So help me God Almighty.
[8:686] [blank]

[LETTER OF THE DIRECTOR GENERAL AND COUNCILORS IN WHICH
SIX PERSONS ARE ADMITTED TO THE GREAT BURGHER RIGHT]

[8:687] [several lines lost] Nicasius de [Sille]
It is resolved to send the foregoing [order] on the salary of the secretaries, notaries, etc. to the burgomasters and schepenen of this city,
and in addition to write the following:
Honorable, dear, special,
This only serves to accompany our enclosed order and resolution on
the salaries of the secretaries, notaries, clerks, and the like officers,
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which order you shall announce and have observed by the aforesaid
officers at your honorable court according to its tenor.
Furthermore, in this time of nomination and election of new magistrates of this city, having examined and seriously considered the
small number of great burghers and consequently the few changes of
competent persons, we, for those and other reasons moving us thereto [8:688] [several lines lost] Isaacq de Foreest, Fredrick Lubbertsz,
Borger Jorissen, Nicolaes Varleth, Jeronimus Ebbingh, Pieter Prins,
whom we hereby qualify and favor with the great burgher right. Done
in Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland, the 28th of January 1658.

[SENTENCE OF TOBIAS FEECX, SCHOUT OF VLISSINGEN]262

[8:689] [Whereas Tobias Feakx, a resident of Vlissingen on Long
Island now a prisoner, has confessed and acknowledged] that he
received [an order from the honorable director general not to admit,
lodge, and entertain in the said village] anyone of the heretic and
abominable sect named the Quakers, but, in contempt of the said
order and the formerly promulgated and renewed edicts, has had the
audacity to be a leader and instigator in drafting a seditious, mutinous, and detestable pamphlet, signed by himself and his accomplices, and by him, prisoner, handed over to the lord general, in which
they justify the abominable sect of the Quakers, who scorn both the
political authorities and the teachers of God’s word, and undermine
the political order and the religious service, and justify and maintain
and absolutely demand that all sects, especially the aforesaid heretic
and abominable sect of the Quakers, shall and must be tolerated and
admitted, which directly contradicts and violates the aforesaid order
and edicts of the director general and councilors; which order and
edicts, according to his oath, office, and duty as a subordinate officer
of the lord general and schout in the said village of Vlissingen, he
should have maintained and observed with all possible means; which
he not only failed to do, but he even transgressed and violated the
order and edicts, which matter, as an example to others, deserves to be
punished severely, [8:690] [yet, considering the humble petition of the
prisoner Feakx, confessing his wrongdoing and promising hereafter
262 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:409.
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to avoid such errors.] Therefore, the director general and councilors
of N: Netherland, administering justice in the name of the high and
mighty lords States General of the United Netherlands and the honorable lords directors of the Chartered West India Company, first dismiss
the aforesaid Tobias Feecx from his office as schout of the aforesaid
village of Vlissingen and hereby banish him from the province of New
Netherland, or to pay a fine of two hundred guilders to be properly
applied (if he will keep his promise), together with the legal costs.
Done at Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland, the 28th of January 1658.
P. Stuyvesant
Pieter Tonneman

[GRANT OF A BUILDING LOT TO FREDERICK PHILIPSEN, CARPENTER]

[8:691] [several lines lost] Received the petition of [Frederick
Philipsen, who shows with all proper] respect that he [
]
intends to build a suitable [dwelling] in this city if he were favored
with a suitable lot, which he said could be in front of Mr. Jacob’s lot
if the street alignment went from Jan de Jongh’s house straight to the
house of Hendrick de backer.
After due deliberation it is resolved: The small place mentioned here
is granted to the petitioner, provided that it does not damage the street
alignment, and that as a token of appreciation he gives fifty guilders
to the city, and has the road made suitable for use again while he is
building. Dated as above.

[JAN MONTAGNE AGAINST GIJSBERT OPDIJCK]

Jan Montagne, plaintiff, against Gijsbert Opdijck, defendant. The
defendant’s first default.
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[JAN MONTAGNE AGAINST PAULUS HEIJMANS]

Jan Montagne, plaintiff, against Paulus Heijmans, defendant.
Defendant’s first default.

[JUDGMENT IN THE CASE OF JAN MONTAGNE AGAINST PIETER VAN BREE]

[8:692] [several lines lost] consumed but some [assessed] as follows:
To skipper Lou one hogshead of French wine
To Jan Flamen ½ hogshead of ditto
To Adriaen Keijser one hogshead of ditto
Claims as much reduction as the excise on it amounts to.
The plaintiff responding, says that he agreed with the defendant in the
presence of Mr. Paulus that he would give a reduction of 20 guilders
for what he would offer directly for sale from stock; and further, if
the plaintiff is willing to declare under oath that they did not agree
in that manner, that he will cut the price to what he claims, which
the defendant refuses. Mr. Poulus, appearing in court, declares that the
plaintiff and the defendant agreed about the reduction of 20 guilders
in his presence, which the plaintiff also declared up north, and which
he confirmed under oath in the presence of the fiscal. Therefore, the
director general and councilors ordain that the defendant pay the said
ƒ18–15 to the plaintiff immediately, without any further delay. Dated
as above.

[PETITION OF BURGOMASTERS AND SCHEPENEN OF
NEW AMSTERDAM REGARDING THEIR SALARIES]

[8:693] [several lines lost]
Honorable [
burgomasters and schepenen of the city of Amsterdam in N:
Netherland show with all respect,
Whereas your honors, upon the petition of 22 of January 1658, were
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pleased to resolve to refer the petitioners to the resolution granted to
their request of 28 January 1654, and whereas they, petitioners, examined the resolution of 1654 in which they are informed that they may
draw and receive their salary from the revenue of this city, and whereas
this is very small and cannot meet the city’s necessary daily expenses,
their humble request to your honors is that your honors please provide
a more detailed explanation for this. Which doing, we remain your
honors’ servants, the burgomasters and schepenen.
By order of the lords burgomasters and schepenen, (was signed)
Johannes Nevius, secretary.
In Amsterdam in N: Netherland, the 24th of January 1658.

[ANSWER TO THE FOREGOING PETITION]

The foregoing petition having been received and read, after deliberation it is resolved as follows: The director general and councilors
believe that the resolution provided is clear enough and does not
require further explanation. The petitioners, requesting further explanation nevertheless, and claiming that the city’s revenue is small and
cannot meet its necessary daily expenses or the necessities [8:694]
[several lines lost] [
] when the petitioners say that they [ ]
of our last resolution dated the [25th] of this month, consider some
means of subsidies out of which the old and newly made city debts,
having been satisfied and paid for, the further needed city works and
expenses can, first of all, be finished and, consequently, the salary of
burgomasters and schepenen settled. Meanwhile, the petitioners shall
have to resign themselves to it and follow the written petition of their
predecessors and the resolution granted thereto on the 25th of January
1656. Thus done in Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland the 29th of
January 1658.
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[PETITION OF THE MAGISTRATES OF MIDWOUT
CONCERNING FOUR CHURCH LOTS]263

[8:695] Show with [due humility and] proper reverence how [the
schepenen of the] court of Middewout have heretofore requested
and shown several times how necessary and useful it would be for
Midwout and for easing its general burdens, if the four church lots
became property of the same village, upon which your honors at
last were pleased to resolve that a more detailed written report was
required, and a statement of the manner in which the requested church
lots were to be administered.
Therefore, the following shall serve your honors as a more detailed
report, and in order to explain this more clearly, we think (under
correction) that the most obvious means for the best of the community
and the village of Midwoud will be as we explain in more detail in the
following:
First, that 25 morgens with their appurtenances, located on the east
side of the square264 and on the south side of the road, may be used for
the repairs and maintenance of the church.
Second, that the other 25 morgens, also located on the east side of the
marketplace, and on the north side of the road, with their appurtenances and privileges [be used] for the maintenance of a school, church
service, etc. If this will be approved and granted by your honors, the
necessary means thereto shall, if required, be reserved.
Third, concerning the remaining 50 morgens located on the west side,
these should [8:696] [necessarily be added to the parsonage, but we
cannot well decide which is the most requisite and best use for them.
The further explanation of] this point, [quite lengthy,] is substantially
a request to be excused from contributing to the support of their minister until the tenth of their village is paid off. We wrote this here in a
short form, because the deputies from Middewout immediately took
along the petition and answer, and therefore we had no time to copy
it entirely. (was signed) Jan Strijcker, Adrijaen Hegeman, Willem
Jacobse van Boer[um] (lower stood) By order of the schepenen of the
263 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:410.
264 Pleijn is also used to indicate a plain.
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aforesaid court of Middewout (was signed) Pieter Tonneman, secretary in this matter.

[ANSWER TO THE FOREGOING PETITION] 265

The foregoing petition having been received and read, it is resolved as
follows: Concerning the first two points concerning the two lots, the
petitioners are allowed to use these for the purpose as proposed and
planned by the petitioners, and no other.
The director general and councilors agree that the two remaining lots
or 50 morgens shall be used for the benefit of the parsonage, in order
to maintain the present and future church servants as far as possible.
The director general and councilors are of the opinion that [8:697]
[the deficiency must be made up by the inhabitants according to their
former promises and subscriptions and continue so until] the tithes
[are due, when further orders] concerning the support of the minister
[shall be given]. Thus done in Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland the
29th of January anno 1658.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
P. Tonneman
[8:698] [blank]

[PROCLAMATION APPOINTING WEDNESDAY MARCH 13th
TO BE A DAY OF GENERAL PRAYER AND THANKSGIVING]266

[8:699] [several lines lost] God of this [
] and the
inhabitants of the same [
] and uncountable mercies, and
[
] and blessed, among others [
] peace, prosperity, abundance, exceptional increase of the population and trade,
and which above all, should be respected with the free and public
maintenance of the true religion. But we, either ungratefully using,
265 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:410.
266 Recovered text from 8:703 and 704.
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or scornfully abusing the same, have provoked God’s rigorous justice
by the ungrateful use of the physical and scornful abuse of the spiritual blessings, provoking His Godly Majesty, never honored highly
enough, to a justified wrath, of which He not only showed us the naked
signs, but also made us feel the immediate evidences, visiting this
and other places, villages and hamlets with hot fevers and dangerous diseases as a chastisement, if not punishment for the ungrateful
use of the temporary blessings, allowing and reminding the spirit of
deviation to sow its harmful venom regarding the spiritual here and
there among us, by bringing up and raising the matter of a new, never
heard of abominable heresy named Quakers, which seeks to seduce
many, also, if possible, the orthodox themselves. [These are] all
signs of God’s justified judgments and certain omens of more severe
punishments, which, in order to fend these off from us and our people,
and to [procure] God’s favors, generosity, and blessings, both in spiritual as well [8:700] [as in temporall matters, the Governor Generall
& Councell of New Netherland have thought good & necessary to
frame [and] publish a day of a common fast, prayer & thanksgiving,
which shall be kept on ye sec[ond] Wednesday of this present month
of March being the thirteenth day of ye month & the fo[llowing] being
the [
] therefore, our subjects, on the said
day in the morning and afternoon, shall be prepared to be in church,
or wherever it is customary to proclaim God’s word, in order to, after
listening to it, praise and thank the only good and merciful God for
the favors, blessings, and generosity with which His Godly Majesty
has pleased to bless us last year, yes, our entire lifetime; and further
to invoke his holy name with humble and submissive hearts, to pray
and beg that during the coming year His Godly Majesty will please
continue this with us, in honor of his name, further propagation and
spread of his Holy Word, to the well-being and salvation of all of
us. In order that everything be practiced and observed with greater
harmony, the director general and councilors prohibit all performance
and exercise of caatsen, balslaan, hunting, fishing, boating, and all
illegal games such as playing dice, drinking drunk and alike on the
said day of prayer and thanksgiving during the religious service, on
pain of arbitrary correction and punishment, ordained thereto before.
Likewise, we also admonish and pray all servants of God’s Holy Word
within our jurisdiction to [frame] their sermons [8:701] [to ye same
purpose.] Thus enacted in our assembly in fort New Amsterdam in
New Netherland, January 29, 1658. The translation in English as it
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was sent to the English villages, follows.
[8:702] [blank]

[ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE FOREGOING PROCLAMATION]

[8:703] [several lines lost]
provin[ces] [
in particular [
& benefits, among the [
prosperity, abundance, In [
ficke & (which is to be [valued
the free & publicke maintenance of ye [publick worship of God: neverthelesse we either injoying the [
unthankfully or abusing the same unworth[
have thorow the ingratefull use of bodily [
unworthy abuse of spirituall mercies, provoked [by
Gods rigorous justice, stirring up his never s[ufficiently praysed divine Majesty to just ange[r
of which he has shewed us not only bare[
signes, but has let us feel actually the ex[periments of his displeasure, visiting neighbour[s
& remote places, villages, hamlets, with hot[
feavers & dangerous sicknesses for ye chastise[
if not punishment of the unthankfull use of [
temperall blessings & permitting & suffering t[he
spirit of error amongst us to scatter his hur[
poyson about spirituall things, in casting up [
propagating of a new, never heard of abo[minable
heresie, named Quakers, endevouring to sed[uce
many, yea if it were possible the true bel[ievers themselves. All which are signs of [Gods
just judgement & certaine forerunners [of
great plagues: for to remoove & keep off
from our selves & ours, & to procure G[ods
favours, benefits & blessings as well in spi[rituall as in temporall matters, the Govern[or
Generall & Councell of New Netherland
have thought good & necessary to frame [and
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publish a day of a common fast, prayer &
thanksgiving, which shall be kept on ye sec[ond
Wenedsday of this present month of Mar[ch
being the thirteenth day of ye month & th[e
					
fo[llowing
[8:704] [several lines lost]
] Maijesty to bless[e
] all the time of our l[ife
] & supplicate his holij name with [
]ent hearts that it may please his d[ivine
Majesty to continue his blessings over us this [present yeare, to the honour of his name, to [the
furtherance & propagation of the gospel & t[he
prosperity & salvation of us all. Which [
it may be performed with the more devotion [&
unity, the Governour Generall & Councell [
prohibite, during the time of divine worship
on the same day of fasting, prayer & thankesgiving all exercises & recreations of stoolba[ll
hunting, going a fishing, as also all unlaw[full
sports, as gaming, dicing, carding, exesse in dr[incking & such like, upon payne of arbitrary pu[nishment & correction formerly constituted uppon
the same. Also we admonish & require all the
ministers within our jurisdiction to frame [the
prayers & sermons to ye same purpose. Thus
enacted in our assembly in the fort New Amsterdam in New Netherland. Jan. 29 Ao. 1658.

[CONSENT OF DIRCK VOLCKERTSZ, CITY
CARPENTER, TO PAY THE FINE FOR WOUNDING A MAN]

[8:705] [several lines lost] Dirck Volckertsz himself [
]
came, promising to satisfy the [fine
] This as a reminder
[
]. Dated as above.
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[ORDER REMITTING REV. POLHEMIUS A DEBT DUE TO THE COMPANY]267

Received and read the remonstrance and petition of dominee Johannes
Theodorus Polheijm, minister on Long Island at Midwout etc., mainly
showing that from October in the year 1654 until the 7th of April 1656
(when he made an agreement with the inhabitants of the villages of
Breuckelen, Midwout, and Amesfoort) he, to the best of his ability
held the office of minister there and performed the duties connected with that without the inhabitants of the said villages paying him
anything for it. Therefore (because he had arrived here from the islands
naked and bare) he has been compelled to occasionally draw, with
knowledge of the director general and councilors, something from the
Company’s warehouse and office, altogether amounting to the sum
of nine hundred and forty-two guilders. Therefore, he requests that
the sum may be withdrawn from his account and balanced against his
services [8:706] [performed during the time, as above stated, when he
received no salary, so that his wife and children might not be troubled
or asked to pay it at some future time.
Having] taken this into consideration [and being well aware that] the
laborer is worthy of his wages, that from the year 1654 until April 7,
1656 the petitioner served as a minister in the said villages without
receiving anything from the inhabitants for it, he is granted the aforesaid sum of ƒ942, and the commissary is ordered to relieve him from
this, and to balance the same item against the service performed by the
petitioner. Dated as above.
P. Stuyvesant

[INDIAN DEED FOR LAND ON THE WEST SIDE OF THE NORTH
RIVER NEAR WIEHAECKEN, ALONG THE KIL VAN COL]

[8:707] [several lines lost] in N: Netherland [
] Wawappehack
[
] Memewokan, Sam [
] [the]
same and in the name of Mochopes [], Parlochques, and of the other
participants, a parcel of land mentioned below, who declared [themselves] to be the rightful owners of the lands located on the west side
of the North River in N: Netherland, beginning at the Groote Clip
267 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:411.
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[great rock] above Wiehaecken, and from there straight across the land
until above the island Sickakes, and from there along the Kil vant Col
until Constapels hoeck, from Constapels hoeck again until the aforesaid rock above Wiehaecken, together with all the land, islands, kils,
creeks, and meadows268 included therein, as the aforesaid parcel of
land is surrounded and enclosed by the North River, the Kil van Col,
and the aforesaid straight line of the rock above Wiehaecken until just
above the island of Sickakes, there separated by the kil. Which lands
they presented unconditionally for sale to the aforesaid lord director
general and councilors, and about which the lord director general and
councilors on the one side, and the aforesaid wilden, both for themselves and for the absentees, on the other side, agreed in a manner as
follows:
In the presence of both Christian and wilden witnesses named hereafter,
the aforesaid wilden acknowledge that they sold, conveyed, and transported, as they hereby do, the lands [8:708] [several lines lost]269 [80
fathoms of sewant, 20 fathoms of cloth, 12 kettles, 6 guns, 2 blankets,
1 double kettle and one half barrel of] strong beer, which goods [they
declare] to have received to their satisfaction [
] signing this,
[ ] for which they, both for themselves and for the absentees, declare
to convey and transport the land mentioned herein to the aforesaid
lord general and councilors, in complete, true, and free ownership,
abandoning all claims and actions they could or might make to the
aforesaid land, they, grantors, promising to neither now nor later make
any claim upon it, and to maintain and have this conveyance firmly, concisely, and indissolubly maintained; also promising to free the
director general and councilors from all further claims or demands of
any wilden who may lay claim to the aforesaid parcel of land. And if
it should happen that in future times any Dutchman be disadvantaged
by any wilden because they claim not to be fully paid for the aforesaid
land, the sellers promise to remedy and reimburse the loss suffered.
It also is stipulated and agreed upon that the aforesaid wilden shall
move from the aforesaid parcel of land at the first suitable opportunity,
and that no one from their nation shall continue to live there [8:709]
[several lines lost]
The mark made by Terrincques

himself

268 Valeien.
269 Missing content recovered from O’Callaghan’s calendar.
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The mark made by Wa
wappehack
The mark of Bomo
kan
The mark
made by Sames
The mark of Wewe
Natokwee
The mark
of Kaghkennip
The mark
of Memewokan
Waerhinne[s?] Couwee
The mark
of Lewes as a witness, also named Job
We, the subscribers, by the director general and councilors requested
as witnesses hereto, hereby certify and declare that the above sale, as it
was stipulated before us, and the land mentioned herein was conveyed
to the director general and councilors by the sellers on terms and
conditions included in the foregoing bill of sale; and that the conditions and contents thereof [were made] clear to the sellers by the interpreters Govert Loockermans, Pieter Wolphertsen van Couwenhoven,
and Claes Carstense as well as [8:710] [several lines lost] them with
above [
] as testimony of which [was] signed on the day and
year in Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland [in the] council room.
Joh. Megapolensis
P. Stuijvesant
Samuel Drisius		
Nicasius de Sille
Oloff Stevensz
Govert Loockermans Pieter Tonneman
Pieter Couwenhoven
Machggiel Jansz
Jan Evertsz Bout
The mark of
Claes
Carstensz Noorman
				
In my presence,
				C.V. Ruijven, secretary.

[NOMINATION OF BURGOMASTERS AND SCHEPENEN
OF NEW AMSTERDAM FOR THE ENSUING YEAR]

[8:711] [several lines lost] In as much as your highly esteemed honors
have been pleased] to favor [
] of the succeeding
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burgomasters [
] and schepenen, and the time of [
]
approaches, we propose for that purpose for nomination the following
persons:
For burgomasters:
Oloff Stevensen Cortlant
Wilhelmus Beeckman
For schepenen:
Pieter Wolphertsen van Couwen[hoven
Corn: Jacobsz Steenwijck
Jan Vigne
Isaacq de Foreest
Jacob Kip
Pieter Cornelisse van der Veer
Jacob Strijcker
Pieter Rudolphus
Requesting your honors to choose from the same those who are most
righteous, intelligent, and most capable, to the service and benefit of
this city and the inhabitants of its jurisdiction.
Done this 30 January 1658 in the city hall at the meeting of burgomasters and schepenen. [8:712] [several lines lost] secretary.

[VETO OF THE FOREGOING NOMINATION]

Having received, opened, and read the above letter at the meeting,
after deliberation it is resolved as follows: Although the director
general and councilors of New Netherland do not reject the aforesaid
nominated persons, but are pleased with them, they, however, cannot
approve of the nomination, nor can they allow it because the nomination did not take place in the presence of the schout, who, according
to the directors’ instruction, is the head of the bench, the person who
calls the meeting, and the collector of the votes, who also, in case the
vote ends in a tie, has a double vote. Also, according to the order and
resolution of the director general and councilors of 18 January 1656,
in which the nomination was entrusted to the bench, provided that the
nomination shall take place in the presence of [8:713] [several lines
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lost] according to [
]; also, the letter on the [
]
of nomination is not signed properly in the name of schout, burgomasters, and schepenen, as the current instruction implies. Therefore,
the director general and councilors cannot approve of the proposed
nomination, and much less can they proceed with the election before
the order and procedure required for the nomination is satisfied and
observed. Thus done at the meeting of the honorable lords director
general and councilors of N: Netherland held in Fort Amsterdam.
Dated the last of January 1658.
[8:714] [blank]

[ANOTHER NOMINATION OF BURGOMASTERS
AND SCHEPENEN FOR THE ENSUING YEAR]

[8:715] [several lines lost] New Netherland [
] succeeding
burgomasters [
] election is forthcoming. Therefore,
the [aforesaid] schout, burgomasters, and schepenen propose for
nomination the following persons:
For burgomaster:
xiii
Olof Stevensen Cortlandt
i
Wilhelmus Beeckman
For schepenen:
xiii
Pieter Wolfersen van Couwenhoven
xiii
Cornelis Jacobzen Steenwijck
Jan Vigne
xiii
Isaack de Foreest
i
Jacob Kip
Pieter Cornelisen vander Veen
xii
Jacob Strijcker
i
Pieter Rudolfus
Requesting your honors to choose from these those who are most
competent, sensible, and capable for government, to the service and
benefit of this city and the inhabitants of its jurisdiction. Done this
31 January 1658 in the city hall at the meeting of schout, burgomasters, and schepenen of the city of Amsterdam in N: Netherland in the
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presence of lord Pieter Tonneman, high councilor of New Netherland
and commissioner for the honorable lord director general and high
councilors of New Netherland.
By order of the schout, burgomasters, and schepenen of the aforesaid
city, Joannes Nevius, secretary.
[8:716] [blank]

[COUNCILOR TONNEMAN’S REPORT OF WHAT
OCCURRED AT THE ABOVE NOMINATION]

[8:717] [several lines lost] at three o’clock [
]
were the lords burgomasters Paulus Leendertsen [
] schepenen
Johannes de Peijster and Hendrick Jansz van [
] were W.
Beeckman and Govert Loockermans [
] held discussions, and
their honors, having asked the burgomasters and schepenen whether, according to the order of the director general and councilors, they
did not intend to begin a new nomination, because the first was not
legally passed according to the instructions and orders given to their
honors by the director general and councilors, and because neither the
scholtes nor someone authorized by the director general and councilors was present; upon which ditto lords finally answered broadly
that they were unaware that someone of the honorable high council
had to be present there other than their scholtus the honorable lord N.
de Silla; they said that they had had the court messenger, the young
Elslant, announce this. And finally, burgomasters and schepenen jointly answered that although they had to reach a new and second nomination, they were not able to draft another one except for the one they
already made before, and therefore persisted with the nomination they
presented previously, which the aforesaid Loockermans, with whom
we spoke afterwards, also gave us for an answer. Finally, when all of
this was taken into consideration by the lord scholtes N: de Silla, it was
approved and confirmed, as they said, and judge, under correction,
that they put no others than sympathizers of the Reformed religion
on the list of nominations that was handed over, because according
to their judgment, these were righteous, sensible, and affluent people.
Reporting this according to the best of my memory, in Amsterdam in
N: Netherland, the first of February 1658.
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Your honors’ willing and obedient servant,
Pieter Tonneman.
[8:718] [blank]

[ORDER FOR THE BURGOMASTERS AND SCHEPENEN TO EXPLAIN
WHY THEY HAD NOT NOMINATED A COMPANY SERVANT]

[8:719] [several lines lost] schepenen it is [
a written [
]

] to send

For the [present] time the director general and councilors approve of
the nomination in the form and manner as it now was made and signed,
and therefore they will in proper time choose some persons from it,
of whom they hope will be competent. But as the director general
and councilors were orally informed and advised by their deputy that
the burgomasters and schepenen openly express that no Company
servants may be nominated, they hereby demanded to explain exactly
why not, if they would be as competent for it as others; all the more,
since it is directly against the usual order in our fatherland that those
in the service of the Company, yes, of the country, are also used in the
service of the city. This nullifies and opposes especially the director
general’s and councilors’ favor of the great burgher right, which implies
that all of those (provided that, consistent with the instruction, they
are adherents and advocates of the Reformed doctrine) and only such
people may be admitted to the city’s service, and, consequently, also
may be nominated. Furthermore, in the first place seriously requesting
and ordering, in order to [end] the jealousy, if not bitterness, which is
being [felt] by some of the burgomasters and schepenen against the
[8:720] [several lines lost] [
] presumed some mistakes
[
] they legally may justify [
] and be corrected, which
the director general and councilors trust; in case of refusal the director
general and councilors excuse themselves and their trustees from any
illegal slander or reports that may be going on behind their backs.
Done in Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland, dated as above.
The lord assessor Pieter Tonneman and secretary van Ruijven are
hereby authorized to hand over the above excerpt to the burgomasters
and schepenen, to request their answer, and to bring proper report of
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their findings to the director and councilors. Done in Fort Amsterdam
in N: Netherland the first of February 1658.

[ANSWER TO THE FOREGOING ORDER]

[8:721] [several lines lost] of the [
] sent
[
] Company servants [
] may
come, and if such [
] may have said that [
]
in the matter and does not concern the bench, [nor] can it be blamed,
since the servants in the Company’s service are sufficiently busy, and
could not take care of city affairs. They went on to say that they have
nothing to say about the incompetence or incapability of the officials
of the honorable Company.
By order of the lords burgomasters and schepenen of the aforesaid
city, Joannes Nevius, secretary.
[8:722] [blank]

[APPOINTMENT OF BURGOMASTERS AND SCHEPENEN FOR THE ENSUING YEAR]

[8:723] [several lines lost] after [
magistrates of this city [

] nomination [
]
] confirmed, as they hereby do:

Poulus Leendersen vande Grift as former burgomaster
Oloff Stevensen van Cortlant, burgomaster
Johannes de Paister, president of the schepenen
Pieter Wolphertsen van Couwenhoven
Jacob Strijcker
Cornelis Steenwijck
IJsaack de Foreest
schepenen
In order to properly hold the aforesaid persons in regard and respect,
this shall be announced to the community. Thus done at the meeting of the honorable lords, the director general and councilors of N:
Netherland held in Fort Amsterdam on the 2nd of February 1658.
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[8:724] [blank]
[8:725] [several lines lost] Pieter [Tonneman]

[CONTINUATION OF THE CASE OF WARNAER
WESSELS AGAINST JACOB COHEN]

Received the reply of Warnaer [Wessels, farmer] of the tappers’ excise
of this city, plaintiff, against Jacob Cohen, defendant, to which, after
it had been read, it is resolved: To hand a copy of this to the parties in
order to respond to it for a second time; and parties on both sides are
ordered to produce all their documents used for the legal proceedings
by the next court day. Dated as above.

[CONTINUATION OF THE CASE BETWEEN
PIETER COCK AND WILLEM BREDENBENT]

Received the answer of Pieter Cock against Willem Bredenbent
concerning a coat that was stolen out of the house of Bredenbent by
the wilden, and sold to Pieter Cock. [Cock] says basically that the coat,
when he bought it, was as it is at present, looking like a wiltse coat,
and that the wilt said that he received that coat from an Englishman in
the area of the Oesterbaaij in exchange for some land, which 3 other
wilden confirmed.
After deliberation it is resolved: The case being as the defendant says
in his answer, that he had not changed the coat in question, but bought
it in the form of a wiltse coat from the wilden, and considered that
the wilden presently are wearing coats of all sorts of colors, the buyer
could hardly know [8:726] [several lines lost] [
] on the wilt
[ ] appearance stole [ ] to reimburse the defendant the price given
for it. Dated as above.
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[ORDERS TO INCREASE THE PAY OF THOMAS
ROBBERSON AND HENDRICK HENDRICKSEN]

Thomas Robberson, soldier, showed that he has been serving the
Company now for about 2 years as a soldier at 7 guilders per month,
and that in the fatherland he was promised that as soon as he would
come here, he would earn eight guilders. He requests that therefore,
and out of further considerations that everything here is so expensive,
he may receive eight guilders per month from now on.
It is resolved, fiat ut petitur, one guilder increase from today. Dated
as above.
Hendrick Hendricksen of the chamber of Groeningen showed how, by
order of the lord general in 1656, he had been covering the drummer’s
position for 6 months at the South River, for which so far he was
not reimbursed on his account; requesting that he may be reimbursed
two guilders for each month on top of his salary, amounting to twelve
guilders.
It is resolved fiat ut petitur. Dated as above.

[PROCEEDINGS FOR THE RECOVERY OF TWO PROMISSORY
NOTES OF WHICH BOTH SIGNATURES PROVE TO BE FORGERIES]

[8:727] [several lines lost] of [] at the sum of [
] Nathaniel
Hazard [
] A with that stood Samuel Wh[
[marginal note:] Richard Mils, Eduart Weeden)

]

Nathaniel Hazard appears in the presence of the lords fiscal de Sille
and commissary Verbrugge, delegated thereto by the director general
and councilors, and declared that the name written under the promissory note mentioned below was forged, and that he had not written it,
but that it was subscribed in bad faith. He also denied that he owed
the said John Marchall one stiver. Both above-mentioned witnesses,
whose names are put below the promissory note as witnesses, also
appeared, and declare that the signature is forged, and that they never
were present when Nathaniel Hazard signed such a promissory note,
willing to declare this on oath in the presence of the fiscal.
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Likewise, the aforesaid John Marchall, as a trustee as before, demanded the sum of ƒ150 for a promissory note dated September 1656
from Mr. More, deceased in September past, which was signed John
More, and Nathaniel Hazard and John Rodes as witnesses. Francoijs
Doughtij, having married the widow of Mr. More, appears and shows
the signature of Mr. More, which does not look like the signature
under the promissory note below at all, and therefore he declares the
promissory note to be forged. The witnesses whose [8:728] [several
lines lost] because never such [
] happened in his presence,
willing to confirm the same on oath. Thus done in Fort Amsterdam in
N: Netherland. Dated as above.
Acknowledged by me,
C:V: Ruijven, secretary.

[ORDER ON AN APPLICATION OF JACOB EELDERSEN,
RUNAWAY APPRENTICE, FOR PARDON]

[8:729] [several lines lost] island [
of what [
] said Bruijn Baarentsz [

] because
]

After deliberation it is resolved: The fiscal, in the capacity of schout,
plaintiff, against the escaped Jacob Eeldersen, requesting a copy hereof, which is granted. And before making any further resolutions on
this the petitioner shall have to return to the place where he broke out
of jail within three days, when further inquiries and attention will be
paid to this remonstrance and petition. Dated as above.

[ORDER ON THE PETITION OF NIEUWENHOFF
REGARDING THE SALE OF SICK HOGS]

Received the petition of Nieuwenhoff, who showed that he bought
from some inhabitants, residents of Westchester, some hogs, which
were butchered by him and found to have a disease.270 He requests that
the director general and councilors please declare whether this was
merchantable or not.
270 Gortich: an illness that affects hogs.
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The foregoing petition having been read, it is answered and resolved:
Before making a resolution, the bill of sale should be shown, mainly
[to see] whether they were sold at the buyer’s risk or not, and whether
the petitioner, immediately after they had been butchered, presented
and delivered the ill hogs again to the sellers. Dated as above.

[PROCEEDINGS IN THE SUITS OF JAN MONTAGNE DE JONGE AGAINST
RANDAL HEWIT, SAARA SCHEPMOES, AND ANDRIES JOCHEMS]

[8:730] [several lines lost] the guilt and says [
] have, but
presently does not have the [opportunity]; requests some delay.
Having heard the parties, the director general and councilors give the
defendant 14 days’ or 3 weeks’ delay in order to satisfy and pay within
that time. If he fails to do so, they authorize the fiscal to proceed with
the execution. Dated as above.
Jan Montagne de jonge, plaintiff, against Saara Schepmoes, defendant.
The plaintiff demands ƒ20:10 for the remaining debt of the tappers’
excise. The defendant acknowledges the debt, and requests 14 days’
delay, which she is granted. Dated as above.
Jan Montagne, plaintiff, against Andries Jochems, defendant. The
plaintiff demands ƒ63:3 as the remaining debt of the tappers’ excise.
The defendant’s wife, appearing, says that 26 guilders more is demanded than what she is aware of being indebted. The plaintiff says that he
sent her 26 guilders of a batch of money through his maid, because it
was not good. The defendant denies this and requests that the plaintiff
shall show and prove to whom it was given. The plaintiff says that his
maid [8:731] [several lines lost] being is [
] to pay what
[
] on account of the 26 guilders, which [
] the
plaintiff [gave] to his maid with [
] opportunity will be [
]
to find out the simple truth. Dated as above.

[MINUTE CONCERNING THE OATH REGULATING FEES]

Johannes Nevius, secretary of the subordinate bench of justice of this
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city, Dirck van Schelluijne, notary, Mattheus de Vos and Pelgrom
Clock, notaries, qualified and authorized thereto by the director general and councilors, appeared upon summons. These persons, in the
presence of the fiscal, swore the oath word by word as it follows the
ordinance decreed on January 25th last concerning the salary of secretaries and notaries, and such like officials, and promised to strictly
subject themselves to that ordinance. Dated 5 February 1658.
[8:732] [several lines lost] [

] Tonneman

[ORDER INCREASING THE PAY OF ABEL DIRCX VAN BREMEN]

Received the statement and petition of Abel Dircx van Bremen,
soldier, in which he shows that in the fatherland he was hired to sail
out and home again with the ship the Waagh, but that upon the promise
of increase he, together with others, stayed here. And as his contracted
time had expired for a long time now, he requested that instead of
eight, he might be given ten guilders per month.
The request taken into consideration, it is resolved: fiat an increase of
two guilders per month from now on. Dated as above.

[CONTINUATION OF THE CASE BETWEEN
JACOB COHEN AND WARNAER WESSELS]

Received the second answer of Jacob Cohen, defendant, against
Warnaer Wessels, farmer, plaintiff, which, having been read, it is
resolved: The defendant Jacob Cohen is ordered to have a copy of
his second answer delivered to the plaintiff, so he can reply to it in
writing if it suits him. The plaintiff is ordered to have an abstract made
for both the defendant and the director general and councilors of the
contents of the points he brought forward, and to produce this in writing, together with his documents. Dated as above.
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[ORDER RESPECTING THE EXCISE PAYABLE BY
THE FARMERS BEYOND THE VARSSE WATER]

[8:733] [several lines lost] against [
] aforesaid
[farmers
] anyone of the [
] wines, and beers
is being tapped, and [
], about which excise should be agreed
with them again, because it is not worth the pain to have it farmed out.
lord fiscal de Sille and secretary van Ruijven are hereby delegated and
authorized to reach agreements with the said farmers on this island
across the Varsse Water about the aforesaid excise from now until
the last of November 1658, for the greatest benefit of the honorable
Company. Dated as above.

[OPINION OF THREE CHIRURGIJNS ABOUT THE DEATH OF BRUIJN BAARENTSEN]

[8:734] [several lines lost] [
burgomasters of this city.

] Pieter Tonneman and [the lords]

The chirurgijns of this city, to wit, Mr. Jacob Hendricksen Varrevanger,
Mr. Hans Kiersteede, Mr. Jacob N., having appeared upon the summons,
the lord general suggested to them and asked their advice, as to whether it would not be wise to open up the body of the deceased Bruijn
Baarentsen, in order to see whether he received any deadly internal
injuries as a result of the beating by Jacob Eeldersen.
Upon which the said chirurgijns unanimously replied that this was
unnecessary, because it was already about six months ago now that
Jacob Eeldersen beat the deceased Bruijn Baarentsz. Since which
time, if the deceased would have gotten any such internal injuries,
these would have already revealed themselves a long time ago in one
way or another. They claimed unanimously that the deceased had not
died from that. They also declared that sometime after the aforesaid
Jacob had beaten him, the deceased sailed across the river and went to
the villages of Breuckelen, Midwout, and thereabout and stayed there
for a while.
Mr. Hans Kiersteede [8:735] [several lines lost] said [
each other [
] had thrown [

]
] the heirs.
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The director general and councilors, [
] heard the answer
and statements of the said chirurgijns, it is unanimously agreed and
resolved to inter the body of the deceased Bruijn Baarentsz.

[ORDER THAT CHIRURGIJNS NOTIFY THE FISCAL OF TREATMENT OF INJURIES]

The aforesaid chirurgijns are ordered and seriously instructed that,
after they put the first plaster on such or similar injuries, they notify
the lord fiscal of it, which they accepted and with which they departed.
Dated as above.

[ORDER TO PUBLICLY SUMMON THE RUNAWAY JACOB EELDERSEN]

Received and read the answer of the honorable Nicasius de Sille
against Jacob Eeldersen, runaway, plaintiff in counter claim and
defendant in claim, in the final pleading requesting that the aforesaid
Jacob Eeldersz be summoned.
It is resolved: fiat summons with ringing of the bell. Dated as above.

[ORDER FOR THE DISCHARGE OF ABRAHAM PIETERSE]

[8:736] Received the petition of Abraham Pieterse, soldier, in which
he shows that he was contracted only for the southern journey271
after which he would be free again. He now requests a passport or an
increase of two guilders per month. When hereupon it was brought to
the attention that the aforesaid person does not comport himself well,
but committed various bad things, yes, in such a way that even some
soldiers complained about him; it is resolved: fiat settling of accounts,
and the petitioner is ordered to depart from this province at the first
opportunity. Dated as above.

271 Suijtse tocht: an expedition on the South River against New Sweden in 1655.
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[ORDER TO JACOB VAN CURLER TO REFRAIN FROM KEEPING SCHOOL]

Upon a report, the honorable lord fiscal de Sille is directed to proceed
to the house of Jacob van Curler, who some time ago undertook to
keep school in this city, and (because of weighty reasons moving the
director general and councilors thereto) to order him to abandon keeping school until he has requested and obtained a proper formal license
of consent. Dated as above.

[ORDER FOR AN APPEAL FROM A JUDGMENT OF THE COURT OF
NEW AMSTERDAM REGARDING AN APPLICATION OF THE SCHOUT]

[8:737] [several lines lost] injured [
]
about which he, in the capacity of [
] moved up and against
[
] Colombe before the magistrates of [this city], who on the
11th of February last [condemned] the defendant to a fine of 25 guilders to be applied properly, of which the petitioner was given 8 and
some stivers, about which he found himself injured and disadvantaged
by justice, requesting therefore a writ of appeal. It is resolved: fiat
order and granted to him according to written authorization.
Consequently, the writ of appeal of lord Nicasius de Sille, in capacity
of schout of this city, was taken up and received by us, the director
general and councilors of New Netherland, because he finds himself
greatly injured by the sentence of the honorable burgomasters and
schepenen of this city of the 11th of this month, which took place
between him and N. Colombe, and which was shown to us for reasons.
Therefore, we hereby order the court messenger, Gysbert Opdijck, to
cite and summon the aforesaid Colombe to appear before us in Fort
Amsterdam on next Tuesday, being the 26th of this month, and to hear
and answer to such a claim and final pleading as the aforesaid lord de
Sille, in capacity as before, will want to do and take against him, and
further, to litigate according to law, summoning those of the aforesaid
court (if they please) to appear on the said day as well, or send an
attorney to see us nullify or confirm the said judgment given by them.
Dated as above.
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[ORDER FOR OLOFF STEVENSZ AND ALLARD ANTHONY
TO EXPLAIN SOME ITEMS IN THE CITY ACCOUNTS]

[8:738] [several lines lost] [
] of the director general and
councilors [
] of 22 January last [
] deviating272 from the
current account), to explain some entries in the said account mainly concerning those items which, according to the honorable Allard
Anthony, were given to Captain Coninck and his people, together amounting to ƒ1194½. The aforesaid honorable Oloff Stevensz
declared that these items, with his communication and knowledge
(because at that time he was also governing burgomaster) were given
and provided by Allard Anthony to Captain Coninck and his people.
Also some of the same items [were given] with the approval and in
the presence of Cornelis van Tienhoven, former fiscal and schout of
this city, and this as compensation for the said captain’s effort made
to the service of, and for the best of, this city, both in his aligning the
streets, as well as the steady work done by his people for some months
in a row in reinforcing the palisades, sheathing the city gate and the
city hall, etc.—necessary works, whose labor, if figured against wages
here in this country, would cost at least three times as much, yes, come
to more than what was figured for it. Therefore, the said burgomasters
claimed that, for the best of this city, the sum had been well spent by
them.
The report having been heard by the director general and councilors,
the said burgomasters Oloff Stevensz and Allard Anthony are ordered
to provide the meeting with a written report concerning these and
further [spent] monies regarding the said account. Dated as above.
[8:739] [several lines lost] Tonneman

[PETITION OF THE WIFE OF HENDRICK JANSZ SMITH
FOR RESTITUTION OF MONEY]

Received a petition of the wife of Hendrick Jansz Smith, mainly
showing that John Hicx had had the land in question between him and
the petitioner measured without her knowledge, and not by virtue of
the order of the director general and councilors, and that the bought
272 Gedevecheert/gedeveckeert. Perhaps the secretary meant gedevieert,“to deviate.”
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land could not be delivered to her because it would come too close to
the land of Middelborch. Therefore she requests to be allowed to claim
the money she paid.
After deliberation it is resolved: The petitioner is ordered to have a
copy hereof handed to John Hicx and the sworn surveyor, in order to
reply to that within eight days after the allegation was made. Dated as
above.

[PETITION OF EGBERT VAN BORSUM REGARDING BILLS
FOR ALCOHOLIC DRINKS AND FEES FOR THE FERRY]

Received the petition of Egbert van Borsum veerman, showing that
during the time that he had the ferry, he used to bring various soldiers
and other Company officials back and forth, for which the fare on
the ferry would amount to ƒ241–9–. Also that the Company officials
[8:740] [several lines lost] was taken along [
] in which also is
included [ ]72 guilders in wine, which the lord general and councilors
had fetched at her house and brought to the city hall on the 2nd of
February last, when the new magistrates were elected; requesting that
all these things may be credited to her account in paying for the lease
of the ferry, also ƒ26–14 which were due to her from Tomas Baxter,
because the fiscal Tienhoven had accepted to pay this.
It is resolved: The director general and councilors persist in the written
contract regarding the fares on the ferry made with the petitioner on
the first of June 1654. Regarding what he says he delivered to the
Company’s officials in beer and wine, the petitioner should show their
private signatures, which he will have to do in the future. Meanwhile,
his request is granted for this time, and the receiver is ordered to credit
the sum of one hundred and ninety-nine guilders and 8 stivers to the
account as a balance. Dated 26 February 1658.

[ORDER ON APPLICATION OF JACOB VAN COUWENHOVEN
FOR A WRIT OF RELIEF FROM A CERTAIN JUDGMENT]

[8:741] [several lines lost] Jansz of the curators of the [

]
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mainly showing [
] demand and claim that the lord scheepen
r.
[
] S Pieter Buijs believe they have as a charge against [him] in
his capacity as attorney for Walewijn vander Veen. [He] is summoned
and ordered to provide a promissory note,273 and because he raises
quite a few objections against the recent settlement with Walewijn van
der Veen, he requested to be released from the said settlement, and
also that, on account of the aforesaid reasons, he could be granted
judicial order of withdrawal, etc.
After deliberation it is resolved: Before allowing reparation, the director general and councilors order that a copy hereof be handed to the
attorneys of Walewijn vander Veen—Cornelis Steenwijck, and Pieter
Jacobsz Buijs. Meanwhile, the petitioner is allowed to have the same
attorney summoned before the director general and councilors on the
next court day, and then at the same time show in writing by which
items in the account with the principal creditor Walewijn vander Veen
he feels injured,274 and [for which he] requests reparation. Dated as
above.

[APPOINTMENT OF A CHURCH MASTER AND
TWO ORPHAN MASTERS IN NEW AMSTERDAM]

[8:742] [several lines lost] nominated [
] burgomasters of this
city, nominated and proposed a [list] of persons, with the request that
the director general and councilors please choose from it to replace
the retiring persons. Therefore, the director general and councilors of
New Netherland elected and confirmed from the nominated persons to
replace the retiring ones, for orphan master: Wilhelmus Beeckman; for
church master, Hendrick Jansz van der Vin. Done in Fort Amsterdam
in N: Netherland, the date as above.
Note: the nominated persons were for
church masters, Hendrick Jansen vander Vin and Pieter Prins,
orphan masters, Allard Anthonij and Wilh: Beeckman.

273 Aanwijzinge van goederen.
274 ... int’ stuck van reeck. This expression does not appear in the WNT. Perhaps per
slot van reeck was meant, which means “after all.”
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[CONTINUATION OF NICASIUS DE SILLE AGAINST N: COLOMBE]

Nicasius de Sille, in capacity of schout of this city, plaintiff by court
order in a writ of appeal, plaintiff, against N: Colombe, accused and
defendant. The defendant’s first default. Dated as above.

[REFUSAL OF A PETITION TO PULL THE GOOSE]

Received a petition of some farmers and farmhands living in this area,
requesting to be allowed to pull the goose.275
It is resolved: The request is refused, because it is not only contrary to
the edicts of the honorable high and mighty lords States of Holland,
but also against the order of the director general and councilors of
New Netherland. Dated as above.

[ALLARD ANTHONY’S ANSWER TO SOME OBJECTIONS
AGAINST ITEMS IN THE CITY ACCOUNTS]

[8:743] [several lines lost] 20 January 1658 [
]
before the city has [
] their honors to say that the same
[
] because there [was] neither day nor date [
]. It
serves as an answer that the consignment [received] on account of
the city [
], the day is indicated when, and to whom [they were
paid], but as far as the assessment is concerned276 there was no [date]
written, because when ditto consignments were [paid] I entered them
on the list handed to me by the secretary, and noted that those persons
paid without entering the date. This does not matter much anyway, for
it is not very important when ditto consignments came in. While on
balance a good sum was still due to me, because [I] advanced [it] to
the city, even more so because later all of them will be reimbursed. But
the question is [how] many of ditto consignments came in, the [value]
of which may show on the list handed over by secretary Kip [and] the
275 A game in which horseback riders attempted to carry away a greased goose
suspended from a pole by grabbing its neck, all of which was accompanied by heavy
drinking. In many places it was forbidden.
276 Quotisatie can also mean “taxes.”
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lord burgomaster Oloff Stevensz, then [treasurer], with the exception
of a few items that were left out, for the reason that not much could be
expected from those.
Furthermore, your honors were pleased to say that the item of ƒ165
on account of loss on the sewant is not acceptable; my answer to that
is that I can explain with good conscience that I [
] believe that I
suffered more loss from that, and [it] is sufficiently known to people
who [trade] here with sewant that the treasury cannot be controlled
without loss, all the more because my [receipts] consisted of many
small items because I have had to receive many rags and junk that I
could not sell,277 of which I could show you examples; so that it seems
strange that an agent or receiver should bear the loss of the receipt for
a small [inaccuracy], while half of the commission would be accepted.
[8:744] [several lines lost] [
] would bring and [
]
to him the same; I [
] to aforesaid Henderick Hendericksz out of
my own treasury, and the remainder I delivered to lord Oloff Stevensz.
in full in dry pine boards.
Now coming to the ƒ1194½. To that I will say (because it concerns
lord Oloff Stevensen as well as me, as during that time he was serving
together with me as burgomaster, and both of us should account for
it, as indeed it happened orally in your honor’s meeting of the 19th
past of this current month) that the first barrel of beer was given to
the carpenters, who at the time of the latest troubles with the wilden
were sheathing the walls with boards, and that agreement about this
gift was reached in the presence of lord Dela Montangne and lord van
Tienhooven, so that this item has absolutely nothing to do with the
following.
Now coming to the other items amounting to the sum of ƒ1158½ as
they were delivered and reimbursed to Captain Coninck or his [attorney]. To this we say that whatever was given to the same captain
did not happen with our, subscribers, consent, but with approval and
consent of lord van Tienhooven, then fiscal and schout of the citizenry
here, and this for his continuous efforts regarding city business, such
as aligning278 and other matters; and the remainder was given to his
277 Uijtgeven can mean various things, such as “to sell”, “to spend,” “to distribute,”
or “to record.”
278 Roijinge can mean either “aligning” or “clearing.”
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people for their continuous labor, which they had been doing for the
city for several months. Considering this against the wages as they are
paid here, the work they did would amount to more than three times
as much as what was brought into account for it. [8:745] [several lines
lost] cost ƒ2000:– [
], which in front of 279 the city hall
[
] being one of the most urgent [
] could be thought
of for the city [
] city hall (without doubt) would have lain [ ]
from the [
] unless one would have had those repaired hastily,
an improvement that doubtlessly also would have amounted to much
higher than the specified sum if compared to the price of having it
done at daily costs. On top of that come all the palisades which he had
his people cut for the city, which would have cost a great sum here as
well. Having considered all of this, he, Capt. Coninck, and his people
were given the above sum for their pains taken on account of the city,
not thinking that it would lead to any quibbling. We can explain in all
honesty that this happened with sincere and honest intentions.
If your honors, after having seen the other following accounts, say
that your honors still desire explanation of any of the [ ] mentioned
items, I shall not hesitate to fully satisfy your honors, either with
[
], or persons who are still present here. Dated 26 February 1658
in Amsterdam in N: Netherland.
Your honors’ servant,
Allard Anthonij
[8:746] [blank]

[ORDER NOT TO DISTILL AND OFFER FOR SALE ANISE AT THE SAME TIME]

[8:747] [several lines lost] the plaintiff after his [
] at the
house of the defendant [
] anisette on two quater [casjes,]280
which the defendant did [not] report on the 7th of the same month in
order to [be sold] by the small measure, demanding therefore a fine of
825 guilders. The defendant, rejecting the submitted claim, answers
279 ... voor het stadthuijs [
“before,” “from,” or “for.”
280 Liquid measure.

]. Voor can mean various things, such as “in front of,”
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and proves with an attestation of two witnesses, that the found 66½
mingele anise in question, after they were distilled by him, were not
yet finished and that he would have reported them (when ready). The
plaintiff says in his reply that the 66½ mingele of anise in question was
anise of a second distillation, because the spices were already added;
which the plaintiff tries to prove through the defendant’s wife, who
showed the plaintiff a similar quater cas, about half full, declaring
that its contents were only distilled once. Therefore, he claims that the
66½ mingele were ready, and that the defendant would be able to cheat
the plaintiff greatly if the defendant as a distiller would not report
what he would distill and prepare later. The defendant in his second
reply persists in his previous answer and proof that the 66½ mingele
concerned were not finished, and further, rejecting the plaintiff’s reply,
declares that his wife has no understanding of distilling; besides, that
there is no law for him, or any distiller, about how and when to put
the spices into the distilled [water]. He declares that he committed no
fraud, and that he is not obligated to report the concerned spirits before
they are ready to be offered for sale.
Having examined and considered all documents produced, and in
view of whatever else may be relevant, the director general and councilors of N: Netherland find in the [8:748] [several lines lost] the final
pleading taken [
] contradicts and conflicts [with] the
ordinance published on the excise of wines and beers, that a distiller
[should] tap and peddle by the small measure (:for which purpose the
plaintiff passed a tappers’ certificate to the defendant:); the defendant is hereby prohibited either to distill or to peddle by the small
measure, condemning each party to pay his own expenses made in this
lawsuit. Thus done at the session of the honorable lord director general
and councilors held in Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland, dated 26
February 1658.
P. Stuyvesant
Pieter Tonneman

[PETITION OF WARNAER WESSELS TO BE CREDITED WITH CERTAIN SUMS]

[8:749] [several lines lost] farmed [
] Cornelis [van]
Tienhoven [
] on the aforesaid date in farming out [
]
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weighhouse of this city, the same [for the] sum of ƒ2430, but whereas
one W[ ] Bout brought up the issue by saying that he was a bidder,
it was auctioned again, but on this condition, that the petitioner be
security for his bid, provided that he would receive what would be
paid more [than the petitioner’s bid]. And whereas one Ysaacq Foreest
remained farmer for ƒ2555– guilders, being 125 guilders more than
the petitioner’s bid, he claims that this should be reimbursed to him.
Secondly, that ƒ184, which was promised to him according to the
resolution of the lords councilors in absence of the lord general on the
9th of February 1655, may be validated on his balance.
Thirdly, whereas money was due to him from one Jan Labate, whom
the Company owed ƒ363–17, and which Labate had authorized the
petitioner to collect—whether the aforesaid sum could also be validated on his balance in paying for the farming of the excise.
Fourth, he showed that, being farmer of the tappers’ excise on Long
Island in 1655, he suffered great damage because of the departure of
the farmers on account of the latest trouble with the wilden; and that
therefore he also had to give in281 to the innkeepers, asking 100 guilders reduction for that reason.
After deliberation it is resolved [8:750] [several lines lost] to inquire
[
], he [
] the 84 guilders [
] paid
[ ] fiat ut petitur.
On the 4th.. This request is refused, since out of consideration of
the issues claimed on the facing page, this excise was sold off to the
petitioner for a hundred guilders, whereas it yielded ƒ305 in the year
before. Dated 26 February anno 1658.

[CONTRACT WITH HENDRICK WILLEMSEN BACKER
TO BAKE BREAD FOR THE COMPANY]

Hendrick Willemsen Backer appeared in the meeting, with whom,
for reasons to be expressed in more detail below, the director general
281 ... te goet komen. Te goed geven means “to give,” or “to leave it to one’s advantage.” Did he mean tegemoet komen, “to meet someone’s wishes”?
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and councilors arranged and agreed in ways as follows: Hendrick
Willemsz accepts and promises to bake in his oven and with his fire
as much bread as the honorable Company shall need here with either
the increase or decrease of the garrison, for which future labor and
expenses the director general and councilors of N: Netherland promise him a salary of thirty-eight guilders per month, for which salary
Hendrick Willemsen promises to perform the aforesaid in all faithfulness and diligence. Dated as above.

[PRIVILEGES GRANTED TO COLONISTS WILLING TO
SETTLE IN A NEW VILLAGE ON MANHATTAN]282

[8:751] [The director general and councilors of New Netherland hereby give notice, that for the further promotion of agriculture, for the
security of this island, and the cattle pasturing thereon,] as well as [for
the greater recreation and amusement] of this city of Amsterdam [in
New Netherland they have] resolved to form a [new village or] bijeenwooninge at the end of this island, on and about the lands of Jochem
Pietersen, deceased, and those which adjoin thereto; for which, in
order that those who would like to work in agriculture be encouraged
all the more, the aforesaid newly-to-be-built village is favored by the
director general and councilors with the following privileges:
First. The inhabitants of the same shall each by drawing of the lots
receive in true ownership 18, 20, or 24 morgens of sowing land, 6
or 8 morgens of meadows, and 15 years of exemption of the tenth,
beginning next May, provided that within the time of three years, they
pay once in installments, eight guilders for each morgen of arable land
for the benefit of the party concerned or his creditors, who are now or
were before driven away from the said lands and suffered great loss
thereon.
Secondly. In order to prevent similar loss from disasters or expulsion,
the director general and councilors promise to maintain and protect
the inhabitants of the aforesaid village in all possible ways, and, being
urged or requested thereto, the assistance of 12 to 15 military persons
on monthly pay of the Company; but board and lodging paid by the
282 Recovered text from translation in NND 16(1):98–100 (LWA); also in LO,
335–337.
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village if the inhabitants would request this.
[8:752] [Thirdly, when the aforesaid village has 20 or 25 families,
the director general and councilors will favor it with an inferior court
of justice; and for that purpose a double number is to be nominated
out of the] most righteous and capable persons, [for the first time by
the inhabitants and afterward by the magistrates thereof,] and presented annually to the director general and councilors in order to elect a
single number from that.
Fourthly. The director general and councilors promise to use all possible means that the inhabitants of the aforesaid village, once they reach
the aforesaid number of families, will be accommodated with a good
and pious orthodox minister, for whose maintenance the director
general and councilors promise one half of the salary; the other half,
with the advice of the magistrates of the aforesaid village, to be found
among the inhabitants in the best and fairest way at a proper time.
Fifthly. The director general and councilors shall assist the inhabitants
with the Company’s Negroes at a convenient time, when it best suits
their convenience, in building a suitable wagon road from here to the
aforesaid village, in order that one can come hither and thither on
horseback and with a wagon.
Sixthly. In order that the advancement of the aforesaid village may be
promoted the sooner and the better, the director general and councilors
have resolved and ordered not to establish or allow to be established
any new villages or bijeenwooningen before the aforesaid village is
organized, certainly not until the aforesaid number of inhabitants is
completed.
[8:753] [Seventhly. For the better and greater promotion of neighborly correspondence with the English of the north, the director general
and councilors will, at a more convenient time, authorize a ferry and
a] suitable scow [near the aforesaid village in order to] convey over
[cattle and horses, and favor the aforesaid village with a cattle and
horse market.]
Eighthly. Whoever are inclined to settle themselves there on the aforesaid exemptions, or to have a farm erected there by their servants,
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shall be bound to register their names at once and within a short time
in the office of the secretary of the director general and councilors,
and with others to begin immediately to place on the land at least one
able-bodied person provided with proper arms, or, in default thereof,
to be deprived of his right. Thus done at the session of the director
general and councilors held in Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland the
4th of March 1658.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman
[8:754 and 8:755] [blank]

[PETITION OF JACOB VAN COUWENHOVEN FOR A WRIT OF
RELIEF FROM A CERTAIN JUDGMENT AGAINST HIM]

[8:756] Received the petition of Jacob van Couwenhoven, mainly
requesting, as he did on the date of 26 February, sentence of redress,
without, by virtue of the resolution of the aforesaid date, specifying
why he finds himself injured or seeks redress, as appears more clearly
from his petition.
After deliberation it is resolved: The petitioner is still ordered by the
first court day to deliver and indicate specifically and in writing about
which items in the account with this principal creditor Walewijn van
der Veen he finds himself injured and requests redress. Dated as above.

[PETITION OF DIRCK CRIJNEN TO BE PAID FOR JAILOR’S FEES]

Received in the meeting a petition of Dirck Crijnen geweldiger showing how so far he had not been paid by Dirck Teunisz Noorman and
Trijntie Cornelis, his stepdaughter, for food and drink used by the
aforesaid persons when they were in prison, notwithstanding the fact
that they were ordered to do so.
It is resolved: The lord fiscal shall have the persons mentioned in this
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case summoned on the next court day, to explain why they have not
paid the petitioner. Dated as above.

[PETITION OF AUGUSTIJN HERMANS CONCERNING
A CLAIM AGAINST HIM BY CHARLES GABRIJ]

[8:757] [several lines lost] on and [
] Gabry at two
[
] anno 54 (the petitioner [
] received of that
year’s copy:) concerning [
] of 21 September anno 52 and the
[
] arbitration and sentence of the 8 [
], namely,
that the aforesaid Charles Gabrij [
] instance or with an invented
claim and [pretense], and which surprised the petitioner in bad faith,
as he, petitioner, if necessary, trusts to be able to prove sufficiently,
[and] by which he, [Gabij] intended nothing but the total ruin and
shame of the petitioner’s wife and children. Because, just to mention
it with a few words, notwithstanding the fact that upon his coming
over he was repeatedly offered satisfaction for what he was judicially entitled to, and overdue goods and a pack of beavers of incoming
debts actually were handed over, he still claims, however, forty or fifty
thousand guilders liquid debt, with which he deceived your honors
and the entire world, and at the most unexpected moment he kicks
the petitioner out of all his credit books, papers and effects, throws
him in jail, encumbers him with the impossible burden of offering
securities, and threatens to drag him along to Holland as a bankrupt
and dishonest man;283 which then immediately had the effect that the
petitioner (being a business partner, or a business agent and freeman,
but not a servant who agreed upon a certain amount of time and pay
with aforesaid Gabrij) was forced, after he [] his attorney and always
[stuck] to his guns [8:758] [several lines lost] would leave behind, as
[
] fully authorized the lord burgomaster Poulus Leendersen, and
handed over his claim in order to liquidate, agree and contract, etc. with
the petitioner. Thus following thereupon, with the favorable consent
and authority of the honorable lord director general and councilors of
30 September and 7 October 1652, the irrevocable compromise was
reached on the 11th of October, and even the solemn arbitration of 21
October was further ratified. But whereas, as a result of the sentence
of 8 November 1652 in favor of the aforesaid Gabrije, some points
283 ... pant[crotier] ende oneerlijck man. Perhaps bankroetier was meant. Oneerlijck
can also mean “not respected.”
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were postponed for two successive years, within which time he would
have replied, and the petitioner, to his great loss, was left waiting for
another three years in addition to the two aforesaid years. During that
time, in spite of his repeated protests, he has not heard anything now
but the frivolous and absurd excuses of the aforesaid Gabrije from his
foolish letters mentioned above. However, in addition, and despite the
fact that he also was harassed and damaged afterwards by the attorney
Poulus Leendersen, as on 4 October anno 53, ditto 11 May, 1 Ju[ ], and
22 September anno 54, in confirmation of the sentence, therefore he,
the petitioner, in support of his wife and children, is forced to humbly
pray and beg your honors that your honors will please graciously
allow that the arbitrators, who are bound thereto by obligation, in
accordance with their aforesaid sentence, [] the case without any delay
[8:759] [several lines lost] wife [
] steecken and
[
] the case [
] further delay (by your leave)
[
] honors will not impede granting [
] resolution regarding this, which doing, etc (lower stood), your honors’ very humble and
obedient (was signed) Augustine Hermans (was dated) Amsterdam in
N: Netherland, the 12th of February anno 1658.
[8:760] [blank]

[ORDER UPON THE FOREGOING PETITION]

[8:761] [several lines lost] arbitration [
] is, noch
wo[ ]h the [
] not hindered, but [
],
but whereas in the year 1652 Charles Gabrij [ ], plaintiff, against the
petitioner as a fugitive (and after three summons remaining in default)
obtained an interlocutory sentence; the director general and councilors cannot dissociate themselves from the sentence pronounced
before, unless beforehand the triumphant party, having been informed
by interlocutory sentence about innovation or some other evidences,
as defendant in reconvention, is given time, place of reply for that.
Therefore, the director general and councilors judge and order that
before ratifying and approving the arbitration done, or still to be done,
that this, together with everything else that the petitioner can produce
to his defense or at the expense of Charles Gabrij, be sent over to him
by the first ships, with the enclosed charge to reply either himself or
through his attorney by the very first ships from patria, on pain of
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default. Dated as above.

[SECOND DEFAULT IN THE CASE OF NICASIUS DE SILLE AGAINST N: COLOMBE]

Nicasius de Sille, fiscal, plaintiff, against N: Colombe fransman,
defendant. The defendant’s second default. Dated as above.

[CONTINUATION OF A CASE BETWEEN VAN
COUWENHOVEN AND PIETER JACOBSZ BUIJS]284

[8:762] [several lines lost] injured [
] the same appeared
[and came into court] [
], whereas the said Couwenhoven [ ] the
aforesaid resolution showed nothing relevant. Couwenhoven was still
ordered to do this by the next court day. Meanwhile, Pieter Jacobsz
Buijs was ordered to hand in at the office of the secretary of the director general and councilors a copy from the account of Benjamin vande
Water concerning the aforesaid Couwenhoven, which he agreed to do.
Dated as above.

[ORDER FOR WARNAER WESSELSZ TO PAY A
QUARTER OF THE FARMING OF THE EXCISE]

Whereas on the last of the past month ¼ year’s rent of the tappers’
excise of this city was due, which was farmed out to Warnaer Wesselsz
on the last of November last year for the sum of ƒ10500– in beavers
or sewant according to the standard set by the office; and whereas the
said Wessels until today not only has neglected to pay one penny, but
also still owes a long-standing remainder, it is resolved to have the
aforesaid Wessels summoned and notified by the court messenger, as
this is hereby done, that in accordance with the conditions of the lease,
he shall immediately, at most within eight days after this summons,
satisfy and pay to the receiver of the director general and councilors
the quarter year’s [rent] [8:763] [several lines lost]
284 See 8:741, 756, 772, 783, and 805 (missing) for other proceedings related to this
case.
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[ORDER FOR THE RECEIVER TO CREDIT WARNAER WESSELS]

According to the resolution on the first [
] in Warnaer Wessels’
petition, which was received and examined on the 26th of February
last, the conditions on which the product of the weighhouse of this
city was farmed out on 8 April 1656, and having heard the report of
some who were present at the aforesaid farming and who partially
agree with Warnaer Wessels’ remonstrance, the director general and
councilors, for reasons argued by said Wessels in the first point of his
petition included previously under date 26 February, find his request
to be reasonable. Therefore, they order their receiver to credit the petitioner with the requested one hundred and twenty-five guilders as a
settlement. Done in Fort Amsterdam, the 5th of March 1658.

[ORDER FOR THE RECEIVER TO PAY VARIOUS
OUTSTANDING CLAIMS AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT]

[8:764] [several lines lost] two of them in [
] were ordered to
[
] to row with their boat to some neighboring English places in
order to learn the truth there, whether the peace between the protector
of England and the lords States, of which certain rumors were heard
here, was concluded or not. For this reason they each were out for six
days at 3 guilders a day, amounting to 18 guilders each, together 36
guilders.
Secondly, Wessel Evertsen still demands the sum of 44 guilders for
various journeys that he was on with the commissary to one place or
another for wheat and other things for the Company, as is shown on
his account. And whereas this surprised the director general and councilors, and it hardly seems credible that this had remained unpaid for
by the former receiver for so long, the said persons were summoned to
the meeting, and asked through the court whether they had not received
payment for the said labor; they declared on their man’s honor, no.
Also appeared in the meeting Christiaen Barentsen timmerman,
who declared that he had not been paid wages for labor done on the
Company’s windmill in 1652, five days at 4 guilders a day. Having
heard the explanation, the receiver is ordered to pay each aforesaid
person his due. Dated as above.
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[8:765] [blank]

[LETTER OF JACOB JANSEN HUIJS’ WIFE TO
STUYVESANT REGARDING SOME CONTRABAND]

[8:766] [several lines lost] husband by Jelle Pieters [
]
skipper Beer [ ] to him [ ] anckers of brandy, two guns, a small barrel
containing one hundred pounds of powder, and one ditto with as many
pounds of shot, marked as in the margin, and whereas I am afraid that
my husband will not be able to be there with you upon the arrival of
the said skipper, I pray your honors to receive this in his name, so that
my husband may obtain it when he arrives at your place. I pray your
honor not to blame me for my boldness. I would have liked to relieve
your honors of this, but whereas in the absence of my husband I don’t
know to whom to address his goods, I found myself forced to trouble
your honors. Your honors, please be assured of my modesty, where I
can or may try to be and remain,
My lord, your honors’ obliged to serve servant Sara Aderijaens, wife
of skipper Jacob Jansen Huijs.
The superscription was my lord, my lord Pieter Stuyvesant director
of the honorable Chartered West India Company in New Netherland.

[ORDER ON THE FOREGOING LETTER]

[8:767] [several lines lost] has [
] a letter
[
], enclosed [
] as is [
]
with the copy of the letter by the wife of skipper Jacob Jansen Huijs
to the said skipper, her husband, along with four anckers of brandy
sent some contraband goods, of which goods nothing is known on the
ship the Beer, about which his advice is requested as to what to do in
this case.
Having taken it into consideration it is resolved, because this was
communicated to his honor in good faith, obviously out of ignorance,
to prefer grace to rigor of justice, and to have the anckers of brandy
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delivered to Jacob Jansen Huijs, provided he pay the usual recognition fee. Concerning the contraband, to have the same handed over
to commissary Verbrugge for the benefit of the Chartered West India
Company, chamber of Amsterdam, and to pay the aforesaid Jacob
Jansz for it in Holland, so that he could purchase the same there, or
here at 50 percent advance, for which he is given the choice. Dated as
above.

[NOTICE FOR INHABITANTS OF NEW AMSTERDAM TO LODGE
MARRIED SOLDIERS AND THEIR FAMILIES AT A CIVIL PRICE]

[8:768] [several lines lost] [
] the ship de St. Jan, a group
of [soldiers] from the fatherland arrived and more are [expected] still
with [the next] ships, among whom are various married people who
have their wives and children with them, who cannot very well all be
lodged in the fort together with the garrison that is here at present. It
is hereby made known and announced that the director general and
councilors of N: Netherland consented, as they hereby consent to the
soldiers who are married and have their wives or children with them,
that they may look for a boarding house within this city, and, having
found one, agree with the owner about the rent of it. To facilitate this
rent the aforesaid director general and councilors promise to pay to the
aforesaid soldiers or to the lessor himself, if he stipulates or desires
so, ten stivers a week for billet money, every month or at the end of a
quarter year, at the lessor’s choice. Therefore, everyone is requested
and ordered to accommodate the aforesaid soldiers as much and for as
civil a price as possible. Done in Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland,
the 11th of March 1658.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman

[COMMISSION OF JAN DE DECKER AS SUPERINTENDENT OF FINANCES]

[8:769] [several lines lost] see whether [
] that we
[
] and finance in New [Netherland], under
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the supreme authority of [the honorable lords] director general Petrus
[Stuyvesant and] the councilors presently there, to send another councilor there, who at the same time shall take care of the supervision of
the finances. And whereas the person of Jan de Decker, who previously served the Company in New Netherland as a commies, was recommended to us for that, we, upon the good report made to us about his
competence, engaged, appointed, and authorized, and hereby engage,
appoint, and authorize the said Jan de Deckere as fellow councilor and
superintendent of the finances there, in order to help govern all business of the Company, police, justice, as well as war at sea and on land,
under the supreme authority as mentioned before; and to help maintain this in good order for the well-being and service of this chamber;
to help bring good order to the protection of the lands, fortresses and
places there in our name, as mentioned before; to administer both criminal and civil law and justice; and further, to do everything concerning
his duties and office in accordance with the instructions of the director
general and councilors and which are given along with him now, or
which may be sent later, as a good and faithful councilor and superintendent of the finances [ought to do]. [8:770] [several lines lost]
superintendent of the finances [
] recognize, respect, and [obey],
and in the performance hereof, to show and provide help, good will,
and assistance, as we consider such appropriate to the service of the
Company, which, according to our serious intent, shall be done. Done
at the meeting of the directors of the Chartered West India Company at
the Chamber of Amsterdam, the 20th of December 1657 (was signed)
Isaack van Beeck (lower stood) by ordinance of the same (and signed)
C. van Seventer.

[ORDER TO FILE A COPY OF THE ABOVE]

The above commission was by lord Deckere entrusted to the lords
director general and councilors of N: Netherland at the meeting in Fort
Amsterdam in the year 1658, the 19th of March, and it was ordered
to have this copy of it registered here under this date. Dated as above.
[8:771] [several lines lost] de bo[

]
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[PERMISSION FOR DIRCK CRIJNEN TO DEPART]

Received the petition of Dirck Crijnen [asking] permission to be
allowed to depart for the fatherland with the first ships, as he claims
that his contracted time expired, because he has been in the country
for about four years.
It is resolved, the petitioner can prepare himself for the departure of
the first ships. Dated as above.

[PETITION OF HANS VOS]

Received a petition of Hans Vos, showing that more than four years
ago now his wife’s son was apprenticed to Jacob van Curler, and
whereas that time has now expired, he wanted to take his wife’s son
along, but he was prevented from doing so by the said Corler.
It is resolved, the petitioner is referred to the court of this city, as Jacob
van Curler is a burgher dwelling in this city. Dated as above.

[RESOLUTION TO RENT THE FERRY TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER]

Received the petition of Egbert van Borssum veerman, requesting that
he be allowed to continue as ferryman for the sum of ƒ300 per year,
and that it would not be farmed out publicly.
It is resolved, according to the custom of our fatherland, the ferry must
be publicly farmed out to the highest bidder, and when this will be
done the petitioner can, together with others, bid as much as agrees
with his good judgment. Dated as above.

[MINUTE REFUSING TO APPOINT JAN LUBBERTSEN
A CLERK IN THE PUBLIC OFFICE]

[8:772] [several lines lost] [
[
] dated as above.

] at present
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[CONTINUATION OF THE REQUEST OF JACOB VAN COUWENHOVEN]

Received the petition of Jacob van Couwenhoven, continuing his
request for sentence of redress of the latest settlement with Sr. Walewijn
vander Veen, as he also requested this on 26 February and 5 March.
After deliberation it is resolved to hand a copy of this petition to the
parties in order that they may reply to it by the next court day. Dated
as above.

[MINUTE REGARDING THE MEASUREMENT OF
SOME LAND BY JACQUES CORTELJOU]285

Received and examined the surveyor’s note of the sworn surveyor
Jacques Corteljou, according to which on the 5th of January of this
year the land in question between Jan Hix and Hendrick Jansen, located on Long Island near the village of Middelborch, was measured, and
in which the above-named surveyor declares that the land mentioned
before was staked out and measured in accordance with the bill of sale
of the year 1652. If the aforesaid Hendrick Jansen or his wife does
not feel contented but injured by this measurement, they can have the
aforesaid land measured again at their cost. Dated as above.

[ORDER THAT ALL FREIGHT ALLOWED TO SAILORS
SHALL BE SENT TO THE PUBLIC STORE FOR INSPECTION]

[8:773] [several lines lost] sailors [
] each
according to his [
] to be allowed to duty free
[
] [ordered the] lord fiscal de Sille to announce
and order [
] and sailors who are now here [and those who
will] come afterwards, that before they transport or sell them elsewhere, they shall bring and deliver, without exception, the goods that
were brought by them under the name of matroosen voeringh or other
merchandise, to the honorable Company’s warehouse here, to be properly inspected as to whether they amount to more than the allowed two
months’ wages, on pain of being confiscated according to the edicts.
285 See NYCD 14:412 for another translation.
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Dated as above.

[REFUSAL OF THE PETITION OF BURGOMASTERS AND SCHEPENEN
FOR PERMISSION TO JACOB VAN CORLAER TO KEEP SCHOOL]286

Received the petition of the burgomasters and schepenen of this city
requesting that Jacob van Corlaer, who on the 19th of February last
by the director general and councilors was prohibited from keeping
school, be allowed to keep school within this city.
It is resolved, keeping school and appointing schoolmasters depends
absolutely on the ius patronatus, by virtue of which the director general
and councilors for important reasons forbade this to Jacob van Curler,
who assumed this without their order, in which order and resolution
they persist for the time being. Dated as above.

[PETITION AND ORDER REGARDING THE SALARY OF JOHANNES NEVIUS]

[8:774] [several lines lost] for signing in [ ] would pay; [second,]
how much he would receive as salary, and from whom he would
receive it.
It is resolved, the director general and councilors completely agree
that, to begin with, the petitioner shall be allowed to receive six stivers
from the plaintiff for writing the minutes. Concerning his salary, he is
granted as much as his predecessor received, which, when it is due,
shall be paid to him at the order of the honorable director general and
councilors out of the honorable Company’s treasury. Dated as above.

[RESOLUTION TO FARM OUT THE WINDMILL IN NEW AMSTERDAM]

Whereas by examining the account of the honorable Company’s windmill it is found that it does not bring profit to the honorable Company,
because the grinding money it yielded during the last years could not
286 See NYCD 14:412 for another translation.
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make up the miller’s monthly pay, much less the costs of repairs; it
is resolved to try out next Saturday whether it could be farmed out
publicly to the highest bidder. Dated as above.

[ORDER THAT WALNUT TIMBER IMPORTED FROM HOLLAND SHALL PAY DUTY]

[8:775] [several lines lost] from the [
] Laedemaecker
[
] that this [ ] on the invoice [
] or was declared
[
] recognition fees [should be] paid thereon, about which
[ ], according to the edicts, it could be confiscated, even more so
because it is usually used to put gunstocks on the (secretly) imported
barrels. For reasons, however, it is resolved for this time to let it pass,
provided that the recipients pay the usual tax to the director general’s
receiver according to the value of the purchase price in the fatherland.
Dated as above.

[ORDER FOR DIRCK TEUNIS TO PAY JAILOR’S FEES]

Lord Nicasius de Sille, fiscal, plaintiff, against Dirck Teunis Noorman,
defendant. The plaintiff demands ƒ59 guilders which, according to the
account of the geweldiger were consumed by the defendant and his
stepdaughter during their detention; and whereas the defendant from
time to time with frivolous pleas delayed [to pay] the geweldiger,
and asked assistance from the plaintiff, the plaintiff requests that the
defendant may be ordered to pay the ƒ59 guilders immediately, or go
back in detention. The defendant says that he did not know that he had
to reimburse the costs.
The director general and councilors, having heard the parties [8:776]
[several lines lost]

[PETITION BY THREE MASONS FOR AN INCREASE OF WAGES]

In court appeared Andries Vrijdagh, Bartholomeus van Schel, and
Mesagh Martensen, masons sent by the lords directors by the ships
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Otter and St. Jan in order to complete the stone wall around the fort,
etc. They complained about the meagerness of their salaries, that they
had been contracted for only ƒ14 per month, and that everything here
was so expensive that it was impossible for them to decently get by
on that.
Having heard the story, they are advised to write down their request
and then hand it over.287 Dated as above.

[RESOLUTION TO HAND OVER AN EXCERPT OF A
LETTER FROM THE DIRECTORS TO ALLARD ANTONIJ]

Having examined the letter of the honorable lords directors of the
22nd of December 1657 sent by the ship Den Otter, it is resolved to
hand over an excerpt of what was said in said letter on account of the
case of Sr. van der Voorde to Sr. Allard Antonij, being his attorney, so
that he may know what he should focus his attention on regarding this
matter. Dated as above.

[APPOINTMENT OF SCHEPENEN FOR MIDWOUT AND AMESFOORT]

[8:777] [several lines lost] that [] would be pleased to elect from the
same [
] for the said villages [in the place of the]
schepenen, who now [served out] their time.
Having taken the petition into consideration, the director general and
councilors elected and confirmed out of the nominated persons as
schepenen for next year:
For the village of Midwout,
Jan Snedicker
Willem Quiljamsen
and maintained of the old ones
Adriaen Hegeman
For the village of Amesfoort,
287 See 8:788 for this petition.
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Pieter Claesen
and maintained of the old ones,
Marten Jansen.
Done in Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland. Dated as above.

[ORDER TO ALLOW GIJSBERT OPDIJCK A CERTAIN SUM
FOR HIS SERVICES AS COMMISSIONER OF THE TENTHS]

[8:778] [several lines lost] and with [ ] to agree on account of [ ]
and that he lost much time with that and had extraordinary trouble,
and because he was not in the service of the Company then, he was
promised that he would be given something for his trouble, of which
he received 25 guilders on the 6th of August 1656, for which sum he
was debited but not credited for what he was granted. He requested
that this might happen.
After deliberation it is resolved, the receiver is ordered to credit the
petitioner 25 guilders, and for reasons argued in his petition to put the
same on the account of costs of the lords directors.288 Dated as above.
J. de Deckere, 1658
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman

[ORDINANCE REQUIRING SHIPPERS OF TOBACCO TO
RETURN THE WEIGHT OF EACH PARTICULAR HOGSHEAD]289

Notification
Whereas it was found by experience that the honorable Chartered West
India Company is seriously shorted in its recognition fees by some
merchants and traders looking for their own advantage, who only
declare to the fiscal the quantity of the embarked tobacco in gross, as
288 Vande Heeren Majores.
289 Recovered text from translation in LO, 337.
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a result of which the illegal trade [8:779] [cannot well be discovered,
against which it is necessary to provide; therefore the director general
and councilors of New Netherland do hereby give notice and ordain
that all those who intend to send any casks of tobacco to fatherland,
shall] before they [ship] them [not only report] the number of casks [to
the fiscal], but also how much each cask under such number weighs
separately, so that the honorable Company may not be cut short
anymore by such means. Dated as above.

[ORDER TO JOHN MASTINE TO EXECUTE A
JUDGMENT IN FAVOR OF NICOLAES BLASHFORD]

[8:780] [several lines lost] [Having] read a sentence pronounced by the
schout and magistrates of the village of Vlissingen on 17 December
1657 between Nicolaes Blashford and Tomas Stiles, with an enclosed
request from Blasforde that the mentioned sentence may be executed,
It is resolved, the director general and councilors agree with the above
sentence; therefore they authorize and order the present marshal John
Mastine to properly submit the said sentence for execution according
to the tenor. Dated as above.

[ORDER REFUSING JACOBUS VAN CORLER TO KEEP SCHOOL]

Received the petition of Jacobus van Corler asking to be allowed to
keep the school of this city, to educate children in reading, writing, etc.
For important reasons moving the director general and councilors
thereto it is resolved nihil actum, Amsterdam in N: Netherland. Dated
as above.

[PETITION OF PHILIP PIETERSE SCHUIJLER TO SETTLE AN ACCOUNT]

[8:781] [several lines lost] Philip [Pieterse Schuijler makes] known
how he, petitioner, gave and [delivered to Jan Bembo,] soldier,
certain merchandise, which Jan Bembo, instead of paying the sum of
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ƒ454:0 cash to the petitioner, assigned and referred to the Company
(on balance coming from your honors to the said Bembo), as appears
from the enclosed records, and whereas the petitioner on account of
the recognition fee will have to pay your honors some pennies, he
requests respectfully that he, on account of Bembo, may be credited
for the said sum in order to settle it at some time towards the recognition fee; which doing, I shall remain your honors’ servant (was signed)
Philip Pieterse Schuijler.
After deliberation it is resolved, the account handed by Bembo to the
petitioner is correct and will be reimbursed at a convenient time from
the honorable Company’s treasury here, or otherwise, in the fatherland. Dated as above.

[ORDER FOR COMMISSARY VARLETH TO COLLECT THE DUTIES ON EXPORTED
LIQUORS AND RETURN THE NAMES OF DELINQUENTS TO THE FISCAL]

[8:782] [several lines lost] of [ ] kept by him [
] to give notice
to the fiscal, in order to take proper legal action against such people.
Dated as above.

[APPOINTMENT OF MAGISTRATES FOR FORT ORANGE]

Received and read the nomination made by the commies and magistrates of Fort Orange and the village of Beverwijck with the request
that the director general and councilors please elect others from the
nominated persons in the place of those who served out their time.
Therefore, the director general and councilors have elected and
confirmed for next year in the place of the leaving magistrates,
As ordinary magistrates of the mentioned village:
Pieter Hartgers
Francois Boon
As extraordinary magistrate:
Dirck Jansen Croon
Done in Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland. Dated as above.
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[CONTINUATION OF THE CASE OF JACOB VAN
COUWENHOVEN AGAINST WALEWIJN VAN DER VEEN]

[8:783] [several lines lost] request [
] of the
[attorneys] of Jacob van Couwenhoven [
] although
[
] by the court messenger he, Couwenhoven, with all respect,
shows explicitly the point in the last settlement with Vander Veen,
about which he finds himself highly injured, namely,
His mortgage bill, passed on 25 October 1655, shows that he finally
and fully settled and liquidated with lord Allard Anthonij everything
that he owed the late Vande Water, and that on the whole he did not
owe more than the sum of ƒ3543:19:–
On this was paid
To lord Allard Anthonij
by Nicolaes Meijer
together
So that Couwenhoven overpaid

ƒ1016:5:
ƒ2900:–
ƒ3916:5
ƒ 372:16.

Now, according to the last settlement with Vander Veen, the petitioner
would not only owe, excepting the aforesaid paid ƒ1016:5:, in capital and interest together equaling ƒ3592:[10], but also another four
items that still would stand open and unsettled. And while, as said
before, the petitioner fully settled with lord Allard Anthonij, overpaid
the ƒ372:16 and since that date received no goods or anything else
on account of the late Vande Water, and in addition, that Vander Veen
and Allard Anthonij settled with each other, as well, and consequently, [ ] the aforesaid reached settlement [8:784] [several lines lost]
[
] request [
]elijck that your
honors [
] to release the petitioner of ditto reached
[
] settlement ([as] being interest of interest [well] counted),
Your honors’ humble and obedient servant (was signed:) Jacob van
Couwenhoven.
Having received and read the foregoing petition, it is resolved, to hand
a copy of this to the parties to reply by the next court day. Dated as
above.
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[PETITION OF BURGOMASTERS AND SCHEPENEN OF
NEW AMSTERDAM TO SETTLE THE ESTATES OF THE LATE
JOGHEM PIETERSZ CUIJTER AND PIETER ANTONIJ]

[8:785] [several lines lost] [The burgomasters and schepenen] of the
city of Amsterdam in New Netherland show respectfully how [that at]
various times [they] are being troubled by various persons [
] and
people interested in the estate of Joghem Pietersz Cuijter, deceased,
as well as in the estate of Pieter Antonij, deceased) in order to settle
the aforesaid estates, so that they can receive what is due to them.
And whereas they do not want to do anything in these matters without
your honors’ knowledge but with your honors’ ratification; because
the estates are located without our limits, and they would like to be
relieved of being bothered, they respectfully ask your honors that your
honors please inform them of your honors’ intention: whether your
honors please to do this, or whether your honors will order how your
honors would like to have it done, so that the creditors may receive
what is due to them, and we be relieved of the trouble. Expecting
hereupon your honors’ favorable decision, we remain your honors’
obedient servants, the burgomasters.
Lower stood
By order of the burgomasters of the city of Amsterdam in N: Netherland
Was signed, Joannes Nevius, secretary.
[8:786] [several lines lost] [
] performance [
]
of the matters mentioned herein, as they judge to be best and most
appropriate. Done at Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland the 26th of
March 1658.

[ORDER PERMITTING HELENA DE BREE
TO RETURN TO THE CITY OF NEW AMSTERDAM]

[8:787] [several lines lost] would be allowed to [
] her
affairs for 290 [the departure of the] first ships to the fatherland.
After deliberation it is resolved, the petitioner is granted that his wife
is allowed to come into this city to arrange her affairs for the departure
290 Tot can also mean “until.”
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of the first ships to the fatherland. Dated as above.

[APPOINTMENT OF RICHARD BRIDNEL AS DEPUTY
COLLECTOR OF THE TAPPERS’ EXCISE AT HEEMSTEDE]

Whereas the director general and councilors of N: Netherland publicly
farmed out the tappers’ excise of Long Island to Jan Montagne, which
Montagne assigned to Richard Bridnel as his collector for the village
of Heemstede; therefore, the director general and councilors of N:
Netherland hereby notify and warn all tappers dwelling in the aforesaid village that they shall neither tap nor peddle any beers, wines, or
distilled spirits before they have paid and satisfied the usual tappers’
excise to Richard Bridnel, on pain of what heretofore was stated in the
edicts. Dated as above.

[PETITION OF SOME MASONS FOR AN INCREASE OF WAGES]

[8:788] [several lines lost] [Andries Vrijdach, Bartholomeus] van
Schelt, Me[sech Mertensz] [
] that the petitioners were
hired as masons by the honorable lords directors of the Chartered West
India Company, chamber of Amsterdam, and accordingly arrived here
in this country with the ship the Vergulden Otter, and whereas they,
petitioners, being unfamiliar with the situation of the country, agreed
on only fourteen guilders wages per month each, and whereas they,
petitioners, find that all wares such as linen, cloth, stockings, shoes
are very expensive here in this country, and they, petitioners, are daily
busy with the trade of bricklaying, they judge that with their stipulated
wages they, petitioners, will by far not be able to provide themselves
with clothing. And whereas the honorable lords directors told them,
petitioners, that in case they, upon arriving here in this country, would
be unable to manage with their granted wages, they should request an
increase of wages and a double ration of board from your honors by way
of a petition; therefore, they, petitioners, turn to your honors with the
respectful request that your honors please consider on the one hand the
excessive costliness of the aforesaid wares, and on the other hand the
heavy work and the rapid wearing out of clothes, and on account of
the aforesaid reasons to increase the petitioners’ monthly allowances;
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and that they, petitioners, shall be given a double ration, as your
honors shall find appropriate in accordance with the state of affairs.
They, petitioners, promise to comport and behave themselves vigilantly and diligently in the aforesaid trade of bricklaying, as good servants
ought to. Expecting your honors’ favorable resolution; which doing,
we remain (:lower stood:) your honorable lords’ humble subjects and
servants (:was signed:) Andries Vrijdach, Bartholomeus van Schelt,
Mesech Mertensz.

[ORDER TO INCREASE WAGES OF SOME MASONS]

[8:789] [several lines lost] the following resolution: In order to
encourage the petitioners in their labor they are granted by the director general and councilors twenty stivers in New Netherland payment
for each day they work in the service of the Company (in addition to
their contract of 14 guilders per month), beginning in March. Dated
as above.
P Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman
J. de Decker

[SUMMONS FOR FIVE MEN FOR MISTREATING PIETER TONNEMAN]291

Received and read the remonstrance of the plaintiff Pieter Tonneman
in capacity of schout of the village of Breuckelen, complaining about
being harassed by Lodewijck N, Jan Martijn, Nicolaes de Fransman,
Abraham de Molaat and Gerrit de Rademaecker, while collecting the
long due salary of do. Polhemius.
The following order is issued concerning this: Copy: Lodewijck N.,
Jan Martijn, Nicolaes de Fransman, Abraham de Molaat, and Gerrit
de Rademaecker, by order of the director general and councilors of
New Netherland, are hereby summoned to appear in Fort Amsterdam
on the 2nd of April, and to hear such claim and conclusion as the fiscal
291 See NYCD 14:414 for another translation.
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ex officio shall make and bring forward against them. Dated as above.

[APPOINTMENT OF THE MAGISTRATES FOR BREUCKELEN]292

[8:790] [Received the nominations, made and submitted by the schout
and magistrates of the village of Breuckelen, with the request that
the director general and councilors please to select therefrom schepenen to take the place of those whose term] now expires. Therefore,
the director general and councilors of N: Netherland continued as
schepenen for the said village for the ensuing year, Joris Dircksen and
Willem Bredenbent, and from the nominated persons they elected and
confirmed Teunis Nijsen and Pieter Monfoort. Dated as above.

[ORDINANCE FOR THE BETTER GOVERNANCE
OF THE VILLAGE OF VLISSINGEN]293

[8:791] [The director general and councilors of New Netherland,
having examined and considered the seditious and mutinous order
and resolution adopted and signed the 27th of December 1657 by the
schout, clerk, magistrates, and the greater number of the inhabitants of
the] village of Vlijs[singen], [and presented, a few days afterwards] to
the lord general himself by schout Tobias [Feecque], by which resolution of theirs they absolutely [condemn], infringe, and oppose the
director general and councilors’ well-meant order enacted against the
Quakers and other sects, daring to frankly express and say that they
cannot reach out their hands against them to punish, banish, persecute,
or [attack] them; that they, as God moves their conscience, will allow
members of every sect free egress and return into their village and
houses, which then, contradicting and opposing the order and edicts
of the director general and councilors, is, as stated before, a matter of
very evil and dangerous consequence, as it absolutely overruns the
authority of the director general and councilors. And therefore, as an
example to others, it well deserves to be penalized and punished by
the annulment of the privileges and exemptions granted to the village
from time to time by both lord director general Kieft’s patent and the
292 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:414.
293 Recovered text from translation in LO, 338–342.
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extension granted by the present director general and councilors, and
in addition by corporal punishment and banishment of all of those
who signed the mutinous resolution. But the director general and
councilors, expecting greater prudence in the future, are more inclined
towards grace for their subjects than towards rigor of justice, all the
more so since they inferred from the circumstances of the case that
many, certainly the majority of them, were encouraged to co-sign by
the previous signatures of the schout, clerk, and some magistrates.
Therefore, the director general and councilors pardon, remit, and
forgive the error made herein against the authority of the director
general and councilors, and in their capacity against the supreme
authority of the honorable high and mighty lords States General of
the United Netherlands and the honorable lords directors, lords and
patroons of this New Netherland province. [8:792] [Yet, in order that
such and similar irregular disorders may in the future be obviated and
prevented, and their well intended ordinance and edict maintained in
a better manner, wherein,] either through malice or ignorance of the
customs of our fatherland, all the late schouten successively [have
manifested no small negligence,] the director general and councilors
considered it highly necessary and appropriate to qualify and commission henceforth as schout for the village of Vlissingen as well as for
other villages, a person better versed in the Dutch practice, and somewhat conversant in both languages, both English and Dutch, according to the instructions given before, and to be subsequently extended
as the circumstances of the villages shall require. Meanwhile, they
continue and qualify the magistrates heretofore appointed to administer law and justice between man and man in accordance with the
instruction formerly given, and provisionally [they qualify] the oldest
magistrate as schout, until the time that the director general and councilors qualify another competent person.
Further, to prevent in the future the disorder that usually results from
general town meetings or village assemblies, which, besides being
very prejudicial and an impediment to many in their daily business,
seldom are accompanied by salutary and good results, the director
general and councilors order and command that from now on no such
town meetings are to be convoked or held anymore, except for great
and important reasons, which shall first and beforehand by the schout,
or in his absence by one of the magistrates, be communicated to the
director general and councilors, whose advice and approval shall be
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requested. But instead of such village meetings, seven persons shall,
once and for all, be chosen and appointed out of the best, most righteous, and most qualified inhabitants, to be named community’s or
town’s men294 and who can be employed by the schout and magistrates
as councilors about and regarding any village matters, from whom
also the magistrates [may adjoin to themselves] one or more [8:793]
[assistants, especially if they be too few, or if any of their board be a
party in a lawsuit; and whatever is resolved by the schout, magistrates,
and the aforesaid seven tribunes or town’s men in regard to any affairs
in the town, such as] fences, bridges, [highways, etc., schools, churches], and other public buildings, all other inhabitants [shall obey and]
observe at once, on pain of arbitrary correction.
Finally, the director general and councilors, by lamentable [experience], perceive that, due to the lack of a good, pious, and orthodox
minister, of which the aforesaid village has been deprived now for
already 3 or 4 years and longer, the inhabitants fall not only into disregard of divine worship and profanation of the Lord’s sabbath, but
also into heresy and unseemly lawlessness; the director general and
councilors therefore order and command that the schout, magistrates,
and elected town’s men shall at the first suitable opportunity, look for
and inquire after a good, devout, God-fearing, and orthodox minister,
and finding one, notify the director general and councilors thereof, in
order that he may be called upon in a proper form and fashion, and
inducted and confirmed in the aforesaid village. In order that he be
the better encouraged in his calling and service, and provided with a
decent and appropriate maintenance, the director general and councilors hereby ordain and decree that all inhabitants of the aforesaid
village of Vlissingen shall within the time of six weeks after this date,
in conformity with their patent and according to the further extension
and privileges granted to the aforesaid village on the 26th of April
1648, each for himself, request and also obtain a separate patent of
the size of the lands and meadows which he owns as a proprietor, or
intends to own as a proprietor, and once a year pay 12 stivers for each
Holland morgen thereof for support of the minister; and the director
general and councilors promise [to supply] from the [8:794] [tenths
becoming due,] whatever shall be short of that revenue [until the
aforesaid town shall, in the judgment and opinion of the director and
councilors, contain a sufficient number of inhabitants.
294 Gemeent ofte towns mannen.
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In order that all the aforesaid may be] the better observed [and executed] the director general and councilors order [and command] that all
of those who are not inclined to comply with, obey, and observe this
order of the director general and councilors within the prescribed time
of six weeks, shall dispose of their goods to their best advantage and
depart from this government; likewise, all good and well-disposed
inhabitants, already in the village, or those, who may come hereafter
shall be bound to promise, by signature of their names, to obey and
observe this, and in case of refusal thereof not to be admitted as inhabitants. Thus done at the session of the honorable lord director general
and councilors held in Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland, 26 March
1658.

[ANSWER OF THE DIRECTOR GENERAL AND
COUNCILORS TO THE DEMANDS OF JUAN GALLARDO]295

[8:795] [several lines lost] mandt [
]
good right [
] the Spaniards against the
[
] selves, reasonable of them and their [
]
have and so far [
]
First, a ketch with the loaded goods [
] Govert Loockermans cum
socijs, taken by those of St. Jago de Cuba in the year 1652 according
to the documents left with aforesaid Loockermans.
Second, the yacht t’Haentje, belonging to the Chartered West India
Company, chamber Amsterdam, sent from here to Curaçao in the year
1654 under our commission, taken by the Spaniards from Espagnola
on its return voyage, and brought in at St. Domingo, confiscated there,
certainly kept with our letters of advice.296
Third, the sloop of the island of Curaçao, which in the year 1651 was
confiscated by the Spaniards of/from Core,297 together with the afore295 See also 8:166, 168, 258, and NYCD 2:23–46.
296 A brief van advijs is a letter from a merchant in which he informs an interested
party of something regarding his trade, especially of the shipment of goods or the
drawing of a bill.
297 ... bij de Spanjaer[t/den?] van Core aengehaelt inden jaare 1651. Coro is at the
eastern corner of the Gulf of Maracaibo, Venezuela.
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said island’s cornet,298 who, contrary to the peace agreement, was kept
prisoner at Curacos299 and elsewhere for more than a year and half in
great misery and poverty.
Fourth, reparation for the robbing and insults done by the Spaniards
to our nation, which was driven out of Brazil, at Jamænico and St.
Jago de Cuba; the details can be examined with dominee Polhemius,
minister on Long Island.
Whereas the petitioner, Jan Gallardo, continually pesters and nearly
exhausts the director general and councilors with his repeated requests
for his papers and permission to depart, the director general and councilors say to the first, that upon his return, as soon as he had handed
over his papers at the meeting, he was informed that the exhibited
documents were copies with the same contents as those that he previously exhibited and showed to the director general and councilors, and
upon which was then forcefully replied and answered in writing; that
therefore the papers, brought along last [8:796] [several lines lost]
[
] ignore [
] manner that
the petitioner [
] which documents he [
]
[Upon his repeated] request for support and his departure, the director
general and councilors answer that he was never hindered, nor will
he be hindered by their order or charge to depart with whichever ship
he deems good. Thus done at the meeting of the director general and
councilors held in Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland the 26th of March
1658.
[8:797 and 8:798] [missing]
[8:799] [several lines lost] Tonneman [ 

]

[PETITION OF ADRIAEN HEGEMAN FOR RECORDS OF INVENTORY TO
SETTLE THE ESTATE OF THE LATE LUBBERTUS VAN DINCKLAGE]

Copy
298 Ensign on horseback.
299 This is likely Caracas.

To the honorable lords director general
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and councilors of New Netherland
Adriaen Hegeman, dwelling at Midwout on Long Island shows with
all due respect how he, petitioner, with the ships presently arrived,
[was requested]300 by the minister do. Johannis Hanius—as father and
guardian of his nine children from a former marriage, procreated by
his deceased wife Margarita van Dincklage, deceased, heirs ab intestato of the late lord Lubbertus van Dincklage—to accept the effects
and remainders of goods left here by him, and to make them a return
payment and send [them] over.
And whereas he, petitioner, is finding out that several debtors or
creditors of the said lord Dincklagen are revealing themselves here,
seemingly of more weight than the aforesaid effects might be worth,
the petitioner would not very much like to accept these goods other
than under benefit of inventory. Therefore, the petitioner requests
from your honors letters of benefit of inventory to the honorable court
of the city of Amsterdam in N: Netherland in communi forma; doing
this, etc. (lower stood) Your honors’ subservient servant (:was signed:)
Adriaen Hegeman.

[PERMIT FOR ABRAHAM PIETERSEN MOLENAER TO
BUILD A WATERMILL ON THE VERSCHE WATER]

[8:800] Received the request of Abraham Pietersen Molenaer showing that on 18 September 1657 he was allowed to build a watermill on
the Versche Water, and whereas he judged the most suitable place to
be on the beach at four rods from the potter’s hill, he requested to be
allowed to build the watermill there.
After deliberation it is resolved, fiat ut petitur.

[ORDER TO BURGOMASTERS AND SCHEPENEN TO PAY CORNELIS STEENWIJCK]

Received the petition of Cornelis Steenwijck, requesting payment of
ƒ935:0– for as much as was provided by him for the benefit of this
300 Verb is missing.
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city towards the completion of its defense wall during the English war.
After deliberation it is resolved, in accordance with the resolution and
[ ] the burgomasters and schepenen of this city are ordered [8:801]
[several lines lost].

[ORDER FOR THE FISCAL TO SEND SOME
ARTICLES TO JAN JEURIAENS AT FORT ORANGE]

[several lines lost] informed by the lord fiscal [
]
that he found [
] in [
] Goosen Gerrits,
belonging to one Jan Jeuriaens, [inhabitant] at Fort Orange, namely,
some knives, some combs, 6 shirts, some writing paper, ten ells of
linen, etc. The fiscal declared to properly have withheld these goods
until further order because they were not declared, and consequently
no import duty was paid on them.
The director general and councilors, having considered the small value
of the goods, and the rank of the persons by whom and to whom they
were sent, ordered the fiscal to have them sent to the owner. Dated as
above.

[JUDGMENT IN THE CASE OF JOHANNA WHILER
AGAINST THE HEIRS OF HENRIJ FEACX]

The heirs of Johanna Whiller, plaintiffs, against the heirs of Henrij
Feacx, defendants. The plaintiffs say that about 4 years ago their
mother, Johanna Whiller, being a widow with 2 children, married
one Henrij Feacx, widower with 3 children, which Henrij Feecx and
Johanna Whiller, in this, their second marriage without any children at
[8:802] [several lines lost] therefore as [
] of Johanna
Whiller [
] maternal goods, which they say, how by virtue of a
certain writing passed by Henrij Feecx before his death it was kept
from them by the defendants. The defendants show a certain writing, or, as they call it, a testament or last will of Henrij Feecx, signed
Henrij Feecx, and as witnesses, John Moone and John Barker, dated
Middelborch in N: Netherland, 24 September 1657, by virtue of which
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they claim to be entitled to the possessions left behind. The aforesaid document having been examined, it is found that Henrij Feecx
bequeathed much more to his children than what half of his possessions are worth, without making therein any mention of the children
left behind with Johanna Whiller, notwithstanding the fact that most
possessions, as is said, came from their mother’s side. And whereas
the said Feecx was not allowed to bequeath more than half the value of
his possessions, the director general and councilors of New Netherland
judge and order that all possessions left behind by Henrij [Feacx]
[8:803] [several lines lost] done [
] to pay and to
[
] late Feecx and Johan[na Whiller] left behind, and then
[
] to [divide] the goods in two half portions or parts; the one half
for the heirs of Henrij Feecx, and the other half for Johanna Whiller’s
heirs. Dated as above.

[ORDER ON A PETITION OF JAMES SERTEL]

Received and read a petition of James Sertel, former Company’s
servant at Curaçao, requesting payment here of his account earned on
Curaçao, or else a written declaration in his favor to the lords directors
so that he may be paid in Holland.
It is resolved, presently the Company’s treasury does not permit to pay
off the bill, but if the petitioner can wait for the opportunity it shall be
paid to him to his satisfaction. Dated as above.
[JUDGMENT AGAINST NICOLAES THE FRENCHMAN,
JAN MARTIJN, AND ABRAHAM JANSEN REGARDING
PAYMENT FOR THE SUPPORT OF A MINISTER]301

[8:804] [Pursuant to the order of the director general and councilors, dated the 26th of March, Jan Martijn, Nicolaes the Frenchman,
Abraham Jansen, called the Mulatto, appeared before the council,
being the persons who on several occasions, about 7 or 8 times, have
been called upon] by the schout [of the village of] Breuckelen, the lord
Pieter Tonneman, [and in his behalf] by the court messenger Simon
[Joosten; and have each been] given notice to contribute six guilders for
301 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:414.
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the support of dominee Polhemius, minister on Long Island, pursuant
to the assessment made by the court of Breuckelen, and approved by
the director general and councilors; they have shown themselves very
insolent and malicious, making none but frivolous excuses, namely,
the one, that he is Catholic, and the other, that they don’t understand
Dutch, etc. Therefore, the fiscal concluded that for reasons mentioned
before, the aforesaid persons should be condemned to a considerable
fine. The director general and councilors having considered the nature
of the case and heard the defense of said persons, as an example to
others, condemned and ordered the aforesaid persons to pay instead of
six guilders, 12 guilders each to the said scholtus Tonnemans before
they will leave the Manhatans. Dated as above.
Whereas in addition to the above-named persons also Gerrit de
Raademaecker and Lodewijck Jongh were summoned but did not
appear, the fiscal is ordered to summon them again on the next court
day. Dated as above.
[8:805 and 8:806] [missing]

[RESOLUTION TO SUMMON THE PRINCIPAL MERCHANTS OF NEW
AMSTERDAM FOR CONSULTATION ON PROPOSED CHANGES IN CUSTOMS]

[8:807] [several lines lost] brought here [
]
of the Company [
] uijt haalende, to pay [to the
director general] and councilors or their receiver [
] of all the
goods and merchandise being transported from here to elsewhere by
water or ship, which one percent on all such merchandise the director
general and councilors—aware of the smuggling which would result
from that, and many other inconveniences too long to elaborate here—
until this date did not receive. But to avoid disturbance and decline,
they tried and sought to find the equivalent from few and less necessary merchandises, such as wines and beers and distilled spirits, and
only burden those, instead of all the others, with 2 or 3 guilders per
ancker for Spanish wines, brandies, and spirits, and three guilders per
tonne for domestically brewed beer. And whether the yield thereof, for
reasons mentioned before only imposed on the wines and beers, would
not level to fewer taxes for the merchant and less decline of trade, the
yield which will be drawn with more trouble and discredit, and to a
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greater burden of the trader, and to which, according to the contract,
the director general and councilors on account of one percent on all
transported merchandise are entitled, [and which] therefore, to the
convenience, advantage, and greater ease of the merchant, deliberately has not been drawn so far. But some worried minds, whose names
the director general and councilors conceal for the sake of respect and
peace, who have in mind neither the favor of the director general and
councilors nor their own benefit and convenience, have, as it appears,
more with appearance as a basis for a justified complaint, [ ] their
[8:808] [several lines lost] [
] and in which place
the [
] wines was set, namely, [
] of the one
percent due, upon which then, last year, and now once again, followed
[an order] of withdrawal, but with the stipulation and earnest recommendation of the collection of the one percent, according to contract.
The director general and councilors (although, according to them, it
tends to be more of a burden for the merchant, trouble and concern
for the executor, and decline of the trade) in obedience to the aforesaid lords directors, intending to put this order into practice, initially,
merely at the request to specifically declare the exported goods, met
with unexpected opposition in an unbearable way. And whereas presently all the director general and councilors can see is that this novelty
will not cause satisfaction for the English tobacco traders, but sooner
displeasure and decline, and definite obstruction of trade, insomuch
as the ordered one percent in question of all goods to be exported is
collected from them, and [it] will not give the Dutch merchant any
profit insomuch as, according to order, he has to pay that. Except for
that, it will cause great trouble for the fiscal, tax collector, or executor, and loss of time for the departing skipper in inspecting the goods
in order to prevent smuggling. In order to avoid this, and to remove
the possibility of further complaints, the director general and councilors, before implementing the further practice regarding the introduction of the one percent instead of the imposition on wines only,
for their better accountability, found it necessary, first, and before
the more detailed advice of [8:809] [several lines lost] of the sellers
[
] obligates the bringers [
] to demand
[
]; inasmuch as [] otherwise having [
] to
be prepared for the sale [
] barter of the goods brought by them
against tobacco, and to let the English know what they have to pay to
the director general and councilors in order to prevent all exceptions
and discord.
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Regarding the domestically brewed beers that are being transported
out of this province, the director general and councilors consider that
these, because they do not concern the contract and pay no recognition
fees in the fatherland, are subject to the 8 percent, or at least to what
was previously levied on that. After investigation of the above notification it is resolved to summon some of the most important merchants of
this city to the meeting, to read this to them, and to hear their answers
and claims. Done at the session of the honorable lord director general
and councilors, held in Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland, the 2nd of
April 1658.

[ORDER TO CONFINE COMMISSARY VAN BRUGGE AND HIS CLERK
TO THEIR OFFICE UNTIL THEY BALANCE THE ACCOUNT BOOKS]

[8:810] [several lines lost] [
] dictated, which order, to
their regret, the aforesaid director general and councilors find, was
not observed in accordance with the tenor and their good intent, but
was neglected by the said Van Brugge and his deputy commies. And
whereas the service of the Company greatly demands that the said
account books are put in order and properly brought into the correct
form, the director general and councilors of New Netherland therefore
ordered and resolved to confine302 the said Van Brugge and his deputy
commies Matthijs Capito to the office, and to let them know that they
shall not leave from there except with a written order of the lord general. Dated as above.

[ORDER FOR THE TRANSLATION OF A SPANISH
DOCUMENT PRESENTED BY JAN GALLARDO]

Jan Gallardo appeared at the meeting, and delivered a writing in
Spanish, basically requesting to be allowed to depart for the fatherland, which was consented to. But whereas his request was in Spanish,
it is handed by the lord director general to lord Tonneman for translation; once this is done further decisions will be made. Dated as above.

302 Saijseren.
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[PARDON OF MARTEN CLASZ, CARPENTER]

[8:811] [several lines lost] consider [
] Marten Clasz
from [
] Clasz [absented] himself from the Company’s
[
] service for a while, without [being given] permission
for it, for which he would deserve some punishment; but hoping for
improvement and more diligence, his mistake is hereby pardoned and
forgiven, on the condition that on presentation hereof he shall report
at Fort Amsterdam and work for two months in the service of the
Company, and do whatever he is ordered by the lord director general or by someone who has his orders. Thus done and given in Fort
Amsterdam in New Netherland the 4th of April 1658.

[WRIT OF APPEAL FROM A JUDGMENT OF THE CITY
COURT CONCERNING NICOLAES DE MEIJER]

Petrus Stuyvesant on behalf of the honorable high and mighty lords
States General of the United Netherlands and the honorable lords
directors of the Chartered West India Company, director general of
N: Netherland, Curaçao, Bonayro, Aruba and the dependencies thereof, together with the honorable lords councilors, the court messenger
Claes van Elslant de jonge invited hereto, greetings. Whereas Cornelis
Steenwijck and Pieter Jacobsz Buijs, attorneys for Walewijn vander
Veen showed us by petition [8:812] [several lines lost] [
]
condemned (on the [
] within three times 24 hours to
[
] a mortgage dated 20 October 1655, whereby Jacob van
Couwenhoven, for the benefit of the wife of Walewijn vander Veen,
secured and mortgaged a certain stone house303 and lot together with an
adjoining lot, barn, and mill, without (:as they say:) the aforesaid mortgage completely having been satisfied and paid, according to a notarial
settlement made between Vander Veen and Jacob van Couwenhooven
on the 15th of September 1656; therefore, they request our assistance.
For that reason we order you to summon the aforesaid De Meijer
to appear before us here in Fort Amsterdam on next Tuesday, being
the 9th of this month, or to send an attorney to reply to such claim
and demand as the aforesaid attorneys shall do and take against him;
also summoning those of the aforesaid courts to either appear, if they
303 Seecker steenen huijs could also be a brick house.
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please, on the day as before, or to send an attorney to see the said
sentence either annulled or confirmed by us. Relating to us what you
encounter, given at Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland, the 4th of April
1658.

[CONTINUATION OF THE CASE OF WALEWIJN VANDER
VEEN AGAINST JACOB VAN COUWENHOOVEN]

[8:813] [several lines lost] of [
] exhibited a certain
[
] appointment of evocation [
] between
Walewijn vander Veen and him, Jacob van Couwenhooven, might
be settled by your honors, and, having heard the parties therein, be
decided and determined by your honors; upon which, by resolution of
date 26 February 1658, it was ordered by your honors that Jacob van
Couwenhooven hand over the copy of the request to W. vander Veen’s
attorney, and to summon him to appear before your honors on the next
court day, and at the same time show by which items in the settlement of the account with the principal W: V: Veen he finds himself
injured. Thereupon Jacob van Couwenhooven had him, petitioner,
summoned to appear before your honors without pointing out any
items. And whereas Jacob van Couwenhooven sold to Claes Maijer a
certain lot and mill house that is mortgaged to W. vander Veen explicitly, the aforesaid Meijer convinced the honorable burgomasters’ and
schepenen so far that the mortgage on the aforesaid mill house and lot
would be annulled by their attorney without Walewijn having been
paid prior to the sale. And whereas Jacob van Couwenhooven himself
with the aforesaid petition asks your honors to decide and determine
the case, he, petitioner, requests that the case between Jacob van
Couwenhooven and Walewijn vander Veen remain firm before and
with your honors’ bench, and that it be decided and determined as
your honors shall find appropriate in all fairness, and that Jacob van
Couwenhooven once again be ordered to show the items by which
he finds himself injured, in order to come to a closure of the case.
Which doing, I remain (lower stood) Your honors’ (was signed) Pieter
Jacobsen Buijs.
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[PETITION OF JACOB VAN COUWENHOOVEN]

[8:814] [several lines lost] date 26 F[
] granted [
]
petition of Jacob van Couwenhoven, according to which Jacob van
Couwenhoven is ordered to show at their meeting specifically by
which items in the settlement reached with Walewijn van der Veen he
finds himself injured and seeks redress. Dated as above.

[ORDINANCE AGAINST IMPORTING MUNITIONS OF WAR,
UNSEASONABLE LOADING AND UNLOADING OF VESSELS,
AND TRAVELING WITHOUT A PASS (RENEWED)]304

[9 April, 1658. This day is renewed the ordinance issued against the
importation of munitions of war; against the unseasonable loading and
unloading of yachts, ketches and barks; against carrying persons away
without a pass, &c.]
[remainder blank]

[PROPOSALS SUBMITTED BY THE DIRECTOR GENERAL TO THE
COUNCIL ABOUT SOME PRINTED EDICTS FROM HOLLAND]

[8:815] [several lines lost] against illegal trading [
]
unloading and loading in front of this city [
] necessary regulations, (as appears from the [
] times are
published, renewed, [
] never by the fiscal, who really [was
concerned with] the execution, nor properly executed, to considerable
blame and [shame], if not ridicule, of the director general and councilors. The renewal thereof, however, will tend toward more blame and
ridicule of the official proclamations, if before, and also afterwards,
by negligence, connivance, or settlement [
], the confiscation and
the bringing of charges to the director general and councilors are not
complied with,305 and the execution thereof by the fiscal, schout, or
other officials is not actively and immediately put into practice. For
this to be more effective, and to further encourage the fiscal and other
304 Recovered text from translation in LO, 346.
305 Gediffereert.
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Company officials to pay attention, confiscate, and bring charges, it
would, in my opinion, be useful and necessary.
1.
First, to add to the renewed edicts and those still to be renewed, that
the officer, fiscal, schout, or any other Company official, who would
find and report illegal trade or any other offense against any enacted
order, reasonably would enjoy the just third part of the fine, the other
two-thirds to the judgment of the director general and councilors;
and if any high or low officers, schout, or other officials are found to
connive, or come to an agreement about it with any offender, for the
first time to forfeit a double fine, for the second time to be removed
from his office and position.
2.
Second. As long as the ships and yachts load and unload everywhere
within the gates and walls of this city without bringing their goods,
both the arriving and those to be brought away, into one or another
common warehouse of the Company, and as long as ships and yachts
going to Fort Orange, the South River, and elsewhere without or within the district of New Netherland, are only inspected once they are
fully loaded, when good and right inspection is impossible and therefore useless, it is difficult to resolve the smuggling of both contraband
and pelts in importing and exporting.
Therefore, in my opinion, it would be necessary and, consequently,
also profitable for the Company, although somewhat difficult and
costly at first, to [set] off both rivers with a double row of upright palisades, and to leave no more than two openings, or three at most, that
could be closed at night, through which the boat would come in and
out in order to unload and load, as [that happened] in Brazil as soon
as the [commerce] [8:816] [several lines lost] [
]
but more in order to [prevent] illegal trade [
] otherwise it
is almost impossible, it is geloo[
] once [it is] done well and
maintained, the [profit] of just [a] year of beavers smuggled by night
and by day, transported across Long Island and on the water, brought
to the North without declaring them, or paying any recognition fees on
them. Not only would it greatly fortify and protect this place in times
of necessary defense, either against a malicious neighbor or Indian,
but the expenses of that necessary work would lead to more profit. The
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costs would be less and the necessary work would be realized sooner if
we would diligently apply ourselves to this with all of the Company’s
Negroes, and continued it, while meanwhile we would have the stone
for the fort broken by others.
3.
Thirdly, concerning the 2nd item in the aforesaid second main point,
in which it is instructed that the inspection of ships and yachts
when they are fully loaded is impossible and consequently useless.
Therefore, in my opinion, it would be necessary that all goods and
merchandise, either tobacco, pelts, or otherwise, those that may be
transported or exported to the fatherland, as well as those to go elsewhere within or without the district of N: Netherland, first be brought
into the Company’s warehouse; namely, the goods to be transported
to the fatherland in the general Company’s [warehouse], where, until
now the goods to be transported within the district to Fort Orange or
the South River were ordered [to be brought]; those to go outside [the
district], to Virginia or to the north, be brought to another warehouse
built for that purpose when the opportunity presents itself; and meanwhile rent a [free] neighboring [warehouse] most fitting thereto, in
order [for goods brought there] to be [inspected] and marked before
they are brought aboard.
4.
Fourthly, in order to better discover and prevent the frauds and illegal trading of both contraband and pelts that can be found mainly
among the sailors and crews of the yachts and the English ketches—in
addition to taking care diligently here on land, that by night, no boat,
sloop, or little boats sail from or to the ship— it would, in my opinion,
be necessary to keep the honorable Company’s yacht on open water
among and between the ships and yachts [and] to change it every night
with 6 or 8 soldiers in order to help prevent this on-and-off sailing,
and consequently, the smuggling, with the encouragement as before
of enjoying one-third share of what they seized, without which [conditions] [8:817] [several lines lost]
5.
Fifthly, and [lastly
] discovering and
preventing of [
] serious recommendations and written
orders [of the lords] directors, is necessary, and should be practiced
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[
], as reflecting to [ ] and the country’s general benefit and
profit. There are, for example, also various [and] previously issued and
repeatedly renewed orders and regulations that, no less than the aforesaid, need to be practiced and carried out, and tending to God’s honor,
such as, among others, the desecration of the Sabbath by drinking
drunk and performing prohibited exercises on that day, the blaspheming and swearing of his Holy Name, sacraments, wounds, and death.
Maintaining the only true and pure religion, which as others, concerns
the tranquility, peace, and justice of the inhabitants by preventing and
hindering the sale of strong drink to the wilden, a case of more dangerous consequence than selling any contraband to them, of which no
small evidences were found, and about which is complained daily.
The well-meant order against it is too lax, or is being checked upon
and executed too negligently. To continue here with all orders and
regulations would take too long, and the lords councilors would tire
of it; neither do they occupy all my thoughts. Therefore, we ordered
our secretary to draw a short excerpt from at least the most necessary
ones, and to recommend the needed renovation to the judgment of
the lords councilors, and a better execution to the fiscal. Done at Fort
Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 9th of April 1658.

[FINE IMPOSED ON GERRIT, THE WHEELWRIGHT OF BREUCKLEN, FOR
REFUSING TO PAY FOR THE SUPPORT OF THE MINISTER]

[8:818] [several lines lost] [
] lord Pieter Tonneman
[
] Symon Joosten who, [after] various times [
]
spoken [to] and [having been] ordered to pay and come up with 5
guilders for him and 6 guilders for Swarte Hans [Black Hans], which
he accepted to pay for the support of do Polhemius, minister on Long
Island, according to the assessment made by the court of Breuckelen
and the approval of the director general and councilors, showed
himself very insolent and malicious, producing nothing but frivolous
excuses. Therefore, the fiscal demanded that, as an example to others,
the said person ought to be condemned to a considerable fine. The
defendant shows a receipt from one of the magistrates of the village
of Breuckelen, that a few days ago (but after he was summoned) he
would have paid the sum demanded. Having considered the nature
of the case, and having heard the defendant’s justification, the director general and councilors condemn and order that as an example to
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others, instead of 14 guilders, he shall, because of his obstinate [refusal], immediately pay twice as much to the said schout, lord Tonneman.
Done in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated as above.

[CONTINUATION OF THE CASE BETWEEN WALEWIJN
VANDER VEEN AND NICOLAES DE MEIJER]

[8:819] [several lines lost] Cornelis [Steenwijck and Pieter Jacobsz
Buijs], attorneys for Walewijn [vander Veen], plaintiffs by court order
[in a writ of appeal], against Nicolaes de Meijer, [defendant], together
with the honorable Poulus Leendertsen van der Grift, burgomaster,
and Jacob Gerritse Strijcker, scheepen, commissioner from the lower
bench of justice of this city, in order to substantiate their sentence
given [in the case] between Vander Veen’s aforesaid attorneys and
Nicolaes de Meijer. The said commissioners say and contend that the
sentence of last February 11 between the attorneys for Van der Veen
and Nicolaes de Meyer cannot be properly appealed because, according to their instruction, the appeal should have been lodged within 20
days after the pronouncement, which did not happen, but a long time
thereafter. Walewijn vander Veen’s attorneys answer and acknowledge
that they did not appeal the sentence of the 11th of February within
the usual time because they hoped that the case, to their relief, would
be postponed until the arrival of Walewijn vander Veen himself, who
is expected with the first ships, which they say [8:820] [several lines
lost] [
] passed, for which on the first of this month they
were condemned by the said burgomasters and schepenen to annul
the mortgage in question within three times 24 hours on pain of 100
guilders, against which sentence they appeal, as they find themselves
considerably injured by it.
The director general and councilors of New Netherland, having heard
the claim of the aforesaid commissioners and the answer of Walewijn
vander Veen’s attorneys, order that the case in question shall remain as
it is until Walewijn vander Veen’s arrival, or otherwise to proceed in a
writ of appeal before the director general and councilors according to
legal form and custom. Dated as above.
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[LETTER OF THE PRINCIPAL MERCHANTS
REGARDING THE ARRANGEMENT OF DUTIES]

[8:821] [several lines lost] further [
] of commerce
[
] palen maght caus[
]
so far levied only on [
] and spirits, or the demanding
of the [
] to demand one and the other of the sellers [ ] the
buyers the contract obliges the bringers [and] sellers.
Therefore, the undersigned, your honors’ humble subjects, having
been called together, reply to this that for the best benefit of their principals they would not wish to see anything but the [promotion] of the
trade to the advantage of this province; the less commotion and change
(:which generally is caused by setting up and establishing taxes and
recognition fees:) the better, the disposition of which the petitioners,
with all respect, leave to your honors, trusting nothing but that your
honors will decide in these matters what they think appropriate for
the best of the country, and [that they will more] and more stimulate
their petitioners and neighbors in trading and business, which they,
petitioners, shall recognize and confirm at all times that they are your
honors’ humble subjects,
Was signed,
Cornelis Steenwijck
Joannes Pietersen Verbruggen
Govert Loockermans
Pieter Cornelisen vander Veen
Pieter Jacobsen Quil
And many more in addition to these above-mentioned persons.
After collating this was found to agree with the principal.
Joannes Nevius, secretary.

[PETITION OF JOHANNES PROVOOST FOR AN INCREASE OF SALARY]

[8:822] [several lines lost] [Johannes Provoost, your honors’] obedient servant, [shows with all due respect] [
] how he, petitioner, (without boasting) in all faithfulness has served the honorable
[Company] now for more than 7 years in the office of the commissary
here as well as elsewhere, and at present as provisional clerk at Fort
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Orange. And whereas he, petitioner, is registered only as assistant for
12 guilders per month, and, coming of age, performing his job takes
more out of him; therefore, he requests that your honors please give
him, like other clerks, an increase of wages beginning last year 1657,
so that he, like others, can honorably support himself by performing
his job. Expecting hereupon your honors’ favorable decision and
remaining (lower stood) Your honors’ obedient servant (was signed)
J. Provoost
Having received and read the above request, and considered the petitioner’s service and good behavior, it is resolved after deliberation:
Beginning on the first of January last, the petitioner will be given
eighteen guilders per month, boarding money in proportion, provided
that he comports himself vigilantly and diligently in the service of the
Company. Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 10th of
April 1658.
[ORDINANCE AGAINST CUTTING SOD OR DIGGING OYSTER
SHELLS ON MANHATTAN WITHIN CERTAIN LIMITS]306

[8:823] [Whereas the director general and councilors of New
Netherland see and] observe [by their own experience] that some
[persons undertake to] dig and cause to have dug sod, not only between
the walls of this city and the Varse water,307 but also here and there [on
the highway] within this city, and which, except for making the roads
defective and useless, also would cause a want of sod when the fortifications of this city shall be put up and repaired; which then, for the
common good, needs to be taken care of.
Therefore, the aforesaid director general and councilors hereby
prohibit and forbid expressly that anybody, of whatever rank he may
be, shall undertake to dig or cause to have dug any sod between the
walls of this city and the Varse Waeter on the common pasture, much
less on common roads within this city, without knowledge or consent
of the director general and councilors, on pain of 25 guilders for the
first time, and 50 guilders for the second time. Further, the aforesaid
306 Recovered text from translation in LO, 347.
307 Collect Pond.
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director general and councilors prohibit and forbid [all persons from
continuing to dig or dredge [8:824] any oyster shells on the East River
or on the North River between] this city and the Varse Water on pain
of a similar fine, as the director general and councilors consider such
appropriate for the public benefit. Thus done at the meeting of the
honorable lord director general and councilors in Fort Amsterdam in
N: Netherland, the 11th of April 1658.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman
J. de Decker

[ORDER FOR THE CONFISCATION OF LINEN SMUGGLED BY GOOSSEN GERRITSZ]

[8:825] [several lines lost] Elbert [
]
consigned [
] brought on land and by [
],
in which, in addition to the declared [
], [four] pieces of
linen were found, which [
] [he] obstinately presumes to
[have happened] because of a misunderstanding, as his father never
intended to commit fraud. Therefore, in order that this be settled by
accommodation, the said petition is handed to the fiscal to reply to
it. He demands that the above-mentioned pieces of linen ought to be
declared confiscated because they were not reported in the invoice,
nor were recognition fees paid on them, and therefore, they were
smuggled. The director general and councilors of New Netherland
having read the petition and request of Goossen Gerritsz, and heard
the fiscal’s decision, and having examined whatever is important in
the matter, find that the aforesaid 4 pieces of linen are definitely smuggled, and therefore they declare the aforesaid pieces of linen confiscated, as they hereby confiscate them, in order to be properly applied.
Dated as above.

[SENTENCE OF JAN MARTIJN VAN HERFLEUR]

Whereas Jan Martijn van Herfleur, presently prisoner, some days ago
did not find it any problem to affront and offend lord Pieter Tonneman,
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assigned308 councilor of N: Netherland and schout of the villages of
Breuckelen, Midwout, and Amesfoort, giving money to the town
crier so that he would announce [the presence of] the said lord, and
further saying ‘I have had him looked for in all taverns,’ and other
similar offensive words; and whereas the town crier refused to do so,
he threatened to beat him, which the fiscal, as law officer ex officio, is
taking to court. The director general and councilors of N: Netherland,
having heard the fiscal’s claim and the confession of the prisoner,
[8:826] [several lines lost] is serious, and that he [
]
[declares that he acted] thoughtlessly and nasty [
], and promises
in the future to take care not to make such mistakes again. Therefore,
the aforesaid director general and councilors, after calling God’s
Holy Name, performing justice in the name of the honorable high and
mighty lords States General of the United Netherlands and the honorable lords directors of the Chartered West India Company, chamber
of Amsterdam, preferring grace over rigor of justice, condemned the
prisoner Jan Martijn, as they hereby condemn him, with bent knees
and uncovered head in the council room, to pray God and justice for
forgiveness and, in addition, to pay a fine of 25 guilders to be properly
applied, together with the legal costs, denying the fiscal his further
claim made on and against the prisoner. Thus done at the meeting of
the honorable lord director general and councilors in Fort Amsterdam
in N: Netherland, the 12th of April 1658.

[SENTENCE OF SEVERIJN LOURENS VAN ROOTSCHILT]

Whereas Severijn Lourens van Rootschilt in Danmark, about 28 years
old, presently imprisoned lanspassaet under the Company of the honorable lord director general here, crossed the moral law insofar, and dared
to rob the public streets at various times [8:827] [several lines lost] here
[
] complaints to [
] differed309
310
[
] less than such a person is [
]
to keep away, and to help keep away the evil as far as his office is
concerned [
], and even to show the soldiers and others a
308 Geassumeerde raet: councilor added in certain cases to complete or strengthen
the council.
309 Gediffereert.
310 Min.
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good example, and therefore, as an example to others deserves to be
punished severely, about which the fiscal, as plaintiff and law officer,
took the matter to court, and instituted his claim on and against the
prisoner. The director general and councilors of N: Netherland, having
heard the fiscal’s claim and the prisoner’s confession without torture,
examined the information and seriously considered everything that is
relevant in this matter. Therefore, the aforesaid director general and
councilors, performing justice in the name of the honorable high and
mighty lords States General of the United Netherlands and the honorable lords directors of the Chartered West India Company, chamber
Amsterdam, after calling God’s Holy Name, condemned the aforesaid
prisoner Severijn Lourens, as they hereby condemn him to be stripped
of his arms in Fort Amsterdam, and then [8:828] [several lines lost]
Amsterdam in N: Netherland
[12 April] anno 1658

[ORDER TO INCREASE THE PAY OF SACHARIAS SEECKELS]

Copy.

To the honorable lords, the lord director general and
lords councilors of N: Netherland

Sacharias Sickels van Weenen, corporal in the service of the honorable
lords directors stationed at Fort Orange, shows with due reverence
how recently he was offered an increase of his salary by the honorable lord director general, which increase the petitioner brings to your
honors’ discretion. To date he earns and has been earning 12 guilders
per month, and he expects your honors’ favorable intention in regards
to this. Amsterdam in N: Netherland, the 12th of April anno 1658,
Remaining your honors’ obedient servant (:was signed:) Sacharias
Seeckels.
After deliberation it is resolved as follows: fiat increase of two guilders per month from now on provided he comport himself as a faithful
corporal should. Done at Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland, dated as
above.
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[SENTENCE OF PIETER HENDRIX]

[8:829] [several lines lost] no [
] neither
of payment [
] has and [exceeded himself] so far
[
] served only for about three months [
] [as] a
scoundrel ran away with pack and sack from his garrison [of the hon.
West India] Company [to] New England, intending never to come
[back to] his garrison or to the Company, which is a matter contrary
to all political and military ordinances, for which he, as an example
to others, deserves to be punished severely. Therefore, having heard
the prisoner’s own confession and the fiscal’s claim, and having paid
attention to whatever is relevant in the matter, the honorable lord
director general and the stern council of war, after calling God’s Holy
Name, performing justice in the name of the honorable high and
mighty lords States General of the United Netherlands and the honorable lords directors of the Chartered West India Company, Chamber
Amsterdam, condemned, as they hereby condemn him to be stripped
of his arms in Fort Amsterdam, and then brought to the place where
justice is usually performed, [to have] his hair shaved short, [to have
him] flogged, and [to have] a hole cut in each ear with a glowing awl311
in order to distinguish him from others if he should run away again.
And in addition, [8:830] [several lines lost]

[SENTENCE OF NICOLAES ALBERTSEN]

[8:831] [several lines lost] neither [
] has
[and exceeded himself so far] (:after having served [only] for about
three [months:)] as a scoundrel ran away with pack and sack [from
the said garrison and the] Comp. to New England, intending never to
come back on the said yacht or to the Company; thus at the same time
leaving his betrothed, after he had his banns registered and proclaimed
in the church according to custom, not only ridiculing the honorable
consistory this way, but also his betrothed, and in addition, deliberately robbing his bride by taking with him a gun that did not belong
to him. These are matters contrary to political, ecclesiastical, and
military ordinances that ought not be tolerated or suffered in a place
where law and justice are administered but, as a warning and example
311 Priem can also be a bodkin.
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to others, deserve to be punished severely. Therefore, having heard
the prisoner’s own confession and the fiscal’s claim, and having paid
attention to whatever may be relevant in the matter, the honorable lord
director general and the stern council of war, performing justice in
the name of and on account of the honorable high and mighty lords
States General of the United Netherlands and the lords directors of
the Chartered West India Company, chamber Amsterdam, after calling God’s Holy name, the [8:832] [several lines lost] to have a hole
cut in each ear with a glowing awl in order to distinguish him from
others if he should run away again. And in addition, to work with
the Company’s Negroes for two years, denying the fiscal his further
claim. Thus done and sentenced in Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland
the 15th of April anno 1658.

[SENTENCE OF SIMON WOUTERSEN LANSPASSAET]

Whereas Simon Woutersen lanspassaet voluntarily confesses that the
prisoner Severijn Lourens ran away due to his carelessness or negligence, only offering the excuse that he did not expect that the said
prisoner with such heavy chains would be able to escape.
Therefore, the director general and council of war, having heard
the claim of the fiscal and the confession of the imprisoned Simon
Woutersen, and having paid attention to whatever may be relevant in
this matter, sentenced and condemned the said Sijmon Woutersen, as
they hereby sentence and condemn him to a fine of 6 months wages
to be applied as appropriate, and that, as an example to others he
shall perform soldiers’ service during six consecutive months and not
receive more than soldiers’ wages, denying the fiscal his further claim
brought forward on and against him. Thus done in Fort Amsterdam in
N: Netherland the 16th of April anno 1658.

[ORDER EXTENDING THE TIME FOR COVERING
WILLEM PIETERSZ DE GROOT’S HOUSE WITH TILES]

[8:833] Received the petition of [Willem Pietersz] de Groot, requesting [whether he could be] allowed (until he will have received
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]) in order to tear down the

Note: this request was delivered at the meeting of the director general
and councilors by the burgomasters of this city, who requested that the
petition be consented to. In consideration of which, and despite the fact
that the aforesaid De Groot deserved some punishment for a few evil
words given to the fiscal, the following resolution was granted: The
request is consented to, provided that the burgomasters and schepenen
punish the petitioner for his slander against the fiscal. Dated as above.

[ORDER SUSPENDING THE ORDINANCE AGAINST
THATCHED ROOFS IN NEW AMSTERDAM FOR TWO MONTHS]

A request or petition signed by various inhabitants here, and mainly
containing a request [ ] was shown and delivered by the honorable
burgomasters of this city at the meeting [8:834] [several lines lost]
opportunity [
] the announcing of [ ] order to change
their roof.
The director general and councilors, having taken the request into
consideration, and in addition having paid attention to the enclosed
petition of the said burgomasters, resolved the same petition as
follows: At the petitioners’ request a delay of two months is granted
and allowed from now on. Dated as above.

[PETITION OF CLAES THEUNISSEN]312

Received and read the petition of Claes Theunissen, showing that
he finds himself greatly injured by the sentence of the honorable
burgomasters and schepenen of this city, dated the 8th of this month,
between him and Pieter vande Linde, because in the said sentence
he is ordered to accept and keep a batch of rotten tobacco, bought
by Pieter vande Linde (whom he ordered to buy good tobacco), and
312 O’Callaghan’s calendar reads “Order. For a writ of appeal from a judgment of
the city court in favor of Peter van der Linde against Claes Teunissen and proceedings
thereon.” See also 8:891 and 911.
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which was charged to his account at 5 stivers per pound, notwithstanding the fact that the said tobacco was found to be absolutely spoiled
and of no value (as he says).

[PETITION OF GOVERT LOOCKERMANS FOR THE PAY OF HIS BROTHER PIETER]313

[8:835] [several lines lost]
Copy.

To the honorable lords director general and
high councilors of New Netherland.

Govert Loockermans, proxy for his brother Pieter Loockermans,
former mariner in the service of the honorable West India Company
here in this country, shows with all respect and obedient reverence
how, according to the balance since 1645 here enclosed, he, petitioner,
in the aforesaid capacity, still has the sum of ƒ469:16:12 coming to him
from earned monthly wages. All possible efforts to receive payment
thereof were made to the lords directors at the chamber of Amsterdam
in Holland, but in vain, and whereas the petitioner’s aforesaid brother,
being burdened with a wife and children, is greatly pressed for it, he
therefore humbly requests that your honors kindly please order the
receiver of the honorable Company’s means here to pay the aforesaid sum. Doing this, etc. (lower stood) Your honors’ obedient (was
signed) Govert Loockermans
After deliberation, the above petition having been received and read,
it is resolved as follows, the [8:836] [several lines lost].

[ORDER ON AN APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT OF
A BALANCE DUE TO ARENT VANDEN BERCH]

Received and read the petition of Jan Tomassen requesting payment
of ƒ668:9, being the balance of the account of Arent vanden Berch,
former corporal, transferred by the said Arent to the petitioner.
313 O’Callaghan’s calendar reads “Order on a petition of Govert Loockermans for
the pay of his brother Peter, boatswain in the Company’s service.”
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It is resolved, the petitioner must show first that the principal account
remained unaccepted and unpaid in the fatherland; once that is done,
closer attention will be paid to his request. Dated as above.

[PIETER JANSEN NOORMAN AGAINST JAN FORBUS]

Pieter Jansen Noorman, plaintiff, against Jan Forbus, defendant. The
defendant’s first default. Dated as above.

[APPOINTMENT OF PIETER SCHAEFFBANCK AS COURT
MESSENGER FOR THE DIRECTOR GENERAL AND COUNCILORS]

Today Pieter Schaeffbanck was admitted to the meeting of director
general and councilors, was accepted as court messenger, and took the
usual oath in the presence of lord fiscal Nicasius de Sille, for which
he is granted the same salary as the previous court messengers. Dated
as above.

[PETITION OF JACOB JANSEN HUIJS FOR THE RELEASE OF CERTAIN ARTICLES]

[8:837] [several lines lost] obedient [
]
sailed out [
] being mounted
[
] iron, in addition, 6 musquets
[
], together with 50 pounds of powder, 50 bullets,
[
] and pistol bullets, as sometimes a vier [
] while
shooting, last year found [
] [that he] was robbed of his
powder, and whereas the ship [the] Vergulden Meulen was ready for
its departure, the petitioner wrote his honorable lord and masters for
some useful necessities for his galiot. He wrote his wife the same, also
asking for some goods that were left behind because of great haste,
such as clothes for him, and these four anckers of brandy, which was
the petitioner’s provision, of which I assure you that I did not bring
one drop of brandy for myself with the galiot. I amicably request your
honors to be allowed to receive this for its provision, together with
the powder and the other [things] for the galiot in order to be able to
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prevent all trouble. For example, it can happen while sailing out of
this bay that one gets stuck and needs to be able to fire a shot; also in
the South River with fog and otherwise; or because of an emergency ending up in one bay or another; and in the defense of the galiot
on account of an attack by wilden; and whatever else it might be, to
defend oneself. And as I assure you, not one shot of powder was fired
with the galiot that was not for the benefit of the galiot, I amicably
request your honors that I may recover it without loss; and I expect
from your honors a good resolution, for which your honors’ petitioner
obliges himself to pray for your honors’ prosperity and affluence, and
remaining (lower stood) Your honors’ obedient servant (was signed)
Jacob Jansen Huijs.

[REFUSAL OF THE ABOVE PETITION]

[8:838] [several lines lost] [
] over the city’s [
]
absence the lord Alrichs [
] are sufficient, to [
] deliver
so much ammunition to the galiot, [
] judge to be required for
its defense; without that, the petitioner, to the blame of the aforesaid
lords, should tell his wife to send him powder and shot (declared
contraband by the honorable lords directors), which then suggests
fraud. Therefore, the lord director general and councilors persist in
their gracious resolution, which the petitioner should have embraced
gratefully without troubling the director general and councilors with
requests to which in the line of office and duty they cannot consent.
But if he needs something for the galiot to the service of the city or
the colony, the director general and councilors, at the request of lord
director Alrichs, shall not neglect to support it in accordance with the
condition and situation of their warehouse. Dated as above.

[RESOLUTION CONTINUING THE DUTIES ON LIQUORS
EXPORTED TO NEW ENGLAND AND VIRGINIA]

[8:839] [several lines lost] what [
] transport
[
] demand [
] order
[te[
]eren] claim [
] the one percent in question that,
according to [
] without exception should be paid on all goods that
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are being transported and carried from here to elsewhere outside of this
jurisdiction. In place of said one percent the director general and councilors had imposed the aforesaid tax only on the wines, brandies, and
[distilled] spirits, because they foresaw several problems in demanding the one percent, such as the great smuggling that could and would
be committed therein, or, in the case of proper and strict inspection,
the great and extraordinary trouble for the fiscal or executor, the great
loss of time for the departing skipper, and therefore, great turmoil, yes,
decline of trade. And although for the time being the director general
and councilors fear that these and other inconveniences could result
and be expected from it, in compliance with the aforesaid lords directors’ repeated written orders, as was said before, they want to put into
practice the collection of the one percent in question, at least put it
to the test. Initially we only want to meet with the order and request
that no goods be transported out of this province before these [are
declared] one by one with the fiscal [8:840] [several lines lost] new
of [then] [
]eerden etc., and [
] words more
[
] and inferring that [the collection] of [the one] percent
of all goods to be exported would not cause contentment with the
English tobacco traders, but sooner displeasure and inconvenience, if
not decline of commerce, and [it] would bring no profit to the Dutch
merchant inasmuch as he, according to the order, would have to pay
for it.
Therefore, on the second of this month the director general and councilors, for their better accountability decided and resolved, before
proceeding further in this case, to first hear the further advice of some
merchants, and to [note] what in their view would cause less turmoil
and decline of the trade, and more profit for them and their principals;
namely, either to stick with the tax heretofore imposed on the wines,
brandies, and [distilled] spirits only, or to demand the one percent,
and to collect either the one or the other from the buyers or sellers.
To this end some of the most distinguished merchants of this city
were summoned to the meeting on the 4th of this month, and having
appeared, the honorable lord director general revealed the said proposition and requested their answer thereto. But whereas the aforesaid
merchants said that not all of them were present, and that this was a
matter concerning them in general, [8:841] [several lines lost] side
[
] would [
] to point
[
] disposition [
] remain recommended
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[ ], requesting that [they would] decide in such a way as they would
judge appropriate for the [benefit] of the country. Having further and
seriously deliberated the case, and considered what might be relevant in the matter, the director general and councilors unanimously
and provisionally resolved and decided to create the least turmoil by
postponing the collection of the one percent until the lords patroons
will be accurately informed about this matter once more, and upon
receipt of their written reply and further order thereupon, they will
immediately regulate themselves accordingly. Meanwhile, on Friday,
being the 29th of this month, we shall publicly farm out for one year
the aforesaid tax that was imposed only on the wines, brandies, and
distilled spirits that are sent out of this province from here to the north
and to Virginia, because for now we [judge] such to be of the greatest
benefit for the Company. [8:842] [several lines lost]
P Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman
J de Deckere
1658

[ORDINANCE IMPOSING A DUTY OF TEN PERCENT ON ALL
IMPORTS EXCEPT PROVISIONS, MALT, TOBACCO, AND SUGAR]

[8:843] [several lines lost] from [
] are being
[
] and which goods [a recognition fee
]
not, is and is being [
]. It is agreed and ordered by the
aforesaid director general and councilors that a 10 percent recognition
fee of the true value shall be paid on all merchandise that is imported here from the North, Virginia, or elsewhere without this province,
except for the provisions of malt, tobacco, and sugar, on which for the
time being no recognition fee shall have to be paid, and merchandise
is also understood to mean and include all wines, beers, vinegar and
oil, on which, as on other wares, recognition fees shall have to be paid
as well. Dated as above.
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[ORDER TO THE BURGOMASTERS TO PROVIDE AGAINST HOGS RUNNING AT
LARGE AND PRIVIES DISCHARGING IN THE STREETS OF NEW AMSTERDAM]

[8:844] [several lines lost] [
] much as possible
[
] hogs outside of these [
] the same, (as each
are kept on his [
], or otherwise, that they should be [ringed] and
crossed, so that they won’t cause damage in gardens and orchards;
also the necessary order to be drafted should provide that no privies
discharge in the street, as such causes a great stench.
The honorable burgomasters agree to propose this to their bench, and
to provide in both the one and the other as soon as possible, and to
draft a good order for that. Dated as above.

[ORDER GRANTING JUAN GALLARDO FERRERA FREE PASSAGE TO HOLLAND]

Jan Gallardo Spangnart appeared who, complaining that all his
possessions that he brought along were used up, requests that as alms
he be consented and allowed to depart for the fatherland on one of the
ships at the Company’s expense.
Having considered the complaints of the said Gallardo, and that the
lords burgomasters of the city of Amsterdam gave him free passage
here (as he says), and now having no means to pay the fare for Holland,
he is, at his request, granted as alms [8:845] [several lines lost]

[ORDER FOR REVEREND JOHANNES ERNESTUS
GUTWATER TO LEAVE THE PROVINCE]

Whereas the director general and councilors observe that their orders
of [
] and 16 October last year, which in writing were handed to
Johannes Ernestus Gutwater, Lutheran minister in Amsterdam in N:
Netherland, as he styles himself (and is styled by some others), and
by which orders he was ordered to depart with the ships then ready,
were not observed and fulfilled by the aforesaid Johannis Ernestus
Gutwater, but with contempt for the high government of this province
were neglected, for which he certainly deserves some punishment.
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Therefore, the aforesaid director general and councilors order said
Gutwater hereby once more and for the last time, to transport himself
from here to the fatherland with the first departing return ship, on pain
of being properly punished if he will be found in this city or any other
place within this province, wherever it may be, without exception.
This, because the director general and councilors judge it necessary
for the promotion of the reformed religion and the calm, peace, and
harmony among the people of this place. Dated as above.
[8:846] [blank]

[ORDER TO PAY MONEY DUE TO PIETER LOOCKERMANS]

[8:847] [several lines lost] Received the petition of [Govert
Loockermans, who] in addition shows a letter [from Jan] Baptista
Liefrinck, dated Amsterdam April 10th 1657, from which it appears
that a certain account of Pieter Loocquermans with the honorable
Company for the sum of ƒ469–16–12 was not settled in Holland. And
whereas Govert Loocquermans on the 16th of this month was ordered
to prove that the said account was not settled, after which closer attention would be paid to his request, he now requests payment of the said
account.
The request having been read, the following order is issued concerning
the account. Lord La Montagne is ordered to pay this above account
when the financial situation allows it.314
Fort Amsterdam in N: Nederlant the 20th of April 1658, and signed P:
Stuyvesant.

[CONTINUATION OF THE CASE BETWEEN
CLAES TEUNIS AND PIETER VANDER LINDE]

Received the written claim of Claes Teunis, plaintiff by court order in
314 d’ Heer La Montagne wort geordonneert dese bovenstaende reeck met geleegentheyt vande cassa te betaele. This could also mean that the lord La Montagne is
ordered to pay this above account out of the treasury when it is convenient.
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the writ of appeal, against Pieter vander Linde, defendant in the same
case. The claim having been read to the defendant, he requested a copy
in order to reply on the next court day, which he was granted. Dated
as above.

[ORDER REGARDING SOME IMPORTED LEAD]

[8:848] [several lines lost] [
], namely [
] 3 small
chests were consigned to Jeuriaen Jansen by Gerrit Jansz Kuijper,
and 48 bars by the ship t’ Draatvadt were consigned to Sr. Cornelis
Steenwijck by Sr. Gillis van Hoornbeecq, and that his honor, although
it is mentioned in the invoice, has had the said lead brought into the
warehouse until further order.
The director general and councilors, having heard the account of the
lord fiscal and considered it, for reasons moving the director general
and councilors thereto, decided and ordered that the aforesaid bars of
lead shall be placed in the honorable Company’s warehouse, and that
it will be distributed sparingly to the owners, no more than what they
will need from time to time to make leaded windows. Dated as above.

[MINUTE OF THE COUNCIL APPROVING THE DEPARTURE
OF THE DIRECTOR GENERAL FOR THE SOUTH RIVER]315

[8:849] [20th of April (1658).
In council the noble honorable director general proposes and offers
for consideration the necessary redress] of the honorable Company’s
[affairs on the South River of New Netherland and the arrangements
needed which ought to be made there, that the rights of the Company
might be properly] maintained [and taken care of, especially in]
collecting and receiving the recognition fees on both imported and
exported goods, as last year, and now again, he himself was informed
by letter from qualified persons there who are favorably disposed
towards the honorable Company, of the great frauds and encroachments that the Company has come to suffer there in its recognition
315 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:209–210.
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fees, as many peltries are shipped and not properly declared, so that
both by the merchants here as well as those on the South River, who
do pay the honorable Company’s dues, complaints were made that
they are unable to compete with their goods with those who don’t pay
the recognition fees. Further, that several inhabitants of the colony of
Nieuwer Amstel requested, as appears from their letters, to be allowed
to settle in the Company’s district in the area of Fort Altena, and to
establish plantations. All these matters, as well as the making of some
necessary arrangements among and regarding the Swedes, cannot
very well be attended to by letters. Therefore, the lord director general
deemed necessary [to go] there himself sometime, together with one
of the lords councilors [8:850] [either across country or by sea, as it
may be most convenient, to give directions for the good and necessary
settlement of the foregoing and other affairs of the Company there.
After serious consideration and deliberation by director general and
councilors of] the proposition of lord [director general] and of the
written and oral reports regarding the Company’s affairs on the South
River, which now and then are made by various persons, the director
general and councilors judge the director general’s departure for the
South River to be necessary, and that, as far as the director general and
councilors are able to comprehend and foresee it, it will be of considerable service and benefit to the Company, as well as to the peace and
greater harmony of its subjects there. In view of which the director
general and councilors unanimously deem necessary the lord director
general’s prompt departure, and as quick a return as shall be possible
after business has been completed. And it is resolved that lord Pieter
Tonneman shall accompany the lord director general there. Thus done
at the meeting of the director general and councilors, the 20th of April
1658.
P Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman
J de Deckere
1658
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[PROCEEDINGS AGAINST DIRCK CLAESSEN, SKIPPER OF
THE SLOOP UNION, FOR DISOBEDIENCE OF ORDERS]316

[8:851] [several lines lost] Montagne [
] that the prisoner
[
], according to the order [of the lord director] general,
in order to arrive here as soon [as possible] with the said yacht from
Fort Orange, either with or without goods, but that the prisoner, to the
contrary, ignoring the order of the aforesaid lord general, sought his
own profit by taking in freight of others, as a result of which the yacht
became icebound upriver, and had to stay there for some months, to
the great expense of the Company.
The prisoner says that he had done his best to get ready as rapidly as
possible, and being ready, that weather and wind then were unwilling
to serve. But he acknowledges that he took in some anckers of brandy
for Bamboes in order to bring those to the Esopus, but that this did not
obstruct the journey.
The director general and councilors of N: Netherland, having heard
the fiscal’s claim verified by the statement of lord La Montagne, as
well as the frivolous excuse of the prisoner, find the case to be of a bad
consequence which, as an example to others, deserves to be punished
severely, but preferring mercy over rigor of justice, they dismissed the
prisoner from his skipper’s office, as they hereby dismiss him from it,
and in addition, they condemn him to a fine of two months’ wages for
the benefit of the Company. Dated as above.

[CONTINUATION OF THE ORDINANCE OF 27 APRIL AND FURTHER
REGULATING THE DUTIES ON IMPORTED AND EXPORTED GOODS]317

[8:852] [All merchants, traders, skippers, boatmen, also inhabitants
and foreigners, of what quality or nation soever they may be are hereby notified that, conformably to the ordinance and edict on this subject
enacted and published] the 27th of April 1656, [no person] shall be
allowed to embark any peltries, of whatever kind those may be, [nor
any] wines and beers, or transport or transship them on land or ship by
water, not even to bring them out of these city’s gates, before they are
316 This is likely the ship called the Eendracht.
317 Recovered text from translation in LO, 349–351.
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declared in their true quantity, quality and kind to Nicolaes Verleth,
commies318 of the Company’s warehouse, and collector of the outgoing recognition fees, and for which an export permit is received, on
which, in addition to quantity and quality, shall appear from whom it
is received and to whom it is consigned; and (if they are being transported out of this jurisdiction) immediately to pay to our aforesaid
appointed collector 8 percent in kind of all peltries, or the true value
thereof in good merchantable sewant according to the rate set by the
office,
Of a tonne of beer					
Of an ancker of brandy, Spanish wine or liquor		
Of an ancker of French wine, Rhenish wine or mead
On pain of forfeiture of the concealed and confiscated
and peltries, and double the value thereof.

ƒ2–2
ƒ2–2
ƒ1–1
wines, beers,

The declared peltries, wines, beers, and distilled spirits shall be
shipped, transported, and removed on the same day by daylight,
between sunrise and sunset, and if, through neglect [they are] shipped,
transported, or removed on the next or other days, [8:853] [another
export permit shall be applied for and obtained from the aforesaid
collector on that day on which they are shipped, on the aforesaid
penalty.
Further, the director general and councilors give notice that no person
of what quality or nation soever he may be, shall discharge or unload]
any goods or merchandises coming from abroad before and until he
has entered the same in their [species, quantity], and quality with the
director general [or his deputy,] the fiscal, or in his absence, with the
[aforesaid] commies Nicolaes Verleth, and paid thereof the 10 percent
ordered before in kind, or the value thereof in good merchantable
sewant, according to the rate set by the office, on pain as before. But
all sorts of provisions are exempt, except for oil, wines, vinegars, and
beers, on which, as on other merchandise, the recognition fee shall
be paid. No recognition fee shall be paid either on imported sewant,
tobacco, sugars, indigo, cotton, skins, and other native fruits and crops
of these regions in America.
318 For the meaning of commies in this context see the following manuscript page,
8:854.
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Finally, the director general and councilors renew [their order] that no
ships,319 yachts, barks, ketches, sloops, or any other vessels intending
to sail or depart out of or within this province, on the day of their departure shall specifically report and declare to the fiscal, or in his absence,
to the aforesaid commies, their embarked merchandise, peltries, wines
and beers, and after declaring them they shall submit themselves to the
inspection by the fiscal, commies, or any other deputy for the director
general and councilors, on pain as before, [one third] of which fine
[shall be paid to] the finder and reporter of any frauds [8:854] [and
smuggling.
To the end that no man shall plead ignorance, the director general
and councilors of New Netherland ordain and command their fiscal to
have these presents translated and] posted [in the English and French
languages,] and after the posting, to properly proceed against [contraveners]. Thus done, resumed, and enacted at the meeting of the honorable lord director general and councilors held in Fort Amsterdam in
New Netherland, the 23rd of April anno 1658.
P Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
J de Deckere
Pieter Tonnemans

[OATH OF OFFICE TAKEN BY NICOLAES VERLETH]

Follows the oath sworn at the meeting by commies Nicolaes Verleth:
I promise and swear in the presence of the Almighty that I will be
faithful to the honorable high and mighty lords States General of the
United Netherlands, the lords directors of the Chartered West India
Company, and their director general and councilors already appointed
here now or to be appointed later, and that I will faithfully perform
the office entrusted to me of collector of the recognition fees on goods
exported to the North and Virginia, both in recording and collecting
the said recognition fee without making arrangements or dissimulating with anyone for favors, gifts or prestige of persons; that upon
319 ... dat geen schepen jachten. Alle, meaning “all,” was probably meant instead
of geen.
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orders, or in the absence of the fiscal, examining the departing ships,
I will do this in all sincerity, and having found any error or deceit, [I
will not keep] anything thereof secret or, on my own authority [8:855]
[several lines lost] and [immediately] be guided by [the instructions]
and orders [already] given to me [or] to be given later. So truly help
me God Almighty.
[8:856] [blank]

[ORDINANCE REGULATING THE DUTIES AND FEES OF COURT MESSENGERS]320

[8:857] [First, whoever will sue anyone at law shall summon him by
the court messenger or bailiff for the next session of the court, which
summons must be served at least one day before, unless in case of
arrest or difference between strangers, when it may be served on the
very day of the session.]
2
The bailiff or messenger shall [give in a written return, and] state
therein where and on whom the summons shall have been served,
[together with the answer].
3
All sentences, interlocutory or definitive, by which someone is
condemned to pay any money or deposit money in court [as a security] shall, if no appeal is lodged in cases where appeals are allowed, be
executed after ten days in manner as follows:
4
The bailiff or messenger shall proceed with the judgment to the person
or the dwelling of the condemned person, and summon him to pay
within 24 hours. If no payment has been made on the expiration of
the 24 hours, the aforesaid bailiff or messenger shall again request
satisfaction of the sentence, and if he still remains in default, he shall,
in the presence of two schepenen attach or seize (under inventory) the
furniture and the moveable property, unless the condemned person
shows the executor some furniture or movables on which he desires
320 Recovered text from translation in LO, 351–56.
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the execution to be levied. [The bailiff] shall have to keep the aforesaid goods, or cause them to be kept, for the time of six days to allow
the condemned person to pay in the meantime; and after an order has
been given on one court day, the aforesaid furniture shall on the next
court day be sold to the highest bidder for ready money.
5
And if the payment cannot be made from the monies realized from
the aforesaid furniture, the aforesaid bailiff or messenger shall attach
the real estate of the condemned person, and publicly sell it for ready
money after four court days’ notice, and also by the posting of bills,
on condition that the condemned person is informed about this at the
first notice or proclamation. And deeds of decree shall be delivered to
the buyer by the director general and councilors, or the burgomasters
and schepenen. [8:858]
[6
And if the aforesaid property be still insufficient, then he shall attach
all outstanding debts due to the defendant, which after four] court
days’ notice [shall be sold to] the highest bidder [for ready] money,
as before.
7
All sentences and actions connected with the case whereby any houses, lands, or goods were allocated to the plaintiff shall likewise be
executed thirteen days subsequent to the public verdict in the following manner:
8
The condemned person and also the occupant of the allocated property shall be summoned by the messenger or bailiff to withdraw and
vacate the allocated goods within three days, and with that to make it
available to the successful party; and if they don’t do this within the
aforesaid three days, the condemned person or the occupant shall, in
the presence of two of the court and in the presence of the schout,
fiscal, or secretary, indeed be evicted and the successful party be put
in possession.
9
All sentences whereby someone is condemned to render account and
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balance, or to fulfill any other act, shall, as said before, after the ten
days and after the previous summons, be executed as follows: The
condemned person shall be detained in a certain inn on pain of twelve
guilders, and if on the fixed day he does not appear in confinement, he
shall be searched for by the messenger, and if the messenger does not
find him, he shall with the assistance of the fiscal or schout immediately be apprehended and taken into custody.321 [8:859]
[10
The court messengers or ushers, putting in execution as bailiffs, the
mandamuses and orders of justice issued by the director general and
councilors, shall be bound to serve all summons on the persons, or
at the dwellings of those whom they will summon in case they have
a domicile, and to leave the copy of the aforesaid] mandamus [and
order] at the cost of [the petitioner] with the aforesaid defendant or
someone of his family, with [a note] or explanation of the aforesaid
copy [and] when the session of the court shall be held, on pain of six
guilders each time for the benefit of the poor; and further, to conduct
themselves in regard to the return as is ordered [in] Article 2.
11
The bailiffs or messengers who want to carry out any executions, shall,
if they consider this necessary, really and in deed go to the officer of
the place, city, or village, and ask for his assistance, which aid the
officer shall be required to render promptly.
12
Item. If the parties resist the execution with words or deeds, and if
the officers, magistrates, or others offer them any resistance, obstruction, or cause delays, or refuse assistance, the aforesaid messengers or
bailiffs shall be held to relate this faithfully, and to hand a copy of their
proceedings to the fiscal so that he may summon such resisters before
the director general and councilors. [8:860]
[13
The court messengers or bailiffs, executing any order for the deposit
of money in controversy, shall be bound immediately to deliver the
deposit] into the hands of the parties [or to bring it in consignment]
321 ... ende de boode hem niet vindende, sal voorts met assistentie vande fiscael off
schout geapprehendeert en in verseeckeringe gestelt werden.
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properly to the court, or [secretary of the place.]
14
If the messengers or bailiffs, executing any judgment or order322 issued
by the director general and councilors, be found to have executed
[it] badly, or to have used the words and form of their authority and
commission deceivingly and in bad faith, or exceeded and violated
them by considerable negligence, they shall have to account for their
acts and correct them on the order and judgment of the director general
and councilors. In that case,the plaintiff by court order who employed
them shall not be allowed to assume the case in their place, nor shall
any letters of indemnity given to them avail them as an excuse.
15
The messengers or bailiffs shall be bound to accompany the fiscal and
to assist him in all civil executions to which the fiscal will be ordered
by the director general and councilors.
16
The messengers or bailiffs shall content themselves with, and may
demand the following salary and no more,
For a single summons within the circuit of this place, twelve stivers
Outside of it, eighteen stivers on condition of paying six stivers thereof to the secretary for entering the action
For an attachment within this city
ƒ0–12
Outside of this city
1–4
For imprisoning a person
1–4
For guarding the prisoner between day and night
2–
For serving a mandamus within this city
1–10
Outside this city
2–10
[8:861] [Other services and labor not expressed or specified herein shall remain subject to the discretion and taxation of the director
general and councilors.
In cases, services, and citations relating to the honorable Company,
or where the fiscal and schout are concerned] ex officio, the court
messengers shall be bound to act for the ordinary salary allowed them.
322 Prod: product, or documents brought into the legal proceedings.
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The interpretation, alteration, and increase hereof shall be subject to
the judgment and disposition of the aforesaid director general and
councilors.
Thus done and provisionally ordained on the 23rd of April anno 1658
at the meeting of the honorable lord director general and councilors
held in Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland.
[8:862] [blank]

[PETITION OF TOMAS WILLETT THAT HE MAY BE ALLOWED
TO COMMUTE FOR THE DUTIES PAYABLE BY HIM]

[8:863] [several lines lost] The undersigned, your honors’ obedient
servant [Tomas Willett] shows with [due reverence how] he has been
coming to this city with his bark for some consecutive years now, and
has [brought] wheat, meat, bacon, and a little English merchandise in
order to trade it here, as he did previously with you or the community,
for other wares and merchandise that he needs. And having noticed
that according to the custom here, it is neither very well possible for
the petitioner to declare the brought merchandise (of which he also has
to send a batch to Groen Wits)323 nor to report its true value in detail,
because there are many little things among them with hardly a name
that were bought along with other goods or as part of a larger quantity; the petitioner, for all the good in the world is also not inclined
to burden his mind by concealing or smuggling any of the wares he
brought along; although, despite the close attention that may be taken
in this regard, plenty of ways can be discovered for the last, namely
the illicit trade, for those who want to try to do that. However, he
can understand very well that a nation cannot survive without income,
and that therefore recognition fees should be paid, but as said before,
because it is not very well possible for him to report the goods he
brought along one by one, he requests with due reverence that the
petitioner be consented (as happened in the past and also last year with
the consent of your honors or those who had their orders thereto, to [
] over the recognition fees of [the goods] he brought in and will bring
in [8:864] [several lines lost] honors’ subjects, who might [maintain]
323 Greenwich, Connecticut.
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similar or other business [and] let [them] enjoy [
] neighborly,
friendly, and civil treatment, and to continue to be and remain, as he
always has been, not just a friend of the Dutch nation in general, but
especially (lower stood) your honors’ willing servant, (was signed)
Tho: Willett.

[OPINIONS ON THE FOREGOING PETITION]

The above petition having been received and read, various pro and
contra debates took place about it; therefore, it is resolved that each of
the lords should state his advice as to what to undertake in this matter,
Lord director general Petrus Stuyvesant recommends that because in
New England he enjoys great respect and even is a magistrate, and
because from time to time he has shown himself to be a friend of
this nation, they should allow Mr. Willett to trade the merchandise
here that he brought in and still will bring in and to ship the return
merchandise, provided that when he departs again for New England
he shall report as accurate as possible the quantity of the goods he
traded here, and what peltries he sent from here, in order to then settle
the recognition fee of all these things for the benefit of the Company.
Dated as above.
[8:865] [several lines lost] Lord [Tonneman] agrees with the [advice
of lord de] Sille.
Lord de Deckere agrees with the lord general’s advice, because then
there will be a better possibility to settle with him.

[ORDER ADMITTING MR. WILLETT TO TRADE ON CERTAIN CONDITIONS]

Having heard the recommendations, it is resolved to draw up the
following resolution to the petition written above,
The petitioner is allowed to trade the goods and merchandise that he
brought and still will bring here to his best profit, and to ship to New
England the goods that he will receive in return for them, be it peltries
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or other wares, provided that upon his departure from here he, petitioner, shall report as accurately as possible the quantity of the goods
traded here, and which peltries he shipped from here, in order to then
civilly agree on the recognition fees of the items mentioned. Thus
done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland the 15th of May 1658.
P Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman
J De Deckere
[8:866] [blank]
[8:867] [several lines lost] Pieter [Tonneman]

[REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR GENERAL ON THE AFFAIRS AT THE SOUTH RIVER]324

The lord director general, having arrived at the Manhatans from the
South River on Monday, [the 15th inst,] around noon, reports that his
honor found many things at the South River in not such a condition
as they should be, especially regarding the smuggling and frauds in
the honorable Company’s recognition fees on goods sent there from
Holland; as there were many goods unloaded from the last ships
that were not marked with the honorable Company’s mark, without
anything having been done about it. Also, that a case with 36 guns
shipped by do. Welius’s brother was unloaded from the ship the Waagh,
which guns were distributed by lord Alrichs to the community there.
2nd.. That the oath administered by lord Alrichs to the newly arrived
people, with the exclusion of the honorable lords directors and the
director general and councilors of New Netherland, appeared very
strange to his honor. When the lord general talked to him about it
lord Alrichs promised to change it, and accordingly requested that no
mention would be made thereof to the honorable lords directors.
3. That one Vander As as well as one N. Ringh, finding themselves
injured by sentences pronounced against them, intended to appeal;
324 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:212–213.
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and when they asked the secretary there to lodge the appeal, the secretary refused to do so.
[8:868] [4. That the Swedish nation had asked, after taking the oath,
that it might be allowed and granted them not to be obliged to take
sides if any troubles should arise between the crown of Sweden and
our state at home]; which was agreed to by the lord general.
Further, that his honor laid out some lots near Fort Altena, the single
ones thirty feet, and the double ones at sixty feet wide and one hundred
feet deep, provided that two dwellings be built upon the double lots.
And if the first owners or acceptors of the lots fail to build upon them,
these may, by order of the director general and councilors, be transferred to others who are more ready to build, provided that the first
owner may demand one hundred guilders and no more for fencing and
other expenses made on it.
Also, for officers of the Swedish nation on the South River were elected
for captain, Swens Schoete
for lieutenant, Andries d’Albo
for ensign, Jacob Swensoon
Thus reported by the lord director general Petrus Stuyvesant at the
meeting in Fort Amsterdam on the 15th of May 1656.

[PETITION OF THE SWEDISH MAGISTRATES
AT TINNAKUNGS (TINICUM) FOR CERTAIN PRIVILEGES]325

[8:869] [Copy. The sheriff and members of the council humbly request
of the noble, honorable general, now here present, a favorable decision on the subjoined petition:
1. That we may be provided with proper instructions to perform equitably the duties entrusted to us.]
2. That for their execution [we may] be provided with a [court]
messenger,
325 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:211–112.
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3. That if needed, we may [have] free access to the commander at Fort
Altena, in order to get assistance of soldiers when it is necessary,
4. That it be ordered that nobody shall be allowed to leave these
boundaries without knowledge of the magistrates, much less, that one
harbors another person’s servant or manservant if those leave or run
away without their masters’ or mistresses’ permission.
Tinnakungs, 8 May 1658 (was signed) the lord general’s obedient
subjects, Gregorius van Dijck, Oloff Stive, Matijs Hanson, Pieter
Rambo, Pieter Kai[k.]
Having received the above-mentioned petition, it is found to be a fair
request. Therefore, the petitioners are hereby promised and granted
that they will be sent proper instructions at the first opportunity to
be of use as much as possible in the course of their administration of
justice, and for the better execution of their office.
On the second point it is deemed necessary that, in order to make
summons, arrests, and the carrying out of sentences, the schout and
the commissaries [8:870] [be supported and served by a provost, who
as court messenger shall at the same time serve summons pursuant to
the instruction, to be sent there by the first opportunity offering.
Upon the third it was decided and at the same time] orders were given
[to the provisional commissary, that if the commissaries] should
consider it necessary and the schout asks him to offer a helping hand,
he shall aid and assist him with the honorable Company’s military.
On the fourth and last point, an order was issued previously by an edict
of the director general and councilors, a copy of which will be sent
to the petitioners at the first opportunity. Meanwhile it is agreed and
ordered that nobody shall be allowed to leave without prior knowledge
of the commissaries, but also, as is appropriate, that consent thereto
should be requested and obtained from the director general and councilors in advance, signed by their secretary, as such is customary in the
province of New Netherland. And if someone of the Swedish nation
would leave the same, or has already left, the schout is hereby ordered
and commanded to serve such persons with an order to return, and
upon refusal to take legal action against them, either by arrest or by
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detention, as is appropriate, and at a convenient time to give a written
report of the proceedings to the director general and councilors.
Finally, and lastly for now, whereas for the maintenance of the necessary arrangements mentioned before—[that is the salaries of] the
schout, commissaries, provost martial, and other higher and lower
officers [8:871] [as well as for other public concerns, by and by some
subsidies shall be needed—it is recommended to the schout and
commissaries to think and examine where the same can be found and
raised to the least burden of the Swedish nation,] our good [and faithful subjects to whom we hereby assure and promise] our favor [and
all possible assistance, as if they were] our own nation, pursuant to
the oath made before [or still to be taken by] those who may not have
taken it.
Follows the oath taken by the Swedish nation on the South River: We
promise and swear in the presence of the Almighty God, that we shall
be and remain loyal and faithful to the honorable high and mighty
lords States General of the United Netherlands, the honorable lords
directors of the General Chartered West India Company, together
with their director general already appointed or to be appointed in
the future, that we shall honor, respect, and obey them as honest and
good subjects should, as long as we continue in this province of New
Netherland. So truly help us God Almighty.

[PETITION OF JOOST ADRIAENSEN AND COMPANY FOR
PERMISSION TO BUILD MILLS ON THE SOUTH RIVER]326

[8:872] [To the noble, honorable director
general of New Netherland, etc.
Show with due reverence Joost Adriaensen and companions, that they
are willing] to erect a saw [and gristmill below the turtle’s] falls, [for
which the place] and some land belonging to it was granted to them
by the [provisional] commies of the honorable West India Company
subject to your honor’s approval. Therefore, the petitioners respectfully request that your honors please approve this and issue a patent for
326 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:210.
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it. Which doing, etc,
(was signed) Joost Adriaensen in Comp
(dated in the margin) Nieuwer Amstel the 30th of April 1658.
The honorable lord general, being at the South River in the presence of
lord Tonnemans, resolved upon the foregoing petition,
The request is granted and allowed, provided that they shall not ask
more for the grinding of grain than is paid for grinding at the honorable Company’s gristmill. Dated 6 May, 1658.

[PROPOSITIONS SUBMITTED TO THE COUNCIL
BY JOHAN DE DECKERE, RECEIVER GENERAL]

[8:873] [several lines lost] [
]rdigen [
]
[
] in order to take care of the new books [without being
employed thereto] until he has informed himself of everything [ ]te
could be discharged, the more because [according to reports], he is
inclined to it;
The 2nd subsection of the 5th article of the aforesaid instruction
considering the payment of accounts or ordinances, in my opinion,
should also include and contain the recording of some accounts; I ask
the lords director general and councilors to consider whether it would
not be necessary to make this the responsibility of the bookkeeper
and the collector respectively, and by resolution to ordain to enter or
pay no accounts or ordinances but those, in accordance with the same
article.
The reasons for the bookkeeper being this: first, so that after the
accounts are entered people have a record to claim them and demand
payment; second, that the accounts first should be examined jointly.
Such [is] easier than entering them a long time there[after], when the
memory and reminder of the circumstances of the entries is prevented
by the intervention of time, on pain of, concerning the bookkeeper,
that entries that are found to be debatable or that may be canceled
may be charged against him. And concerning the collector, this way as
before, all payments that have not been made shall not be awarded to
them. Judging that it is the intention and desire of the lords directors
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that I should always be one of the two members reported there, and
not alternately.
The entire world can see and judge that presently the fortress has no
defense, and that it can easily be attacked by surprise, and invaded
by a dozen men who are aware of its state and condition; the more so
because the soldiers, who often have no light at night, could [sooner]
be taken by surprise than be warned; therefore, in my opinion, it would
be useful and highly necessary that all other unnecessary, or at least
the not so necessary, works be left aside with [two] of the Company’s
masons, and that, if need be, others be hired for that. [8:874] [several lines lost]. As [it
] to order and ordain
[
] to obey, and employ [
] duty to
contribute thereto [
] being manifest that orders without
[
] without [reaching or advancing]327 the intent or the aim
of the person who gave the orders. Therefore, it is necessary to have
the same revived [ ] and to keep them alive, and with the hand of
practice to support them, maintain them, and keep them going.
The instruction given to me by the honorable lords directors especially
reflects on the finances, the success, and administration thereof, and
therefore I think it necessary, yes, highly necessary, that the 1st and
2nd article of the said instruction will be realized and dealt with,
Without, in my opinion, it being necessary to postpone this until the
books of the outstanding debts of the merchants and others are closed;
the more so, because I cannot imagine that this would be accomplished
within the next six years if business and copying are continued on the
same footing as before.
Also related to this is that, especially, the revision and examination
of the books and accounts of the former collector Tienhoven should
be encouraged. Commissaries were appointed for that by resolution
indeed, but so far I have only heard of laborious or no meetings
held about that, except for when on occasion one or another account
appears of which the beginning, middle, or end depends on said Van
Tienhoven’s administration.
Therefore, as before, it would be useful, that for the time being one
327 ... ber[

] evanesceren. Perhaps he meant avanceren, “to advance.”
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would take inventory of those assets that are fluid and available,
such as monies of the treasury, condition of provision warehouses, war ammunition, equipment, necessities, soldiers’ clothing, the
merchandise, unpaid leases, tenths, lands and houses belonging to
the Company; then the order of the 11th article of the said instruction can somewhat and in some way be pursued, copied and sent to
the fatherland, if it is not a general,328 then at least a register [8:875]
[several lines lost] be a burden [
] transported and
[brought;
] capable [for the] necessary work
[
]
To the completion and in consideration of the [
] repeatedly
given by the lords directors to the director general [and councilors] so
far, and having arrived, namely, that [in accordance with] the practice
previously in use in Brazil and presently still in Guinea, one could
have the Company’s Negroes taught carpentry, masonry, masonry
assistant’s work, blacksmith work, etc.; in my opinion, if not the old
or elderly, at least the children of the liberated slaves or Negroes could
be employed and brought up; even more so because I find that the
parents/elderly,329 on and under such and other conditions, have evaded slavery free and liberated.
Lastly occurs what could have been said before, regarding the 1st
subsection of the 5th article of the instruction in question, namely that
this should and must be executed expressly in obedience of the lords
directors and immediately set to work.
For now I will postpone some of my other considerations until a later
opportunity, the details of which will be communicated and imparted
to the lords director general and councilors in due time.
On the occasion of the arrival of the small ship the Hay, which is
loaded with dyewood, I think it advisable that it be sent to the fatherland together with the ships lying here at present, and in order to
facilitate the cargo, to hand over a bill to the skippers and collect it
again, [asking] at what price they are willing to transport the aforesaid
328 Cemrale. Perhaps he meant generaele.
329 ... de ouders op, ende onder soodanige ende andere conditien de slavernije zijn
ontdoocken Liber, ende vrij gemaeckt. Did he mean die anders? If so it would read
“because I find that those [meaning the children] otherwise, on and under such conditions, have evaded ...”
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wood. If this is not deemed advisable, the wood, anyhow, should not
be stored in cellars except by way of the weighhouse.

[ORDER ON THE FOREGOING PROPOSITIONS]

[8:876] [several lines lost] [
] in authorizing to promote
[
] and third point, for that purpose to formally draw up a proper
deed according to the rules.
On the 4th point, to give it until the last of December with the present
bookkeeper and meanwhile to seriously remind him of his duty and
devotion.
The 5th point was settled and therefore should be put into practice
immediately.
On the 7th point it is resolved to have all the honorable Company’s
Negroes come into the fort on a suitable day, and to see what kind of
capable boys are among them.
On the 6th point the lord general advises that it is necessary and useful
to continue the building of palisades for this city; meanwhile to have
the Company’s masons work on the fort.
The lords Sille and Tonneman comply with the lord general’s advice.
[8:877] [several lines lost] Dated as above.
On the 8th point it is also resolved to send the dyewood to the fatherland with the mooring ships, and to ship it with the skipper who is
willing to take it in for the lowest freight. Dated 15 May 1658.

[ORDER FIXING THE PAY OF TWO SAILORS FOR A VOYAGE TO CURAÇAO]

[8:878] [several lines lost] on the yacht [
] served [
]
at the request of lord Becx came to make a journey to Aruba, and then,
coming back to Curaçao, to leave from there to Holland; requesting
that for that time they might be granted 12 guilders per month, but
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if they would go again to Curaçao with the yacht that they would be
granted 13 guilders per month from now on.
After deliberation it is agreed that during their absence from Curaçao
they will be granted 12 guilders per month to date, and on this date
they are hired again for the journey to Curaçao at 13 guilders per
month. Dated 20 May 1658.

[RESOLUTION TO ENCLOSE THE CITY OF NEW AMSTERDAM WITH PALISADES]

[8:879] [several lines lost] and merchandise [
]
prevent nor [
] can be retrieved nor [
]
the same with great difficulty at various [
] because this city
[
] on the river [banks] and therefore [people] can sail
to and from board330 at ungodly hours, [as much] as the smugglers
wish—against which measures need to be taken. It was and is unanimously considered necessary and useful to have this city fenced off
with a double row of palisades, and to leave no more than two or three
openings therein that can be shut at night in order to be able to sail
through those with the scows to and from board (to load and unload),
which will serve not only to prevent smuggling a great deal, but also
as a defense in the evening or morning against a jealous or malicious
neighbor or Indian. It is resolved to set this to work at the first opportunity and carry it into execution. Thus done in Fort Amsterdam in N:
Netherland, the 25th of May 1658.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman

[NOTICE TO ALL PERSONS HAVING PUBLIC PROPERTY
IN THEIR POSSESSION TO SUBMIT AN INVENTORY THEREOF]

[8:880] [several lines lost] at the chamber [
] to make
an inventory of the honorable Company’s effects, [nothing] excepted, in order to know exactly and see what and how many effects the
330 ... aen en van boort.
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honorable Company has here. Therefore, in order that this can be done
and begun the sooner, we authorized from the midst of our meeting
the honorable lord Jan de Deckere to employ all possible means and
promote that this, our resolution and order, will be observed and begun
by anyone who has the use of any effects of the Company at the first
suitable opportunity. On the other hand, we likewise ordain and order
everyone to whom it somehow may concern, at the aforesaid lord De
Deckere’s order and command, as soon as possible to honestly and in
good faith make an inventory of the Company’s effects and goods that
have been entrusted and given for use, and to deliver the signed inventory to said lord De Deckere, so that we can use it when appropriate.
Thus done in Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland the 25th of May 1659
[sic].

[PETITION OF JAN THEUNISSEN CULEMBORGH
FOR THE PARDON OF A RUNAWAY SAILOR]

[8:881] [several lines lost] how that he [Jan Theunissen Culemborgh]
was handed a [
] request [
] Heijtjes van Workum
[
] servant, who humbly [requests] pardon. Therefore, the
petitioner requests with subservient humility to pardon him in [
]
hereof without any disgrace, hoping and trusting that the fugitive will
comport himself from now on in such a way that your honors will be
satisfied with his improvement, all the more since he was incited by
others. I trust in your honors’ discretion and usual benevolence, and
expect your honors’ favorable resolution. Doing this, etc., I remain
your honors’ humble servant (was signed) by me, Jan Theunissen,
dated 25 May 1658.
Having received and read the above petition, the honorable lord director general resolved as follows: Although the petitioner, as an example to others, does deserve some punishment for his running away,
considering the confession of guilt and the promise of improvement,
the petitioner, for this time, is forgiven and pardoned for his mistake,
provided that with respect to this he shall report to the Company’s
yacht and comport himself from now on as a good sailor and faithful
servant should. Done at Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland, the 25th of
May anno 1658.
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[ORDER FOR COMMISSARY VAN BRUGGE NOT TO ENTER
ANY ACCOUNTS IN HIS BOOKS UNTIL THEY ARE AUDITED]

[8:882] [several lines lost] [
]ken of this [
]nde
account both of merchants [and servants] of the Company, without
the said accounts having been properly examined and approved of.
Therefore, in order to prevent this and keep it from happening again in
the future, the director general and councilors of N: Netherland hereby order and direct commissary and bookkeeper Carel van Brugge
to neither book nor transport any accounts, whosoever they may be,
nobody excepted, before such accounts are examined and approved
by the lord director general and two commissaries from the council
and signed by the said commissaries, on pain that the items that are
found disputable or that may be removed, will come and remain at the
expense of the said commissary and bookkeeper. Thus done at Fort
Amsterdam in N: Netherland, the 25th of May 1658.

[COMMISSION FOR CORNELIS VAN RUIJVEN TO ADOPT PROPER
MEASURES FOR THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE PUBLIC ACCOUNTS]

[8:883] [several lines lost] done [
] and
duty the books [
] and would [
]
mistakes as would be appropriate, finding [
] concerns
that the said orders [
] and our good intentions were not followed
up [but were] neglected by the said Van Brugge, and [whereas] the
service of the Company greatly requires the said books to be adjusted
and brought into good order (which has not happened for several years
now) and that such cannot nor should suffer any delay. Therefore, we,
the aforesaid director general and councilors, in order to further the
necessary work as much as possible, have empowered and authorized
our secretary Cornelis van Ruijven, in our name and on our behalf, to
employ and use such means to adjust the aforesaid account books as
he, for the greatest service of the Company, deems good and advisable. Therefore, we hereby order and command the aforesaid Carel
van Brugge and his deputy commies to strictly observe and fulfill this
matter, as if they were ordered and commanded by us, on pain of being
properly punished if they are found negligent herein, because we find
that appropriate for the service of the Company.
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Thus done in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 25th of May
anno 1658.

[ORDER FOR RECEIVER GENERAL NOT TO PAY ANY MONEY
EXCEPT ON THE ORDER OF THE DIRECTOR GENERAL]

[8:884] [several lines lost] which, in order to [
in]cline,
it is resolved that [
no] servants of the Company shall be paid
more money [by the] collector of the director general and councilors than what is due to them according to their accounts; also, not
to pay any significant sums to merchants unless they requested and
obtained proper order for it from the lord director general. Done in
Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland, the 25th of May anno 1658.

[APPOINTMENT AND OATH OF OFFICE OF RESOLVEERT
WALDRON TO BE PROVOST AND DEPUTY SCHOUT]

[8:885] [several lines lost] [and vigilant
]
in order to [] the position of the same [
] the position of
the deputy schout [
]. Therefore, the director general and
councilors of New Netherland, having considered the recommendations given to them and the good behavior of the person of Resolveert
Waldron, have engaged and appointed him geweldiger and deputy
schout, as they hereby engage and appoint him as such. He is granted
thirty guilders per month and one hundred guilders boarding money
annually. Dated as above.
Follows the oath taken by Resolveert Waldron in the presence of
lord fiscal De Sille: I promise and swear that I shall be faithful and
loyal to the honorable high and mighty lords States General of the
United Netherlands and the lords directors of the Chartered West
India Company, chamber Amsterdam, and that I shall show all honor,
respect, and obedience to the lord director general and councilors of
N: Netherland; that I shall fulfill and observe the items and articles
included in my instructions in such ways as they already are stated
or still may be stated. And further, that I shall generally behave and
comport myself as an honest geweldiger and deputy schout is obliged
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to do, and should do. So help me God Almighty.
[8:886] [blank]

[RESOLUTION THAT THE DIRECTOR GENERAL PROCEED TO THE ESOPUS]331

[8:887] [28th May anno 1658, Tuesday, Fort Amsterdam in N. Nd.
Present at the meeting the honorable director general Petrus Stuyvesant
and the honorable councillors, Nicasius de Sille, Pieter Tonneman and
Johan] de Deckere.
The director general and councilors of New Netherland having examined and taken into further and [serious] consideration the letters
received from the Esopus on the 2nd and 18th of this month, by
which we are informed, in the first [letter], how the wilden shot dead
there one Harmen Jacobsz, alias Bamboes, set two houses on fire,
and behaved and showed themselves very insolent and malicious. In
the second letter [we are informed] that the wilden continued their
aforesaid unbearable boldness, forcing our inhabitants there to plow
for them, and upon refusal [they] threatened with the fire in hand
to set their houses ablaze, calling them dogs, and treating them in
other similar unbearable evil ways. The oral statements of the people
coming from there agree with this, and therefore, the inhabitants of
the Esopus, numbering about 60 to 70 souls, ask for assistance from
soldiers. Having considered the request, it is resolved that the lord
director general shall go there as soon as possible with 50 or 60 men
for his protection, in order to make such arrangements as shall be
found necessary and appropriate, and as shall be required for the best
interest of the Company, this province, and its inhabitants. Dated as
above.

[ORDER TO INCREASE THE PAY OF GEORGE HANEL, CADET]

[8:888] [several lines lost] After deliberation it is resolved: The petitioner is granted two guilders’ improvement per month from now on.
331 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 13:80.
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Dated as above.

[ORDER ON THE PETITION OF MACHIEL BARCKHUIJSEN]

Received the petition of Machiel Barckhuijsen, adelborst in the
company of lord director Alrichs, complaining that he had been
engaged as captain geweldiger in the South River, but that by the
schout there he is only used as his lowest servant, requesting that lord
Alrichs in the form of a government order be ordered not to impose any
service on him other than that of adelborst, or otherwise, release him.
After deliberation it is resolved: The petitioner should first and beforehand turn to his proper authorities. Dated as above.

[ORDER PARDONING SEVERIJN LOURENS]

Received the request of Trijntjen Rijnders, wife of Severijn Lourens,
which Severijn Lourens on the 12th of April 1658 was condemned to
be whipped and branded for the theft of some planks, but who escaped
on the day before the sentence would be executed, now requesting
forgiveness for the theft he committed, and to be allowed to support
himself with farming on Staaten Eijlant.
After deliberation it is resolved, [8:889] [several lines lost] confiscated
[ ] Dated as above.
Note. The credit due [
] become ⅓ for the fiscal, ⅓ for the
[director general], and ⅓ for the Company.

[PETITION OF PAULUS SCHRECK REQUESTING AN
ATTACHMENT TO BE DECLARED VALID; GRANTED]

Copy:

To the honorable lord Pieter Stuyvesant,
director general together with the honorable
lords high councilors in N: Netherland.
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Paulus Schreck shows with very humble respect how on balance of a
promissory note the sum of one hundred and eighty-three guilders and
ten stivers is still due to him from Jan Paulo Jacquet, for which, in order
to pay it, the petitioner in the past would rightly have received him at
the South River. Therefore, he, petitioner, in order to get his security,
has had the remaining wages and monies by the highly esteemed West
India Company due to the said Jacquet attached here at the office,
requesting therefore that your honors and highly esteemed will please
allow the attachment, and that the petitioner be allowed to collect the
aforesaid ƒ183:10 with costs under appropriate security, or that he be
given credit for it by your honors. Which doing, etc. (:lower stood:)
Your honors’ obedient servant (:was signed:) Paulus Schreck
[8:890] [several lines lost] [
] declared,332 and the petitioner
[
] to have a copy hereof delivered to Johan [Jacquet].
Dated as above.
[RESOLUTION CONCERNING THE FERRY TO LONG ISLAND]333

As on the last of this month the lease of the ferry from this island,
the Manhatans, to Long Island will expire, and consequently, the new
lease needs to be arranged again, it was resolved to do this by public
sale to the highest bidder on the last of this month, for the time of
three years. But whereas the director general and councilors foresee
that the farming out shall not make much headway on the conditions
they have in mind, namely, that the person who remains the farmer
will have to buy or build, within 4 or five months at most, a suitable
scow to ferry across cattle and other goods, because most persons
who say they want to lease the ferry are common, if not poor, people;
also because no one will be able to afford [8:891] [to incur so heavy
expenses for a term of three years. Therefore it is resolved, to try,
whether the said ferry cannot] be let [again] furtively [for a fair equivalent to the present ferryman, Egbert van Borsum, for the term of three
years, on condition that] within four [or five months he shall have] had
a suitable scow built or bought to ferry across cattle etc. The honorable
332 Verclaart.
333 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:421.
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lords Nicasius de Sille and Johan de Deckere are hereby appointed and
authorized to do and try this. Dated as above.

[CONTINUATION OF THE CASE BETWEEN CLAES
TEUNISSEN AND PIETER VANDER LINDE]

The director general and councilors of N: Netherland, having received
and read the writings, documents, and papers delivered in the meeting
by Claes Teunissen, plaintiff, and Pieter vander Linde, defendant in a
writ of appeal, have resolved and deemed necessary before proceeding
to pronounce judgment, to have the three barrels of tobacco in question standing at the farm of Cornelis Aersen examined and looked at
by experts, and to collect their report on the quality and value thereof.
The Srs. Johannis Pietersen Verbrugge and Pieter Jacobsen Buijs are
hereby appointed and authorized to do this.

[ORDER ALLOWING PAULUS LEENDERSEN VAN DER GRIFT TO
ADVISE CHARLES GABRIJ OF CERTAIN LEGAL PROCEEDINGS]

[8:892] [several lines lost] [
] the petitioner on the [] of this
[month] by [
] de Vos, in the presence of [
] handed
over the enclosed [
] writing with the notification that I should
give notice to Caerles Gabrij at the first opportunity, and whereas
Jan Jansz Bestevaer is ready to depart, and he, petitioner, in such a
short time has no opportunity to properly inform and give notice to
the aforesaid Carel Gabrij; he, petitioner, requests your honors, that
without damaging Carles Gabrij’s right he be allowed to do this with
the first departing ship or ships. Which doing, I remain (lower stood)
Honorable lords, your honors’ very humble servant (was signed) P. L.
van der Grift.
After deliberation it is resolved: The petitioner is allowed time to
inform Mr. Carles Gabrij on account of the enclosed documents, and
to send these to him before the first ships depart, at the latest before the
departure of the ship Draatvat. Dated as above.
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[PETITION OF HENDRICK RIJSEN, SKIPPER OF
THE SHIP SPERA MUNDI, FOR CONSENT TO TRADE]

[8:893] [several lines lost] Hendrick Rijsen [skipper of the ship]
Spera Mundi, lying [
] shows with due respect
that owing to a certain accident he [was forced] to come here in this
harbor, [which] is shown by the enclosed declaration; and whereas the
petitioner now happens to have some opportunity here to barter and
trade his little remaining merchandise for some tobacco or beavers,
he respectfully requests your honors’ consent to do so, being prepared
to pay the usual recognition fee like others. It is true that your honors
were pleased to grant the petitioner permission (:which he gratefully
recognizes:) to buy victuals here for his money, or merchandise and
such necessaries as firewood; but whereas tobacco or beavers were
not spoken about, the petitioner did not dare to undertake that without
having your honors’ consent thereto, which the petitioner respectfully
requests. Which doing, I will remain your honors’ servant.
The above petition having been read by the lords councilors, it is
resolved as follows: The petitioner is granted and allowed the request,
provided that he shall declare precisely to the fiscal which merchandise he delivered or sold ashore here, as well as which goods he takes
along on board from here, and that he pay the usual recognition fee.
Dated as above.

[LETTER OF SECRETARY VAN RUIJVEN TO JACQUES CORTELJOU]

[8:894] [several lines lost] Company Negroes, who [
on]
presentation of this also [
] waerts aen [will] arrive in Fort
Amsterdam, relying on which, we will recommend you to God’s keeping, and remain,
Your honors’ affectionate, the director general and councilors of New
Netherland (was signed) C: V: Ruijven, secretary.
Amsterdam in N: Netherland, the 14th of June anno 1658.
Note. From 19 until the last of June there was no meeting because
the honorable lord director general had left for the Esopus. This as a
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reminder.

[REQUEST FOR A CASE OF APPEAL OF
MATTHEUS DE VOS AGAINST NICOLAES BOOTH]

[8:895] [several lines lost] Received the request of [
],
inhabitant [
showing that] he finds himself greatly injured and
treated unjustly by the judgment of the burgomasters and schepenen
of the city of Amsterdam in N: Netherland on the 29th of May 1658,
between him and Nicolaes Booth, requesting therefore that a writ of
appeal be taken up for reasons narrated in the request.
It is resolved, fiat the order for a writ of appeal.

[PETITION OF ADRIAEN POST, AGENT OF MR. VAN CAPEL]

Copy.

Honorable lord general and councilors
of this province of N: Netherland,

Honorable lords, your petitioner Adriaen Post shows with due respect
how he, petitioner, by order of his lord and master Capel, is forced,
in conformance with the rules, to turn to your honors because your
honors are the only instrument by which my lord and master’s order
can be observed. It is now the petitioner’s request, as attorney for his
patroon, [8:896] [several lines lost] [
] to place
[
] being [summoned] before your honors to give sufficient
reason for refusal or denial, with which he can give complete satisfaction to his lord and patroon, as your honors, according to your honors’
wisdom and discretion, shall find appropriate as the case requires;
doing this, etc., (lower stood) remaining your honor’s willing servant
(was signed) Adriaen Post, dated the last of May anno 1658.
The above petition having been received and read, after deliberation
it is resolved: Before an order or injunction can be given upon the
request, it is required that the petitioner has the absent persons legally
and properly given notice and summons [to appear] before the director
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general and councilors to give reasons for their absence, in order to
then be further decided as the development334 of the case shall require.
Dated as above.

[PETITION OF JEAN PERI FOR REMISSION OF THE DUTIES
ON A CARGO OF SUGAR AND TOBACCO FOR CANADA]

[8:897] [several lines lost] Copy.
[Jean Peri] shows with due respect how he, petitioner, for [
]
the advancement of the trade [
intends] for the first time
to [make] a voyage to Canada, for which purpose he loaded a small
amount of sugar and tobacco into his bark the St. Jan, as can be seen
on the opposite list; for this small amount of tobacco and sugar the
petitioner was summoned to pay a recognition fee. And since he indicated that this is the first voyage, and that the loaded goods are of little
importance, the petitioner respectfully requests that for this time your
honors please excuse him from the payment of the recognition fee
for the loaded goods and the returns for those that he will be bringing
back, by which the petitioner and others will be encouraged to continue and promote the trade of these countries according to ability. Which
doing, I will remain (lower stood) your honors’ humble servant.
Having received and read the above request, it is resolved as follows:
Because this is the first voyage there that is undertaken from here, the
petitioner for this time is excused from paying the outgoing recognition fee. Done in Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland, dated as above.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonnemans
J De Decker

334 Aquiteijt.
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[PROCEEDINGS IN THE CASE OF RALPH CARDEL VS.
MATTHIJS CAPITO TO RECOVER THE PRICE OF A PLANTATION]

[8:898] [several lines lost] the aforesaid case against [
]
and the small ship of this [
] proceeded so far that she obtained
sentence on and against the defendant on the 20th of May, in which he
is ordered to satisfy his promissory note and pay her, which the defendant so far has not done, but delayed, saying that he first wanted to
dispute the case before the lord director general, because as the verdict
of the burgomasters and schepenen of the 3rd of June stated, as far as
he, Matthijs Capito, thinks that he has any claim, he should turn to the
director general and councilors. The defendant replied in writing.
The director general and councilors of New Netherland, having heard
the claim and examined the written defense of the defendant, and
having considered everything significant in the matter, confirm and
approve the aforesaid sentence of the burgomasters and schepenen of
May 20th in this case, and order the defendant to pay his liquid promissory note to the plaintiff. Dated as above.
[8:899] [several lines lost] to deliver [] or other [
tion. Dated as above.

] matter in ques-

[ORDINANCE FOR THE PAYMENT OF THE TENTH]335

The director general and councilors of N. Netherland hereby notify and
warn all those who, according to patents and bills of sale are indebted
for the tenth, that no one shall try to remove his cultivated crops, either
grains, corn, or tobacco, before and until they have agreed about the
tenth for this year with the director general and councilors or their
representatives, the lords Pieter Tonneman and Johan de Deckere; or,
in case of non-agreement, until they have shown their crops to the said
representatives to select and determine the tenth from those [crops]
according to usage and custom of our fatherland, on pain of forfeiting
50 guilders above the true value of the tenth to be assessed by impartial men, [which fine shall be paid by] those who shall be found to
have acted contrary to this. Dated as above.
335 See LO, 356 for another translation.
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[PERMIT TO JACQUES CORTELJOU TO RETAIN ONE OF
THE COMPANY’S NEGROES FOR A FEW MONTHS]

[8:900] [several lines lost] [
Negro] still three months to
[
] is [granted] to the petitioner provided he shall give
something reasonable for it at his discretion. Dated as above.

[ORDER FOR FISCAL TO PROSECUTE SIMON SERRON
FOR ABUSING JAN LAMONTAGNE JR.]

Jan Montagne de jonge, farmer of the excise on beer and wine to be
consumed by the tappers on Long Island, plaintiff, against Simon
Serron, defendant. The defendant’s first default. The plaintiff, appearing, complains about the malicious treatment done to him by the
defendant in gauging his wines and beers in the presence of the court
messenger Claes van Elslant, and for that purpose shows the report of
the said messenger.
Upon which it is resolved: To hand this to lord fiscal de Sille in order
to proceed against the persons mentioned herein according to law.
Dated as above.

[ORDER FOR MARTEN CLAESEN TO PAY A
DEBT DUE BY HIM TO DIRCK CRIJNEN]

Dirck Crijnen, former geweldiger, plaintiff, against Marten Claesen
van Bunnick timmerman, defendant. The plaintiff demands ƒ27:12,
which is due to him from the defendant for boarding money and jailer’s fees according to account, when the defendant was imprisoned for
having run away.
[8:901] [several lines lost] at [
[
] Dated as above.

] is the
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[ORDER THAT A SUMMONS BE ISSUED AGAINST NICOLAES BOOT]

Received a petition of Mattheus de Vos and Maria Polet, his wife, in
the final pleading, requesting that they may obtain consent to summon
Nicolaes Boot before the director general and councilors, and that they
be allowed to begin their proceedings against him for great damages,
affronts, and injuries by the said Boott done to the petitioners and their
son Jan Gerardij.
After deliberation it is resolved, fiat quod petitur. Dated as above.

[DISCHARGE OF JAN HIBON, ADELBORST]

Received and read the petition of Jan Hibon, adelborst, requesting
discharge from service.
It is resolved, the petitioner is hereby discharged and given permission from now on to promote his own private affairs as a freeman.
Therefore, the commissary is ordered to close his account today, and
to give him a proper abstract thereof. Dated as above.

[ORDER FOR A WRIT OF APPEAL OF JACOB VIS
AGAINST FREDERICK LUBBERTSZ]

[8:902] [several lines lost] [

] fiat quod petitur.

Dated as above.

[ORDER FOR A WRIT OF APPEAL OF WILLEM
DOECKLES AGAINST JAN HENDRICKSEN]

Received the petition of Willem Doeckles, showing that he finds himself
greatly injured by the sentence of the burgomasters and schepenen
of this city dated June 17th between him and Jan Hendricksen; he
requested an order for a writ of appeal.336
336 See RNA 2:403 for this court order.
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It is resolved, fiat quod petitur. Dated as above.

[AGREEMENT OF THE TOWN OF GRAVESANDE REGARDING THE TENTHS]

On the 2nd of July 1658 William Bouwne, Tomas Spicer, William
Willekens, and Charles Morgan, magistrates of the village of
Gravesande on Long Island, appeared in the meeting in capacity of
deputies and representatives for the inhabitants of the said village
in order to come to an agreement with the lord director general and
councilors about the aforesaid village’s tenth for this year. After some
pro and contra discourses, the said magistrates agreed with the lord
director general and councilors that 160 schepels, half in wheat, half
in peas, shall be paid for this year as the tenth for the entire village
of Gravesande, to be delivered on the seashore near the said village.
Dated as above.

[LETTER OF THE DIRECTOR GENERAL AND COUNCILORS
TO THE VICE DIRECTOR AT FORT ORANGE]337

[8:903] [This goes as cover of an extract from a letter of the lords
patroons, which will inform you of their intentions and orders
concerning the collection of the tenths, now long due from the colony
of Rensselaerswyck. We desire and direct you to proceed immediately
upon receipt of this order against the people of said colony for the
collection thereof] in the following manner.
Upon the receipt hereof your honors shall summon lord Renselaer or
go to his house [and] inform him of the enclosed extract of the letter
from the honorable lords directors as well as of the tenor of this letter,
and in the best manner induce him to obey higher order and authority.
If he lets himself be persuaded, your honors are authorized to come to
a reasonable agreement with him for this coming year. But if the said
lord Renselaer behaves contrary and reluctantly as before, your honors
shall publicly farm out the tenth to the highest bidder, with ample and
full promise to the farmer that he shall be supported therein by us. And
after the farming out you shall give notice to the colony’s farmers, or
337 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:422.
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have them given notice, that on pain of one hundred guilders, [neither]
they nor anybody shall try to remove any grain from the field before
they have made an agreement with the farmer, or have allowed him to
count out the tenth; [you shall] properly fine the offenders, and at the
first opportunity notify us precisely of your honors’ experience. With
which, after greetings and recommending your honors into the Lord’s
protection, we will remain, honorable, beloved, faithful,
Done at Fort Amsterdam
In N: Netherland			
2 July 1658			

Your honor’s affectionate friends,
the director general and councilors
of N: Netherland

[INSTRUCTION TO LA MONTAGNE REGARDING
THE TENTHS AT RENSSELAERSWIJCK]338

[8:904] [Enclosed in the foregoing letter was the following note:
Monsieur Montagne,
For your information and] guidance [we state that we desire you to]
make the agreement with lord Renselaer concerning the tenths for not
less than about four hundred schepels. Your honors shall act accordingly.
Done at Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland. Dated as above.

[COMMISSION FOR EX-BURGOMASTERS AND EX-SCHEPENEN OF NEW
AMSTERDAM TO DECIDE THE DISPUTE WITH JUAN GALLARDO FERRARA]

Whereas the burgomasters and the president of the schepenen of this
city of Amsterdam in New Netherland, who until now have been in
session regarding the case in question between the lord director general and councilors on one side and Jan Gallardo Ferrarra on the other
side, now left the service, claim that they are not qualified to negotiate
the said case any longer, because the deed of authorization concerning
that matter was made and passed on to the governing burgomasters
and president of the schepenen; which, when brought to attention, it
338 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:422.
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was and is understood that, whereas the case in question was previously debated [by] them from beginning to end while they were still in
office, the said burgomasters and president of the schepenen, although
they have left the service, by virtue of the previous deed of authorization are qualified to make a verdict about the case in question according to the rule of truth. We, director general and councilors, hereby
request that this may happen as soon as possible. Dated as above.

[APPOINTMENT OF SCHOUT AND MAGISTRATES FOR GRAVESEND]339

[8:905] [Thursday July 4th (1658).
Received the nominations for schout and magistrates of the village of
Gravesend on Long Island, made by the inhabitants of said village,
who nominated and presented the schout and] magistrates [now in
office,] namely,
Toma[s Spicer]
William [Willekens]
Edward Brouse

[as magistrates]

Charles Morgan as schout
The lord general wrote underneath this [in English]:
The abouff mentioned persons are accordingh to order by these
presents autorised and confirmed as magistraats for the towne off
Gravesant. Done in Amsterdam in N: Netherland, Dated as above.

[ORDER ON A PETITION OF ISAAC ALLERTON SR.
TO BE CREDITED WITH CERTAIN GOODS]

[8:906] [several lines lost] [
] Mr. Allerton d’oude received
[
] anno 1656 from the Company’s [
] a rope of 1385
[ ] of the goods of the crown of Sweden, and that he finds that his
account with the Company should be charged for that; he requests that
339 Recovered text from NYCD 14:422–423.
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this might be settled against what is coming to him from the crown of
Sweden.
After deliberation it is resolved, the director general and councilors
don’t find themselves qualified to assume the debts of the crown of
Sweden nor to pay them. Dated as above.

[WRIT OF APPEAL OF SAMUEL MAHU AGAINST NICOLAES BOOTH]

Mr. Samuel Mahu, plaintiff by court order in a writ of appeal, against
Nicolaes Booth, defendant. The defendant’s 1st default. Dated as
above.

[PETITION OF CORNELIS HARMENSEN PRINS FOR AN INCREASE OF PAY]

Cornelis Harmensen Prins, who on August 27th 1657 sailed out of
Amsterdam on the yacht Diemen as sailor in the service of the
Chartered West India Company, chamber Amsterdam, appeared in the
meeting, showing that on the 8th of December last he was made high
boatswain by lord Matthias Beck, vice director at Curaçao, because
the high boatswain switched to another vessel as navigating officer.
Therefore, he requests improvement of his monthly allowance.
[8:907] [several lines lost] Dated as above.

[JUDGMENT REVERSING THE DECISION OF THE COURT OF NEW
AMSTERDAM IN THE CASE OF HENDRICX VS. DOECKLES]

Willem Doeckles, plaintiff in appeal of the sentence of burgomasters
and schepenen of this city on the 17th of June last against him, former
plaintiff by court order in a writ of appeal, plaintiff in the same case
against Jan Hendricx, defendant. The director general and councilors, having heard the written claim of the plaintiff and the defendant’s
answer, judge that the said verdict was mistaken, and well appealed
with respect to the plaintiff. In accordance with his request he should
have been given time to answer, which, gathering from the said verdict
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itself, did not happen, and the parties can [now] begin the case in
question before the director general and councilors according to the
tenor of law. Therefore, the plaintiff is ordered to have a copy of his
claim handed to the defendant, in order to reply to it in writing by the
next court day, and the defendant is condemned to pay the legal costs
incurred to this end. Dated as above.

[JUDGMENT REVERSING THE DECISION OF THE COURT OF
NEW AMSTERDAM IN THE CASE OF LUBBERTSEN AGAINST VIS]

[8:908] [several lines lost] [
The director general and]
councilors of N: Netherland, [having heard the written] demand of the
plaintiff and the answer of the defendant, judge that the said sentence
was mistaken and well appealed, because the plaintiff was condemned
without having been heard.340 The parties can [now] begin the case in
question before the director general and councilors according to the
tenor of law; in the meantime the appealed person is condemned to
pay the legal costs incurred so far. Dated as above.

[RESOLUTION TO ENFORCE THE ORDER
AGAINST OVERDRAFTS ON THE TREASURY]

Having been brought to the attention that several officials of the
honorable Company had withdrawn and taken more than what they
had earned with the Company, it is resolved and decided that from
now on the order of July 17, 1657, decreed on making payments to the
Company’s officials, shall be strictly observed and followed. Dated as
above.

[ORDER IN A SUIT OF THOMAS STIVENS AGAINST
ELIAS BEELY, CONSTABLE OF MIDDELBORCH]

[8:909] [several lines lost] order him [
[
] Mr.. Coo[
340 See RNA 2:400–401 for this court order and 404 for Vis’s appeal.

] and Mr.
] in the first
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place requests that the [
] shall explain why he did [
] collect341
all the taxes; in the second place, that he shall justify what the received
items are used for.
The defendant answers that he is ready to justify his receipts and
expenditures to the magistrates, or some representatives of the village,
but not to a private man as Mr. Stivens.
The director general and councilors, having heard the parties, order
the plaintiff to address the magistrates in proper form if he has something to claim from the village. Dated as above.

[JUDGMENT IN THE CASE OF THOMAS STIVENSON
AGAINST JOHN GRAY AND SAMUEL SALES]342

[8:910] [July 9th 1658. Thomas Stivenson, plaintiff, against John
Gray and Samuel Sales, defendants. Plaintiff states that defendants
have cut down his posts and rails, to which defendants make answer
that plaintiff obstructed the road, ordered to be made.]
Having heard the parties, the director general and councilors order the
defendants not to use or make any other road than the one presently in
use there until the director general and councilors or the magistrates
of the village of Middelborch shall have directed otherwise in this
matter. And for their improper treatment of each other, both parties
are condemned to pay a fine of one pound sterling each, and Tomas
Stivens is ordered to make and lay out the road as it was directed by
lord La Montagne and Captain Tomas Willet. Dated as above.

[CONTINUATION, ADVICE, AND JUDGMENT IN THE CASE OF
CLAES THEUNISSEN AGAINST PIETER VANDE LINDE]343

[8:911] [several lines lost] even [

] matter between [

]

341 Ingevordert.
342 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:424–425.
343 See RNA 2:372, 373–374, 396, and 411–412 for other proceedings related to this
case.
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plaintiff in a writ of appeal and P[ieter] vander Linde, defendant.
Having read the documents of the legal proceedings between Claes
Theunissen, plaintiff in a writ of appeal, against Pieter vande Linde,
defendant, about six hogsheads of tobacco [were] bought by the
defendant, either as agent or as broker, and partially delivered to the
plaintiff on the defendant’s word and in good faith. But upon opening
it, the tobacco was found to be entirely bad, as was stated by persons
trustworthy in that matter, who judged the aforesaid tobacco not worth
the freight. It serves as a notification that according to law, the plaintiff, being cheated for more than half, is not required to receive the
tobacco; even more so, because from the enclosed statement it can be
deduced that he was cheated herein by his agent broker, or employee,
because he, defendant, upon the delivery of the tobacco did not allow
the plaintiff, his master, to take a look at it; he at least diverted him
from it by telling him, and repeating, that he did not need to look at
it, but that he should receive it just upon his word, and that [they]
[8:912] [several lines lost] [
] provided [that he keeps]
[
] first seller in such a way that [
] might have
[
] compensating the costs made herein. Dated as above.
Recommendation written by the honorable lord Nicasius de Sille
himself: N: de Sille concludes that Pieter van der Linde will have to
take back the three hogsheads of tobacco delivered, and that he shall
return the hundred guilders in sewant together with the 14 pieces of
eight that were paid by Claes Theunissen; further, that he shall pay
the legal costs because Pieter vander Linde had been employed to buy
good choice tobacco, and to the contrary, according to the statement
thereof, bought tobacco that was pressed too deep,344 had a bad smell,
and was mostly rotten and estimated not worth a stiver. Dated as above.
Recommendation written by lord Pieter Tonnemans himself:
Pieter Tonneman, concerning the matter in question between Claes
Teunissen as plaintiff herein on the one side, and Pieter vander Linde,
344 ... te diep gestreecke[n]. Strijken van tabak is a process of carefully flattening the
large leaves, placing them on top of each other and pressing them in order to facilitate
the sending of the larger tobacco wrappers free of damage to far-away areas. See E.
Schreiber, De tabaks– en sigaren-fabrikant. Leerrijke voorschriften omtrent debehandeling en bereiding van geurige rooktabak, derzelver kultuur en soorten kennis, het
vervaardigen der beste enwelriekendste sigaren, fijnste snuifsoorten, als ook van den
... (Gouda, 1867), 23–24.
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defendant herein on the other side, about the sale of undeliverable
tobacco [8:913] [several lines lost] shall be held [
] or else
[
] to deliver good [tobacco] in its place [
] of
this second item or proposal to reimburse him, the aforesaid [Claes]
Theunissen, such certain sum of money as he, his attorney, or someone
on his behalf, should have received for it on account, with compensation of costs, or each to carry half of the expenses, provided that Pieter
vander Linde keeps his claim for compensation on the first seller.
Recommendation written by the lord Johan de Deckere himself: It
is his opinion, under correction, p salvo meliori judicio, because it
should be supposed that Pieter vander Linde, in buying the tobacco in
question at Claes Theunissen’s request as a courtesy, was in good faith
(at least he [De Deckere] is not convinced of the contrary), and that,
although cheated, he is not held to accept the aforesaid tobacco for his
own account, much less to reimburse the money that Claes Theunissen
had advanced as a reduction of the money loaned; by requesting someone else in friendship to buy something, one subjects himself to the
judgment and business of the person who is asked at his own risk.
[8:914] [several lines lost] burgomasters and schepenen [
] date
8 April last against [Claes Theunissen,] plaintiff, and Pieter vander
Linde, defendant, in a writ of appeal, which, having been read, re-read,
and examined, it is found by the statements of trustworthy witnesses
that the tobacco in question, bought for the plaintiff by the defendant
either as agent or as broker, and on his word and fidelity partially
delivered to the plaintiff, is entirely bad, yes, not worth the freight, so
that the plaintiff was cheated thereby for far more than half. Having
considered and pondered everything that may be useful in the matter,
it is agreed and judged with a majority of votes that the said barrels
of tobacco in question shall be charged to the defendant, and that the
defendant shall reimburse the plaintiff the hundred guilders in sewant
and the 14 pieces of eight that were paid by the plaintiff for the said
tobacco, provided that he keep his claim for compensation on the first
seller, so that he may have something from him to compensate the
expenses made herein. Dated as above.
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[SENTENCE OF HENDRICK HENDRICX, DRUMMER]

[8:915] [several lines lost] presently [
] of the honorable lord director [general and councilors] misbehaved and exceeded
the moral law, and [without] having reason for it, on the [
]
challenged [him] to a fight, and within [this] city got into a sword fight
with one Harmen Hendricx van Barnevelt, soldaet, from whom he
himself received a wound in the hand. His sword accidentally being
broken, he requested from the said Harmen Hendricx van Barnevelt,
that if he were an honorable soldier he would lay down his sword.
Having done this, the prisoner attacked the said Barnevelt again with
the handle and stump of his sword, by which he doubtlessly would
have injured and harmed him, had he not been prevented from doing
so by passers-by, and from which further disasters, yes, manslaughter
could have resulted. Having done this instead of comporting himself as
an honorable drummer should, it pleased him, prisoner, on the following 24th of June, in the evening after having stood guard, to go outside
of the fort, and with great ranting and raving knock on a burgher’s
house, beating with his sword on the door and on the windows,345 thus
making street noise, for which he was taken prisoner by the burgher
guard, against whom [8:916] [several lines lost] [
therefore,
as an example] to others he deserves to be punished severely; yes,
that the honorable lord director general and the stern council of war,
having heard the prisoner’s own confession and the fiscal’s demand,
and having paid attention to everything that is relevant in the matter,
performing justice in the name of the honorable high and mighty lords
States General of the United Netherlands and the honorable lords
directors of the Chartered West India Company, chamber Amsterdam,
condemned the aforesaid prisoner, as they hereby condemn him, to a
fine of 6 months’ wages, to be properly applied, and further, that he
shall perform sentry’s work for six months, and during that time he
shall not receive more than a sentry’s monthly wages and boarding
money. If during that time he exceeds the moral law again and misbehaves, his arms shall be taken from him and he shall be banned from
the Company as an example to others. Thus sentenced and condemned
in Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland. Dated as above.

345 ... slaende met sijn deegen opde deur en inde glaesen.
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[SENTENCE OF ANDRIES VRIJDACH, MASON,
FOR INFRACTIONS DURING DIVINE SERVICE]

[8:917] [several lines lost] in various [
]
during the [religious service] [
] had tapped [ ] and
[drank] himself full; being contented, he [took] a [sword],346 which he,
as a mason, was not [supposed] to carry [without] orders, and looked
for trouble and a fight [
] with one Raeff Torner, soldier, calling
him a rogue, and on top of it, challenged him to a fight, saying that
the cutlass that the said Raeff had received from the Company, and
which he carried on his side, was not more than a knife, and that he
did not consider it any more than that either. This caused him to get
into a sword fight with the said Raeff Torner, receiving a wound on
his fingers himself, from which affair further calamities could have
resulted, yes, [it could have] ended in manslaughter. This neither can,
nor may be tolerated in a place where law and justice is being administered and maintained, but deserves to be punished severely as an
example to others; therefore the honorable lord director general and
councilors, having heard the claim of the fiscal and the confession of
the prisoner, and having paid attention to what is relevant in the matter,
performing justice in the name of the honorable high and mighty lords
States General of the United Netherlands, and the honorable lords
directors of the Chartered West India Company, chamber Amsterdam,
the aforesaid [8:918] [several lines lost] [
] as an example
to other such people. Thus done and condemned [in] Amsterdam in N:
Netherland, 21 July 1658.

[APPOINTMENT OF HENDRICK VANDER WALLE
AS CLERK IN THE SECRETARY’S OFFICE]

Hendrick vander Walle, having arrived on the 9th of July with the ship
the Bever, delivered the deed from the honorable lords directors, given
below.
The directors of the Chartered West India Company at the chamber of
Amsterdam in the United Netherlands make known,
Whereas at the secretary’s office in N. Netherland we need some
346 D[egen].
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capable persons as clerks, and having been informed of the competence
and good comportment of Hendrick vander Walle, born at Haerlem,
Therefore, we engaged, authorized, and appointed the same Hendrick
vander Walle as a clerk at the secretary’s office there, and we hereby
engage, authorize, and appoint [him] to hold and occupy the aforesaid
clerk’s place under the supervision and command of the officials and
the secretary there. Thus done at the meeting of the aforesaid directors
of the Chartered West India Company, this 13 May 1658.

[SENTENCE OF RALPH TURNER FROM LANCASHIRE,
A SOLDIER, FOR FIGHTING ON THE SABBATH]

[8:919] [several lines lost] Andries [
] worden
[
] to cut the hand [
], which could
have brought about and caused more calamities [
], which, then,
are matters of great consequence that, as an example to others, deserve
to be punished severely. Therefore, the director general and the stern
council of war, having heard the prisoner’s confession, and having
paid attention to whatever may be useful in the matter, performing
justice in the name of the honorable high and mighty lords States
General of the United Netherlands, and the honorable lords directors
of the Chartered West India Company at the chamber of Amsterdam,
condemn the aforesaid prisoner to stand sentry for six consecutive
days, each day for six hours with two muskets on the shoulders, as
an example to others. Thus done, sentenced and condemned. Dated
as above.

[CERTIFICATE REGARDING THE DEATH AND BURIAL OF HARMEN JACOBSZ]347

We, the director general and councilors of N: Netherland, at the
request of Marretje Pieters, widow of the late Sr. Harmen Jacobsz alias
Bamboes, hereby certify and declare that it is true and real that the
said Harmen Jacobsz, her late husband, standing on a yacht situated
before the Esopus on the North River, about 18 miles from this place,
was accidentally shot by a drunken Indiaen or wilt who stood on land
347 See NYCD 13:87–88 for another translation.
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across from the yacht; that he died shortly thereafter, and a few days
later was brought here and buried. On the testimony of which, this
was signed by us and confirmed by our seal printed hereon. Dated as
above.

[SENTENCE OF JAN WARNAERTS AND
GERT ABEL, SOLDIERS, FOR FIGHTING A DUEL]

[8:920] [several lines lost] not [
] made a quarrel [
]
taken up their quarters and a day [later] [
] a little outside of the
fort got into a sword fight with each other, as a result of which Jan van
Deventer was hurt on his hand, and they probably would have wounded each other more had they not been separated by men who had guard
duty, from which then more calamities, yes, manslaughter could have
arisen. These are matters of very evil consequence, which can neither
be tolerated nor suffered in a place where justice is being maintained,
but deserve to be punished severely, as an example to others. Therefore,
the director general and the stern council of war, having heard the
prisoners’ own confessions and the claim of the fiscal, and having paid
attention to whatever may be relevant in the matter, performing justice
in the name of the honorable high and mighty lords States General
of the United Netherlands and the honorable lords directors of the
Chartered West India Company, chamber Amsterdam, condemn the
aforesaid prisoners, as they hereby condemn them each to a penalty of
three months’ wages to be applied properly, and furthermore, that they
will perform sentry duty for three consecutive months, during which
time [8:921] [several lines lost] ⅓ for the fiscal, ⅓ for the poor, ⅓ for
the Company.

[VOTES OF THE COUNCILORS REGARDING THE
PUNISHMENT OF CLAES MICHIELSEN, SAILOR]

13 July.
Present at the meeting: the lords councilors Nicasius de Sille, Pieter
Tonneman, and Johan de Deckere.
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Having read the claim and demand of the lord fiscal on and against
Claes Michielsen, prisoner, and having heard the prisoner’s confession, the demand was announced to the lord general in his room, as
his honor was ill. He recommends that the delinquent be whipped,
have his hair cut off, have a hole burned through his ear with an awl,
[and that] he shall labor together with the Company’s Negroes for two
years, and pay the legal costs.
Recommendation of the lord Tonneman:
He conforms to the lord director general’s recommendation, except for
the two years’ labor, for which he advises one year to be enough, and
the wages to be confiscated.

[SENTENCE OF JOPJE, SAILOR, FOR RUNNING
AWAY FROM THE COMPANY’S YACHT]

[8:922] [several lines lost] [Claes Michielse l’Orange]348 named
Jopje, sailor on the Company’s yacht here, prisoner at present, [who,]
notwithstanding the fact that he has had no lack of a decent ration,
much less of payment, tried to exceed the moral law so far that he
with all his belongings ran away from the said yacht and the Company
to New England, planning to proceed elsewhere from there, and not
to come back to the said yacht or the Company, which is a matter
contrary to the political and military ordinances, and deserves to be
punished severely, as an example to others. Therefore, the director
general and councilors of N: Netherland, having heard the prisoner’s
own confession and the claim of the fiscal, and having paid attention
to whatever may be relevant in the matter, after calling upon God’s
Holy Name, performing justice in the name of the honorable high
and mighty lords States General of the United Netherlands and the
honorable lords directors of the Chartered West India Company at the
chamber of Amsterdam, condemned the aforesaid prisoner, as they
hereby condemn him, that he be brought to the place where justice is
usually performed [8:923] [several lines lost]

348 See also 8:928.
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[PETITION OF HENDRICK VAN DER WALLE FOR
PERMISSION TO PAY THE DUTIES ON CERTAIN ARTICLES]

15 July. Director general of [N: Netherland]
The undersigned petitioner obediently and with proper respect shows
how because of negligence and haste he forgot to declare my clothing
chest. I ordered them to also declare my chest, as can be seen by my
letter that I sent to Monsr. Lieffrinck. Therefore, I amicably request
that your honorable lord will allow me to have the aforesaid chest
brought on land, provided I pay the lawful duty thereof. Packed in the
chest are, as appears below:
8 [pieces] of damask
12 [pieces] of Doornicxse349ditto
2 pieces of brocade
1 piece of bad satin
9 pieces of burl bombazine and graten350
7 pieces of doppen351
4 pieces of poor yarn works352
1 pound of silk
Pins and needles
1 dozen bonnets
1 piece of silk
6 pieces of yarn works
16 pieces of stockings
3 pieces of colored bombazine
8 dozen ribbons
9 pieces of linen
88 woven items
amounting together to		
ƒ735,–,–
			
Recognition fee at 10 percent ƒ 73:10
			Markup at 25%			ƒ 18: 7, 8
							ƒ 91:17: 8
(lower stood) your honors’ servant (and signed) Hendrick van der
Walle
349 From Doornik, close to the French border.
350 Noppen bombasijn en graten. Noppen is a poor quality wool; graten is perhaps
cloth with a fishbone design.
351 Dop is a kind of bombazine with burls.
352 Slechte gaaren wercken.
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Resolved, the lord fiscal is ordered to send the chest with the aforementioned goods to the petitioner; he shall pay the recognition fee to
the receiver. Dated as above.

[DISCHARGE OF HENDRICK LOEFT]

[8:924] [several lines lost] [

] N: Netherland

Hendrick Loeft, soldier under the Company here, respectfully shows
how he, petitioner, in 1655 with the honorable lord director general’s
consent accepted to serve out the contracted time of Jan van Bommel,
a soldier at the time, for which a few months were still remaining, as
can be inferred from the enclosed request, because the said Jan van
Bommel had served already for three years then. In order to serve out
those few months, the petitioner has been serving for three years now
as well, together adding up to six years, so that the contracted time of
the said Jan van Bommel has expired for a long time now, and whereas the petitioner cannot maintain himself and his family very well
from the soldiers service, he respectfully requests that your honors
be pleased to discharge him, which doing, [he] shall remain, (lower
stood) Your honor’s faithful servant.
After deliberation it is resolved: fiat quod petitur, and the commissary
is ordered to settle the petitioner’s account. Dated as above.

[CASE IN APPEAL OF FREDERICK LUBBERTSEN VS. JACOB VIS]353

[8:925] [several lines lost] promissory note [
did not satisfy [within the] time [
requests [
]

]
] was not satisfied,

The defendant, answering, says that he only [signed] as a simple surety, and claims that first the principal debtor’s goods should be attached
and seized. He also says that the effects from which the debt originates
are still on hand, and that the plaintiff could accept those, and [that
he] is prepared to settle and pay the difference of what those might be
353 See RNA 2:388 and 400 for related proceedings.
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worth.
Having heard the parties and examined the contract of Jacob Vis, the
defendant is released of the claim with compensation of the expenses.
Dated as above.

[ANSWER OF JAN HENDRICKSEN GLAESEMAECKER
IN A WRIT OF APPEAL AGAINST WILLEM DOECKLES]

Received and read the answer of Jan Hendricksen glaesemaecker,
defendant in a writ of appeal, against Willem Doeckles, plaintiff in
the same case.
After deliberation it is resolved to hand this to the parties in order to
reply to it by the next court day. Dated as above.

[ORDER OF COMMISSARY VAN BRUGGE TO CORRECT
AN ERROR IN THE ACCOUNT OF ADRIAEN KEIJ]

[8:926] [several lines lost] [
] if it is true, [having heard]
the [commissary] van Brugge upon this, it is [found] that the said
item must be brought into the aforesaid Keij’s debit. Therefore, the
commissary is ordered to write off the said item and enter it properly,
and to withdraw De Keij’s account, so that we can use it. Dated as
above.

[MAHU AGAINST NICOLAES BOOTH IN CASE OF APPEAL]354

Mr. Mahu, plaintiff, in a writ of appeal against Nicolaes Booth, defendant; the defendant’s 2nd default. Dated as above.

354 See RNA 2:394–395 for related proceedings.
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[PETITION OF FRANCOIJS BROUN]

Received and read a petition of Francoijs Broun, showing that around
1645 1,900 pounds of tobacco at 9 stivers a pound belonging to him
and Jan Porte[ ], were sold in Poland for the benefit of the honorable
Company as provisions for the ship Neptuenus, which tobacco had
been loaded therein at Curaçao, requesting that (as to date he has not
been paid for it) it be balanced against what he owes the Company
here.
After deliberation it is resolved: The request is referred to the lords
directors. Dated as above.

[PETITION OF FISCAL FOR PERMISSION TO SELL SOME SMUGGLED
TOBACCO BELONGING TO ABRAM FROST AND N. TAELMAN]

[8:927] [several lines lost] My lords [
] and the keeper of justice
[
] last, that one Abram [Frost and N. Taelman]
together in company a few days [ago] untimely brought [
]
spun tobacco past this city [ to the] ship Sphaera Mundij in order to
trade that [there], passing by the weighhouse, as well as [not] properly
reporting the quality and quantity, which is downright smuggling. For
that reason [it was] forfeited according to the edict of June 13, 1657
as well as the ordinance of the weighhouse. Therefore, your honors
will please to declare the seized tobacco confiscated, and allow him
to publicly sell the tobacco to the highest bidder, since the ordinances and edicts enacted and published thereon gave sufficient warning
hereof. Doing this, etc.
Done in Amsterdam the 2nd of July 1658 in N: Netherland (was
signed) Nicasius de Sille.
After deliberation it is resolved: fiat quod petitur, provided the money
be properly applied and distributed. Dated as above.
The tobacco mentioned in the above petition was sold publicly on
the 29th of July, and, as appears at the register of auctions, rendered
ƒ118–10–, which shall be applied ⅓ for the lord fiscal, the remainder
for the benefit of the Company. Dated 15 August, 1658.
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P. Stuyvesant
P Tonnemans
J de Deckere

[APPOINTMENT OF OFFICERS IN THE CITY MILITARY
COMPANIES UNDER THE ORANGE AND BLUE BANNERS]

[8:928] [several lines lost] [
[
] this only as a reminder [
as above.

]de the blue banner
]. Dated

[ORDER TO THE COLLECTOR TO PAY
AN ACCOUNT TO JACOB L’ORANGNE]

Mr. Jacob l’Orangne Barbier appeared, showing that one beaver
was still due to him for wages on Claes Michielsz, alias Jopje, now
condemned to work with the Negroes, which debt Claes Michielsz
acknowledges, but he says that he has no opportunity to pay other
than what he will get from the Company. The collector Van Ruijven
is ordered to pay that much on account of Claes Michielsz. Dated as
above.

[QUESTION OF THE FISCAL FOR ARIS OTTEN]

Aris Otten having appeared, was asked by fiscal de Sille what was the
source of the promissory note of ƒ161–5–, passed by Claes Michielsz
for his benefit. Dated as above.

[ORDER FOR THE FISCAL TO INQUIRE INTO GOODS REMOVED
BY JAN LOURENS FROM THE HOUSE OF CORNELIS STEENWIJCK]

Lord fiscal,
Standing on the wall behind my house yesterday, about 4 or 5 o’clock,
I saw that 2 or 3 pieces of duffel, [and] 2 or 3 large packs of beavers
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were loaded out of the house of Mr. Cornelis Steenwijck onto the cart
with the sorrel horse, which cart was followed by Jan Lourens, English
merchant, until across the bridge, but I don’t know whether it was
brought outside of the gate; your honor shall inquire about that. If it is
true, it is explicitly against the edict, and the beavers can be confiscated. Therefore, regarding this matter, I request your honor to proceed to
the house of the aforesaid Jan Lourens to make a proper investigation,
to seize and claim the beavers and pelts found in his house in quantity and quality for the right of the Company and maintenance of the
edicts, [and] to proceed properly. Amsterdam in N: Netherland, the
19th of July, 1658.
Was signed, P: Stuyvesant.

[WRIT OF APPEAL OF SAMUEL MAHU AGAINST NICOLAES BOOTH]

[8:929] [several lines lost] Samuel Mahu [
] of burgomasters and [schepenen
] dated 29 May between him and
[Nicolaes] Booth, former plaintiff in a writ of appeal, plaintiff, against
Nicolaes Booth, defendant in the same case. The plaintiff, making his
claim in writing, demands that the defendant be condemned to pay here
in this country the quantity of 2,460 pounds of Virginia tobacco, or the
value thereof, that was received by the defendant for him in Virginia;
likewise, that the defendant pay for the arbitration and sentence of 21
April 1656, cum expensis. The defendant demands approval of the
judgment in question; he acknowledges that he received the tobacco exempt from Mr. Hoon in Virginia, but says not to have had the
opportunity to ship it from there because of a lack of vessels, offering
to pay the plaintiff the demanded 2,460 pounds of tobacco in Virginia
value. Regarding the demanded satisfaction according to arbitration,
the defendant says that in this respect he gave the plaintiff full satisfaction.
The director general and councilors, having heard the parties, and
having examined the documents, decide that the verdict was correct
and badly appealed, dividing355 the expenses made for this. Dated as
355 Compenseerende: dividing so that each party pays a share; it can also mean “to
compensate” or “to counterbalance.”
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above.

[JUDGMENT AGAINST JACOB JANSZ HUIJS FOR DEBT DUE TO THE COMPANY]

[8:930] [several lines lost] damage suffered by him [
]
fatherland, was moved against him [
] small ship the Nieu
Nederlantse Fortuijn [
] was, for which all orders [
]
was answered that the said ship was not sold by the director general
and councilors to him, but to Captain Tomas Willet, so that this is
none of his business. The defendant, answering for the second time,
says that he took over ¼ part of the ship from Captain Tomas Willet,
and that therefore he has a right to demand the damage suffered. The
director general and councilors, having heard the parties, order the
defendant to pay his debt. Regarding the claim to the damage he says
to have suffered by the ship the Nieu Nederlantse Fortuijn, he can
summon his seller for that.
And whereas the plaintiff said that he was told that the defendant
(being skipper of the galiot), coming in the South River, likely will be
sent from there to Virginia, and therefore requests immediate payment,
the honorable lord director general put himself up as principal surety
for the defendant, and promises to pay the sum demanded within two
months, if the defendant does not pay within that time. Dated as above.

[PROCEEDINGS IN THE CASE OF NICASIUS
DE SILLE, FISCAL, AGAINST JAN LAURENS]

[8:931] [several lines lost] Nicasius de Sille [
dant; the plaintiff [
] Laurens is [
the defendant to [
] to that. Dated as above.

] defen] of

[MATTHEUS DE VOS FOR MARIA POLET AGAINST NICOLAES BOOTH]

Mattheus de Vos, in the capacity of husband and guardian of Maria
Polet, plaintiff, against Nicolaes Booth, defendant, about insults and
damage caused by the defendant to the plaintiff’s wife. The plaintiff,
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making his claim in writing, is ordered to hand a copy thereof to the
parties in order to reply thereto. Dated as above.

[CONTINUATION OF THE CASE OF JAN
HENDRICXSZ AGAINST WILLEM DOUCKLES]

Received the second answer of Jan Hendricxsz glaesemaecker, defendant, in a writ of appeal against Willem Douckles, plaintiff in the same
case.
It is resolved to hand a copy hereof to the parties; and both parties
are ordered to produce their documents by the next court day, and to
deliver them in the appropriate order. Dated as above.

[PETITION OF TILLMAN VAN VLEECK TO BE ADMITTED AS NOTARY]

[8:932] [several lines lost] [
Tillman] van [Vleeck
]
who intends to settle [and live] with [his family] and to serve in the
art or practice of the office of notary, and also in addition, frequents a
notary at Amsterdam, namely Benedictij Baddel, showing the original
instrument[um] creationis, etc. at greater length.
Therefore, my humble request to your honors is to graciously consider the additional document and attestation, and to agree to admit me
as a notary with the accompanying privileges accepted here in this
country. Admitted, your honors as well as the burghers of the same
and others shall, without any doubt, find a good service in all sincerity
where it may be needed. Further, commending myself to your honors’
good favor, humbly requesting that your honors be pleased to grant
letters of authority towards this purpose, which doing, I shall remain
(lower stood) your honor’s obedient servant (was signed) Tillman van
Vleeck.
(in the margin) supplicat. 29 July 1658.
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[PETITION OF JOHAN DE DECKERE FOR PAYMENT OF CERTAIN
EXPENSES INCURRED BY HIM WHEN COMMIES OF FORT ORANGE]

[8:933] Copy.

To the honorable lords director general
and councilors of N: Netherland

The undersigned, a member of your council, shows with due respect
how during the time in his position of commies at Fort Orange he,
at his costs and expense, maintained one of the Company’s Negroes
who for some time, almost as a servant of the citizenry,356 [was] held
to look after its fires in the guardhouse and to poke those up, and who
also was especially employed as a servant of the court, without ever
obtaining any reimbursement for it (although at the time he asked the
lord director general for it). And whereas it is not reasonable, and also
contrary to the practice here, that servants of the commonalty or the
court would be maintained at the expense of a private person, he, petitioner, turns to your honors, still requesting a reasonable recompense
for the aforesaid. Which doing, etc.
(was signed) J: de Deckere
[8:934] [several lines lost] [
] given to the Negro [ ] mentioned
[in] the enclosed request, the sum of ninety guilders. Dated as above.

[PETITION OF COUNCILOR TONNEMAN FOR SOME ALLOWANCE AS
SCHOUT AND SECRETARY OF BREUCKELEN, MIDWOUT, AND AMESFOORT]357

Copy.

To the honorable lord director general and
honorable councilors of N: Netherland

The assistant and fellow member of your honors’ honorable council, also in his capacity of schout and secretary of the villages of
Breuckelen, Midwout, and Amesfoort, shows that [he has served in]
the aforesaid capacities, namely in the position in the council for 18
months, and both as schout and secretary for 29 months. But he still
356 Burgerije: the burgher guard.
357 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 14:423.
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is not entered into the books by commissary C: van Bruggen, who
troubles him about how to enter him, petitioner, and now also disputes
his, petitioner’s, ƒ2[00] annual contract for his service in the council,
which your honors granted him, petitioner, according to the enclosed
deeds and commission drawn from the resolutions of director general
and councilors, [and to which] he would not be entitled. He raises
objections against entering his, petitioner’s, name into the books before
your honor’s order and consent [and] [8:935] [whereas your petitioner has without doubt performed the duties of the several beforementioned offices without reproach—at least he cannot believe that just
complaints] can be [made against him or submitted to your honors—
and whereas even if] somebody else [had charge of the schout’s office,
the yearly] salary of ƒ200 would have to be [paid, your] petitioner and
fellow [member of your honorable board thinks,] under correction,
[that he is] justly [entitled to it and] therefore requests explanation
concerning his salary as member of the council and as schout and
secretary and that thereupon his name may be properly entered into
the books.
Honorable lords, your honors will not be unaware of what it means to
be embraced and burdened by a wife and five children while everything here is costly and expensive, especially for those who properly
try to support themselves in an honest way according to their qualification. But the petitioner has no other intention and request than to
ask for what is honestly due to him according to the offices with which
he was favored and for which he is qualified, and [what] your honors,
according to your honors’ very wise discretion, shall find appropriate. Awaiting hereupon your honors’ just disposition and favorable
recommendation, doing this, etc. (lower stood) Your honors’ obedient
and humble servant (and was signed) Pieter Tonneman (in the margin
dated) Amsterdam in N: Netherland, 8 July 1658.
Having received, read, and taken into consideration the above petition,
it is resolved that the petitioner shall receive provisionally, and upon
approval of the honorable lords directors (in addition to his contract
for the council) two hundred guilders annually for performing the
duties of schout and secretary in the villages of Breuckelen, Midwout,
and Amesfoort. Dated as above.
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[APPOINTMENT OF WILLEM BEECKMAN AS COMMIES AT THE SOUTH RIVER]358

[8:936] [Whereas the service of the Company urgently requires that
a suitable person be engaged and sent as commies to the South River,
and considering the qualifications and good conduct of Sr..Willem
Beeckman, a citizen and old inhabitant] here, the same [is engaged],
commissioned and appointed [as such], for which he is granted the
same contract and allowance as what the former commies, Jacquet,
received there, namely, fifty guilders per month and 200 guilders
annually for boarding money. It is resolved to send him there with the
proper commission and instruction at the first suitable opportunity.
Dated as above.

[ORDER TO PAY RACHEL VINGNE A CERTAIN SUM
DUE TO HER HUSBAND CORNELIS VAN TIENHOVEN]

30 July.
Rachel Vingne, wife of Cornelis van Tienhoven, former fiscal and
receiver of New Netherland, appeared and showed that so far her
husband’s account has not yet been credited by commissary van
Brugge with the sum of ƒ450:–, which was granted to her husband
according to the resolution of the director general and councilors of
11 July 1656 for three years’ house rent at 150 guilders annually, and
whereas she haer voord [8:937] [several lines lost] to have paid [ ]
Pieter [Tonneman]
Regarding the above petition lord de [Deckere] recommends that one
should not pay money on [the] account of Cornelis van Tienhoven
before his account has been examined, and it is discovered that something is coming to him after all.

358 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:219.
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[APPOINTMENT OF MAGISTRATES FOR MIDDELBORCH]359

Having received and read the nomination made and delivered by the
inhabitants of the village of Middelborch on Long Island at the meeting, the director general and councilors of N: Netherland elected from
the nominated persons and confirmed as magistrates of the aforesaid
village of Middelborch for the ensuing year:
William Pamer, John Coo, Eduard Joseph
Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, dated as above.

[JUDGMENT IN THE CASE OF THE FARMER OF
THE EXCISE AGAINST CASPAR STEIJNMITS]

[8:938] [several lines lost] [
] hem geweesen hebbende
[
]de to confiscation, upon which his final claim and demand the
lords councilors then governing resolved on the 9th of February 1655,
the farmers shall send the four and half amen of wine of Caspar
Steijnmits to the person who will be sent by the fiscal, and their legal
claim amounting to 84 guilders on their promised excise shall be
validated against the lord’s.360 According to this resolution he, plaintiff, recently requested your honors to have that much written off on
his credit, which was not accepted, because your honors explained
that this could not be charged against the honorable lords directors.
Therefore, he demands and requests payment of the said ƒ84: from
the defendant.
The defendant replies that the former fiscal Tienhooven promised him,
defendant, as an exceptional favor, to return the confiscated wines
without loss, and that he had agreed to satisfy the farmers on account
of their claim.
The director general and councilors having heard the parties and
read whatever could serve in the matter, cannot understand how the
demanded sum can rightly be brought to the expense of the lords
359 See NYCD 14:424 for another translation.
360 ... en sal haer haer gerechticheijt comende tot 84 gulden op haere beloofde pacht
tegens den Hr: valideren.
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directors; and whereas Cornelis van Tienhoven is absent and therefore
cannot be heard on this matter, it is agreed and ordered that the defendant pay the plaintiff half of the sum demanded; Van Tienhoven’s
account shall be charged for the other half, and the plaintiff shall be
credited. Dated as above.

[LICENSE TO JAN LUBBERTSZ TO KEEP A SCHOOL IN NEW
AMSTERDAM TO TEACH READING, WRITING, AND ARITHMETIC]

[8:939] [several lines lost] Received the petition of [Jan Lubbertsz]
[
] that he [
] school here
[
] teach reading, writing, and [arithmetic].
It is resolved, the request is granted, provided he comports himself as
such a person should. Dated as above.

[ORDER TO DELIVER CERTAIN WINDOW LEAD
TO CLAES BORDINGH AND PIETER JACOBSZ MARIUS]

Received and read the petition of Claes Bordingh and Pieter Jacobsz
Marius in the capacity of attorneys for Jeuriaen Jansen, showing that
the honorable lord fiscal was keeping three small boxes of lead in the
warehouse, which had been sent to get some windows ready and that
they had been declared in the fatherland, the recognition fee on it had
been paid, and also that they showed on the general invoice.
After deliberation it is resolved that the lord fiscal shall send the lead
mentioned here to the petitioners, provided it is marked on the invoice
that it was declared. Dated as above.

[ORDER ON A PETITION OF JACOB SCHELLINCX]

Received a petition of Jacob Schellincx, showing that yesterday he
was imprisoned by Walewijn van der Veen (as having power of attorney for his uncle to demand account from him); and whereas he had
intended to depart with the first ship to the fatherland in order to settle
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accounts with his uncle there, he requested that he be released from
imprisonment.
It is resolved, to hand this to Walewijn vander Veen in capacity as
plaintiff, and further, to have the case come up where it is appropriate.
Dated as above.

[RESOLUTION ALLOWING DOMINEE DRISIUS
300 GUILDERS ANNUALLY FOR BOARD]

[8:940] [several lines lost] [

] is the amicable [

]

Was signed,
Samuel Drisius, preacher here in this place.
[13 August 1658] in N: Amsterdam
Together with the above petition, a letter from the lords directors was
delivered by dominee Drisius, basically stating that they allowed dominee Drisius 300 guilders boarding money annually and a free dwelling, or to receive the sum of 200 guilders per year for that purpose.
Having taken the petition into consideration, it is resolved, the
commissary shall be ordered to properly enter the boarding money;
concerning the house rent, if the petitioner is not content with the
honorable Company’s house that he presently uses, and he wants to
provide himself with that elsewhere, in which case the petitioner shall
be granted the assigned house rent. Dated as above.

[WARRANT TO ARREST ONE MICHEL BENNINGHUYSEN, A RUNAWAY
FROM THE DELAWARE, AND SEND HIM BACK THERE IN IRONS]

[8:941] [several lines lost] Upon which the [
[
]

] arrest and
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[OATH OF TIELEMAN VAN VLEECK AS A NOTARY]

On this date Tieleman van Vleeck, who was admitted as a notary
public on July 30, took the oath as notary in the meeting in the presence of the honorable lord fiscal. Dated as above.

[ORDER ON A PETITION OF ANTONIJ JANSEN VAN SALEE]

Received a petition of Antonij Jansen van Salee, showing that on the
26th of September in the year 1651 he had bought the meadow, which
now was granted to the new village of Utrecht, and that he paid the
wilden ƒ135 for it; he requested that a part of it, located near his house,
be granted to him.
After deliberation it is resolved to pass this on to those of the village of
Utrecht, and if it is found that the petitioner does not have any meadow for making hay, a portion of the said meadow shall be granted to
him, together with others. Dated as above.

[ORDER IN THE CASE OF HANS VOS, SENT FROM FORT ORANGE,
CHARGED WITH HAVING SOLD BRANDY TO INDIANS]

[8:942] [several lines lost] [

] Dated as above.

[JUDGMENT AGAINST JAN LAURENCE FOR SMUGGLING]

Nicasius de Sille, ex officio, plaintiff, against Jan Laurence, defendant. The plaintiff says and proves that the defendant transported a
quantity of beavers outside this city without declaring them to the
commies (authorized thereto by the director general and councilors)
or having them declared, which is directly against and in violation of
the edict of the director general and councilors published on 23 April
last; therefore, in accordance with the tenor of the aforesaid edict, he
demands confiscation of the said beavers and, in addition, twice the
value thereof.
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In his written replies the defendant acknowledges that he transported
a pack of beavers outside this city into Smits valleij into his house, but
he says that he would have paid the proper recognition fee on it before
he would have transported them further.
The director general and councilors, having heard the fiscal’s claim
and the evidence concerning the case, together with the judgment and
the answer of the defendant, and having paid attention to [whatever may be relevant in the matter] [8:943] [several lines lost] setting
[
] example [
] expenses. Thus done
[ ] by director general and councilors [in Fort] Amsterdam in New
Netherland, dated as above.
P. Stuyvesant
Pieter Tonneman
J. de Deckere
1658
Note. It is ordered that when the 300 guilders mentioned above will
have come in, they shall be applied, ⅓ for the Company, ⅓ for the lord
fiscal, ⅓ for the church. Dated as above.
On 12 December it is resolved to suspend the above sentence, and not
to execute it, as can be seen under the said date. This, for guidance.

[ORDER THAT THE SESSIONS OF THE BURGOMASTERS AND SCHEPENEN
OF NEW AMSTERDAM BE HELD IN THE FUTURE ON TUESDAYS]

Having been brought to the attention in the meeting, it is for various
reasons judged easier and more suitable to plan and keep the court day
of burgomasters and schepenen of this city on Tuesdays, of which they
are hereby given notice in order to regulate themselves accordingly
from now on. Dated as above.
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[APPOINTMENT OF NICOLAES ALBERTSZ AS SHERIFF’S SERVANT]361

[8:944] [several lines lost] Nicolaes Albertsz
Having considered [the foregoing], Nicolaes Alberts, at the lord fiscal’s
request is accepted as servant, for which he is granted a soldier’s
monthly and boarding wages, to wit, eight guilders per month. Dated
as above.
Present the lord general, the lords councilors
Nicasius de Sille
Pr. Tonneman
Johan de Deckere

[APPOINTMENT OF GERRIT TIDES TO COMMAND THE COMPANY’S YACHT]

15 August.
Having received and read the request of Gerrit Tides van Norden,
showing that he sailed and served as a sailor on the Company’s yacht
since 24 April when the lord director general went to the South, for
which up to now he has not received any payment. He requests that he
be given a reasonable [payment] for that.
Having taken the request in deliberation and considered the petitioner’s previous services, and [the fact] that the yacht does not have a
skipper at present because the previous skipper was dismissed, the
said Gerrit Tides, by a plurality of votes, is appointed in the skipper’s
place and granted twenty-two guilders per month for wages. Dated as
above.
On account of the appointment of Gerrit Tides, lord De Deckere advises that he cannot see that the yacht does not make nearly as much
profit as it costs;362 therefore it is necessary to sell the yacht, and on
occasion, when needed, to hire a yacht. Dated as above.
361 The original word for sheriff here was most likely schout.
362 ... dat hij niet can sien dat het jacht nerg[ens] nae soo veel proffijt doet als het wel
cost. He probably means that he can see this.
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[ORDER FIXING THE SALARY OF MARTIN CREGIER JR.]

[8:945] [top of page lost] After deliberation [
]
The petitioner [
] instead of six, eight guilders
[
]
[Dated] as above.

[CONTINUATION OF CASE OF MATTHEUS DE VOS AGAINST NICOLAES BOOTH]

19 August.
Monday, at the meeting in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland. Present
the honorable lord director general Petrus Stuyvesant, the honorable
lords Nicasius de Sille, Pieter Tonneman, and Johan de Deckere.
Received the answer of Nicolaes Booth, defendant, against Mattheus
de Vos, husband and guardian of Maria Polet, in the capacity of father
of Jan Gerardij, plaintiff.
It is resolved to hand this to the parties in order to reply by the next
court day, namely the 29th of this month. Dated as above.

[JUDGMENT AGAINST JACOB VAN COUWENHOVEN]

[8:946] [several lines lost] payment [
[
]

] but that the plaintiff

The director general and councilors, having heard the parties, order
the defendant to pay his promissory note within three times 24 hours.
By default thereof the plaintiff will be allowed to have the horse from
which the debt arises sold at public auction to the highest bidder. And
if it will bring less than the value of the promissory note, the defendant
is ordered to adjust the surplus immediately and pay it to the plaintiff.
The defendant is condemned to pay the legal costs of this case. Thus
done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, dated as above.
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[JACOB BARSIMSON AGAINST MATTHEUS DE VOS,
ATTORNEY FOR JACOB JANSZ HUIJS]

Jacob Barsimson, plaintiff, against Mattheus de Vos, attorney for
Jacob Jansz Huijs, defendant.
The plaintiff, making his demand in writing, of which the defendant,
after it was read, requested a copy, which he was granted and allowed.
Dated as above.

[ORDER TO COMMUNICATE A LETTER FROM THE DIRECTORS
REGARDING A PRETENDED LUTHERAN MINISTER]

[8:947] [several lines lost] Lutherans [
]
and their [
] us, on the first occasion [
]
[so that we can use it for our response
] and be able to
inform the [honorable lords] directors exactly of the case. Done at Fort
Amsterdam in N: Netherland. Dated as above.

[PROPOSAL OF THE DIRECTOR GENERAL TO ENCLOSE
THE CITY AT THE RIVERSIDE BY PALISADES AND
TO COMPLETE THE STONE WALL OF THE FORT]

The honorable lord director argued and brought to attention that as
long as this city is open at the waterside it is impossible to prevent the
great illicit trade which daily occurs here, and that therefore it is highly necessary to have this fenced off with palisades as soon as possible
according to the resolution of 25 May, to which his honor says that
the burgomasters of this city offered and contracted to contribute and
pay one-third of the costs thereof. Therefore, we think that in order to
continue the necessary work the more rapidly, the cutting, the bringing here, and the placing of a certain quantity of palisades should be
contracted out publicly to the person who is willing to do that for the
lowest amount,363 so that one can know exactly how much it will cost.
Further [8:948] [several lines lost] there [
] to bring
[
] through which [
the necessary] works, putting up
363 ... publijcq aendie sulcx [added should be: voor het] minst wilde doen aente
besteeden.
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the palisades [
] walling the fort could continue simultaneously.
Amsterdam N: Netherland. Dated as above.
Regarding the walling of the fort and palisading this city, lord Nicasius
de Sille recommends that both need to continue simultaneously; to
contract out the cutting, transportation, and placing of the palisades to
the person demanding least; and to have the Company’s Negroes work
on the fort. Dated as above.
Lord Pieter Tonneman agrees with the lord Sille’s judgment. Dated as
above.
Lord Decker says that he will hand in his recommendation in writing
at the next meeting. Dated as above.

[JUDGMENT CONFIRMING THE SALE OF A PIECE OF LAND IN MIDWOUT
BY JAN HENDRICX VAN GONST TO WILLLIAM DOUCKLES]

[8:949] [several lines lost] Received [
] and
papers [
] and handed over [
] of order in
[
] Hendricx van Gonst, defendant [in the same
] about
the sale of a certain piece of land located in the village of Midwout
on Long Island, with the houses, meadows and other dependencies.
The plaintiff demands to annul the aforesaid sale. Having examined
all documents and considered whatever is relevant in the matter, the
director general and councilors of New Netherland do not consider the reasons gathered by the plaintiff sufficient to annul the sale.
Therefore, [they] judge and decide that the sale shall take place, and
[ ] compensate the expenses made for this. Done in Fort Amsterdam
in New Netherland, dated as above.

[PETITION OF JOANNES PIETERSEN VAN BRUGH FOR
PAYMENT OF A BALANCE DUE LUIJCAS ROODENBORCH]

[8:950] [several lines lost] [
] in order to [ ]
Catharina Roeloffs [widow of] lord Luijcas Roodenborch, deceased,
in his [lifetime employed by the] honorable lords directors of the
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Chartered West India Company, chamber Amsterdam, as vice director
on the island of Curaçao, and who passed away here from this world,
leaving two minor children. And whereas the said lord Roodenborch,
by letter from Hamburg dated the last of February 1656, on account
of the arrival of the ship De Lieffde with a load of dyewood, requested
from the aforesaid lords directors payment of his earned wages; the
aforesaid lords directors thereupon, by their resolution of 16 March
following, agreed to accommodate the esteemed lord Roodenborgh
as much as possible, with the addition that, if he were prepared to go
to New Netherland with his wife and family (as they were informed)
that he would be given further satisfaction there in slaves, horses, and
whatever would be useful to him there. And whereas he, petitioner,
on account of his conscience and duty, is obligated to provide the best
for his wife and her children, he, petitioner, thought it useful to turn
to your honors, who are guardians of widows and orphans, in reasonableness and fairness, with the respectful request that your honors
please order that in accordance with the balance of the oft-mentioned
lord Roodenborch’s earned wages, the remaining money be paid here
in this country in such returns, prices, and taxes to be paid on those as
represent the value of the Holland money that has to be paid for the
said lord Roodenborch’s earned wages. Which doing, I remain (lower
stood) honorable lords, your very humble servant and subject (and
was signed) Johannes van Bruggen (dated in the margin) Amsterdam,
New Netherland, this 22 August.
[8:951] [several lines lost] [Paid] cash [
] of recognition fees [
] no satisfaction [
] to the lords
directors [ ] for this purpose written [to] their honors by the director
general and councilors. Dated as above.

[ORDER REGARDING AN ATTACHMENT BY SAMUEL AELLIJ
ON THE PLANTATION OF RICHERD BULCK]

Samuel Aellij, plaintiff, against Richerd Bulck, defendant. The plaintiff says that he remained surety for the defendant for the sum of ƒ120,
and because he discovers that the plaintiff is highly indebted [and]
therefore fears that he will have to pay the said sum of money, he
attached the defendant’s property until the defendant will dismiss him
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from his bail or appoint a counter surety.364 The defendant recognizes
that the plaintiff is surety for him for the amount as mentioned before;
he does not know a solution as to how to appoint him [a] counter
surety.
The director general and councilors, having heard the parties, declare
the attachment valid and order the defendant to dismiss the plaintiff
from his bail within a month, or to appoint [a] counter surety. And
if the defendant fails to do so, the plaintiff shall be allowed to find
his security on the plaintiff’s plantation. Done in Amsterdam in New
Netherland, dated as above.

[ORDER AGAINST RICHERD BULCK’S GRAIN
AT THE SUIT OF PETER JANSEN WINCKEL]

[8:952] [several lines lost] [
opportunity [
]

] debt, says not to have [had] an

The director general and councilors, having heard the parties, declare
the aforesaid attachment valid, and order the defendant to pay the
aforesaid sum within the time of a month after today at the most. If
he fails to do so, the plaintiff shall be allowed to recover the attached
grain from the defendant up to the sum demanded, if there will be
sufficient grain, and demand and receive his payment thereof. Done in
Amsterdam in New Netherland, dated as above.

[CONDITIONS ON WHICH WOLPHERT GERRITSEN OBTAINED
CONFIRMATION OF A CERTAIN DEED OF LAND]

[in the margin:] Note: the conveyance mentioned here is registered in
the register of patents, No. A, fo. 14.]
The bill of sale and conveyance opposite, having been handed over in
the meeting of the director general and councilors of New Netherland,
was read and examined; at the submitted request it is approved and
364 Contra borch. He may mean onderborg: a person who becomes surety not for the
debtor, but for his surety, i.e., a deputy surety.
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ratified by the director general and councilors on these special conditions and terms: that Wolphert Gerritsen, or whoever may lay claim
to his possessions later, will recognize the lords directors of the
Chartered West India Company, chamber Amsterdam, as his lords and
patroons under the sovereignty of the honorable high and mighty lords
States General of the United Netherlands, and here obey their director
general and councilors in everything, as good inhabitants should, and
subject himself to the payment of the tenth for the benefit of the [
[8:953 and 8:954] [missing]365

[REMARKS BY COUNCILOR DE DECKERE ON THE
PROPOSAL SUBMITTED BY THE DIRECTOR GENERAL]

[8:955] [several lines lost] that both [ ] the same [
likewise mine, being [
] as such also proposed by me [
recommended and [handed over] in written form.

]
]

Therefore, the question now is not about the [need] or the necessity,
but when and how to set it to work. Your honors’ judgment and view
that one should promote and continue it simultaneously and that it
should be contracted out publicly is also curious, it seems, to know
what it will cost, as well as to know where the money will be acquired
and from what it will be paid; while, however, the first is [ordered]
very lightly and easily, the latter will be very hard to carry out, the
more so because of the present meagerness of the treasury; thousands
need to be paid, while hardly any beavers are to be found, or [are] at
hand as yet. One knows that when one is going to build a tower, one
first sits down, thinks it over, and calculates how much and from what.
Added to this then, the small likelihood of a rich beaver harvest,
together with the probability and fear of a future decrease of the
revenues, furthermore, the present increase of the financial burden
regarding the military personnel—on what ground, then, can [it] be
said that at present the Company has enough credit? Monies could
be negotiated, but also need to be reimbursed; at the same time the
[work], or the expenses for it, is [burdened] by the aforesaid trade/
365 There are no entries or notations in O’Callaghan’s calendar for these missing
documents.
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negotiations.366 The result of this will be that the Company will get
over this level of debt with great trouble, but always remain at the
low [end]. For one of your honors it may be credible, but for me
it is not likely that this year’s proceeds of the smuggled beavers
alone could pay for the said fence, the more so because outside of
the aforesaid fence enough place shall remain open and left to sail
back and forth, and consequently to satisfy the desire to smuggle.367
[8:956] [several lines lost] [
] is on account of/by
[
] of, in addition to the work [
] and continue,
because the same [
] are being suspended and [postponed]
[
] the likelihood of the slow progress, the [occasion] taught us and
made us see that all the progress that was made on the wall during the
entire summer could have been finished by two hardworking craftsmen in 2 or 3 weeks or less. What more progress could we expect
in the next rainy and winter season? Is there really any probability
or likelihood that these two hardworking men, I say the Company’s
masons, can bring the tenth part of the fort in a state of defense before
the winter?
One says that it is necessary that the work continues; certainly, I was
able to say that more well-founded in May past, without it being taken
up then, rather employing the said masons for work that on the one
hand was as much needed as a fifth wheel on the wagon, on the other
hand not necessary at all, at least for the time being.
Therefore, once one brings the aforesaid fort into a decent state of
defense, I think that it would be profitable for the Company that—
removing the [same] two masons, trained lazybones—instead of
[letting them do] the other [work], they were contracted for the work
that cannot be done by any Negroes; but to contract out the cutting,
felling, and placing of some thousands of palisades, which fits the
Negroes as the sword fits the soldier, is in my opinion improper, just
as it is improper to say on this that if this is not done the work will
not make progress or have any effect. Then I have to ask: why then
the burden of a guard to whom the supervision of the Negroes was
commended and entrusted at ƒ30 per month, for which the [Comp]
366 ... te gelijck oock het we[ ] ofte de oncosten vandien door de voorsz negotiatie
beswaer[t].
367 De Deckere refers here to Stuyvesant’s proposal to construct a palisade. See
8:947.
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is burdened with the maintenance of 11 or 12 slaves? And unless one
would want to say that it is honorable for the Company to have the
name and burden of so many Negroes, and they themselves, or someone else the effect and profit thereof, I think that the lords directors
would speak otherwise and say apage istius reputationis ques[
]
damne veniat.
[8:957] [several lines lost] then only the [

]

At this [place] I have to [
] that [I] cannot see nor
[
] of the Company this year half of [
] not the
expenses of its/their maintenance [
] profits. Would then these
squires idle about, and watch this with open mouths while [the] others
are working at the Company’s great expense?
To be brief and to unburden myself, considering the present state of
the treasury, it would, in my opinion, bring most relief and be most
profitable that the aforesaid works are not completed at the same time,
but one after the other; and if it were continued with overseers, the
Company’s Negroes can be employed at the same time. However,
if we persist in the resolution as it is, and the aforesaid works are
continued simultaneously, the Negroes could be divided: the 8 needed
for the fort, the rest used for cutting the palisades. And although I do
foresee some slowness for which such acceleration, especially such as
the expenses thereof could not increase the fruits, much less will the
fruits exceed the expense.368
Trying to look for and find the compensation for the expenses to be
made in the community, in my opinion, can do nothing but cause
dissatisfaction and blame, especially if they see that the Negroes are
spared and [they are] burdened; conversely, it would be praiseworthy
for us and our masters, and more reputable, and agree better with their
principles to [ ] the burdens and expenses of the community [8:958]
[several lines lost] done by the burgomasters.
[

] my sincere and honest opinion [should] not remain subject

368 ... en of wel schoon eenige lancksaemheijt tegemoet sie, waertoe soodanige
verhaestinge bijsonderlijck als de expensen vandien de vruchten ni[et?] en connen
esgaleren: veel min de vruchten de expe[nse] excederen. De Deckere’s handwriting is
very neat and clear, which leads one to expect that the meaning will be clear as well,
but this is frequently not the case.
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to any misinterpretations, as if I would feel that the Company should
fund and support all present and future burdens from the present
revenues and income. No, my advice would be that—but everything
subject to better and express judgment—in order to lighten these and
other costs, whether the lords councilors would continue to resist or
not, one [should] practice and execute the tasks as they may have been
ordered and commended to us by the lords directors. Dated 26 August
1658, Amsterdam in New Netherland.

[ORDER FOR SURVEYOR CORTELJOU TO PREPARE
A MAP OF THE LOTS WITHIN NEW AMSTERDAM]

[8:959] [several lines lost] At the [
[
] schepenen, that [a map
from within this city, it is [recommended],

] made
] and

The director general and councilors find the request reasonable; therefore, they order the fiscal not to let the surveyor Corteljou depart
before he will have satisfied the request concerned. Dated as above.

[RECOMMENDATION IN THE CASE OF
JACOB JANSEN HUIJS AGAINST ALLARD ANTONIJ]

Having received and read the demand of Jacob Jansen Huijs, former
skipper on the ship the Peereboom, against Allard Antonij, defendant,
in a writ of appeal, it is recommended to provide the parties with a
copy hereof in order to reply in writing by the next court day. Dated
as above.

[RECOMMENDATION IN THE CASE OF
JACOB JANSEN HUIJS AGAINST JACOB BARSIMSON]

Having received the answer of Jacob Jansen Huijs, defendant, against
Jacob Barsimson Joode, plaintiff, it is recommended to provide the
parties with a copy hereof in order to reply in writing by the next court
day. Dated as above.
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[RECOMMENDATION IN CASE OF DE VOS AGAINST BOOTH]

[8:960] [several lines lost] [it is recommended to] provide the parties
[with a copy hereof] in order to reply for the second time by the next
court day. Dated as above.

[COMPLAINT OF TOMAS STIVENS AGAINST THE
MAGISTRATES OF MIDDELBORCH, AND ORDER THEREUPON]

The petitioner hereof, Tomas Stivens, complains that the magistrates
of the village of Middelborch opened a road through his posts and
beams other than the one ordered before by the lords representatives
of director general and councilors, namely, La Montagne and Captn.
Tomas Willet, and confirmed by the director general and councilors.
As a result, the aforesaid Stivens (as he says) suffers great damage to
his meadow. This being so, the director general and councilors order
once again in accordance with their previous, and also last, order of
9 July last, that the common road shall be and remain as it was previously laid out by the aforementioned representatives. If something
was done contrary to this, now or previously, the magistrates of the
aforesaid village are directed and ordered to appear before the director
general and councilors to explain the reasons for their actions. Dated
as above.

[ORDER REFUSING GEERTJE, WIDOW OF RYER STOFFELSEN,
PERMISSION TO BUILD A HOUSE AGAINST THE WALL
OUTSIDE THE CITY GATE OF NEW AMSTERDAM]

[8:961] [several lines lost] immediately369 [
[
] director general and councilors [
August] 1658. Thus done, dated as above.

] the made
30

[ORDER FOR THE FISCAL TO SEARCH A VESSEL LYING IN THE NORTH RIVER]

3 September, Tuesday.
369 Direcktelijck.
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Present at the meeting, the honorable lord director general, Petro
Stuyvesant, the lords councilors Nicasius de Sille, Pieter Tonneman
and Johan de Deckere.
For reasons moving the director general and councilors thereto, it is
resolved that the lord director general on a certain convenient day
when his honor thinks it best, will order and direct the fiscal to inspect
the ship t’ Draatvadt (at present lying here on the North River) and
in order to do such properly according to the requirements, the fiscal
shall be provided with two schouwen and the honorable Company’s
yacht, and all the Company’s Negroes.
Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated as above.

[ORDER FOR HENDRICK SWEERINCX TO OBSERVE
HIS CONTRACT WITH THE LORD VAN CAPELLE]

[8:962] [several lines lost] [
] against Hendrick Sweerincx
[defendant.] The plaintiff requests that the defendant be condemned
to observe the contract entered into with lord van Capelle on 25
November 1657, the more so because he received goods on it.
The defendant replies that he is unable to move his wife thereto, offering to return what was received.
The director general and councilors, having heard the parties, condemn
the defendant to observe his concluded contract. Dated as above.

[RESOLUTION IN THE CASE OF JACOB
BARSIMSON AGAINST JACOB JANSEN HUIJS]

Received the defense of Jacob Barsimson, plaintiff, against Jacob
Jansen Huijs, defendant, which, having been read, it is resolved, to
hand the copy hereof to the parties in order to reply to it for the second
time by the next court day. Dated as above.
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[RESOLUTION IN THE CASE OF NICOLAES BOOTH AGAINST MATTHEUS DE VOS]

Received the second answer of Nicolaes Booth, defendant, against
Mattheus de Vos, plaintiff, which, having been read, it is resolved
to hand a copy of this to the parties, [and] if the parties don’t have
anything else to bring in and renounce the further production of documents, they must properly hand in their papers and documents used
for the proceedings by the next court day. Dated as above.

[ORDER DENYING A MOTION OF THE FISCAL FOR THE CONFISCATION
OF A PARCEL OF BEAVERS BELONGING TO GELYN VERPLANCK]

[8:963] [several lines lost] in Smits [valley] [
be declared [
] dated 23 [April.]

] to

The defendant says that the beavers were brought there by the [skipper] without his knowledge; also, that he had been away from here to
Fort Orange before 23 April, and that therefore he had no knowledge
of the ordinance.
The director general and councilors, having heard the parties and
having paid attention to everything relevant in the matter, deny the
plaintiff’s demand because the defendant proves that he had departed
from this city before the publication of the order, and that since then
he has not been here again. Dated as above.

[ORDER CONDEMNING HARMEN MARTENSEN TO PAY HOUSE RENT]

[8:964] [several lines lost] [
] rented the small house for ¾ of
a year on the condition that the roof and walls would be [water] tight,
but that when it rains there is not enough dry space in it to put his gun,
and because he was told, if you don’t like it, you are welcome to leave
it, he moved out. He offers to pay as much rent for the time that he
lived there.
The female plaintiff, replying, says that she did not say, move out,
and for that purpose exhibits a testimony by Stijntgen Harmens from
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which it appears that she did not say, move out, but that she did say, if
you can find something better, look around.
The director general and councilors, having heard the parties, condemn
the defendant to pay ¼ year’s rent and deny the plaintiff the rest of his
[sic] demand. Dated as above.

[PETITION OF THE NOTARIES OF NEW AMSTERDAM
FOR MODIFICATION OF THE FEE ORDINANCE]

[8:965] [several lines lost] province [
] occurring
opportunity [
] are not only being [
] within
[this province of] New Netherland, but also in [
] around here,
but far from the hant [
] many miles away from here, upon
which [ ] regulations regarding their salaries and appearance money
were specified by your honors, among others; for appearance money,
four guilders a day except for provisions, additional costs, and salary,
without it being exactly expressed and conveyed in what payment. And
whereas they, petitioners, are not given anything but white and black
poor merchantable sewant at six and three to one stiver, for which they
absolutely cannot buy the necessaries from the merchants, farmers,
artisans, and workmen but what is to those men’s personal liking and
unlimited desire; in addition, the petitioners’ appearance money at four
guilders a day and the passing and copying of a notarial deed cannot
even pay for a pair of new shoes, considering that one has to pay the
shoemaker six and seven guilders in beavers for that, which is also the
price of all kinds of other wares and similar necessities. Therefore, and
for that reason, the petitioners are greatly put at a disadvantage, and
whereas in the fatherland a notary going somewhere in commission,
usually enjoys four guilders per day for appearance money in addition
to food and drink, or otherwise, as your honors know, six guilders for
his own expenses; therefore they are forced to turn to your honors,
humbly requesting that their appearance money may be increased in
agreement with the payments here in this country, and that it [may be
paid] in beavers or beaver-value in addition to the fixed salary by their
masters [8:966] [several lines lost] [
] namely, what they
may demand for every hour [
] appearance [in a meeting], everything [as] your honors shall judge appropriate. Expecting your honors’
favorable resolution, we will remain your honors’ obedient servants,
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Was signed,
D.V. Schelluijne
Mattheus de Vos
P. Clock
Tillman van Vleck
The above request having been received and read, it is resolved after
deliberation that the petitioners are allowed the right to demand and
receive the granted salary in beavers or sewant according to the rate at
the general office. Dated 5 September 1658.

[ORDER CONFISCATING A QUANTITY OF SMUGGLED
BEAVERS FOUND ON BOARD THE DRAADVAT]

[8:967] [several lines lost] [the skipper] [
] in
addition [
] the said ship [
]
his demand in writing [
] smuggled beavers, and other
[
] inspecting the said ship [
] were
not declared, nor were any recognition fees [paid], shall be confiscated for as much as they concern the defendants, and each of them is
condemned to pay a fine of twice as much as the value of his smuggled
goods.
The defendants, answering in writing, confess that the confiscated
beavers and peltries were not declared, saying that they received the
same as their voeringe370 and a little merchandise that they brought
along, requesting that they might be forgiven mercifully for whatever they did wrong in this regard, and that the confiscated peltries be
returned to them or, if granted differently, to come to an agreement
about it.
The director general and councilors having heard the fiscal’s demand
and claim and the defendants’ confession and account, as an example to other such smugglers and willful offenders of the honorable
lords directors’ edicts, declare the beavers and peltries that were not
declared and for which no recognition fees were paid, confiscated, as
they hereby confiscate them, to be applied properly according to the
370 Voeringe: a small amount of merchandise that sailors are allowed to bring aboard
duty free for trading purposes.
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edicts, denying the fiscal’s further demand on and against the defendants. Dated as above.
How these confiscated peltries were applied appears in this register
under the date of the 17th of this month.

[PETITION OF PIETER VAN ALLEN OF FORT ORANGE
TO RELEASE A PARCEL OF CONFISCATED BEAVERS]

[8:968] [several lines lost] journeyman having lived for the time
of [three years] at Fort Orange [
] servant at Gerrit Bancker’s
house. Because he, petitioner, plans to depart for Holland with the
ship Draatvadt, he, petitioner, put his wages earned over three years,
consisting of some thirty beavers, in his chest, unaware that one should
declare beavers earned here for wages because he, petitioner, always
was at Fort Orange, and out of innocence and ignorance neglected
to declare the said beavers, which beavers were confiscated by the
honorable lord fiscal. Therefore he, petitioner, respectfully turns to
your honors, humbly requesting to consider that he, petitioner, is a
poor artisan-journeyman, and that all the means he has in the world,
saved up with hard labor during his three-year service, and from which
he, petitioner, will have to pay his passage, consist of the aforementioned beavers. He very humbly prays your honors to allow and grant
that his chest and the mentioned beavers be given back, provided that
he pays the recognition fee thereon. Which doing, I remain (lower
stood) your honor’s very obedient subject and servant, (was signed)
Pieter van Allen.
[8:969] [several lines lost] between the [
] of the
ship [
] peltries that [were] not declared. Dated as above.

[ORDER CONFISCATING A QUANTITY OF FURS ON BOARD THE ABOVE VESSEL]

The honorable Nicasius de Sille, fiscal, ex officio plaintiff, against
Dirck Jansen Croon, defendant. The plaintiff demands that the 50
beavers and 38 otters the defendant packed in his chest and which he
has had brought aboard without properly declaring them, or paying the
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recognition fee thereon, shall be confiscated, and the defendant shall
be condemned to pay a fine of twice as much.
The defendant answers that the chest had been mistakenly brought
aboard along with other goods, and that he had no intention to smuggle it because it did not belong to him but to others at Fort Orange; that
he declared the chest and paid the recognition fee on it when he heard
that it was brought aboard.
The fiscal, replying, says and proves that the chest was brought aboard
with the defendant’s knowledge, and that he declared it when he heard
that the chests would be inspected, and not earlier, being the third day
after the chest was brought aboard, fearing that the smuggling would
come to light.
The defendant, replying for the second time, requests that the 50
beavers and 38 otters be returned to him because they did not belong
to him but to others.
The director general and councilors, [having heard] the fiscal’s demand
and claim and the [defendant’s] account and confession [8:970]
[several lines lost] declare the said [beavers and otters] confiscated,
as they hereby confiscate them, to be properly applied in accordance
with the edicts, as an example for other such smugglers and offenders
of the edicts of the honorable lords directors and the director general
and councilors. Dated 11 September 1658.
Under the 17th of this month appears how the beavers will be applied,
and he, namely Dirck Jansz Croon, at his request is allowed to pay 19
beavers instead of the 38 otters mentioned, as can be seen under the
13th of this month, so that all together he has to pay 69 beavers.

[PETITION OF SKIPPER AND SAILORS OF THE
VERGULDE BEVER FOR PERMISSION TO TRANSPORT A
PARCEL OF BEAVERS FREE OF RECOGNITION FEE]

[8:971] Copy.

To the honorable lord director general and
the lords councilors of N: Netherland.
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Jan Reyersz, skipper on the ship the Vergulde Bever and his crew show
with due reverence how they, petitioners, declared and made known to
the honorable commissary Nicolaes Varlet the quantity of 210 beavers.
Therefore they, petitioners, respectfully request your honors—because
usually the voeringe of skippers and sailors is duty-free provided it is
declared at the proper place, which his petitioners did and observed—
to please mercifully allow and permit them, petitioners, to be free of
paying the recognition fee on the amount of beavers mentioned above,
if your honors please to order, which doing, we remain,
Your honorable lords’ very obedient subjects and servants, having
received and read the above petition, the following opinions were
given,
[8:972] [several lines lost] [opinion of the honorable lord director
general] [
] petitioners the first [
] their beavers have
[
] it is my opinion that for [now], but to the discretion of the lords
directors, they shall be allowed to take along a hundred beavers free
of duties.
Opinion of lord Tonneman.
Lord Tonneman conforms to the lord general’s opinion.
Lord Deckere as above.
Follows the resolution on the above petition,
It was never shown to the director general and councilors of New
Netherland that the sailors or someone else are allowed to import
the value of two months’ worth of wages free of the recognition fee,
much less that they are allowed to export the peltries traded for those
[wages] free of the recognition fee. But because the petitioners are the
first sailors who declared their beavers, they are for the present time,
but at the lords directors’ discretion, allowed to take along a hundred
beavers free of taxes. Dated 13 September 1658.
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[PETITION OF THE SAILORS OF THE SHIP THE DRAADVAT FOR THE
RELEASE FROM CONFISCATION OF THE FURS BELONGING TO THEM]

[8:973] [several lines lost] The underwritten [
] of the
ship named [the Draadvat] show [with due respect] [
] the
honorable lord fiscal de Sille [
] attached every one of them
[
] beaver skins specified [here]after, bear and moose skins, deer
skins, and other peltries belonging to, to wit,
Jan Jansz hooghbootsman, 27 beavers, 4 otters, 10 foxes, 3 bear
skins;
the cook, 14 beavers;
the boatswain’s mate, 25 beavers;
the carpenter Pieter Gerritsz, 50 beavers, 2 raccoon coats;
Hendrick Jansz, 40 beavers, 10 raccoon skins;
the cooper, 19 beavers, 3 moose skins, 14 deer skins;
the surgeon, 15 beavers, 6 otters, 6 deer skins;
Isaack de Fransman, 6 beavers, 24 pieces of fur;
Pieter Jansz, 12 beavers;
Pieter Fransman, 7 deer skins;
the cook’s mate, 9 beavers;
both cabin boys, 14 beavers, 20 fishers
[8:974] [several lines lost] take along [
] a bit of merchandise in
order to make a small profit to support their families and persons, and
whereas the case is now such that they, petitioners, made a mistake in
not declaring the aforesaid goods, they, petitioners, respectfully turn to
your honors with the humble request that your honors, out of pity and
mercy allow that to each of them, petitioners, may be entrusted again
the little bit that they have, or as much as your honors will mercifully
please to allow, provided they pay the lawful amount thereon, promising and assuring your honors not to make such a mistake again, but to
behave themselves hereafter according to your honors’ edicts, praying
once again that your honors please consider their, petitioners’ [8:975]
[several lines lost] allow [their] request upon your honors’ [favorable]
resolution, which doing,
Honorable lords
your obedient subjects and servants,
Jan Jansz hoochbootsman
This is the mark of Adriaen Tijsen kock
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This is the mark of Bartel Jansz hoochbootsmanmaet
V]incent Gersen timmerman
Hendrick Jansz ondertimmerman
Willem Scheijven kuijper
Hendrick Fransen van Wiert Chijrurgijn
The mark of Pieter Fransman
The mark of Isaack Fransman
in the name of Pieter Janssen
In the name of the cook’s mate Age Janssen
In the name of the two captain’s helpers
Jan Jacobsen, and Jacob Claessen
[8:976] [endorsement:] Petition of the seamen and crew of the ship
Draetvat
[8:977] [several lines lost] [Opinion of the lord director general]
My opinion is that [
] shall be refused, and that
[
] of the sailors as well as [
] were not declared,
in accordance with the [
] shall be confiscated; and if it would
be [understood] that those who were imprisoned by the Turk get back
their beavers, or some of them, that that will happen free of charge and
pro Deo, and not in any way because of any claim. Dated as above.
Opinion of lord Tonneman. I conform to the lord general’s view. Dated
as above.
Opinion of lord de Deckere. My view would be that the sailors be given
back roughly as many beavers as what two months’ wages for each of
them could amount to with the usual surcharge. Dated as above.
Follows the resolution made on the foregoing petition,
The director general and councilors persist by their sentence of the
11th of this month over the smuggled beavers. Dated as above.
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[PETITION OF DIRCK JANSEN CROON]

[8:978] [several lines lost] Dirck [Jansen Croon shows with due
respect how] the honorable lord fiscal de Sille [confiscated] a certain
chest not belonging to the petitioner, containing the quantity of 50
beaver skins, and 38 otters, on which he, petitioner, paid the recognition fee, and whereas your honors consider the said beaver skins and
otters to be confiscated, he, petitioner, for the reason that the aforesaid
beavers and otters don’t belong to him, requests that he, petitioner,
may take upon himself to pay the same quantity beavers and otters at
four guilders apiece as they were declared, with other good beavers, so
that those persons may keep their goods, humbly requesting that your
honors will allow this, the petitioner’s request. Expecting your honors’
favorable resolution on this, which doing, I remain,
Your honorable lords, your very obedient servant, was signed,
Dirck Jansen Croon
[8:979] [several lines lost] [opinion of the lord director general]
My opinion is that [
] will suffice [
] to deliver
[to the] Comp 50 [beavers] and 19 good beavers for the 38 [otters].
Dated as above.
Opinion of lord Tonneman. Lord Tonneman conforms to the lord
general’s view.
Opinion of lord Deckere. De Deckere’s opinion is that the smuggled
otters be kept, but regarding the beavers, that he can suffice by giving
50 good beavers for it. Dated as above.
The resolution, given on the petition by a plurality of votes, follows.
The petitioner is allowed and permitted his request, provided he shall
deliver good beavers for it. Dated 13 September 1658.
[8:980] [several lines lost]
[
how to [

] about the smuggled beavers [
] expressed
] them [
]. The following opinions were given.

Opinion of the lord director general written by himself. It serves as
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information regarding the confiscated beavers that in general, according to the edict, a third part is for the person who reported.
Because in the sentences of the 11th of this month on the confiscated
beavers nothing was expressed about the way this would be applied, it
is agreed by a plurality of votes that it will be applied as follows: half
of the confiscated beavers will be allocated to the Company because
its treasury is not well supplied; a just fourth part for the bench of
director general and councilors, who in this case reported the smuggle,
and usually, according to the printed edict on contraband and the later
order of April 13 of this year, the reporter is promised a third part; the
remaining fourth part, half for the fiscal and half for the church. Done
in Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 17th of September 1658.
P. Stuyvesant
Pieter Tonneman
Lord Deckere recommends on the above subject that the confiscated
beavers ought to remain with the Company, and that only the fiscal
should enjoy 20 beavers for his execution. Dated as above.

[PETITION OF MERCHANTS OF NEW AMSTERDAM FOR
PERMISSION TO TRADE WITH FOREIGN COUNTRIES
WITHIN THE LIMITS OF THE COMPANY’S CHARTER

[8:981] [several lines lost] honorable esteemed lords [
]
budding province in general, but this city of New Amsterdam [in
particular] under your honors’ wise and [ ] laudable direction from
8 or 9 years ago until now [
] trade, inhabitants, and prestigious
buildings grew so much, is admired by anyone who frequented this
place during that short time, and who still frequents it. We gratefully
recognize that, along with God’s blessing, your honors’ mild mannerness in encouraging and allowing the English tobacco trade by the
English in the middle of their preparations for war and threats against
this place was a great means to [accomplish] this; ever since, this trade
has stimulated and still encourages many to decorate this city with
lofty and elegant buildings, even such that surpass the neighboring
place. This makes us, your honors’ obedient subjects, wish and pray
for your honors’ continuation thereof, and on the other hand, makes
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us firmly hope that your honors unremittingly speculate on means
through which this place and inhabitants not only may continue in
trade and prosperity, but grow as well; and that therefore, it will not
displease or trouble your honors’ usual discretion to consider, along
with other more important matters, this humble plea from your honors’
faithful subjects, which concerns the same goal and objective. It is
such that your honors [8:982] [several lines lost] peltry trade, but also
[
] Virginia tobacco trade dangerous [
] English, and also
is brought [here] and maintained only by the English, is very much
divided in small parts and the majority of the inhabitants complain
that many, yes, most people who previously were able to make a good
living by that trade, by the lack of other trade are sitting around doing
nothing, and as a result have to be reduced to decline and poverty.
Except that that trade, being very unstable and uncertain in itself,
is beginning to falter and weaken, both with regard to the English,
who in previous years imported this merchandise in greater quantity,
as well as with regard to the New Netherland tobacco, of which the
cultivation and planting is abandoned371 almost completely. The principal cause of this is either attributed to the traders—it being said that
because they are [so] particular regarding the tobacco that they sell
their wares at such an excessively high price, both to strangers and
inhabitants, that the planter and the importer of this commodity are
unable to carry on, which provides a feign reason to the ignorant—
or, however, under correction of your honors’ wiser judgment, this is
not the true cause, but more likely the bad quality of the tobacco and
its high price are. As it is, it is exchanged here at one schellinck per
pound, which is one third more expensive as for what it can be sold
in the fatherland, to which then is added the great expense of recognition fee, freight, lease, and other expenses, as well as the loss of
weight and stems, adding up to two and a half stivers for every pound
before it reaches the market at Amsterdam, which then is being sold
at three, four, and five stivers a pound at most is [8:983] [several lines
lost] and there [
] they are constrained
[
] whereas otherwise they
vrij civiel [
], from which it is then to be feared that
[
] inhabitants of this province having [no
]
of trade, neither in Europe nor in America [if] New England, Virginia,
and the Caribbean islands remain closed for them they will have to
perish as it is or depart to such places where they enjoy lesser burdens
371 ... waer van de culture ende plantagie bij cans teenemael wort overgegeven.
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and more freedom in the trade, which would bring more loss to the
Company and a complete ruin to this place. Your honors’ petitioners and faithful subjects wish and pray that in this regard they will
be found to be bread-eating prophets and ill predictors. What your
honors’ petitioners with all humble obedience show regarding the
tobacco trade, can also be said of the beaver and the peltry trade,
which in everyone’s experience is so corrupt and spoiled that hardly
anybody can make any profit therein, and that the majority of the traders shall not trade money for money. Being created every year it will
diminish and spoil more and more, as this year’s experience already
showed the hard way, the bad and expensive barter of the beavers to
three ells of duffel, and 15 or 16 guilders sewant for a beaver. And
still being unable to get them, it brought the inhabitants of the village
of Beverwijck great depreciation of their houses, that many that were
sold, [ ] not [8:984] [several lines lost] [
] precaution
usual wisdom [
] to the flourishing and well-being of this
[
] place for us, its inhabitants, or granted [by] your honors’
authority, or by your honors’ recommendation, which many may obtain
from the lords directors under the bearable burdens of somewhat more
liberty and freedom of the domestic, but especially foreign trade, such
as the preparing of clapboard, pipes, wooden staves, boards, planks,
grains and other wares from here, from our province, for such foreign
countries, cities, and places as are in alliance with the high and mighty
lords States General and the United Netherlands, and by virtue of their
charter with the lords directors of the Chartered West India Company.
How, and in what manner we would not dare to propose without
making ourselves suspect of too great a delusion of arrogance. This is
our simple plea, which under your honors’ wise and prudent consideration, only intends the well-being and flourishing of this province
and the just-now-budding place in which we, together with others are
engaged with family and honorable dwelling, each according to his
situation, and therefore, we would like to see its best and its continuation. Hopefully the domestic and foreign trade, the soul and life of all
states and the republic, under your honors’ wise direction and authority or recommendation can be regulated, directed, and brought to such
a stage that your honors’ subjects [8:985] [several lines lost] more
[
] hope our [
] not only your honors
[
] other amateurs from the [
] to equip
and employ [
] and laborers in agriculture and [the preparation
of the] material demanded for such foreign trade; consequently, also to
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order and send more merchandise from the fatherland for the benefit of
the Company’s and your honors’ revenue, whereas on the contrary, by
decline and lack of trade these and all goods will disappear and deteriorate. Expecting hereon your honors’ favorable resolution, we are and
remain your honors’ humble and faithful subjects (was signed),
Allard Anthonij, Hendrick Huijgen, Isaacq de Foreest, Daniel
van Donck, Paulus Schreck, Johannes de Peijster, Cornelis
Steenwijck, Govart Loocquermans, Johannes van Bruegh,
P: Cornelisse vander Veen, Johannes vander Meulen, Timotheus
Gabrij, Isaacq Grevenraet, Pieter Rudolphus, Pieter Jacobsen
Marius, Cousseau, Anthonij Moore, Warnar Wessels,
Pieter Couwenhooven, Harmen Douwerse, H: Hendericksen Obe,
Jacob Backer, Jacob Haaij, J. la Montangne Junior,
Tillman van Vleck, Hendrick Jansen vander Vin, Mattheus de Vos,
Pieter Jacobsen Buijs, Jacob Kip, N: Verleth.

[PETITION OF THE BURGOMASTERS AND SCHEPENEN OF NEW
AMSTERDAM IN SUPPORT OF THE MERCHANTS’ REQUEST]372

[8:986] The burgomasters of the city of New Amsterdam in New
Netherland show your honors with all humility how a certain humble
plea was brought into their court, signed by some of the burghers and
inhabitants, here enclosed, and how they were requested to petition
your honors to please lend them a helping hand. And whereas we do
not doubt your honors’ good inclination for the benefit of the burghers
and inhabitants, being assured that your honors don’t have in mind
anything but the well-being and prosperity of this province and justnow-budding place and its good burghers and inhabitants, we request
your honors to support the inhabitants herein and to help them, and
that through your honors’ authority and recommendation to the lords
directors as patrons of this province and city, they, petitioners, will
be allowed by their honors to undertake whatever is best for this
place. Relying thereon, we remain, your honorable lords, your honors’
subjects, the burgomasters of the aforementioned city. (lower stood)
By order of the honorable lords burgomasters of the aforementioned
city (was signed) Joannes Nevius, secretar. (Dated in the margin) in
372 See RNA 3:8–9 for a copy of this petition.
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Amsterdam in New Netherland, 11 September 1658.

[ORDER REFERRING SAID PETITIONERS TO THE DIRECTORS AT AMSTERDAM]

[8:987] [several lines lost] exists [
] which at
[
] are being obtained [
lord directors]
to whom the [
] of this, with enclosed [
] and
serious recommendations will be sent (:to whom the burgomasters
and petitioners, if they think it advisable, can address themselves, as
well:). If meanwhile some of the petitioners would like, and have the
opportunity, to try an experiment of foreign trade with the merchandise mentioned herein on such conditions as were set by the said lords
directors in accordance with the printed exemptions, or how these may
be devised at this further request, the director general and councilors
will not obstruct this in any way until they will be ordered to do so
differently in this matter, but they will favor it as much as reason and
fairness demand.
Done in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated as above.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman

[PETITION OF JOHANNES DE PEIJSTER FOR PERMISSION
TO RETURN CERTAIN DAMAGED GOODS TO HOLLAND]

[8:988] [several lines lost] [
] how that he was
[
plaintiff] Gerrit Hamel, merchant [
] per the
ship the Geldersche Bloem [arrived] here in 1657 a small chest with
merchandise in accordance with the enclosed invoice, which goods
were badly damaged, which he, petitioner, reported to his master and
was given the order to send the aforesaid merchandise back to patria.
Therefore, he respectfully requests your honors to be allowed to ship
the said merchandise and send it to patria via the ship the Vergulde
Bever without paying the recognition fee for it because he noticed that
nothing of the said goods was traded or made a profit. Which doing, I
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remain (lower stood) Honorable lords, your very obedient subject and
servant (was signed) Johannes de Peijster.
After deliberation it is resolved on the above petition, fiat quod petitur.
Dated 17 September 1658.

[CLAIM PRESENTED BY COMPTROLLER DE DECKERE AGAINST CAPTAIN
BEAULIEU WITH A PETITION OF THE LATTER AND ORDER IN THE CASE]373

[8:989] [several lines lost] behind [
] nine
hundred guilders [
] sail374 to the [
]
choose, and therefore without [
] of the mentioned sum
[
] done, requests against this [
] arrangements,
and that meanwhile the person of the aforesaid Baellieu be held here
until he has given proper satisfaction or payment; by default, and in
case there is any loss, he, based on his office, makes a protest. Dated
as above.
The above report having been written and read, the below petition is
handed in by Captain Beaullieu at the meeting.
Copy:

To the honorable lord director general and
the lords councilors of New Netherland.

Augustijn Beaulieu, captain, shows with due respect how he, petitioner, remembers that he owes the honorable lords of the Company and
because he neither wants nor wishes anything but to pay everyone
respectably and honestly, he turns to your honors with the humble
request because he, petitioner, left a great ship’s boat375 under lord
director Becx’s direction, which cost ƒ440:– in Holland money, and
with it a new large sail, a rope, and a drag, with another piece of rope
of which the tackles needed for the boat were made; in addition, under
the Jew Josua and Hendrick, brothers Mardochaije living at Curaçao,
about some goods delivered to them, amounting to the same sum
373 For more information on Captain Beaulieu, see an affidavit by Abraham
Velthuijsen and Willem Cool in NYCM 13:72 dated March 5, 1659.
374 Verzeijlen: losing one’s way while sailing.
375 Scheeps boot: a boat that is taken along on or behind a ship.
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as for which the petitioner bought it at the island of St. Cristoffel,
namely, 7,000 pounds of [tobacco] [8:990] [several lines lost] on their
way there, they were the [
] in his intended journey at the
soonest [
] or the lord director general [and councilors] will
resolve it [
] also with a good [
]. Doing this, (lower stood)
I remain your honors’ humble servant (was signed) A. Beaulieu.
Having received and read the above request, the following opinions
were given on it:
The lord director general’s opinion:
To Captain Beaullieu’s request serves for advice that the boat or
sloop, of which the petitioner says he left at lord Becx on the island
of Curaçao, shall be validated in settlement, provided that before his
departure he provides here a security for the truth and guarantee of
what was said. Dated as above.
Lord Sille’s opinion:
Lord Sille conforms to the lord director general’s opinion.
Opinion of the honorable Johan de Deckere:
Because the aforesaid petition contains arguments without evidence,
De Deckere persists in his previous request, the more so because it is
not clear, or at least insecure that the aforesaid Beaullieu will be able
to provide proper security; if he is unable to do so, it is likely that he
will escape without making payment. Dated as above. [8:991] [several lines lost] Done [remainder lost]

[ORDER TO SEND THREE QUAKERS
ACROSS THE RIVER TO GEMOENEPAUW]

30 September, Monday.
Three persons were brought in, of whom we were informed that they
were of the sect named Quakers, which they showed very clearly,
coming in without showing the least form of respect, their heads
covered. The deputy schout was ordered to take them back across
the North River to Gemoenepauw from where they had come. Their
request was to be allowed to depart for New England through this
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place, which, for various reasons they were denied, and they were
ordered not to come here again on pain of corporal punishment. The
names (as they said) were
Tomas Thorsten
Tomas t’ Schapman
Josia Cool
Amsterdam in New Netherland, dated as above.

[PETITION OF NICOLAES HILLEBRANTSEN]

[8:992] [several lines lost] Nicolaes [Gregorius Hillebrantsen shows
with due respect] that he is being charged and accused by one [Rut
Jacobsen, dwelling] at Fort Orange, that he supposedly was in his
garden with a boy and that he supposedly did unnatural deeds with
him, which the petitioner denies, and he hopes that God will guard
him from such things.376 Therefore, he protests and requests, although
he has neither money nor goods to spend, but he offers his flesh and
blood as security, so that justice may be done to him herein, in guilt or
innocence, as the honorable lords will judge it best. Expecting hereon
your honors’ favorable disposition, I will remain your honors’ obedient servant (lower stood), the honorable lords’ obliging servant, (was
signed) Nicolaes Gregorius Hillebrantsen.
Having received and read the above request, after deliberation it
is resolved as follows: The petitioner, thinking that he is wrongly
accused, has to request reparation and satisfaction from the judges
before whom he was first accused, and by whose sentence he finds
himself injured, the appeal remaining open to him. Dated as above.
[8:993] [several lines lost] the same [
[
]

] sailors

Having taken the request in consideration [it is resolved]: The petitioners are allowed [
] of a hundred beavers. Dated as above.

376 See NND 16(2):403–405 (Fort Orange Court Minutes, 1652–1660).
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[TAXED BILL OF COSTS OF MATTHEUS DE VOS]

Copy.
Mr. Cornelis Steenwijck and Mr. Jacobsen Buijs, attorney for Mr.
Walewijn vander Veen, debtor in the suit against Claeijs Meijer 1657
in September.
For the request of appeal,
5 pages at 30 stivers		ƒ 7:10:–
idem for the inventory
and the copy		ƒ 1:10:–
idem for the claim, 4 pages
for drafting and copying out		 10:16:–
idem for the reply four pages
for drafting and copying out		 10:16:–
idem for the official statement
of three pages		 6:–:–
idem to the inventory and the copy		 1:10:–
idem to the copy of the reply to the claim		 2: 8:–
idem to the copy of the order to the
honorable burgomasters		 1: 4:–

idem to the consultation about the appeal		 1:–:
		
ƒ42:14: –
377
the checked calculation amounts to		 22:16: –
		ƒ65:10: –
			(was signed)
			Mattheus de Vos
The above account was received with the request [8:994] [several
377 De naer reeckening.
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lines lost] approve[d checked calculation] of ƒ22:16. It is not clear to
the director general and councilors by virtue of what [
].
Dated Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 3rd of October 1658.

[CONTINUATION OF THE CASE BETWEEN
MATTHEUS DE VOS AND NICOLAES BOOTH]

The documents of the lawsuit between Mattheus de Vos, plaintiff, and
Nicolaes Booth, defendant, are handed to the lords Pieter Tonneman,
Johan de Deckere, councilors of New Netherland, and Johannes
Pietersz Verbrugge, former scheepen of this city, to hear the parties
as arbitrators, and, if possible, to let them agree willingly, in case of
refusal by one or the other party, to give their opinion to the director
general and councilors, so that a more accurate decision be made.
Done in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 3rd of October 1658.

[RESOLUTION IN THE CASE OF MATTHEUS DE VOS, ATTORNEY
FOR JACOB JANSZ HUIJS, AGAINST JACOB BARSIMSON]

Having received the second reaction of Mattheus de Vos, attorney ad
lites for Jacob Jansz Huijs, defendant, against Jacob Barsimson Joode.
It is resolved to hand a copy hereof to the parties, and if they don’t have
anything else to bring in, both parties are ordered to properly hand
over their documents by the next court day. Done in Fort Amsterdam
in New Netherland, 3 October 1658.

[PROCLAMATION FOR A GENERAL DAY OF FASTING AND PRAYER]

[8:995] [several lines lost] in his [
] immoderate
[
] were followed [by] infernal [
]
other diseases, of which [
] more, yes, entire families were
laid up and still are laid up ill and sick for weeks and months, which
not only frustrated and made futile the very good prospects of the
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bringing in of a good harvest, but to which, in addition, the continuous
sicknesses and rain obstructed and prevented many, if not the majority, from getting winter feed for the cattle. [These are] certain signs
and omens of God’s just wrath and severe ordeals such as pestilence,
war, floods, periods of high prices, and famines, unless we turn to the
Lord our God in time with sincere remorse and regret over previous
sins that clearly are in vogue among us, such as the deterioration of
his His Holy Word, the desecration of His Name and the Sabbath,
changing the day of Reconciliation-day, Son-day, or Sun-day into a
Sin-day378 by ungratefully abusing His gifts by drunkenness, splendor,
and abundance, and other similar sins. Upon the increase of these a
doubling, yes a seven-fold doubling of God’s just threats, judgments,
and punishments can be feared, yes expected, unless we [ ] ourselves,
in humility [8:996] [several lines lost] [
] place not only
[
but] thought it our duty to determine and [prescribe] a
general day of fasting and praying that will be held everywhere in this
province on the 16th of this month October. And second, to order all
inhabitants of this province on the aforesaid day to appear in church, or
wherever it is customary to preach God’s Word, in order, after listening to God’s Holy Word together, to call upon the name of the Lord
with humble and meek hearts, to pray and beg Him that His Godly
Majesty please stop and cease the diseases and illnesses among us and
ours, and to bless the fruits of the earth with early and late rain, timely
weather, and fruitful growth, and to let grow and increase among us
the fear and knowledge of His name, the hatred of our own sins, keeping away from us all well-deserved punishments and plagues, that our
people, calling and crying, would endure. In order that this be realized
and observed the better, the director general and councilors prohibit on
the aforesaid day of fasting and praying during the religious service
all exercise and activity of caetsen, balslaen, hunting, fishing, boating,
plowing, sowing, mowing, and other illicit [
[8:997 and 8:998] [missing]

378 Play on words: veranderende den Soen Soon off Sondach in eenen sondendach.
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[RESOLUTION ON A PETITION BY JACOB STEENDAM
FOR PAYMENT OF A DEBT DUE BY JACOB DIJCKMAN]

[8:999] [several lines lost] the rest [
] with the
first [
] was in default [
] who with
protest [
] so that the petitioner [
] his
money [still/nor
] therefore, that he would be paid from
what the Company still might owe Dijckman.
After deliberation it is resolved that the petitioner shall turn first to
Dijckman or his wife, and upon refusal of payment to the court of their
place of residence. Dated as above.

[ORDER REFUSING TO PAY A BILL OF COSTS OF THE
FISCAL FOR PROSECUTING JAN PAUL JACQUET]

Copy.
Specification handed over by De Sille, of which his honor claims that
Jan Paul Jacquet owes it to him.
The inventory in three pages
for 16 copies of attestations, each separate
for translating 3
for the claim
the excerpt of everything, consisting of 8 pages
copy of the answer by Jacquet in 9 pages
Sum

ƒ 2:5:–
ƒ16:0:–
ƒ 3:0:–
ƒ 0:18:–
ƒ 9:12:–
ƒ 9:16:–		
ƒ41:11–

Which, having been read, it was answered: It does not appear to the
director general and councilors that the former commander on the
South River, Jan Paul Jacquet, is condemned to pay any fine, much
less the costs of the lawsuit; therefore, he does not owe any legal
costs; because the plaintiff ex officio began the case on account of the
Company [8:1000] [several lines lost] [
hand] over
[
] will be [
] Done in Amsterdam in New Netherland
[
] 1658.
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[ORDER ALLOWING MATTHIJS CAPITO HOUSE RENT]

Received the petition of Matthijs Capito, deputy commies, requesting
that he, like other Company officials, may annually be given something for house rent because he has lived in a rental house now since
June 16 of this year.
After deliberation it is resolved: Beginning on 16 June of this year the
petitioner is granted eighty guilders annually for house rent. Done in
Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, dated as above.

[ORDER FOR A WRIT OF APPEAL OF
ANTONIJ MOORE AGAINST MATTHEUS DE VOS]

Received the request of Antonij Moore, showing that he finds himself
greatly injured by the sentence of the magistrates of this [city] of 17
September between him and Mattheus de Vos, requesting to be accepted in a writ of appeal.
It is resolved, fiat order of writ of appeal.

[ORDER ALLOWING FIREWOOD TO THE
MEMBERS AND THE SECRETARY OF THE COUNCIL]

Having been proposed, it is unanimously agreed that the lords councilors will enjoy 600 pieces of firewood annually, or 60 guilders in
money for that purpose. The same applies to the secretary and the
director [general] and councilors. Dated 3 October 1658.

[PETITION OF THE BURGOMASTERS AND SCHEPENEN OF NEW AMSTERDAM
FOR THE FURTHER DEPRECIATION OF SEWANT CURRENCY]379

[8:1001] [several lines lost] Copy.
[To the right honorable] lords director general and councilors of [N.
379 See RNA 3:16 for another translation.
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Netherland]
Honorable lords:
The burgomasters and schepenen of the city of New Amsterdam in
New Netherland respectfully show your honors how they see the large
quantity of sewant coming here to this city from New England, to its
great profit and to the detriment of this place, because those of New
England gain 25 in a hundred on the sewant they bring here; therefore
this place is becoming so oversupplied that it is not considered valuable anymore, and the fastidiousness of bakers, brewers, shopkeepers,
laborers, and others is so great that one can hardly do business with
them with it. Therefore, if your honors think it advisable and serving
the community best, they humbly request your honors to temporarily
set the sewant at eight white and four black sewant beads a stiver. On
which we rely, remaining your honors’ obedient servants, the burgomasters and schepenen of the aforesaid city. Lower stood, by order of
the honorable lords burgomasters and schepenen of the aforesaid city,
was signed,
Joannes Nevius, secretary
Done in Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 19th of September 1658.
[8:1002] [several lines lost] [
] the director general and
councilors [
request] the petitioners that [
] as a separation between man and man [
] go eight white, and four black [for]
one stiver, except that concerning outstanding debts that may and must
be paid in sewant, the debtors are given 6 weeks’ time; if they don’t
satisfy the creditor within that time they will have to pay eight instead
of 6 white and four instead of three black sewant beads a stiver.
Done in Fort Amsterdam, dated as above.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman
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[MINUTE OF STUYVESANT’S DEPARTURE FOR THE ESOPUS]380

Today the lord director general Petrus Stuyvesant departed with some
50 men for the Esopus to see whether the wilden, according to the
promise they made when the lord general was there the last time, had
made good on the damage done. Dated as above.

[ALLARD ANTONIJ AGAINST MATTHEUS DE VOS,
ATTORNEY FOR JACOB JANSZ HUIJS]

Received the reply of Allard Antonij given against Mattheus de Vos,
attorney for Jacob Jansz Huijs, plaintiff. It is resolved to hand a copy
hereof to the parties in order to reply to it on the next court day. Done
in Amsterdam in New Netherland, dated as above.

[PETITION OF HANS VOS FOR THE DISCHARGE
OF HIM AND HIS WIFE FROM PRISON]

[8:1003] [several lines lost] [Hans Vos], former inhabitant of [the
village of Beverwijck], shows with respectful regard how he, petitioner, [was in prison] for a matter [
] him, namely, that he had
sold brandy to the wilden, without someone making any claim [against
him] about that before your honors until now. During this time, which
is the best part of summer, the petitioner and his wife could have
earned seven guilders a day in farming by mowing and binding, while
now, in contrast, all their miserable possessions are ruined and they
have nothing to live on. And in addition, they still have various debts,
so that the petitioner will be reduced to extreme poverty unless he
is released by your honors in order to still be able to earn a penny
toward the coming winter, which is almost here, so that he won’t be
forced to go begging with his wife and children. Your honors please
consider that if his accusers would have been able to produce any
fundamental evidence, he381 would have done so during all that long
time, but not having done this, he presupposes that the complaint was
made more out of resentment than what was truthful. Therefore, he
380 See NYCD 13:93 for another translation.
381 Did he mean “they”?
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respectfully requests that your honors please release the petitioner and
his wife from detention; he is willing to answer to his parties before
your honors at all times. (Lower stood) Your honors’ servant (and was
signed) with the mark
of Hans Vos. Having received and read the
above request, it is resolved after deliberation,
At his request the petitioner is allowed to leave detention, provided
that upon the fiscal’s summons he will come back in, which he shall
promise by handshake.
Dated as above.

[CASE WITH UNIDENTIFIED PETITIONER]

[8:1004] [several lines lost] [
] it is argued [
saying as far as he is concerned [to be] prepared to [

]
] to do.

It is resolved: Before taking a decision in this matter the petitioner,
through the court messenger or in another way shall request his party
for an exchange of documents, offering, as far as he is concerned, to
be willing and helpful to do this; upon refusal, to show a proper deed
thereof in the meeting. Done at Fort Amsterdam. Dated as above.

[ANTONIJ MOORE AGAINST POULUS LEENDERSEN VANDE GRIFT]

Received Antonij Moore’s claim on and against Poulus Leendersen
vande Grift, plaintiff and defendant, or his attorney.
It is resolved, to hand a copy hereof to the parties in order to reply to
it in the next meeting.
Done in Fort Amsterdam, dated as above.
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[CASE CONCERNING MATTHEUS DE VOS]

[8:1005] [several lines lost] Received [
[
] to Mattheus de Vos [
but that he [
]

] that he
] of documents,

It is resolved that the parties are ordered to exchange [their] documents within 2 times 24 hours.
Done in Fort Amsterdam. Dated as above.

[ORDER ON A PETITION OF TOMAS WILLET FOR THE
TERMINATION OF THE SUIT RESPECTING THE SHIP THE VAARWEL]

Captain Tomas Willet appeared and requested that the case of the
small ship the Vaarwel be terminated, and that he be reimbursed for
the loss that he suffered with it according to a remonstrance that he
handed in at the meeting in writing.
It is answered and resolved that the director general and councilors
shall bring the petitioner’s claim to the attention of the honorable
lords directors at the very first opportunity. Meanwhile the petitioner
is requested and ordered to hand to the director general and councilors
the written verdict of their representatives Poulus Leendertsz vande
Grift, Hendrick Jansz vander Vin, and secretary van Ruijven about the
matter in question done at the house of Mr. Jan de Jonge. Done at Fort
Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated as above.

[MATTHEUS DE VOS AGAINST NICOLAES BOOTH]

[8:1006] [several lines lost] [
] Mattheus de Vos in the
capacity of [
] against Nicolaes Booth, defendant [
] no
copies of the produced documents would be given to his party because
it was only a frivolous defense, etc.
It is resolved that the director general and councilors persist in their
previous sentence given on the 22nd of this month. Dated as above.
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[MATTHEUS DE VOS AGAINST ANTHONIJ MOORE]

Mattheus de Vos, plaintiff, against Anthonij Moore, defendant. The
defendant’s first default.
Dated as above.

[ORDER TO CREDIT TOMAS WILLET WITH A CERTAIN
SUM ADVANCED IN 1651 TO CORNELIS VAN TIENHOVEN]

[8:1007] [several lines lost] to Cornelis [
] in the
year 1651 [
] of date [
] resolved
[
] was found of the settlement [
] so much [was owed to]
said persons that it would be paid then, and because he was informed
that the said persons were now credited with as much and still more,
he requested that this might be put on his credit now, to which he
was answered by the director general and councilors that Tienhoven’s
account had not been settled yet. They offered the said Willet that in
case it is discovered after liquidation that Tienhoven did not have that
much credit, to restore the received [money] to him.
Having considered the request, after deliberation it is agreed, and the
commissary is ordered that Mr. Tomas Willet shall be credited for the
sum demanded, and that Cornelis van Tienhoven and George Baxtre
each be debited for half. Done in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland.
Dated as above.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman
J. de Decker

[COMMISSION OF WILLEM BEECKMAN TO BE
VICE DIRECTOR AT THE SOUTH RIVER]382

[8:1008] [28th of October, Monday, 1658.
382 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:219.
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Petrus Stuyvesant, on behalf of their noble high mightinesses, the lords
States General of the United Netherlands and the lords directors of the
Chartered West India Company, director general of] New Netherland,
[Curaçao, Bonayro, Aruba and the] dependencies thereof together
with the honorable lords [council, to all, who shall read] or hear this
read, greetings). Whereas, [for the administration] and promotion of
the honorable Company’s and our affairs on the South River of New
Netherland and the dependencies thereof, we needed a capable and
experienced man to command there as commies and vice director in
our absence, and to govern everything to the greatest advantage and
benefit of the Company, therefore, trusting the ability, piety, and experience of Wilhelm Beeckman, former scheepen and elder of the city
of Amsterdam in New Netherland, we commissioned and appointed
him, as we hereby commission and appoint him our commies and vice
director, to attend there in our absence to the safety of the lands, fort,
military, and free men already being there or still to be sent, on behalf
of the honorable Company and in our name to keep and make good
order, to administer civil and military law and justice among them to
the best of his knowledge, and further to do everything for the service
of the aforesaid Incorporated W. I. Company concerning his office
and duties according to the instructions given to him or hereafter still
to be given, which a good and faithful commies and vice director is
bound to do; and all this under the oath of fidelity, to be taken in our
presence. Which having been done, we command, direct, and order all
and everybody to whom this might concern, either Company officers
or free men, especially the present provisional commies, to accept, to
acknowledge, to respect, and to obey the aforesaid Willem Beeckman
as our commies and vice director [8:1009] [and each, as far as he is
concerned, to show him all favor and give him all help and assistance in the execution of his duties, whereas we have thus considered
it necessary for the service of the Company and the advancement of
this province. Thus done and given at the meeting of the honorable]
director general [and councilors of New Netherland, held at Fort]
Amsterdam, the [28th of October, 1658.]
The said Willem Beeckman, by a majority of votes, is granted the
same monthly wages and boarding money for his future services as
the former commies Jean Paul Jacquet had [received] pursuant to the
resolution passed on 30 July. Dated as above.
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[OATH OF OFFICE OF VICE DIRECTOR BEECKMAN]383

In the meeting on 28 October 1658 the oath below was taken by
Wilhelm Beeckman in the presence of the honorable lord director
general:
I promise and swear in the presence of the Almighty God that I will
be true and faithful to the honorable high and mighty lords States
General of the United Netherlands, the honorable lords directors of the
Chartered West India Company and their director general and councilors of New Netherland, already appointed or hereafter to be appointed;
that I will administer true law and justice, and that I will maintain and
promote, as much as it is in my power, the Reformed religion as it is
taught and preached in the fatherland and here, in conformity to God’s
word and the synod of Dordrecht; that I will take care of the safety of
the place to the best of my ability and further, that according to the
instructions already given or hereafter to be given, I will promote the
service of the Company and the welfare of the land, and [that I shall]
do to the utmost of my powers what a good and faithful commies and
vice director ought to do. So help me God Almighty.
In my presence
C. V. Ruijven, secretary.
[8:1010] [blank]

[INSTRUCTIONS TO VICE DIRECTOR BEECKMAN]384

[8:1011] [Arrived at the South River he shall for the present, as the
Company has not] reserved [a house or a lot in the colony, and]
provisionally [take his quarters in the buildings] of Fort [Altena, but
because he must reside] frequently in or near Nieuwer Amstel, especially [upon the arrival] and discharging of ships, [he] shall at the first
opportunity look out for a suitable room or house there and try to rent
that for the term of one year at a reasonable price, at the expense of
the Company.
383 See NYCD 12:220 for another translation.
384 Recovered text from translation in NYCD 12:220–222.
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2.
Upon the arrival of any city or other ships, yachts, or vessels of whatever nation they may be, he shall take care always to be at or near
fort Nieuwer Amstel [either] on time, before their arrival, or definitely before their unloading, in order to closely watch the loading and
unloading, and in no way allow that any goods or merchandise are
unloaded or loaded or put aboard the ships, unless they were inspected by him beforehand, and it is clear to him that the lawful recognition fee thereon was paid in the fatherland, or will be paid here at the
Company’s office, so that the Company will not be deprived of its
revenues.
[8:1012]
[3.
In order that this may be carried out more effectively and all smuggling prevented, he shall place a guard of the honorable Company’s
military either under] his own [command or under a sergeant or other
suitable officer] of the Company [on board of such ships, barks, or
yachts, while they discharge and load.]
4.
Upon discovery and seizure of any contraband goods, he shall, in
his capacity of auditor, have them seized or arrested in accordance
with the placards issued by the director general and councilors of
New Netherland, and provisionally, until further orders, institute legal
proceedings against the smugglers and offenders before the city director and councilors there, whose judgment and sentence he shall await.
In case he will find himself injured therein on account of the law and
authority of the Company and its supreme government here (whom he
must always uphold with respect in the highest regard) he is allowed
to properly lodge an appeal against the pronounced judgment.
5.
Of all smuggled and confiscated goods and merchandise, discovered,
seized, and proceeded against by his industry and diligence, as well as
of the penalties and fines thereon, he shall have and enjoy his proper
share and part agreeable to the judgment and discretion of the director general and councilors. To this end he shall keep the smuggled
and confiscated goods in safe storage [8:1013] [until such time and
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opportunity that he can send them here, or according to circumstances
give advice and information thereof to the director general and councilors.
6.
He shall further have at the said South River of New Netherland,
except in the district of the colony of New Amstel,] provisionally
[highest authority] over the honorable Company’s [officers, who]
under all circumstances [shall assist him in] carrying out [this instruction,] also over the free men of whatever nation they may be; he shall
keep the former in good order and discipline and among the others he
shall, to the best of his knowledge, maintain and exercise good law
and justice in civil as well as in military cases; also in criminal cases
of minor degree, and this in accordance with the instructions previously given either to the former commies or to the Swedish nation,
as far as they concern justice. These instructions will be augmented
according to circumstances and on his further advice, as the situation
may require. Until this time he shall employ for the administration of
justice the schout and commissaries previously appointed among the
Swedish nation.
7.
Whereas upon the further request of its commissaries the honorable
lords directors thought it useful to enlarge the colony of the city of
Amsterdam and favor it with the land from Boompjeshoeck385 southward to Cabo Hindloopen, and whereas consequently they authorized
and ordered us to acquire the said territory by purchase from the lawful
owners, he is especially urged and ordered to [inform himself,] with
the advice and knowledge of Mr. Jacob Alrichs or whomever he may
want to qualify thereto, [8:1014] [who are the lawful owners of the
aforesaid territory and to hear what their claims and demands for the
same may be; and, if he finds them reasonable, to make an agreement
with them or else make a report to us about it; if, however, the said
Mr. Alrichs should be inclined and have an opportunity to build some]
fortifications or [erect some buildings near Cape Henlopen or on the
Horekil before winter, then he is] specially authorized [and directed to
buy the] land necessary thereto, for which proper letters of conveyance
will be issued upon a more detailed report of its [extent] and situation.
385 Bombay Hook, Delaware.
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8.
Immediately upon his arrival there he shall make a proper inventory
of all the honorable Company’s property and send it here at the first
opportunity.
At the first opportunity he shall send over a proper list of the cattle and
horses left there by the Swedish officers upon their departure, [stating]
how many were there, and where they have ended up.
He shall also examine as closely as possible the quantity and quality
of the artillery in Fort Nieuwer Amstel, especially its weight or heaviness, as well as the other materials received and enjoyed by Mr. Jacob
Alrichs from the Company for the use of the city of Amsterdam, and
inform us about it at the first opportunity that presents itself. Thus
done and given at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 28th of
October 1658.

[ORDER PERMITTING WILLEM BEECKMAN TO LEASE HOUSE AND LAND
BELONGING TO ONE COMMEGYS ON WHICH HE HAS A MORTGAGE]

[8:1015] [several lines lost] it is resolved [
petitioner [
] mentioned herein [
of the person who [
] there [

].

] the
]

[ORDER FOR THE BURGOMASTERS AND SCHEPENEN TO
RECOGNIZE RESOLVEERT WALDRON AS DEPUTY SCHOUT]

Resolveert Waldron appeared at the meeting showing that the burgomasters and schepenen of this city refuse to recognize him in the
capacity of deputy schout because he was not installed publicly by the
lord director general and councilors of New Netherland. After deliberation the said burgomasters and schepenen are ordered and directed to
accept and recognize the said Resolveert Waldron as such, as he was
qualified by the aforesaid director general and councilors in accordance with their resolution dated 25 May last. Dated as above.
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[ORDER ON A PETITION OF DOMINEE GIDEON
SCHAATS FOR AN INCREASE OF HIS SALARY]

Received the petition of dominee Gideon Schaats requesting that
in addition to his annual contract he may be granted something for
boarding money.
It is resolved that the petitioner is referred to the extract from the letter
of 20 May last from the honorable lords directors. Thus done in Fort
Amsterdam. Dated as above.

[PETITION OF ISAACQ ALLERTON JR. AND JOHN LAURENSZ TO CANCEL
A CERTAIN DEED WHICH THEY GAVE AS A SECURITY FOR JOHN JONGH]

[8:1016] [several lines lost] inhabitants here, how that they [
] de
Yongh, and whereas the same case [ ] passed with the making and
securing of an eternal peace between the two nations of Holland and
England, they, petitioners, request that the deed concerning the above
may be reversed and nullified, so that later they or theirs may not
suffer by that, which the petitioners will always gratefully recognize,
and remaining (lower stood)
My lords, your honorable subservients,
(was signed) Isaacq Allerton Junior, John Laurensz
On the above petition it is resolved as follows: The deed mentioned
herein will be nullified, and therefore the petitioners will be released
from their bail. Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, 28
October 1658 (was signed)
P: Stuyvesant (lower stood) by order of the honorable lord director
general and councilors of New Netherland (was signed) Cornelis van
Ruijven, secretary
Note: The deed mentioned herein is registered in the Register of
Resolutions under 16 March 1654.386 Further disclosure of this affair
appears under 13 April following. Which goods were left by the said
John J[ongh] upon his escape, and what was spent thereof is shown
386 This register no longer exists.
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on the facing page. An inquiry shall be made as to where the rest was
brought. This, for information.

[SPECIFICATION OF THE CONTENTS OF A LEATHER BAG THAT JOHN
YOUNGH LEFT BEHIND WHEN HE MADE HIS ESCAPE FROM ARREST]387

[8:1017] [several lines lost]
veiw & [
their presence [
uppon the 30th: [
of the civill detainement [
one horne combe, two bands, one fowel, one cleine[
one paper of pinnes, two stilles two strick fire, one
black one blew ribon shoestringes, two gloves of two
coullers, about three spans of rold tobacco, in an Indian
small notas seventy six gilders fifteene styvers, in a
glove eleven gilders seven styvers & a halfe in a wollen
cloth six gilders six stijvers eight pence in No: 3: a:
linnen bagge sixteene pound fourteene shillings ten
pence, in an other notas no: 2: two hundred eighty foure
gilders therteene stijvers soo that in all is found in the
some of five hundred foure schore gilders loose and
strong wampam
Whereof for charges of the aforesaid young which is
paid unto Laurens Cornelis for expences one hundred
thirty nijne gilders for his charges of imprisonment
fifteene daijes & for Nicolas his mate & John Scot
3 daijes make together one and twenty dayes at eighteene
stijvers a day mounts to eighteene gilders therteene
stijvers unto the marshall seaven gild: ten sijvers
unto Hendrick the sergant in wijne and beere ten gilders
[8:1018] [several lines lost]
] underwrighten:) La Montagne
Leend]erson vande Grift, Isaacq Alder[ton
] Collection is found to agree with the
387 English document.
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prince[pal] the date above whrighten
Was subscrijbed
Dirck van Schelluijne nottaris pub[lique
The specification of the charges made att schipper
lowes by John Youngh
for 15 dayes diet at 30 stijvers pr: day 		
ƒ22:10
for two soulders at 20 stijvers pr. day 		
ƒ30:–
for beare & wijne his account is 			
ƒ27,12
for the soulders their account is 			
23, 4
for firing candels bedding or lodging 		
12,–
for so much in Comp. for fiscall & himselfe
15,–
			
Some accounts unto ƒ130. 6
one hundred 30 gild. six styvers
In the aforesaid some is specifyed six gilders fifteen
stijvers which he spent before he was braught
to ny house in detainment—
onder stont [below stood]
This is a true copie verbatum taken out [of
the translated copie which Charles Bridges
translated out of the originall Dutch coppie
which are all with us—was subscrijbed
John Laurens

[ORDER TO ARREST HANS PIETERSEN]

[8:1019] [several lines lost] until/to [
] behind
[
] no steady [
] sometime
in passing to/until [
] coming, requesting [
]
to Vlissingen or Oostdorp [
] if/when he comes there,
through help [
]. It is resolved that at the petitioner’s request the
magistrates of the villages of Vlissingen and Easttowne are ordered to
arrest and detain the person mentioned herein. Dated as above.

[ANTHONIJ MOORE VS. VANDE GRIFT]

Received the answer of the honorable Poulus Leendersen vande Grift,
defendant in a writ of appeal, against Anthonij Claasen Moore, claimant and plaintiff by court order in the same case, which having been
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read, it is resolved to hand a copy hereof to the parties in order to
answer to it in writing by the next court day. Dated as above.

[PETITION OF DOMINEE SAMUEL DRISIUS FOR
FIREWOOD AND AN ALLOWANCE OF HOUSE RENT]

[8:1020] [several lines lost] [
] grant him, so that
[
] may draw [
] humble request that the lords
[ ] please have him provided with firewood, like his colleague, and
he shall find himself obliged to pray to God the lord for your honors
and for the well-being of this place.
After deliberation it is resolved on the above petition that the petitioner is granted the assigned house rent, namely the sum of two hundred
annually, and he will be credited for that from the time that he lived in
his own house. Dated as above.

[REMONSTRANCE OF THE BURGOMASTERS AND
SCHEPENEN OF NEW AMSTERDAM TO THE DIRECTOR
GENERAL AND COUNCILORS ON THE VALUE OF SEWANT]

[8:1021] [several lines lost] shows with [respectful reverence]
[
] honorable [
] city
of Amsterdam [
]. Whereas it [
] your
honors to summon them [
] November 1658 [
]
meeting, announcing to them [
] the sewant again in its
[
], namely, to count six white sewant beads as well as three
black ones for one stiver, requesting to show their opinions about that.
Therefore, under correction of your honors’ more mature judgment,
because your honors are well familiar with the rate of sewant at eight
white sewant beads as well as four black ones for one stiver published
on 9 October from this city hall. At that time we thought it necessary
and we still hold the same view for this reason: first, that the great
supply of sewant from our neighbors the English will not continue to
be as great as it has been until now, so that [with] the coming scarcity of
sewant, the poor community will be able to do much more with it than
it has done so far, because they will be able to buy their necessaries for
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a more civil price. This was shown a few years ago when, sewant being
in demand at that time, the then needed wares could hardly be obtained
at a beaver’s price, whereas now, in the contrary, the poor community,
paying with sewant, hardly can receive a schepel of grain from the
English. The same counts for the bakers and the brewers, to which is
added that the merchants and traders sell their wares or goods at an
extremely high price, because they [ ] their sewant against [8:1022]
[several lines lost] [
] the sewant [
] reduced
can only [
] thirty [
] obtain money and [thus] other goods
[
from], which aforesaid reasons your honors can measure
the profits of a merchant in this time, selling his goods for sewant.
Therefore, we think it advisable that at a time and occasion that the
sewant is valued higher, it keep its old value according to the last regulation, namely eight white as well as four black sewant beads for one
stiver. But we place it under your honors’ wise judgment; agreeing to
commend the case to your honors’ wise discretion, we are and remain
your honors’ subservient servants, the burgomasters and schepenen of
the city of Amsterdam in New Netherland.
Done in Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 6th of November 1658,
by order of the lords burgomasters and schepenen of the aforesaid city,
Jacob Nevius, secretary
No resolution is given on the petition above, but the placard on the
opposite page is sent to the burgomasters and schepenen. This as a
reminder, so that one does not think that it is neglected, to record the
resolution.

[ORDINANCE FIXING THE PRICE AT WHICH BREAD, BEER,
AND WINE SHALL BE SOLD THROUGHOUT THE PROVINCE]388

[8:1023] [The director general and councilors of New Netherland, to all
those who see these presents or hear them read, greetings, make known.
Whereas, notwithstanding the former reduction of sewant at the general counting house from six to eight white, and from three to four black
beads for one stiver, they are still informed, both by a remonstrance of
388 Recovered text from translation in LO, 357–360.
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the burgomasters and schepenen of this city, and by reports of others
of the high, excessive and intolerable] costliness of [needful commodities and family] necessaries [arising among other causes, from the
abundance and uncurrent condition] of the sewant, [which] in [barter
for beaver has risen] to 16 guilders and more [for one beaver; according to] which price all house[hold commodities] and common daily
necessaries take their course, to such a degree that an 80, 90, [yea
100] percent difference is made [by] shopkeepers, artisans, brewers,
bakers, tappers, and grocers if they do their work and sell their goods
for beavers or sewant, which then, at the further request of burgomasters and schepenen of this city forced and caused the aforesaid director
general and councilors to allow sewant to be current in accordance
with the aforesaid reduction of the office, namely, instead of 6, eight
white, and instead of three, four black [beads] for a stiver. But because
from past experience it is not only to be feared, but it may likely
follow that by this reduction the complaints and costliness will not
be prevented, nor will the disproportion between payment in beavers
or sewant be remedied; but on the contrary it can be presumed that
the more sewant beads the traders receive for a stiver, the more handlengths or fathoms they will give for a beaver, and that consequently
the costliness of goods, even of the most needed necessities such as
beer and bread, will continue and be justified under the cover of the
still too great disproportion of the sewant and the beavers, which then
in the future should be remedied and prevented as much as possible.
For the time being the director general and councilors cannot see any
better expedient or means than [8:1024] [again to declare sewant, as
it has already been frequently declared, to wit, an absolute article of
merchandise, to be, according to its value and quality, bought and
sold, bartered and exchanged by measure or guilder, as parties—buyer
and seller—can agree; and that payment in sewant above 24 guilders
shall not be valid in law] unless it appeared otherwise [to the court]
by written [contract or] acknowledgment of parties. But inasmuch [as
sewant,] for want of a better currency389 must serve for daily domestic necessaries between man and man, buyer and seller, the director
general and councilors judge it necessary in the future not to reduce
the sewant, but the necessities most needed, such as bread, beer and
wine, and to raise or lower their prices in accordance with the value
of the beaver, as the general market price then will require. Therefore,
the director general and councilors order and command the bakers,
389 Gereeder scheijdinge.
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brewers, tappers, and other peddlers by the small measure not to sell
or peddle bread, beer, and wine at a higher price than the price fixed
by the director general and councilors themselves, or by the respective subaltern magistrates, each in his jurisdiction, with the knowledge of the director general and councilors thereof. Therefore, in order
to prevent the all too great clamor and complaint of costliness, and
to enact some regulations on the most needed necessities of bread,
beer and wine, in accordance with which others can be regulated and
reduced in due time, the director general and councilors, with communication and advice of the burgomasters of this city, have decided,
resolved and ordered, as they hereby order that the brewers, tappers,
bakers as well as other shopkeepers and grocers shall offer for sale
the daily necessary domestic commodities to the buyer at three sorts
of prices [8:1025] [to wit, silver money, beaver, or sewant, as it is at
present provisionally reduced everywhere throughout this province,
namely, eight white and four black for one stiver. According to which
order:
The brewer shall deliver
The tun of strong beer at 10 guilders in silver, according to the value
in Holland.
The tun of strong beer at 15 guilders in beaver; the beaver at 8 gl.
The tun of strong beer at 22 guilders in sewant; eight white and four
black for one stiver.
The tun of] small beer 3 guilders in silver money, 4½ guilders in
beaver, 6 guilders in sewant.
The tapper,
the vaene of beer
at 6 stivers in silver money
at 9 stivers in beavers
at 12 stivers in sewant
the canne of French wine at
18 stivers in silver money
24 stivers in beavers
36 stivers in sewant
the canne of Spanish wine at
24 stivers in silver money
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36 stivers in beavers
50 stivers in sewant
the mutsje of brandy
5 stivers in silver money
7 stivers in beavers
10 stivers in sewant
The bakers
a coarse loaf of wheat bread weighing 8 pounds
at 7 stivers in silver money
at 10 stivers in beavers
at 14 stivers in sewant
the loaf of rye bread weighing 8 pounds
6 stivers in silver money
9 stivers in beavers
12 stivers in sewant
the loaf of white bread weighing 2 pounds
4 stivers in silver money
6 stivers in beavers
8 stivers in sewant
[8:1026] [Thus done, resumed, and enacted at the meeting of the director general and councilors, held in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland,
the 11 November anno 1658.
P. Stuyvesant]
Nicasius de Sille
La Montagne
Pieter Tonneman

[ORDER FOR JOHANNES ERNESTUS
GUTWASSER TO REMAIN IN NEW AMSTERDAM]

Having been summoned at the meeting and having appeared, Johannes
Ernestes Gutwasser, Lutheran preacher, was asked why he did not
obey and observe the orders of the director general and councilors of
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4 September and 16 October last year, and 16 April last. He says that
upon the receipt of the first order he expects further word from the
fatherland, and upon the receipt of the last [order] he was ill. After
deliberation he is ordered to stay and remain within this city at the
house of Hendrick Willemsen Backer, his present boarding house,
until further order of the director general and councilors. Dated 11
November 1658.

[ARGUMENTS AND REASONS SUBMITTED BY COUNCILOR
DE DECKERE ON THE SUBJECT OF THE VALUE OF SEWANT]

[8:1027] [several lines lost] It is known and [open
]
kingdoms and republics with [
] decline in the trade,
therefore being [
] practiced that the rate thereof is
being increased along with its [value] and worth, and no reduction
is employed unless pressing distress and fear of the aforesaid evil
demands it; because who does not see that otherwise one would fall
from Schyllam to Charybdim?390
Having determined and presupposed this, it needs to be considered
why, and which reasons could move the director and councilors, and
which would be required to introduce some alterations in the rate of
sewant or to apply a reduction; the more so because by edict of 29
November 1657 sewant was declared an absolute commodity, this
recognizing that it should not be taken for any kind of money, silver or
gold. From this, then, some absurdity or contradiction results, namely
that on the one hand sewant is declared a commodity, and on the other
hand it is devalued as money.
On the other hand, it makes no difference that one would want to say
that the aforesaid reduction and explanation respectively only takes
place, is, and was done391 as far as sewant serves as a distinction
between man and man, because this does not prevent that it would not
stay a commodity392, only, in that case some degrees shall be consid390 ... van Scyllam tot Charybdim soude comen te vervallen. The expression van de
Scylla in de Charybdis vallen means “to go from bad to worse.”
391 ... dat de voorsz: reductive en verclaringe respective maer plaets heeft, heeft ende
gedaen is.
392 … want dit en belet niet, dat het selve niet en soude blijven eene commoditeyt.
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ered therein, namely, less and more, smaller and larger commodity.
[8:1028] [several lines lost] [
] of the number of sewant
[beads] in a [stiver] [
] is being [continued] [
] without
disadvantage to the general public; at least it is against the principle
of trade to want to limit the commodities, with only the exception of
bread, which for certain good reasons and political insights is taxed at
a certain rate by the magistrates.
It is true that after some time the aforesaid sewant is found to be of
lesser value than before, but the merchants know well how to sell their
goods at a suitably higher price; they also know that nobody is forced
to accept it as payment unless he wants to. Whether through a special
stipulation one would want to say and imagine that—by the aforesaid reduction of the value and balance of the beavers [regarding] the
proportion of guilder to guilder—one seemingly makes somewhat of
a profit. It looks that way, but experience teaches and shows us at the
same time that this is in vain and without effect, as no fewer guilders
are being paid now than before by393 those who are in need of them.
If on the other hand, sewant were taken for money or a similar [kind]
thereof, it can happen, as far as it is available, that some trifles [bring
into being] a distinction between man and man as before. Thus, in order
to reduce it, the aforesaid reasons are required, namely, either pressing
need or that it rises above its valid course; but [it
] will provide us
with the standard to determine to what [value] one will reduce it in
order to prevent all decline. Europe and [
] will not deliver those
to us unless one searched for the wilde in the sinl[
]394 [8:1029]
[several lines lost] a kind of money or [
]
therefore unsuitable to send back.
From which, in turn, it should be feared that the wilde, from now on
being able to get much sewant for [
] beavers, could easily
slow down their hunt and the catching of beavers, being assured and
aware of the fact that they can turn half of their beavers into sewant.
If that happens, from which revenues should the Company expect to
393 Original says bij, which means “at.”
394 ... Europa en [
] sal ons die niet uytleveren, ten ware men de wilde soecken
inde sinl[ ]. Should it be ten ware men die wilde soecken, which means “unless one
wanted to search those”?
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pay the costs of around ƒ60.000 just for the monthly allowances of its
servants? Our largest part of America likewise would not be visited
so frequently. On the other hand, who will be able to assure us that
in the future, because of the difference in the rate of sewant between
us and the English nation, the peltry trade will not be taken away to
our neighbors and transferred to them because the source of sewant is
there? And except for the fact that that nation only longs and hankers
for the opportunity to win and obtain the windward side, that same
English nation, in my opinion, would be provided with a suitable
opportunity thereto by the aforesaid reduction and the exceptional
avarice of the wilden, who don’t spare themselves to travel 1 or 2 days
just to get to the English to receive a handful of sewant more for a
beaver; if only they absent themselves from this place just for a year or
two and withhold their sewant, or if, on account of the costliness of the
merchandise here they get cargoes from Holland through other ways
or places than here, the more encouraged thereto [8:1030] [several
lines lost] [
] that I brought up before [
] sewant
is the cause of the lesser value, and [therefore] [conclude and decide]
that the aforesaid reduction is the true and only means to support the
flowing away of it from the English to our nation. But this reinforces
all the more what I said before, namely that we having the scarcity
[and] the English the abundance, they could give all the more to the
wilden, as well as that [it is] the right and only means to lure and
attract them.
If, on the other hand, one would want to say likewise that because
of the aforesaid reduction, the sewant will not be brought to us less
frequently now than before—it is possible, but then I say that in the
[coming] year and trading time, for the steadiness of the beaver—[the
same] mostly taken by the director general and councilors—we should
be especially precise, as [we were] before, because, as said before as
well, if the merchants receive more sewant for their merchandise, the
traders are likewise able to give more to the wilde; [it is] impossible
to keep the traders from giving much or to prevent their selling below
the value,395 one against the other.396
Now concerning the resolution taken by the director general and
395 Cladderijen can also mean geknoei, or “tampering,” “fiddling with,” “fraud.”
396 The text on the right side of this page is illegible in various places throughout
this paragraph.
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councilors after [the commencement] of the aforesaid reduction,
in order to raise the sewant [coming] to the Company again from
eight to 10: in my opinion, this could take place together with
the former sewant rate, [8:1031] [several lines lost] in order to
[
] therefore advantage and
[
] reduction cancel our [
]
increase and decrease of the value [
] recommending [the
same] to the time, tendency, and custom as before, which [ ], as it [
] so far as well as in the future naturally, smoothly, and gradually will
assume the power of law.
For which then some reduction, or rather further determination, such
as time and habit in the care and trouble seemed sufficient to us, for
without it benefitting the community this alteration causes the majority thereof to agree that it is harmful and spoils their business; while
others who are unexpectedly and suddenly surprised by the aforesaid
reduction complain that hundreds are being harmed by it.
The aforesaid annulment should happen all the more because, as is
still known and fresh in memory, the burgomasters were allowed the
said reduction only upon their presumption and oral statement that
in the district of New England sewant was being spent and received
at 8 and 4 for a stiver, of which now mostly the contrary appears to
be true according to the declaration given in our meeting by several
persons who were called especially for that. Therefore, I don’t see
any reason why the aforesaid reduction shall take place and persist,
because sublata causa tollitur effectus,397 except that such is [blank]
with the opinion [8:1032] [several lines lost] will be [
].
[First,] it should be pointed out which advantages or profits can result
or be expected from the aforesaid reduction, such as, namely, that at
present one ought to buy a pound of meat for 4 stivers instead of 6
stivers as before; instead of 8 stivers for a loaf of bread, 6; instead of
22 guilders for a tonne of beer, 16 or 18 guilders; instead of 5 guilders
for an elle of duffel, 4 guilders; and everything accordingly, this way.
But on the contrary, we are at least informed that besides the increase
of sewant, some, in addition, still increase [the price of] their goods.
Secondly, it is to be feared that because of the aforesaid reduction our
397 “Remove the cause, the effect will cease.”
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trade and the regular visits by the English nation to this place will be
somewhat driven away. For example, something that I recently was
told by a certain merchant, namely, that certain Englishmen intended
to buy something at his house and thought that payment in sewant at
6 and 3 for a stiver would be sufficient as before; when he demanded
eight or four they departed again with their sewant. Behold the fruit
of the aforesaid reduction. To tell the merchants and shopkeepers [that
they] are allowed to give their goods for fewer guilders or stivers—
this cannot very well happen. The reasons are shown before, everything remaining equally expensive.
Third, it is beyond dispute that our merchants and shopkeepers [ ] not
[8:1033] [several lines lost] consideration of [a merchant
]
point that not by servants [
] judge advisable and
most suitable [
] to first greet [ ] on it, otherwise,
in case of disproportion398 they will cause great upheaval, confusion,
and discontent [in the future]; it is better to prevent this by gradualness
and caution, then, once they took place, to thwart them again, or to
redress them. Done on 11 November 1658.
[8:1034] [blank]

[PETITION OF THE BURGOMASTERS AND SCHEPENEN OF
NEW AMSTERDAM FOR PERMISSION TO ERECT A PIER]

[8:1035] Honorable [lords],
The burgomasters and schepenen of the city of Amsterdam in N:
Netherland respectfully show your honors the inconvenience experienced by the citizenry and the inhabitants of this city, as well as by
the merchants and traders because of the floating away of the bridge,
where before they could unload and load their wares and merchandise very conveniently and with little trouble. And whereas they, petitioners ex officio, are obligated to take care of and seek the best for
the burghers and inhabitants of this city, they amicably request your
honors to allow them, for their convenience and that of the merchants,
to build a landing where the yachts, sloops, and scows can unload
and load their cargo, and in addition, that your honors estimate such a
398 Disadvene.
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price as your honors think ought to be drawn for each last. Expecting
hereupon your honors’ favorable disposition, we remain your honors’
subservient servants, the burgomasters and schepenen of the aforesaid
city (lower stood) By order of the same (was signed) Joannes Nevius,
secretary (dated in the margin) Actum Amsterdam in N: Netherland,
the 9th of November 1658.

[ORDER PERMITTING THE BURGOMASTERS AND SCHEPENEN
TO CONSTRUCT THE DESIRED PIER AND TO COLLECT WHARFAGE]

Having received and read the above request, after due deliberation the
following resolution is granted,
[8:1036] [several lines lost] allowed to be [unloaded] or loaded
[
] the other goods and merchandise [
] signed, of which
the skipper shall pay one-third, the owner or receiver two-thirds.
Done at Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland, the 14th of November
1658.
P. Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman
J. de Deckere

[ORDER TO THE WIDOW OF WILLIAM HARCK TO RENDER AN ACCOUNT
TO ROBERT TERRY, JOHN THOUSON, WILLIAM PAMER, AND JOHN COO,
OF CATTLE BELONGING TO THOMAS FARRINGHTON]

[8:1037] [several lines lost] Harck [
] appeared
[
] Thouson gestelde[
], requesting for the benefit of [Thomas Farringhton] deed and authorization in
order to [be allowed to demand of the] widow of the aforesaid William
Harck proof, account, and balance of the growth and the revenue of the
aforesaid animals, which, being a case founded on justice, reason, and
fairness, we were not able to, nor did we want to, release it. Therefore,
we authorize him hereby on behalf of the aforesaid orphan of the
widow left behind by William Harck, to demand and claim proper
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account and balance of everything that may be due to the aforesaid
Tomas Farringhton, and this in the presence of lieutenant William
Pamer and lieutenant John Coo junior as witnesses, and in case of
dispute and disagreement as arbitrators between parties to report to us
according to their findings, in order to properly act and ordain therein. Therefore, we order the widow of the deceased William Harck to
render proper proof, account, and balance of the cattle concerned to
the plaintiffs hereof, Robbert Terry, John Thouson as uncle and guardian, and to William Pamer and John Coo. Thus done and given under
our hand and seal this 14 November anno 1658 in Amsterdam in New
Netherland.
P Stuyvesant

[ORDER POSTPONING THE REQUEST OF JOSEPH WALDRON
TO BE APPOINTED ONDERSCHOUT AT FORT ORANGE]

[8:1038] [several lines lost] [

] Fort Orangie

[If] it will be found necessary to appoint a deputy schout at Fort
Orangie in the spring, the petitioner will be considered along with
others. In the meantime he shall exercise his service as bottelier as is
appropriate. Dated as above.

[ORDER THAT AUGUSTIJN HEERMANS BE ADMITTED A
COMMON CREDITOR FOR HIS CLAIM AGAINST LAURENS DUIJTS]

Received the request of Augustijn Heermans showing that Laurens
Duijts, presently imprisoned, owes him an ox for slaughtering or
26 schepels of wheat. He requests to recover his losses from Duijts’
current draught oxen. It is resolved that if after the end of the lawsuit
Laurens Duijts’ resources are found to be insufficient to pay for his
debts, the petitioner shall have equal rights as other creditors. Dated
as above.
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[ORDER FOR THE EXAMINATION OF GEESJE JANS, ACCUSED
OF HAVING HAD ILLICIT INTERCOURSE WITH LAURENS DUIJTS]

The lord fiscal de Sille requests that Geesje, currently imprisoned,
may be examined more closely before the lords councilors because
Laurens Duijts confessed and admitted that he had sexual intercourse
with her several times, which so far she stubbornly denies. Having
taken the request in consideration, it is consented to and it will happen
before the honorable lord Tonneman. Dated as above.

[PETITION OF JACOB HENDRICX, CHIRURGIJN, TO BE ALLOWED
TO ENGAGE PIETER JANSEN VANDEN BERCH AS ASSISTANT]

[8:1039] [several lines lost] Jacob Hendricx [chirurgijn here in this]
country [shows] that, on account of the increase of [the number of
inhabitants] he [finds it harder to] walk to and take care of [people as
he did] before, and whereas he, petitioner, here in this country never
[
] had any help from [a] deputy chirurgijn, and he, petitioner,
is getting older every day and is unable to walk everywhere as easily
as before; and whereas with the Bruijnvis one Pieter Jansen vanden
Berch arrived here in the service of the honorable Company, who has
a reasonable understanding of the trade of a chirurgijn and who could
sufficiently serve as deputy chirurgijn, he, petitioner, turns to your
honors with the respectful request that [he] may use the aforesaid
Pieter Jansen vanden Berch as his deputy chirurgijn in the service
of the honorable Company under such a contract as your honors will
please to grant him on behalf of the honorable Company. Which doing,
I remain (lower stood) honorable, your very subservient subject and
servant (was signed) Jacob Hendricx.
Having received and read the above request it is resolved, that the
director general and councilors judge a deputy barber to be very much
needed; therefore the petitioner is allowed to [hire] the person in
[8:1040] [question as deputy barber.] [several lines lost] [remainder
of the page is blank]
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[ORDER FOR THE PAYMENT OF RESOLVEERT WALDRON’S
COSTS AGAINST HANS VOS AND WIFE]

[8:1041] [several lines lost] consumed [
] of ƒ112
[
] but says [ ] pay here no [
], because
all of his [
] Orange [ ] by lord [Montagne
]
and the money [are] kept attached [
] his outstanding debts are
also in the hands of lord Montagne.
The director general and councilors having heard the parties, order the
receiver Van Ruijven to provisionally pay the petitioner’s expenses to
the deputy schout, and with priority to order and draw the provided
[money] again from what the defendant says to be in the hands of
lord La Montagne, or otherwise the defendant will have to acquire the
provided [money] from the honorable Company.

[ORDER REFERRING A CLAIM OF JAN HENDRICKSEN VAN GUNST
AGAINST WILLEM DOECKLES TO THE BURGOMASTERS AND SCHEPENEN]

Jan Hendricksen van Gunst, plaintiff, against Willem Doeckles,
defendant. The plaintiff says that the defendant now, on the last day
that one still gives 6 sewant beads for a stiver, wants to pay for one
installment of his purchased farm with 6 sewant beads for a stiver, and
this in money of inferior quality. The defendant replies that he paid
the money yesterday, the 20th of November, that it was examined by
order of the burgomaster, and that it was found to be fine except for
one bundle which was made good.
Having heard the parties, the plaintiff is referred to the order given by
the burgomaster and the sentence followed thereupon on the 20th of
this month.
Done at Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland, the 21st of November
1658.

[APPOINTMENT OF ORPHAN MASTERS OF NEW AMSTERDAM]

[8:1042] [several lines lost] chosen and confirmed [

] Crieger
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] Pietersz Verbruggen.

Done at Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, dated as above.
Note: the present orphan master is Pieter Wolphertsen, in addition to
whom the two mentioned above are appointed, so that there will be
three orphan masters now because this year the orphan masters’ work
has increased considerably on account of the high mortality rate. This,
for information.

[PETITION OF JACOB HENDRICKSEN FOR PERMISSION
TO TAKE BACK OXEN HE SOLD TO LAURENS DUIJTS]

Copy.
To the honorable lords director general
and councilors of New Netherland,
Mr. Jacob Hendricksen chirurgijn shows with due reverence how he
was informed that Laurens Duijts is being detained by your honors for
some offence. And whereas he, petitioner, gave ƒ165–10 to the same
with which he bought oxen—if he has these on hand, the petitioner requests that your honors please allow him to take back the oxen
that were bought for his money, so that the petitioner will not suffer
damage. Was signed, Jacob Hendricx.
After deliberation it is resolved, that if after the end of the lawsuit
Laurens Duijts’ resources are found to be insufficient to pay for the
debts, the petitioner shall have equal rights as other creditors. Dated
as above.

[ORDER TO PAY RESOLVEERT WALDRON’S ACCOUNT]

[8:1043] [several lines lost] 19 June [
is released [
]
for closing and [releasing
for 8 days’ boarding money of two [

]
]

]
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wilden consumed at 24 stivers a day [
]
from the 3rd of September until the 11th ditto [ ]
that [they] were let out of detention
according to order					ƒ 9:12
for locking up and releasing both			
ƒ 2:
							ƒ27:0
Upon which, after due deliberation, the receiver is ordered to pay the
above sum on account of the Company, and properly place it under
expenses. Dated as above.

[CONTINUATION OF THE CASE OF POULUS LEENDERSZ
VANDE GRIFT AGAINST ANTONIJ CLAESEN]

Received the second reply of Poulus Leendersz vande Grift, defendant, against Antonij Claesen Moore, plaintiff in a writ of appeal,
which, having been read, it is resolved after deliberation to hand a
copy of this to the parties; and both parties are ordered, if they don’t
have anything else to bring forward, to deliver their documents in the
proper form by the next court day. Dated as above.

[ORDER TO ASSIST JACOB STOFFELS’ WIFE IN
BUILDING A HOUSE ON THE COMPANY’S BOUWERY]

[8:1044] [several lines lost] same suits to [

] or 60 boards.

After due deliberation the request is granted, provided that it will be
entered on the account of Jacob Stoffels. Dated as above.

[ORDINANCE FOR THE IMMEDIATE IMPROVEMENT OF HAERLEM]399

All persons to whom it may concern are hereby notified and informed
in advance that all those who have obtained lots or plantations in
the newly begun village of Haerlem, shall take possession or cause
399 See LO, 361 for another translation.
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possession to be taken thereof within six weeks after this date, and
commence preparations to fence and plant them on pain of having the
lots or plantations that are not occupied within the said time granted
and given to other interested persons. Hereby everyone be warned.
Done at Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland, the 27th of November
anno 1658.
[8:1045] [several lines lost] parties [
[
]

] court day

[ORDER ON A PETITION OF MATTHEUS DE VOS]

Received the petition of Mattheus de Vos requesting that a certain
attachment made by him on the wheat, animals, and other goods of
Laurens Duijts that he has on Verckens Eijlant400 be declared valid.
It is resolved, to hand this to the parties while maintaining the attachment. Dated as above.

[ORDINANCE OBLIGING BOARDING HOUSE
KEEPERS TO PAY EXCISE IN CERTAIN CASES]401

[8:1046] [Whereas the director general and councilors are certainly
informed that some persons, under pretense of keeping boarders, sell]
wines, beers, [and strong liquors, to the prejudice of the general revenue and of the tavern keepers who publicly follow that business; in
order to prevent the same, it is] resolved and ordered by the director
general and councilors that all [those] who are keeping some boarders shall pay half the tappers’ excise on the wines, beers, and strong
liquors that they will lay in and consume. Dated as above.
For reasons moving the director general and councilors thereto, it is
resolved, on the last day of this month when the tappers’ excise will be
farmed out, to farm out the wine excise separately from the beer excise
in hopes that it will then bring in more revenue. And it is resolved to
400 Hog Island.
401 Recovered text from translation in LO, 364.
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farm out the beer excise for 16 months and the wine excise for 17
months. Dated as above.

[ORDER TO LET JACQUES CORTELJOUW’S
NEGRO WORK WITH THE COMPANY NEGROES]

It is also resolved to summon Jacques Corteljouw’s Negro, and let him
work with the other Company Negroes. Dated as above.

[PETITION OF THE BURGOMASTERS AND SCHEPENEN FOR THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF TWO CATTLE FAIRS IN NEW AMSTERDAM]

[8:1047] [several lines lost] The honorable [burgomasters and
schepenen] of the city of Amsterdam in N: Netherland show [with due
reverence] the increase of the burghers and inhabitants [of this city, by
whom] annually a large quantity of [meat] is being consumed, and that
the beginning of a [good] trade is made by them by both the buying
and selling of lean as well as fat animals as time offers the opportunity. Therefore, burgomasters and schepenen, observing as much as
possible the prosperity and flourishing of this place and its inhabitants,
the place being the capital under your honors’ government, request
your honors to favor this place annually with a fat as well as a lean
cattle market where all animals, oxen, cows, calves, sheep, hogs,
goats, and bucks are brought to market to the great convenience of
burghers, inhabitants, and those of Fort Orange who otherwise, and
up to now with great trouble, annually had to buy and fetch these at
the ferry at Long Island as well as elsewhere, which, at this time of
year, wind and weather don’t very well allow [one] to do. And because
this cannot happen very well without a stipulated time, according to
which farmers who bring some animals to market have to regulate
themselves, the petitioners propose that the time that the lean animals
would be brought to market commences on the first of May and ends
on the last of that month, and the time that the fat [animals] would be
expected at the market commences on the 20th of October and ends on
the last of November, during which time no stranger within this city
[8:1048] [several lines lost] order being [
] requesting
your honors [
] to order and direct [the ferryman] with his
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chapaen402 [whereby], instead of twenty, he shall receive twenty-five
stivers for ferry money for each piece that he takes across, on condition that the unsold animals can be ferried back free of charge; but all
of this we commend to your honors’ paternal wise care in the interest
of this city and its inhabitants. Trusting in which, we are and remain
your honors’ subservient subjects, the burgomasters and schepenen
of this city of Amsterdam in N: Netherland (lower stood), by order
of the lords burgomasters and schepenen of the aforesaid city (:was
signed:) Johannes Nevius secretary (was dated). Done in Amsterdam
in N: Netherland, the 28th of November 1658.
Having received and read the above request, it is resolved that the
request is granted, provided the petitioners can move the ferryman, as
far as it concerns him, to agree with this. Done in Amsterdam in N:
Netherland the 28th of November 1658.

[SENTENCE OF WHIPPING AND BANISHMENT
PRONOUNCED AGAINST YTIE JANS]

[8:1049] [several lines lost] time of [
] which
banishment [
], but has (:her [
] in contempt
for the afore[said
] once again verl[
] so far, that
in spite of having a [
] man herself she lived and continued to live
in this province in adultery again for some years with the aforesaid
Jan Parcel alias Botcher, and illegally produced three children with
him; which are matters not only against canon, but also against all
political laws and ordinances, [and] cannot and should not be tolerated
in a place where law and justice is administered, but as an example
to others deserve to be punished. Therefore, the director general and
councilors of New Netherland, having heard the fiscal’s claim and the
aforesaid Ytje Jans’ own confession and admission of guilt without
torture, and having paid attention to anything else that may be relevant in this matter, performing justice in the name of the honorable
high and mighty lords States General of the United Netherlands and
the honorable lords directors of the Chartered West India Company,
chamber Amsterdam, sentenced, condemned, as they hereby sentence
and condemn the aforesaid Ytie Jans, that she shall be brought to the
402 Likely a small vessel. Champan or sampan is a certain type of small coastal
vessel often used in the Indonesian archipelago.
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place where [8:1050] [justice is commonly performed] [several lines
lost] found and to pay the legal [costs made for this, denying] the fiscal
his further [claim on] and against her. Thus done and sentenced at the
meeting of the director general and councilors held at Fort Amsterdam
the 25th of November, 1658 and executed the 30th of the same month.
P. Stuyvesant
Pieter Tonneman

[SENTENCE OF LAURENS DUIJTS FROM HOLSTEIN]

[8:1051] [several lines lost] various [
]
present that the same by [
] as often as
he wanted [
] to the bed, forcing her that she [wou
ld
] with Jan Botcher; also, that she would sleep
between them, Jan Botcher on one side and he, prisoner, on the other
side, [for] which, when she refused to do so, he beat and hit her several
times because she did not want to obey his evil intentions. Later, his
wife having been punished and banned on account of the committed
adultery with the said Jan Botcher (which he, prisoner, incited first)
he sold and left his wife to the aforesaid Jan Botcher for an old debt
of 500 guilders, thirty guilders in the hand and half a barrel of beer,
promising Jan Botcher not to speak to his wife nor trouble her during
a period of 60 years, and if he would do so, he would forfeit a sum
of 500 guilders according to the written statement made thereof. In
the meantime he committed and overindulged himself in adultery
with Geesie Jans, the married wife of Jan Jansen Smit, with whom
he had sexual intercourse at various times and places, according to
the confessions of both of them, all of which are matters directly in
conflict with the canon and political laws and ordinances, and therefore [neither] can nor should be tolerated or suffered in a place where
law and justice apply and is being administered and maintained, but
as an example to others deserves to be punished severely. Therefore,
the honorable lord [8:1052] [several lines lost] [director general and
councilors, performing justice in the name of the honorable] high and
mighty States General of the United Netherlands and the honorable
lords directors of the Chartered West India Company at the chamber
of Amsterdam sentenced and condemned, as they hereby sentence
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and condemn, the [aforesaid Laurens] Duijts alias Grootschoen403 to
be brought to the place where justice is commonly done, and there,
with the hangman’s rope around the neck be severely whipped with
rods, and his right ear shall be cut off, and he shall be and remain
banished from this province for the period of 50 years, on penalty if
he returns again to this province of being punished with the rope until
death follows, and to pay the legal costs made for this, as an example
to others, denying the fiscal’s further claim made on and against him.
Thus done and sentenced in Fort Amsterdam the 25th of November
1658, and executed the 30th of the same month.
P Stuyvesant
Pieter Tonneman

[SENTENCE OF JAN PARCEL ALIAS BOTCHER
OF HUNTINGDONSHIRRE, ENGLAND]

[8:1053] [several lines lost] with [
]
about which said Ytie [
] banned [from
this] province for 50 years [
] in addition,
[had no objections to
] the aforesaid Ytie again [ ]
to live and to [continue to live] with her in adultery within this province, so that he illegally fathered three children with her, which is
a matter that could and should not be tolerated, but, as an example
to others, deserves to be punished severely. Therefore, the honorable
lords director general and councilors of New Netherland, having heard
the claim of the fiscal and Jan Botcher’s own confession, made voluntarily and without torture, and having paid attention to everything that
is relevant, performing justice in the name of the honorable high and
mighty lords States General of the United Netherlands and the honorable lords directors of the Chartered West India Company, chamber
Amsterdam, sentenced and condemned the said prisoner, as they hereby sentence and condemn him to be brought to the place where justice
is commonly done, and that he be put at the whipping post with two
rods in the arm and be and remain banished from this province for the
time of 20 years, and to pay a fine of a hundred guilders in addition to
the legal costs made in this case as an example to other such people,
403 Big shoe.
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denying the fiscal his further claim on and against him. Thus done
and sentenced at the meeting of the honorable lord director general
and councilors held in Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland the 25th of
November anno 1658 and executed the 30th of the same month.
P Stuyvesant
Pieter Tonneman
[in the margin:] [
the] church

] applied [⅓ for the] fiscal [⅓ for the] poor [⅓ for

[8:1054] [blank]

[SENTENCE OF GEESJE JANS FOR LIVING IN ADULTERY]

[8:1055] [several lines lost] man [
aka
Grootschoen being [
] was familiar [
]
had [sexual intercourse] with him at various times and places, which
shame[ful
] adultery should not be tolerated nor allowed
in places where good justice [is administered] and maintained, but as
an example to others should be punished. Therefore, the honorable
lord director general and councilors of N: Netherland, having heard
the claim of the fiscal and the said Geesie Jans’ own confession, done
without torture, performing justice in the name of the high and mighty
lords States General of the United Netherlands and the honorable
lords directors of the Chartered West India Company at the chamber Amsterdam, sentenced and condemned the aforesaid Geesje Jans,
as they hereby sentence and condemn her to be brought to the place
where justice is commonly done, and there with the upper body naked
and two rods in the arm be put at the whipping post, and further be led
out of this city’s gate this way, and banished out of this province for
the time of thirty years, and to pay the legal costs made in this case, as
an example to others, denying the fiscal his further claim made on and
against her. Thus done at the meeting of director general and councilors of New Netherland held in Fort Amsterdam, the 25th of November
anno 1658 and executed the 30th of the same month.
P Stuyvesant
Pieter Tonneman
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[8:1056] [blank]

[SENTENCE OF IVA DIRCX FOR ADULTERY]

[8:1057] [several lines lost] has [
] of Claes
[
] run away, condemned [
] to work
[
for which the] fiscal claimed that she would be [punished
and] banished outside this province. Having heard the claim of the
fiscal and the confession of the said Iva Dircx, the director general
and councilors of New Netherland, performing justice, condemned
the aforesaid woman, as they hereby sentence and condemn her to be
brought to the place where justice is commonly done, and that there
she will watch the justice that will be done on that date, and further,
[that she will] be and remain banished out of this province for the time
of 50 years. Dated Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 30th of
November anno 1658.

[APPOINTMENT OF MAGISTRATES FOR HEEMSTEDE]404

On 9 December 1658 Mr. Richard Gildersleeve and Mr. Robbert
Forman were elected and confirmed by the lord director general as
magistrates of Heemsteede from the list of persons nominated for
magistrates of the said village.
Done at Fort Amsterdam the 9th of December 1658.

[ORDER TO PAY AN ACCOUNT DUE THE
ESTATE OF PIETER CORNELISZ MEULEMAKER]

[8:1058] [several lines lost] [
] Jansen Turck, and in addition,
[
] of Pieter Cornelisz Meulemaker [
] said Turck married
[
] payment of the said account at the sum of ƒ704,– due to the
said Pieter Cornelisz from old accounts in the time of lord Willem
Kieft; appears in book No. F folio 284, and another ƒ50:8:4, appearing
404 See NYCD 14:426 for another translation.
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in book No. 7, folio 116.
Having read the request and the accounts having been examined, it
is agreed after deliberation that the said items will be reimbursed and
paid from the treasury at a convenient time. Dated as above.
P Stuyvesant

[RESOLUTION IN THE CASE OF JACOB
BARSIMSON JOODE AGAINST JACOB JANSEN HUIJS]

Received an account from Jacob Barsimson Joode, showing that his
party, Jacob Jansz Huijs, had refused to exchange with him a copy of
the inventory of the documents that have to be handed over on account
of the lawsuit between him and the said Jacob Jansen Huijs.
After deliberation it is resolved, that the parties are ordered to hand
over to each other a copy inventory of the documents mentioned herein. Dated as above.

[ORDER REFERRING TO THE ORPHAN MASTERS A
PETITION OF JANNETJE JANSEN, EXECUTOR OF THE ESTATE
OF HER LATE HUSBAND CHRISTIAEN BARENTSEN]

[8:1059] [several lines lost] Alrichs [
South River [
] in order that [
are [ ] South River [
]

]

]

After due deliberation it is resolved to place this into the hands of the
lords orphan masters of this city, who are hereby requested to examine
and check this, and as much as possible to make a division and separation between the widow and the orphans. Dated as above.
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[PETITION OF JOHANNES VERVEELEN FOR THE
RECOVERY OF A DEBT DUE BY DANIEL SOLIER]

Received a request from Johannes Verveelen, showing that he had
order and authorization of Jacob de Lange, merchant at Amsterdam,
to claim and receive from Daniel Solier, corporael, the sum of ƒ350,
about which sum he had repeatedly addressed the said Solier, who
promised to pay him in the spring. And because the said Solier now all
of a sudden has died, he requested that his goods be inventoried and
sold and the creditors paid.
The request having been read, it was after deliberation, agreed to
resolve, that an order to inventory the dead man’s goods had already
been made before this was shown.
Dated as above

[PETITION OF JAN PARCEL AND ITJE JANS AND ORDER THEREON]

[8:1060] [several lines lost] and Itje Jans [
] mercy from justice
[
] confessing their guilt and sin and great remorse, praying
God for forgiveness of their sins, not doubting that he, as a charitable God and merciful father, out of mercy will forgive such crimes
as well. Therefore, the petitioners’ humble request to your honors
is that they, as poor miserable people, out of mercy may be spared
the pronounced sentence for several years [to come], not knowing to
which place they will flee with their five innocent little children and
this in this extremely cold winter weather. Also, they, petitioners, find
that the cattle and hay [and also those things] to which otherwise they
used to pay much attention, now, since their imprisonment, are ruined
and scattered, to the petitioners’ extreme loss, which loss cannot be
recovered in such a short time. Praying your honors for God and for
the love of God, out of mercy to pardon the petitioners and to allow
them to stay in this province, and to agree that they, as wedded people
lawfully may be married for the protection of the innocent children,
who otherwise [
] the crimes of their parents [8:1061] [several
lines lost] if one [
] not be able
[
] being assured [
] and the people a
[
] while meanwhile praying to God Almighty that He
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will move your honors’ hearts to [blank] and fatherly compassion, so
that the petitioners may be heartened by a merciful resolution. Doing
this (lower stood) remaining your honors’ subservient and distressed
sinners Jan Parcel and Itije Jansz.
Having received and read the above request, it is resolved after due
deliberation that because of the winter time the petitioners are allowed
three months to settle their affairs, but with regard to this they are
ordered to separate from each other on pain of proper punishment.
Dated as above.

[PETITION OF CHIRURGIJN JACOB HENDRICKSEN PRAYING THAT
A HOSPITAL BE ESTABLISHED FOR SICK SOLDIERS AND NEGROES]

[8:1062] [several lines lost] chirurgijn of the honorable Company
[
] by daily experience [
] that several ill and infirm
soldiers, lodged with various people in order to receive aid and necessary care in their illness, as well as the honorable Company’s Negroes,
who when they are ill are not at all provided with the necessary care;
that he, petitioner, to his regret notices that there [are] soldiers [who]
in their illness [perish] because of cold and discomfort, and the filth
of some people who lodge the poor sick soldiers at their house, and
let them perish with stench, uncleanliness, cold, and discomfort. As
a result hereof the medicines which he, petitioner, applies to the sick
soldiers and Negroes cannot have any effect, so that in such circumstances some evidently died in misery, and it is to be feared that more
will die, which moved him, petitioner, out of Christian compassion
to inform your honors hereof, so that your honors with regard to this
may order [to establish] a certain place where the sick soldiers and
Negroes [can be placed] with a faithful person to be appointed by
your honors, who [will provide] the soldiers and Negroes with aid
and necessary care [8:1063] [several lines lost] (:lower [stood:)
subservient [
]
Jacob Hendricksen [ ]
Having read the above request, it is resolved that the director general
and councilors find the request reasonable and judge it necessary as
well. Therefore, the petitioner should look for a good place and person
and inform the lord director general thereof. Dated as above.
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[PETITION OF IVA DIRCX FOR A PARDON]

Received and read a petition of Iva Dircx, on the 30th of this month
banned out of this province for 50 years on account of her objectionable way of life, requesting to be allowed to re-enter in order to make
a living here.
After due deliberation it is resolved, nihil. Done in Fort Amsterdam,
12 December anno 1658.

[LETTER OF GOVERNOR ENDECOTT AND THE COMMISSIONERS
OF THE UNITED COLONIES OF NEW ENGLAND TO THE DIRECTOR
AND COUNCILORS IN FAVOR OF JOHN LAURENCE]405

[8:1064] [several lines lost]
] an inhabitant or free] Manhatoes presenting the
] with severitie @ in a manner
] unknowne to the burgers there as theij saij
] theij supposing our interest of neighbourly correspondence improved after a friendlij manner of mediation with
your Honn: might be of some use for their release have
requested this our lettre on their behalfe and so far as
innocentie maij appeare on their petes theij have pevailed
with us to write, theij relate the matter to be
the seising of a prcell of their bever in the hands of
their agent John Laurence for that it was removed
from one burgers house in the Manhatoes to another
being some very small distance without the lijne set
for confiscation of beaver to prevent the defrauding
of custome or recognition upon witch account their
said beaver being detained for a fine ijow where pleas[ed
to Levij upon their said agent to the value 25 lb: theij
pretend to be much damnified and doe request ijour
iust favour for its release ands alsoo that their friend
and agent being an Englishman may not suffer for onelij
the missing an exact attendance to some circumstance
or prticle [?] in your law, Whereas theij had honestlij
405 English document; see the original of 8:1065–1066 for the translation into Dutch.
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taken order with Mr. Stenwijck one of ijour owne
magistrates obliging him to paij the custome the
trueth is Sr: We neather know ijour lawes nor the
equitable grounds upon which theij are made nor
desire to intermeddle with ijour executions of the[m?
but to request that with favour to the inno[cent
acts and intentions of honest Englishmen ijow
would please to review and consider whither the [
cariage off ijour fiscael in this businis maij not be [
mixed with more regidnes toward English men [
[8:1065] [several lines lost]
Rema[
Boston the 15 of
September 1658
					
					
Was supscrijbed
Joh: Endecott presdnt
Simon Bradstreate
Tho: Prence
Jos: Winslew
John Winthrop
John Talbutt
Francis Newman
William Leete

[?]
sioners [

Translation of the letter above.406
My lord
Three of your honors’ neighbors came to us here when we gathered at
Boston, namely Mr. Jan Cuts, Richard Cuts, and Hendrick Woolcot,
informing us of a matter in which they had suffered and made a loss
[8:1066] [several lines lost] [an inhabitant or free
]
Manhatoes presenting the [
with severitie] and in a manner
[unknown] to the burghers of that [
] as they say) in which they—
considering [our] interest of neighborly correspondence, applied in an
amicable manner of mediation to your honors, who might be of some
406 The text of the following document is in Dutch and is here translated into English.
Missing text is recovered from 8:1064.
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help for their release—have requested these, our letters concerning
their business, and so far as their innocence may appear they brought
about that we write on their behalf. They say the case to be the seizing
of a parcel of beavers in the hands of their agent Jan Laurens, because
it was carried from one burgher’s house at the Manhattans to another
being a small distance away from the other, without the boundary set
for the confiscation of beavers to prevent the defrauding of the customs
or recognition fee. By this procedure (the aforesaid beavers being held
as a fine, your honors were pleased to levy the sum of 25 pont upon
their aforesaid agent) they pretend to suffer great loss and request your
honors’ just favor to cancel this, and also that their friend and agent
Jan Laurens, being an Englishman, may not suffer merely because of
failing an exact observation of some circumstance or subdivision in
your law because they had honestly ordered Mr. Steenwijck, one of
your own magistrates, obliging him to pay the customs. The truth is
sir, we [8:1067] [neather know ijour lawes nor the equitable grounds
upon which they are made nor desire to intermeddle with your executions of the[m] but to request that with favour to the inno[cent] acts
and] intention[s of honest Englishmen ijow would please to review
and consider whither the cariage off ijour fiscael in this businis maij]
not be mixed [with more regidnes] toward Englishmen to [
]
your nation in our area, which [if your] honors will have done, we have
[no] doubt that the matter will succeed successfully to mutual satisfaction and as may be favorable between neighborly republics, on which
assumption we stop bothering your honors any longer and remain,
My lord, your honors’ very dear friends, the ambassadors of the United
Colonies,
John Endecot president
Simon Bradstreate
Tho: Prence
Jos: Winslew
John Winthrop
John Talbott
Francis Newman
William Leete
Boston, Sept: 15th, anno 1658
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[ORDER FOR THE ARREST OF THE JUDGMENT PRONOUNCED
AGAINST JOHN LAURENS ON THE 13th OF AUGUST LAST]

[8:1068] [several lines lost] in delay [
[
]

] to implement

Done in Fort Amsterdam in N: Netherland, dated as above.
P Stuyvesant
P. Tonneman

[RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COUNCILORS ON THE APPEAL OF
ANTONY CLAASEN MOORE AGAINST PAULUS LEENDERSEN]

[8:1069] [several lines lost] Received and read the request of Antony
Claasen [Moore, plaintiff in a writ of appeal], and Paulus Leendersen
[vander Grift, defendant], the following [recommendations were
made:]
Recommendation of the honorable lord director general Petrus
Stuyvesant: Having seen the documents of the lawsuit between Antony
Claasen Moore and Paulus Leenderse, defendants, it serves for recommendation that, because mainly the plaintiff’s [eijscher] authorization
is being disputed, the debt meanwhile recognized as valid, as the
plaintiff [impetrant] seems to confess himself, offering to render proper account and balance to Paulus Leendersen, plaintiff [eijsscher] and
defendant [gedaechde] in the writ of appeal, if the plaintiff [eijscher]
will show authorization in debita forma, whereby the plaintiff [impetrant] could be saved from further warning notices; therefore, I judge
that approving or passing the sentence pronounced by the burgomasters and schepenen in the matter in question shall remain postponed,
and that parties shall provide security for the sentence to the judge’s
satisfaction, and each pay for his own costs made in this case so far.
Dated as above.
[8:1070] Recommendation of lord Johan de Deckere, written by
himself: Johan de Deckere recommending for his part, judges that the
plaintiff [impetrant] appealed correctly and justly, and that his offer
should suffice; in the meantime he should provide security that he will
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settle with the plaintiff or others who are properly qualified for that,
here or in Holland, and satisfy and pay the deficit. Dated as above.

[JUDGMENT IN THE FOREGOING CASE]

The sentence pronounced on the matter in question follows:
Having received [8:1071] [several lines lost]
about [
] and schepenen [
] last [
Paulus] Leendersen vander Grift [
] Jacob de Weert, former
[
] order in writ of appeal, plaintiff [ ] Paulus Leendersen
vander Grift, defendant, in capacity as above, defendant in the same
case.
The director general and councilors of New Netherland, having read,
re-read and examined the produced manuscripts, documents, and
statements, agree and order that Anthonij Claesen Moore, plaintiff in
writ of appeal, shall provide sufficient security that within the time
of eighteen months after this date at most, he shall, either here or in
Holland, settle with the defendant in writ of appeal or others properly qualified thereto, satisfy and pay the deficit, and make good the
expenses made for this. Done in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland,
dated as above.

[PETITION OF JOSEPH WALDRON BOTTELIER]

[8:1072] [several lines lost] Joseph Waldron Bottelier shows with proper respect how now, in all faithfulness and diligence, he has properly
taken care of and looked after the honorable Company’s warehouse
and everything relating thereto for over a year, it being much harder
now (because of the size of the garrison) than before. And because the
petitioner’s predecessors or the previous botteliers enjoyed free house
rent from the honorable Company, as most Company’s servants still
enjoy, the petitioner respectfully requests that your honors will please
to give him something annually for house rent as well. He hopes to
henceforth comport himself much to your honors’ satisfaction, expecting a favorable resolution (:lower stood:) your honors’ servant (:was
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signed:) Joseph Waldron.
The petitioner is granted 50 guilders annually for house rent beginning from the time that he has held the bottelier’s office, provided he
comports himself well and diligently as he should. Dated as above.

[SUMMONS OF VARIOUS INHABITANTS OF HEEMSTEEDE TO
ANSWER TO THE COMPLAINT OF THE FARMER OF THE EXCISE]407

[8:1073] [Petrus Stuyvesant, by authoritie of the High and Mighty
Staats-Generall of the United belgick provinces and the Hounorable
Lords bewinthebberen off the Westindia Comp. Governor General of
the Niew Netherlands, Curaçao, Bonairo, Aruba, and the Councell
of Staet heere established doe order by these presence,] Claes van
[Elslant junior our messenger of Justice,]
Whereas the farmer of the excise on Long Island [John de la Montaigne]
[
] showed the nasty treatment given [him] and the opposition against our order by the magistrates and some inhabitants of
the village of Heemsteede on Long Island, refusing to pay the usual
tappers’ excise; therefore we order you to subpoena and summon the
aforesaid persons, namely the magistrates who served last year and
those who serve at present, as well as Tomas Safter, Simon Seron, Arij
Forman, John H[ickes], Blu Jan Smith, Jan Harman, Aeltjen Pietersen,
James Peijn, Tomas Gerlant, William Jeets, and Jeremij Wood, to
appear next Thursday, being the 2nd of January, before us here in Fort
Amsterdam and to listen to such claim as the fiscal ex officio shall
make and take against them, reporting to us your experiences. Thus
done and given under our hand and seal in Fort Amsterdam in New
Netherland, the 19th of December, anno 1658.

[THE ABOVE IN ENGLISH]408

[8:1074] [Petrus Stuyvesant, by authoritie of the High and Mighty
Staats-Generall of the United belgick provinces and the Hounorable
407 Recovered text from transcription of same summons in English in NYCD 14:426.
408 English document; recovered text from transcription in NYCD 14:426.
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Lords bewinthebberen off the Westindia Comp. Governor General of
the Niew Netherlands, Curaçao, Bonairo, Aruba, and the
Councell of Staet] heere establish[ed
Doe order by these presence,] Nicolaes van Elslant
junior our messeng]er of Justice, whereas John
La Montaig]ne Junior Customer off the excijse
Off tap] house keepers & out sellers by small
meashers, off all sorts of wijnes & beares, hath
by waij off complaint given unto us information
not onlij the refusall of paiment of the
forsaide custome or excijse bij our order imposed
uppon beare wijnes & licquors but alsoo the
abuses, threatnings both by words & speeches
offered unto him our forsaide customer bij
some of Heemsteede, therefore order our forsaide
messenger Nicolaes van Elslant Junior, that
he shall forwarne & call before us the magestr[ates
off the saide towne and together bij name Thomas
Foster, Sijmon Seren, Ariaen Forman, John Hick[es
John Smith, John Heerman, Aeltie the wijff
off Pieter Cornelissen, James Paine, Thomas
Yrland, William Yets, Jeremij Wood, that theij
without faile make their appearance before us
one Thursday being the second of Jannuarij next
ensueinge for to heere and answeare if theij
can such demands & forfeijts as our fiscall
shall demaunde and obiect against them, given
under our hand and common seale this 19 off
Decembr 1658: Amsterdam in Niew Netherland
The above order having been read by the court messenger to the persons
mentioned therein, the farmer being present; [they] have satisfied the
farmer, so that this case will not be continued. This as a reminder.
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[LETTER OF THE DIRECTOR GENERAL AND COUNCILORS TO THOSE
OF HEEMSTEDE RECOMMENDING THEM TO SETTLE FOR THEIR EXCISE]409

[8:1075] [Lovingh friends
What us and our Councell have forced to doe this
message] and [Warrant unto the magestrates
and other persons therein specifyed, you fully]
may under[stand out the tenure of the mande
ment these feu Lijne[s only shall serve to advys
ijou (:if ijou will and can [take the good coun
sel of a friende and Governour:) that ij[ou and the
rest of ijour neighbours compose the differe[nces]
with the customer or his agent Ritchard
Bridnil other wijse I feare that it will
bread more disturbance to ijour one charge and
damage, Soo after mij love I shall Rest,
the 23d of December Ao: 1658
Your well willinge friend
and Governour,
P: Stuijvesant

[APPOINTMENT OF FIRE WARDENS FOR NEW AMSTERDAM]

[8:1076] [several lines lost] chosen and [

] fire wardens

Jan Jansz de Jonge and Johannes de la Montagne junior.
Amsterdam in New Netherland, dated 23 December.

[APPOINTMENT OF HILLITJE WILBURCH AS MATRON OF THE HOSPITAL]

Considering the little care that the Company’s soldiers, at least many
of them, enjoy when they become sick or ill, and furthermore the
remonstrance dated the 12th of this month handed in at the meeting
by the chirurgijn master Jacob Hendricx for the better accommodation and care of the ill soldiers, it is considered necessary to engage a
capable female who will help the soldiers when they are ill, and who
409 English document; recovered text from transcription in NYCD 14:426.
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at the same time will have the supervision of the boarding house or
hospital that was ordered for the ill soldiers. Hillitje Wilburch, wife of
Tobias Wilburch Adelborst, presented herself for this; she is engaged
for it and granted a hundred guilders annually for the work to be done
by her. Done in Fort Amsterdam in New Netherland. Dated as above.
P Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille

[PETITION OF AUGUSTINE HEERMAN FOR PERMISSION TO MAKE A
VOYAGE TO THE DUTCH AND FRENCH ISLANDS IN THE WEST INDIES AND
FOR LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION TO THE GOVERNORS THERE]

[8:1077] [several lines lost] Augustine Heerman, burgher [and
inhabitant of this city] shows with due reverence how [he intends to]
make a voyage with the galliot Nieuwer [Amstel] from here to the
Curaçao islands, and in passing call at Chardaloupe, Martinico, and
St. Christoffel, or to sail to other places around there independent from
our Dutch nation, for which he, petitioner, and his partners humbly
request from your honorable lord director general and councilors a
safe-conduct and commission, especially in case of a lack of any other
cargo and returns here, to be allowed to take on his load of salt and
horses on the island of Curaçao, Aruba, or Bonaijro, and bring them
here (:calling at the South River during the return voyage at the wish
of the honorable lord director Alrichs:) provided that he reimburses the
honorable lords directors410 here for what it usually costs or what may
be agreed on and promoted later, with facilitation and accommodation
of the voyage, and noted [8:1078] [several lines lost] [
]
(without sich noch[
boasting) was the first initiator of the
[
] tobacco trade and [the well-known great] advantage to the
general interest that in a short time resulted from that. Therefore, he
trusts that your honors will please to promote his good intention and
support it with favorable letters of recommendation, assistance, and
recommendations to the respective lords governors of the aforesaid
places, while offering some obligatory services, which he, petitioner,
on this voyage could realize on behalf of the honorable lords superiors
without loss to himself. And winter having come unexpectedly severe
and his voyage demanding great haste, he requests speedy order to
410 De E.E. heeren majores.
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depart, and remain, (lower stood) Your honors’ subservient (was
signed) Augustine Heerman (and dated) Amsterdam in N: Netherland.
Dated 24 December anno 1658.

[ORDER GRANTING THE ABOVE REQUEST]411

26 December 1658 in Fort Amsterdam.
Present at the meeting the honorable lord director general Petrus
Stuyvesant, the lords councilors Nicasius de Sille and Pieter Tonneman.
Having read the above request, it is resolved that whereas the director
general and councilors [8:1079] understand that the request is reasonable, the petitioner will be granted authorization, a permit, and also a
proper recommendation; but regarding the clause, added in between in
parentheses, to call at the South River during the return voyage at lord
Alrichs’ wish, about which, although it was promised to lord Alrichs by
the petitioner when he rented the galliot, and thus it was stipulated by
charter party, now, because of the shortness and inconvenience of time
said lord Alrichs cannot be informed and a change cannot be made;
therefore it will be connived at for this time. The aforesaid director
general and councilors, however, decide that no further consequences
should be drawn from this, but that all skippers, merchants, and traders who afterwards might be inclined to sail from this province to the
islands specified herein, and especially the Curaçao islands, properly
belonging under the government of the chamber of Amsterdam and
this administration, shall be required to obtain both their authorization
and permit here, and on their return they shall also first call again at
this capital city and report their experiences and bring the brought
return cargo to the director general and councilors. For that purpose
(if the director general and councilors might deem such necessary)
they will be and remain held to take along in the master’s cabin412 a
supercargo on the monthly wages of the Company and contract with
the skipper.
411 Documents 8:1079 and 1080 had been missing from the New York State Library
since before the 1911 library fire but have been found at the New-York Historical
Society. The documents were added to their collection on December 29, 1944.
412 Cajuyte.
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Done in fort Amsterdam in New Netherland, the 26th of December
1658.
P Stuyvesant
Nicasius de Sille
Pieter Tonneman
[8:1080] [blank]

[REGISTER OF TRANSACTIONS BETWEEN THE DIRECTOR
GENERAL AND COUNCILORS AND THE BURGOMASTERS
AND SCHEPENEN OF NEW AMSTERDAM IN 1658]413

[8:1081] [several lines lost]
Folio 23. Burgomasters are [
[
] lots [within
January.

] in order to claim the
] not built upon. 15

30. Burgomasters and schepenen request directions [regarding from]
which income they may draw their granted annual salary.
Reply to that, dated January 22.
43. In the accounts of the city’s receipts and expenditures many items
are judged unacceptable. Dated 22 January.
53. Burgomasters and schepenen request the entire or partial income
of the weighhouse
Reply to that, in which it is pointed out which income is granted the
city from time to time, and it (the city) is also granted a fourth part of
the income of the weighhouse. 25 January.
66. On January 28 Isaacq Foreest, Fredrick Lubbertsz, Burger Jorisz,
Nicolaes Varleth, Jeronimus Ebbingh, Pieter Prins are favored with
the great burgher right of this city.
413 The following documents are not in good order; the numbering is vague or with
question marks. The order given here is the order in which they appear in the box.
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[8:1082] [several lines lost] [
] usual way [
] required
in which was no [
][
] nomination with an added report of the
lord assessor Tonneman.
97. The lords Tonneman and secretary van Ruijven are appointed to
request from the burgomasters and schepenen the reasons why no
Company servants should be nominated.
99. Reply to that.
101. Elected as burgomasters, Paulus Leendertsz, Oloff Stevensz.
As schepenen, Johannis de Peijster, Pieter Wolphertsz, Jacob Strijcker,
Cornelis Steenwijck, Isaacq Foreest.
116. Allard Anthonij and Oloff Stevensz, burgomasters, appeared
to explain some items that were judged unacceptable in the city’s
accounts, [written] above under folio 43.
120. Willem Beeckman elected as orphan master, Hendrick Jansz
vander Vin as church master.
[8:1083] [several lines lost] would [
[
]

] is executed

164. The burgomasters are authorized to appoint [
] persons to
properly settle the inventories of Jochem Pietersz and Pieter [Antonij].
Dated 26 March.
212. At the burgomasters’ request the order on demolishing the thatch
roofs was prolonged for two months.
222. Urged the burgomasters to draw up an order for the ringing of
hogs as well as one on the privies. Dated April 16th.
321. Resolved that from now on the ordinary court day of burgomasters and schepenen will be held on Tuesday.
359. Petition of the burgomasters and schepenen in order to provide
some more freedom to the traders here with respect to the foreign
trade.
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Reply to that on 17 September.
379. Burgomasters and schepenen request that the sewant within the
city may be reduced from 6 to 8 for a stiver.
Reply to that on 9 October.
[8:1084?] [several lines lost] [
] followed in [ ] allowed
burgomasters and schepenen to make a new bridge and draw 8 stivers
per last for that from the goods that will be unloaded there. Dated 14
November.
425. Burgomasters request to be allowed to organize a cattle fair,
which they are granted. Dated 28 November.

[REGISTER OF THE PRINCIPAL RESOLUTIONS IN 1658]

[8:1085]F
Register of the resolutions minutes, sentences,
and other deeds, of the hon. lord director general,
and lords councilors of New Netherland, begun
on January first and ended on 26 December 1658
A short register was added in the back to facilitate finding the most
important deeds.
[8:1086] [several lines lost] Where [
[
] will lodge [
obedient [
]

] the Quakers
] remain

27. At the request of the farmers [at the
] of the North River the
exemption of the 10[th] was extended [for] 6 years.
73. Order on the church lots at Midwout.
83. On the petition of Reverend Polhemius, preacher on Long Island,
it is resolved to credit him for service rendered with ƒ942:6: on the
29th of January.
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85. Sale and conveyance of a tract of land located on the west side of
the North River. 30 January.
128. Agreement with Hendrick de Backer that he will bake all the
Company’s bread. Dated 26 February.
129. Resolved to lay out the newly-begun village of Haerlem. Dated
4 March.
146. Resolved to pay 10 stivers per week for billet money to all soldiers
who have wives and don’t live in Company houses. Dated 11 March.
147. Copy of the commission for lord Johan de Deckere.
[8:1087] [several lines lost] to hear [the] statement of [
traders. 2 April.

]

[
] Resolved to confine commissary van Brugge [to] the office.
2 April.
193. Proposition of the lord director general on account of the prevention of smuggle etc.
199. Reply of some merchants to the above proposal of the director
general under folio 185, dated 9 April.
217. Resolved to farm out the imposition on the outgoing goods to
the north and Virginia until the lords directors’ further order. Dated
16 April.
227. Resolved to let the lord general depart for the South River, and
the reason why.
245. Report of his honor’s experiences at the South River.
251. Some propositions of councilor Johan de Deckere, and what was
resolved thereof.
257. Resolved to fence off the city on the waterside with palisades;
dated 15 May.
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[8:1088] [several lines lost]
265. At the [news
] wilden in the Esopus [
to let the lord general go with 50 or 60 [
], 28 May.

]

296. Copy of the appointment of Hendrick vander Walle.
330. The conveyance to Wolphert Gerritsz, which was given before, is
ratified and approved of.
358. Resolution how some seized and confiscated beavers would be
used. 17 September.
394. Isaacq Allerton and John Laurence are relieved from their bail,
passed for Captain John Jongh, together with an enclosed specification of the goods left here by John Jongh.
442. Letter from those [in] Boston in favor of Mr. John Laurens, and
what followed thereupon.
455. Consented to Augustijn Heermans that he may make a voyage to
Curaçao with the galiot N: Amstel, etc.

[REGISTER OF ORDINANCES AND PLACARDS]

[8:1089] [several lines lost] to the burgomasters [
15 January.

]

[ ] Ordered not to build any houses outside of this city’s [gates], as
long as there are vacant lots within this city. 15 January.
25. Ordered that all persons who had three proclamations shall cause
their marriage to be solemnized within one month after the last proclamation, dated 15 January.
34. Ordinance for commissary van Brugge to tidy up the old account
books, and in which way, dated 22 January.
59. Order on the salary of the secretaries, notaries, clerks, and similar
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officials, dated 25 January.
77. Ordered a general day of prayer 29 January.
151. Ordered to bring the sailor’s freight in the honorable Company’s
warehouse.
156. Ordered that the tobacco shall not be declared roughly, but the
weight of each barrel separately. 19 March.
169. Order placed in the village of Vlissingen, dated 26 March.
[8:1090] [several lines lost] are [

]

223. Johannes Ernestus Gutwasser, minister, ordered to depart
[
]. 16 April.
230. Ordinance on the amount of taxation that shall be paid on goods
sent out of this province to the North and Virginia, dated 23 April.
235. Order or instruction for bailiffs or messengers, 23 April.
260. Order on the recording of accounts that are handed in from time
to time, 25 May.
277. Ordered that nobody remove his harvest from the field before
there is an agreement on the tenth, dated 2 July.
343. Order on the salary of the notary, 5 September.
373. Ordered to keep a day of prayer, 3 October.
386. Order and instruction for Willem Beeckman, commies on the
South River, dated 28 October.
401. Order placed on the selling of household necessities such as
bread, beer, etc., dated 11 November.
Attached to this are lord de Deckere’s considerations regarding the
reduction of sewant.
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424. Those who make it their occupation to keep boarders shall not be
allowed to sell strong drink, 28 November.

[REGISTER OF SENTENCES AND JUDGMENTS]

[8:1091] [several lines lost]
[ ] [Hen]rij Tounson
[ ] against Tobias Feecx
150: Sentence on the case between Mr. Hicx and Hendrick Jansz van
Jeveren
203. Against Jan Martijn
204. Against Severijn Laurens
207. Against Pieter Hendrix
209. Against Nicolaes Albertsz
210. Against Simon Woutersz
293. Against Hendrick Hendrix van Groeningen
295: Against Andries Vrijdagh
300: Against Claes Machielsz
427: Against Ytjen Jans, wife of Laurens Duijts
429: Against Laurens Duijts aka Groot Schoen
[8:1092] [several lines lost] [at the director general and councilors
[of] N: Netherland.

Appendix
Translations from the first twenty-three volumes (which cover the
New Netherland periods1) of the New York Colonial Manuscripts
held by the New York State Archives and the Fort Orange records
held by the Albany County Hall of Records have been published since
1974 in two series: New York Historical Manuscripts: Dutch and New
Netherland Documents. Early titles are NYHMD. Titles published in
1987 and later are NND. The volume number is to the left of each title.
Its year of publication is to the right.
(1) Register of the Provincial Secretary, 1638–1642 (1974)
(2) Register of the Provincial Secretary, 1642–1647 (1974)
(3) Register of the Provincial Secretary, 1648–1660 (1974)
(4) Council Minutes, 1638–1649 (1974)
(20 & 21) Delaware Papers, English Period, 1664–1682 (1977)
(GG, HH, & II) Land Papers, 1630–1664 (1980)
(18 & 19) Delaware Papers, Dutch Period, 1648–1664 (1981)
(5) Council Minutes, 1652–1654 (1983)
(17) Curaçao Papers, 1640–1665 (1987)
(16, pt. 2) Fort Orange Court Minutes, 1652–1660 (1990)
(16, pt. 1) Laws & Writs of Appeal, 1647–1663 (1991)
(6) Council Minutes, 1655–1656 (1995)
(11) Correspondence, 1647–1653 (2000)
(A) Fort Orange Records, 1656–1678 (2000)
(12) Correspondence, 1654–1658 (2003)
(B) Fort Orange Records, 1654–1679 (2009)
1 After being initially ceded to the English in 1664, New Netherland had a brief
restoration in 1673–1674.
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Glossary
ab intestato

Latin, by intestacy; the term refers to laws
governing the succession of property after its
previous owner dies without a valid will

actum

Latin, done

actum ut supra

Latin, done as above; used to end a document,
with reference to the date stated at the beginning
of the entry or court session

adij

Latin, dated

adelborst

cadet; literally a gentleman soldier

ad lites

Latin, [ad litem] to suit; for the purposes of the
legal action only

aliquo modo

Latin, in some way/in one way or another

Amesfoort

Amersfoort; present-day Flatlands, Long Island

ancker/anker

liquid measure: 10.128 gallons of wine; 35 liters;
32 mengelen

anno

Latin, in the year

apostille

a note in the margin; an official decision or
recommendation upon a request usually written
in the margin of a document; translated as
resolution

apostilleeren

literally to make a note in the margin; translated
as to decide/resolve

assessor

assistant to the president; assistant-president;
adjunct councilor
611
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backer/bakker

baker

balslaen

literally hitting a ball; not related to one specific
ball game, but various sorts, such as ninepins

barbier

barber

Beverwijck

name given by Stuyvesant to the new WIC
community around Fort Orange in 1652, literally
meaning “beaver district”

bootsgesel

mariner, sailor

bootsmansmaet

boatswain’s mate

bootsmans
voering

provisions a boatswain is allowed to carry on
board duty free for trading purposes

borgerije/burgerij

citizenry

bottelier

(ship’s) steward; a servant responsible for the
wine cellar and sometimes provisions, or a naval
officer responsible for provisions and the distribution thereof to the cook and crew

Breuckelen

present-day Brooklyn

broer

brother

burgomaster

[burgemeester] a chief magistrate of a town

burgher

citizen

bijeenwooninge

literally: a “living together;” a village or community

caatsen/caetsen

ball game in which two teams hit the ball to each
other, either by hand or with an implement such
as a racket. In the seventeenth century the game
was usually played within a space enclosed by
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walls, in most cases covered and called a kaatsbaan
camerbewaerder

also deurwaerder: process server, bailiff; court
messenger

canne/kan

liquid measure: one quart; jug

Carolus gulden

1½ guilders

cautie de
restituendo

Latin, bond/security of compensation

cajuyt/kajuit

accommodations on the stern of a ship for the
skipper or captain; on warships for the captain,
commander, and in the past for lower officers

chirurgijn

barber surgeon; a medical practitioner, physician
with just a surgical and no medical qualification; his work was often combined with that of
a barbier, his four-year training more rigorous
than that of a barbier

cock/kok

cook

cockxmaet

cook’s mate

colonier

used as synonym for patroon; sometimes it is
also used for a colonist

Colonie

the patroonship of Rensselaerswijck

commies

a government officer responsible for the prevention of tax evasion and collecting indirect duties;
in New Netherland the position was appointed
by the council on Manhattan to oversee WIC
trading operations at posts such as Fort Orange
and to serve as a commander of the garrison at
that post
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commissaris

literally commissary; also magistrate

Conijnen eijlant

present-day Coney Island; literally rabbit island.

constapel/
konstabel

constable; officer responsible for the care of artilery and ammunition; supervisor of the gunners

constapels hoeck

constapel’s corner

cornet

ensign on horseback

court messenger

bode or gerechtsbode; a person appointed by the
magistrates to serve court papers on litigants

cuijper/cuyper/
kuijper

cooper

cum socis/socijs

Latin, with partners

cum expensis

Latin, plus expenses; assessment of the court
costs in a legal decision

daalder/daelder

equivalent of 30 stuivers or 1½ guilders

domine/dominee

abbreviated do or ds; minister of the Dutch
Reformed Church

eerlijk

honest, also: honorable

elle

locally varied linear measure, based on the
human forearm

ex officio

Latin, by virtue of the office

fiat

Latin, it was done thus; usually in reference to a
decision of the court based on a request of one
of the litigants

fiat ut petitur

Latin, let it be done as it is asked; done as peti-
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tioned; it refers to an order granting a petition
fiscaal/fiscael

fiscal; member of the council at Manhattan in
charge of financial matters and law enforcement

Fort Casimir

renamed Fort Trefaldighet by the Swedes,
renamed Nieuwer Amstel when ceded to Amsterdam; presently New Castle, DE

de Fransman

the Frenchman

galjoot

galiot

gecommitteerde

deputy, commissioner

gemeent ofte
towns mannen

community’s or town’s men

geweldiger

provost marshal

glasemaker/
glaesemaecker

glazier

Gravesande

present-day Gravesend, a neighborhood in the
borough of Brooklyn

guilder

gulden: monetary unit of the Dutch Republic
consisting of twenty stuivers

guyt

rogue, rascal

Heemstede

Hempstead

hogshead

see oxhooft: 6 ankers, 192 mengelen, or 60.768
gallons of wine

hoog(h)bootsman

high boatswain; first/chief boatswain

in communi
forma

Latin, in common form
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ius patronatus
(de) jonge

Latin, the right of patronage
young; junior or the youngest

Jood

Jew

kaatsen

see caatsen

kan/canne

liquid measure: one quart; jug

kil

creek or waterway in general; cf. Maquaes Kil,
Mohawk river

kock

cook

kuijper/cuyper

cooper

lademaker/
laedemaecker

gunstock maker

lanspassaet

under corporal in a company of foot

last

measure of ship’s displacement weight equal to
two tons or 4000 pounds

magistrate

[commissaris] local official of the court with
executive, legislative and judicial authority;
selected by the director general and councilors
on Manhattan from a double list submitted by
the sitting magistrates

majores

directors of the WIC

marichal

from maarschalk: provost marshal

matroos

sailor

matroosen
voering

certain amount of merchandise that a sailor is
allowed to transport on his ship free of duty for
trading purposes
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mengel/mingel

liquid measure: 1.266 quarts of oil or wine;
1.304 quarts of brandy; 1.28 quarts of beer;
1.915 quarts of beer; 2 pints

Middelburgh/
borch

present-day Newtown, Long Island

Midwout/
Middewout

present-day Flatbush, Long Island

militie

in general: military personnel; in particular:
military drawn from the population—a sort of
burgher guard

Minquas Kil

Christina Kil, DE

de molaat/ mulat

the mulatto

meulemaker

mill maker

molenaer

miller

morgen

square measure: an Amsterdam morgen or
600 square roeden is 2.069 acres; a Rhineland
morgen is 600 square roeden or 2.103 acres

Mr

heelmeester, surgeon

mudde

4 schepels

mutatis mutandis

Latin, the necessary changes having been made

mutsje

liquid measure: ¼ pint or 4 oz

neef

can have various meanings: the son of a brother of sister, or uncle or aunt; any blood relative.
Also, used in an amicable way to speak to someone not related.

Nieuwer Amstel

formerly Fort Casimir and Fort Trefaldighet,
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present-day New Castle, DE
nihil

Latin, nothing

nomine officii

Latin, term of office

Noorman

Norwegian or Norseman

Nooten Eylant

literally nut island; now Governors Island

N:N:/notetur
nomen

Latin, name to be filled in

omvrage

a question in an assembly to be determined by
votes

onderhorigen

subordinates or subjects

de oude

elder, or senior

Oesterbaaij

Oyster Bay; north shore of Long Island

oxhooft

hogshead: 6 ankers, 192 mengelen, or 60.768
gallons of wine

per (pro) saldo

by balance of accounts; on balance

pijp

liquid measure of not always the same size in
various countries or regarding various kinds of
wine. Often, they were counted as one half of a
barrel, or one third of a piece. An oblong narrow
barrel to send wine and oil, especially in Spain,
where it usually contains 5 buckets

plein

plain a stretch of level ground

pont Vlaems

literally: one pound Flemish; 6 guilders or 20
schellingen

poorter

inhabitant of a town who has either the small or
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great burgher right
pro resto

on balance

psalvo meliori
judicio

Latin, unless someone knows better

raedemaecker/
raademaecker

wheelwright

schellinck/
schelling

silver coin worth 6 stivers or 12 penningen

schepel

skipple: dry measure. 0.764 bushel of wheat;
1.29 bushels of salt

schepenen

elected officials of a municipality with administrative and judicial authority

schoorsteenveger

chimneysweep

Schotsen

inhabitants of Scotland, but likely in New Netherland it also meant: small traders, who come
during the trading season and leave thereafter.
No true inhabitants of New Netherland

schout/scholtus

an appointed law enforcement officer with the
combined duties of a sheriff and prosecuting
attorney

schouw

scow, flat-bottomed boat

sewant

“wampum” in the English colonies; strung pieces of shell with a specific value according to
color – six white equal to one purple; as a monetary standard, it represented “light money” or 15
stivers to the guilder
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soldaet/soldaat

soldier

Soogemackelijck

so easy

South River

Delaware River

Spangnart/
Spanjaard

Spaniard

stuiver

monetary unit: 1/20 of a guilder; translated by
stiver

Stuurman/
stierman

navigating officer; first mate

de Sweet

the Swede

tambour

drummer

tapper

someone who taps wine, beer or strong drink for
a living

timmerman

carpenter

ton(ne)

liquid measure: 128 mengelen of beer

vaene/vaan

4 mengelen or 8 pinten: half a gallon of beer;
2 quarts; sometimes it is as much as can be
contained in the jug used for tapping or pouring

valley/valleij/
valeij

literally valley; translated as meadow

Varckens/
Verckens Island

literally Hogs’ Island

Varse Revier

Fresh River, the present-day Connecticut River
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Varse Water/
Verse water/
Versche water

Collect Pond

veerman

ferryman

Verdrietige
Hoeck

literally unpleasant or difficult corner; present-day Trinity Hook

Vlissingen/
Vlyssingen

present-day Flushing

voeringe

small amount of merchandise that sailors are
allowed to bring aboard duty free for trading
purposes

Index
The spelling of proper names in the seventeenth century can seem remarkably
inconsistent to the modern eye; this can lead to confusion for the indexer
and researcher alike. Decisions to combine or separate identities below were
based on inferences drawn from this volume only. Where identities were less
certain, question marks accompany page numbers.
Small spelling differences that do not significantly affect alphabetization,
for example, Varlet and Varleth, are not included. Cross-references are used
otherwise. Cross references are not used, however, for abbreviations of the
patronymic. Be aware that the name Hendricksen, for example, is frequently
abbreviated as Hendricks, Hendricksz, Hendrix, etc.
Abel, Gert, 146, 501
Aboaff, Jacob de, 225
Abrahams Offerhande, 163–64
Ackeren, Joris Esaiassen van, 343
Acosta, Joseph d', 58, 278
Adams, Jan, 210–11, 251, 279, 289
Aderijaens, Sara, 409
administration. See Company books
Adriaensen, Joost, 471–72
Adriaensz alias Soogemackelijck,
Pieter: tapper's excise dispute,
19–21, 28, 49, 65–68, 76, 78–84
Aellij, Samuel, 523
Aernhem, 45
Aersen, Cornelis, 21? 181–82?, 483
Ahasimus, 184–85, 317n213
Albertsen, Nicolaes, 447
Albertsen alias de malle boer, Willem, 93
Albertsz, Nicolaes, 519
Albertsz, Wolter, 144

Albo, Andries d’, 469
alcohol: burgher excise on, 165–70;
distribution regulated, 147–50,
315–17; duties on, 14–16, 419,
432, 442, 452–54, 459–61; distilling, 399–400; permission to sell,
151, 180–81, 217–18; prices set
on, 567–70; at public warehouse,
103, 243, 248, 292; seized, 121,
128, 160–61. See also Indians,
alcohol given to; tappers' excise
Allen, Pieter van, 534
Allerton, Isaac (Jr.), 4, 151, 563–64
Allerton, Isaac (Sr.),
274–76, 492–93
Alrichs, Jacob: as administrator, 266, 284, 468, 561–62;
and petitioners, 289–90, 291,
452, 481, 589, 600–601; and
removal of Jacquet, 276
Amelius, Pieter, 105
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INDEX

Amesfoort: clergy at, 175, 203–4,
378; officials at, 78, 250, 416–17,
511–12; security at, 12–13,
129; tenths at, 42–43, 45–49
Amsterdam, city of, xv.
See also New Amstel
anchorage, 26, 95, 316–18
Andriesen, Adriaen, 145
Andriesen, Jan, 146
Andriessen, Andries, 249
Anthonij, Allard: accounts of,
127, 287, 394, 397–99, 420;
as burgomaster, 62, 116, 166,
176n103, 226, 260, 328; as legal
representative, 126, 225–26,
416, 528, 554; nominated orphan
master, 396; as merchant, 543
Antonij, Pieter, 421
Antonissen, Cornelissen, 204
Appel, Adriaen Jansz. See
Jansz alias Appel, Adriaen
apprentices, 388, 412
Arissen, Cornelis, 21, 181–82, 483?
Arissen, Leendert, 339
As, Vander, 468
Baarentsen, Bruijn, 388, 391
Backer (Stuyvesant's brother-in-law), 175
Backer, [ ], 21
Backer, Hendrick Willemsen.
See Willemsen, Hendrick
Backer, Jacob, 15, 158–59, 543
Backer, Jochem Wessels,

144, 298–301, 304–5
Baddel, Benedictij, 510
Baeck, Antony
Lodewicksen, 230–31
Baijard, Nicolaes, 337
Bailjow, Augustijn. See
Beaulieu, Augustijn
baker, 37–38. See also bread
Bal, Barent, 240, 250?
Balden, Abigail, 211–14
Balden, George, 211–14
Baldingh, Joris, 211–14
Balij, Mr. See Beely, Elias
Bancker, Gerrit, 534
Barbados, 294, 303
Barckhuijsen, Machiel, 481
Barentsen, Christian, 408, 589
Barentsen, Jacob, 145
Barentsz, Jan, 289
Barker, John, 430
Barnevelt, Harmen Hendrickx
van, 270?, 498
Barsimson, Jacob, 225–26,
521, 528, 530, 549, 589
Battes, Richard, 212
Baxter, George, 96, 188, 557?
Baxter, Tomas, 395
Baxtre, George, 96?, 188?, 557
Bayardt, Nicolaes. See
Baijard, Nicolaes
Beaulieu, Augustijn, 307–9,
328–30, 545–46
Beaumont, Sr. van, 32
beavers: in custom house, 102;

INDEX

scarcity of, 525. See also currency; under smuggling, cases of
Beck, Matthias, 475, 493, 545
Beeck, Isaack van, 411
Beeck, Johannes van,
8, 243, 245, 295
Beeck, Joost van, 7, 15
Beeckman, Willem: as New
Amsterdam official, 176n103,
226, 339, 381–83, 396; as South
River official, 513, 557–62
Beeckman, Willem (wife
of), 210–11, 251, 289
Beecq, Paulus vander,
168–70, 188, 272, 304
Beely, Elias, 273, 296–97, 494–95
Beer, 130, 288, 409
beer. See alcohol
Beijard, Balthasar, 337
Bembo, Jan, 418–19
Benninghuysen, Michel, 516
Benom, Enom, 212–14
Berch, Arent vanden, 450
Berch, Pieter Jansen vanden, 578
Bermuda, Anthoni, 18
Bernart, Nicolaes, 291
Bestevaer, Jan Jansz,
105, 130–31, 483
Bestevaers Boer, Albert, 204
Bets, Richard, 314
Bever, 16, 264, 284, 499
Beverwijck and Fort Orange:
appeal against court of, 121–23;
bakers’ petition at, 144–45; fort
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repaired by inhabitants of, 29, 37;
goods received at, 295; Indians
at, 93, 133; itinerant traders at,
218, 222; officials at, 86, 135–36,
265, 419; tenths at, xvi, 51; real
estate at, 542; tappers' excise at,
xvi–xvii, 19–21, 28–29, 34–35,
49, 51–52, 58–59, 79–81, 143–44;
theft at, 298–301, 304, 305
Beyart, Juffrouw, 118
Blackford, Nicholas, 332, 335
Black Hans [Zwarte Hans],
208, 239, 440
Blackwod, Nicholas, 332, 335
Blashford, Nicolaes, 418
Blauwe Duyff. See Duyff
Blommert, Adriaen, 226
Blommert, Samuel, 30
Boer, Albert Bestevaers, 204
Boerum, Willem Jacobse
van, 250?, 373
Bogardus, Willem, 133–34, 270–71
Bombay Hook, xv, 266, 561
Bommel, Jan van, 504
Bomo kan, 380
Bont, Andries, 95
Bontekoe, 17, 56, 76–77, 130
Bontemantel, Hans, 99, 110
Boomptjes Hoeck. See
Bombay Hook
Boon, Francois, 419
Boon, Mathijs, 145
Booth, Nicolaes: as defendant v.
Vos, 485, 489, 509, 520, 529,
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531, 549, 556; as defendant v.
Mahu, 493, 505, 508; goods
left with, 130; as merchant, 9
Bordingh, Claes, 15, 172, 515
Borstelen, Egbert van, 239
Borsum, Egbert van, 271,
287, 351–52, 395, 482
Borsum, Egbert van (Negro
of), 271, 282–83, 287
Boston, 593–94
Botcher, Jan, 584–87, 590–91
Bouljou, Augustijn. See
Beaulieu, Augustijn
Bout, Jan Evertsz, 301–2, 380
Bout, W[ ], 401
Bouwne, William, 251?, 490
Braddish, Hanah, 211–12
Bradstreate, Simon, 593–94
Brazil, xiii, 55, 428, 438, 474
bread: contract with Company to
bake, 401–2; petition on baking
144–45; prices fixed 149, 567–70
Bredenbent, Willem: assessed,
240; coat stolen from, 351,
386; and Gravesand boundary dispute, 24, 91, 94–95; as
scheepen, 208, 234, 424
Bree, Helena de, 421
Bree, Pieter van, 371
Bremen, Abel Dircx van, 390
Breuckelen: Indian threat at,
129; market established at, 272;
minister’s salary at, assessment
roll for, 239–40; minister’s salary

at, orders of council concerning,
175, 209, 238, 293–94; minister’s
salary at, petitions of officials
on, 206–9, 233–34; minister’s
salary at, refusal to pay, 423,
431–32, 440–41, 444–45; officials at, 78, 249–50, 424, 511–12;
tenths at, 42–43; theft at, 137
Breuckelen, Marten Jansz van, 283
Bridges, Charles. See
Brugge, Carel van
Bridnel, Richard, 422
Brij, Gijsbert, 285
Broer Cornelis, 300
Bronese, Richard, 212
Broun, Francoijs, 506
Brouse, Edward, 492
Brouwer, Adam, 240
Brouwer, Willem, 135, 290–91
Browsen, Edward, 214
Brudenell, Robert, 252
Brugge, Carel van: and issues with
books, 71–72, 76–77, 353, 434,
478; and seizure of papers, 158,
177, 245; as translator, 565
Brugh, Johannes van. See
Verbrugge, Johannes Pietersz
Bruijnvis, 578
Bruyn, 30
Bruyn, Tomas, 139
Buijs, Pieter Jacobsz: as attorney, 295, 396, 407, 435–36,
441, 548; as merchant, 15, 543;
as tobacco inspector, 483

INDEX

Bulck, Richerd, 523–24
Bunnick, Marten Claesen van, 488
burgher excise, 165–70
burgher right: petition for establishment of 218–19; opinion
of councilors on 219–22; ordinance establishing 222–24;
eligibility for 226–29; form of
certificate of 232–33; petition
of Jews concerning 277–78;
persons admitted to 368–69
burgomasters and schepenen (of
New Amsterdam): appointment of,
226, 380–86; on appointment of
city officials, 229–30; on burgher
excise, 165–70; on cattle fairs,
583–84; and estate settlement,
421; on pier construction, 575–76;
on jurisdiction, 176–77; on taxes,
115–17; salaries of, 350–51,
371–72; on schout’s office,
13–14; on weighhouse, 361–64
Buys, Pieter Jacobsz. See
Buijs, Pieter Jacobsz
Calenborch, J. G., 33
calendar: of judgments 191–93;
of ordinances and placards,
190–91; of principal resolutions, 190; of transactions between council and city, 189
Calff, Jacob, 245, 295, 345
Caljou, Jan, 57?, 99
Campen, Jan van, 105–6, 154

Canada, 486
Canaresse, 266
Cape Henlopen, 561
Capelle, [Hendrick] vander,
22, 50, 485, 530
Capito, Matthijs: as bookkeeper,
187, 189, 245; as deputy commies, 254, 359, 434, 552; as
litigant, 487; as petitioner, 18
Capstee, Hendrick de, 239
Capteijn, Jan, 349
Caracas [Venezuela], 428
Cardel, Ralph, 487
Carstense, Claes, 380
Catholic, 432
Catjou, Jan, 57, 99?
cattle, 583–84. See also Salee,
Anthony Jansz van
Chair, Salomon La. See
Lachair, Salomon
Charter of Freedoms and
Exemptions, 29, 34–35, 218
Christina Kil, 266, 284
church master, 242, 396
Claasen, Bartlet, 239, 250
Claasen, Marten, 282, 435
Claes, Janten, 18
Claes de Meutelaer, 239
Claesen, Abbe, 322–24
Claesen, Dirck, 349, 459?
Claesen, Harpert, 204
Claesen, Jan, 204
Claesen, Pieter, 203, 417
Claessen, Dirck, 349?, 459
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Claessen, Jacob, 538
Cleeff, Hendrick Huygen van.
See Huygen, Hendrick
Clercq, Robbert, 252
Clere, George, 333
clergy, salary of: assessment for,
238–40; order concerning, 293–94;
refusal to pay, 423, 431–32,
440–41, 444–45; requests of
clergy on, 174–75, 181–82, 260,
267–68, 378, 516, 563, 566; town
officials on, 203–9, 233–35
clerk: appointment of, 412,
499–500; resignation of, 313–14,
320; salary of, 101–2, 270–71,
337–38, 359, 442–43, 520
Clock, Abraham Martensen,
134, 182–83, 199
Clock, Cornelis, 145
Clock, Pelgrom, 155, 390, 533
Cobes, Ludovicus, 86
Cock, Pieter, 70, 351, 386
Coeverden, Hendrick
Sweers van, 11, 197
Cohen, Jacob, 278, 343,
352, 361, 386, 390
Colombe, N., 393, 397, 407
Colthoff, Jan, 338
Commegys, 562
communities and villages: fencing, 209–210; formation of
villages, 41–42, 216, 314–15,
402–4, 581; vacant lots, 345–47
Company books: audits of, 478–79;

closing of, 10, 71, 76–77; council
on, 472–73, 475; delivery of, 78;
for better keeping of, 352–54, 434;
and overdrafts, 494; recovery of,
71–72, 158, 177–78, 233, 244–45
Conijnen Island, 24, 52, 98
Coninck David, 9, 394, 398–99
Conincx, Capt., 138, 394, 398–99
Constapels hoeck, 379
contraband. See smuggling, cases of
Coo, John, 296, 494, 514, 576–77
Cool, Barent Jacobsz, 249
Cool, Josia, 547
Cool, Willem, 545n373
Corben, Mr., 288
Corler, Jacob van. See
Curler, Jacob van
Cornelis, Laurens, 564
Cornelis, Marritje/Trijntgen, 246,
269, 278–79, 304, 309–10, 404
Cornelis, Yde, 349
Cornelisse, Hendrick, 204
Cornelisse, Roeloff, 204
Cornelissen, Albert, 175,
208, 234, 238–39
Cornelissen, Jan, 249
Cornelissen, Pieter, 204,
208, 239, 598
Cornelis the neef, 300
Cornelisz Meulemaker, Pieter, 588
Coro [Venezuela], 427
Corteljouw, Jacques: in land dispute,
92, 99, 114, 139; and Company
Negro, 484, 488, 583; as surveyor,
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94–95, 215–16, 339, 413, 528;
petition to erect village, 216
Cortlant, Oloff Stevensz van:
as burgomaster, 40, 62, 116,
176n103, 381–82, 385; as legal
representative, 267–68; as orphan
master, 237–38; and items in city
account, 394, 398; as treasurer,
242; as witness to sale, 380
Cos, Claes Pieterse, 349
court messenger, 86, 451, 462–66
Cousseau, 543
Couwenhoven, Gerrit
Wolpherts, 171
Couwenhoven, Jacob Wolpherts
van: arrest of, 246–47; as brewer,
180; guardians for children of,
201–3, 241, 253–54; as litigant,
395–96, 404, 407, 413, 420, 435–
37, 520; as third party in litigation,
22, 50, 435; and mother's estate,
171–72; and city survey, 293
Couwenhoven, Pieter Wolpherts
van: as defendant, 153, 160; and
guardians for brother's children,
201–2, 254; as interpreter, 380; as
merchant, 15, 543; and mother's
estate, 171–72; as orphan master,
580?; as scheepen, 381–83, 385
Couwenhoven, Wolphert
Gerritsz, 47?, 171, 524–25?
Cregier, Marten Jr., 359, 520
Criegier, Capt. Marten, 283–84, 579
Crijnen, Dirck, 404–5, 412, 488
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Croon, Dirck Jansz, 51,
419, 534–35, 539
Cuijter, Joghem Pietersz, 421
Culemborgh, Jan Theunissen, 477
Curaçao: personnel at, 350,
431, 475–76, 493, 523; ship
seized headed to, 427; tobacco loaded at, 506
Curler, Jacob van, 393,
412, 414, 418
currency: and duties, 9–10,
131–32, 303; and price controls, 567–70; regulation of,
194–96, 200. See also sewant
Cuts, Jan, 593
Cuts, Richard, 593
Daemen, Jan, 239
Dandrada, Salvador, 277–78
Deckere, Johan de: advice to
council from, 467, 497, 519,
522, 536, 538, 539, 540, 595;
as comptroller, 410–11; propositions of 472–75; petition for
reimbursement from, 511; on
sewant, 571–75; and tappers'
excise, xvi–xvii, 19–21, 28–29,
51–52, 53, 79–86; and tenths, 51
Delaware River. See South River
De Lieffde, 523
Denton, Mr., 356
Dickman, 139
Diemen, 493
Dijck, Gregorius van,
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314, 320, 325, 470
Dijckman, Jacob, 551
Dijckman, Johannes, xvi, 28
Dincklage, Lubbert van,
22, 50, 428–29
Dincklage, Margarita van, 429
Dircksen, Cornelis, 204
Dircksen, Joris, 207–8,
234, 239, 424
Dircksz, Cornelis, 239
Dircksz, Jan, 40–41
Dircx, Evertje, 152
Dircx, Iva, 588, 592
Doeckles, Willem, 489, 493–
94, 505, 510, 522, 579
Dolfyn, Nicolaj, 30
Dolphijn, 17
Domingo, St., 427
Donck, Daniel van, 543
Douckles, Willem. See
Doeckles, Willem
Doughtie, Elias, 333, 335
Doughtij, Francoijs, 388
Doughty, Elias. See Doughtie, Elias
Douwerse, Harmen, 543
Draatvat, 321, 457, 483,
530, 533–34, 537–38
Drisius, Samuel, 380, 516, 566
Duijts, Laurens, 577–78,
580, 582, 585–86
duties (imports and exports): paid
to inspector, 272; on alcohol,
14–16, 419, 452–54; on timber
from Holland, 415; on various

imports, 454; on West India sugar,
303–4; payment of, 9–10, 26–27,
131–32, 303; petitions for relief
from, 44, 158–59, 285–87, 291,
503–4, 535–36, 544–45; regulation of, 432–34, 442, 459–61
Duyff, 105, 137, 245
Dyck, Gregorius van. See
Dijck, Gregorius van
Ebbingh, Jeronimus, 369
Eeldersen, Jacob, 388, 391–92
Eendacht, 459
Elbertsen, Elbert, 43, 45–49,
203, 208, 239, 250
Eldersen, Lucas, 231, 249
Elmerhuysen, 70, 275
Elslant, Claes van (Jr.): as court
messenger, 49?, 78, 89–90,
383, 435, 488, 597–98
Elslant, Claes van (Sr.), 49?, 94
Endecott, John, 592–93
English: and Flushing
Remonstrance, xvii; tobacco
traders, 433, 453, 540; towns on
Long Island visited by Stuyvesant,
354–55; threats from, xiv–xv.
See also New England; Virginia
English-language entries, 181,
211–14, 330–33, 341–43,
355–57, 360, 376–78, 564–65,
592–93, 597–98, 599
Erabiel, 208?, 239
Esopus, 255n158, 459,
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480, 484, 500, 554
Espagnola, 427
Eversen, Jan, 137
Evertse, Jan, 175
Evertsen, Jan, 239
Evertsen, Wessel, 408
Eynden, Philip van, 44
Faecke, Henry, 314, 430–31?
Farringhton, Thomas, 576–77
Farrington, Edward, 333, 336,
339, 340, 341–43, 355
Feacx, Henrij, 314?, 430–31
Feake, Tobias, xvii–xviii, 332–36,
341–42, 360, 369–70, 424
Feecx, Henrij. See Feacx, Henrij
Feecx, Tobias. See Feake, Tobias
Feild, Antonie, 333, 335
Feild, Robert, Jr., 333, 335
Feild, Robert, Sr., 333, 335
Ferera, David, 57–58, 61–63
Ferrara, Juan Gallardo: document
from translated, 434; free passage to Holland granted to, 455;
restoration of slaves of, 103–4,
105–7, 154–55, 427–28, 491–92;
room and board for, 187
ferry, 351–52, 395, 403, 412, 482–
83, 583–84. See also under theft
ffarington, Edward. See
Farrington, Edward
Ffowler, Joseph, 211–12
Field. See Feild
Fincent, Adriaen, 248, 290–91?
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Finlant, 314
Finns, xiv, 4, 68, 97
fire wardens, 237–38, 599
Flamen, Jan, 302, 371
Flushing. See Vlissingen
Flushing Remonstrance, xvii–xviii,
330–33; arrests and prosecutions, 333–36, 338–43, 344–45,
354–55, 360, 369–70; illegal
conventicles, 161–62, 183–84;
ordinance for better governance of Flushing, 424–27
Foard, John, 333, 335
Forbus, Jan, 451
Foreest, Isaack de: admitted as
burgher, 368–69; as merchant,
543; as petitioner to contract beer,
180–81; as scheepen, 381–82,
385; as tappers' excise farmer, 401; as weigh master, 38
Forman, Arij, 597–98
Forman, Robbert, 588
Fort Altena, 284, 458, 469–70
Fort Casimir, xiii, xiv–xv,
4, 6, 266, 268, 284
Fort Christina, xiv, 284
Fort Nassau (South River), xiv
Fort Orange. See Beverwijck
and Fort Orange
Foster, Thomas, 597–98
Fransman, Isaack, 537–38
Fransman, Nicolaes de. See
Nicolaes de Fransman
Fransman, Pieter, 537–38
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French: Indians, 29, 37; -language
document, 461; persons (see
Beaulieu, Augustijn; Colombe,
N.; Fransman, Isaack; Fransman,
Pieter; Nicolaes de Fransman);
West Indies, 600–602
Fresh River [Varse Revier], 96
Fresh Water [Varse Water], 10,
303, 391, 429, 443–44
Frost, Abram, 506
fugitives, xvii, 19, 18, 388, 392,
406, 448, 564–65. See also
under soldier(s); sailor(s)
Gabrij, Charles, 405–6, 483
Gabrij, Timotheus, 320?, 543
Gabry, Themotius, 320, 543?
games and leisure, 147,
236, 375, 397
Geertje [Stoffelsen], 529
Geldersche Bloem, 544
Gemoenepaen, 348–49, 546–47
Gerardij, Jan, 38, 489, 520
Gerardij, Mary, 18
Gerbou, Jan, 107, 111?
Gerlant, Tomas, 597–98
Gerrit de rademaecker [wheelwright], 239, 423, 432, 440–41
Gerrits, Adriaen, 265
Gerritsen, Goosen, 322,
325–26, 430, 444
Gerritsen, Wolphert, 47,
171?, 524–25
Gerritsz, Pieter, 537

Gersen, Vincent, 538
Gervoe, Jan, 107?, 111
Gildersleeve, Richard, 181, 588
Gillis, 268
Goderis, Joost, 231, 249
Goedjer, Mr., 290
Gonst, Jan Hendricx van, 522
Goodyear, Stephen, 290?
Goossens, Mary, 19–20
Governors Island [Nooten
Eylant], 330
Grabiels, 208, 239?
Graeff, Pieter de, 54–56
Gravesande: banishment from,
214; boundary dispute at, 24–25,
45, 52–53, 77–78, 89–92, 94–95,
98–99, 114, 139–41; fugitive at,
188; rent dispute at, 295; officials at, 251–52, 492; tenths at,
42–43, 490; Quakers at, 339–41
Gray, John, 495
Great Rock [Groote Clip], 378
Greedi, Tomas, 95
Greenwich, CT [Groen Wits], 466
Greveraet, Isaacq, 202,
241, 247, 543
Griffine, Edward, 333, 335
Grift, Jacob Leendersz vander,
97, 231–32, 564?
Grift, Poulus Leendersen vande,
239?, 564?; as city official,
226, 237, 260, 328, 383, 385,
405, 441; as legal representative, 405–6, 483, 556; as
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litigant, 555, 565, 581, 595–96
Grim, Otto, 4
Grist, J. L. vande. See Grift,
Jacob Leendersz vander
gristmill, 471–72
Groeningen, 387
Groot, Willem Pietersz
de, 18, 448–49
Groote Christoffel, 128–29, 161
Guadeloupe, 55, 329
guardians, 350. See also
under Couwenhoven,
Jacob Wolpherts van
guns. See weapons
Gunst, Jan Hendricksen van, 579
Gutwasser, Johannes Ernestes,
455–56, 570–71
Gutwater, Johannes Ernestus. See
Gutwasser, Johannes Ernestes
Gysberden Island, 52
Haaghe Juffr. [Hague lady], 70
Haaij, Jacob, 543
Haen, Dirck Cornelisz, 289–90
Haentje, 427
Haerlem, 581–82
Hague, The, 32–33
Haij, 163
Hal, Tomas, 339
Hallett, William, 161–62, 183–84
Hamel, Gerrit, 544
Hamel, Hendrick, 30
Hamels, Jacob, 30, 31
Hanel, George, 480
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Hanius, do. Johannis, 429
Hansen, Laurens, 122, 137
Hanson, Matijs, 470
Harck, William (widow of), 576–77
Harlem, 500, 581–82
Harman, Jan, 597–98
Harmens, Stijntgen, 531
Hart, Edward, 333–36, 340, 360
Hartford, 96
Hartgers, Pieter, 419
Hassel, Hendrick Ysbrants van, 319
Hay, 474
Hazard, Nathaniel, 387–88
Heart, Edward. See Hart, Edward
Heemsteede: Indian attacks at,
356; land sold at, 252; officials
at, 181, 422, 588; Stuyvesant to
visit, 354–55; tappers' excise
at, 597–99; tenths at, 42–43
Heermans, Augustinus, 18, 21,
52, 406, 577, 600–601
Heermans, Janneken, 53–54
Hefferd, Nathaniel, 332
Hegeman, Adriaen, 250,
373, 416, 428–29
Heijmans, Paulus, 371
Hendrick de Backer, 144?, 299, 370
Hendrick den tambour,
108, 291?, 387?, 498?
Hendrick de Sweet [the Swede], 23
Hendricks, Gerrit, 18
Hendricksen tambour, Hendrick,
108?, 291, 387, 498
Hendricksen, Harmen, 270, 498?
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Hendricksen, Hendrick, 18, 144, 398
Hendricksen, Jacob, 578,
580, 591, 599
Hendricksen, Jan, 489, 493, 505
Hendricksz, Cornelis, 249
Hendrick the sergant, 564
Hendrickx, Anna, 121–22
Hendrix, Pieter, 447
Henricque, Jacob Cohen.
See Cohen, Jacob
Herberts, Andries. See
Herpertsz, Andries
Herfleur, Jan Martijn van.
See Martijn, Jan
Herman, John, 597–98
Herpertsz, Andries, 20, 93
Hibon, Jan, 489
Hicx, Jan/John: as litigant in
land dispute, 152–53, 185, 240,
394–95, 413; and excise, 597–98?
Hillebrantsen, Nicolaes
Gregorius, 547
Hinoyossa, Alexander d', 264–65
Hinse, Jacob de, 121, 122–23
Hoesem, Jan van, 144
Hoffmeyer, Willem, 144
Hog Island [Verckens Eijlant], 582
hogs, 388–89, 455
Homs, Joris, 21
Honingh, Dirck Cornelisz, 289
Hooges, Anthony de, 36
Hoornbeecq, Gillis van, 457
Hopman, Hans, 139, 279, 297–98
Houëlle, Charles, 55

houses: construction of, 174–75,
448–49, 449, 529, 581; rent
on, 260, 531–32, 566
Houthuysen, Dirck, 21
Hubbard, Beniamin, 332, 333
Hudde, Andries, 3, 274, 276, 284
Hudsen, Jan, 153
Huijbert, Jan, 52
Huijgen, Hendrick. See
Huygen, Hendrick
Huijs, Jacob Jansz. See
Huys, Jacob Jansz
Hulter, Johanna de, 255
Hulter, Johannes de, 36, 255
Huybertsz, Adryaen, 239
Huygen, Hendrick, 4–5,
44, 284, 323–24, 543
Huys, Jacob Jansz: and contraband, 409–10, 451–52; debt of,
509; as litigant, 126–27, 225–26,
521, 528, 530, 549, 554, 589
Huys, Outie, 239
Indians, alcohol given to: at
Beverwijck, 93; Dircksz charged
with, 40–41; forbidden by
council, 148, 315–16, 440; in
land sale, 379; Michiels and
Martensz charged with, 68;
Stevense charged with, 170–71;
Tades charged with, 59–60, 69,
70–71, 73–75, 157; Velthuysen
charged with, 113–14, 115; Vos
charged with, 517, 554–55
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Indians: avarice of, 579; bread sold
to, 144–45, 149–50; at Esopus,
480, 500–501, 554; fear of, 12,
41–42, 129, 133; land of old
Indian, 24, 98; land purchased
from, 46, 255, 378–80, 517;
livestock killed by, 29, 356–57;
lodging of, 10; at Pavonia, 349;
in Peach War, xiii; at South River,
3–7; and theft, 136–37, 351, 386;
war with French, 29, 37; weapons
sold to, 87, 100, 107–9, 112. See
also Indians, alcohol given to
Iveren, Hendrick Jansen van.
See Jansen, Hendrick
Ja[ ], Abraham, 130
Jacobs, Magdalena, 202
Jacobsen, Jan, 538
Jacobsen, Pieter, 106, 154
Jacobsz alias Bamboes,
Harmen, 459, 480, 500
Jacobsz, Crijn, 249
Jacobsz, Jan, 4, 243, 280
Jacobsz, Joris, 43, 45–49, 204
Jacobsz, Rutger, 20, 51, 93, 300, 547
Jacobsz, Willem, 250, 373?
Jacquet, Jan Paul: arms sold to
Indians by, 70; complaints against,
273–76; debts of, 482, 551; letters
from, 3; proceedings against, 306–
7, 315, 321, 322, 324–25, 326–27;
property of Company transferred
to, 283–85; removal of, 276–77

jailer, 230–31, 404–5, 415, 488
Jamænico, 428
James, John, 356
Jan de Clerck, 239
Jan de Schoorsteenveeger, 240
Jans, Geesie/Ytie, 578,
584–87, 590–91
Jansen, Gijsbert, 319
Jansen, Hans, 204
Jansen, Hendrick, 152–53,
185, 240–41, 394?, 413
Jansen, Hester, 201–2, 241, 253
Jansen, Jannetje, 589
Jansen, Jeuriaen, 457, 515
Jansen, Machiel, 231–32, 349
Jansen, Marcelis, 51, 58, 79
Jansen, Marten, 203, 250, 417
Jansen, Pieter, 239, 537–38
Jansen, Theunis, 239
Jansen de Molaat,
Abraham, 423, 431
Jansen Noorman, Pieter, 451
Jansen Turck, [ ], 588
Janssen, Age, 538
Jansz, Anthony. See Salee,
Anthony Jansz van
Jansz, Arien. See Jansz
alias Appel, Adriaen
Jansz, Baerent, 239
Jansz, Bartel, 538
Jansz, Hendrick, 537–38
Jansz, Jan, 537
Jansz, Machggiel, 380
Jansz, Michiel, 197–98
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Jansz, Paulus, 11, 276, 284
Jansz alias Appel, Adriaen,
19–21, 28, 49, 64–65, 66–67,
73, 76, 78–82, 84–86
Jansz de Jonge, Jan, 599
Jeele, Roosen, 60–61, 68–69
Jeets, William, 597–98
Jeuriaens, Jan, 101–2, 276, 284, 430
Jews: and burgher right, 277–78;
Acosta, 58, 278; Barsimson,
225–26, 521, 528, 530, 549,
589; Cohen, 278, 343, 352,
361, 386, 390; Dandrada,
277–78; Ferera, 57–58, 61–63;
Lucena, 278; Mardochaije,
545; Mesa, 312, 319–20
Job, 380
Jochems, Hendrick, 300
Jochemsz, Andries, 237, 389
Jong, Hans, 100, 109
Jonge, Jan de, 370, 556
Jonge, Joff de, 49
Jonge, Pieter de, 15
Joost de backer, 299
Joosten, Merry, 170–71
Joosten, Rutger, 283
Joosten, Sijmon, 238, 297, 431, 440
Joresey's plantation, 137
Jorissen, Burger, 197–99, 369
Joseph, Eduard, 514
Jurgen the Fin, 315
jurisdictional rights, xvi–xvii,
19–21, 27–37, 176–77
Jurriaensz, Jan. See Jeuriaens, Jan

Kaghkennip, 380
Kaik, Pieter, 470
Keij, Adriaen, 371?, 505
Keijser, Adriaen, 371, 505?
kermisdach, 345
Kieft, Willem, 424, 588
Kiersteede, Hans, 113, 391
Kil vant Col, 379
Kinghsessing, 314
Kip, Hendrick, 176n103, 237
Kip, Jacob, 18, 313, 320, 381–82,
543; as secretary, passim
Konck, Willem, 249
Kuijper, Gerrit Jansz, 457
Kuyper, Jacob Stevense,
18?, 170–71
Laarsen, Neils, 275, 325
Labate, Jan, 401
Lachair, Salomon: as notary,
251; and slaughter excise, 141,
157, 247–48, 270, 285, 288
Laet, Johanna de. See
Hulter, Johanna de
Lafebru, Jan, 290
La Garce, 18
Lagebergh, 239
Lamotte, 290
land: disputes (see Stivenson,
Tomas; under Hicx, Jan/John;
Salee, Anthony Jansz van); petitions, grants, and transactions,
45, 57, 94, 97–98, 117–18, 118,
179–80, 181–82, 182–83, 184–85,
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252, 255, 268, 301–2, 370, 373,
471–72, 522, 523–24, 524–25. See
also communities and villages
Lange, Jacob de, 159, 590
Lard, Richert, 96–97
Laurens, John/Jan: and canceled
deed, 563; in suit over slaughter
excise, 141, 157, 247–48, 270,
285, 288; in suit over smuggled beavers, 507–8, 509, 517,
592–95; as witness, 565
Laurensen, Andries, 138–39
Laurensz, Pieter, 152
Lawrence, John. See
Laurens, John/Jan
Lawrense, William, 355
Leendersz, Poulus. See Grift,
Poulus Leendersen vande
Leete, William, 593–94
Lewes [also named Job], 380
Leyck, Jan, 204
Leyden, Adriaen Jansz van. See
Jansz alias Appel, Adriaen
Leyden alias Bacon and Eggs,
William Jansen, 114
Liefrinck, Jan Baptista,
128–29, 456, 503
Linde, Pieter vande, 21, 449,
456–57, 483, 495–97
Linthout, Abrahan van, 100
Liphorst, Luycas vander, 235
Lith, Nicolaes van, 158
Litscho, Daniel, 134, 237–38
Lodewijck, 208, 239, 423, 432
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Loeft, Hendrick, 504
Long Island: parties banished to,
152, 170–71; council to visit, 354–
55; ferry to, 482–83; permission
to live on, 157; petition to erect
village on, 216; tappers’ excise
on, 188, 200. See also Amesfoort;
Breuckelen; Gravesande;
Heemsteede; Middelborch;
Midwout; Utrecht, [New]
Loockermans, Govert: brother of,
450, 456; and Caribbean trade,
427; as church master, 242;
as fire warden, 237; as guardian, 201–2, 254; as interpreter,
380; lot in New Amsterdam of,
179–80; as merchant, 15, 258,
442, 543; and nomination of
officials, 383; as scheepen, 226
Loockermans, Pieter, 450, 456
Looper, Jacob, 350
Loosdrecht, Jacob, 79
Loreth, Anthony. See
Lourens, Anthony
Lourdt, Anthony, 235
Lourens, Anthony, 77, 89
Lourens, Jan. See Laurens, John/Jan
Lourens, Severijn, 445–46, 448, 481
Lourens, Stijntje, 235
Lourent, Anthony, 235
Lubbert de guyt, 300
Lubbertsen, Fredrick, 207,
239, 369, 489, 494, 504
Lubbertsen, Jan, 271, 412, 515
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Lucena, Abraham de, 278
Lutherans. See under religion
Luycassen, Pieter, 163–64
Mahu, Samuel, 493, 505, 508
Mallemocque, Pieter, 208
Manhattan: anchorage off, 88; building lot on, 118; Indians on, xiii,
10; sod and oysters on, 441–42;
and staple right, 218–23; tenths
on, 21; new village on, 402–4. See
also New Amsterdam; Haerlem
Manist, Pieter, 208, 239?
Marchall, John, 387–88
Marcus, Johannes, 240
Mardochaije brothers, 545
Marius, Pieter Jacobsz,
15, 172, 515, 543
markets, weekly, 112–13, 172
marriage and sex: breach of promise
to marry, 60–61, 68–69; case
of adultery, 578, 584–87, 588,
590–91, 592; case of adultery and
incest, 246, 269, 278–79, 304–5,
309–10; case of divorce and
adultery, 211–14; lodging married
soldiers, 410; marriage regulated,
348; “unnatural deeds,” 547
Marsepinck, 136–37
Martensen, Cornelis, 68?,
121, 128, 160–61
Martensen, Harmen, 531
Martensen, Mesagh, 415–16
Martijn, Jan, 208, 239,

423, 431, 444–45
Martyn, Jean. See Martijn, Jan
Maryland, xv
masons, 415–16, 422–23,
473, 475, 526
Mast, Jan, 100, 110
Mastine, John, 333, 418
Matinnekonck, 4, 137
medical issues: autopsy, 391–92;
chirurgijns, 392, 578; death
certificate, 500–501; hospital
for soldiers and Negroes, 591,
599–600; soldiers treated, 145
Megapolensis, Johannes
(Jr.), 121, 122
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